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Applications advertised before acceptance-class-wise:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>11-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>30-35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>36-81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>82-93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>94-424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>425-453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>454-515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>516-519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>520-624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>625-649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>650-706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>707-734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>735-736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>737-753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>754-756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>757-798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>799-818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>819-838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>839-861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>862-873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>874-896</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<p>| Class - 22 | 897-899 |
| Class - 23 | 900-901 |
| Class - 24 | 902-914 |
| Class - 25 | 915-992 |
| Class - 26 | 993-1001 |
| Class - 27 | 1002-1006 |
| Class - 28 | 1007-1018 |
| Class - 29 | 1019-1041 |
| Class - 30 | 1042-1133 |
| Class - 31 | 1134-1155 |
| Class - 32 | 1156-1171 |
| Class - 33 | 1172-1175 |
| Class - 34 | 1176-1189 |
| Class - 35 | 1190-1293 |
| Class - 36 | 1294-1325 |
| Class - 37 | 1326-1359 |
| Class - 38 | 1360-1382 |
| Class - 39 | 1383-1398 |
| Class - 40 | 1399-1405 |
| Class - 41 | 1406-1468 |
| Class - 42 | 1469-1509 |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>vaga- / Class - 43</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1510-1549</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>vaga- / Class - 44</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1550-1581</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>vaga- / Class - 45</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1582-1593</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>bahuvgag- /// MultiClass</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1594-1694</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION MARK</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1695-1701</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CORRIGENDA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1702-1709</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RENEWAL</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1710-1730</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NOTIFICATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>-</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>POST REGISTRATIONS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1731-1734</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REMOVED DETAILS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1735-1739</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NOTICE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1740</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OFFICIAL NOTES

JURISDICTION OF OFFICES OF THE TRADE MARKS REGISTRY

The Trade Marks Registry has its Head Office at Mumbai and branch Offices at Kolkata, Delhi, Chennai and Ahmedabad having territorial jurisdiction on a zonal basis under (vide Government of India Gazette Notification, dated 25.11.1959, 28.6.1960 and 21.8.1990 and further amendments thereto).

Mumbai: Office of the Trade Marks Registry at S. M. Road, Near Antop Hill, Head Post Office, Mumbai-400037. Tel: 022-24140808, Fax: 022-24140808.

Ahmedabad: Office of the Trade Marks Registry at Ahmedabad, Near Chanakyapuri Over Bridge, Besides AMC City Civic Centre, Ghatlodia, Ahmedabad-380 061.


Jurisdiction: The State of Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh and Goa.

Jurisdiction: The States of Gujarat and Rajasthan and the Union Territories of Daman, Diu, Dadra and Nagar Haveli.

Jurisdiction: The States of Uttar Pradesh, Haryana, Rajasthan and the Union Territories of Daman, Diu, Dadra and Nagar Haveli.
Trade Marks Journal

Jurisdiction: Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Bihar, Orissa, West Bengal, Manipur, Mizoram, Meghalaya, Sikkim, Tripura and Union Territories of Nagaland, Andaman & Nikobar Islands, Jharkhand.

New Delhi: Office of the Trade Marks Registry at New Delhi Boudhik sampada bhavav, plot no. 32, sector 14, dwarka, New Delhi-110 075.
Tel.: 011-28032382/Fax : 28032381


Chennai: Office of the Trade Marks Registry at Chennai, Intellectual Property Rights bldg., Industrial Estate SIDCO RMD, Godown Area G.S.T Road, guindy, Chennai-600 032.
Tel: 044- 22502044     Fax : 044-22502046

Jurisdiction: The States of Andhra Pradesh, Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka and the Union Territories of Pondichery and Lakshadweep Island.

Trade Marks Journal

All applications, notices, statements or order documents or any fees required by the Act or the Rules will be received only at the appropriate office of the Trade Marks Registry. However applications on request on form TM-10, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 40, 46, 47, 50,
55, 58, 59, 61 and TM-62 may be filled at appropriate office or Head Office at Mumbai.

Banks drafts and cheques shall be drawn on a scheduled bank at the place, where the appropriate office of the Trade Marks Registry, is situated.

PRELIMINARY ADVICE BY REGISTRAR AS TO DISTINCTIVENESS

An application for preliminary advice by the Registrar under Sub-Section (1) of section 133 of Trade Marks Act, 1999 shall be made on Form TM-55 in respect of any goods/services comprised within any one class of goods and services, accompanied by three representations of the Trade Mark.

ASSOCIATED MARKS

Where it is stated that an advertised Mark is to be associated (under Section 16 of the Trade Marks Act, 1999), with another Mark indicated by its Official Number.

OFFICIAL NOTICES – contd...

Notice is hereby given that any person who has ground of opposition to the registration of any of the Marks advertised herein according to classes under the heading “Applications advertised before Registration” may, within four months from the date of the Journal, lodge Notice of Opposition on Form TM-5 in the appropriate office of the Trade Marks Registry accompanied by the prescribed fee of Rs.2500/-

Trade Marks Journal

Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016
b. Copies of Renewal/Post Registration changes/or Journals in which such renewals/post registration changes are notified.
c. Copy of the Registration Certificate.

COPYRIGHT SEARCH CERTIFICATE

How you can obtain copyright certificate promptly?

The Applicant along with the request may file the following documents:

a. Copies of the representation of the label containing the Application number if any, for which the trade mark application has been filed.
b. Copies of the Registration certificate containing the label for which the registration has been obtained.

tk Kulaa rhogaa

NOTICE

It is hereby informed that the Cash Counter will be opened to the public from 10.00 a.m. upto 3.30 p.m.
TOTAL NUMBER OF MARKS PUBLISHED IN THIS JOURNAL IS INDICATED BELOW.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF OFFICE</th>
<th>TOTAL NUMBER OF MARKS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TMR, MUMBAI</td>
<td>326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMR, AHMEDABAD</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMR, KOLKATA</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMR, DELHI</td>
<td>1028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMR, CHENNAI</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION DEVISION</td>
<td>07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>1675</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOOTNOTE**

Examination Reports of application can be viewed by logging on to Application Status in IPO website (www.ipindia.nic.in) and clicking on View Examination Report.
DURASTICK

1997108   22/07/2010

NEERAJ ARORA
351/8 GROVER COLONY DILBAGH NAGAR EXTENSION JALANDHAR CITY
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BOMBAY TRADE MARK CO.
NEW RAILWAY ROAD, JALANDHAR CITY, PUNJAB STATE.
Used Since :14/10/2009

DELHI
ADHESIVES OF ALL KINDS INCLUDED IN CLASS 09
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016 Class 1

2004964 06/08/2010
RESINOVA CHEMIE LIMITED
54/38, NAYAGANJ, KANPUR, U.P
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS.
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANSHUL & CO.
H-882, SATYAM VIHAR, AVAS VIKAS COLONY, KALYANPUR, KANPUR-208017, U.P.
Used Since: 23/12/2009

DELHI

ALL KINDS OF ADHESIVE, SYNTHETIC RESIN ADHESIVE APOXY SYSTEM FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSE INCLUDED IN CLASS 01
THE SUBSTANCE INSIDE

2005424  06/08/2010
SI GROUP INC
2750 BALLTOWN ROAD SCHENECTADY NEW YORK 12309 USA
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A NEW YORK CORPORATION

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS, SYNTHETIC RESINS, ALKYLPHENOLS, ELECTRONIC CHEMICALS, ADHESIVE, COATINGS
AND SPECIALTY CHEMICALS NAMELY CHEMICAL ADDITIVES FOR GENERAL INDUSTRIAL USE ALL FOR ULE IN THE
MANUFACTURE OF A WIDE VARIETY OF GOODS.
NOVOLENE
2006625  10/08/2010
M/S. HARYANA LEATHER CHEMICALS LTD.
1405-B,Signature Towers, South City-1, Gurgaon-122001, India.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU.
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005
Used Since: 01/04/1991
DELHI
CHEMICAL PRODUCTS, SUBSTANCES, PREPARATIONS AND ADHESIVE USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE, PHOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, EPOXY RESIN COMPOSITIONS, EPOXY COMPOUNDS.
KEMWELL

2347130   11/06/2012

KEMWELL BIOPHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED

trading as : KEMWELL BIOPHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED

11 TUMKUR ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 022, KARNATAKA, INDIA.

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

A COMPANY EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

AZB & PARTNERS

AZB HOUSE, PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI 400013.

Used Since : 17/08/1983

To be associated with:

2337483

MUMBAI

Chemicals used in industry, science and agriculture.
MASCOL
2355629  28/06/2012
MUSIM MAS HOLDINGS PTE LTD
trading as ;MUSIM MAS HOLDINGS PTE LTD
150 BEACH ROAD, #15-01 GATEWAY WEST, SINGAPORE 189720.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A company existing under the Laws of Singapore.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEWAN MOHAN RAJKUMAR
PODDAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI 400001
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS; INDUSTRIAL ALCOHOL; CHEMICAL ADDITIVES FOR OILS &amp; FUELS; CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES &amp; ADDITIVES FOR USE IN INDUSTRY &amp; MANUFACTURE; INDUSTRIAL EMOLLIENTS; EMULSIFIERS; FERTILIZERS; INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS; INGREDIENTS FOR COSMETICS &amp; SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; SURFACE-ACTIVE CHEMICAL AGENTS; TANNING SUBSTANCES; RAW MATERIALS FOR SURFACTANTS; RAW MATERIALS FOR PLASTIC ANTIOXIDANTS &amp; POLYMER PROCESSING AIDS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016 Class 1

2376182 07/08/2012

PIDILITE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
REGENT CHAMBERS, 7TH FLOOR, JAMNALAL BAJAJ MARG, 208, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400021
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SYNTHETIC RESINS, ADHESIVES USED IN INDUSTRY, CHEMICALS USED IN INDUSTRY, UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS, TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS, TANNING SUBSTANCES, CEMENT FOR MENDING BROKEN ARTICLES, CEMENT WATERPROOFING PREPARATIONS, WATERPROOFING CHEMICALS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016

PIDILITE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
REGENT CHAMBERS, 7TH FLOOR, JAMNALAL BAJAJ MARG, 208, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400021
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SYNTHETIC RESINS AND ADHESIVES, ADHESIVES USED IN INDUSTRY; CHEMICALS USED IN INDUSTRY,
UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS;
TANNING SUBSTANCES; CEMENT FOR MENDING BROKEN ARTICLES; CEMENT WATERPROOFING PREPARATIONS;
WATERPROOFING CHEMICALS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016  Class 1

ECOFIL TECHNOLOGIES INDIA PVT. LTD.
B 308, HAMILTON, HIRANANDANI ESTATE, GHODBUNDER ROAD, PATLIPADA, THANE (WEST)-400 607 [M.S.].
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT. 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, 1IND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA
WEST MUMBAI-400050

Used Since: 01/08/2010

MUMBAI
BIO FERTILIZERS AND REFUSED DERIVED FUEL (RDF) INCLUDED IN CLASS 01
ECOFIL TECHNOLOGIES INDIA PVT. LTD.
B 308, HAMILTON, HIRANANDANI ESTATE, GHODBUNDER ROAD, PATLIPADA, THANE (WEST)-400 607 [M.S.].
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT. 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050
Used Since :01/08/2010

MUMBAI
BIO FERTILIZERS AND REFUSED DERIVED FUEL (RDF) INCLUDED IN CLASS 01
2378536  13/08/2012
ECOFIL TECHNOLOGIES INDIA PVT. LTD.
B 308, HAMILTON, HIRANANDANI ESTATE, GHODBUNDER ROAD, PATLIPADA, THANE (WEST)-400 607 [M.S.].
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT. 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050
Used Since :01/08/2010

MUMBAI
BIO FERTILIZERS AND REFUSED DERIVED FUEL (RDF) INCLUDED IN CLASS 01
PAILAN PARK DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY LTD.
EXPRESS TOWER, 42A, SHAKESPEARE SARANI, KOLKATA - 700 017, WEST BENGAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78, N.S.C. BOSE ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA 700 040, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

KOLKATA
Chemicals used in Industry, Science and Photography as well as in Agriculture, Horticulture and Forestry; Fire Extinguishing Compositions; Unprocessed Artificial Resins; Unprocessed Plastics; Manures; Tempering and Soldering Preparations; Chemical Substances for Preserving Foodstuffs; Tanning Substances; Adhesive Compositions for use in Industry; Potato Flour for Industrial Purposes.
2481007  19/02/2013
MR. MRINAL SIKDER
trading as ;T.T.K. (AGRO-CHEM)
VILL.+P.O.MOLLABELIA,P.S.HARINGHATA,DIST.NADIA,PIN-741249,W.B.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GOODWILL REGISTRATION SERVICE
C/O. SUSANTA GHOSH,107/1G TOLLYGUNGE ROAD,KOLKATA 700026,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :01/04/2005
KOLKATA
ALL TYPES OF BIO CHEMICALS AND FERTILIZERS
2709407    29/03/2014
VISHNU DAYAL AGRAWAL
23, CHATURVEDI COMPOUND, OPP. MATA WALA BAGH, TEMPLE KOLTA ROAD, FIROZABAD (U.P.)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :26/11/1987
DELHI
Chemical used in industry, science, photography, agriculture, horticulture and forestry, unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics, manure, fire extinguishing compositions, tempering and soldering preparations, chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances, adhesive used in industry.
CALBOOM

2733997  08/05/2014

DHARTI AGRO CHEMICALS PVT. LTD.
27, NEW COTTON MARKET LAYOUT, NAGPUR, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA, PIN-440 018
Manufacturer and Trader
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AGNIHOTRI & JHA ASSOCIATES
FLAT NO. 102, TULSI NIWAS, PUSHTIKAR SOCIETY, JOGESHWARI (W), MUMBAI 400 102
Used Since :12/01/2007

MUMBAI
for the goods related to micronutrients and fertilizers for agricultural use
2797646  26/08/2014

UPL LTD.
UNIPHOS HOUSE, MADHU PARK, 11TH ROAD, KHAR (WEST), MUMBAI-400052, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI 400 058.
Used Since: 01/01/1969

MUMBAI
FERTILIZER AND CHEMICAL PRODUCTS FOR USE IN AGRICULTURE, MUTLI MICRO NUTRIENTS FERTILIZERS, ORGANIC PLANT GROWTH NUTRIENT, ADDITIVE CHEMICAL TO FUNGICIDES, ADDITIVE CHEMICAL TO INSECTICIDES, FLOWER PRESERVATIVES, CHEMICALS FOR FORESTRY, PHOSPHORUS
LASNARO AGROVET PVT. LTD.
L - 19, MIDC, AMBAD, NASIK - 10 MAHARASHTRA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :15/08/2014
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF ORGANIC FERTILIZER LIQUIDIZE AND GRANULES
2812729    19/09/2014
GOVIND JEEVAN UTTAMCHANDANI
RAJESH JEEVAN UTTAMCHANDANI
trading as ;SHREE SANT KRIPA INTELLECTUAL
UNIT BEARING NO. 1201, 12TH FLOOR GOPA HEIGHT, PLOT NO. D-9, NETAJI SUBHASH PLCE, PITAM PURA, DELHI-110034
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MADAMSER & CO.
FLAT NO. E (GF), SAGAR APTS.,6, TILAK MARG, NEW DELHI-110001.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
2614390, 2615964, 2616056

DELHI

CLARIFYING AGENT, CHEMICAL USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE, PHOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY. UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS. MANURE FIRE EXTINGUISHING COMPOSITIONS, TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS, CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS, TANNING SUBSTANCES, ADHESIVE USED IN INDUSTRY, ANTI OXIDANTS CHEMICALS AND OTHER CHEMICALS INCLUDED IN CLASS 01 .
MICPOL
2813914  22/09/2014
INTERFLON B.V
BELDER 47, 4704 RK ROOSENDAAL, THE NETHERLANDS
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49
Used Since :31/10/2011

DELHI
CHEMICAL ADDITIVES FOR LUBRICANTS
GUARD

2005643  09/08/2010

OMSONS PAINTS INDIA
638-, POCKET-1 PASCHIM PURI NEW DELHI-63
MANUFACTURER, TRADER.
Used Since : 11/10/2008

DELHI

PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD; COLORANTS; MORDENTS; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS; DECORATORS; PRINTERS AND ARTISTS.
OMSONS PAINTS INDIA
638-, POCKET-1 PASCHIM PURI NEW DELHI-63
MANUFACTURER, TRADER.
Used Since : 11/10/2008

DELHI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD; COLORANTS; MORDENTS; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS; DECORATORS; PRINTERS AND ARTISTS.
2446361  21/12/2012
PAILAN PARK DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY LTD.
trading as :PAILAN PARK DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY LTD.
EXPRESS TOWER, 42A, SHAKESPEARE SARANI, KOLKATA - 700 017, WEST BENGAL
Manufacturer(s), Merchant(s), Trader(s), Exporter(s).
AN INDIAN COMPANY.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78,N.S.C. BOSE ROAD,1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 040,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :18/12/2003
KOLKATA
Paints, Varnishes, Lacquers; Distempers; Primers; Colourants; Dyestuffs; Mordants; Preservatives Against Rust and Against Deterioration of Wood; Coatings (Paints); Glazes (Paints); Whitewash; Pigments; Anti-Rust Oils & Greases; Printing Inks; Colourants for Food & Beverages; Silver Foil (Leaf); Raw Natural Resins; Metals in Foil and Powder form for Painters, Decorators, Printers & Artists; Thinners for Paints; Toners (Ink) for Photocopiers; Protective Preparations for Metals.
UVIPRESS
2809062  11/09/2014
FUJIFILM SERICOL INDIA PVT. LTD.
trading as; FUJIFILM SERICOL INDIA PVT. LTD.
10/11, B.U.BHANDARI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, SANASWADI, TAL. SHIRUR, DIST. PUNE-412 208
Manufacturers and Merchants
A Company incorporated under the Companies Act.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since : 21/09/2012
MUMBAI
PRINTING INKS; DIGITAL PRINTING INKS; SCREEN PRINTING INKS; OFFSET PRINTING INKS; COATING SUBSTANCES,
LACQUERS; CHEMICAL COLOURING COMPOSITIONS; PRESERVATIVE PREPARATIONS FOR METALS;
PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUSTS; COLOURING MATTERS, RESINS AND METALS IN FOIL.
FLUPAK

2809065  11/09/2014
FUJIFILM SERICOL INDIA PVT. LTD.
trading as ;FUJIFILM SERICOL INDIA PVT. LTD.
10/11, B.U.BHANDARI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, SANASWADI, TAL. SHIRUR, DIST. PUNE-412 208
Manufacturers and Merchants
A Company incorporated under the Companies Act.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :07/01/2005

MUMBAI
PRINTING INKS; DIGITAL PRINTING INKS; SCREEN PRINTING INKS; OFFSET PRINTING INKS; COATING SUBSTANCES, LACQUERS; CHEMICAL COLOURING COMPOSITIONS; PRESERVATIVE PREPARATIONS FOR METALS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUSTS; COLOURING MATTERS, RESINS AND METALS IN FOIL.
2814953  20/09/2014
POLYGOMMA INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LTD
A-229, ANTOP HILL WAREHOUSING COMPLEX, VIDYALANKAR COLLEGE MARG, WADALA (E), MUMBAI-400037
MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHJIA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
POLYMER COATING (PAINTS)
1989103  05/07/2010
RAJESHVARI DEVI
trading as ;CAMLAY CHEMICALS
DAV PUBLIC SCHOOL, ASHARAM RITI ROAD, SAHARANPUR, U.P
MANUFACTURING, MARKETING & TRADING
INDIAN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :01/06/2010
DELHI
ALL KINDS OF FLOOR CLEANER & PHENYL
1995059  19/07/2010
POOJA CHEMICALS & ALLIED PRODUCTS
12/189, SARESH BAGH, KANPUR, U.P
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VERMAJI & COMPANY
111/29, ASHOK NAGAR (BEHIND G.T. ROAD), KANPUR.
Used Since :20/05/2010
DELHI
DETERGENT WASHING POWDERS, DETERGENT CAKES, WASHING SOAPS, TOILET SOAPS, BATH SOAPS, DISHWASH
AND BARTAN BAR ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS-03
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.
SRI HARISH VARSHNEY
JAGDISH MUKESH CHANDRA (RANG WALE) NAJHAI BAZAR HATHRAS (U.P)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :01/01/2008

DELHI
CAMPHOR (KAPOOR) USED AS PUJAN SAMIGRI, BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 03.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE "OM" and "CAMPHOR".
2000842  29/07/2010
STELLA MCCARTNEY LIMITED
3 Olaf Street, London, England W11 4BE
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT.
a Company incorporated under the laws of United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SEN - OBEROI.
A - 18, CHITTARANJAN PARK, NEW DELHI - 110 019.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PERFUME, EAU DE TOILETTE; GELS, SALTS FOR THE BATH AND THE SHOWER NOT FOR MEDICAL PURPOSE; TOILET
SOAPS; BODY DEODORANTS; COSMETICS NAMELY CREAMS, MILKS, LOTIONS, GELS AND POWDERS FOR THE FACE,
THE BODY AND THE HANDS; MAKE UP PREPARATION; SHAMPOOS; ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE.
FINE LOVELY

2002444    02/08/2010

SHANUJ JAIN

trading as ;VIDHI COSMETICS
1/5116 GALI NO-4 BULBIR NAGAR SHAHDARA DELHI-32
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:

DEHLI REGISTRATION SERVICES
85/86, GADODIA MARKET, KHARI BAOLI, DELHI - 110 006

Used Since :01/04/2005

DELHI

ALL TYPE OF COSMETICS.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO FILING OF TM-16 TO AMEND THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES OF:DELHI HARYANA UTTAR PRADESH AND PUNJAB ONLY.
DR. PLUSH

2002446   02/08/2010

AMIT JAIN

Trading as: VINAYAK INDUSTRIES

1/536, D-16 GALI NO-4A FRIENDS COLONY INDUSTRIAL AREA SHAHDARA DELHI-95

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANT

PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:

DELHI REGISTRATION SERVICES

85/86, GADODIA MARKET, KHARI BAOLI, DELHI - 110 006

Used Since: 01/04/2005

DELHI

ALL TYPE OF COSMETICS.
GROW STRONG
2002989  03/08/2010
M/S. LOREAL S.A
14 RUE ROYALE, PARIS 75008, FRANCE.
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, SUKHIDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI- 110 025.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COSMETICS, TOILETRIES AND PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS.
LOVE & LUST

2006096    09/08/2010

REVΛON MANUFACTURING LIMITED
CLARENDON HOUSE, CHURCH STREET WEST HAMILTON, HMDX BERMUDA.
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS.
A CORPORATION OF BERMUDA.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

FRAGRANCES, NAMELY, EAU DE TOILETTE, BODY LOTION AND BODY SPRAY.
2006097  09/08/2010
REVLO CONSUMER PRODUCTS CORPORATION
237 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10017, U.S.A.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COSMETICS AND MAKEUP, NAMELY FOUNDATION
SAI DIKSHA

2006305  09/08/2010

KRRISHAN SINGLA

trading as ;SAI DIKSHA PERFUMERY

STREET NO. 7, KARTAR NAGAR, AMLOH ROAD, KHANNA, PUNJAB

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

Used Since :01/04/2007

DELHI

DOOHP, AGGARBATTI, HAWAN SAMAGARI, WASHING POWDER AND DETERGENT CAKES.
SAFE SUN
2007623   11/08/2010
LOTUS HERBALS PRIVATE LIMITED
2, FOREST LANE, SULTANPUR, NEAR GHITORNI METRO STATION, NEW DELHI-110030
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS, EXPORTERS AND IMPORTERS.
(A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, [OPP MC DONALD’S] P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI, INDIA.
Used Since :05/06/1998
DELHI
COSMETIC PREPARATIONS, PERFUMES, TOILET AND BATH LOTIONS & BEAUTY PREPARATIONS.
M/S. UNILEVER PLC
PORT SUNLIGHT WIRRAL, MERSEYSIDE, ENGLAND.
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY ORGANISED, REGISTERED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF ENGLAND
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
DETERGENTS; PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, ALL FOR LAUNDRY USE; FABRIC CONDITIONING PREPARATIONS; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; PREPARATIONS FOR DISHWASHING PURPOSES; SOAPS; HAND WASHES; TISSUES IMPREGNATED WITH PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES FOR CLEANING AND POLISHING.
AVIANCE XP

2220405  14/10/2011

UNILEVER PLC
PORT SUNLIGHT, WIRRAL MERSEYSIDE, ENGLAND.
MANUFACTURERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY ORGANISED, REGISTERED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE ENGLAND

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
SOAPS; PREPARATIONS FOR THE CARE OF THE SCALP AND HAIR; BATH AND SHOWER PREPARATIONS; SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; OILS, CREAMS AND LOTIONS FOR THE SKIN; SUN PROTECTION PREPARATIONS; PETROLEUM JELLY; TALCUM POWDER; COTTON WOOL, COTTON STICKS; COSMETIC PADS, TISSUES OR WIPES; PRE-MOISTENED OR IMPREGNATED CLEANSING PADS, TISSUES OR WIPES.
CREATIVE INTELLIGENCE

2223149    20/10/2011

UNILEVER PLC.
PORT SUNLIGHT, WIRRAL, MERSEYSIDE, ENGLAND.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
(A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF ENGLAND.)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

SOAPS; PERFUMERY; ESSENTIAL OILS; DEODORANTS AND ANTIPERSPIRANTS; HAIR CARE PRODUCTS; HAIR COLORANTS, HAIR DYES, HAIR LOTIONS, HAIR WAVING PREPARATIONS, SHAMPOOS, CONDITIONERS, HAIR SPRAYS, HAIR POWDER, HAIR DRESSINGS, HAIR LACQUERS, HAIR MOUSSES, HAIR GLAZES, HAIR GELS, HAIR MOISTURISERS, HAIR LIQUID, HAIR PRESERVATION TREATMENTS, HAIR DESICCATING TREATMENTS, HAIR OILS, HAIR TONIC, HAIR CREAMS, PREPARATIONS FOR THE BATH AND/OR SHOWER; NON-MEDICATED TOILET PREPARATIONS; SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; COSMETICS.
COMILLA
2254394  22/12/2011
SANDEEP SEHGAL
54-A, LIG (DDA) FLATS, MOTIA KHAN, PAHAR GANJ, NEW DELHI-1100055
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
Used Since :01/12/2011
DELHI
ALL COSMETICS ITEMS
2375845 07/08/2012
CHANDER WADHUMAL TEJWANI
trading as ;CHROMA CHEM
N-132, M.I.D.C., JALGAON, 425003, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
A. G. MAHAJAN & CO.
PLOT NO. 25, SADASHIV NAGAR, GOVIND NIWAS, MEHRUN ROAD, JALGAON 425 003, DIST-JALGAON, M. S.
Used Since :01/04/2012

MUMBAI
NAIL PAINTS, NAIL LIQUORS, NAIL POLISH, NAIL PAINT REMOVERS, LIPSTICKS, LIP GLOSS, EYE LINERS, EYE COLORS, MASCARAS BEING THE GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 03.
2378199   13/08/2012
DHIRAJ NARAYAN SHETTY
trading as :RELIABLE CORPORATION
A-9, FLAT NO. 43, RNA BROADWAY, AVENUE CO-OP. HSG. SOC., SHANTI-PARK, NEAR JANGID CIRCLE, MIRAROAD (EAST), THANE-400107
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/06/2011
MUMBAI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, SOAPS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES
2378543  13/08/2012
NAGRAJ S. SETTY
BALKRISHNA S. SETTY
trading as ;SHRINIVAS SUGANDHALAYA
E-107, ANSA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, SAKI VIHAR ROAD, SAKINAKA, MUMBAI-400072, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN PARTNERSHIP ACT, 1932
Used Since :12/04/2012
To be associated with:
2251270, 2378543
MUMBAI
AGARBatti, MASALa BATTi, INCENSE STICKS, MASALa INCENSE STICKS, PERFUMED INCENSE STICKS, DHOOP STICKS, DHOOP CONES AND HAVAN SAMAGRI
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016 Class 3

2378547  13/08/2012
NAGRAJ S. SETTY
BALKRISHNA S. SETTY
trading as ;SHRINIVAS SUGANDHALAYA
E-107, ANSA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, SAKI VIHAR ROAD, SAKINAKA, MUMBAI-400072, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN PARTNERSHIP ACT, 1932

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
AGARBATTI, MASALA BATTI, INCENSE STICKS, MASALA INCENSE STICKS, PERFUMED INCENSE STICKS, DHOOP STICKS, DHOOP CONES, HAVAN SAMAGRI, NON - MEDICATED PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS NAMELY COSMETICS, SOAPS, SHAMPOOS, BODY OILS, HAND SANITIZER [WATERLESS], HAIR OIL;“ HAIR CREAM, BODY LOTION, HAND LOTION, HAND CREAM, FACE CREAM, FACE WASH, FACE SANITIZER, DEODORANTS, BODY SPRAY, ANTI BACTERIAL AND ANTI MICROBIAL HAND AND LOTION SOAP AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS OF ALL KINDS

CORAL CARPET

54
TRADE MARKS JOURNAL NO: 1726, 04/01/2016  CLASS 3

2378550  13/08/2012
NAGRAJ S. SETTY
BALKRISHNA S. SETTY
trading as ; SHRINIVAS SUGANDHALAYA
E-107, ANSA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, SAKI VIHAR ROAD, SAKINAKA, MUMBAI-400072, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN PARTNERSHIP ACT, 1932

PROPOSED TO BE USED
MUMBAI
AGARBATTI, MASALA BATTI, INCENSE STICKS, MASALA INCENSE STICKS, PERFUMED INCENSE STICKS, DHOOP STICKS, DHOOP CONES, HAVAN SAMAGRI, NON - MEDICATED PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS NAMELY COSMETICS, SOAPS, SHAMPOOS, BODY OILS, HAND SANITIZER [WATERLESS], HAIR OIL, HAIR CREAM, BODY LOTION, HAND LOTION, HAND CREAM, FACE CREAM, FACE WASH, FACE SANITIZER, DEODORANTS, BODY SPRAY, ANTI BACTERIAL AND ANTI MICROBIAL HAND AND LOTION SOAP AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS OF ALL KINDS
OJB HERBALS PRIVATE LIMITED
28, AMARTALLA STREET, ROOM NO - 201B, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :01/09/2009

KOLKATA
Cosmetic products and herbal products of all kinds being included in Class-03.
2469136   30/01/2013
SANCHAY KR. TARWAY
SMT. MINA DEVI
trading as ;GRAMIN FOOD
GA-14,CITY CENTER,SECTOR-IV,BOKARO STEEL CITY,JHARKHAND,INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :01/04/2011

KOLKATA
COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRICES OF ALL KINDS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 03.
OADDX LIMITED
NO.2, EATON GATE, LONDON SW1W 9BJ, UNITED KINGDOM
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS
A COMPANY DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF UNITED KINGDOM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
FALSE EYELASHES; ARTIFICIAL EYELASHES; FALSE EYELASHES MADE OF PAPER; ARTIFICIAL EYELASHES MADE OF PAPER; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR EYELASHES; ADHESIVES FOR ATTACHING ARTIFICIAL EYELASHES; MASCARA; EYEBROW COSMETICS; EYEBROW PENCILS; EYE MAKE-UP; COSMETICS; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS; FALSE NAILS; NAIL VARNISHES; PERFUMES; ESSENTIAL OILS; AROMATIC ESSENTIAL OILS; BATH FOAM; BODY LOTIONS; SHAMPOOS
2514276  16/04/2013
HARENDRA JENTILAL MUNGRA
trading as ;P AND P PRODUCTS
PLOT No.267, G.I.D.C., PHASE II, DARED, JAMNAGAR 361004. (GUJARAT)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT
Used Since: 05/04/2013
AHMEDABAD
AIR FRESHNER INCLUDED IN CLASS 03
2625614  11/11/2013
MR. BRIJESH KUMAR TAWAR
trading as ;JIYA ENTERPRISE
E-314, GALI NO. 8, EAST VINOD NAGAR, DELHI-110091
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80 VILLAGE GOKAL PUR EAST OF LONI ROAD NEAR GOVT SCHOOL SHAHDARA DELHI 94

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CLEANING PREPARATIONS FOR HOUSEHOLD, INDUSTRIAL AND PROFESSIONAL USE, SOAPS AND PREPARED OR ELABORATED SUBSTANCES FOR WASHING, CLEANING, SCOURING, DISCOLORING AND REMOVING STAINS; DETERGENTS, SALTS, BLEACHING AND WASHING BLUE; STARCH AND SUBSTANCES FOR BURNISHING CLOTHS AND CLOTHES; PASTES AND POMADES, POWDERS AND LIQUIDS FOR CLEANING METALS, MARBLE, CROCKERY, GLASS AND VARIOUS OBJECTS
2669031  29/01/2014
TOPSPEED DIESELS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as : TOPSPEED DIESELS PRIVATE LIMITED
KHERA ROAD, BASANT NAGAR, PHAGWARA (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTASS
B-43/3, udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA
Used Since : 01/10/2010
DELHI
Washing Soap, Washing Powder, Detergent Cakes, Toilet Soap, Toilet Cleaner, Liquid Detergents & Laundry Soap; Dhoop, Aggarbatti, Incense Sticks and Hawan Samaggari; Cosmetics, Hair Oils and Skin Care Products.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016 Class 3

Dish Wiz
2691238 04/03/2014
BHARAT TAIMNI
trading as ;V 2 B VISION
J-185, 1ST FLOOR, SAKET, NEW DELHI-110017
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIPAN JAIN
145/B, CD BLOCK, DDA FLATS, PITAM PURA, DELHI-88
Used Since: 01/03/2014

DELI
SOAPS, DETERGENTS, COSMETICS PRODUCTS, CREAMS, CLEANING PREPARATIONS, FLOOR CLEANERS
MARK SHOULD BE USE AND READ AS WHOLE.
POORVANCHAL VICTUAL PRODUCTS LTD
FLAT NO.8, SECOND FLOOR, H.NO. 3, GALI NO 20, MAHINDRA PARK, JAHANGIRPURI, NEW DELHI 110033
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT ,1956

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, CLEANING, POLISHING, SOAPS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, ETC, INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.
BEAUTE PARIS COSMETICS PVT LTD.
4 COMMUNITY CENTRE, NEW FRIENDS COLONY, NEW DELHI-110025
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Used Since :01/02/2014

DELHI
LIPSTICK, LIP GLOSS, LIP LINER, NAIL ENAMELS, CLEANSER, CREAMS, DEODORANT, COLOGNE, CONCEALER,
COMPACT, FAIRNESS CREAM, HAIR CARE PRODUCTS, MASCARA, MAKE-UP PREPARATIONS, SHAMPOO, SKIN CARE
AND PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS, PERFUMERY, BLEACHING PREPARATION, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS
PRODUCTS, EYELASHES, EYE PENCIL, EYE MARKER, EYE LINER, EYE SHADOW AND OTHER SUCH THINGS INCLUDED
IN CLASS 03.
VIO CARE LABORATORIES

2707107  27/03/2014
ANIL KUMAR
HOUSE NO 254 POCKET-I PHASE-I SECTOR 13 DWARKA NEW DELHI 110075
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARUN DHIMAN, ADVOCATE
CHAMBER NO 849 DWARKA COURT COMPLEX SECTOR 10 DWARKA NEW DELHI
Used Since :15/01/2014
DELHI
COSMETICS PRODUCTS SUCH AS GLYCERIN, HAND WASH AND HAIR OIL.
DABUR INDIA LIMITED
8/3, ASAF ALI ROAD, NEW DELHI-110002.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1663085, 2532959, 2642340, 2708606

DELHI
HAIR OIL
PENTAROMA

2708831  28/03/2014

SUNITA SINGH

trading as ;RITIK ENTERPRISES

RZ-187 & 193, BLOCK A, JAI VIHAR, PHASE-2, NANGLOI ROAD, NAJAFGARH, NEW DELHI 110043

MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Used Since :09/04/2013

DELHI

BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES;

INCLUDED IN CLASS 03
2708832  28/03/2014
DEEPAK DHYANI
trading as ;BHARAT SALES COMPANY
270-A, FIRST FLOOR, KATRA PERAN, TILAK BAZAR, DELHI 110006
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/05/2010

DELHI
LOBAN, DHOOP, AGARBATTI, HAWAN SAMAGRI, ROLI AND GULAL; INCLUDED IN CLASS 03
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTER SHOWN ON THE LABEL
2709510  31/03/2014
S O IMPEX PVT. LTD
D-75, 1ST FLOOR, MANSARAN PARK, UTTAM NAGAR, NAW DELHI
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :10/03/2012

DELHI
COSMETICS GOODS LIKE NAIL POLISH, CLEANSING SCRUB GEL, NAIL POHSH REMOVER, LIPSTICK, FACE POWDER, HAIR CONDITIONER, FACIAL OIL, FACE SCRUB, TALCUM POWDER, CREAM, EYE LINER, MASKARA, EYE SHADOW, HAIR GEL, SHAMPOO, HAIR OIL, HAIR REMOVER, HAIR DYE, HAIR COLOUR, ROSE WATER, SINDOOR, HEENA, FACE PACK, MAKE UP KIT, LIP-GLOSS, WHITE PETROLEUM JELLY, LIP CARE PREPARATIONS, BODY LOTION AS PER CLASS-03.
PARMOD KUMAR
MAMTA DEVI
trading as: PARMOD SOAPS & CHEMICALS
NEW SABZI MANDI, HINORI ROAD, LADWA (K.K.R), HARYANA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092

Used Since: 24/05/2010

DELHI

SOAPS, DETERGENTS, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETIC, PERFUMERIES, TOILET SOAPS, LIQUID SOAPS, TOOTH PASTE, SHAMPOOS, BODY WASH, FACE WASH, SHAVING CREAM, HAIR LOTIONS, MOISTURIZING CREAM, HAIR DYE, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, BEAUTY MASKS, PERFUMES, MAKE-UP POWDER, SUNSCREEN, COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR SLIMMING PURPOSES, INCLUDED IN CLASS-03.
2774687  16/07/2014
MESO PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;MESO PRIVATE LIMITED
101, CENTRE POINT, JIJIBHAI LANE, LALBAUG, OPP. PAREL POST OFFICE, MUMBAI - 400 012.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
a company incorporated under the Companies Act.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :30/09/1982
Mumbai
PERFUMES AND PERFUMERY COMPOUNDS; PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR PERFUMERY PRODUCTS; TALCUM POWDERS; TOILETRIES; DEODORANTS; BEAUTY CARE PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3; HAIR CARE PRODUCTS (NON-MEDICATED); COSMETICS INCLUDING COLOUR COSMETICS (NON-MEDICATED); INCENSE STICKS (JOSS STICKS); ORAL CARE PRODUCTS (NON-MEDICATED); FRAGRANCES; SOAPS (NON-MEDICATED); ESSENTIAL OILS; SKIN CARE PRODUCTS (NON-MEDICATED); SUN CARE PRODUCTS (NON-MEDICATED); DEPILATORIES; CREAMS AND LOTIONS (NON-MEDICATED).
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.738840

TRANSLITERATION: SIMMIL
LA PRISTINE BIOCEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
334 GUDECHA INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, 3RD FLOOR, AKURLI ROAD, KANDIVLI (EAST) MUMBAI 400101
MAHARASHTRA.
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SOAPS, SHAMPOOS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTION, CREAMS AND LOTIONS FOR FOOT CARE SKIN CREAMS, MOISTURISING LOTIONS AND SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, LOTION AND CREAM FOR ACNE AND PIMPLES SUNSCREEN PREPARATIONS, SHAVE BALM SHAVING LOTION, SHAVING CREAM AFTER SHAVE, BODY LOTION, DENTIFRICES, TOOTHPASTE, MOUTH WASHES
2809232  15/09/2014
GADALA NAGA RANI
H.NO12-11-590/104/71A, WARASIGUDA, SECUNDERABAD-500 061 (T.S)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).

Used Since: 01/09/2014

CHENNAI
ALL KINDS OF DISH PREPARATIONS INCLUDING ROUND CAKES, CAKES, LIQUIDS, SCOURING POWDER DETERGENT CAKES, POWDERS AND LIQUIDS, BLUE FOR LAUNDRY; BLEACHINS, PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY PURPOSE, TOILET SOAPS, HAND WASH, STAIN REMOVERS, FLOOR CLEANERS, PHENYL, INCENSE STICKS, TOOTH OASL.E FACE CREAMS, HAIR OILS, EYEBROW PENCILS, FACIAL PACKS, COSMETICS ANC SHAVING CREAMS OR FOAM.
2811652   18/09/2014
MR REZWAN RAZACK
SANA REZWAN
MR FAIZ REZWAN
trading as ;INDELUST
THE FALCON HOUSE, NO.1, MAIN GUARD CROSS ROAD, BANGALORE - 560001,
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HOLLA ASSOCIATES
#193, 'KASHI BHAVAN', 6TH CROSS, GANDHINAGAR, BANGALORE-560009.
Used Since :21/03/2014
CHENNAI
COSMETICS
ZIBOR

2811944  16/09/2014

V T SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS PRIVATE LIMITED
E-15, SECTOR-63, NOIDA, DISTRICT-G.B. NAGAR-201307(U.P)
MANUFACTURER & TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92
Used Since :18/08/2014

DELHI

BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRICES
DEMINDER

2812603    19/09/2014

ALKEM LABORATORIES LTD.
ALKEM HOUSE, DEVASHISH, ADJ. TO MATULYA CENTRE, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 058.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

SOAPS, FACEWASH, BODY WASH, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, OILS FOR MASSAGE, HAIR LOTION, SKIN CREAMS AND SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, DENTIFRICES, MOUTH WASHES, COSMETICS PREPARATIONS FOR SLIMMING PURPOSES, DEODORANTS FOR PERSONAL USE, HAIR SPRAY, SHAMPOOS, SHAVING PREPARATIONS, SKIN WHITENING CREAMS, SUN-TANNING PREPARATIONS, SWABS, TALCUM POWDER, TOILETRIES
2812730  19/09/2014
GOVIND JEEVAN UTTAMCHANDANI
RAJESH JEEVAN UTTAMCHANDANI
trading as ;SHREE SANT KRIPA INTELLECTUAL
UNIT BEARING NO. 1201, 12TH FLOOR GOPA HEIGHT, PLOT NO. D-9, NETAJI SUBHASH PLCE, PITAM PURA, DELHI-110034
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MADAMSER & CO.
FLAT NO. E (GF), SAGAR APTS.,6, TILAK MARG, NEW DELHI-110001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2614392, 2616008, 2616058

DELHI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS, AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, CLEANING, POLISHING, SOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, SOAP PERFUMERY, COSMETICS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES.
2814171   19/09/2014
MS. SADHANADILIP AHUJA
trading as ;MS. SADHANADILIP AHUJA
PLOT NO. 74& 75, SINDHI COLONY, KHAMLA, NAGPUR - 440 025
Manufacturing of goods
Sole Owner
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAJAL DUTTA
PO-Prafullanagar, PS-Ashoknagar, District-24 Parganas (North), Pin-743268, West Bengal, India
Used Since :01/09/2014
MUMBAI
Manufacturing of Bleaching preparation; Bleaching Soda; Bleaching Powder; Whitening Bleaching Powder
ZYSORB

2814943  20/09/2014

PHARMACREST COMPANY PVT LTD
A-305 KRISHNA REGENCY, DATTAMANDIR ROAD, VAKOLA, SANTACRUZ EAST, MUMBAI-400055

MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

MAKHLIA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD,SIDDHARTH NAGAR,THANE (E)-400603

Used Since : 25/08/2014

MUMBAI

DUSTING POWDER
CLOZORB

2814945   20/09/2014

PHARMACREST COMPANY PVT LTD
A-305 KRISHNA REGENCY, DATTAMANDIR ROAD, VAKOLA, SANTACRUZ EAST, MUMBAI-400055

MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

DUSTING POWDER
2815871    24/09/2014
GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
B/2, MAHALAXMI CHAMBERS, 22, BULLABHAI DESAI ROAD, MUMBAI-400026
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST),
MUMBAI 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
478300, 1762883, 2790159, 2790160
MUMBAI
SOAPS, SHAMPOOS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTION, SKIN CREAMS, LOTIONS AND SKIN
CARE PRODUCTS, BODY LOTION, DENTIFRICES, MOUTH WASHES, MEDICATED SOAP
QATAR GTL QHVI

Priority claimed from 04/03/2010; Application No. : 2540870 ;Qatar
2003647  04/08/2010

QATAR SHELL GTL LIMITED
FIRST FLOOR, AL MIRQAB TOWER, PO BOX. 3747, DOHA, QATAR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RANJAN NARULA ASSOCIATES.
VATIKA TOWERS, 10TH FLOOR, BLOCK-B, SECTOR-54, GURGAON 122002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, (HARYANA)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
OILS; GREASES; LUBRICANTS; FUELS
UNIONOIL

2004662  05/08/2010

MR. GULSHAN KUMAR
NAGPAL CYCLE WORKS, SHOP NO. 33, OPP. PGSD SCHOOL, JHAJPUR, HISSAR, HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURES.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since : 01/04/2006

DELHI
LUBRICANT.
LOTOMAX

2004664  05/08/2010

MR. GULSHAN KUMAR
NAGPAL CYCLE WORKS, SHOP NO. 33, OPP. PGSD SCHOOL, JHAJPUR, HISSAR, HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURES.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since: 01/04/2006

DELHI
LUBRICANT.
Klaner GmbH

2006833 10/08/2010

MR. SANJIV DUBEY
trading as ;M/S. KLANER GmbH.
B-278 CITTRANJAN PARK NEW DELHI-19
MANUFACTURES TRADERS AND MERCHANTS.
AN INDAIN NATIONAL.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASWAL ASSOCIATES
59 HARMONY APARTMENTS POCKET-1 SECTOR-4 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110078
Used Since :01/01/1995

DELHI
CANDLES; CANDLES FOR LIGHTING; AROMATHERAPY FRAGRANCE CANDLES; CHRISTMAS TREE CANDLES;
PERFUMED CANDIES; SCENTED CANDLES
2007296  11/08/2010
MR. SANJIV DUBEY
trading as ;M/S. KLANER GmbH.
B-278 CITTRANJAN PARK NEW DELHI-19
MANUFACTURES TRADERS AND MERCHANTS.
AN INDAIN NATIONAL.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASWAL ASSOCIATES
59 HARMONY APARTMENTS POCKET-1 SECTOR-4 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110078
Used Since :01/01/1995
DELHI
CANDLES; CANDLES FOR LIGHTING; AROMATHERAPY FRAGRANCE CANDLES; CHRISTMAS TREE CANDLES;
PERFUMED CANDLES; SCENTED CANDLES
Beyond Just Oil, Liquid Energy

2456547 08/01/2013
SUNDREX OIL COMPANY LIMITED
trading as ;SUNDREX OIL COMPANY LIMITED
16 INDIA EXCHANGE PLACE, ROOM NO.14, 3RD FLOOR, KOLKATA 700001
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
An Indian Company.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXMOTION
APPAYAN APARTMENT, GROUND FLOOR, FLAT-GC, 108/11/(50), PURbachal road (North), HALTU, KOLKATA 700 078, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 03/10/2012
KOLKATA
Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels (including motor spirit) and illuminants; candles, wicks in class 04.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS..
Mr. Manoj Kumar Kejriwal
trading as ;SUPER MAX LUBRICANTS
C/o. Manoj Kejriwal, 1/1B, Mukta Ram Babu Lane, Kolkata-700 007. (West Bengal)
Manufacturer & Trader

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :23/10/2012

KOLKATA
Industrial Oil & Greases Lubricants

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD - SUPER.
MR. ANEES AHMAD
H.NO.37, MOHALLA-MAKEEDI, VILLAGE-CHEENAKHAN, DISTT-ALMORA, PIN 263601, UK
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VERMA REGISTRATION SERVICE
E-133, KAMLA NAGAR, DELHI - 110 007.
Used Since :05/04/2011

DELHI
AUTOMOTIVE, INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES, SYNTHETIC OILS AND GREASES, LUBRICANTS, SPECIALITY LUBRICANTS, DUST LAYING AND ABSORBING COMPOSITIONS, FUELS (INCLUDING MOTOR SPIRIT) AND ILLUMINANTS, CANDLES, TAPERS, NIGH-LIGHTS AND WICKS.
BILLA
2708174 27/03/2014
MUKE SH GUPTA
trading as : KHUSHI PACKERS
38/18, Revenue Estate, Mundka, New Delhi 110041
Manufacturer & Merchant

Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU.
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH , NEW DELHI-110005

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Candles, tapers, nightlights and wicks, industrial oils and greases (other than edible oils, fats and essential oils), lubricants, dust laying and absorbing compositions, wetting and binding compositions, fuels (including motor spirit) illuminants,
DRIVOL

2809448   11/09/2014

MAGNUM LUBRICANTS (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
6th Floor, B-Wing, 32 Corporate Avenue, Near paper Box, Andheri (E), Mumbai-400 093

Merchant

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels and illuminants; candles and wicks
2812731  19/09/2014
GOVIND JEEVAN UTTAMCHANDANI
RAJESH JEEVAN UTTAMCHANDANI
trading as: SHREE SANT KRIPA INTELLECTUAL
UNIT BEARING NO. 1201, 12TH FLOOR GOPA HEIGHT, PLOT NO. D-9, NETAJI SUBHASH PLCE, PITAM PURA, DELHI-110034
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MADAMSER & CO.
FLAT NO. E (GF), SAGAR APTS., 6, TILAK MARG, NEW DELHI-110001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2614394, 2615998, 2616059
DELHI
INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES, LUBRICANTS, DUST ABSORBING, WETTING AND BINDING COMPOSITIONS, FUELS (INCLUDING MOTOR SPIRIT) AND ILLUMINANTS, CANDLES, WICKS INCLUDED IN CLASS 4.
2815970    24/09/2014
INDIAN LUBE SALES AND SERVICES HUF
98/99, PANDHANA ROAD, KHANDWA- [M.P.]
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050
Used Since :22/08/2014
MUMBAI
INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES; LUBRICANTS; DUST ABSORBING, WETTING AND BINDING COMPOSITIONS; FUELS (INCLUDING MOTOR SPIRIT) INCLUDED IN CLASS 04
NUTRISOURCE
858827  01/06/1999
SOCIETE DES PRODUITS NESTLE S.A.
trading as ;.
1800, VEVEY, SWITZERLAND
MERCHANTS
(A JOINT STOCK COMPANY ORGANISED UNDER THE LAWS OF SWITZERLAND)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES.
EXPHAR S.A.
104 AV, FRANKLIN ROOSEVELT, BTE 20, 1330 RIXENSART, BELGIUM.
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF BELGIUM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
HERBAL PLUS

1976752  08/06/2010

GENERAL NUTRITION INVESTMENT COMPANY
1002 South 63rd Avenue at Buckeye, Phoenix, Arizona 85043, United States of America
a corporation organised and existing under the laws of the State of Arizona, U.S.A.; Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.
Used Since : 31/10/2005

DELHI
Nutritional supplements and dietary supplements

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE "HERBAL".
SUNMOXI

1991705 09/07/2010
BABIT KUMAR JINDAL
ATUL KUMAR SINGH
trading as ;SUNTEC PHARMACEUTICALS
1193 SEC-40/D CHANDIGARH
MANUFACTURERS/MERCHANTS/TRADERS

Address for service in India/Agoents address:
VENUKA KUMARIA.
#5673, DUPLEX, MODERN HOUSING COMPLEX, MANIMAJRA, U. T. CHANDIGARH.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINES
SUNCOOL

1991706   09/07/2010
BABIT KUMAR JINDAL
ATUL KUMAR SINGH
trading as ;SUNTEC PHARMACEUTICALS
1193 SEC-40/D CHANDIGARH
MANUFACTURERS/MERCHANTS/TRADERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VENUKA KUMARIA.
#5673, DUPLEX, MODERN HOUSING COMPLEX, MANIMAJRA, U. T. CHANDIGARH.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINES
HYPROSAR

1993170   14/07/2010

NIKHIL SHARMA

trading as ;SARVODAYA DRUGS & PHARMACEUTICAL

S.C.F. 393 1ST FLOOR MOTOR MARKET MANIMAJRA CHANDIGARH
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VENUKA KUMARIA.
#5673, DUPLEX, MODERN HOUSING COMPLEX, MANIMAJRA, U. T. CHANDIGARH.
Used Since :01/04/2007

DELHI
MEDICINES
RABICAP
1994489   16/07/2010
SANJAY SINGH
trading as ;J.M. PHARMA PVT. LTD
5 B/1 CALVIN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, ALLAHABAD-211001
TRADING OF MEDICINAL
Used Since :01/07/2010
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS-05
ZUNEX
1994491  16/07/2010
SANJAY SINGH
trading as ;J.M. PHARMA PVT. LTD
5 B/1 CALVIN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, ALLAHABAD-211001
TRADING OF MEDICINAL
Used Since :01/07/2010
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS-05
1994672    16/07/2010
RAJEEV TANDON
trading as ;GETWELL PHARMACEUTICALS
474, UDYOG VIHAR, PHASE -V, GURGAON - 122016, HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS AS PER CLASS-05.
CALCIFUL
2000758    29/07/2010
RAJIV MUKUL
trading as ;ZEE LABORATORIES
UCHANI, G.T. ROAD, KARNAL 132001, HARYANA (INDIA).
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIDDHARTH BAMBHA ADV.
28/44, PUNJABI BAGH, (W) NEW DELHI-26

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL & MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
IMACT

2000766  29/07/2010

RAJIV MUKUL

trading as; ZEE LABORATORIES
UCHANI, G.T. ROAD, KARNAL 132001, HARYANA (INDIA).
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIDDHARTH BAMBHA ADV.
28/44, PUNJABI BAGH, (W) NEW DELHI-26

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL & MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
MULTIWELL

2000773    29/07/2010

RAJIV MUKUL

trading as : ZEE LABORATORIES
UCHANI, G.T. ROAD, KARNAL 132001, HARYANA (INDIA).
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIDDHARTH BAMBHA ADV.
28/44, PUNJABI BAGH, (W) NEW DELHI-26

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL & MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
ZEENERGY

2000778    29/07/2010
RAJIV MUKUL
trading as : ZEE LABORATORIES
UCHANI, G.T. ROAD, KARNAL 132001, HARYANA (INDIA).
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India / Agents address:
SIDDHARTH BAMBHA ADV.
28/44, PUNJABI BAGH, (W) NEW DELHI-26
Used Since : 27/02/2010

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL & MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
CALCIZINE

2000785  29/07/2010
RAJIV MUKUL

trading as ;ZEE LABORATORIES
UCHANI, G.T. ROAD, KARNAL 132001, HARYANA (INDIA).
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIDDHARTH BAMBHA ADV.
28/44, PUNJABI BAGH, (W) NEW DELHI-26

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL & MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
ACTWEL

2000787  29/07/2010
RAJIV MUKUL
trading as ;ZEE LABORATORIES
UCHANI, G.T. ROAD, KARNAL 132001, HARYANA (INDIA).
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIDDHARTH BAMBHA ADV.
28/44, PUNJABI BAGH, (W) NEW DELHI-26
Used Since :20/04/2010

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL & MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
MULTITURE

2000799   29/07/2010

RAJIV MUKUL

trading as: ZEE LABORATORIES
UCHANI, G.T. ROAD, KARNAL 132001, HARYANA (INDIA).
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIDDHARTH BAMBHA ADV.
28/44, PUNJABI BAGH, (W) NEW DELHI-26

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL & MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
2001119   29/07/2010
HARISH AGRAWAL
trading as ;H.H. PRODUCTS
1179, PT. SURESH CHATURVEDI MARG, HATHRAS, U.P
MANUFACTURER/MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :01/01/2010
DELHI
CHURAN, AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, BEING INCLUDED IN .
SURESH GARG
B-99 SECTOR-40 NEAR GOLF LINK NOIDA
MANUFACTURER & TRADER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :04/01/2010

DELHI
NUTRITIONAL FOOD SUPPLEMENTS.
X RATE

2001671  30/07/2010

LALIT JAISWAL
KA-72 KAVI NAGAR GHAZIABAD U.P

Used Since :01/01/2002

DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726 , 04/01/2016          Class 5

2002329    02/08/2010
AL MIGHTY PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
S.C.O. 1-656 ALFA-2 GREATER NOIDA (U.P)
MERCHANTS / MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :15/05/2009
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS AS PER CLASS -05
ALPROMIN
2002354  02/08/2010
MR. VIKAS ANAND
trading as : ALCURE PHARMACEUTICAL LABORATORIES
NAVEEN KHANNA, JIVAN/83, FIRST FLOOR, SECTOR -16, ROHINI, NEW DELHI - 110085
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since: 19/06/2007
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL, HAIR OIL, SOAP, OINTMENT NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENT, INJECT ABLE AND AYURVEDIC AND HERBAL AS PER CLASS-05
CEFUVAN
2002536  02/08/2010
VANTAGE MEDICINES LTD
SCO 32 SHOPPING COMPLEX NO. 1 OPP RED CROSS SOCIETY, JAGADHARI-135003 (HARYANA)
MARKETING & TRADING
An Indian company incorporated under the Indian Company Act 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V.K.MARWAH ADVOCATE
292, Model Town, Ambala City 134003 Haryana
Used Since : 02/04/2010
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS; MEDICINES FOR HUMAN, DENTAL & VETERINARY PURPOSES; AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, UNANI MEDICINES, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES. FOOD FOR BABIES. DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE;
2003033   03/08/2010
M/S. HUGHES & HUGHES CHEM LTD
FLAT NO 5 R-10 NEHRU ENCLAVE NEW DELHI 19

Address for service in India/Accepts address:
ASHOKA TRADE MARKS CO.
4, CENTRAL LANE, BENGALI MARKET, NEW DELHI- 110 001.

Used Since: 01/06/1995

DELHI
PESTICIDES, INSECTICIDES, HERBICIDES; INSECT AND PEST REPELLENTS; INERT BIRD DETERRENT GEL; INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
2003052    03/08/2010

M/S. CHEMTURA CHEMICALS INDIA PVT.LTD.
THE CORENTHUM 152 TOWER A SECTOR-62 NOIDA-201301
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS & SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT,

Address for service in India/Agents address:

THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Used Since :02/08/2010

DELHI

INSECTICIDES, PESTICIDES, WEEDICIDES, HERBICIDES, FUNGICIDES GOODS FALLING IN CLASS 05.
OFLAGEM

2003145  03/08/2010

PRADEEP KUMAR JHA
AADARSH NAGAR, ROAD NO. 4, NEAR KRISHNA HOSPITAL, SAMASTIPUR
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
INDIAN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since: 07/07/2009

DELHI

ALL KINDS OF MEDICINES & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
FRANKONIM-P

2003153  03/08/2010

BHUPENDER DEEP SINGH
48, GALI NO. 2, EAST GURU ANGAD NAGAR, NEAR SAI MANDIR, DELHI
MANUFACTUERS AND TRADING
INDIAN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :07/07/2010

DELHI
ALL KINDS OF MEDICINES & OTHER PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
ARIF IQBAL
trading as ;M/S. A LIFE PHARMA
RES CROSS ROAD, DHARAMPUR CHOWK, OFFICER COLONY, DEHRADUN, U.K
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :07/07/2010

DELHI
ALL KINDS OF MEDICINES & OTHER PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS & FEED SUPPLMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
LYCOZAIN
2003179   03/08/2010
MOHD. FAROOQ
trading as ;M/S. PHARMAZAIN LIFE SCIENCES
45/11, SHAISTRI NAGAR, MEERUT, U.P.
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :07/07/2009
DELHI
ALL KINDS OF MEDICINES & OTHER PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION FEED SUPPLMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
FAMTAS
2003522  04/08/2010
M/S WINGS PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED,
J-13 UDYOG NAGAR, MAIN ROHTAK ROAD, NEW DELHI- 110 041

A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AJAY SAHNI.
14/55, PUNJABI BAGH ( WEST ) NEW DELHI - 110 026.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
FUNZIWIN

2003525  04/08/2010

M/S WINGS PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED,
J-13 UDYOG NAGAR, MAIN ROHTAK ROAD, NEW DELHI- 110 041

A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:

AJAY SAHNI,
14/55, PUNJABI BAGH (WEST) NEW DELHI - 110 026.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
GEBEDEX
2003527  04/08/2010
M/S WINGS PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED.
J-13 UDYOG NAGAR, MAIN ROHTAK ROAD, NEW DELHI- 110 041
-  
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AJAY SAHNI.
14/55, PUNJABI BAGH ( WEST ) NEW DELHI - 110 026.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL
USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL
WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
KOLDTAB

2003533  04/08/2010

M/S WINGS PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED.
J-13 UDYOG NAGAR, MAIN ROHTAK ROAD, NEW DELHI- 110 041

A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AJAY SAHNI.
14/55, PUNJABI BAGH ( WEST ) NEW DELHI - 110 026.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
LEVOMATE

2003536   04/08/2010

M/S WINGS PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED.
J-13 UDYOG NAGAR, MAIN ROHTAK ROAD, NEW DELHI- 110 041

A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AJAY SAHNI.
14/55, PUNJABI BAGH ( WEST ) NEW DELHI - 110 026.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
LICEWIN

2003537  04/08/2010

M/S WINGS PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED.
J-13 UDYOG NAGAR, MAIN ROHTAK ROAD, NEW DELHI- 110 041

A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AJAY SAHNI.
14/55, PUNJABI BAGH ( WEST ) NEW DELHI - 110 026.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
ROZYWIN

2003555  04/08/2010

M/S WINGS PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED,
J-13 UDYOOG NAGAR, MAIN ROHTAK ROAD, NEW DELHI- 110 041
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AJAY SAHNI,
14/55, PUNJABI BAGH ( WEST ) NEW DELHI - 110 026.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
SPASREX

2003558   04/08/2010

M/S WINGS PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED.
J-13 UDYOG NAGAR, MAIN ROHTAK ROAD, NEW DELHI- 110 041

A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AJAY SAHNI.
14/55, PUNJABI BAGH ( WEST ) NEW DELHI - 110 026.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
TRAMPAS
2003564  04/08/2010
M/S WINGS PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED,
J-13 UDYOG NAGAR, MAIN ROHTAK ROAD, NEW DELHI- 110 041

A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AJAY SAHNI.
14/55, PUNJABI BAGH ( WEST ) NEW DELHI - 110 026.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL
USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL
WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
VOLWIN+

2003568 04/08/2010

M/S WINGS PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED,
J-13 UDYOG NAGAR, MAIN ROHTAK ROAD, NEW DELHI- 110 041

A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AJAY SAHNI.
14/55, PUNJABI BAGH (WEST) NEW DELHI - 110 026.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
VENZIDAL

2003588  04/08/2010

JOHNSON & JOHNSON
ONE JOHNSON & JOHNSON PLAZA, NEW BRUNSWICK, NEW JERSEY, 08933, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A CORPORATION ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY, U.S.A.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

ANTI-INFECTIVE PREPARATIONS AND PREPARATIONS FOR METABOLIC DISORDERS
ABTONE
2004284  05/08/2010

ABS REMEDIES PVT. LTD.
214, VARDHAMAN TOWER, PREET VIHAR, COMMUNITY CENTRE, DELHI - 110 092.

MANUFACTURERS&MARKETERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NISHNAT ASSOCIATES
K1/125 LOWER GROUND FLOOR CHITTARANJAN PARK NEW DELHI-19

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
SANIDONE

2004285  05/08/2010

ABS REMEDIES PVT. LTD.
214, VARDHAMAN TOWER, PREET VIHAR, COMMUNITY CENTRE, DELHI - 110 092.
MANUFACTURERS&MARKETERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NISHNAT ASSOCIATES
K1/125 LOWER GROUND FLOOR CHITTARANJAN PARK NEW DELHI-19
Used Since :01/01/2001

DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
VANZOF

2004582  05/08/2010
VANKEM FORMULATION AND MARKET PVT. LTD.
3/9, ALLAPUR, ALLAPUR ALLAHABAD SADAR, ALLAHABAD, U.P
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS.
A COMPANY DULY REGD INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since : 01/04/2007

DELHI
VEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
ARGIDALE
2004600  05/08/2010
DALE HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
EWS 189, BARRA 2, KANPUR - 208027, U.P.
MERCHANTS&MANUFACTURES.
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since : 01/04/2007

DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
PARAMOUNT MEDICAL.

2004651 05/08/2010

PARAMOUNT SURGIMED LTD
PLOT NO. 1, L.S.C., OKHLA MAIN ROAD, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE - II, NEW DELHI - 110020
MANUFACTURES, TRADERS AND SERVICES PROVIDER.
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/1994

DELHI
INCONTINENT DIAPERS, SANITCIRY PADS, NAPKINS, KNICKERS, PANTIES, INCONTINENT NAPKIIS, KNICKERS FOR MENSTRUATION AND MENSTRUATION PADS INCLUDING MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
2004659  05/08/2010
JANANI
B-4, Press Apartments, 23, Indraprastha Extension, Patparganj, Delhi-110 092
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A Society Registered under the Societies registration Act of 1860
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAPLE CONSULTANTS
D-17 RAJAN BABU ROAD, ADARSH NAGAR, NEW DELHI 110033
Used Since :01/07/2009
DELHI
CONTRACEPTIVE MEDICINES FALLING IN CLASS 05.
COBADIN

2005019    06/08/2010

MR. SUDHAKAR TIWARI
205, S.GS PLAZA, SECOND FLOOR, INDER ENCLAVE, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI - 110087
MANUFACTURING/TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ACE CONSILIUM
B-101, B.G.S. BLOCK, TIS HAZARI DELHI-54
Used Since :15/11/2007

DELHI
MANUFACTURING OF ALL KINDS PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS DIETETIC
SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS MATERIALS
FOR STOPPING TEETH DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES
HERBICIDES ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS-05
ITONIX

2005020  06/08/2010

MR. SUDHAKAR TIWARI
205, S.GS PLAZA, SECOND FLOOR, INDER ENCLAVE, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI - 110087
MANUFACTURING/TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ACE CONSILIUM
B-101, B.G.S. BLOCK, TIS HAZARI DELHI-54
Used Since: 07/08/2009

DELHI
MANUFACTURING OF ALL KINDS PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS DIETETIC
SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS MATERIALS
FOR STOPPING TEETH DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES
HERBICIDES ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS-05
IDOZID

2005022  06/08/2010

MR. SUDHAKAR TIWARI
205, S.GS PLAZA, SECOND FLOOR, INDER ENCLAVE, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI - 110087
MANUFACTURING/TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ACE CONSILIUM
B-101, B.G.S. BLOCK, TIS HAZARI DELHI-54
Used Since : 22/04/2008

DELHI
MANUFACTURING OF ALL KINDS PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS DIETETIC
SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS MATERIALS
FOR STOPPING TEETH DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES
HERBICIDES ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS-05
PRONIXO-F

2005023   06/08/2010

MR. SUDHAKAR TIWARI
205, S.GS PLAZA, SECOND FLOOR, INDER ENCLAVE, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI - 110087
MANUFACTURING/TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ACE CONSILIUM
B-101, B.G.S. BLOCK, TIS HAZARI DELHI-54
Used Since :01/08/2010

DELHI
MANUFACTURING OF ALL KINDS PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS DIETETIC
SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS MATERIALS
FOR STOPPING TEETH DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES
HERBICIDES ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS-05
FITBION-L

2005024  06/08/2010

MR. SUDHAKAR TIWARI
205, S.GS PLAZA, SECOND FLOOR, INDER ENCLAVE, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI - 110087
MANUFACTURING/TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ACE CONSILIUM
B-101, B.G.S. BLOCK, TIS HAZARI DELHI-54
Used Since : 16/06/2008

DELHI
MANUFACTURING OF ALL KINDS PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS DIETETIC
SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS MATERIALS
FOR STOPPING TEETH DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES
HERBICIDES ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS-05
CYPRONIX SYRUP

2005025  06/08/2010

MR. SUDHAKAR TIWARI
205, S.GS PLAZA, SECOND FLOOR, INDER ENCLAVE, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI - 110087
MANUFACTURING/TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ACE CONSILIUM
B-101, B.G.S. BLOCK, TIS HAZARI DELHI-54
Used Since :23/06/2009

DELHI
MANUFACTURING OF ALL KINDS PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS DIETETIC
SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS MATERIALS
FOR STOPPING TEETH DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES
HERBICIDES ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS-05
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726 , 04/01/2016 Class 5

NIXOTAM
2005028 06/08/2010
MR. SUDHAKAR TIWARI
205, S.GS PLAZA, SECOND FLOOR, INDER ENCLAVE, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI - 110087
MANUFACTURING/TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ACE CONSILIUM
B-101, B.G.S. BLOCK, TIS HAZARI DELHI-54
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MANUFACTURING OF ALL KINDS PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS DIETETIC
SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS MATERIALS
FOR STOPPING TEETH DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES
HERBICIDES ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS-05
AMIKANIX
2005029  06/08/2010
MR. SUDHAKAR TIWARI
205, S.GS PLAZA, SECOND FLOOR, INDER ENCLAVE, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI - 110087
MANUFACTURING/TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ACE CONSILIUM
B-101, B.G.S. BLOCK, TIS HAZARI DELHI-54
Used Since :18/07/2009
DELHI
MANUFACTURING OF ALL KINDS PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS DIETETIC
SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS MATERIALS
FOR STOPPING TEETH DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES
HERBICIDES ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS-05
METRODIX
2005082   06/08/2010
P. K. MAINI

trading as ;GRAMPUS PHARMACEUTICALS
14, BANK COLONY, AMBALA CITY - 134003, HARYANA
MANUFACTURING, MARKETING AND TRADING
INDIAN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.G. MAHESHWARI AND ASSOCIATES
7-A, TRIBUNE COLONY, AMBALA CANTT-133 001 (HARYANA)

Used Since :30/11/2000

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL; MEDICINES FOR HUMAN DENTAL & VETERINARY PURPOSE; AYURVEDIC MEDICINES UNANI MEDICINES, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES.
MOBITUS

2005118    06/08/2010
MD. SHAFIQUE
trading as ; PLASMA BIOTECH
PLOT NO. 39A, SHAVANI ENCLAVE, PART - II, KOKROLA, NEW DELHI - 110078
TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, IST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR MEDICINAL USE
GREATZYME

2005127  06/08/2010

AWADAY HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
444, LAKHPAT COLONY, PART - I, MEETHAPUR EXTENSION, BADARPUR, NEW DELHI

AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, IST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES INCLUDED IN CLASS-05
ARCXIME

2005140   06/08/2010

RITU GUPTA
ATUL GUPTA

trading as ;ARCMED PHARMA
645/2, GHITORNI, NEW DELHI - 110030

TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, IST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17

Used Since :01/07/2010

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR MEDICINAL USE
ARCRAB
2005141  06/08/2010
RITU GUPTA
ATUL GUPTA
trading as ;ARCMED PHARMA
645/2, GHITORNI, NEW DELHI - 110030
TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, IST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17
Used Since :01/07/2010

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR MEDICINAL USE
DIABETRACK
2005177 06/08/2010
M/S. NECTAR LIFESCIENCES LTD.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS, SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIDDHARTH BAMBHA ADV.
28/44, PUNJABI BAGH, (W) NEW DELHI-26
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES HERBICIDES
NOFA - GL
2005321  06/08/2010
LIFE LINE BIOTECH LTD
418 MOUNT KAILASH, TOWER-2, IIIRD FLOOR NEW DELHI 65
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARORA AND ARORA
5/48 NEHRU NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110065
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-05
GENTECH HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
GENTECH HOUSE, A-18, IIND FLOOR, YOUNG CHAMBER, COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, DR. MUKHARJEE NAGAR, NEW DELHI-9
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :05/12/2008

DELI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS ASPERCLASS-05.
AWAYTOX
2005696 09/08/2010
STEADFAST MEDISHIELD PVT. LTD
106, FIRST FLOOR, ANUPAM PLAZA-1 PLOT NO. 6 LSC, GHAZIPUR, NEW DELHI- 110096
TRADING & MARKETING PHARMA AND OTHER MEDICAL PRODUCTS.
INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAMAL AHUJA
8/33 IIIND FLOOR SATBHRAVA SCHOOL MARG, W.E.A. KAROL BAGH NEW DELHI-110005
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMA AND MEDICAL PRODUCTS.
AURCOLD
2005964  09/08/2010
RAJESH GROVER
RANJIV GROVER
DEEPAK GROVER
trading as ;M/S AUREL BIOLIFE
PLOT NO 24/1 PHASE-II, INDUSTRIAL AREA CHANDIGARH-160002.
TRADER
(AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :05/03/2010
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
SYFER-Z

2006114   09/08/2010

SH. SANJAY GUPTA
SH. AJAY GUPTA

trading as ;SAG PHARMA INTERNATIONAL

512, B - VI, RAILWAY ROAD, BEHIND POLICE POST NO. 2, AMBALA CITY - 134003, HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/04/2007

DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
COLDCUT

2006316  09/08/2010

OVERSEAS HEALTH CARE PVT. LTD.
335, KM. MILESTONE, NATIONAL HIGHWAY NO 1, PHILLAUR- 144410. PUNJAB.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS.
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
DICPIL

2006321  09/08/2010

OVERSEAS HEALTH CARE PVT. LTD.
335, KM. MILESTONE, NATIONAL HIGHWAY NO 1, PHILLAUR- 144410. PUNJAB.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS.
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
CHEKCOF

2006322  09/08/2010

OVERSEAS HEALTH CARE PVT. LTD.
335, KM. MILESTONE, NATIONAL HIGHWAY NO 1, PHILLAUR- 144410. PUNJAB.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS.
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
HYDRA

Priority claimed from 12/02/2010; Application No. : 008880452 ;EUROPEAN COMMUNITY(CTM)

2006830 10/08/2010
M/S. RECKITT & COLMAN (OVERSEAS) LTD.
DANSOM LANE, HULL, HU8 7DS, ENGLAND, UNITED KINGDOM.
EXPORTERS AND MERchants
A CORPORATION ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF UNITED KINGDOM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES; MEDICATED CONFECTIONERY.
PROFIND

2006838  10/08/2010

MR. HRISH NARULA

trading as ;M/S. PROFIND

D - 70, GULMOHAR PARK, NEW DELHI - 110049.

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI ADVOCATES

A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/04/2007

DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
NICORETTE COOLDROPSS
2006858  10/08/2010
M/S. MCNEIL AB
SE-25109 HELSINGBORG SWEDEN.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A SWEDISH COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, SMOKING CESSION PREPARATIONS
NICORETTE FRESHDROPS

2006859   10/08/2010

M/S. MCNEIL AB
SE-25109 HELSINGBORG SWEDEN.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.
A SWEDISH COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, SMOKING CESSATION PREPARATIONS
MR. DEEPAK SONI
trading as ;M/S. VIN CORPORATION
321, 3RD FLOOR, R.G. COMMERCIAL COMPLEX - II, SECTOR -14, ROHINI, NEW DELHI - 110085.
TRADE&MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARORA AND ARORA
5/48 NEHRU NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110065
Used Since :15/01/2007

DELHI
MOSQUITO REPELLENTS COILS. MATS & LIQUID MOSQUITO VAPORISER REFILLS. INSECTICIDES CHALKS. INSECT KILLER SPRAYS AND AEROSOLS AS INCLUDED IN CLASS-05
GROMO

2060134  29/11/2010

COSME FARMA LABORATORIES LIMITED
NO. 64, 2ND FLOOR, 3RD CROSS VENKATA RAMAIAH LAYOUT, RAMAMURTHY NAGAR, MAIN ROAD, BANASWADI, BANGALORE
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PVT. LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AMARCHAND & MANGALDAS & SURESH A.SHORFF & CO
216 AMARCHAND TOWERS, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE- PHASE-III, NEW DELHI - 110020.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
SMART BRAIN

2100092   15/02/2011
SMART BRAIN CONSULTANCY SERVICES PVT. LTD
88 GROUND FLOOR DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP CORPORATION BANK VIKAS MARG DELHI-92
MANUFACTURER & TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92
Used Since :23/11/2004

DELHI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
REALON

2119406  22/03/2011

MR. JATINDER NARULA
70/2-B, VISHAL NAGAR, AMRIK SINGH ROAD BATHINDA-151001
TRADING
AN INDIVIDUAL AND CITIZEN OF INDIA
Used Since :01/03/2011

DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
PAKNAURO

Priority claimed from 11/10/2010; Application No. : 30 2010 059 417.9/05 ;Germany

BOEHRINGER INGELHEIM INTERNATIONAL GMBH
55218 INGELHEIM, GERMANY
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
a company organized and existing under the laws of Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
NEUTRALYSE PANCH KRIYA YOG

2168333    30/06/2011
MR. VED VART MALIK
trading as ; V.V.M. PHARMA
AMBEDKAR CHOWK, GOHANA DISTRICT, SONEPAT HARYANA
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Used Since : 01/05/2011
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS-5.
2192972  19/08/2011
SANJEEV VIJAN
trading as ;ROYAL INDIA PHARMACEUTICALS
F-4 FOCAL POINT DERABASSI DISTT MOHALI PUNJAB
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :14/09/2010
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS -05
COMBITUB-Neo
2199799 05/09/2011
SIMPEX PHARMA PVT LTD
1108-1111, 38, Ansal Tower, Nehru Place, New Delhi-110019
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS AND TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since: 12/05/2003

DELHI

MEDICINAL (ALLOPATHIC, AYURVEDIC, HOMEOPATHIC, UNANI) AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
TIZIDON-Neo

2202571 09/09/2011

SIMPEX PHARMA PVT. LTD.
1108-1111, 38, Ansal Tower, Nehru Place, New Delhi-110019
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :31/03/2010

DELHI
MEDICINAL (ALLOPATHIC, AYURVEDIC, HOMEOPATHIC, UNANI) AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
WIZITHRO
2211007  26/09/2011
MACKNOLL PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO. 19, SHRIKRISHNA NAGAR,, WATHODA ROAD, NAGPUR
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK LODHA
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001 1
Used Since :01/09/2011

MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
DAZRAY

2223150  20/10/2011

VIIV HEALTHCARE UK LIMITED
980 GREAT WEST ROAD BRENTFORD MIDDLESEX TW8 9GS, ENGLAND
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS & SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY ORGANIZED, REGISTERED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF ENGLAND

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES; VACCINES.
MR. VISHAL ASHOK KUMAR
trading as: ASSURE PHARMA
19 B, PRAHLADPUR NEW DELHI
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since: 02/11/2010

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS-05
ZAMLIN
2233495  14/11/2011
ABBOTT PRODUCTS OPERATIONS AG
HEGENHEIMERMATTWEG 127, 4123 ALLSCHWIL, SWITZERLAND.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS
A SWISS COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
2237883   22/11/2011
LIFE MEDICARE & BIOTECH PVT. LTD
A-2, MOHAN CO-OP, INDUSTRIAL ESTATE MATHURA RAOD NEW DELHI
MANUFACTURE & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :14/12/2010
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS -05
SAICRAB-Z

2248186 12/12/2011
SAITECH MEDICARE PVT LTD
TRILOKPUR ROAD KALA AMB DISTT SIRMOURI HP 173030
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :12/01/2011
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION
SAICILLIN

2248187   12/12/2011
SAITECH MEDICARE PVT LTD
TRILOKPUR ROAD KALA AMB DISTT SIRMOURI HP 173030
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :12/01/2011

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION
SAIXIME

2248188  12/12/2011
SAITECH MEDICARE PVT LTD
TRILOKPUR ROAD KALA AMB DISTT SIRMOURI HP 173030
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :12/01/2011
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016 Class 5

2248190 12/12/2011
SAITECH MEDICARE PVT LTD
TRILOKPUR ROAD KALA AMB DISTT SIRMOURI HP 173030
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since: 12/01/2011
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016

SAITECH MEDICARE PVT LTD
TRILOKPUR ROAD KALA AMB DISTT SIRMOURI HP 173030
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92

Used Since: 12/01/2011

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
2248195  12/12/2011
MR. SANJEEV VIJAN
trading as: ROYAL INDIA PHARMACEUTICALS
F-4 FOCAL POINT DERABASSI DISTT MOHALI PB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92

Used Since: 14/05/2011

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS AS PER CLASS 5.
MAG-AP

2251704   19/12/2011

MANISH SHRIVASTAVA
OLD POLICE STATION ROAD,WARD NO 9, BALAGHAT
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK LODHA
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001 1
Used Since :01/12/2011

MUMBAI

Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE LETTER AP SEPARATELY.
RAISPAN

2267719   17/01/2012
CLOX PHARMA PVT.LTD
HOUSE NO 8/933, VIKAS NAGAR LUCKNOW U.P NEAR DIXTT DAIGNOSTIC CENTER
MERCHANTS / MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :15/08/2010
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION
2302984  21/03/2012
SENECHIO PHARMA PVT LTD
1301 NAURANG HOUSE 21 K G MARG CP DELHI
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS'
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
C-102 GALI NO. 3 II FLOOR ROOM NO. B-4 UPPAR ASHOKA JIM BHAJANPURA DELHI-110053
Used Since :20/06/2010
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
LIFEKIND PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD
31245, RAJNI KHAND, RAIBARELI ROAD, LUCKNOW -226002 UP
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :12/02/2011

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS -05
2335349 22/05/2012
MR. PAWAN GROVER
trading as ;VIN MEDICAMENT
2042-DLF EXPRESS GREEN MANESAR GURGAON 122001
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :02/05/2011

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS -05
2335351    22/05/2012
MR. PAWAN GROVER
trading as ;VIN MEDICAMENT
2042-DLF EXPRESS GREEN MANESAR GURGAON 122001
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :02/05/2011
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS -05
2335355  22/05/2012
MR. SHAILESH BIHARI SINGH
trading as ;UTOPIA HEALTH CARE
11-A SAROJINI NAIYD U KESHAV KUNJ ALLAHABAD-211001
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :02/05/2011

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS AS PER CLASS 05
PALRIC

2339184  29/05/2012
ALARIC HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
SUKETI ROAD KALA-AMB, DISTT. SIRMOUR, H.P
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :12/01/2011
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
2339191  29/05/2012
ALARIC HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
SUKETI ROAD KALA-AMB, DISTT. SIRMOUR, H.P
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :12/01/2011

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
ALARIC HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
SUKETI ROAD KALA-AMB, DISTT. SIRMOUR, H.P
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since: 12/01/2011

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016 Class 5

ZN-UP

2347444 13/06/2012
LIFEKIND PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD
31245, RAJNI KHAND, RAIBARELI ROAD, LUCKNOW -226002 UP
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since: 25/05/2011
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS -05
HHACECLO PLUS

2355090 28/06/2012

DR. HEMANTH HEGDE
106, DOCTOR HOUSE, DR DESHMUKH MARG, MUMBAI 400026
merchants traders and manufacturers
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AHUJA & ASSOCIATES
5, MAKER BHAVAN NO.3, GROUND FLOOR, 21 NEW MARINE LINES, MUMBAI - 400 020
Used Since : 27/06/2012

MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations
OSTANEURON

2365277  18/07/2012

PHILLA LIFE SCIENCES PVT.LTD.
HOUSE NO-379 HOUSING COLONY JANIPUR JAMMU J&K.
TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

HARISH KUMAR ADV.,
R-9, WEST UTTAM NAGAR NEAR WEST UTTAM NAGAR METRO STATION NEW DELHI 110059
Used Since :24/04/2012

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, AYURVEDIC & HERBAL MEDICINES AND FOOD SUPPLEMENT, HERBS, SYRUPS AND VETERINARY, BIRD MEDICINES & FOOD SUPPLEMENTS
ULTIFER
2365279  18/07/2012
PHILLA LIFE SCIENCES PVT.LTD.
HOUSE NO-379 HOUSING COLONY JANIPUR JAMMU J&K.
TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HARISH KUMAR ADV.,
R-9, WEST UTTAM NAGAR NEAR WEST UTTAM NAGAR METRO STATION NEW DELHI 110059
Used Since :24/04/2012
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, AYURVEDIC & HERBAL MEDICINES AND FOOD SUPPLIMENT, HERBS, SYRUPS AND VETERINARY, BIRD MEDICINES & FOOD SUPPLEMENTS
FLL

2374759   04/08/2012
MASOOD AHMAD KHAN
trading as ;M/s. FRANKLIN LABS
AZIMA ENTERPRISES, MOHAMMED ALI ROAD, MAHARASHTRA STATE, AKOLA - 444 001
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
URICOUT
2374927  06/08/2012
AR-EX LABORATORIES PVT.LTD.
trading as :Ar-Ex Laboratories Pvt.Ltd.
AREX House, 21, Sitaladevi Temple Road, Mahim, Mumbai-400 016.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEWAN MOHAN RAJKUMAR
PODDAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI 400001
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
ZN VIT

2375300  06/08/2012
LIFEKIND PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD
31245, RAJNI KHAND, RAIBARELI ROAD, LUCKNOW -226002 UP
MERCHANTS / MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :25/06/2011

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS -05
2375815   07/08/2012
THERMOLAB SCIENTIFIC EQUIPMENTS PVT. LTD.
THERMOLAB HOUSE, PLOT NO. 19, VASAI MUNICIPAL INDUSTRIAL AREA, UMELA ROAD, VASAI (WEST), THANE 401207, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A COMPANY PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHAILENDRA THATTE & ASSOCIATES
1/9, DNYANAYOG SOC., PARANJAPAE NAGAR, VAZIRA NAKA, L. T. RD., BORIVALI (W), MUMBAI-400 091
Used Since :10/11/2010
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND FORMULATIONS, VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TOOTH DECAY, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES PRODUCTS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
LIFECARE REMEDIES PVT. LTD.  
CHAITANYA APARTMENT, 1486, KASBA PETH, NEAR DARUWALA BRIDGE, PUNE-411011, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA. 
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS  
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956  

Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
A. G. MAHAJAN & CO.  
PLOT NO. 25, SADASHIV NAGAR, GOVIND NIWAS, MEHRUN ROAD, JALGAON 425 003, DIST-JALGAON, M. S.  
Used Since :24/06/2012  

MUMBAI  
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS BEING THE GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
2375841  07/08/2012
LIFECARE REMEDIES PVT. LTD.
CHAITANYA APARTMENT, 1486, KASBA PETH, NEAR DARUWALA BRIDGE, PUNE-411011, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
A. G. MAHAJAN & CO.
PLOT NO. 25, SADASHIV NAGAR, GOVIND NIWAS, MEHRUN ROAD, JALGAON 425 003, DIST-JALGAON, M. S.
Used Since :24/06/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS BEING THE GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
SANZYME LIMITED
A-2, SILVER BELLE, SRINIVAS BAGADKAR MARG, J.B. NAGAR, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400059, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DR. GOPAKUMAR G. NAIR.
3RD FLOOR, SHIVMANGAL, NEXT TO BIG BAZAR, AKURLI ROAD, KANDIVALI(E), MUMBAI-400 101.

Used Since: 06/08/2012

MUMBAI

MEDICINAL, NUTRITIONAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
SANZYMÉ LIMITED
A-2, SILVER BELLE, SRINIVAS BAGADKAR MARG, J.B. NAGAR, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400059, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DR. GOPAKUMAR G. NAIR.
3RD FLOOR, SHIVMANGAL, NEXT TO BIG BAZAR, AKURLI ROAD, KANDIVALI(E), MUMBAI-400 101.
Used Since :06/08/2012

MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, NUTRITIONAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
SANZYMIE LIMITED
A-2, SILVER BELLE, SRINIVAS BAGADKAR MARG, J.B. NAGAR, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400059, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DR. GOPAKUMAR G. NAIR.
3RD FLOOR, SHIVMANGAL, NEXT TO BIG BAZAR, AKURLI ROAD, KANDIVALI(E), MUMBAI-400 101.
Used Since :06/08/2012

MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, NUTRITIONAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
2376382  08/08/2012
Coral Laboratories Limited
503, Dalamal House, 5th Floor, Nariman Point, Mumbai-400021
Manufacturers and Merchants
A Company Incorporated In India

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Fatehchand C. Shah & Co.
"A" Aidun Building, 5th Floor, 1st Dhobi Talao, Mumbai - 400 002".

Proposed to be Used
Mumbai
Pharmaceuticals, medicinal and veterinary preparations
EMCURE PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
EMCURE HOUSE T-184, M.L.D.C., BHOSARI-411 026, PUNE, MAHARASHTRA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES.
405, KAPADIA CHAMBER, 599, J.S.S.ROAD, MARINE LINES, MUMBAI-400 002.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..720114.
2377466 09/08/2012
ENALTEC LABS PVT. LTD.
1706, 17TH FLOOR, KESAR SOLITAIRE, PLOT NO. 5, SECTOR-19, SANPADA, NAVI MUMBAI-400 705, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VISHESH & ASSOCIATES.
2, 3 RD FLOOR, YESHWANT CHAMBERS, 18 - B, BHARUCHA MARG, KALAGHODA, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 023.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
ENALTEC LABS PVT. LTD.
1706, 17TH FLOOR, KESAR SOLITAIRE, PLOT NO. 5, SECTOR-19, SANPADA, NAVI MUMBAI-400 705, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VISHESH & ASSOCIATES,
2, 3 RD FLOOR, YESHWANT CHAMBERS, 18 - B, BHARUCHA MARG, KALAGHODA, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 023.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
ADDISSUN LIFESCIENCES PVT.LTD
S. NO. 216/6/1, HINJEWADI, PUNE-411057
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIR & ASSOCIATES
# 16 JEDHE PARK, 248 RASTA PETH, BEHIND SHANTAI HOTEL, PUNE-411011
Used Since : 27/07/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION NAMELY FOR INJECTABLE
2377938  11/08/2012
SAVA PRIVATE LIMITED
SAVA HOUSE, 3RD FLOOR, LALWANI PLAZA, WING B, SAKORE NAGAR CHS., OFF NEW AIRPORT ROAD, VIMAN
NAGAR, PUNE - 411 014
MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHJJA & ASSOCIATES,
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCT, MEDICINAL HERBAL PREPARATIONS
2377939   11/08/2012
SAVA PRIVATE LIMITED
SAVA HOUSE, 3RD FLOOR, LALWANI PLAZA, WING B, SAKORE NAGAR CHS., OFF NEW AIRPORT ROAD, VIMAN NAGAR, PUNE - 411 014
MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHILA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCT, MEDICINAL HERBAL PREPARATIONS
2377940  11/08/2012
SAVA PRIVATE LIMITED
SAVA HOUSE, 3RD FLOOR, LALWANI PLAZA, WING B, SAKORE NAGAR CHS., OFF NEW AIRPORT ROAD, VIMAN NAGAR, PUNE - 411 014
MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCT, MEDICINAL HERBAL PREPARATIONS
2377943    11/08/2012
SAVA PRIVATE LIMITED
SAVA HOUSE, 3RD FLOOR, LALWANI PLAZA, WING B, SAKORE NAGAR CHS., OFF NEW AIRPORT ROAD, VIMAN
NAGAR, PUNE - 411 014
MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHJJA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCT, MEDICINAL HERBAL PREPARATIONS
2377945   11/08/2012
SAVA PRIVATE LIMITED
SAVA HOUSE, 3RD FLOOR, LALWANI PLAZA, WING B, SAKORE NAGAR CHS., OFF NEW AIRPORT ROAD, VIMAN NAGAR, PUNE - 411 014
MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHLIA & ASSOCIATES,
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCT, MEDICINAL HERBAL PREPARATIONS
TRABECTOME

2377964   11/08/2012
MEDISEARCH LABORATORIES (BOMBAY) PVT LTD.
W-50(B) MIDC RABALE, THANE-BELAPUR ROAD NAVI- MUMBAI- 400 701.
MANUFACTURER
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISLAW CONSULTANTS
BUILDING NO.4, C/104, SHANKESHWAR PALMS, BEHIND MODEL SCHOOL, KUMBHARKHANPADA, SUBHASH ROAD,
DOMBIVILI(W) 421202
Used Since :11/08/2012
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL & MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
CYCLOTEARS

2377966  11/08/2012
MEDISEARCH LABORATORIES (BOMBAY) PVT LTD.
W-50(B) MIDC RABALE, THANE-BELAPUR ROAD NAVI- MUMBAI- 400 701.
MANUFACTURER
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISLAW CONSULTANTS
BUILDING NO.4, C/104, SHANKESHWAR PALMS, BEHIND MODEL SCHOOL, KUMBHARKHANPADA, SUBHASH ROAD,
DOMBIVILI(W) 421202
Used Since :11/08/2012
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL & MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
SURESH KUMAR PUHIHRAJJI DHOKA
43, BOMANJI MASTER ROAD, (RESHAM BAZAR), 8, PANDYA MANSION, GROUND FLOOR, NEXT TO KALBADEVI POST OFFICE, MUMBAI-400002.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/08/2012

MUMBAI
SANITARY PRODUCT FOR FEMINIE HYGIENE PRODUCTS, NAMELY DISPOSABLE SANITARY TOWELS, DISPOSABLE INCONTINENCE CLINICAL UNDER PADS, DISPOSABLE BABY CARE SHEET, DISPOSABLE GYNECOLOGICAL EXAMINATION SHEET, DISPOSABLE BED PROTECTION AND OTHER TYPE OF DISPOSABLE SHEET
2378338   13/08/2012
UMESH NIWRUTI BAWANKULE
CFF2, WARD NO. 2, KURZA BRABHAPURI, CHANDRAPUR, 441206
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DR. (MS.)GUHA USHOSHI
246, GANDHI NAGAR, NAGPUR.
Used Since :06/06/2011
MUMBAI
ALL TYPES OF PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICAL SUBSTANCES PREPARATION
2383475    22/08/2012
MAGNIFUR LIFE SCIENCES PVT LTD
M/MIG 260-261 LDA COLONY RAM NAGAR AISHBAGH LUCKNOW 226004 UP
MERCHANTS / MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since : 15/11/2011
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS-05.
2390150   05/09/2012
RAVIAN PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
RAJENDRA RAM PLAZA, 2ND FLOOR, EXHIBITION ROAD, PATNA 800001
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
A.C. GANGOPADHYAY, ADVOCATE
31/E BACHARAM CHATTERJEE ROAD, P.O. BEHALA, KOLKATA 700034.
Used Since: 30/09/2007

KOLKATA
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION.
2394022  11/09/2012
PHARMANOVA INDIA DRUGS PVT. LTD.
OLD COURT ROAD, JIND - 126102, HARYANA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :13/10/2011

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
2399537    20/09/2012
MR ABHSHEK YADAB
MR AWADHESH R. SHARMA
MR SAHARUN NISHA
MR PRABHAT AGRAWAL
trading as ;ZYLOPIA BIOTECH
SHUBHAM PHARMACEUTICALS AMBUJ BEHIND CANT POLICE STATION GORAKHPUR U.P
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :12/07/2011

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
LYPOKIND

2399539 20/09/2012
LIFEKIND PHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD
31245 rajani khand raibareli road lucknow u.p 226002
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since : 22/08/2011
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL & VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
2426296  09/11/2012
CHAMAN SINGH RANA
12 SIDDHARTH NAGAR HARTMANN COLLEGE BAREILLY U.P
MERCHANT/MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :12/08/2009
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS-05.
MR SURINDER KUMAR RANA
trading as ; EPSILCON BIOTECH
NH-72 UCO BANK OGLI NAHAN ROAD KALA-AMB & DISTT SIRMOUR-UP
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92

Used Since : 12/08/2011

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
DIGELON

2426302  09/11/2012
MR SURINDER KUMAR RANA
trading as ;EPSILCON BIOTECH
NH-72 UCO BANK OGLI NAHAN ROAD KALA-AMB&amp;nbsp;DISTT SIRMOUR-UP
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :12/08/2011

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
CHESTLON

2426303   09/11/2012
MR SURINDER KUMAR RANA
trading as ;EPSILCON BIOTECH
NH-72 UCO BANK OGLI NAHAN ROAD KALA-AMB&amp;nbsp;DISTT SIRMOUR-UP
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :12/08/2011

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
RUGOSA

2428525  16/11/2012

BIOREX HEALTHCARE PVT LTD
A-1/85-A, MAA SHAKTI APARTMENTS, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110063
MANUFACTURER, TRADER AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES,
202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
Used Since :31/10/2012

DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2432229  23/11/2012
MR. ASHISH GUPTA
trading as ;SMITH LAB
VILL MUKHANI HALDWANI, DISTT. NAINGTAL (U.P)
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :02/01/2010
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS-5.
MR. ASHISH GUPTA
trading as ;SMITH LAB
VILL. MUKHANI HALDWANI, DISTT. NAINTAL (U.P)
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :02/01/2010
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS -05
GASCAINE

2444493    18/12/2012

KITH N KIN HEALTHCARE LIMITED
1/216 NAKTALA, KOLKATA - 700 047, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT & TRADER.
AN INDIAN COMPANY.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
PHARMACEUTICAL & MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
CVQ

2444497  18/12/2012
NAOMI LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.
trading as ;NAOMI LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.
DOLMUNDAL, CUTTACK - 753 009.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.
AN INDIAN PVT. LTD. CO. INCORPORATED AND REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
PHARMACEUTICAL & MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
2446364   21/12/2012

PAILAN PARK DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY LTD.

trading as ;PAILAN PARK DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY LTD.

EXPRESS TOWER, 42A, SHAKESPEAR SARIANI, KOLKATA - 700 017, WEST BENGAL

Manufacturer(s), Merchant(s), Trader(s), Exporter(s).

AN INDIAN COMPANY.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78, N.S.C. BOSE ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA 700 040, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Used Since : 18/12/2003

KOLKATA

Pharmaceutical and Veterinary Preparations; Drugs for Medical Purposes; Medicines for Veterinary Purposes; Vitamin Preparations; Nutritional Supplements; Vaccines; Baby Food; Medicated Bath Preparations; Sterilising Preparations; Adhesives for Dentures; Bandages for Dressings; Antibiotics; Antiseptics; Pharmaceutical Preparations for Skin Care; Medicinal Oils; Disinfectants; Fungicides; Herbicides; Weedkillers; Insect Repellents; Medicinal Tea; Herbal Tea for Medicinal use.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016 Class 5

2458881  11/01/2013
ASHUTOSH DIXIT
GULJAR SINGH NAMDHARI
INDRAJEET BAGGA
JATINDER SINGH NAMDHARI
AMARPRIT KAUR
RITA DIXIT

trading as ;G.H. PHARMACEUTICALS
DURGA COMPLEX, SHRADHANAND ROAD, RANCHI - 834 001, JHARKHAND, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT & TRADER.
AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
PHARMACEUTICALS & MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
GESTAMPOR

2458886  11/01/2013
ASHUTOSH DIXIT  
GULJAR SINGH NAMDHARI  
INDRAJEET BAGGA  
JATINDER SINGH NAMDHARI  
AMARPRIT KAUR  
RITA DIXIT

trading as :G.H. PHARMACEUTICALS
DURGA COMPLEX, SHRADHANAND ROAD, RANCHI - 834 001, JHARKHAND, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT & TRADER.
AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM  
89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
PHARMACEUTICALS & MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016  
Class 5

2458887  11/01/2013
ASHUTOSH DIXIT
GULJAR SINGH NAMDHARI
INDRAJEET BAGGA
JATINDER SINGH NAMDHARI
AMARPRIT KAUR
RITA DIXIT
trading as; G.H. PHARMACEUTICALS
DURGA COMPLEX, SHRADHANAND ROAD, RANCHI - 834 001, JHARKHAND, INDIA.
Manufacturer, Merchant & Trader
AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
"Pharmaceuticals & Medicinal Preparations"
MRS. PRATIBHA
trading as; LA MED INDIA
B -2 COMMUNITY CENTRE NIMRI COLONY NEAR ASHOK VIHAR PHASE 4 DELHI 110052
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
A-4/61, SEC-17, ROHINI DELHI-89
Used Since : 10/01/2013
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
STRESSRID

2460367  15/01/2013
SAHUL INDIA LTD.
MANGALAM-B, 2ND FLOOR, 26, HEMANTA BASU SARANI, KOLKATA - 700 001
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GOODWILL REGISTRATION SERVICE
C/O. SUSANTA GHOSH, 107/1G TOLLYGUNGE ROAD, KOLKATA 700026, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Used Since: 10/05/2010

KOLKATA
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, TEA (AYURVEDIC), AYURVEDIC DRINK, AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD OF BABIES, MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN, MEDICINAL OILS and COD LIVER OIL INCLUDED IN CLASS-5.
SAHUL INDIA LTD.
MANGALAM-B, 2ND FLOOR, 26, HEMANTA BASU SARANI, KOLKATA - 700 001
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GOODWILL REGISTRATION SERVICE
C/O. SUSANTA GHOSH, 107/1G TOLLYGUNGE ROAD, KOLKATA 700026, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 05/10/2009

KOLKATA
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, TEA (AYURVEDIC), AYURVEDIC DRINK, AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD OF BABIES, MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN, MEDICINAL OILS and COD LIVER OIL INCLUDED IN CLASS-5.
ASCLEPIUS DRUGS PVT. LTD.

trading as; ASCLEPIUS DRUGS PVT. LTD.

ANITA KUTIR, EAST R.K. NAGAR, NEAR SORANGPUR, DEVI ASTHAN, PATNA, PIN - 800 027, BIHAR.

MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

(AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SUNRISE ASSOCIATES

C-80, VILLAGE GOKAL PUR, NEAR SARVODAYA BAL VIDHYALAYA, LONI ROAD, SHAHDARA, DELHI-94

Used Since: 01/01/2013

KOLKATA

PHARMACEUTICALS; MEDICINES FOR HUMAN, DENTAL & VETERINARY PURPOSES; AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, UNANI MEDICINES, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES;
ALEXTRA

2461418  17/01/2013
Mr. Shiv Sankar Sardar
DR. ARIDITA DATTA
trading as ; ALEXTRA PHARMACEUTICALS
5/A/14. SAHID KHUDIRAM BOSE ROAD, NANDANPUR, BUDGE BUDGE, KOLKATA 700137, WEST BENGAL
Merchant & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL
Used Since : 29/02/2012
KOLKATA
Pharmaceutical & Medicinal Preparations
AMBITEL-H
2464297    22/01/2013

DR. AJIT KR. GUPTA
trading as : AMBIENCE BIOMEDICS
39/40, DUM DUM PARK, KOLKATA 700054
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
A PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, 3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.), KOLKATA 700 069, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Pharmaceutical Products
BLAER
2468324  29/01/2013
ALBERT DAVID LIMITED
trading as : ALBERT DAVID LIMITED
15, CHITTARANJAN AVENUE, KOLKATA - 700 072, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT & TRADER.
AN INDIAN COMPANY.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Pharmaceuticals & Medicinal Preparation
GIRIDURGA HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
trading as :GIRIDURGA HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
KESHPU, P.O.C.R.R.I., P.S. CHAULIAGANJ, DIST. CUTTACK, ODISHA, PIN-753006
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT & TRADER.
AN INDIAN COMPANY.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL

Used Since: 12/12/2012

KOLKATA
Mosquito Coils.
MRON-XT

2468330  29/01/2013

MANTIS PHARMACEUTICAL PVT. LTD.

trading as : MANTIS PHARMACEUTICAL PVT. LTD.

205, JAGDEVAN PLAZA, NEAR DOCTORS COLONY, KANKARBAGH, PATNA-800020, BIHAR

MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT & TRADER.

AN INDIAN COMPANY.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

IPR HOUSE.COM

89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL

Used Since : 13/07/2012

KOLKATA

Pharmaceutical and Medicinal Preparations.
ROL-D3
2468331 29/01/2013
MANTIS PHARMACEUTICAL PVT. LTD.
trading as ;MANTIS PHARMACEUTICAL PVT. LTD.
205,JAGDEVAN PLAZA,NEAR DOCTORS COLONY,KANKARBAGH,PATNA-800020,BIHAR
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT & TRADER.
AN INDIAN COMPANY.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL
Used Since :13/07/2012
KOLKATA
Pharmaceutical and Medicinal Preparations.
2475690  11/02/2013
DEBABROTA ROY.
trading as ;RMD SYNDICATE
287, DESHBANDHU ROAD, NEW BARRACKPUR, KOLKATA 700131, W.B.
MANUFACTURER(S), TRADER(S), DISTRUBUTER
Used Since :01/02/2013
KOLKATA
Pharmaceuticals & Medicinal preparations
OLEUS

2479250   15/02/2013

CYGNUS PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
1A, MADHAV CHATTERJEE LANE, P.S. BOWBAZAR, KOLKATA 700020, WEST BENGAL

Manufacturer & traders,

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANJAN SEN & ASSOCIATES
17 CHAKRABERIA ROAD (SOUTH), KOLKATA 700025, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparation.
LANSKID JUNIOR

2479251 15/02/2013
CYGNUS PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
1A, MADHAV CHATTERJEE LANE, P.S. BOWBAZAR, KOLKATA 700020, WEST BENGAL
Manufacturer & traders

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANJAN SEN & ASSOCIATES
17 CHAKRABERIA ROAD (SOUTH), KOLKATA 700025, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 31/10/2011

KOLKATA
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparation
2485848  27/02/2013
PHARMANOVA INDIA DRUGS PVT LTD
OLD COURT ROAD JIND 126102 HR
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :13/10/2011
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS-05
2485865  27/02/2013
PHARMANOVA INDIA DRUGS PVT LTD
OLD COURT ROAD JIND 126102 HR
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :03/09/2006
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS 05
MR. ARPIT VISHAL GUPTA
MR. MANISH KUMAR SRIVASTAVA
MR. ADITYA KUMAR
trading as ;SVG LIFE SCIENCES
372/42, A-1, CIVIL LINES, JHANSI-284001 (U.P)
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :12/12/2005
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS -05
TERLIZONE

2490364  06/03/2013
CYTOKRIT BIOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
E-41/2, MEENAKSHI PURAM, MEERUT, UTTAR PRADESH-250001
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Used Since :03/03/2013
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
SPASMOKING

2499356  20/03/2013
XTREME LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.
trading as : XTREME LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.
SHOP NO. 5, SOJITRANAGAR MARKET, NR. NEW ERA SCHOOL, OPP. GOLDEN SUPER MARKET, RAIYA ROAD, RAJKOT-370 007, GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
PHARMACEUTICAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 05
2504397  01/04/2013
CYTOKRIT BIOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
E-41/2, MEENAKSHI PURAM, MEERUT, UTTAR PRADESH-250001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since :25/03/2013
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
2504496  01/04/2013
DEEPAK SINGLA
trading as ;MAX & GLAX HEALTHCARE
DEFENCE ENCLAVE, SCO 2, PATIALA ROAD ZIRAKPUR PB 140603
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since : 12/03/2011

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION
2511515  11/04/2013
ALIGHT HEALTHCARE & RESEARCH PVT. LTD
151 HUDA SECTOR-4, NARAYAN GARH PIN - 134203, DISTRICT AMBALA (H.R)
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :15/11/2011

DELHI
PHARMAOEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS -05.
ULITEL

2512366  12/04/2013
UNIQUE LIFE SCIENCES PVT LTD
UNIT NO 113 FIRST FLOOR GUPTA TOWER COMM. COMPLEX AZADPUR DELHI 110033
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS; MEDICINES FOR HUMAN, DENTAL & VETERINARY PURPOSES; AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, UNANI MEDICINES, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES;
VOGLARIK

2512387 12/04/2013

UNIQUE LIFE SCIENCES PVT LTD
UNIT NO 113 FIRST FLOOR GUPTA TOWER COMM. COMPLEX AZADPUR DELHI 110033
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS; MEDICINES FOR HUMAN, DENTAL & VETERINARY PURPOSES; AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, UNANI MEDICINES, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES.
RABENZER-D

2515596    17/04/2013

GLENZER PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.

trading as : GLENZER PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.

C-167, PLOT NO-25, SARASWATI KUNJ SOCIETY, IP EXTN. PATPARGANJ, DELHI-110092

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MAHTASS
B-43/3,udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA

Used Since : 15/04/2013

DELHI

Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
2517155  22/04/2013
DR. SUDIPT LAIK
trading as : MERAPEL INC.
B-2, MADHURAM BEHIND JAI MADI DARSHAN, BOPAL ROAD, GHUMA, AHMEDABAD - 380 058 - GUJARAT
MANUFACTURERS/MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Used Since :31/12/2002

AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND VETERINARY PHARMACEUTICALS.
2521889 29/04/2013
MAGNIFUR LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.
M/MIG 260-261, LDA COLONY, RAM NAGAR, AISHBAGH, LUCKNOW - 226004, U.P
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :06/09/2009

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS -05
ACINOBACK

2524385  03/05/2013
CYTOKRIT BIOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
E-41/2, MEENAKSHI PURAM, MEERUT, UTTAR PRADESH-250001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since : 25/04/2013
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016

2526135 07/05/2013
PHARMANOVA INDIA DRUGS PVT. LTD.
OLD COURT ROAD, JIND - 126102, HARYANA
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92

Used Since :13/10/2011

 DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS -05
AMI LIFESCIENCES PVT. LTD.
2ND FLOOR, PRESTIGE PLAZA, 40 URMI SOCIETY, NEAR URMI CROSS ROAD, BPC ROAD, AKOTA, VADODARA - 390 020
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since :13/06/2006

AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
KEPLER VET MISSION PRIVATE LIMITED
BLOCK NO. 41, AF-11, KANCHAN PHARMA HOUSE, NEAR GHANSHYAM ESTATE, N.H.NO. 8, ASLALI, AHMEDABAD - 382427
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
J.T.JHALA & CO.
A-10, SUKH-SHANTI APTS. ANAND NAGAR CROSS ROADS, 100 FT ROAD, VEJALPUR, AHMEDABAD 380 051

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
VETERINARY PREPARATION
2537590   24/05/2013
KEPLER HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
BLOCK NO. 42, B/5, KANCHAN PHARMA HOUSE, NEAR GHANSHYAM ESTATE, N.H.NO.8, ASLALI, AHMEDABAD - 382427 - GUJARAT
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
J.T.JHALA & CO.
A-10, SUKH-SHANTI APTS. ANAND NAGAR CROSS ROADS, 100 FT ROAD, VEJALPUR, AHMEDABAD 380 051

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
2537591  24/05/2013
KEPLER HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
BLOCK NO. 42, B/5, KANCHAN PHARMA HOUSE, NEAR GHANSHYAM ESTATE, N.H.NO.8, ASLALI, AHMEDABAD - 382427 - GUJARAT
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
J.T.JHALA & CO.
A-10, SUKH-SHANTI APTS. ANAND NAGAR CROSS ROADS, 100 FT ROAD, VEJALPUR, AHMEDABAD 380 051

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
2537592    24/05/2013
KEPLER HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
BLOCK NO. 42, B/5, KANCHAN PHARMA HOUSE, NEAR GHANSHYAM ESTATE, N.H.NO.8, ASLALI, AHMEDABAD - 382427 - GUJARAT
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
J.T.JHALA & CO.
A-10, SUKH-SHANTI APTS. ANAND NAGAR CROSS ROADS, 100 FT ROAD, VEJALPUR, AHMEDABAD 380 051

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
subject to no exclusive right over letter X.
2537593  24/05/2013
KEPLER HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
BLOCK NO. 42, B/5, KANCHAN PHARMA HOUSE, NEAR GHANSHYAM ESTATE, N.H.NO.8, ASLALI, AHMEDABAD - 382427 - GUJARAT
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
J.T.JHALA & CO.
A-10, SUKH-SHANTI APTS. ANAND NAGAR CROSS ROADS, 100 FT ROAD, VEJALPUR, AHMEDABAD 380 051

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
subject to no exclusive right over letter D and association with 2537952.
2537594 24/05/2013
KEPLER HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
BLOCK NO. 42, B/5, KANCHAN PHARMA HOUSE, NEAR GHANSHYAM ESTATE, N.H.NO.8, ASLALI, AHMEDABAD - 382427 - GUJARAT
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
J.T.JHALA & CO.
A-10, SUKH-SHANTI APTS. ANAND NAGAR CROSS ROADS, 100 FT ROAD, VEJALPUR, AHMEDABAD 380 051

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
KEPLER HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
BLOCK NO. 42, B/5, KANCHAN PHARMA HOUSE, NEAR GHANSHYAM ESTATE, N.H.NO.8, ASLALI, AHMEDABAD - 382427 - GUJARAT
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
J.T.JHALA & CO.
A-10, SUKH-SHANTI APTS. ANAND NAGAR CROSS ROADS, 100 FT ROAD, VEJALPUR, AHMEDABAD 380 051

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016 Class 5

2537597 24/05/2013
KEPLER HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
BLOCK NO. 42, B/5, KANCHAN PHARMA HOUSE, NEAR GHANSHYAM ESTATE, N.H.NO.8, ASLALI, AHMEDABAD - 382427 - GUJARAT
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
J.T.JHALA & CO.
A-10, SUKH-SHANTI APTS. ANAND NAGAR CROSS ROADS, 100 FT ROAD, VEJALPUR, AHMEDABAD 380 051

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
2537598  24/05/2013
KEPLER HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
BLOCK NO. 42, B/5, KANCHAN PHARMA HOUSE, NEAR GHANSHYAM ESTATE, N.H.NO.8, ASLALI, AHMEDABAD - 382427 - GUJARAT
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
J.T.JHALA & CO.
A-10, SUKH-SHANTI APTS. ANAND NAGAR CROSS ROADS, 100 FT ROAD, VEJALPUR, AHMEDABAD 380 051
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
KEPLER HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
BLOCK NO. 42, B/5, KANCHAN PHARMA HOUSE, NEAR GHANSHYAM ESTATE, N.H.NO.8, ASLALI, AHMEDABAD - 382427 - GUJARAT
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
J.T.JHALA & CO.
A-10, SUKH-SHANTI APTS. ANAND NAGAR CROSS ROADS, 100 FT ROAD, VEJALPUR, AHMEDABAD 380 051

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
KEPLER HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
BLOCK NO. 42, B/5, KANCHAN PHARMA HOUSE, NEAR GHANSHYAM ESTATE, N.H.NO.8, ASLALI, AHMEDABAD - 382427 - GUJARAT
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
J.T.JHALA & CO.
A-10, SUKH-SHANTI APTS. ANAND NAGAR CROSS ROADS, 100 FT ROAD, VEJALPUR, AHMEDABAD 380 051

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
2537601 24/05/2013
KEPLER HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
BLOCK NO. 42, B/5, KANCHAN PHARMA HOUSE, NEAR GHANSHYAM ESTATE, N.H.NO.8, ASLALI, AHMEDABAD - 382427 - GUJARAT
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
J.T.JHALA & CO.
A-10, SUKH-SHANTI APTS. ANAND NAGAR CROSS ROADS, 100 FT ROAD, VEJALPUR, AHMEDABAD 380 051
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
2537602  24/05/2013
KEPLER HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
BLOCK NO. 42, B/5, KANCHAN PHARMA HOUSE, NEAR GHANSHYAM ESTATE, N.H.NO.8, ASLALI, AHMEDABAD - 382427 -
GUJARAT
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
J.T.JHALA & CO.
A-10, SUKH-SHANTI APTS. ANAND NAGAR CROSS ROADS, 100 FT ROAD, VEJALPUR, AHMEDABAD 380 051
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726 , 04/01/2016        Class 5

2537603    24/05/2013
KEPLER HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
BLOCK NO. 42, B/5, KANCHAN PHARMA HOUSE, NEAR GHANSHYAM ESTATE, N.H.NO.8, ASLALI, AHMEDABAD - 382427 - GUJARAT
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
J.T.JHALA & CO.
A-10, SUKH-SHANTI APTS. ANAND NAGAR CROSS ROADS, 100 FT ROAD, VEJALPUR, AHMEDABAD 380 051

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
KEPLER HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
BLOCK NO. 42, B/5, KANCHAN PHARMA HOUSE, NEAR GHANSHYAM ESTATE, N.H.NO.8, ASLALI, AHMEDABAD - 382427 - GUJARAT
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
J.T.JHALA & CO.
A-10, SUKH-SHANTI APTS. ANAND NAGAR CROSS ROADS, 100 FT ROAD, VEJALPUR, AHMEDABAD 380 051

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
TUSQUF

2576511   06/08/2013
DEEPAK SINGLA
trading as ;MAX & GLAX HEALTHCARE
DEFENCE ENCLAVE, SCO-2, PATIALA ROAD, ZIRAKPUR, PUNJAB-140603
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :12/03/2011
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS -05
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016  Class 5

SNOWZY

2576512 06/08/2013
DEEPAK SINGLA
trading as MAX & GLAX HEALTHCARE
DEFENCE ENCLACE, SCO-2, PATIALA ROAD, ZIRAKPUR, PUNJAB-140603
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :12/03/2011

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS -05
MISSION CURE PHARMA PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. 567/2, SECTOR - 13/A, VAVOL ROAD, GANDHINAGAR - 382 013 - GUJARAT
TRADER
Used Since :01/10/2013

AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
2657139 09/01/2014
NARESH AHUJA
RAHUL ARORA
CHIRAG
trading as ;M/s Zenrex Healthcare
Shop no. 231, Ward-10, Near Guggamadi, Shahabad (M) District Kurukshetra (Haryana) India Pin 136135
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIKAS ASAWAT
3/183 GANESH TALAB BASANT VIHAR KOTA ,RAJASTHAN 324009
Used Since :01/01/2014

DELHI
Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations.
TRUDIX

2659019  13/01/2014
MDC EXPORTS PVT LTD.
PLOT NO.52, INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-1, CHANDIGARH
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956)

Address for service in India/Angents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :11/12/2012

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS -5.
MUNEVIAN

2659380  15/01/2014

MR. V. K. SHAHI

trading as ; RAVIAN LIFE SCIENCE PVT. LTD

PLOT NO. 34 SECTOR-8A, IIE SIDCUL HARIDWAR UTTARAKHAND PIN :-249403

Manufacturing and Trading

An Indian Company Registered Under Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

DTM ADVISORS LLP

C-80 VILLAGE GOKAL PUR EAST OF LONI ROAD NEAR GOVT SCHOOL SHAHDARA DELHI 94

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS; MEDICINES FOR HUMAN, DENTAL & VETERINARY PURPOSES; AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, UNANI MEDICINES, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES & FOOD SUPPLEMENT PRODUCTS
PILOLOCK

2663548   22/01/2014

PREM PREET SINGH
KAMALJEET SINGH

trading as: GREEN PLANET BIO PRODUCTS

G.P. TOWER, 1-AMAR GARDEN, NEAR PATHANKOT CHOWK, BYE PASS, NH-1, JALANDHAR (PB.).

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTASS
B-43/3, udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA

Used Since: 01/04/2006

DELHI

Medicinal, Ayurvedic & Herbal Preparations; Food Supplements.
SANOFRESH

2663593   22/01/2014

SANOGEN PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
B-242, NEW VIHAR, PHASE-2, BLOCK B GURGAON-122017,HARYANA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUNIT HANDA & ASSOCIATES
N-120, SOUTH CITY-1, GURGAON-122001, HR

Used Since :20/12/2013

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS
JESYTEARS EYE DROP

2670834    01/02/2014

MRS. JYOTI SINGH

trading as ; M/S. JYOTI REMEDIES

37/16, BAKOLI, DELHI-110036

Trading

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

DTM ADVISORS LLP

C-80 VILLAGE GOKAL PUR EAST OF LONI ROAD NEAR GOVT SCHOOL SHAHDARA DELHI 94

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS; MEDICINES FOR HUMAN, DENTAL & VETERINARY PURPOSES; AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, UNANI MEDICINES, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES & FOOD SUPPLEMENT PRODUCTS
2691139  04/03/2014
SUSRUTA ANO RECTAL INSTITUTE (P) LTD.
A-3/16-107, GROUND FLOOR, SHOP NO. 4 AND 5, SECTOR 7, ROHINI, DELHI-110085
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAXENA AND CO.
76/77,1ST FLOOR AMRIT PLAZA B-BLOCK SURYA NAGAR GHAZIBAD
Used Since :27/08/2012

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION

MARK SHOULD BE USE AND READ AS WHOLE.
ADEGOPAIN

2691196  04/03/2014

ADEEVA LIFE CARE PVT. LTD.
S-203/204, II FLOOR, MERIDIAN VIEW PLAZA, ALPHA COMMERCIAL BELT, ALPHA-1, GREATER NOIDA, G.B. NAGAR,
UP 201306

MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS

A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:

PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6

Used Since: 15/02/2014

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS AS PER
MOREPEN LABORATORIES LTD
trading as ;MOREPEN LABORATORIES LTD
420 ANTRIKSH BHAWAN 22 K.G. MARG NEW DELHI 110001
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2011

DELHI
CONTACT LENS, CLEANING PREPARATIONS AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
MARK SHOULD BE USE AND READ AS WHOLE.
CERVICO PLUS
2701082  19/03/2014

DR. S.J. ASGHAR NAQVI
HOUSE NO. S-7/166A, ORDERLY BAZAR, VARANASI-2, UP
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P.C. TRADE MARK
OFFICE NO. 380- III, G.S.C. SECTOR-29, NOIDA, G.B. NAGAR, (U.P.)
Used Since :02/06/2010

DELHI
HOMOEOPATHIC MEDICINES
JDLEV

2702635  20/03/2014

JAYA SHARMA, TUSHAR GARG

trading as ;M/s Jayasun Laboratories Pvt. Ltd.

498,1st Floor Ansari Road, Bulandshahr, U.P., (India)

Manufacturing and Trading of Medicine

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES

H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)

Used Since :14/03/2014

DELHI

Medicinal & Pharmaceutical & Ayurvedic & Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements
GENDOC
2702953  21/03/2014
DHURUV GABA
662, MODEL TOWN, PANIPAT-132103, HARYANA
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since : 30/10/2013

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
SARCOCIT
2703479  21/03/2014
ASHUTOSH MISHRA, SACHIN TRIPATHI, RISHIKANT MISHRA, SANJEEV SINGH
trading as ;M/s Sars Lifesciences Pvt. Ltd.
Narayanpur Near ITI, Pyagiapur, Sultanpur, U.P., (India)
Manufacturer and Trading of Medicine
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)
Used Since :14/03/2014
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical & Ayurvedic & Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements
ZEPNIL PLUS

2704187   24/03/2014

SH. AJAY PAL
SH. SAURABH KAMBOJ
SH. HEMANT SHARMA

trading as: ANTIGEN LIFESCIENCES

SHOP NO. 31, 3RD FLOOR, DHAN DHAN GURU RAM DAS, MARKET, KATRA SHEER SINGH, AMRITSAR, PB
MANUFACTURES, MERCHANTS, TRADERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VENUKA KUMARIA.
5673, DUPLEX MODERN HOUSING COMPLEX, MANIMAJRA, U.T. CHANDIGARH.
Used Since: 01/01/2013

DELHI

MEDICINES.
PUROTICAL

AMAR KUMAR

trading as : M/s Rotrical Remedies

Room No. - 40, Center View Tower Appartment, Opposite Mint Computer, Peer Wali Gali ,Salarpur, Bhangel, Noida Phase-2, U.P. - 201304, (India)

Manufacturing and Trading of Medicine

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES

H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)

Used Since : 19/03/2014

DELHI

Medicinal & Pharmaceutical & Ayurvedic & Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements
ROTTRIMA

2705971  25/03/2014

AMAR KUMAR

trading as : M/s Rotrical Remedies

Room No. - 40, Center View Tower Appartment, Opposite Mint Computer, Peer Wali Gali , Salarpur, Bhangel, Noida Phase-2, U.P. - 201304, (India)

Manufacturing and Trading of Medicine

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)

Used Since : 19/03/2014

DELHI

Medicinal & Pharmaceutical & Ayurvedic & Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements
ROTROFAST SP

2705972    25/03/2014

AMAR KUMAR
trading as : M/s Rotrical Remedies
Room No. - 40, Center View Tower Apartment, Opposite Mint Computer, Peer Wali Gali, Salarpur, Bhangel, Noida Phase-2, U.P. - 201304, (India)
Manufacturing and Trading of Medicine

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)
Used Since : 19/03/2014

DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical & Pharmaceutical & Ayurvedic & Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements
JOSCUF
2705973  25/03/2014

MR. PANKAJ JOSHI S/O SH. MADAN GOPAL
trading as :Proprietor
B- 23, Mahesh Nagar, Dayal Bagh, Ambala Cantt, Haryana -133001, (India)
Manufacturing & Trading of Medicine

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)
Used Since :18/03/2014

DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical & Ayurvedic & Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements
JOSOCLOX
2705975    25/03/2014
MR. PANKAJ JOSHI S/O SH. MADAN GOPAL
trading as ;Proprietor
B-23, Mahesh Nagar, Dayal Bagh, Ambala Cantt, Haryana -133001, (India)
Manufacturing & Trading of Medicine
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)
Used Since :18/03/2014
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical & Ayurvedic & Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements
MEKOPOX
2705979   25/03/2014
MR. PANKAJ JOSHI S/O SH. MADAN GOPAL trading as Proprietor
B-23, Mahesh Nagar, Dayal Bagh, Ambala Cantt, Haryana -133001, (India)
Manufacturing & Trading of Medicine
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)
Used Since : 18/03/2014
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical & Ayurvedic & Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements
RIBRAFATE

2706073  25/03/2014

RAMENDRA SINGH NAYAL, DHEERAJ NAYAL

trading as ;M/S Ribston Pharmaceuticals Pvt. Ltd.

C-840, Sangam Vihar, New Delhi-110062, India

Manufacturer and Trading of Medicine

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES

H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)

Used Since :18/03/2014

DELHI

Medicinal & Pharmaceutical & Ayurvedic & Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements
VERBOSE

2706074   25/03/2014
RAMENDRA SINGH NAYAL, DHEERAJ NAYAL
trading as ;M/S Ribston Pharmaceuticals Pvt. Ltd.
C- 840, Sangam Vihar, New Delhi- 110062, India
Manufacturer and Trading of Medicine

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)
Used Since :18/03/2014

DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical & Ayurvedic & Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements
DYSPHORIA-EC
2706075  25/03/2014
TEJ BAHADUR SINGH
trading as ;M/s T. B. Drugs & Lifesciences
Kuddupur, Jaunpur, U.P., (India)
Manufacturing and Trading Of Medicine

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)
Used Since :12/03/2014

DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical & Ayurvedic Preparations, Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements
IM-6
2706076  25/03/2014
TEJ BAHADUR SINGH
trading as : M/s T. B. Drugs & Lifesciences
Kuddupur, Jaunpur, U.P., (India)
Manufacturing and Trading Of Medicine

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)
Used Since : 12/03/2014

DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical & Ayurvedic Preparations, Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements
TIBAPOD

2706077  25/03/2014

TEJ BAHADUR SINGH

trading as ;M/s T. B. Drugs & Lifesciences

Kuddupur, Jaunpur, U.P., (India)

Manufacturing and Trading Of Medicine

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)

Used Since : 12/03/2014

DELHI

Medicinal & Pharmaceutical & Ayurvedic Preparations, Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements
TIBACLAV-625

2706079  25/03/2014

TEJ BAHADUR SINGH

trading as ;M/s T. B. Drugs & Lifesciences
Kuddupur, Jaunpur, U.P., (India)
Manufacturing and Trading Of Medicine

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)
Used Since :12/03/2014

DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical & Ayurvedic Preparations, Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements
FEELRED

2707010  27/03/2014

M/S INDUS MEDITECH PVT. LTD.
74/8, Defence Enclave, Part-I, Mohan Garden, Uttam Nagar ,New Delhi 110059, (India)
Manufacturing & Trading of Medicine

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)
Used Since :20/03/2014

To be associated with:
2407675

DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical & Ayurvedic & Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements
RUTAMOB
2707011  27/03/2014
M/S INDUS MEDITECH PVT. LTD.
74/8, Defence Enclave, Part-I, Mohan Garden, Uttam Nagar, New Delhi-59, (India)
Manufacturing & Trading of Medicine
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)
Used Since: 20/03/2014
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical & Ayurvedic & Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements
ZOONAC

2707214  27/03/2014
OM PRAKASH PANDEY

trading as ;ZOOTAX BIOTEC INC.,
PAWAN ASSOCIATES F-387 1ST FLOOR, PHASE-1 TRANSPORT NAGAR LUCKNOW 226012 U.P
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420 ARTHALA MOHAN NAGAR GHAZIABAD 201007 UP
Used Since :25/03/2014

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
ZOTEE

2707215  27/03/2014
OM PRAKASH PANDEY

trading as ;ZOOTAX BIOTEC INC.
PAWAN ASSOCIATES F-387 1ST FLOOR, PHASE-1 TRANSPORT NAGAR LUCKNOW 226012 U.P
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420 ARTHALA MOHAN NAGAR GHAZIABAD 201007 UP
Used Since :25/03/2014

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
NUTRIMONK

2707217  27/03/2014

MONK MEDISOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
606/49, STREET NO; 10, MOUJPUR COLONY, DELHI 53
TRADER AND MERCHANT
Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION.
2707750    27/03/2014
PARVEEN KUMAR
SAMRATH ENCLAVE DELHI
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
C-102 GALI NO. 3 II FLOOR ROOM NO. B-4 UPPAR ASHOKA JIM BHAJANPURA DELHI-110053
Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES IN CLASS 5
TARCORT

2707834    27/03/2014

NECTAR LIFESCIENCES LIMITED
S.C.O. 38-39, SECTOR 9-D, CHANDIGARH-160009
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA
Used Since :19/03/2014

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
MIRIZMA
2707838  27/03/2014
RAVINDER KUMAR
trading as :ZEEN HEALTHCARE
SCO 42, TOP FLOOR MANIMAJRA CHANDIGARH, U.T
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA
Used Since :18/03/2014

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
HITSVEL

2707842    27/03/2014

VIKRAM VEER KULSHRESTHA

trading as : HAVISA HEALTHCARE

SCO-5, KALKA-PANCHKULA HIGHWAY NEAR DOLPHIN HOTEL ZIRAKPUR, MOHALI 140604

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA

Used Since : 03/01/2014

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; NUTRITIONAL .DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES;
HAVLOX
2707843   27/03/2014
VIKRAM VEER KULSHRESTHA
trading as :HAVISA HEALTHCARE
SCO-5, KALKA-PANCHKULA HIGHWAY NEAR DOLPHIN HOTEL ZIRAKPUR, MOHALI 140604
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA
Used Since :03/01/2014

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; NUTRITIONAL, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES;
NECTRAGYL

2707853   27/03/2014
NECTAR LIFESCIENCES LIMITED
S.C.O. 38-39, SECTOR 9-D, CHANDIGARH-160009
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA
Used Since: 19/03/2014

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
ULNEX

2707854 27/03/2014

NECTAR LIFESCIENCES LIMITED
S.C.O. 38-39, SECTOR 9-D, CHANDIGARH-160009
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA
Used Since: 19/03/2014

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
GERANEC

2707855    27/03/2014

NECTAR LIFESCIENCES LIMITED
S.C.O. 38-39, SECTOR 9-D, CHANDIGARH-160009
MANUFACTURING & MARKETING
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agoents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA

Used Since : 19/03/2014

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
CEFOBEST

2707856   27/03/2014
NECTAR LIFESCIENCES LIMITED
S.C.O. 38-39, SECTOR 9-D, CHANDIGARH-160009
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA
Used Since : 19/03/2014

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STopping TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
AMOXYNEC

2707857   27/03/2014

NECTAR LIFESCIENCES LIMITED
S.C.O. 38-39, SECTOR 9-D, CHANDIGARH-160009
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA

Used Since :19/03/2014

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
ABDZOLE

2707858  27/03/2014
NECTAR LIFESCIENCES LIMITED
S.C.O. 38-39, SECTOR 9-D, CHANDIGARH-160009
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA
Used Since : 19/03/2014

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
KOFRADEX

2707859 27/03/2014

NECTAR LIFESCIENCES LIMITED
S.C.O. 38-39, SECTOR 9-D, CHANDIGARH-160009
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA
Used Since :19/03/2014

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
AMISOUL
2707863 27/03/2014
RAVINDER KUMAR
trading as; ZEEN HEALTHCARE
SCO 42, TOP FLOOR MANIMAJRA CHANDIGARH, U.T
MARKETING, TRADING & SELLING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA
Used Since: 18/03/2014
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH; DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
FLOXIZEEN

2707864  27/03/2014
RAVINDER KUMAR
trading as :ZEEN HEALTHCARE
SCO 42, TOP FLOOR MANIMAJRA CHANDIGARH, U.T
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA
Used Since :18/03/2014

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL
USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL
WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
CLOTOX
2707866  27/03/2014
RAVINDER KUMAR
trading as ;ZEEN HEALTHCARE
SCO 42, TOP FLOOR MANIMAJRA CHANDIGARH, U.T
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA
Used Since :18/03/2014

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL
USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL
WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
BRUTIDE
2707868   27/03/2014
CANVARZYS HEALTHCARE LTD
SAVITRI COMPLEX SHAHEED BHAGAT SINGH NAGAR DUGRI DHANDDRA ROAD, OPP JOSEPH SCHOOL LUDHIANA 141116 PB
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANY ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOCHHAR & CO
11TH FLOOR TOWER A, DLF TOWERS JASOLA JASOLA DISTRICT CENTER NEW DELHI-25
Used Since :10/03/2014

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE,
FEBUSIX
2707869  27/03/2014
CANVARZYS HEALTHCARE LTD
SAVITRI COMPLEX SHAHEED BHAGAT SINGH NAGAR DUGRI DHANDDRA ROAD, OPP JOSEPH SCHOOL LUDHIANA
141116 PB
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANY ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOCHHAR & CO
11TH FLOOR TOWER A, DLF TOWERS JASOLA JASOLA DISTRICT CENTER NEW DELHI-25
Used Since :10/03/2014
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE,
KVLYA

2707981  27/03/2014
MR. VINOD MITTAL
H.NO. 124, SECTOR 15, PART 1, GURGAON, HARYANA-122001
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :11/03/2014
DELHI
MEDICAL, PHARMACEUTICAL, HERBAL & AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AS PER CLASS-05.
DGBAX

2707982  27/03/2014
MR. VINOD MITTAL
H.NO. 124, SECTOR 15, PART 1, GURGAON, HARYANA-122001
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :11/03/2014

DELHI

MEDICAL, PHARMACEUTICAL, HERBAL & AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AS PER CLASS-05.
EXACTCAL

2708080  27/03/2014

NIRAJ KUMAR SINGH & NUTAN KUMARI
trading as ;M/s NN Healthcare (P) Ltd.
276-C, G.F Masjid Moth Market, South Extension Part-2, New Delhi -110049, (India)
Manufacturing and Trading of Medicine

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)
Used Since :21/03/2014

DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical & Ayurvedic & Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements
AMBROKING
2708081  27/03/2014
NIRAJ KUMAR SINGH & NUTAN KUMARI
trading as : M/s NN Healthcare (P) Ltd.
276-C, G.F Masjid Moth Market, South Extension Part-2, New Delhi -110049, (India)
Manufacturing and Trading of Medicine

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)
Used Since : 21/03/2014

DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical & Ayurvedic & Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements
KINGPLEX
2708083  27/03/2014
NIRAJ KUMAR SINGH & NUTAN KUMARI trading as ;M/s NN Healthcare (P) Ltd.
276-C, G.F Masjid Moth Market, South Extension Part-2, New Delhi-110049, (India)
Manufacturing and Trading of Medicine

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)
Used Since :21/03/2014

DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical & Ayurvedic & Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements
PLATIRAB
2708084  27/03/2014

NIRAJ KUMAR SINGH & NUTAN KUMARI
trading as ;M/s NN Healthcare (P) Ltd.
276-C, G.F Masjid Moth Market, South Extension Part-2, New Delhi -110049, (India)
Manufacturing and Trading of Medicine

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)
Used Since :21/03/2014

DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical & Ayurvedic & Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements
LANFIDA

2708183  27/03/2014

E.I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS AND COMPANY
1007, MARKET STREET, WILMINGTON, DELAWARE - 19898, U.S.A.
Manufacturers & Merchants

A CORPORATION ORGANISED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISHA SINGH NAIR
C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI 110001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Herbicides
CYPOTEE-200ML

2708609  28/03/2014

RAJESH KUMAR
418, PHOOL BAGH, HOLY CHOWK, NEAR JAGAN LAL SHOP, KILA CHHAWANI, KILA, DISTT. BAREILLY-243001, UP
MANUFACTURING AND MARKETING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420 ARTHALA MOHAN NAGAR GHAZIABAD 201007 UP
Used Since :01/03/2014

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
2708710  28/03/2014
KIM LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.
trading as : KIM LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.
NANHERA ROAD, KULDEEP NAGAR, AMBALA CANTT.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONALITY.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :05/04/2002

To be associated with:
1047605

DELHI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations, dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies, plasters, materials for dressings, materials for stopping teeth, dental wax, disinfectants, preparations for destroying vermin, fungicides, herbicides.
2709476  31/03/2014
WILLOWOOD CROP SCIENCES PVT LTD.
409, 4TH FLOOR, SALCON AURUM, DISTRICT CENTRE, JASOLA, NEW DELHI-110025
MARKETERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
AGRO-CHEMICALS INCLUDING INSECTICIDES, WEEDICIDES, FUNGICIDES AND HERBICIDES.
MIJRAB-L
2709661  31/03/2014
SIGNATRA PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD
H.No. 194, Gharipura, Jabran, Gharipura - 262401, Uttarakhand, India
Manufacturer, Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KASHYAP POPAT KHANDAGALE
S.R.No 19/3, Tukaram Naik Path, Behind Chhajed Petrol Pump, Bopodi, Pune - 411020
Used Since :31/03/2014

DELHI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
MIJFOR-XT

2709662  31/03/2014

SIGNATRA PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD
H.No. 194, Gharipura, Jabran, Gharipura - 262401, Uttarakhand, India
Manufacturer, Trader
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KASHYAP POPAT KHANDAGALE
S.R.No 19/3, Tukaram Naik Path, Behind Chhajed Petrol Pump, Bopodi, Pune - 411020
Used Since :31/03/2014

DELHI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
MIJULIV-XT

2709663   31/03/2014

SIGNATRA PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD
H.No. 194, Gharipura, Jabran, Gharipura - 262401, Uttarakhand, India
Manufacturer, Trader
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KASHYAP POPAT KHANDAGALE
S.R.No 19/3, Tukaram Naik Path, Behind Chhajed Petrol Pump, Bopodi, Pune - 411020
Used Since :31/03/2014

DELHI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
MIJPAN-DSR
2709664  31/03/2014
SIGNATRA PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD
H.No. 194, Gharipura, Jabran, Gharipura - 262401, Uttarakhand, India
Manufacturer, Trader
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KASHYAP POPAT KHANDAGALE
S.R.No 19/3, Tukaram Naik Path, Behind Chhajed Petrol Pump, Bopodi, Pune - 411020
Used Since :31/03/2014
DELHI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
MIJCOBAL

2709665  31/03/2014

SIGNATRA PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD
H.No. 194, Gharipura, Jabran, Gharipura - 262401, Uttarakhand, India
Manufacturer, Trader
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KASHYAP POPAT KHANDAGALE
S.R.No 19/3, Tukaram Naik Path, Behind Chhajed Petrol Pump, Bopodi, Pune - 411020
Used Since :31/03/2014

DELHI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
MECOQUIN
2710090  01/04/2014
NIRAJ KUMAR SINGH & NUTAN KUMARI
trading as ;M/s NN Healthcare (P) Ltd.
276-C, G.F Masjid Moth Market, South Extension Part-2, New Delhi -110049, (India)
Manufacturing and Trading of Medicine

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)
Used Since :21/03/2014

DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical & Ayurvedic & Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements
SCOBATE

2710092  01/04/2014

NIRAJ KUMAR SINGH & NUTAN KUMARI

trading as ; M/s NN Healthcare (P) Ltd.

276-C, G.F Masjid Moth Market, South Extension Part-2, New Delhi -110049, (India)

Manufacturing and Trading of Medicine

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES

H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)

Used Since : 21/03/2014

DELHI

Medicinal & Pharmaceutical & Ayurvedic & Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements
MOBIMENT

2710180    01/04/2014

ANJU VERMA

trading as ;MYRA PHARMACEUTICALS

3/24, SHIVAJI NAGAR, GURGAON, HARYANA
MANUFACTURE AND TRADER

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LEGALESE LAW FIRM
H. NO.-285, SECTOR-14, GURGAON, HARYANA
Used Since :18/03/2014

DELHI

PHARMAACEUTICAL, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FUNGICIDES.
ELKOT

2710274  01/04/2014

KUSUM HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
D-158 A, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-I, NEW DELHI 110020
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION & SUBSTANCES.
DROKA

2710277  01/04/2014

KUSUM HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
D-158 A, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-I, NEW DELHI 110020
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION & SUBSTANCES.
VIK-D3

2710281  01/04/2014
KUSUM HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
D-158 A, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-I, NEW DELHI 110020
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11 & 12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION & SUBSTANCES.
KINOLID

2710282  01/04/2014

KUSUM HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
D-158 A, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-I, NEW DELHI 110020
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION & SUBSTANCES.
KOXYCLAV

2710286   01/04/2014

KUSUM HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
D-158 A, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-I, NEW DELHI 110020
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION & SUBSTANCES.
ZYCOZYME

2710814    02/04/2014

MRS. ANUPAMA JHA
G-2/275, STREET NO. 18, SANGAM VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110062
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
AYURVEDIC & ALLOPATHIC MEDICINES
THIS IS SUBJECT TO FILING POWER OF ATTORNEY.
VIRON FORTE

2710844    02/04/2014
OM PRAKASH DUA
trading as ;M/S SAHIL AGRO PHARMA
14/45 GEETA COLONY DELHI-110031
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :01/08/2013

DELHI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINES & AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS
AROGYA NARI
2710846   02/04/2014
MATHERA DASS
MASTER MATHRA DASS WALI GALL, WARD NO.- 9, SADULGARH, DISTT.- MANSA, PUNJAB.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :01/10/2012
DELHI
MEDICINES & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
DIAB-CUT

2710847 02/04/2014

MATHERA DASS
MASTER MATHRA DASS WALI GALLI, WARD NO.- 9, SADULGARH, DISTT.- MANSA, PUNJAB.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since: 01/10/2012

DELHI
MEDICINES & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
BLACK STALLION POWER
2710849    02/04/2014
MATHERA DASS
MASTER MATHRA DASS WALI GALLI, WARD NO.- 9, SADULGARH, DISTT.- MANSA, PUNJAB.
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :01/10/2012
DELHI
MEDICINES & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
STONE REMOVER

2710852  02/04/2014

MATHERA DASS
MASTER MATHRA DASS WALI GALL, WARD NO.- 9, SADULGARH, DISTT.- MANSA, PUNJAB.
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :01/10/2012

DELHI
MEDICINES & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
TENSION GO

2710855  02/04/2014

MATHERA DASS
MASTER MATHRA DASS WALI GALLI, WARD NO.- 9, SADULGARH, DISTT.- MANSA, PUNJAB.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :01/10/2012

DELHI
MEDICINES & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
CURELIFE HEALTHCARE

2711103  02/04/2014

KISHAN SAINI

trading as ;CURELIFE HEALTHCARE

A-56, IIIRD FLOOR, RADHA KUNJ, RISHI NAGAR, NEAR CANARA BANK, RANI BAGH, DELHI-110034

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)

4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6

Used Since :25/01/2014

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL & VETERINARY PREPARATIONS AS PER CLASS-05.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD "HEALTHCARE"
CLAVUCAL

2711109  02/04/2014

ADEEVA LIFE CARE PVT LTD.
S-203/204, II FLOOR, MERIDIAN VIEW PLAZA, ALPHA COMMERCIAL BELT, ALPHA-1, GREATER NOIDA, G B NAGAR,
UP-201306
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :15/03/2014

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS AS PER CLASS-05.
2711499  02/04/2014
MR. JITENDRA SINGH
GAUHARPURA (RAINABAGH), SHAHJANANPUR - 242001, U.P
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, IST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :26/03/2013

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS-5.
DR. JOHNS LAB HEALTH CARE PVT. LTD.
212, SHAHPUR JAT, NEW DELHI-110049
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :07/03/2013
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS -5.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016

2711508 02/04/2014
SANGEETA SINHA
trading as NPS PHARMACEUTICALS
10A, PREM NAGAR, NAJAFGARH, NEW DELHI 43
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since: 19/04/2013

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS -5.
2711518    02/04/2014
SHEELA JHA
S C O I-656, ALFA-2 GRATER NOIDA, UP-201308
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :09/04/2013
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS-5.
2711519    02/04/2014
SHEELA JHA
S C O I-656, ALFA-2 GRATER NOIDA, UP-201308
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Angents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since: 09/04/2013

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS-5.
COBALMAX

2711520    02/04/2014
SHEELA JHA
S C O I-656, ALFA-2 GRATER NOIDA, UP-201308
MERCHANT & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :09/04/2013

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS -5.
2711529    02/04/2014

MR. SHASHI BHUSHAN
trading as ;KARAN AYURVEDIC PHARMACY
PLOT NO-9, SECTOR-3, KARNAL, HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :21/04/2013

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS-5
CLOVIS

2722976   22/04/2014
DOLVIS BIO PHARMA PVT LTD.
SCF 259, SECOND FLOOR, MOTOR MARKET, MANIMAJRA CHANDIGARH-160101
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Used Since: 18/06/2012
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016 Class 5

2750940 05/06/2014
GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
B/2, MAHALAXMI CHAMBERS, 22, BHULABHAI DESAI ROAD, MUMBAI-400026
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST),
MUMBAI 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1133378
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, DIETETIC FOOD AND
SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ** AM **
2750941  05/06/2014
GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
B/2, MAHALAXMI CHAMBERS, 22, BHULABHAI DESAI ROAD, MUMBAI-400026
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI 400 058.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1133378
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE "XX"
RADHIKA SHRIRAM
BUILDING NO. 3A, FLAT NO.304, SIDDHACHAL VI, BEHIND VASANT VIHAR SCHOOL, THANE(WEST)-400 610
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
SINGAL FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016 Class 5

2751615  06/06/2014
RADHIKA SHRIRAM
BUILDING NO. 3A, FLAT NO.304, SIDDHACHAL VI, BEHIND VASANT VIHAR SCHOOL, THANE(WEST)-400 610
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
SINGAL FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS
2754103  11/06/2014
BHARAT SERUMS AND VACCINES LTD.
17TH FLOOR, HOECHST HOUSE, NARIMAN POINT MUMBAI-400021
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS
CEFAPIUM

2754404  11/06/2014

M/S. APIUM PHARMACEUTICAL PVT. LTD.

trading as : M/S. APIUM PHARMACEUTICAL PVT. LTD.

A 605, VISHALGARH, PLOT NO. 9 SECTOR 16, KAMOTHE, NAVI MUMBAI-410209. MAHARASHTRA-INDIA.

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Agents address:

K.C. PATEL & CO.

305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
TSART-CL

2755555  13/06/2014
ALKEM LABORATORIES LTD.
ALKEM HOUSE, DEVASHISH, ADJ. TO MATULYA CENTRE, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST),
MUMBAI-400 058.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1477038, 1477039, 1697325, 2153191, 2153192, 2153196, 2153197, 2178758, 2269719, 2438323, 2528114, 2585781, 2627648, 2627649,
2627650, 2633456, 2668687

MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, DIETETIC FOOD AND
SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.1477038, 1477039, 1697325,
2153191, 2153192, 2153196, 2153197, 2178758, 2269719, 2528114, 2585781, 2627648, 2627649, 2627650, 2633456, 2668687
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016 Class 5

FENASMAL

2759783 20/06/2014
NIZARALI ALIBHAI
JUBILEE PLACE, WABERA STREET, NAIROBI-KENYA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADING MERCHANT
KENYAN NATIONAL, PERSON OF INDIAN ORIGIN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES.
2779136  23/07/2014
GENEITH PHARM LIMITED
12, ADEWALE CRESCENT, OFF EWENLA STREET, OSHODI-APAPA EXPRESSWAY, OSHODI, LAGOS, NIGERIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF NIGERIA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHARAT SHAH & CO.
301, YASMIN HERITAGE , B WING, 84, VALLABHBHAI PATEL ROAD, ABOVE KISHMAT HARDWARE SHOP, VILE PARLE (WEST), MUMBAI 400056
Used Since :20/11/2012

MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2779137    23/07/2014
GENEITH PHARM LIMITED
12, ADEWALE CRESCENT, OFF EWENLA STREET, OSHODI-APAPA EXPRESSWAY, OSHODI, LAGOS, NIGERIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF NIGERIA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHARAT SHAH & CO.
301, YASMIN HERITAGE , B WING, 84, VALLABHBHAI PATEL ROAD, ABOVE KISHMAT HARDWARE SHOP, VILE PARLE (WEST), MUMBAI 400056
Used Since :13/09/2006

MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
ARIPHRENZ 5

2791476  14/08/2014
ALKEM LABORATORIES LTD.
ALKEM HOUSE, DEVASHISH, ADJ. TO MATULYA CENTRE, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI  400 058.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2784214
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS
2792523    19/08/2014
ACINTA PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD
141, 14TH FLOOR, ATALANTA BUILDING, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI 400001
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST),
MUMBAI 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL, AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, HERBAL PREPARATIONS FOR
MEDICINAL USE, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE, MEDICATED CONFECTIONARY, MEDICATED
OIL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
HUNGAPET
2798633  27/08/2014
SOCOMED PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. 3, MARUTI PARADISE, SECTOR - 15, CBD BELAPUR, NAVI MUMBAI - 400 614, MAHARASHTRA INDIA.
MANUFACTURER / MERCHANT.
BODY INCORPORATE.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since : 22/08/2014
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
2800541 29/08/2014
SOCOMED PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. 3, MARUTI PARADISE, SECTOR - 15, CBD BELAPUR, NAVI MUMBAI - 400 614, MAHARASHTRA INDIA.
MANUFACTURER / MERCHANT.
BODY INCORPORATE.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :15/03/2008

To be associated with:
1881780

MUMBAI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE words PLUS SYRUP & ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS
POLYTRACIN

2602994  03/09/2014
GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
B/2, MAHALAXMI CHAMBERS, 22, BHULABHAI DESAI ROAD, MUMBAI-400026
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST),
MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, DIETETIC FOOD AND
SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016  Class 5

GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
B/2, MAHALAXMI CHAMBERS, 22, BHULABHAI DESAI ROAD, MUMBAI-400026
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS
GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
B/2, MAHALAXMI CHAMBERS, 22, BHULABHAI DESAI ROAD, MUMBAI-400026
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS
PHOPHOJECT

2807035   11/09/2014

PROVET PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as : PROVET PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED

NO: 9, 1ST FLOOR, 2nd LANE, CHAKRAPANI STREET, NARASINGAPURAM EXTENSION, MADUVANKARAI, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032, TAMIL NADU

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANDS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INPRO TRADE MARK SERVICES.
NEW NO.19,(OLD NO.16), JAYALAKSHIPURAM - 1st STREET, NUNGAMBAKKAM, CHENNAI 600034

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
2796316

CHENNAI
VETERINARY PREPARATIONS.
TROYDANTIN

2807182  11/09/2014

TROIKAA PHARMACEUTICALS LTD
COMMERCE HOUSE -1, OFF JUDGES BUNGLOWS, SATYA MARG, BODAKDEV, AHMEDABAD - 380 054, GUJARAT
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANDISE
Used Since :16/10/2012

AHMEDABAD

PHARMACEUTICALS MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS
NEMINO

2808622  15/09/2014

NEMUS PHARMACEUTICAS PVT. LTD.,
trading as :NEMUS PHARMACEUTICAS PVT. LTD.,
AKKAYA NILAYA, AMBEKAR CHAWL, OPR KARNATAKA BANK, MARATA COLONY, DI IARWAR -585008, KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANDS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
A.V. NATHAN ASSOCIATES.
451, 2ND CROSS, 3RD BLOCK, 3RD STAGE, BASAVESHWARA NAGAR, BANGALORE-560 079, KARNATAKA STATE INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS NAMELY PRODUCTS CONTAINING AMINO ACID GRANULES.
ERBIMESH

2808643  15/09/2014

APEX LABORATORIES PVT.LTD.,
trading as :APEX LABORATORIES PVT.LTD.,
SIDCO GARMENT COMPLEX,IIRD FLOOR, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R. SATHISH KUMAR
'SIVAM' 56, MYLAPPA STREET, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI - 600 023.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS
GAIA LITE

2809881  11/09/2014
COSMIC NUTRACOS SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD
trading as :COSMIC NUTRACOS SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD
S-65, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA PHASE-II NEW DELHI-20
MANUFACTURES, MERCHANTS AND TRADERS
A COMPANY REGD. AND INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE PROVISION OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VAISH ASSOCIATES
1st & 11th FLOORS, MOHAN DEV BUILDING, 13 TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI-110001
Used Since :01/07/2009

To be associated with:
1870150

DELHI
MINERAL FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, WHEAT GERM
DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS, FOOD SUPPLEMENTS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, VITAMINS FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, HEALTH
FOOD SUPPLEMENTS & PROTEINS SUPPLEMENTS
MITEE

2810128  16/09/2014
PEST CONTROL (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
36, YUSUF BUILDING, M. G. ROAD, MUMBAI-400 001
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
57/58, RAJGIR CHAMBERS, S.B.S. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 023.
Used Since: 01/07/1999

To be associated with:
942658

MUMBAI
PESTICIDES, INSECTICIDES, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN,
INSECT REPELLING AND DESTROYING SUBSTANCES AND PREPARATIONS, NAPHTHALENE BALLS, PHENYL
MYCO-JAADU
2810129  16/09/2014
PEST CONTROL (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
36, YUSUF BUILDING, M.G. ROAD, MUMBAI-400 001
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
57/58, RAJGIR CHAMBERS, S.B.S. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 023.
Used Since :01/02/2004
To be associated with:
1265909
MUMBAI
PESTICIDES, INSECTICIDES, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN,
INSECT REPELLING AND DESTROYING SUBSTANCES AND PREPARATIONS, NAPHTHALENE BALLS, PHENYL
MYCO-JAAL

2810130 16/09/2014
PEST CONTROL (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
36, YUSUF BUILDING, M.G. ROAD, MUMBAI-400 001
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
57/58, RAJGIR CHAMBERS, S.B.S. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 023.
Used Since :01/02/2004

To be associated with:
1265910

MUMBAI
PESTICIDES, INSECTICIDES, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN,
INSECT REPELLING AND DESTROYING SUBSTANCES AND PREPARATIONS, NAPHTHALENE BALLS, PHENYL
GOLDSEAL

2810135   16/09/2014

PEST CONTROL (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
36, YUSUF BUILDING, M.G. ROAD, MUMBAI-400 001
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
57/58, RAJGIR CHAMBERS, S.B.S. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 023.

Used Since : 01/11/2002

To be associated with:
1159133, 1159134, 1159135

MUMBAI

PESTICIDES, INSECTICIDES, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN,
INSECT REPPELLING AND DESTROYING SUBSTANCES AND PREPARATIONS, NAPHTHALENE BALLS, PHENYL
ZDL PHARMACEUTICS

2810421  16/09/2014

SANJAY AMAR
trading as : ZDL PHARMACEUTICS.

T. N. BUILDING, KUMAR KUNJ, GMD ROAD, MORADABAD-244001, U.P.

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since : 01/04/2014

DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
DEVAKINANDAN

2810526   13/09/2014

ARVIND KUMAR

trading as :M/S Govind Veterinary

80 I, Secound Floor ,Rajender Nagar Indl Area, Mohan Nagar, Ghaziabad- 201007, (India)

Manufacturing &Trading of dietary food Supplements

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES

H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)

Used Since :05/09/2014

DELHI

Vitamins and dietary food supplements for animals ,Dietary and nutritional supplements, Enzyme dietary supplements, Dietary supplements for animals, Glucose dietary supplements, Nutraceuticals for use as a dietary supplement, Protein dietary supplements
2810907    15/09/2014
M/S. XAVI BIOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO.4, LANE NO.4-A/C, BHAKTI NAGAR COLONY, PANDEYPUR, VARANASI - 221 002, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA
MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI
Used Since :01/06/2014

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION
M/S. XAVI BIOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO.4, LANE NO.4-A/C, BHAKTI NAGAR COLONY, PANDEYPUR, VARANASI - 221 002, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA
MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI
Used Since :01/06/2014
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION
2810909   15/09/2014
M/S. XAVI BIOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO.4, LANE NO.4-A/C, BHAKTI NAGAR COLONY, PANDEYPUR, VARANASI - 221 002, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI
Used Since :01/06/2014
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION
ZINSERIO

2810925   17/09/2014
JOHNSON & JOHNSON
ONE JOHNSON & JOHNSON PLAZA, NEW BRUNSWICK, NEW JERSEY, 08933, U.S.A.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
(A corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of New Jersey, U.S.A.)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

HUMAN PHARMACEUTICALS IN CLASS 5.
KLAPLIN

2811370  18/09/2014

GODIVA BIOADVANCES PVT. LTD.,
DA-244 SFS FLAT SHALIMAR BAGH DELHI 110088
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

VINOD KUMAR
A1/15, SHAHSTRI MARG, NEAR SANT HOSPITAL SANT NAGAR BURARI DELHI-84
Used Since :01/03/2006

DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2811493 18/09/2014
YASH PHARMA LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.
14, RUBY HOUSE, LADY JAMSHEDJI ROAD, MAHIM, MUMBAI-400016
MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,2013
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KHER.
CLOVER CONSULTING , CLOVER HOUSE, 176-A, VAISHALI(REAR BUNGALOW), BHALCHANDRA ROAD, HINDU
COLONY, DADAR(EAST), MUMBAI 400014
Used Since :31/03/1987
To be associated with:
1105038, 1224073
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL
USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL
WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
SLIGHT

2813084    19/09/2014

SH. CHETAN MADAAN
SH. RAHUL MADAAN

trading as ;M/S MAARCFORD PHARMA

SHRI BALAJI NIWAS, NEAR RAILWAY CROSSING, AMRITSAR ROAD, MAKHU, TEHSIL ZIRA, DISTT. FEROZEPUR, PUNJAB.

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2813106 19/09/2014
SANJAY JAIN
trading as ;M/s Vallis Pharmaceuticals
24 - Ashok Nagar , Agra, U.P.
Manufacturer and Trading of Medicine
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)
Used Since :12/08/2014
DELHI
Medicinal, Veterinary, Ayurvedic and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins And Dietary Food Supplements
RABALKE

2813223    22/09/2014
ALKEM LABORATORIES LTD.
ALKEM HOUSE, DEVASISH, ADJ. TO MATULYA CENTRE, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST),
MUMBAI 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1943593, 1943594

MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, DIETETIC FOOD AND
SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS
ELEVOJIV
2813434  22/09/2014
MRS. NEETA SHARMA
E-549, 2ND FLOOR, GREATER KAILASH-2, NEW DELHI 110048
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B 4 SUNRISE HOUSE GALI NO -9 KANSAL MARG HARSH VIHAR DELHI 110093
Used Since :08/11/2011

DELHI
MEDICINAL PHARMACEUTICAL & VETERINARY PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
ComBE Five

2813615   19/09/2014

BIOLOGICAL E. LTD.
LAKSHMI BUILDING, 3RD FLOOR, ROOM NOS. 45 AND 46, SIR P.M. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI 400001.
Manufacturer and Merchant

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAYSER AND COMPANY.
RAJA BAHADUR MANSION, 20 AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI- 400 023.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1641351, 2095889

MUMBAI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations
2814011  22/09/2014
DHWANI ANKITKUMAR PARikh
trading as ;BASIL LIFE SCIENCES
AT C BLOCK, 1ST FLOOR, SHOP NO. 110, TITANIUM CITY CENTER, BESIDE SACHIN TOWER, 100FT ROAD, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD - 380015 STATE GUJARAT.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADERS
Used Since :01/08/2014

AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND SURGICAL PRODUCTS
FAIRTREAT

2814275  17/09/2014
PRIMUS REMEDIES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as :PRIMUS REMEDIES PRIVATE LIMITED
# C-16, Ankur Co-Op Society, Chole Gaou, Dombivili, Thane, Mumbai-421201, Maharashtra, India
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt. Ltd, #6-3-200/A, Moparthy Towers, 1st Floor, Prem Nagar, Khairatabad, Hyderabad-04, Telangana, India.
Used Since :17/09/2014

MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
KYSELY

2814698   20/09/2014
NAVAM BIOTECH PVT. LTD.
trading as : NAVAM BIOTECH PVT. LTD.
5602/1A, Raghubir Park, Lane No.5, Jassian Road, Haibowal Kalan, Ludhiana & Also at Bela Tand, New colony, Jhumary Telaiya, Koderma, Jharkhand
Merchants & Manufacturers
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIR RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations including Ayurvedic Medicine
CRASHKOFF

2814743    18/09/2014

NANHU PATHEKAR

trading as ;SNP HEALTHCARE

POST-KARPA, TH. MULTAI, BETUL, M.P.

TRADING

PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES

208A/6A, IST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17

Used Since :01/08/2014

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL PREPARATION AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR MEDICINAL USE
REDARK

2814748  18/09/2014
BANGALORE RAJA RAO SURYANARAYANA RAO
NO. 377, 13TH MAIN, RMV EXXTENSION, BANGALORE, PIN: 560080
MANUFACTURER AND SUPPLIER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027
Used Since : 11/09/2014

CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
Skiigra
2815462  24/09/2014
SUNSKII PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
HOUSE NO- 1439-A/1, (NEW NO. 1/5058), GALI NO-2, BALBIR NAGAR, SHAHDARA, DELHI-110032
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Used Since :22/09/2014
DELHI
PHARAAACEUTICAU VETERINARY, DIETETIC, SUBSTANCES, ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
QPDOL

2816630  25/09/2014

SAIN LIFESCIENCES PVT. LTD.
SCF 228 2ND FLOOR, MOTOR MARKET, MANIMAJRA CHANDIGARH 160101

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Used Since : 05/09/2014

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TSETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
TROYPERAZONE S

2816726  25/09/2014
TROIKA PHARMACEUTICALS LTD
COMMERCE HOUSE -1, OFF JUDGES BUNGLOWS, SATYA MARG, BODAKDEV, AHMEDABAD - 380 054, GUJARAT
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANDISE
Used Since : 25/02/2010
To be associated with:
2812509
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS
DYNAPAR S

2816753    25/09/2014
TROIKA PHARMACEUTICALS LTD
COMMERCE HOUSE -1, OFF JUDGES BUNGLOWS, SATYA MARG, BODAKDEV, AHMEDABAD - 380 054, GUJARAT
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANDISE
Used Since :31/08/2010
To be associated with:
642811, 2030243, 2453928, 2816750, 2816752

AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS
DYNAPAR MR

2816755  25/09/2014

TROIKA PHARMACEUTICALS LTD
COMMERCE HOUSE -1, OFF JUDGES BUNGLOWS, SATYA MARG, BODAKDEV, AHMEDABAD - 380 054, GUJARAT
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANDISE
Used Since :31/03/2009

To be associated with:

642811

AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS
1883282  11/11/2009
UPPER INDIA STEEL MFC, & ENGG, CO. LTD.
trading as ;UPPER INDIA STEEL MFC, & ENGG, CO. LTD.
DHANDARI, INDUSTRIAL FOCAL POINT, LUDHIANA - 141010 (PB.).
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
(A Company duly registered under the Companies Act, 1956)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/1965
DELHI
HOT-ROLLED CARBON AND ALLOY STEEL, SPRING STEEL, FILE-STEEL IN COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS,
M.S. ANGLES, CHANNELS, BEAMS AND TMT BARS
1986823  29/06/2010
NARINDER PAL SINGH
trading as ;GURU NANAK INDUSTRIES SALES CORP. (REGD.)
OPP. B.D.O. OFFICE, LINK ROAD, MANSA, PUNJAB
MANUFACTURE & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI TRADE MARK CO.
"BRAND HOUSE",54-55, SUPER CYCLE MARKET, OPP. KWALITY KANDA, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/1984

DELHI
6, BLADES OF COMMON METALS, CASTING OF AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS AND ITS PARTS, ALUMINUM DIE
CASTING OF AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS AND ITS PARTS, FERROUS AND NON-FERROUS CASTINGS OF
AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS, SHEET METAL COMPONENTS, FASTENER PRODUCTS, HARDWARE GOODS. COMMON
METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; METAL BUILDING MATERIALS; TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL; MATERIALS
OF METAL FOR RAILWAY TRACKS; NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL; IRONMONGERY, SMALL
ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE; PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL; SAFES; GOODS OF COMMON METAL NOT INCLUDED IN
OTHER CLASSES; ORES.
INDO SRIRAM

2000391  28/07/2010

LAXMI PIPES LIMITED
trading as ;LAXMI PIPES LIMITED
4/5 B, ASAF ALI ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110 002.
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND EXPORTERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOKA & CO.
4, CENTRAL LANE, BENGALI MARKET, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
Used Since :01/04/1988

DELHI
BLACK AND GALVANIED PIPES AND TUBES:INCLUDED IN.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.INDO.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016, Class 6

**HR3C**

2000487  28/07/2010

NIPPON STEEL & SUMITOMO METAL CORPORATION
6-1, MARUNOCHI 2-CHOME, CHIYODA-ku, TOKYO 100-8071, JAPAN
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since: 01/03/2009

**DELHI**

SUPER304H
2000488  28/07/2010
NIPPON STEEL & SUMITOMO METAL CORPORATION
6-1, MARUNOCHI 2-Chome, CHIYODA-ku, TOKYO 100-8071, JAPAN
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since: 01/02/2003
DELHI
SH. SOMESH AGGARWAL
trading as; YASH INTERNATIONAL
C - 35/21, FIRST FLOOR, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI - 110035
MERCHANTS / MANUFACTURERS.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6

Used Since : 13/06/2007

DELHI
DOOR AND WINDOW FITTINGS (HARDWARE GOODS) INCLUDING HANDLES, KNOBS, LOCKS, ALDROPS, HINGS, LETCHES, LOCKING BOLTS, NUT & BOLT, HACKSAW BLADE, SCREWS, NAILS, GATE HOOKS, TOWER BOLTS, DOOR STOPPERS, DOOR CLOSER, DOOR SLIDING, MAGNETIC SUPPORT, MAGNET CATCHER, DOOR SAFETY, TELESCOPIC DRAWERS CHANNEL, TOWER BOLTS, HANGER, FLOOR AND DOOR SPRING, SAFETY, CATCHER DOOR SAFETY DOOR SPRING, SAFETY CHAIN, CURTAIN BRACKETS, DRAPERY RODS CURTAINING PELMET STRIPS AND WHEEL CASTOR, BALL BEARING SLIDES, CUB BOARD SLIDING, DRAWER SLIDES, CATCHER & SUPPORTS, DAMPER, ALUMINIUM PROFILES, KITCHEN BASKETS, FLOOR HINGES, PATCH FITTING, GLASS FITTING AS PER CLASS-06
PRIMA

2002454  02/08/2010
KRISHNA CUTLERY WORKS
WZ-247 DASGHARA VILLAGE NEAR INDERPURI NEW DELHI-12
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DELHI REGISTRATION SERVICES
85/86, GADODIA MARKET, KHARI BAOLI, DELHI - 110 006
Used Since :01/04/1995

DELHI
SINKS MADE OF METAL GOODS
2003382  04/08/2010
SANTOKH SINGH
trading as ;S.S. BAL MACHINE TOOLS
ALOWAL ROAD G.T.ROAD BATALA -143505
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS & SUPPLIERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HANADA ASSOCIATES
G.T. ROAD, NEAR BECO, BATALA - 143 505, (PB.)
Used Since :01/04/2000
DELHI
BIB COCKS, CHECK VALVES, ANGLE VALVES, BAL VALVES, REFLEX VALVES, FLANGES, BENDS ALL GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 06
2005215  06/08/2010
SUPER CASSETTES INDUSTRIES LIMITED
E-2/16, WHITE HOUSE, ANSARI ROAD, DARYA GANJ, NEW DELHI-110 002.
MANUFACTURER&MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R.K.DEWAN & CO.
236/237, VARDHAMAN FASHION MALL, NEAR MAHAVIR HOSPITAL, LSC ROAD NO. 43, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; METAL BUILDING MATERIALS; TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL;
MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAILWAY TRACKS; NONELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL;
IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE;PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL; SAFES; GOODS OF COMMON
METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ORES.
2007385  11/08/2010  
NITIN MAGU  
SURINDER KUMAR  
RAMLAL MAGU  
trading as; SUNRISE HOME APPLIANCES  
KHASRA NO. 38, VAISHALI ROAD NO. 1, VILL. DABRI, P.O. PALAM, NEW DELHI-110045.  
MANUFACTURERS/MERCHANTS  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
MARK-R  
4675/21, FF-2, GANPATI BHAWAN ANSARI ROAD DARYA GANJ NEW DELHI-110002  
Used Since: 01/04/1994  
DELHI  
ALUMINIUM FOIL FOR PACKAGING & WRAP, CLING FILM, INCLUDED IN CLASS-6
2007386   11/08/2010
NITIN MAGU
SURINDER KUMAR
RAMLAL MAGU
trading as ;SUNRISE HOME APPLIANCES
KHASRA NO. 38, VAISHALI ROAD NO. 1, VILL. DABRI, P.O. PALAM, NEW DELHI-110045.
MANUFACTUERS/MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARK-R
4675/21, FF-2, GANPATI BHAWAN ANSARI ROAD DARYA GANJ NEW DELHI-110002
Used Since :01/04/1994
DELHI
ALUMINIUM FOIL FOR PACKAGING & FOOD WRAP, CLING FILM, INCLUDED IN CLASS -6
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.PURE FOIL.
2007387    11/08/2010
NITIN MAGU
SURINDER KUMAR
RAMLAL MAGU
trading as ;SUNRISE HOME APPLIANCES
KHASRA NO. 38, VAISHALI ROAD NO. 1, VILL. DABRI. P.O. PALAM, NEW DELHI-110045.
MANUFACTUERS/MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARK-R
4675/21, FF-2, GANPATI BHAWAN ANSARI ROAD DARYA GANJ NEW DELHI-110002
Used Since :01/04/1994

DELHI
ALUMINIUM FOIL FOR PACKAGING & FOOD WRAP, CLING FILM, INCLUDED IN CLASS -6
2007388   11/08/2010
NITIN MAGU
SURINDER KUMAR
RAMLAL MAGU
trading as ;SUNRISE HOME APPLIANCES
KHASRA NO. 38, VAISHALI ROAD NO. 1, VILL. DABRI. P.O. PALAM, NEW DELHI-110045.
MANUFACTUERS/MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARK-R
4675/21, FF-2, GANPATI BHAWAN ANSARI ROAD DARYA GANJ NEW DELHI-110002
Used Since :01/04/1994

DELHI
ALUMINIUM FOIL FOR PACKAGING & FOOD WRAP, CLING FILM, INCLUDED IN CLASS -6
2364019  16/07/2012
BADVE V. P.
CHORDIYA S.U.
trading as ;SANVIN AGRO IMPLEMENTS
A-163/164, MIDC SHRIRAMPUR- 413709.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :23/02/2005
MUMBAI
METAL PIPES AND FITTINGS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016 Class 6

2375794 07/08/2012
PARESH RAMJIBHAI PATEL
trading as ;HITECH DOORS
KAILASH NAGAR ROAD, AURANGABAD-431001.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :12/03/2012
MUMBAI
STEEL DOORS, ALUMINUM, METALS AND WINDOWS.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD hitech doors SEPERATELY.
2375893    07/08/2012
RAGHUNATH R. TAPKIR
trading as; AKSHAY FASTENERS
17/18, RAJGURUNAGAR, CO. OP INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, T-106/2, T-BLOCK, MIDC, BHOSARI, PUNE-411026
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIR & ASSOCIATES
# 16 JEDHE PARK, 248 RASTA PETH, BEHIND SHANTAI HOTEL, PUNE-411011
Used Since: 20/01/2005
MUMBAI
METAL FASTENERS-NAMELY-STUD WELDING FASTENERS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE LETTER AF EXCEPT AS
SUBSTANTIALLY SHOWN IN THE LABEL.
DHARMESH RAMESHCHANDRA CHECHANI
trading as ;SAJAWAT
2176, OPP. MAHAJAN WADA, MANDVINI POLE, MANEK CHOWK, AHMEDABAD-38001
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIKUNJ V. JOSHI, ADVOCATE
B/801, MANSI COMPLEX, NEAR BAPS WASMINARAYN TEMPLE, JUDGES BUNGLOW ROAD, VASTRAPUR, AHMEDABAD - 380015

Used Since :25/04/1996

AHMEDABAD
IDOLS, STATUE, GIFT ARTICLES, OTHER HANDERAFTED HOME AND OFFICE DECORATION GOODS MADE FROM BRASS, ALUMINUM, COPPER, IRON AND OTHER METAL INCLUDED IN CLASS-06.

subject to no exclusive right over word SAJAWAT ..
PAILAN PARK DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY LTD.
EXPRESS TOWER, 42A, SHAKESPEARE SARANI, KOLKATA - 700 017, WEST BENGAL
Manufacturer(s), Merchant(s), Trader(s), Exporter(s).
AN INDIAN COMPANY.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78, N.S.C. BOSE ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA 700 040, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 18/12/2003
KOLKATA
Alloys of Common Metal; Aluminium; Iron Ores; Steel Alloys; Bronze; Nickel; Tin; Building Materials of Metal; Sheets and Plates of Metal; Furniture Fittings of Metal; Railway Material of Metal; Non-Electric Cables & Wire of Common Metal; Rope, Pipes & Tubes of Metal; Metallic Doors & Windows; Works of Art of Common Metal; Safes; Nails; Keys; Advertisement Columns of Metal; Ores of Metal.
2459029  11/01/2013
NAYANBHAI SAVJIBHAI NASIT
trading as ; TRIMURTI HARDWARE
PATEL NAGAR-2, NR. GAYATRI PAN, RAJKOT. GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
HANDLE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
HARDWARE, FURNITURE FITTINGS, HARDWARE PRODUCTS, TELESCOPIC CHANNEL, HANDLE, KNOBS, NUTS, BOLTS, FASTNER, SCREW, GLASS STUD, BATH ACCESSORIES, GLASS FITTING ACCESSORIES, HINGES, STOPPER, HOOK, SOFA LEG, TOWER BOLT, LOCK, ALDROP, BRASS PARTS AND COMPONENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS-06.
AMRIT DHARA
2463980    21/01/2013
TATA STEEL LIMITED
TATA CENTRE, 43 JAWAHARLAL NEHRU ROAD, KOLKATA 700001.
An Indian Company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956. Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; materials of metal for railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; safes; goods of common metal not included in other classes; ores.
HIMALAYBHAI R. SHELADIYA
HIMALAYBHAI R. SHELADIYA
NIKHILBHAI K. RAKHOLIYA
trading as ;M/S. ASTEN SALES AND CORPORATION
4-B, PATEL NAGAR, 80 FEET ROAD, RAJKOT-360002. GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :01/12/2013

AHMEDABAD
HANDLE, KNOBS, GLASS STUD, HINGES, STOPPER, HOOK, SOFA LEG, MAGNET, TOWER BOLT, LOCK, ALDROP, NUTS,
SCREW, BOLTS, FASTNER, DOOR EYE, BATHROOM ACCESSORIES AND FITTINGS INCLUDING IN ANGLE VALVES,
BOTTLE TRAPS, TOWEL RINGS, SOAP CASE, TOWEL RACK, TOWEL ROD, TUMBLER HOLDER, SOAP DISH, NAPKIN
RING, ROBE HOOK, KITCHEN SINKS, BATH TUBS, SHOWER CUBICLES, CONCEALED CISTERNs, HARDWARE AND
FURNITURE FITTINGS, BRASS PARTS AND COMPONENTS (METAL HARDWARE).
CHRISTINE MARGOTIN

2691158  04/03/2014
CHRISTINE MARGOTIN
2 RAJDOOT MARG, CHANAKYAPURI, NEW DELHI-110021
MANUFACTURER, TRADER AND SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADHRITLEGAL
1687, Sector 29, Noida

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
FIGURINES OF COMMON METAL, STATUES OF COMMON METAL, STATUETTES OF COMMON METAL, WORKS OF ART OF COMMON METAL, BRONZES [WORKS OF ART].
MARK SHOULD BE USE AND READ AS WHOLE.
2705558  25/03/2014  
SHYAM KUMAR  
trading as ;M/S HANUMAT KRUPA EMITION JEWELLERY  
26/421, BALKABASTI, GOKULPURA, RAJA MANDI, AGRA (U.P.) INDIA.  
MANUFACTURER / MERCHANT.  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
P. K. ARORA  
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)  
Used Since :09/01/2009  
DELHI  
CHAIN AND PAYALS MADE-UP OF NON-PRECIOUS METALS.
2708579   28/03/2014
THE STATE TRADING CORPORATION OF INDIA LTD.
JAWAHAR VYAPAT BHAWAN, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI 110001
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.S. ASSOCIATES
I-116, SOUTH CITY-II, GURGAON-122002 HARYANA
Used Since :17/01/1976

DELHI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; METAL BUILDING MATERIALS; TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL;
MATERIALS OF METAL FOR TAILWAY TRACKS; NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL;
IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE; PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL; SAFES; GOODS OF COMMON
METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ORES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726 , 04/01/2016 Class 6

2792047 16/08/2014
LAXMI KRIPA ISPAT PVT. LTD.
trading as ;LAXMI KRIPA ISPAT PVT. LTD.
578/96, URLA INDUSTRIAL AREA, RAIPUR-492 001 (C.G.)
Manufacturer & Merchants
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105 , Mahasagar Corporate , Manormaganj Main Road , Indore (M.P.)Pin-452001
Used Since :15/04/2009
MUMBAI
COMMON METAL , TMT BAR , CROW BAR , ANGLE , SQUARE CHANNEL , ROUND , FLAT AND RELATED STEEL AND IRON PRODUCT .
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
2792050  16/08/2014
LAXMI KRIPA ISPAT PVT. LTD.
trading as :LAXMI KRIPA ISPAT PVT. LTD.
578/96, URLA INDUSTRIAL AREA, RAIPUR-492 001 (C.G.)
Manufacturer & Merchants
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105 , Mahasagar Corporate , Manormaganj Main Road , Indore (M.P.)Pin-452001
Used Since :12/04/2009

To be associated with:
2262600

MUMBAI
COMMON METAL , TMT BAR , CROW BAR , ANGLE , SQUARE CHANNEL , ROUND , FLAT AND RELATED STEEL AND IRON PRODUCT.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
2812733  19/09/2014
GOVIND JEEVAN UTTAMCHANDANI
RAJESH JEEVAN UTTAMCHANDANI
trading as : SHREE SANT KRIPA INTELLECTUAL
UNIT BEARING NO. 1201, 12TH FLOOR GOPA HEIGHT, PLOT NO. D-9, METAJI SUBHASH PLCE, PITAM PURA, DELHI-110034
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MADAMSER & CO.
FLAT NO. E (GF), SAGAR APTS.,6, TILAK MARG, NEW DELHI-110001.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2614396, 2616000, 2616061
DELHI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR BOTHOYS, GOODS OF COMMON METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, NUTS AND BOLTS, CHAINS OF METALS, COTTER PINS, KEYS, KEY CHAINS, LOCKS OF BOTH KINDS, BRACELETS OF METALS PAD LOCKS, CHAINS OF METAL, DOOR FITTINGS OF METAL, HANDLES OF METAL, IRON WORK FOR METALS INCLUDED IN CLASS 6.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
NAVIFLEX

2812794  19/09/2014
SH. NAVEEN KUMAR GARG
trading as ; NAVIFLEX CABLE INDUSTRIES
I-2182 DSIDC INDUSTRIAL AREA NARELA DELHI 110040
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2006

DELHI
UNWROUGHT & PARTLY WROUGHT COMMON METALS & THEIR ALLOYS, METALS & ALUMINIUM SHEETS & PLATES,
METAL BOXES, MODULE BOX, FAN BOX, CONCEALED BOX AND INJECTION BOX GOODS OF NON-PRECIOUS METALS,
TMT BARS, CTD BARS, CHANNELS, ROUNDS, ANGLES, SQUARES, FLATS AND GIRDER HARDWARE GOODS, DOOR &
WINDOW FITTINGS INCLUDING LOCK, NUT, BOLTS, SCREW, WASHER, SPRINGS, CLIPS, CHAINS, HOOK, HINGES,
BRASS PARTS, HOSE CLAMPS, HANDLES, TOWER BOLTS, GATE HOOKS, WINDOW STAGS, DOOR LOCKS, DOOR
STOPPER, ALDROPS, DOOR SAFETY, MAGNETIC CATCHER GATE HOOK, METAL FRAME FOR DOOR AND WINDOW
INCLUDED IN CLASS 6.
SATTI
2813104  19/09/2014
SMT. MAMTA RANI
trading as M/S MAHASARASWATI HENNA PRODUCTS
NEAR CHINTU PRINTING PRESS, OPP. TVS AGENCY, LADWA, DISTT. KURUKSHETRA, HARYANA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :17/09/2013
DELHI
ALUMINIUM FOIL
VISHAL ENGINEERS

1816836  11/05/2009
VISHAL ENGINEERS
trading as ;VISHAL ENGINEERS
PRITHLA DHATIR ROAD, VILLAGE DUDHOLA, P.O. BAGHOLA, TEHSIL PALWAL, FARIDABAD
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT AND TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLA LAW OFFICES
C-129 IIND FLOOR LAJPAT NAGAR-I NEW DELHI-110024
Used Since : 16/03/1972

DELHI
EARTHMOVING, CONSTRUCTION AND AGRICULTURE MACHINERY PARTS AND OTHER SIMILAR GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 7"
PARVESH VERMA
trading as ;PARAS EXPORT
4/1 FIRST FLOOR SETHI BUILDING D.B. GUPTA ROAD PAHAR GANJ NEW DELHI 55
TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUNJAB REGISTRATION SERVICE
4/67, NEHRU NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110 065.
Used Since :01/12/2002
DELHI
DIESEL ENGINE FUEL INJECTION EQUIPMENTS, NOZZLES, ELEMENTS AND DELIVERY VALVES.
1985921  28/06/2010

ARUN KUMAR

trading as ;SHIVOM INDUSTRIES

D-12, focal point, patiala, punjab

manufacturer & merchant

Address for service in India/Agents address:

PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)

4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6

Used Since : 15/03/2005

DELHI

AGRICULTURE IMPLEMENTS, COMBINE & THRASHER BLADES FOR HARVESTER COMBINE STRAW REAPER AS PER CLASS-07,
SUBHASH CHAND
trading as; NICE IRREGATION EQUIPMENT CO.
REWARI INDUSTRIAL AREA, PLOT NO. 27, 38, DELHI ROAD, REWARI, HARYANA - 123401
MANUFACTURE & SELLER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SINGHANIA & CO.
G-107, HIMALAYA HOUSE 23, KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI -110 001
Used Since : 01/01/1995

DELHI
AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS, SPRINKLER SYSTEM, WATER CONVEYANCE SYSTEM, UNDER GROUND PIPE LINE.
ASHOKA

1988015  02/07/2010
SUBHASH CHAND
VEDPRAKASH
trading as :ASHOK AGRICULTURE AND ENGINEERING WORKS
CIRCULAR ROAD, OPPOSITE JAIN PUBLIC SCHOOL, REWARI, HARYANA
MANUFACTURER & SELLER
INDIAN NATIONALS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SINGHANIA & CO.
G-107, HIMALAYA HOUSE 23, KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI -110 001
Used Since :01/04/1974
DELHI
AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS SPRINKLER SYSTEM WATER CONVEYANCE SYSTEM UNDER GROUND PIPE LINE
2000307  28/07/2010
M/S. TOYOTA TECHNOCRAFT CO.LIMITED
8-3 SHIBAURA 4-CHOME MINATO-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KOCHHAR & CO
TECHNOPOLIS BUILDING, TOWER-B, 3RD FLOOR, SECTOR-54, DLF GOLF COURSE ROAD, GURGOAN-122002.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MOTORS AND ENGINES (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); MUFFLERS, AIR FILTERS, OIL FITTERS, SPARK PLUGS, SPARK PLUG CORDS, RADIATOR CAPS, VEHICLE RADIATOR CONNECTING HOSES, PISTON, CAMSHAFTS, GASKETS, CONNECTING RODS, FLYWHEELS, EXHAUST MANIFOLD, SUPERCHARGERS AND TURBOCHARGERS FOR LAND VEHICLE ENGINES
HIMANSHI

2000346   28/07/2010
MR. PRAVEEN KUMAR GUPTA
MR. NAVEEN KUMAR GUPTA
trading as ;M/S. KHANDELWAL RUBBER PARTS
KRISHNA VIHAR PHASE-1 NEAR SEWADHAM LONI GHAZIABAD UP
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :13/12/2005
DELHI
GENERATORS AND ITS PARTS, RUBBER BELTS, (VIZ. RUBBER BELTING BONVEYER BELTING, V BELT, FAN BELT),
BEARING, (VIZ. ROLLER BEARINGS, NEEDLE BEARING ETC.), CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS FOR IRRIGATION PURPOSES,
FLUID LEVEL SENSING RESERVOIRS, BRAKE CONTROL VALVES, PRESSURE RELIEF AND SHUTTLE VALVES, VALVES
HAND PUMPS, BUTTERFLY VALVES, CHECK VALVES, GLOBE VALVES, ANGLE VALVES, BALL VALVES, GATE VALVES,
CLAMPS VALVES CONTROL VALVES FOR USE TEMPERATURES AND PRESSURE RESISTANCE TO THE ACTION OF
VARIOUS FLUIDS, SAW BLADES, PLANNER BLADES, CIRCULAR SAWS BLADES INCLUDED IN CLASS- 07.
Priority claimed from 07/07/2010; Application No. : 201009459 ;Ukraine

2000720  29/07/2010
TURYNSKIY VIKTOR VASYLOVICH
PROV. OTAKARA YAROSHA, 16 -B, APT. 18, KHARKIV, 61180, UKRAINE
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
A CITIZEN OF UKRAINE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABSOLUTE IP SERVICES
11/12, UPPER GROUND FLOOR, WEST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110008

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ANTI-FRICTION BEARINGS FOR MACHINES; BEARINGS FOR TRANSMISSION SHAFTS; BEARINGS [PARTS OF MACHINES]; BALL RINGS FOR BEARINGS; BEARING BRACKETS FOR MACHINES; BALL-BEARINGS; BEARINGS FOR TRANSMISSION SHAFTS; CLUTCHES, COUPLINGS OTHER THAN FOR LAND VEHICLES; ENGINES, OTHER THAN FOR LAND VEHICLES; MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS; ROLLER BEARINGS; SELF-OILING BEARINGS,
ACORD

2001348  30/07/2010

M/S. MOTOROLA AUTO INDIA PVT.LTD
9-NICHOLSON ROAD NEAR FIRESTONE BUILDING KASHMERE GATE DELHI-110006.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS AND TRADERS
Used Since :15/01/2010

DELHI
RUBBER BELTS, INCLUDING V BELT, COG BELT & POWER TRANSMISSION BELTS
PROTEX

2001762    30/07/2010

M/S. SAMTECH GARMENT MACHINES PVT.LTD.
925, 1ST FLOOR, CLOCK TOWER, SABZI MANDI, DELHI-110007.
MANUFACTURERS/MERCHANT/IMPORTER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARK-R
4675/21, FF-2, GANPATI BHAWAN ANSARI ROAD DARYA GANJ NEW DELHI-110002
Used Since: 01/04/2006

DELHI

INDUSTRIAL SEWING MACHINES, MOTORS CLUTCH & SERVO, CUTTING MACHINES, SPOTTING GUN MACHINES, MULTI NEEDLE MACHINE, AND OTHER KIND OF MACHINERY AND PARTS RELATED TO MANUFACTURING OF GARMENTS MACHINES INCLUDING IN CLASS 7.
2002339  02/08/2010
MR. VIKRAM BHARDWAJ
trading as ;M/S INDIVIDUAL
SHOP NO. 10 - 11, KAMBOJ DHARMISHALA, OPP. TANGA STAND KARNTAL RAILWAY ROAD, KARNAL, U.P
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since : 25/12/2008
DELHI
KULU PUMP, MONO BLOCK PUMP, BEARING AND MACHINES PARTS AS PER CLASS -07
AUTO-REST

2002976  03/08/2010

M/S. AROBOTECH SYSTEMS
1524 EAST AVIS DRIVE MADISON HEIGHTS MICHIGAN 48071 USA
MERCHANT & MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF STATE OF MICHIGAN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA
Used Since :01/04/2004

DELHI

MECHANICAL STEADY RESTS; NAMELY, THREE-POINT, TRUE CENTERING STEADY RESTS FOR SUPPORTING WORK PIECES SUCH AS IS REQUIRED IN MACHINING, GRINDING AND CUTTING OPERATIONS; AND TWO-POINT AND THREE-POINT CENTERING ROBOTIC GRIPPERS.
2003249  03/08/2010  
ASHOK KUMAR MITTAL  
trading as ;M/S. R. G. ENTERPRISES  
NEAR PRITHVI NATH MANDIR, SHAHGANJ, AGRA, U.P.  
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
P. K. ARORA  
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)  
Used Since :01/11/1995  
DELHI  
DIESEL ENGINE SPARES OF ALL KINDS INCLUDING LINER, PISTON, PISTON RINGS AND PINS, BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-07
2003250  03/08/2010
ANIL MITTAL
trading as ;INDIAN AGRICULTURE & AUTOMOBILE CORPN.
138 - A, NORTH IDGAH COLONY, AGRA, U.P
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :01/04/1975

DELHI
DIESEL ENGINE SPARES OF ALL KINDS INCLUDING LINER, PISTON, PISTON RINGS AND PINS, BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 07.
ASHOK KUMAR MITTAL
trading as ;M/S. R. G. ENTERPRISES
NEAR PRITHVI NATH MANDIR, SHAHGANI, AGRA, U.P.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

Used Since :16/04/1990

DELHI
DIESEL ENGINE SPARES OF ALL KINDS INCLUDING LINER, PISTON, PISTON RINGS AND PINS, BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 07.
ANIL MITTAL
trading as; M/S. INDIAN AGRICULTURE & AUTOMOBILE CORPN.
138 - A, NORTH IDGAH COLONY, AGRA, U.P.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since: 15/07/1974

DELHI
DIESEL ENGINE SPARES OF ALL KINDS INCLUDING LINER, PISTON, PISTON RINGS AND PINS, BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-07
VICKY MOTORS
2006201 09/08/2010
VINOD KUMR SHARMA
trading as ;VICKY POWER TOOLS
71/2A, RAMA ROAD INDL. AREA, NAZAFGARH ROAD, N. DELHI.
MANUFACTURERE, TRADES, IMPORTERS AND EXPORTERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOKA LAW OFFICE.
4, CENTRAL LANE, BENGALI MARKET, NEW DELHI-110 001.
Used Since :31/10/1992

DELHI
HAND HELD TOOLS, ELECTRIC TOOLS AND POWER TOOLS; GRINDERS AND ELECTRIC MOTORS; PARTS, FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES OF THE AFORESAID GOODS; INCLUDED INCLUDED IN CLASS 7.
JORGENSEN CONVEYORS, INC.

2006757   10/08/2010

M/S. JORGENSEN CONVEYORS INC.
10303 NORTH BAEHR ROAD MEQUON W1 53092 USA.
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CONVEYORS
2007659   11/08/2010
MR. MAHESH GUPTA
H - 35. SOUTH EXTN., PART - 1, NEW DELHI - 110035
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHARTI REGISTRATION SERVICE.
EC-54, SFS MAYA ENCLAVE, MAYA PURI, OPP. JAIL ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110 064.
Used Since: 01/04/1999

DELHI
MACHINES FOR PURIFICATION OF WATER INCLUDED IN CLASS 7
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..883459.
2007660  11/08/2010
MR. MAHESH GUPTA
H - 35, SOUTH EXTN., PART - 1, NEW DELHI - 110035
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHARTI REGISTRATION SERVICE.
EC-54, SFS MAYA ENCLAVE, MAYA PURI, OPP. JAIL ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110 064.
Used Since :01/04/1999

DELHI
MACHINES FOR PURIFICATION OF WATER INCLUDED IN CLASS 7
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..883459.
2007661   11/08/2010
MR. MAHESH GUPTA
H - 35. SOUTH EXTN., PART - 1, NEW DELHI - 110035
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHARTI REGISTRATION SERVICE.
EC-54, SFS MAYA ENCLAVE, MAYA PURI, OPP. JAIL ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110 064.
Used Since :01/04/1999

DELHI
MACHINES FOR PURIFICATION OF WATER INCLUDED IN CLASS 7
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..883459.
2007663  11/08/2010

MR. MAHESH GUPTA
H - 35, SOUTH EXTN., PART - 1, NEW DELHI - 110035
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHARTI REGISTRATION SERVICE.
EC-54, SFS MAYA ENCLAVE, MAYA PURI, OPP. JAIL ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110 064.
Used Since : 01/04/1999

DELHI
MACHINES FOR PURIFICATION OF WATER INCLUDED IN CLASS 7
2007665    11/08/2010
MR. MAHESH GUPTA
H - 35. SOUTH EXTN., PART - 1, NEW DELHI - 110035
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHARTI REGISTRATION SERVICE.
EC-54, SFS MAYA ENCLAVE, MAYA PURI, OPP. JAIL ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110 064.
Used Since :01/04/1999

DELHI
MACHINES FOR PURIFICATION OF WATER INCLUDED IN CLASS 7
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..883459.
MR. MAHESH GUPTA  
H - 35. SOUTH EXTN., PART - 1, NEW DELHI - 110035  
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS.  

Address for service in India/Agents address:  
BHARTI REGISTRATION SERVICE.  
EC-54, SFS MAYA ENCLAVE, MAYA PURI, OPP. JAIL ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110 064.  
Used Since :01/04/1999  

DELHI  
MACHINES FOR PURIFICATION OF WATER INCLUDED IN CLASS 7  
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..883459.
RAJESH BHARDWAJ trading as HI-TECHNOENGINEERS
PLOT NO-330 SECTOR-3 HSIIDC KARNAL HARYANA-132001
MERCHANT & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C & K ASSOCIATES
D-139, STREET NO.4, BHAJANPURA, DELHI-53
Used Since: 02/04/1998

DELHI
AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS LIKE, CULTIVATOR, HARROW, CAGE WHEEL, M.B. PLUGH, DISH PLough, ROTAVATOR, SUBSOILER AND SUMBERSHIBLE PUMPS
ROHILLA

2355439  28/06/2012
JITENDER KUMAR
trading as ;ROHILLA TRADERS
WZ-297 SHAKUR PUR VILLAGE DELHI
MANUFACTURE & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
C-102 GALI NO. 3 II FLOOR ROOM NO. B-4 UPPAR ASHOKA JIM BHAJANPURA DELHI-110053
Used Since :26/02/2006
DELHI
TAILORING AND INDUSTRIAL SEWING MACHINES IN CLASS - 07
2361108 10/07/2012
SRI UJJAL SANTRA
trading as ;MAA SIDDESWARI ENGINEERING WORKS
3/2 SRIBHAS DUTTA LANE, HOWRAH-711101, WEST BENGAL.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. J. ASSOCIATES.
6A, KIRAN SHANKAR ROY ROAD, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001.
Used Since : 01/04/2011
KOLKATA
HAND PUMP AND SPARE PARTS (MARK-II & III)
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT ON THE WORD "BHARAT" AND DESCRIPTIVE MATTER EXCEPT AS SUBSTANTIAL SHOWN ON THE LABEL.
2374755  04/08/2012
RAJESH JAIN
trading as ;M/s. KISAN TRADERS
NEAR SUBHASH ELECTRICALS, NEAR GANDHI TIRAHA, STATION ROAD, BINA, DIST. SAGAR - 470 113
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MILLING MACHINE (MINI ATTA CHAKKI)
2375842 07/08/2012
MRS. MADHURI SUNIL PATIL
trading as ;SHRI CHAITANYA ENGINEERING WORKS.
SAVADA ROAD, RAVER, DIST-JALGAON, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS.
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
A. G. MAHAJAN & CO.
PLOT NO. 25, SADASHIV NAGAR, GOVIND NIWAS, MEHRUN ROAD, JALGAON 425 003, DIST-JALGAON, M. S.
Used Since :01/04/2000
MUMBAI
MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS; MOTORS AND ENGINES (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); MACHINE COUPLING AND TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS OTHER THAN HAND-OPERATED; INCUBATORS FOR EGGS BEING GOODS IN CLASS 07.
PUSHKRAJ

2381019  17/08/2012
BANWARI LAL JANGID
trading as ;SUMAN INDUSTRIES
NEAR PETROL PUMP, KUCHAMAN ROAD, MANGLANA, DIST : NAGAUR. PIN CODE : 341 505. RAJASTHAN Ù INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
EMERY STONE USE IN FLOUR MILLS INCLUDED IN CLASS 07
STC MOYUR

2444499   18/12/2012

RUMA SARDAR

trading as :SHYAMAL TRADING & CO.

28/1, NATABAR PAUL ROAD, HOWRAH - 711 101, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.

PROPRIETOR, AN INDIAN NATIONAL.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

IPR HOUSE.COM

89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL

Used Since :16/01/2012

KOLKATA

HAND PUMPS.
2446366  21/12/2012
PAILAN PARK DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY LTD.
trading as :PAILAN PARK DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY LTD.
EXPRESS TOWER, 42A, SHAKESPEARE SARANI, KOLKATA - 700 017, WEST BENGAL
Manufacturer(s), Merchant(s), Trader(s), Exporter(s).
AN INDIAN COMPANY.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78,N.S.C. BOSE ROAD,1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 040,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :18/12/2003
KOLKATA
Machines and Machine Tools; Motors, Engines & Gears (except for Land Vehicles); Agricultural Machines; Pumps
(Machines); Pulleys; Blowing Machines; Printing Presses; Current Generators; Washing Machines; Mixing Machines;
Ironing Machines; Elevators (Lifts); Excavators; Ball- Bearings; Transmissions for Machines; Milling Machines; Drilling
Machines.
2456911  08/01/2013
BINAY UDYOG (P) LTD.
trading as BINAY UDYOG (P) LTD.
20-A, SURA 3RD LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010, WEST BENGAL.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since :01/09/2001
KOLKATA
Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements; incubators for eggs of all kinds being included in Class - 07.
2471072    04/02/2013
THERMACUT S.R.O.
SOKOLOVSKA UL. 574, 68601 UHERSKE HRADISTE, CZECH REPUBLIC.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS
A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY DUTY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF CZECH REPUBLIC

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA
GAS CUTTING TORCHES, CUTTING TORCHES, GAS WELDING TORCHES, PLASMA CUTTING TORCHES AND THEIR CONSUMABLES, ESPECIALLY SWIRL RINGS, NOZZLES, RETAINING CAPS, LEADS FOR GAS TORCHES, HANDHELD AND MECHANISED PLASMA CUTTING SYSTEMS
2472107  05/02/2013
GIRISHBHAI HARAKHCHAND PRAJAPATI
trading as : DEEP SEWING MACHINE COMPANY
OPPOSITE BUS STAND, NEW ANJAR, DIST.- KUTCH - GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HITENDRA M. DARJI
G/44, ARJUN APPARTMENT, BEHIND KARMCHARI SHIKSHAN TIRTH SCHOOL, GHATLODIYA, AHMEDABAD - 380061
Used Since : 01/01/2013

AHMEDABAD
SEWING MACHINES AND MOTORS THEREOF INCLUDED IN CLASS-07.
Priority claimed from 27/09/2012; Application No.: 011221025; United Kingdom

2499290 20/03/2013
WEIR MINERALS EUROPE LTD
HALIFAX ROAD TODMORDEN LANCASHIRE OL 14 5RT UNITED KINGDOM
MANUFACTURING & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LAW FIRM LLP
F-11 JANGPURA EXT. NEW DELHI-14

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COMMINUTION MACHINES, INCLUDING CRUSHERS, GRINDING MACHINES AND GRINDERS, CRUSHING AND GRINDING MILLS, AND ATTRITION CELLS; SCREENS BEING PARTS OF MACHINES FOR SORTING OF MATERIALS; SCREENING MACHINES FOR SORTING OF MATERIALS; VIBRATING SCREENS BEING PARTS OF MACHINES; CHUTES [PARTS OF MACHINES]; CLASSIFIERS FOR SEPARATING MATERIALS; CLASSIFIERS FOR SEPARATING PARTICLES; PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR THE FOREGOING.
BRIGHT PHARMA ENGINEERING PVT. LTD.
UNIT NO. 1 & 2, BUILDING NO. 4, SHIVALAYA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, NEXT TO BURMAH SHELL PETROL PUMP, OFF. WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, NEAR ALEX JEWELLERY, BHUTPADA, VASAI (E), DIST - THANE - 401 208
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :03/06/2008

MUMBAI
Machine & machine tools, process vessels
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
2554649  26/06/2013
SANDIP PRAVINKUMAR PATEL
trading as ;SHREE KRISHNA ENTERPRISE
C/20, KRISHNAKUNJ SOCIETY, OPP. GOKULDHAM SOCIETY, KATHWADA ROAD, NARODA, AHMEDABAD - 382330

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH S. BHATT, ADVOCATE
6, MANGALDEEP TENAMENTS, OPP. GOKULDHAM SOCIETY, KATHWADA ROAD, NARODA, AHMEDABAD - 382330 - GUJARAT

Used Since :13/06/2013

AHMEDABAD
MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS (MOST SPECIFICALLY A CRANE ALONG WITH MULTIPLE ENGINEERING EQUIPMENT AND PARTS
2642129   12/12/2013
DEEPAK POPATLAL PATEL
trading as ;MARSHAL TRACTORS AND FARM EQUIPMENT
80 FEET ROAD, OPP. RELIANCE PETROL PUMP, AJI VASAHAT, RAJKOT 360003 GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
DIESEL OIL ENGINES (NOT FOR LAND VEHICLES), PETROL KEROSENE DIESEL ENGINE AND PUMP SETS, ELECTRIC MOTOR, SELF PRIMING MONOBLOCK PUMPS
2707574  27/03/2014
MR GAURAV CHANDNA
trading as ;CHANDNA SALES CORPORATION
43/1, VILLAGE BEGAM PUR, NEAR HANUMAN MANDIR, OPP. ROHINI SEC-32, NEW DELHI-85
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :08/03/2014
DELHI
WELDING MACHINES, WELDING HOLDERS & WELDING ACCESSORIES
KAIKING

2707708   27/03/2014
MR. KISHAN KUMAR
trading as ;K KING PUMPS INDIA
H N 170, SAINIK ENCLAVE SEK 2, MOHAN GARDEN, UTTAM NAGAR, DELHI
MERCHANT AND MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B 4 SUNRISE HOUSE GALI NO -9 KANSAL MARG HARSH VIHAR DELHI 110093
Used Since :04/02/2011

DELHI
ELECTRIC MOTOR, SUBMERSIBLE PUMP, MONOBLOCK PUMP IN CLASS-7.
N.D.R.I. SUBMERSIBLE PUMP

2707984  27/03/2014
MR. RANDHIR SINGH
trading as : N.D.R.I SUBMERSIBLE PUMP
G.T ROAD, SAMALKHA DISTT. PANIPAT, HARYANA-132101
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since : 10/01/2014
DELHI
SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS, MONO BLOCKS, MINI MONO BLOCK PUMPS, MOTOR PUMPS AS PER CLASS-07.
2708580    28/03/2014
THE STATE TRADING CORPORATION OF INDIA LTD.
JAWAHAR VYAPAT BHAWAN, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI 110001
MANUFACTURERS/MERCHANTS/TRADERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.S. ASSOCIATES
I-116, SOUTH CITY-II, GURGAON-122002 HARYANA
Used Since :17/01/1976

DELHI
"MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS; MOTORS AND ENGINES (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); MACHINE COUPLING AND TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS OTHER THAN HAND-OPERATED; INCUBATORS FOR EGGS"
SICMA

2709102   28/03/2014

SOCIETA’ INDUSTRIALE COSTRUZIONE MACCHINE AGRICOLE S.P.A.
39, Contrada Cerreto, MIGLIANICO (CHIETI), ITALY
Manufacturer and Merchant

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Used Since: 31/07/2008

To be associated with:

2067240

DELHI

Machine and machines tools for agriculture other than hand operated, namely, cultivators, harvesters, disk harrows, seeders, chippers, tillers, shredders, lawn mowers and fork lifts.
2711323 02/04/2014  
ROCK ENGINEERED MACHINERY COMPANY, INC.  
263 South Vasco Road, Livermore, California 94551, United States of America.  
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers.  
A California Corporation, U.S.  

Address for service in India/Agents address:  
ANAND AND ANAND.  
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.  
Used Since: 27/09/2007  

DELHI  
Rock and mineral crushing machinery for use in the construction materials and mining industries; Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand-operated; incubators for eggs.
REMCO GLASSMAX

2711328   02/04/2014

ROCK ENGINEERED MACHINERY COMPANY, INC.
263 South Vasco Road, Livermore, California 94551, United States of America.
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers.
A California Corporation, U.S.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Rock and mineral crushing machinery for use in the construction materials and mining industries; Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand-operated; incubators for eggs.
2711347  02/04/2014
ROCK ENGINEERED MACHINERY COMPANY, INC.
263 South Vasco Road, Livermore, California 94551, United States of America.
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers.
A California Corporation, U.S.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Rock and mineral crushing machinery for use in the construction materials and mining industries; Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand-operated; incubators for eggs.
REMCO VSG

2711360  02/04/2014

ROCK ENGINEERED MACHINERY COMPANY, INC.
263 South Vasco Road, Livermore, California 94551, United States of America.
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers.
A California Corporation, U.S.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Rock and mineral crushing machinery for use in the construction materials and mining industries; Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand-operated; incubators for eggs.
2711379 02/04/2014
ROCK ENGINEERED MACHINERY COMPANY, INC.
263 South Vasco Road, Livermore, California 94551, United States of America.
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers.
A California Corporation, U.S.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Rock and mineral crushing machinery for use in the construction materials and mining industries; Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand-operated; incubators for eggs.
REMCO SMARTBOX

2711410  02/04/2014

ROCK ENGINEERED MACHINERY COMPANY, INC.
263 South Vasco Road, Livermore, California 94551, United States of America.
Manufacturers, Traders and Service providers.
A California Corporation, U.S.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2711266, 2711290, 2711347

DELHI
Rock and mineral crushing machinery for use in the construction materials and mining industries; Machines and machine
tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components (except for land
vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand-operated; incubators for eggs.
2711430   02/04/2014
ROCK ENGINEERED MACHINERY COMPANY, INC.
263 South Vasco Road, Livermore, California 94551, United States of America.
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers.
A California Corporation, U.S.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2711266, 2711290, 2711307, 2711328, 2711410

DELHI
Rock and mineral crushing machinery for use in the construction materials and mining industries; Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand-operated; incubators for eggs.
REMCO SANDMAX
2711441   02/04/2014
ROCK ENGINEERED MACHINERY COMPANY, INC.
263 South Vasco Road, Livermore, California 94551, United States of America.
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers.
A California Corporation, U.S.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since: 10/02/2004

To be associated with:
2711266

DELHI
Rock and mineral crushing machinery for use in the construction materials and mining industries; Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand-operated; incubators for eggs.
REMCO OREMAX

2711549  02/04/2014

ROCK ENGINEERED MACHINERY COMPANY, INC.
263 South Vasco Road, Livermore, California 94551, United States of America.
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers.
A California Corporation, U.S.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since: 29/09/2010

DELHI

Rock and mineral crushing machinery for use in the construction materials and mining industries; Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand-operated; incubators for eggs.
2711554   02/04/2014
ROCK ENGINEERED MACHINERY COMPANY, INC.
263 South Vasco Road, Livermore, California 94551, United States of America.
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers.
A California Corporation, U.S.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :10/02/2004

DELHI
Rock and mineral crushing machinery for use in the construction materials and mining industries; Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand-operated; incubators for eggs.
SUNSHINE
2808943  15/09/2014
MR. ANIL KUMAR SAPRA
trading as : KANCHAN ELECTRICALS
6 SAROJINI PARK, GALI NO. 8, SHASTRI NAGAR, DELHI-110032
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since : 01/05/2000
To be associated with:
1180087
DELHI
MIXER, JUCIER GRINDER, HAND MIXER, WASHING MACHINE AS PER CLASS-07.
PTR-EXPORT
2809902  11/09/2014
HARMAN MARKETING PVT. LTD.
trading as HARMAN MARKETING PVT. LTD.
15-16, KAMLA NEHRU MARKET, G.T. ROAD, LUDHIANA (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since: 28/05/2004

DELHI
Harvest Combine Blades, V-Belts, Chains, Hydraulic Pipes, Bearings & Harvester Combine Parts included in Class-7.
2812610  19/09/2014
VANDANA GREEN-TECH PVT. LTD.
SUKRUT, Nr. P.D. Malaviya College, Gondal Road, Rajkot. (Gujarat) India.
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JIGNESH K. MAJITHIYA, ADVOCATE
J. K. Majithiya & Co. SF-71, Samruddhi Bhavan, Opp. Bombay Petrol Pump, Gondal Road, Rajkot 360 002. (GUJARAT)
Used Since :01/09/2014
AHMEDABAD
AGRICULTURE IMPLEMENTS OTHER THEN HAND OPERATED, AGRICULTURE MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENTS, ENGINES, MOTOR, SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS, MONOBLOCK PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS, OPENWELL, PUMPS INCLUDED IN CLASS -07
2812734  19/09/2014
GOVIND JEEVAN UTTAMCHANDANI
RAJESH JEEVAN UTTAMCHANDANI
trading as ;SHREE SANT KRIPA INTELLECTUAL
UNIT BEARING NO. 1201, 12TH FLOOR GOPA HEIGHT, PLOT NO. D-9, NETAJI SUBHASH PLCE, PITAM PURA, DELHI-110034
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MADAMSER & CO.
FLAT NO. E (GF), SAGAR APTS.,6, TILAK MARG, NEW DELHI-110001.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2614397, 2616001, 2616062
DELHI
MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS, AGRICULTURAL MACHINES, AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS OTHER THAN HAND OPERATED, MOTORS (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES), PUMPS, ENGINES OTHER THAN FOR LAND VEHICLES, ELECTRIC MOTORS OTHER THAN FOR LAND VEHICLES, WATERING MACHINES FOR AGRICULTURAL PURPOSE, SPRAYING MACHINES.
NAVIFLEX
2812795 19/09/2014
SH. NAVEEN KUMAR GARG
trading as ;NAVIFLEX CABLE INDUSTRIES
I-2182 DSIDC INDUSTRIAL AREA NARELA DELHI 110040
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2006
DELHI
JUICER, MIXER, GRINDERS, MADHANI, MACHINE AND MACHINES TOOLS, WATER PUMPS, COOLER PUMPS,
MONOBLOCK PUMPS, MOTOR, CHAFF CUTTER MACHINES, MACHINE, ELECTRICAL WELDING MACHINES COUPLINGS,
SEWING MACHINES, WASHING MACHINES, POWER KOLHU & AGRICULTURE IMPLEMENTS, TUBEWELLS & FITTINGS,
ELECTRIC MOTORS, CENTRIFUGAL AND CENTRIPETAL PUMPS, MONOBOCKS, SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS, LIFT PUMPS,
JET PUMP, BOREWELL & OPEN WELL PUMP, DOMESTIC & AGRICULTURE PUMPS INCLUDED IN CLASS 7.
2813222  19/09/2014
KULBIR SINGH

trading as; KWALITY MACHINERY EXPORT
13-A, INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, OPP. K.W. CYCLE, LINK ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, Bhai Randhir Singh Nagar, Ludhiana - 141 004 Punjab.
Used Since : 19/09/2014

DELHI
LATHE MACHINES; SHEET METAL FORMING AND PROCESSING MACHINES
2813899 22/09/2014
MAHESH M
trading as; VORLI LIFE STYLES
NO.210, 1ST FLOOR, 28TH CROSS, 2ND BLOCK, RAJAJINAGAR, BANGALORE - 560010, KARNATAKA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXCURIAE
NO.53/81, SURVEYAR STREET, BASAVANAGUDI, BANGALORE-4
Used Since :01/08/2014
CHENNAI
MANUFACTURER AND SELLER OF MACHINES AND MACHINES TOOLS; MOTORS AND ENGINES (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES) MACHINES COUPLING AND TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS OTHER THEN HAND-OPERATED; INCUBATORS FOR EGGS ETC.
2815624  24/09/2014
EASA ELEVATORS PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO-116, SECTOR 15-I, GURGAON, HARYANA-121001
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHU GUPTA.
204A S.B.I. BUILDING 23 NAJAFGARH ROAD INDL AREA SHIVAJI MARG NEW DELHI 10015
Used Since : 23/05/2013
To be associated with:
1270917, 1270918, 1270919
DELHI
LIFTING SYSTEMS, LIFTS, ELEVATORS, ESCALATORS
MADAN SHARMA,
trading as: PARASHAR FORGINGS,
MIG-467, P.H.B. COLONY, JAMALPUR, FOCAL POINT, LUDHIANA (PB.)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS,

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA-141001. (PUNJAB).
Used Since: 17/10/1992

DELHI
HAND TOOLS.
1966511  17/05/2010
JAIPRAKASH ASSOCIATES LTD.
SEC.-128, NOIDA, U.P.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANY ACT,1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH CHAUDHARY & ASSOCIATES
20, BANK ENCLAVE, RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110027
Used Since :01/07/2009

DELHI
HAND TOOLS & IMPLEMENTS (HAND-OPERATED), CUTLERY, SIDE ARMS, RAZORS ALL IN CLASS 8.
2446367  21/12/2012

PAILAN PARK DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY LTD.
trading as ;PAILAN PARK DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY LTD.
EXPRESS TOWER, 42A, SHAKESPEARE SARANI, KOLKATA - 700 017, WEST BENGAL
Manufacturer(s), Merchant(s), Trader(s), Exporter(s).
AN INDIAN COMPANY.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78,N.S.C. BOSE ROAD,1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 040,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :18/12/2003

KOLKATA
Hand Tools; Hand-Operated Tools; Cutlery; Agricultural Implements (Hand-Operated); Garden Tools, Hand-Operated;
Knives, Forks & Spoons (Cutlery); Razors; Flat Irons; Blades & Saws (Hand Tools); Scissors; Cutters; Choppers (Knives);
Axes; Levers; Pliers; Daggers; Trowels; Drills; Vices; Chisels; Hammers, Dies & Wrenches (Hand Tools); Embossers
(Hand Tools); Harpoons; Files (Tools); Hand Pumps; Screwdrivers.
GHAZI
2666222  24/01/2014
MOHD. IRFAN
trading as : GHAZI INDUSTRIES
EIDGAH ROAD, NEAR KALI MASZID, MALERKOTLA (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTASS
B-43/3, udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA
Used Since : 01/04/2010
DELHI
Tesi, Chhaini, Hathorhi, Takua, Kandi & Gurmala.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016 Class 9

Advertised before Acceptance under section 20(1) Proviso

1372421  19/07/2005
DIGIUM, INC.
150 WEST PARK LOOP, SUITE 100, HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA - 35806, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A DELAWARE CORPORATION

Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. K. ACHARYA & COMPANY.
HK Avenue, 19. Swastik Society, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
COMPUTER HARDWARE.
iFrame

Priority claimed from 03/09/2009; Application No. : 41356 ; Trinidad and Tobago

Advertised before Acceptance under section 20(1) Proviso

1929926 03/03/2010

APPLE INC.
1 INFINITE LOOP, CUPERTINO, CALIFORNIA 95014, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICES PROVIDERS
A CALIFORNIA CORPORATION

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN AUTHORING, DOWNLOADING, TRANSMITTING, RECEIVING, EDITING, EXTRACTING, ENCODING, DECODING, PLAYING, STORING AND ORGANIZING VIDEO, DIGITAL IMAGES, AND AUDIO; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR DVD AUTHORING; CAMERAS; DIGITAL CAMERAS; VIDEO CAMERAS; VIDEO RECORDERS; MEDIA PLAYERS; TELEVISIONS; VIDEO PROJECTORS; COMPUTERS, COMPUTER PERIPHERAL DEVICES, COMPUTER TERMINALS; COMPUTER HARDWARE; COMPUTER GAMING MACHINES, MICROPROCESSORS, MEMORY BOARDS, MONITORS, DISPLAYS, KEYBOARDS, CABLES, MODEMS, Printers, DISK DRIVES, ADAPTERS, ADAPTER CARDS, CONNECTORS AND DRIVERS; BLANK COMPUTER STORAGE MEDIA; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND Firmware, NAMELY, OPERATING SYSTEM PROGRAMS, DATA SYNCHRONIZATION PROGRAMS, AND APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT TOOL PROGRAMS FOR PERSONAL AND HANDHELD COMPUTERS; PRE-RECORDED COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR PERSONAL INFORMATION MANAGEMENT, DATABASE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE, CHARACTER RECOGNITION SOFTWARE, TELEPHONY MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE, ELECTRONIC MAIL AND MESSAGING SOFTWARE, PAGING SOFTWARE, MOBILE TELEPHONE SOFTWARE; DATABASE SYNCHRONIZATION SOFTWARE, COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR ACCESSING, BROWSING AND SEARCHING ONLINE DATABASES,
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR PROVIDING INTEGRATED TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION WITH
COMPUTERIZED GLOBAL INFORMATION NETWORKS; HANDHELD DIGITAL ELECTRONIC DEVICES AND SOFTWARE
RELATED THERETO; MP3 AND OTHER DIGITAL FORMAT AUDIO PLAYERS; HAND HELD COMPUTERS, TABLET
COMPUTERS, PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANTS, ELECTRONIC ORGANIZERS, ELECTRONIC NOTEPADS; MOBILE
DIGITAL ELECTRONIC DEVICES, GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS) DEVICES, TELEPHONES; HANDHELD AND
MOBILE DIGITAL ELECTRONIC DEVICES FOR THE SENDING AND RECEIVING OF TELEPHONE CALLS, FAXES,
ELECTRONIC MAIL, AND OTHER DIGITAL DATA; CORDLESS TELEPHONES; MOBILE TELEPHONES; PARTS AND
ACCESSORIES FOR MOBILE TELEPHONES; FACSIMILE MACHINES, ANSWERING MACHINES, VIDEOPHONES,
TELEPHONE-BASED INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE; ELECTRONIC HANDHELD UNITS FOR
THE WIRELESS RECEIPT, STORAGE AND/OR TRANSMISSION OF DATA AND MESSAGES, AND ELECTRONIC DEVICES
THAT ENABLE THE USER TO KEEP TRACK OF OR MANAGE PERSONAL INFORMATION; ELECTRONIC
COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT AND INSTRUMENTS; TELECOMMUNICATIONS APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS;
COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE REDIRECTION OF MESSAGES, INTERNET E-MAIL, AND/OR OTHER DATA TO ONE OR
MORE ELECTRONIC HANDHELD DEVICES FROM A DATA STORE ON OR ASSOCIATED WITH A PERSONAL COMPUTER
OR A SERVER; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE SYNCHRONIZATION OF DATA BETWEEN A REMOTE STATION OR
DEVICE AND A FIXED OR REMOTE STATION OR DEVICE; FONTS, TYPEFACES, TYPE DESIGNS AND SYMBOLS IN THE
FORM OF RECORDED DATA; CHIPS, DISCS AND TAPES BEARING OR FOR RECORDING COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND
SOFTWARE; RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY, READ ONLY MEMORY; SOLID STATE MEMORY APPARATUS; COMPUTER
AND ELECTRONIC GAMES; COMPUTER EQUIPMENT FOR USE WITH ANY OF THE AFORESAID GOODS; ELECTRONIC
APPARATUS WITH MULTIMEDIA FUNCTIONS FOR USE WITH ANY OF THE AFORESAID GOODS; ELECTRONIC
APPARATUS WITH INTERACTIVE FUNCTIONS FOR USE WITH ANY OF THE AFORESAID GOODS; ACCESSORIES,
PARTS, FITTINGS, AND TESTING APPARATUS FOR ALL THE AFOREMENTIONED GOODS; USER MANUALS IN
ELECTRONICALLY READABLE, MACHINE READABLE OR COMPUTER READABLE FORM FOR USE WITH, AND SOLD AS
A UNIT WITH, ALL THE AFOREMENTIONED GOODS; APPARATUS FOR DATA STORAGE; HARD DRIVES; MINIATURE
HARD DISK DRIVE STORAGE UNITS; PRE-RECORDED VINYL RECORDS, AUDIO TAPES, AUDIO-VIDEO TAPES, AUDIO
VIDEO CASSETTES, AUDIO VIDEO DISCS; AUDIO TAPES (ALL BEING SOLD TOGETHER WITH BOOKLETS); CD-ROMS;
DIGITAL VERSATILE DISC; MOUSE PADS; BATTERIES; RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES; CHARGERS; CHARGERS FOR
ELECTRIC BATTERIES; HEADPHONES; STEREO HEADPHONES; IN-EAR HEADPHONES; STEREO SPEAKERS; AUDIO
SPEAKERS; AUDIO SPEAKERS FOR HOME: MONITOR SPEAKERS; SPEAKERS FOR COMPUTERS; PERSONAL STEREO
SPEAKER APPARATUS; RADIO RECEIVERS, AMPLIFIERS, SOUND RECORDING AND REPRODUCING APPARATUS,
ELECTRIC PHONOGRAPH, RECORD PLAYERS, HIGH FIDELITY STEREO APPARATUS, TAPE RECORDERS AND
REPRODUCING APPARATUS, LOUDSPEAKERS, MULTIPLE SPEAKER UNITS, MICROPHONES; DIGITAL AUDIO AND
VIDEO DEVICES; AUDIO CASSETTE RECORDERS AND PLAYERS, VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDERS AND PLAYERS,
COMPACT DISC PLAYERS, DIGITAL VERSATILE DISC RECORDERS AND PLAYERS, DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE RECORDERS
AND PLAYERS; DIGITAL MUSIC AND/OR VIDEO PLAYERS; RADIOS; AUDIO, VIDEO, AND DIGITAL MIXERS; RADIO
TRANSMITTERS; CAR AUDIO APPARATUS; PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS; BAGS AND
CASES ADAPTED OR SHAPED TO CONTAIN MP3 PLAYERS, HAND HELD COMPUTERS, TABLET COMPUTERS, PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANTS, GLOBAL
POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS) DEVICES, ELECTRONIC ORGANIZERS AND ELECTRONIC NOTEPADS.
DOLLAR

1971194  26/05/2010
MANOJ SAXENA
trading as : DOLLAR ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES
1802, ELECTRICAL MARKET, BHAGIRATH PALACE, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI- 110 006.
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
INDIAN

Address for service in India / Agents address:
MANGLA REGISTRATION SERVICE.
Used Since : 30/07/1958

DELHI
ELECTRICAL FITTINGS, FIXTURES & ACCESSORIES INCLUDING CHOKES, CONDENSERS, STARTERS, HOLDERS, IGNITORS, SWITCHES, SWITCHBOARDS, DISCHARGE UNITS, CAPACITORS, CONTROL GEAR UNITS, TRANSFORMERS, BALLASTS, MCB & TERMINAL BLOCKS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016  Class 9

MATRI SHREE POWERTRONICS PVT.LTD.
3 ANANTA COLONY NADESAR VARANASI UP
MANUFACTURER,MERCHANT & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA TRADE MARK BUREAU
SA-17/130 M-M-3 (M.I.G.-3) ASHOK VIHAR COLONY PHASE-II PAHARIA VARANASI U.P
Used Since: 07/02/2007

DELHI
UPS, CVT, INVETERS, STABIZER, BATTERY, TRANSFARMER, CABLE TV, ACCESSORIES, PLUG, SOCKET, HOLDER, CHOWK, STARTERS, BULBS, TUBE, POWER SUPPLY UNIT, ELECTRICAL INSTALATION APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENT, CONTROLING REGULATING, MONITORING ELECTRICAL b ENERGY PARTS AND FITTING INCLUDED IN CLASS-09
SH PARSHOTAM SINGH
trading as S.K. INDUSTRIES
WZ-5-A/32 VISHNU GARDEN NEW DELHI 18
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MEHRA TRADE MARK CO.
165-E, KAMLA NAGAR, DELHI-7
Used Since: 01/04/2005
DELHI
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS RECTIFIRE PLATE ALTERNATOR CUT OUT FLASER RELAY, TUNAREA AND ALL AUTO ELECTRICAL PARTS AND ACCESSORIES AND ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 09
PERCH
1999255  27/07/2010
VIVEK SHARMA
trading as ;VIBHOR ELECTRICALS
2083 SONA BAZAR CHAH INDARA BHAGIRATH PALACE DELHI-110006
MANUFACTURERS/MARCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARK-R
4675/21, FF-2, GANPATI BHAWAN ANSARI ROAD DARYA GANJ NEW DELHI-110002
Used Since :01/01/2010
DELHI
PVC WIRES & CABLES.
Y.M.YOON

Trading as: Y.M.YOON

102-603 KANGSEO REMERDIAIN APT-659-1 NAEBALSAN DONG KANGSEO GU SEOUL CITY KOREA

MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS.

A NATIONAL OF THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA.

Address for service in India/Agents address:

DELHI REGISTRATION SERVICES

52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI-110 025.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

ALL TYPES OF CTVS, ALL TYPES OF LCD TVS, DVD PLAYERS, CAR STEREO SYSTEMS, WINDOW AC AND SPLIT AC,
NAVIGATOR, INDUCTION COOKER, SOLAR LANTERN, SOLAR CHARGER, LCD MONITOR, MICROWAVE OVEN, MOBILE
PHONE, NOTEBOOK AND PCS, INVERTERS, UPS, STABILIZERS, KARAOKE MIKE, KARAOKE DVD PLAYERS, ALL TYPES
OF PCB ASSEMBLY, ALL TYPES OF REMOTES, SET TOP BOX, HOME THEATRE SYSTEM, CHARGERS, FREEZERS,
BLUE RAY DVD PLAYERS, MEDIA PLAYERS, SPEAKERS, ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEMS, POWER SUPPLIES, CONTROL
BOXES FOR REFRIGERATOR, ACS AND WASHING MACHINE, AND POWER SUPPLIES FOR LCD TV.
SH. AMIT ANAND  
trading as; DENSHEI POWER SOLUTIONS  
H. NO. 5, EXTN. 2B, NANGLOI, DELHI - 110041  
MERCHANTS/MANUFATURERS.  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)  
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6  
Used Since : 01/04/2006  
DELHI  
BATTERY & BATTERY PLATES AND ITS SPARE PARTS AS PER CLASS-9
GREAT INDIAN TALENT CIRCUS

2002087  02/08/2010

GREAT INDIAN NAUTANKI COMPANY PVT. LTD
K-804/2 MATA CHOWK MAHIPALPUR VASANT KUNJ ROAD NEW DELHI-37
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE REPUBLIC OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIM & SAN ADVOCATES
176 ASHOKA ENCLAVE PART-III, SECTOR- 35, FARIDABAD, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CD, CD ROMS AND CASSETTES, ANIMATED CARTOONS, VIDEO CASSETTES, VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES, VIDEO RECORDERS, EXPOSED CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILMS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726 , 04/01/2016  Class 9

SHASHOK KUMAR MAHAJAN
trading as ;MAHAJAN ENTERPRISES
48/1/2 - B, SITE - 4, SAHIBABAD INDUSTRIAL AREA, GHAZIABAD, U.P
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since :01/04/1990

DELHI
INVERTER AND BATTERY.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE LEETER R..
2002448  02/08/2010
M/S BEACON ELECTRONICS
A-74, MANGOL PURI INDUSTRIAL AREA , PHASE-11, NEW DELHI - 110034
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DELHI REGISTRATION SERVICES
85/86, GADODIA MARKET, KHARI BAOLI, DELHI - 110 006
Used Since : 01/07/1968

DELHI
ELECTRICAL FITTINGS & ACCESSORIES AND TRAFFIC CONTROL EQUIPMENTS
WEBTUBE

2003080  03/08/2010
SHRI RAMESH GAUR
trading as : M/S. PIMIT INFOTECH CORP.
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAMAL TRADE MARK & LIAISON SERVICE BUREAU
D-4/1, IIND FLOOR, RANA PRATAP BAGH, DELHI - 110 007.
Used Since : 01/01/2003

DELHI
ALL TYPES OF COMPUTER, LAPTOP, TABLET, SOFTWARE, HARDWARE, PERIPHERILS, LCD TV, DVD, VCD PLAYERS
MAHENDER BUDHIRAJA
trading as ;MADHU ENTERPRISES
2110, CHAH INDRA, BEHIND-JUBLY CINEMA, BHAGIRATH PALACE DELHI-6
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :01/04/1997
DELHI
MUSICAL DOOR BELL, REMOTE BELL & BUZZERS AS PER CLASS 09.
STAN GREEN
2003188  03/08/2010
JAINENDRA KUMAR TYAGI
trading as ;M/S. ASTHA POWER SOLUTIONS
393, PATEL MARG, NEAR ROHAN MOTORS, GHAZIABAD, U.P
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :25/03/2009

DELHI
BATTERY, INVERTERS, UPS, ONLINE UPS, BATTERY CHARGERS, BATTERY SPARE PARTS, COMPUTERS & RELATED ITEMS INCLUDED IN CLASS 09
YUVRAAZ
2003327  04/08/2010
BHAGWAN DASS & SONS
PLOT NO-79 SECTOR-2 INDUSTRIAL AREA KURKSHETRA-136118

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHAL GARG ADV.
S.C.O.-12 GROUND FLOOR SEC-17 NEAR L.I.C. BUILDING KURUKSHETRA-136118

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

BATTERIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 09

THIS IS SUBJECT TO FILING OF TM-16 TO AMEND THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES OF Haryana only.
EDUWISER

2004279   05/08/2010
ANURAG CHANDRA
ABHISHEK CHANDRA
trading as : EDUWISER PUBLISHING GROUP
T-26 FIRST FLOOR GREEN PARK MAIN NEW DELHI-16
Business of inter alia, content generation, publication, distribution,
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH KUMAR
B-45/47, SHIV MAHAL, CANNAUGHT PLACE, NEAR PLAZA CINEMA, NEW DELHI -01
Used Since : 01/04/2009

DELHI
EDUCATIONAL COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND WEB SOLUTIONS
LIFTMASTER

2004304  05/08/2010
THE CHAMBERLAIN GROUP, INC
845 LARCH AVENUE, ELMHURST, ILLINOIS 60126, UNITED STATE OF AMERICA;
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A CORPORATION OF THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT, U.S.A.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEHTA & MEHTA ASSOCIATES
B-474, SUSHANT LOK-1, SECTOR-27 GURGAON-122002, NCR, INDIA
Used Since :17/05/1967

DELHI
REMOTE CONTROLS FOR GARAGE AND WAREHOUSE ENTRANCE DOORS, GATES OR SHUTTERS; AUTOMATIC AND REMOTE CONTROL GARAGE DOOR OPENERS; ELECTRONIC SECURITY DEVICES, INCLUDING ELECTRONIC CONTROLS FOR GRANTING ACCESS AND EGRESS THROUGH DOORS, GATES OR SHUTTERS; RADIO RECEIVER UNITS; RADIO TRANSMITTER UNITS; KEYPADS AND CARD READERS; A CENTRALIZED AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR CONTROLLING AUDIO EQUIPMENT, LIGHTING, AND OTHER APPLIANCES IN A BUILDING; GARAGE DOOR OPENERS; GATE OPERATORS; COMMERCIAL DOOR OPERATORS; REMOTE CONTROL APPARATUS; OVERHEAD DOOR OPERATORS; ELECTRICAL ACCESS CONTROL APPARATUS; ROLLING SHUTTER OPERATORS; PARTS, FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES FOR THE AFOREMENTIONED GOODS.
MIKY
2004526    05/08/2010
MUKEH SACHDEVA
trading as ;SACHDEVA ELEC.CORP
179 OLD LAJPAT RAI MARKET DELHI
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVI CHAUHAN
A-2/96, SECTOR-16, ROHINI, DELHI-85
Used Since :01/08/2010
DELHI
REMOTE, BOARD, LEAD, SOLDER, METER, CONVERTER, PLAYER, ADAPTER, KIT TV/AUDIO INCLUDING PARTS THEREOF.
2005142    06/08/2010
PRAMOD KUMAR.
trading as ;AMIT INDUSTRIES
SHIV GANJ MANDI SHAMLI 247776 DISTT MUZAFFARNAGAR U.P
MANUFACTURER&MERCHANTS.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
NEGİ REGİSTRATİON SERİCE.
L-2/112, NAG MANDIR ROAD, SHASTRİ NAGAR, DELHI-110052
Used Since :10/04/2005
DELHI
KIT KAT, AMP METER, VOLT METER, WIRES & CABLES AND ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES
2005200  06/08/2010
SUPER CASSETTES INDUSTRIES LIMITED
E-2/16, WHITE HOUSE, ANSARI ROAD, DARYA GANJ, NEW DELHI-110 002.
MANUFACTURER&MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R.K.DEWAN & CO.
236/237, VARDHMAN FASHION MALL, NEAR MAHAVIR HOSPITAL, LSC ROAD NO. 43, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34
Used Since: 01/01/1998

DELHI
BLANK AND PRE-RECORDED AUDIO & VIDEO CASSETTES, CDS/DVDS, TAPES & RECORDING SYSTEMS;
CINEMATORAPIC/ VIDEO FILMS, GAMING APPARATUS; ELECTCAL & ELECTRONIC APPARATUS; RADIO TV SETS,
TRANISTR; TELEPHONE & MOBILE; ELECTRINIC CHIPS, CONDUCTORS, LIGHTERS; CALCULAOIRS; STORAGE &
RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, HARDWARE& PERIPHRALS. PRINTERS& SCANNERS; CAMERS,
ELECTRICALLY/ MAGANETCALLY CODED CARDS THEIR PARTS, ACCESSORIES& FIXTURES.
MUSIC BANK

2005201  06/08/2010

SUPER CASSETTES INDUSTRIES LIMITED
E-2/16, WHITE HOUSE, ANSARI ROAD, DARYA GANJ, NEW DELHI-110 002.
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R.K.DEWAN & CO.
236/237, VARDHMAN FASHION MALL, NEAR MAHAVIR HOSPITAL, LSC ROAD NO. 43, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34

Used Since :01/01/1989

DELHI
BLANK AND PRE-RECORDED AUDIO & VIDEO CASSETTES, CDS/DVDS, TAPES, PLAYERS & RECORDING SYSTEMS; CINEMATOGRAPHIC/VIDEO FILMS; GAMING APPARATUS; ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC APPARATUS; RADIO, TV SETS, TRANSISTORS; TELEPHONE & MOBILES; ELECTRONIC CHIPS, CONDUCTORS, LIGHTERS; CALCULATORS; STORAGE & RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS. COMPUTER SOFTWARE, HARDWARE & PERIPHERALS; PRINTERS & SCANNERS; CAMERAS, ELECTRICALLY/MAGNETICALLY CODED CARDS THEIR PARTS, ACCESSORIES & FIXTURES
GULSHAN KUMAR

2005205  06/08/2010

SUPER CASSETTES INDUSTRIES LIMITED
E-2/16, WHITE HOUSE, ANSARI ROAD, DARYA GANJ, NEW DELHI-110 002.
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R.K.DEWAN & CO.
236/237, VARDHMAN FASHION MALL, NEAR MAHAVIR HOSPITAL, LSC ROAD NO. 43, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34

Used Since : 01/01/1979

DELHI

BLANK AND PRE-RECORDED AUDIO & VIDEO CASSETTES, CDS/DVDS, TAPES, PLAYERS & RECORDING SYSTEMS;
CINEMATOGRAPHIC/VIDEO FILMS; GAMING APPARATUS; ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC APPARATUS; RADIO, TV SETS.
TRANSISTORS; TELEPHONE & MOBILES; ELECTRONIC CHIPS, CONDUCTORS, LIGHTERS; CALCULATORS; STORAGE
& RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, HARDWARE & PERIPHERALS; PRINTERS & SCANNERS; CAMERAS,
ELECTRICALLY/MAGNETICALLY CODED CARDS THEIR PARTS, ACCESSORIES & FIXTURES.
2005206 06/08/2010
SUPER CASSETTES INDUSTRIES LIMITED
E-2/16, WHITE HOUSE, ANSARI ROAD, DARYA GANJ, NEW DELHI-110 002.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R.K.DEWAN & CO.
236/237, VARDHMAN FASHION MALL, NEAR MAHAVIR HOSPITAL, LSC ROAD NO. 43, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34
Used Since: 01/01/1979
DELHI
BLANK AND PRE-RECORDED AUDIO & VIDEO CASSETTES, CDS/DVDS, TAPES, PLAYERS & RECORDING SYSTEMS;
CINEMATOGRAPHIC/VIDEO FILMS; GAMING APPARATUS; ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC APPARATUS; RADIO, TV SETS,
TRANSISTORS; TELEPHONE & MOBILES; ELECTRONIC CHIPS, CONDUCTORS, LIGHTERS; CALCULATORS; STORAGE
& RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, HARDWARE & PERIPHERALS; PRINTERS & SCANNERS; CAMERAS,
ELECTRICALLY/MAGNETICALLY CODED CARDS THEIR PARTS, ACCESSORIES & FIXTURES.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 452033.
GULSHAN
2005208 06/08/2010
SUPER CASSETTES INDUSTRIES LIMITED
E-2/16, WHITE HOUSE, ANSARI ROAD, DARYA GANJ, NEW DELHI-110 002.
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R.K.DEWAN & CO.
236/237, VARDHMAN FASHION MALL, NEAR MAHAVIR HOSPITAL, LSC ROAD NO. 43, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34
Used Since :01/01/1979
DELHI
BLANK AND PRE-RECORDED AUDIO & VIDEO CASSETTES, CDS/DVDS, TAPES, PLAYERS & RECORDING SYSTEMS; CINEMATOGRAPHIC/VIDEO FILMS; GAMING APPARATUS; ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC APPARATUS; RADIO, TV SETS, TRANSISTORS; TELEPHONE & MOBILES; ELECTRONIC CHIPS, CONDUCTORS, LIGHTERS; CALCULATORS; STORAGE & RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, HARDWARE & PERIPHERALS; PRINTERS & SCANNERS; CAMERAS, ELECTRICALLY/MAGNETICALLY CODED CARDS THEIR PARTS, ACCESSORIES & FIXTURES.
2005222   06/08/2010
SUPER CASSETTES INDUSTRIES LIMITED
E-2/16, WHITE HOUSE, ANSARI ROAD, DARYA GANJ, NEW DELHI-110 002.
MANUFACTURER&MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R.K.DEWAN & CO.
236/237, VARDHMAN FASHION MALL, NEAR MAHAVIR HOSPITAL, LSC ROAD NO. 43, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34
Used Since :30/07/1998
DELHI
BLANK AND PRE-RECORDED AUDIO & VIDEO CASSETTES, CDS/DVDS, TAPES, PLAYERS & RECORDING SYSTEMS;
CINEMATOGRAPHIC/VIDEO FILMS; GAMING APPARATUS; ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC APPARATUS; RADIO, TV SETS,
TRANSISTORS; TELEPHONE & MOBILES; ELECTRONIC CHIPS, CONDUCTOTS, LIGHTERS; CALCULATORS; STORAGE
SC RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS. COMPUTER SOFTWARE, HARDWARE & PERIPHERALS; PRINTERS & SCANNERS; CAMERAS,
ELECTRIC ALLY/MAGNETIC ALLY CODED CARDS THEIR PARTS, ACCESSORIES & FIXTURES.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..788906 AND 788910.
VMAX

2005304  06/08/2010

EMC CORPORATION
176 SOUTH STREET, HOPKINTON MASSACHUSETTS-01748, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A CORPORATION ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

DATA STORAGE SYSTEMS COMPRISING PROCESSORS, MEMORIES OPERATING SYSTEM SOFTWARE DATA STORAGE UNITS FOR STORING DATA AND SOFTWARE FOR MANAGING AND CONTROLLING DATA
Z CALC

Priority claimed from 02/07/2010; Application No. : 30 2010 040 790.5/09 ;Germany

CARL ZEISS MEDITEC AG
GOSCHWITZER STR 51-52 07745 JENA GERMANY
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF GERMANY.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SOFTWARE TO BE USED ON OPHTHALMO-SURGERY
PRIORITY IS ALLOWED.
PROJEQT
2005859   09/08/2010
TBWA WORLDWIDE INC.
488 MADISON AVENUE NEW YORK NY 10022 USA
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS.
A DELAWARE CORPORATION.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI-1120 025.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SOFTWARE FOR AN INTERACTIVE APPLICATION TO ASSIST A USER IN THE CREATION OF A PRESENTATION OR OTHER SHOWING IN CLASS 9.
HEICO

2005870 09/08/2010
JATTINDER SINGH
GURMINDER SINGH
trading as ;HYDRAULIC & ENGINEERING INSTRUMENTS
A-13 NARAINA INDUSTRIAL AREA PHASE-II NEW DELHI-110028
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNION TRADE MARK COMPANY
52 SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI-110 026.
Used Since :01/06/1972

DELHI
TESTING INSTRUMENTS AND APPARATUS INCLUDED IN CLASS 09.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..318351.
READYCIRCUIT

Priority claimed from 02/07/2010; Application No. : 85/076810 ;United States of America

2006645  10/08/2010

M/S. GE HEALTHCARE BIO-SCIENCES AB
30 BJORKGATAN UPPSALA SE 75184 SWEDEN.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS NAMELY FLUID HANDLING DEVICE USED FOR DISPOSABLE BIO PROCESSING APPLICATIONS AND PARTS AND FITTINGS THERE FOR.
DAVID JONES

2006781  10/08/2010

SH. AJAY NANGIA
SH. ROHIT KALRA

trading as ;M/S. A.R. ENTERPRISES

27/6, EAST PUNJABI BAGH, NEW DELHI - 110026
MANUFACTURER & TRADER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :05/04/2006

DELHI

OPTICALS GOODS SUNGLASSES SPECTACLES & OPTICALS ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN CLASS-09.
Priority claimed from 09/09/2010; Application No. : 301711061 ;Hong Kong
2110971  07/03/2011
APPLE INC.
1 INFINITE LOOP, CUPERTINO, CALIFORNIA 95014, U.S.A
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A CALIFORNIA CORPORATION

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HANDHELD MOBILE DIGITAL ELECTRONIC DEVICES FOR USE AS A MOBILE PHONE, DIGITAL AUDIO AND VIDEO PLAYER, HANDHELD COMPUTER, PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANT, ELECTRONIC ORGANIZER, ELECTRONIC NOTEPAD, ELECTRONIC CALENDAR, ELECTRONIC BOOK READER, CALCULATOR, AND CAMERA, FOR SENDING AND RECEIVING ELECTRONIC MAIL AND OTHER DIGITAL DATA, AND FOR ACCESSING THE INTERNET
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726 , 04/01/2016 Class 9

APPLE INC.
1 INFINITE LOOP, CUPERTINO, CALIFORNIA 95014, U.S.A
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A CALIFORNIA CORPORATION

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :20/10/2010

DELHI

APPLE INC.
1 INFINITE LOOP, CUPERTINO, CALIFORNIA 95014, U.S.A
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A CALIFORNIA CORPORATION

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :20/10/2010
MACHINES, CAMERAS, VIDEOPHONES, TELEPHONE-BASED INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE: ELECTRONIC HANDHELD UNITS FOR THE WIRELESS RECEIPT, STORAGE AND/OR TRANSMISSION OF DATA AND MESSAGES, AND ELECTRONIC DEVICES THAT ENABLE THE USER TO KEEP TRACK OF OR MANAGE PERSONAL INFORMATION; ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT AND INSTRUMENTS; TELECOMMUNICATIONS APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; FONTS, TYPEFACES, TYPE DESIGNS AND SYMBOLS IN THE FORM OF RECORDED DATA; CHIPS, DISCS AND TAPES BEARING OR FOR RECORDING COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND SOFTWARE: RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY, READ ONLY MEMORY; SOLID STATE MEMORY APPARATUS: COMPUTER AND ELECTRONIC GAMES: USER MANUALS IN ELECTRONICALLY READABLE, MACHINE READABLE OR COMPUTER READABLE FORM FOR USE WITH, AND SOLD AS A UNIT WITH, ALL THE AFOREMENTIONED GOODS; APPARATUS FOR DATA STORAGE: HARD DRIVES; MINIATURE HARD DISK DRIVE STORAGE UNITS; AUDIO VIDEO DISCS, CD-ROMS, AND DIGITAL VERSATILE DISCS; MOUSE PADS; BATTERIES; RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES; CHARGERS; CHARGERS FOR ELECTRIC BATTERIES; HEADPHONES; STEREO HEADPHONES; IN-EAR HEADPHONES; STEREO SPEAKERS; AUDIO SPEAKERS; AUDIO SPEAKERS FOR HOME; MONITOR SPEAKERS; SPEAKERS FOR COMPUTERS; PERSONAL STEREO SPEAKER APPARATUS; RADIO RECEIVERS, AMPLIFIERS, SOUND RECORDING AND REPRODUCING APPARATUS, ELECTRIC PHONOGRAPH, RECORD PLAYERS, HIGH FIDELITY STEREO APPARATUS, TAPE RECORDERS AND REPRODUCING APPARATUS, LOUDSPEAKERS, MULTIPLE SPEAKER UNITS, MICROPHONES; DIGITAL AUDIO AND VIDEO DEVICES: AUDIO CASSETTE RECORDER AND PLAYERS, VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDER AND PLAYERS, COMPACT DISC PLAYERS, DIGITAL VERSATILE DISC RECORDERS AND PLAYERS, DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE RECORDERS AND PLAYERS: DIGITAL MUSIC AND/OR VIDEO PLAYERS: RADIOS: VIDEO CAMERAS; AUDIO, VIDEO, AND DIGITAL MIXERS: RADIO TRANSMITTERS: CAR AUDIO APPARATUS; COMPUTER EQUIPMENT FOR USE WITH ALL OF THE AFORESAID GOODS; ELECTRONIC APPARATUS WITH MULTIMEDIA FUNCTIONS FOR USE WITH ALL OF THE AFORESAID GOODS: ELECTRONIC APPARATUS WITH INTERACTIVE FUNCTIONS FOR USE WITH ALL OF THE AFORESAID GOODS; ACCESSORIES, PARTS, FITTINGS, AND TESTING APPARATUS FOR ALL OF THE AFORESAID GOODS; PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS: COVERS, BAGS AND CASES ADAPTED OR SHAPED TO CONTAIN ALL OF THE AFORESAID GOODS, MADE OF LEATHER, IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, CLOTH, OR TEXTILE MATERIALS.
2247070  09/12/2011  
BHAWARSINGH BHARATSINGH DAHIYA  
trading as ;MAHADEV TELECOM  
204, B WING RIDHI SHIDHI APTS, MAHATAMA PHULE NAGAR KORAS ROAD, THANE (W), MUMBAI 400 606  
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.  
AN INDIAN NATIONAL  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
ADITYA & CO.  
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013  
Proposed to be Used  
MUMBAI  
MOBILE PHONE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES, TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS, DATA NETWORKING PRODUCTS, TELEPHONES, DOORBELLS INCLUDED IN CLASS 09
Let's make new

2278921 07/02/2012
LAVASA CORPORATION LIMITED
trading as ;LAVASA CORPORATION LIMITED

Hincon House, 247 Park, L.B.S. Marg, Vikhroli(W), Mumbai-400 083.
Manufacturers, merchants and service providers

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Electrical & electronic apparatus & instruments; Electronically or electrically operated visual displays and apparatus thereof; Electronic advertisement boards; Pre-recorded & blank audio & video cassettes & discs; video games; cinematographic films; data communication & processing apparatus & instruments; digital, electronic & mechanical sound or image reproducing, recording & storage media; video magazines(recorded); Computer software and programs (recorded).
LIGHTNING
2359967  06/07/2012
APPLE INC
1 Infinite Loop, Cupertino, California 95014, USA
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS & SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELI
COMPUTERS; COMPUTER PERIPHERAL DEVICES; COMPUTER HARDWARE; COMPUTER GAMING MACHINES; HANDHELD COMPUTERS; TABLET COMPUTERS; PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANTS, ELECTRONIC ORGANIZERS, ELECTRONIC NOTEPADS, ELECTRONIC BOOK READERS; HANDHELD ELECTRONIC GAME UNITS ADAPTED FOR USE WITH AN EXTERNAL DISPLAY SCREEN OR MONITOR; HANDHELD DIGITAL ELECTRONIC DEVICES AND SOFTWARE RELATED THERETO; HANDHELD MOBILE DIGITAL ELECTRONIC DEVICES CAPABLE OF PROVIDING ACCESS TO THE INTERNET AND FOR THE SENDING, RECEIVING, AND STORING OF TELEPHONE CALLS, FAXES, ELECTRONIC MAIL, AND OTHER DIGITAL DATA; ELECTRONIC HANDHELD UNITS FOR THE WIRELESS RECEIPT, STORAGE AND/OR TRANSMISSION OF DATA AND MESSAGES, AND ELECTRONIC DEVICES THAT ENABLE THE USER TO KEEP TRACK OF OR MANAGE PERSONAL INFORMATION; SOUND RECORDING AND REPRODUCING APPARATUS; MP3 AND OTHER DIGITAL FORMAT AUDIO PLAYERS; DIGITAL AUDIO RECORDERS; DIGITAL VIDEO RECORDERS AND PLAYERS; AUDIO CASSETTE RECORDERS AND PLAYERS; VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDERS AND PLAYERS; COMPACT DISC RECORDERS AND PLAYERS; DIGITAL VERSATILE DISC RECORDERS AND PLAYERS; DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE RECORDERS AND PLAYERS; RADIOS; RADIO TRANSMITTERS, AND RECEIVERS; AUDIO, VIDEO, AND DIGITAL MIXERS; CAR AUDIO APPARATUS; EARPHONES, HEADPHONES; AUDIO SPEAKERS; MICROPHONES; ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT AND INSTRUMENTS; AUDIOVISUAL TEACHING APPARATUS; OPTICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; TELECOMMUNICATIONS APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS) DEVICES; TELEPHONES; WIRELESS COMMUNICATION DEVICES FOR VOICE, DATA OR IMAGE TRANSMISSION; CABLES; APPARATUS FOR DATA STORAGE; CHIPS, DISCS AND TAPES BEARING OR FOR RECORDING COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND SOFTWARE; FACSIMILE MACHINES; CAMERAS; BATTERIES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER AND ELECTRONIC GAMES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR CREATING, AUTHORIZING, DISTRIBUTING, DOWNLOADING, TRANSMITTING, RECEIVING, PLAYING, EDITING, EXTRACTING, ENCODING, DECODING, DISPLAYING, STORING AND ORGANIZING TEXT, DATA, GRAPHICS, IMAGES, AUDIO, VIDEO, AND OTHER MULTIMEDIA CONTENT, ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, AND ELECTRONIC GAMES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN RECORDING, ORGANIZING, TRANSMITTING, MANIPULATING, AND REVIEWING TEXT, DATA, AUDIO FILES, VIDEO FILES AND ELECTRONIC GAMES IN CONNECTION WITH COMPUTERS, TELEVISION SET-TOP BOXES, AUDIO PLAYERS, VIDEO PLAYERS, MEDIA PLAYERS, TELEPHONES, AND HANDHELD DIGITAL ELECTRONIC DEVICES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO ENABLE USERS TO PROGRAM AND DISTRIBUTE TEXT, DATA, GRAPHICS, IMAGES, AUDIO, VIDEO, AND OTHER MULTIMEDIA CONTENT VIA GLOBAL COMMUNICATION NETWORKS AND OTHER COMPUTER, ELECTRONIC AND COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR IDENTIFYING, LOCATING, GROUPING, DISTRIBUTING, AND MANAGING DATA AND LINKS BETWEEN COMPUTER SERVERS AND USERS CONNECTED TO GLOBAL COMMUNICATION NETWORKS AND OTHER COMPUTER, ELECTRONIC AND COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE ON HANDHELD MOBILE DIGITAL ELECTRONIC DEVICES AND OTHER CONSUMER ELECTRONICS; ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING SOFTWARE; ELECTRONIC PUBLICATION READER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PERSONAL INFORMATION MANAGEMENT; DOWNLOADABLE PRE-RECORDED AUDIO AND AUDIOVISUAL CONTENT, INFORMATION, AND COMMENTARY; DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC BOOKS, MAGAZINES, PERIODICALS, NEWSLETTERS, NEWSPAPERS, JOURNALS, AND OTHER PUBLICATIONS; DATABASE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE; CHARACTER RECOGNITION SOFTWARE; VOICE RECOGNITION SOFTWARE; ELECTRONIC MAIL AND MESSAGING SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ACCESSING, BROWSING AND SEARCHING ONLINE DATABASES; ELECTRONIC BULLETIN BOARDS; DATA SYNCHRONIZATION SOFTWARE; APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT SOFTWARE; USER MANUALS IN ELECTRONICALLY READABLE, MACHINE READABLE OR COMPUTER READABLE FORM FOR USE WITH, AND SOLD AS A UNIT WITH, ALL THE AFOREMENTIONED GOODS; COMPUTER EQUIPMENT FOR USE WITH ALL OF THE AFORESAID GOODS; ELECTRONIC APPARATUS WITH MULTIMEDIA FUNCTIONS FOR USE WITH ALL OF THE AFORESAID GOODS; ELECTRONIC APPARATUS WITH INTERACTIVE FUNCTIONS FOR USE WITH ALL OF THE AFORESAID GOODS; ACCESSORIES, PARTS, FITTINGS, AND TESTING APPARATUS FOR ALL OF THE AFORESAID GOODS; COVERS, BAGS AND CASES ADAPTED OR SHAPED TO CONTAIN ALL OF THE AFORESAID GOODS.
2374011    02/08/2012
WIZMART TECHNOLOGY INC.
BUILDING B, NO. 88 CHANGYANG ROAD, JIANGBEI INVESTMENT PIONEERING PARK, NINGBO CITY, ZHEJIANG,
CHINA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF CHINA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES,
405, KAPADIA CHAMBER, 599, J.S.S.ROAD, MARINE LINES, MUMBAI-400 002.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ALARMS (FIRE -); ALARMS; LOCKS, ELECTRIC; DETECTORS (SMOKE -); ANTI-THEFT WARNING APPARATUS; THEFT
PREVENTION INSTALLATIONS, ELECTRIC: DETECTORS; ELECTRIC DOOR BELLS; ACOUSTIC [SOUND] ALARMS
Times Celebex
2375058 06/08/2012
BENNETT, COLEMAN & CO. LTD.
trading as : BENNETT, COLEMAN & CO. LTD.
The Times of India Building, Dr. D.N. Road, Mumbai-400 001.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEWAN MOHAN RAJKUMAR
PODDAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI 400001
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PRE-RECORDED & BLANK AUDIO & VIDEO CASSETTES, DISCS, TAPES & RECORDS; VIDEO MAGAZINES, FILMS,
CINEMA-SLIDES, CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILMS, PICTURES, VIDEO FILMS & DOCUMENTARIES; TELEVISION CHAT SHOWS
(RECORDED); TELEVISION SERIALS & ADVERTISEMENT FILMS (RECORDED); DATA COMMUNICATION & PROCESSING
APPARATUS & INSTRUMENTS; COMPUTER HARDWARE & SOFTWARE, ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC APPARATUS
INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2373231, 2373243, 2373239.
MAHESH HARJANI
trading as : DMO INDUSTRIES
22, APURVA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MAROL, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI 400059
MANUFACTURER AND MARKETER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAM PARKASH KUMAR & C0.
Ram Parkash Kumar & Co., 2204, Neptune, Suncity, A.S. Road, Nr. Gandhi Nagar Flyover, Powai, Mumbai 400 076.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ELECTRICAL SWITCHES AND SWITCHBOARDS.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2296332.
2376363  07/08/2012

KUNDA PANDHARINATH PATIL

trading as ;K P ENTERPRISES

SHOP NO. 2, # 1118 GANESH KRUPA BLDG., SEC.-1, SHIRAVANE, NERUL NAVI MUMBAI - 400706, India

Manufacturer and Merchant

An Indian national

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

CHADHA AND CHADHA
F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Cases and covers for mobile phones and other portable electronic devices, screen covers for electronic devices; straps, charger, adapters, batteries, clips for mobile telephones, data cables, desktop stands and holders for mobile telephones, devices for hands-free use of mobile telephones; plastic films known as skins for covering, protecting and providing a scratch proof barrier, protection and ornamentation for electronic devices, namely, MP3 players, mobile phones, digital cameras, global positioning systems, personal digital assistants and tablet computers
MAZHAR NADIADWALA
302, MANGAL JYOT, C. D. BARFIWALA ROAD, JUHU CROSS LANE, JUHU, MUMBAI-400058
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
AN INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MASTERMIND ASSOCIATES
702, Chirag Arcade, Raghoba Shankar Road, Behind Nagrik, Chendani, Thane (W) - 400602
Used Since : 25/07/2012
MUMBAI
SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, SIGNALLING,
CHECKING (SUPERVISION), APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR
IMAGES; RECORDING DISCS; CASSETTES, VIDEO, RECORDED AND PRE RECORDED, AUTOMATIC VENDING
MACHINES, CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES AND COMPUTERS NOT INCLUDED IN ANY OTHER CLASSES
2377120  09/08/2012
RAYLOGIC CONTROL SYSTEMS PVT. LTD.
UNIT NO.6, 3RD FLOOR, HI-LIFE, SIR P.M. ROAD, SANTACRUZ (WEST), MUMBAI-400054, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
AN INDIAN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHAILENDRA THATTE & ASSOCIATES
1/9, DNYANAYOG SOC., PARANJAPE NAGAR, VAZIRA NAKA, L. T. RD., BORIVALI (W), MUMBAI-400 091
Used Since :21/01/2009

MUMBAI
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENTS, ELECTRIC INSTALLATIONS FOR THE REMOTE CONTROL OF INDUSTRIAL OPERATIONS, REMOTE CONTROL APPARATUS, CONTROL PANELS (ELECTRICITY), COMPUTER SOFTWARE, BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 9
2377121  09/08/2012
RAYLOGIC CONTROL SYSTEMS PVT. LTD.
UNIT NO.6, 3RD FLOOR, HI-LIFE, SIR P.M. ROAD, SANTACRUZ (WEST), MUMBAI-400054, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
AN INDIAN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHAILENDRA THATTE & ASSOCIATES
1/9, DNYANAYOG SOC., PARANJAPE NAGAR, VAZIRA NAKA, L. T. RD., BORIVALI (W), MUMBAI-400 091
Used Since :21/01/2009

MUMBAI
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENTS, ELECTRIC INSTALLATIONS FOR THE REMOTE CONTROL OF INDUSTRIAL OPERATIONS, REMOTE CONTROL APPARATUS, CONTROL PANELS (ELECTRICITY), COMPUTER SOFTWARE, BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 9
NEW BHARAT FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM PVT. LTD.
C/105, B.T.M. ESTATE, NEAR SBI BANK, L.B.S. ROAD, BHANDUP (W), MUMBAI-400 078
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
2377346  09/08/2012
SHANKAR SHIVANI
trading as ;SHRI GANESH ENTERPRISES
C-8, 1ST FLOOR, KRISHNA COMPLEX, HAMIDIA MAIN ROAD, NEAR DURGA MATA MANDIR, BHOPAL-462 001(M.P)
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BATTERIES, VOLTAGE STABILIZERS
2377755  10/08/2012
KALPESH B JAIN
trading as ;LIVE TECHNOLOGY
101, 1ST FLOOR, SIM LIM SQUARE, D.B. MARG, GRANT ROAD MUMBAI-400007
MANUFACTURERS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :18/04/2012
MUMBAI
COMPUTERS LAPTOPS HARDWARE CABLES AND ACCESORIES
LIVE TECH

2377756  10/08/2012

KALPESH B JAIN

trading as : LIVE TECHNOLOGY

101, 1ST FLOOR, SIM LIM SQUARE, D.B. MARG, GRANT ROAD MUMBAI-400007

MANUFACTURERS

INDIAN NATIONAL

Used Since : 18/04/2012

MUMBAI

COMPUTERS LAPTOPS HARDWARE CABLES AND ACCESORIES
WonderBit
2377838  10/08/2012
MRS. ARTI PRADUMAN ASHER
trading as ;VIMLA ENGINEERING
106-B DHANRAJ INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, SITARAM JADAV MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI- 400 013
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEWAN MOHAN RAJKUMAR
PODDAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI 400001
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SOLDERING & DESOLDERING IRONS, SOLDERING PENCILS; SOLDERING STATIONS, SOLDERING BITS AND TIPLETS ; ACCESSORIES AND PARTS OF THE AFORESAID GOODS.
2378439    13/08/2012
HONG KONG MUMBAI CEM TECHNOLOGY PRIVATE LIMITED
C-517, 215 ATRIUM, ANDHERI-KURLA ROAD, CHAKALA, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS
Used Since :01/12/2011

MUMBAI
MOBILE PHONE AND ACCESSORIES, COMPUTER AND COMPUTER PERIPHERAL, LAPTOP, SMART PHONES, PADS, ELECTRONICS NOTE BOOK INCLUDED IN CLASS 9
2378448  13/08/2012
AXIS SOFTWARE PRIVATE LIMITED
1215/2/13, K.P. KULKARNI MARG, OFF APTE ROAD, SHIVAJI NAGAR, PUNE-411 004
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJEEV SHRIKANT NIPHADKAR
2/32, Swanand Anand Nagar, Nehru Road, Santacruz (E), Mumbai  400 055

Used Since :01/08/2012

MUMBAI

COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROGRAMS, SOFTWARE PRODUCTS PERTAINING TO BIOMETRICS, ENCRYPTION, SMART CARD, COMPUTER OPERATING PROGRAMS, PRERECORDED AUDIO AND VIDEO COMPACT DISCS, MAGNETIC AND FLOPPY DISKETTES AND OTHER INSTRUMENTS FOR RECORDING DATA FOR USE IN COMPUTERS AND APPARATUS FOR RECORDING AND TRANSMISSION COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROGRAMS, ALL BEING INCLUDED UNDER CLASS-09

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1076813.
2378538  13/08/2012
VIJAY AGRAWAL

trading as; SOLAR ELECTRONICS
PLOT NO.2, ELECTRONIC COMPLEX, PARDESIPURA, INDORE-[M.P.]
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050
Used Since: 15/03/2008

MUMBAI

LCD/LED/ HOME TREATRE, TV SET, DVD, MP3, MP4, INCLUDED IN CLASS 09
PAILAN PARK DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY LTD.
trading as ;PAILAN PARK DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY LTD.
EXPRESS TOWER, 42A, SHAKEESPEARE SARANI, KOLKATA - 700 017, WEST BENGAL
Manufacturer(s), Merchant(s), Trader(s), Exporter(s).
AN INDIAN COMPANY.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78,N.S.C. BOSE ROAD,1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 040,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :18/12/2003

KOLKATA
Scientific, Nautical, Surveying, Photographic, Cinematographic, Optical, Weighing, Measuring, Recording, Signalling, Checking (Supervision) and Teaching Apparatus; Televisions Apparatus; Computers; Recorded Computer Software; Cinematographic Film, exposed; Apparatus for Editing Cinematographic Film; Film Cutting Apparatus; Data Processing Apparatus; DVD Players; Compact Discs (Audio-Video); Cameras (Photography); Telephone Apparatus; Remote Control Apparatus; Fire Extinguishing Apparatus
2449729 27/12/2012
KANWALNAIN SINGH CHHABRA
262 LAJPATRAI MARKET CHANDNI CHOWK DELHI 110006
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAPOOR & CO.
E-11, JUNG PURA EXTENSION, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, NEW DELHI-110014
Used Since :01/12/1995

DELHI
CAR CASSETTE PLAYERS AND PARTS THEREOF, VIDEO AND AUDIO CASSETTES, PUBLIC ADDRESSING SYSTEMS AND PARTS THEREOF, AMPLIFIERS, SPEAKERS, MICROPHONE, ELECTRIC APPLIANCES INCLUDED IN CLASS 9, ELECTRIC WIRES AND ELECTRIC CABLES, ELECTRIC SWITCHES, COMPUTER PARTS, FIRE ALARM SYSTEMS, VOLTAGE STABILIZERS PARTS FOR USE IN RADIOS TELEVISIONS, AND VIDEOS BATTERIES CHARGES, ELECTRONIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, ELECTRONIC BELLS, HOOTERS AND BUZZERS AND PARTS THEREOF ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 9
CHECK MART

2450000  27/12/2012
DAMSON TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
trading as ;DAMSON TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
132, GUNJ BAZAR, OLD MADHUPURA, AHMEDABAD-380 004. GUJARAT-INDIA.
SERVICES PROVIDER
MOBILE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MOBILE, CELLPHONES, MOBILE ACCESSORIES, COMPUTER, DATA CABLES, MOBILE COVER, HEAD PHONE, TABLET,
COMPUTER SPARE PARTS, LAPTOP, LAPTOP CHARGER AND COMPUTER INFORMATION MATERIALS INCLUDED IN
CLASS-09.
CULTURECOIN
2457791  10/01/2013
ESCO TECHNOLOGIES (ASIA) PTE LTD.
21 Changi South Street 1, Singapore 486777
Manufacturers, traders and exporters.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Laboratory culture dishes for embryology.
KRISTON
2467134 28/01/2013
RAJ KUMAR AGARWAL
trading as: DEEP ELECTRICALS
CHANDNI CHOWK MARKET, FRASER ROAD, PATNA - 1, BIHAR.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS.
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2012
KOLKATA
Revolution

2468336  29/01/2013
PERSANG ENTERTAINMENT PVT. LTD.
trading as ;Persang Entertainment Pvt. Ltd.
13-A, Shreenagar Society, No 4, Shreeniketan Apartments, Akota Road, Vadodara - 390020, Gujarat, India.
Manufacturer & Merchant
A Company Incorporated under The Law of India.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER CO. LLP
A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, Ahmedabad 380009. India
Used Since :01/12/2012
AHMEDABAD
Karaoke systems and Karaoke players.
Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

RADIO FREQUENCY IDENTIFICATION DEVICES (TRANSPONDERS); TRANSPONDERS; ELECTRIC OR ELECTRONIC LOCKS, ELECTRIC DOOR OPENERS, CHECKING (SUPERVISION) APPARATUS, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT.
Priority claimed from 09/08/2012; Application No. : 30 2012 044 080.0/09 ;Germany 2471074 04/02/2013
KATHREIN-WERKE KG
ANTON-KATHREIN-STRASSE 1-3, 83022 ROSENHEIM, GERMANY.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS
A COMPANY DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF GERMANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
AMPLIFYING AND/OR SIGNAL PROCESSING UNITS OR DEVICES MOUNTABLE AT A MAST, PARTICULARLY FOR MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS
2473994 07/02/2013

GUANGZHOU KAIJIE POWER SUPPLY INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.
XINHUA INDUSTRIAL ZONE,HUADU,GUANGZHOU,GUANGDONG,CHINA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
A CHINESE COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANJAN SEN & ASSOCIATES
17 CHAKRABERIA ROAD (SOUTH), KOLKATA 700025,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

Accumulators, electric, for vehicles; Accumulator jars; Chargers for electric batteries; Solar batteries; Sound transmitting apparatus; Batteries, electric, for vehicles; Battery boxes; Galvanic batteries; Calculating machines; Projection apparatus; Battery jars; Plates for batteries; Accumulators, electric; Radios; Electricity mains (Materials for---) [wires, cables].
2475257  08/02/2013
SCIO SOFT, S.L.
ORZAN, 88-3 DCHA., 15003 A CORUNA, SPAIN
MANUFACTURERS, MARCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS.
A COMPANY DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF SPAIN.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE, CALCUTTA 700019, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
EMERGENCY SIGNALLING AND LIFE-SAVING APPARATUS FOR BOATS AND INDIVIDUALS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
CRAB INTEL

2488506    04/03/2013
JASVEER SINGH
SUHKHBIR SINGH
trading as ;CRAB INTELLIGENCE SECURITY
B-10, MAHENDRA PARK, AZADPUR DELHI-110033
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KHUSHI TRADE MARK CO.
BLOCK A-1/15, NEAR SANT HOSPITAL, SHASTRI MARG, SANT NAGAR, BURARI DELHI-110084
Used Since :01/01/2010
DELHI
CCTV CAMERA, FIRE ALARM SYSTEM AND ELECTRICAL APPARATUS IN CLASS 09
2517807   23/04/2013
RELIC ENTERTAINMENT PVT. LTD.
VASANT VIHAR, SECTOR-C-8, BEHIND BOMBAY HOSPITAL, VIJAY NAGAR, INDORE-452010 (M.P.)
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
APPARATUS FOR PHOTO GRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC (ELECTRONIC ITEMS, CD)
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
PEBBLE
2589557 02/09/2013
SRK POWERTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
A-38 FIRST FLOOR ANAND VIHAR NEW DELHI 110092
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GENERAL REGISTRATION SERVICES
A-3, CHRISTIAN COLONY, DELHI-110007
Used Since: 01/04/2013

DELHI
TRAVEL ADOPTORS, CHARGERS, POWER BANKS, POWER CHARGERS & MOBILE PHONES AND ACCESSORIES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726 , 04/01/2016 Class 9

Priority claimed from 14/05/2013; Application No. : 062,656 ;Jamaica
2622526 01/11/2013

APPLE INC.
1 INFINITE LOOP, CUPERTINO, CALIFORNIA 95014, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers.
A CALIFORNIA CORPORATION

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :18/09/2013

DELHI
Computers; computer peripheral devices; computer hardware; computer gaming machines; hand held computers; tablet computers; personal digital assistants; electronic organizers; electronic notepads; electronic book readers; handheld electronic game units adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; handheld digital electronic devices and software related thereto; handheld mobile digital electronic devices capable of providing access to the Internet and for the sending, receiving, and storing of telephone calls, faxes, electronic mail, and other digital data; electronic handheld units for the wireless receipt, storage and/or transmission of data and messages, and electronic devices that enable the user to keep track of or manage personal information; sound recording and reproducing apparatus; MP3 and other digital format audio players; digital audio recorders; digital video recorders and players; audio cassette recorders and players; video cassette recorders and players; compact disc recorders and players; digital versatile disc recorders and players; digital audio tape recorders and players; radios, radio transmitters, and receivers; audio, video, and digital mixers; audio amplifiers; audio receivers; audio decoders; car audio apparatus; earphones, headphones; audio speakers; microphones; audio components and accessories; modems; network communication apparatus; electronic communication equipment and instruments; audiovisual teaching apparatus; optical apparatus and instruments; telecommunications apparatus and
instruments; global positioning system (GPS) devices; telephones; wireless communication devices for voice, data or image transmission; cables; apparatus for data storage; magnetic data media; chips, discs and tapes bearing or for recording computer programs and software; facsimile machines; cameras; batteries; televisions; television receivers; television monitors; set top boxes; computer software; computer and electronic games; global positioning system (GPS) computer software; computer software for travel and tourism, travel planning, navigation, travel route planning, geographic, destination, transportation and traffic information, driving and walking directions, customized mapping of locations, street atlas information, electronic map display, and destination information; computer software for creating, authoring, distributing, downloading, transmitting, receiving, playing, editing, extracting, encoding, decoding, displaying, storing and organizing text, data, graphics, images, audio, video, and other multimedia content, electronic publications, and electronic games; computer software for use in recording, organizing, transmitting, manipulating, and reviewing text, data, audio files, video files and electronic games in connection with computers, televisions, television set-top boxes, audio players, video players, media players, telephones, and handheld digital electronic devices; computer software to enable users to program and distribute text, data, graphics, images, audio, video, and other multimedia content via global communication networks and other computer, electronic and communications networks; computer software for identifying, locating, grouping, distributing, and managing data and links between computer servers and users connected to global communication networks and other computer, electronic and communications networks; computer software for use on handheld mobile digital electronic devices and other consumer electronics; electronic publishing software; electronic publication reader software; computer software for personal information management; downloadable pre-recorded audio and audiovisual content, information, and commentary; downloadable electronic books, magazines, periodicals, newsletters, newspapers, journals, and other publications; database management software; character recognition software; voice recognition software; electronic mail and messaging software; computer software for accessing, browsing and searching online databases; electronic bulletin boards; data synchronization software; application development software; user manuals in electronically readable, machine readable or computer readable form for use with, and sold as a unit with, all the aforementioned goods; electrical and electronic connectors, couplers, wires, cables, chargers, docks, docking stations, interfaces, and adapters for use with all of the aforesaid goods; computer equipment for use with all of the aforesaid goods; electronic apparatus with interactive functions for use with all of the aforesaid goods; accessories, parts, fittings, and testing apparatus for all of the aforesaid goods; covers, bags and cases adapted or shaped to contain all of the aforesaid goods; navigational instruments; apparatus to check stamping mail; cash registers; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; dictating machines; hemline markers; voting machines; electronic tags for goods; prize selection machines; weighing apparatus and instruments; measures; electronic notice boards; measuring apparatus; optical apparatus and instruments; wafers [silicon slices]; integrated circuits; fluorescent screens; remote control apparatus; lights conducting filaments [optical fibers]; electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations; lightning arresters; electrolyzers; fire extinguishers; radiological apparatus for industrial purposes; life saving apparatus and equipment; whistle alarms; sunglasses; animated cartoons; egg-candlers; dog whistles; decorative magnets; electrified fences; electrically heated socks.
ELIDA

2656440  08/01/2014

SHIV KUMAR
OFFICE - 38-A, RAM NAGAR, NAJAFGARH ROAD, NANGLOI, DELHI-110041
MANUFACTURING AND TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

CHANDRA SHEKHAR (ADV)
A-14 NIZAMUDDIN EAST NEW DELHI-110013
Used Since :01/12/2013

DELHI
MANUFACTURING SWITCHES, HOLDERS, TWO PIN PLUGS, THREE PIN PLUGS, SOCKETS, REGULATOR AND ELECTRIC ACCESSORIES.
Priority claimed from 12/07/2013; Application No. : 86/009,390 ;United States of America
2657467  10/01/2014
INTUIT INC.
2535 Garcia Avenue, Mountain View, CA 94043, U.S.A.
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers.
A corporation of the State of Delaware, U.S.A.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Computer software.
2661246    17/01/2014
MANOJ ARORA
E-5, FF, BALI NAGAR, NEW DELHI 110015
MANUFACTURING & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :10/12/2013

DELHI
PVC SEPARATOR
OMRON CORPORATION
801 MINAMIFUDODO-CHO, HORIKAWAHIGASHI SHIOKOJI-DORI SHIMOGYO-KU KYOTO-SHI KYOTO JAPAN 600-8530
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
SENSING APPARATUS; DISPLACEMENT SENSORS; VISUAL SENSORS; IMAGE SENSORS; SAFETY SENSORS; ELECTRIC SENSORS; MOVEMENT SENSORS; PROXIMITY SENSORS; MEASUREMENT SENSORS; IMAGE PROCESSING INSPECTION APPARATUS; PHOTOELECTRIC SENSORS; SAFETY SENSORS, NAMELY, SENSORS USED FOR DETECTING THE INTRUSION OF FINGERS, ARMS OR HUMAN BODIES INTO HAZARDOUS AREAS IN TERMS OF SAFETY; INSPECTION MACHINE; INSPECTION MACHINE FOR PCB AND SHEET; MEASURING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; ELECTRIC MONITORING APPARATUS; MONITORING APPARATUS FOR TRAFFIC; MONITORING APPARATUS FOR SECURITY; REMOTE MONITORING APPARATUS; VISUAL MONITORING APPARATUS; ELECTRIC SAFETY APPARATUS; SECURITY MONITORING APPARATUS CONSISTING OF TRANSMITTERS, RECEIVERS, SENSORS, AND COMPUTER NETWORK; REMOTE CONTROL APPARATUS; TELECOMMUNICATION MACHINES AND APPARATUS AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF; TELECOMMUNICATION MACHINES AND APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING NETWORKS; PHOTOTELEGRAPHY APPARATUS, NAMELY, DIGITAL CAMERA PHONES AND PHOTOELECTRIC SENSORS; MEASURING DEVICES FOR MEASURING DISTANCE BETWEEN CARS BY USING LASER BEAM; RADAR DEVICES FOR SENSING DISTANCE BETWEEN CARS; AUTOMATIC CONTROLLER FOR CONTROLLING DISTANCE BETWEEN CARS; OBSTACLE DETECTION DEVICE FOR AUTOMOBILES; PEDESTRIAN DETECTION DEVICES FOR AUTOMOBILES; SENSORS FOR MEASURING INCIDENCE OF LIGHT FROM OUTSIDE OF CAR; SERIAL COMMUNICATION DEVICES FOR PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS; COMMUNICATION DEVICES FOR PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS; COMPUTER NETWORK HUBS TO BUILD THE NETWORK IN THE FIELD OF INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION; PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS; ARITHMETIC UNITS; ELECTRONIC FACE AUTHENTICATION APPARATUS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR RECOGNIZING FACES, DETECTING FACES AND PROCESSING FACIAL IMAGES; INTEGRATED CIRCUIT MODULES FOR RECOGNIZING FACES, DETECTING FACES AND PROCESSING FACIAL IMAGES; COMPUTER CHIP CARDS FOR RECOGNIZING FACES, DETECTING FACES AND PROCESSING FACIAL IMAGES; ELECTRONIC SENSORS FOR RECOGNIZING FACES, DETECTING FACES AND PROCESSING FACIAL IMAGES; LARGE SCALE INTEGRATED CIRCUITS; COMPUTER PRINTERS; DIGITAL CAMERAS AND DIGITAL VIDEO CAMERAS; VIDEO DISPLAY SCREENS FOR DIGITAL CAMERAS, DIGITAL VIDEO CAMERAS, CELLULAR PHONES, COMPUTERS AND VIDEO GAME MACHINES; CELLULAR PHONES; CELLULAR PHONE SOFTWARE FOR CERTIFYING FACES, DETECTING FACES AND REVISING FACIAL IMAGES; VEHICLE OPERATOR MONITORING APPARATUS, NAMELY, A MONITORING SYSTEM COMPRISED OF SENSORS, SOFTWARE, DIGITAL VIDEO CAMERAS AND DISPLAYS FOR WATCHING DRIVERS' EYES, FACIAL CONDITIONS AND FACIAL DIRECTIONS IN ORDER TO MONITOR SAFE DRIVING SKILLS; COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR DIGITAL IMAGE PROCESSING; ELECTRONIC LOCKS WITH FACE RECOGNITION SOFTWARE AND SURVEILLANCE VIDEO CAMERAS; COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE FOR COMPUTERS, CELLULAR PHONES AND VIDEO GAME MACHINES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION; DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR SAVING AND MANAGEMENT OF DATA; DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR CAPTURING, ORGANIZING, SEARCHING, STORING, SYNCHRONIZING, RECOGNIZING, SHARING AND TRANSMITTING ANY NUMBER OF TYPED, HANDWRITTEN, OR IMAGED NOTES OR CLIPPINGS ON MULTIPLE COMPUTER AND NETWORK PLATFORMS; DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR OPTICAL CHARACTER READING; COMPUTERS; COMPUTER PERIPHERAL DEVICES; COMPUTER HARDWARE; COMPUTER PROGRAMS; COMPUTER OPERATING PROGRAM, COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR DIGITAL IMAGE PROCESSING; APPARATUS FOR
RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION

MARK SHOULD BE USE AND READ AS WHOLE.
2704313    24/03/2014
TRINITY TOUCH PVT. LTD
trading as ;TRINITY TOUCH PVT. LTD
D-10, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI -110024
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, [OPP MC DONALD"S] P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SOLAR COLLECTORS, SOLAR BATTERIES & BATTERY CHARGERS, SOLAR CELLS, SOLAR WAFERS, SOLAR PANELS,
SOLAR MODULES, PHOTOVOLTAIC SOLAR MODULES, SOLAR POWER RADIOS, SOLAR PANEL ARRAYS, SOLAR
POWERED TELEPHONES, SOLAR BATTERIES FOR DOMESTIC & INDUSTRIAL USE, SOLAR CELLS, PANELS & SOLAR
ENERGY COLLECTORS FOR ELECTRICITY GENERATION, PORTABLE SOLAR PANELS FOR GENERATING ELECTRICITY
AND ELECTRONIC SENSORS FOR MEASURING SOLAR RADIATION
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS SEPARATELY
REDCODE2

Priority claimed from 31/01/2014; Application No. : 86181170 ;United States of America

2705870  25/03/2014

RED.COM, INC.
34 PARKER IRVINE, CALIFORNIA 92618 USA
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers.
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON, USA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Computer and camera software for capture, compression, editing, formatting, and manipulation of still and motion images in the field of cinematography.
2707213  27/03/2014
AYUSH AGRAWAL
MAYANK AGRAWAL
trading as ;AYUSH AGRAWAL & MAYANK AGRAWAL
D-1404, APEX GREEN VALLEY, SECTOR 9, VAISHALI, DISTT. GHAZIABAD-201010, UP
MANUFACTURING & MARKETING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420 ARTHALA MOHAN NAGAR GHAZIABAD 201007 UP
Used Since :15/03/2014

DELHI
MOBILE PHONE AND ITS ACCESSORIES, ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC POWER BANK, INVERTERS, ELECTRIC VOLTAGE, EMERGANCY LIGHT AND ELECTRIC FAN, INCLUDING IN CLASS-9.
EXIZEE

2707569  27/03/2014

AJAY JAIN

trading as ;SRISTI TRADERS

540A/37, SECOND FLOOR, ONKAR NAGAR, TRI NAGAR, DELHI-35.
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

BALAJI IP PRACTICE

E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092

Used Since : 01/01/2014

DELHI

BATTERY, SMF BATTERIES, BATTERY PLATES, INVERTERS, SERVO STABILIZERS, UPS & ELECTRICAL GOODS.
2707755  27/03/2014

DHARMENDER SINGHAL
trading as ;RANDAI ENTERPRISES
363., MAIN GT ROAD, AZADPUR, DELHI-110033
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
C-102 GALI NO. 3 II FLOOR ROOM NO. B-4 UPPAR ASHOKA JIM BHAJANPURA DELHI-110053
Used Since :20/06/2013

DELHI
ELETTRONIC AND DIGITAL WEIGHING SCALE AND MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENT, ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES IN CLASS 09.
SMA ONETOUC

2707896    27/03/2014
VELTEK ASSOCIATES INC.
15 LEE BOULEVARD MALVERN PENNSYVANIA 19355 U.S.A
MANUFACTURER
A CORPORATION ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA, USA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MULTI-LOCATION MONITOR FOR PERFORMING REMOTE MICROBIAL AIR SAMPLING ANALYSIS.
2708581  28/03/2014
THE STATE TRADING CORPORATION OF INDIA LTD.
JAWAHAR VYAPAT BHAWAN, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI 110001
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.S. ASSOCIATES
I-116, SOUTH CITY-II, GURGAON-122002 HARYANA
Used Since :17/01/1976

DELHI
SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING,
MEASURING, SIGNAUNING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE SAVING AND TEACHMG APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS;
APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA
CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES AND MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED
APPARATUS; CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS; FIRE
EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS
ZBOOK
2709506  31/03/2014
HEWLETT-PACKARD DEVELOPMENT COMPANY, L.P.
11445 COMPAQ CENTER DRIVE WEST HOUSTON TEXAS 77070 USA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COMPUTERS, PERSONAL COMPUTERS, LAPTOP COMPUTERS, NOTEBOOK COMPUTERS, DESKTOP COMPUTERS,
TABLET COMPUTERS, HANDHELD COMPUTERS, ALL-IN-ONE COMPUTERS, COMPUTER WORKSTATIONS; COMPUTER
HARDWARE; COMPUTER PERIPHERALS.
YASH PAL SAINI
trading as: SAINICO INDUSTRIES
SECTOR-1, POCKET-J, PLOT NO.18, DSIDC INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, BAWANA, DELHI 110039
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ACTIVE REGISTRATION SERVICE.
12/ 23, 2ND FLOOR, WEST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI- 110 008.
Used Since: 01/01/1985

DELHI
ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS PRODUCTS (SWITCHES, SOCKETS, PLUG TOPS, CEILING ROSES, PLASTIC & METAL LAMP HOLDERS, CONNECTORS, FUSES, INDICATORS, ELECTRONIC FAN REGULATORS/ DIMMERS, MCB & MCDB, DOOR BELLS/BUZZERS, ELECTRICAL FITTING, MODULAR PLATES, METAL/PLASTIC BOXES, TELEPHONE JACKS, COAXIAL SOCKET IN CLASS 9.
2711263  02/04/2014
MANOJ KUMAR MISHRA
trading as ; MALAX
58-G, PARSHAD NAGAR, LAKHANPUR KANPUR-208024
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHOTOGRAPHIC AND CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILMS, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENTS AND COMPUTERS, LAPTOPS, SMART PHONES SOUND AND VIDEO RECORDING, RECORDING DISCS INCLUDED IN CLASS 9
2711273    02/04/2014
STAR TELEVISION PRODUCTIONS LIMITED  
CRAIGMUIR CHAMBERS, P.O. BOX 71, ROAD TOWN, TORTOLA BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS.  
SERVICE PROVIDER  
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES  
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301  
Proposed to be Used  
DELHI  
ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC, FACSIMILE, TELEX, TELEPHONE, TELEGRAM, DATA ACQUISITION INSTALLATIONS, APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; ALL FOR PROCESSING, LOGGING, STORING, TRANSMISSION, DISPLAY, RECEPTION, INPUT, OUTPUT OR PRINT-OUT OF NON-PICTORIAL OR GRAPHICAL DATA; COMPUTERS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, COMPUTER MEMORIES, COMPUTER SCREEN SAVER SOFTWARE, VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS; TELECOMMUNICATION APPARATUS; VIDEO TRANSMITTING APPARATUS; RECORDING DISCS; SOUND RECORDINGS, AUDIOVISUAL RECORDINGS, AUDIO TAPES, AUDIO CASSETTES, AUDIO DISCS, VIDEO TAPES, VIDEO CASSETTES, VCDs, DVDS, VIDEO FILMS, VIDEO GAME PROGRAMS, VIDEO GAME APPARATUS, VIDEO PHONES, CELLULAR PHONES, MOBILE PHONES; DOWNLOADABLE RING TONES, WALLPAPER, GAMES AND MUSIC VIA GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK AND WIRELESS DEVICES; DOWNLOADABLE TELEVISION PROGRAMS; DOWNLOADABLE AUDIO AND VIDEO RECORDINGS; ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS (DOWNLOADABLE); MAGNETIC CODED CARDS, SMART CARDS (INTEGRATED CIRCUIT CARDS); DATA PROCESSING APPARATUS, MAGNETIC DATA MEDIA, PHOTO TELEGRAPHY APPARATUS; PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR THE AFORESAID GOODS.
SEV ZERO

2711627  02/04/2014

AMAZON TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
410 Terry Avenue North, Seattle, Washington 98109, U.S.A.

Manufacturer and Merchant

a corporation organized and existing under the laws of State of Nevada USA

Address for service in India/Agents address:

S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Video game software for mobile devices and personal computing devices; downloadable electronic game programs; electronic game software; downloadable computer game programs; computer game software downloadable from a global computer network; Computer game software; Interactive video game programs; Video game software; Computer game programs; Game software; Interactive game software; Interactive game programs; Computer application for mobile devices.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016 Class 9

2786659  05/08/2014
GITANJALI GEMS LIMITED
A-1, 7TH FLOOR, LAXMI TOWERS, BKC, BANDRA, MUMBAI
TRADERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST),
MUMBAI 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SUNGLASSES, CLOCKS AND GOGGLES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726 , 04/01/2016 Class 9

Rejuve5
2809536 12/09/2014
BENNETT, COLEMAN & COMPANY LIMITED
7, Bahadurshah Zafar Marg, New Delhi- 110103
Manufacturers and Merchants
an Indian company existing under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2809535

DELHI
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; data processing equipment, computers; computer software.
LUMALIFE
2809688 12/09/2014
LIGHTO TECHNOLOGIES PVT LTD
LUNKAD TOWERS VIMAN NAGAR, PUNE-411 014
Manufacturers and Traders
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
IFAIA CENTRE, S/20-22, GREATER NOIDA SHOPPING PLAZA, UPSIDC SITE IV, KASNA ROAD, GREATER NOIDA - 201 308,
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, DELHI-
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Electric Apparatus and Instruments; Light Emitting Diodes(LED), Drivers for Controlling and Regulating Light Engines
SHIVNATH

2810104  16/09/2014

RAVI MAKHIJA

trading as : RAJ ELECTRONICS

OPP. DENA BANK, JAWAHAR NAGAR, M.G. ROAD, RAIPUR, CHHATTISGARH

MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS

A PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI TRADE MARK CO.

A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.

Used Since : 01/04/2014

MUMBAI

ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES INCLUDING WIRE AND CABLES, SWITCHES ACCESSORIES, ELECTRIC IRON, M.C.B., M.C.B. BOX, KIT-KAT, CHANGE OVER, STARTER, CUT OUTS, PLUGS, SOCKETS, HOLDERS, FAN REGULATORS, CAPACITOR, CONDENSERS, SWITCHGEARS, FUSE UNITS, EXTENSION CORD, ELECTRIC STARTER, CONNECTORS, MULTI-PLUGS, DISTRIBUTION BOX, ELECTRIC CHOKES, PHATTI INCLUDED IN CLASS 9
2810399    16/09/2014

LALIT RANKA

trading as ;STEELCORP INTERNATIONAL

NO.6-B, RAGHUNAYAKULU STREET, PARK TOWN, CHENNAI-600003
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

ASHOK KUMAR J. DAGA, ADVOCATE
NO.36, VEERAPPAN STREET, SECOND FLOOR, SOWEARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079, INDIA.

Used Since :01/08/2014

CHENNAI

CURRENCY COUNTING MACHINE AND MONEY DETECTOR.
2810959  17/09/2014

FAME DIGITAL PRIVATE LIMITED
5TH FLOOR, LOTUS GARNDEUR, VEERA DESAI ROAD EXTN, OSHIWARA ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053
MANUFACTURERS/MERchants
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHINI VAKIL, ADVOCATE,
503, B WING, SHIV ARADHANA, AHIMSA MARG, OPP. LINK WAY ESTATE, NEAR INORBIT MALL, MALAD (W), MUMBAI-400 064

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, LIFESAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS INCLUDED IN CLASS 09.
2811981   16/09/2014
MODE FINSERVER PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;MODe FINSERVER PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. 269, 8TH MAIN, RAJIV GHANDHI NAGAR, NANDHINI LAYOUT, BANGALORE - 560 096
MERCHANDISERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIVERSAL LEGAL
5TH FLOOR, PHOENIX PINNACLE, 46, ULSOOR ROAD, BANGALORE - 560042
Used Since :15/04/2011

CHENNAI
SOFTWARE RELATING TO E-COMMERCE, MOBILE COMMERCE AND BANKING RECORDED/ WRITTEN ON VARIOUS MEDIA INCLUDING SOFTWARE INSTALLED ON MOBILE DEVICES; DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE HOSTED IN THE CLOUD AND SERVER INFRASTRUCTURE THEREOF
2811985  16/09/2014
MODE FINSERVER PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;MODE FINSERVER PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. 269, 8TH MAIN, RAJIV GHANDHI NAGAR, NANDHINI LAYOUT, BANGALORE - 560 096
MERCHANDISERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIVERSAL LEGAL
5TH FLOOR, PHOENIX PINNACLE, 46, ULSOOR ROAD, BANGALORE - 560042
Used Since :15/04/2011
To be associated with:
2811981
CHENNAI
SOFTWARE RELATING TO E-COMMERCE, MOBILE COMMERCE AND BANKING RECORDED/WRITTEN ON VARIOUS MEDIA INCLUDING SOFTWARE INSTALLED ON MOBILE DEVICES; DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE HOSTED IN THE CLOUD AND SERVER INFRASTRUCTURE THEREOF
PHARWAHA

2813206   18/09/2014
GURSHARAN SINGH
trading as ;PHARWAHA FABRICATORS
MALERKOTLA ROAD, VILL. RANIA, OPP. J.K. RESORTS, LUDHIANA
Merchants & Manufacturers

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Used Since :01/04/2007

DELHI
Electrical Panels
MOBMON
2813413  18/09/2014
KALLOWS ENGINEERING INDIA PVT. LTD.
trading as ;Manufacturers & Merchants
S-7 2nd Floor, Pai House, Sadar, Ponda, Goa, India - 403 401
Manufacturers & Merchants
Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEERA CHATURE SANKHARI
Jupiter Law Partners Office # 123, First floor, Vipul Agora, MG Road, Gurgaon-122002
Used Since :10/02/2011
MUMBAI
Data storage apparatus and installations (with or without data processing apparatus), magnetic data storage instruments; electronic monitors to monitor heart rate, heart signal, blood pressure and respiration for non-medical use.
LIDPro
2815366   22/09/2014
VFS GLOBAL SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;VFS GLOBAL SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
9TH FLOOR, TOWER A, URMI ESTATE, 95, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (W), MUMBAI 400 013,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Manufacturers, merchants and service providers
A Company incorporated under the Companies Act.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :22/09/2014
MUMBAI
RECORDED OR DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER PROGRAMS USED FOR VISA, PASSPORTS AND TRAVEL DOCUMENTS
ADMINISTRATION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE OR COMPUTER-AIDED TOOLS (RECORDED OR DOWNLOADABLE) FOR
COLLATING MULTIPLE FORMAT INFORMATION OR DIGITAL OR ELECTRONIC CONTENTS; RECORDED COMPUTER
PROGRAMS FOR PROCESSING, COMMUNICATING AND SHARING OF DATA, IMAGE, VISUALS AND DOCUMENTS;
COMPUTER PROGRAMS (RECORDED OR DOWNLOADABLE) USED FOR MONEY TRANSFER; ELECTRONICALLY OR
COMPUTER SOFTWARE AIDED TRACKING, DETECTING, IDENTIFYING, COMPARING AND AUTHENTICATING (OBJECTS
OR HUMAN BEINGS) APPARATUSES; BIOMETRIC APPARATUSES; ELECTRONIC OR MAGNETIC CODED CARDS AND
THEIR READERS AND SENSORS; DIGITAL CERTIFICATES(ELECTRONICALLY CODED); BAR CODE READERS AND
SCANNERS
2815724  24/09/2014
EXIDE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
EXIDE HOUSE, 59E CHOWRINGHEE ROAD, CALCUTTA - 700 020, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2191880, 2191883, 2326029, 2364573

KOLKATA
STORAGE BATTERIES; CAR BATTERIES; AIR CRAFT BATTERIES; BATTERIES FOR ELECTRIC CARS AND VEHICLES; RE-CHARGEABLE BATTERIES; SUBMARINE BATTERIES; BATTERIES USED IN VEHICLES OF ALL KINDS; SOLAR CELLS; SOLAR PANELS; BATTERIES FOR USE IN HAND-HELD ELECTRONIC DEVICES; SELF CHARGING BATTERIES; BATTERY BOXES; BUTTON CELLS; UNINTERRUPTED POWER SUPPLY (UPS) SYSTEMS, INVERTERS, BATTERIES FOR INVERTERS, POWER BACKUP SYSTEM COMPRISING AN INTEGRATED FORM OF INVERTER AND BATTERY, ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTER APPEARING ON THE LABEL.
SF SONIC STANMASTER SM 3000

2815727    24/09/2014

EXIDE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
EXIDE HOUSE, 59E CHOWRINGHEE ROAD, CALCUTTA - 700 020, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2191880, 2191883, 2326029, 2364573, 2815724, 2815725, 2815726

KOLKATA
STORAGE BATTERIES; CAR BATTERIES; AIR CRAFT BATTERIES; BATTERIES FOR ELECTRIC CARS AND VEHICLES; RE-CHARGEABLE BATTERIES; SUBMARINE BATTERIES; BATTERIES USED IN VEHICLES OF ALL KINDS; SOLAR CELLS; SOLAR PANELS; BATTERIES FOR USE IN HAND-HELD ELECTRONIC DEVICES; SELF CHARGING BATTERIES; BATTERY BOXES; BUTTON CELLS; UNINTERRUPTED POWER SUPPLY (UPS) SYSTEMS, INVERTERS, BATTERIES FOR INVERTERS, POWER BACKUP SYSTEM COMPRISING AN INTEGRATED FORM OF INVERTER AND BATTERY, ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
SF SONIC VAAHAK

2815729    24/09/2014

EXIDE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
EXIDE HOUSE, 59E CHOWRINGHEE ROAD, CALCUTTA - 700 020, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
2191880, 2191883, 2326029, 2364573, 2815728

KOLKATA

STORAGE BATTERIES; CAR BATTERIES; AIR CRAFT BATTERIES; BATTERIES FOR ELECTRIC CARS AND VEHICLES;
RE-CHARGEABLE BATTERIES; SUBMARINE BATTERIES; BATTERIES USED IN VEHICLES OF ALL KINDS; SOLAR
CELLS; SOLAR PANELS; BATTERIES FOR USE IN HAND-HELD ELECTRONIC DEVICES; SELF CHARGING BATTERIES;
BATTERY BOXES; BUTTON CELLS; UNINTERRUPTED POWER SUPPLY (UPS) SYSTEMS, INVERTERS, BATTERIES FOR
INVERTERS, POWER BACKUP SYSTEM COMPRISING AN INTEGRATED FORM OF INVERTER AND BATTERY, ALL BEING
GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 9
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016 Class 9

EXIDE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
EXIDE HOUSE, 59E CHOWRINGHEE ROAD, CALCUTTA - 700 020, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA
Used Since: 31/01/2014

To be associated with:
2191880, 2191883, 2326029, 2364573, 2815724, 2815725, 2815726, 2815727, 2815734, 2815735

KOLKATA
STORAGE BATTERIES; CAR BATTERIES; AIR CRAFT BATTERIES; BATTERIES FOR ELECTRIC CARS AND VEHICLES;
RE-CHARGEABLE BATTERIES; SUBMARINE BATTERIES; BATTERIES USED IN VEHICLES OF ALL KINDS; SOLAR
CELLS; SOLAR PANELS; BATTERIES FOR USE IN HAND-HELD ELECTRONIC DEVICES; SELF CHARGING BATTERIES;
BATTERY BOXES; BUTTON CELLS; UNINTERRUPTED POWER SUPPLY (UPS) SYSTEMS, INVERTERS, BATTERIES FOR
INVERTERS, POWER BACKUP SYSTEM COMPRISING AN INTEGRATED FORM OF INVERTER AND BATTERY, ALL BEING
GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
SF SONIC STANMASTER SM 7500

2815739  24/09/2014

EXIDE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
EXIDE HOUSE, 59E CHOWRINGHEE ROAD, CALCUTTA - 700 020, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA
Used Since :31/01/2014

To be associated with:
2815724, 2815725, 2815726, 2815727, 2815734, 2815735, 2815738

KOLKATA

STORAGE BATTERIES; CAR BATTERIES; AIR CRAFT BATTERIES; BATTERIES FOR ELECTRIC CARS AND VEHICLES; RE-CHARGEABLE BATTERIES; SUBMARINE BATTERIES; BATTERIES USED IN VEHICLES OF ALL KINDS; SOLAR CELLS; SOLAR PANELS; BATTERIES FOR USE IN HAND-HELD ELECTRONIC DEVICES; SELF CHARGING BATTERIES; BATTERY BOXES; BUTTON CELLS; UNINTERRUPTED POWER SUPPLY (UPS) SYSTEMS, INVERTERS, BATTERIES FOR INVERTERS, POWER BACKUP SYSTEM COMPRISING AN INTEGRATED FORM OF INVERTER AND BATTERY, ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTER APPEARING ON THE LABEL.
2815740  24/09/2014
EXIDE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
EXIDE HOUSE, 59E CHOWRINGHEE ROAD, CALCUTTA - 700 020, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA
Used Since :30/04/2014
To be associated with:
2191880, 2191883, 2326029, 2364573, 2815724, 2815725, 2815726, 2815727, 2815734, 2815735, 2815738, 2815739
KOLKATA
STORAGE BATTERIES; CAR BATTERIES; AIR CRAFT BATTERIES; BATTERIES FOR ELECTRIC CARS AND VEHICLES;
RE-CHARGEABLE BATTERIES; SUBMARINE BATTERIES; BATTERIES USED IN VEHICLES OF ALL KINDS; SOLAR
CELLS; SOLAR PANELS; BATTERIES FOR USE IN HAND-HELD ELECTRONIC DEVICES; SELF CHARGING BATTERIES;
BATTERY BOXES; BUTTON CELLS; UNINTERRUPTED POWER SUPPLY (UPS) SYSTEMS, INVERTERS, BATTERIES FOR
INVERTERS, POWER BACKUP SYSTEM COMPRISING AN INTEGRATED FORM OF INVERTER AND BATTERY, ALL BEING
GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
SF SONIC STANMASTER SM 8500

2815741  24/09/2014
EXIDE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
EXIDE HOUSE, 59E CHOWRINGHEE ROAD, CALCUTTA - 700 020, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA
Used Since :30/04/2014

To be associated with:
2191880, 2191883, 2326029, 2364573, 2815724, 2815725, 2815726, 2815727, 2815734, 2815735, 2815738, 2815739, 2815740

KOLKATA
STORAGE BATTERIES; CAR BATTERIES; AIR CRAFT BATTERIES; BATTERIES FOR ELECTRIC CARS AND VEHICLES; RE-CHARGEABLE BATTERIES; SUBMARINE BATTERIES; BATTERIES USED IN VEHICLES OF ALL KINDS; SOLAR CELLS; SOLAR PANELS; BATTERIES FOR USE IN HAND-HELD ELECTRONIC DEVICES; SELF CHARGING BATTERIES; BATTERY BOXES; BUTTON CELLS; UNINTERRUPTED POWER SUPPLY (UPS) SYSTEMS, INVERTERS, BATTERIES FOR INVERTERS, POWER BACKUP SYSTEM COMPRISED AN INTEGRATED FORM OF INVERTER AND BATTERY, ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTER APPEARING ON THE LABEL.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016 Class 9

EXIDE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
EXIDE HOUSE, 59E CHOWRINGHEE ROAD, CALCUTTA - 700 020, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA
Used Since: 31/01/2014
To be associated with:
2191880, 2191883, 2326029, 2364573, 2815724, 2815725, 2815726, 2815727, 2815734, 2815735, 2815738, 2815739, 2815740, 2815741

KOLKATA
STORAGE BATTERIES; CAR BATTERIES; AIR CRAFT BATTERIES; BATTERIES FOR ELECTRIC CARS AND VEHICLES; RE-CHARGEABLE BATTERIES; SUBMARINE BATTERIES; BATTERIES USED IN VEHICLES OF ALL KINDS; SOLAR CELLS; SOLAR PANELS; BATTERIES FOR USE IN HAND-HELD ELECTRONIC DEVICES; SELF CHARGING BATTERIES; BATTERY BOXES; BUTTON CELLS; UNINTERRUPTED POWER SUPPLY (UPS) SYSTEMS, INVERTERS, BATTERIES FOR INVERTERS, POWER BACKUP SYSTEM COMPRISING AN INTEGRATED FORM OF INVERTER AND BATTERY, ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
EXIDE TUBULAR INVA MASTER IM7500

2815792  24/09/2014

EXIDE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
EXIDE HOUSE, 59E CHOWRINGHEE ROAD, CALCUTTA - 700 020, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA
Used Since :10/03/2014

To be associated with:
366539, 569881, 700069, 1051816, 1051817, 1136788, 1174632, 1246906, 1246908, 1246909, 1246915, 1246916, 1246923, 1671361, 1825231, 2164151, 2164152, 2235579, 2235580, 2235581, 2235582, 2235583, 2235584, 2235585, 2235586, 2235590, 2235591, 2235592, 2235593, 2235594, 2815742, 2815743

KOLKATA
STORAGE BATTERIES; CAR BATTERIES; AIR CRAFT BATTERIES; BATTERIES FOR ELECTRIC CARS AND VEHICLES; RE-CHARGEABLE BATTERIES; SUBMARINE BATTERIES; BATTERIES USED IN VEHICLES OF ALL KINDS; SOLAR CELLS; SOLAR PANELS; BATTERIES FOR USE IN HAND-HELD ELECTRONIC DEVICES; SELF CHARGING BATTERIES; BATTERY BOXES; BUTTON CELLS; UNINTERRUPTED POWER SUPPLY (UPS) SYSTEMS, INVERTERS, BATTERIES FOR INVERTERS, POWER BACKUP SYSTEM COMPRISING AN INTEGRATED FORM OF INVERTER AND BATTERY, ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 9
2003168  03/08/2010
RITU JAIN
56, SUBHASH ROAD, DEHRADUN, U.K
MANUFACTURING, TRADING AND MARKETING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since: 01/07/2010

DELHI
SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH; ORTHOPAEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS
2004665 05/08/2010

JANANI
B-4, Press Apartments, 23, Indraprastha Extension, Patparganj, Delhi-110 092
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A Society Registered under the Societies registration Act of 1860

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAPLE CONSULTANTS
D-17 RAJAN BABU ROAD, ADARSH NAGAR, NEW DELHI 110033
Used Since :01/07/2009

DELHI
CONTRACEPTIVE MEDICINES OF ALL KINDS AND VACUUM ASPIRATOR KITS BEING IN THE NATURE OF ABORTION KITS FALLING IN CLASS 10.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1876587.
2005216  06/08/2010
SUPER CASSETTES INDUSTRIES LIMITED
E-2/16, WHITE HOUSE, ANSARI ROAD, DARYA GANJ, NEW DELHI-110 002.
MANUFACTURER&MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R.K.DEWAN & CO.
236/237, VARDHMAN FASHION MALL, NEAR MAHAVIR HOSPITAL, LSC ROAD NO. 43, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH; ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016 Class 10

ABSORB

2006184  09/08/2010

ABBOTT LABORATORIES
100 ABBOTT PARK ROAD, ABBOTT PARK, ILLINOIS 60064-6008, U. S. A.
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS.
A COMPANY ORGANIZED, REGISTERED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF STATE OF ILLINOIS, U. S. A.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP
C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MINIMALLY INVASIVE VASCULAR INTERVENTIONAL MEDICAL DEVICES, NAMELY, BIOABSORBABLE TEMPORARY SCAFFOLDS MOUNTED ON BALLOON DELIVERY CATHETER SYSTEMS, COMPRISED OF CATHETERS AND BALLOONS.
NEOVUE

Priority claimed from 18/06/2010; Application No. : 85/066140 ;United States of America

2006644  10/08/2010

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY.
1 RIVER ROAD SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK - 12345, USA.
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA
Used Since :18/06/2010

DELHI
MEDICAL ULTRASOUND APPARATUS.
MANDEEP SINGH SABHARWAL
trading as: ALLIED IMPEX
CG-198 SANJAY GANDHI TRANSPORT NAGAR DELHI-42
MANUFACTURE & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
C-102 GALI NO. 3 II FLOOR ROOM NO. B-4 UPPAR ASHOKA JIM BHAJANPURA DELHI-110053
Used Since: 20/08/2001
DELHI
SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND
TEETH ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLES, SUTURE MATERIALS IN CLASS 10.
Priority claimed from 09/02/2012; Application No. : 85/538,316 ;United States of America

2376769  08/08/2012

COOK MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES LLC
750 DANIELS WAY, P.O. BOX 2269, BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA 47402, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIANA, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

MEDICAL DEVICES, NAMELY, PORTABLE LIGHT SOURCES FOR USE WITH FLEXIBLE AND RIGID ENDOSCOPES
ADVENT
2377839 10/08/2012
ADVENT WELLNESS PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;ADVENT WELLNESS PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
9, WING 'A', RAJYOG SOCIETY, NEAR WALVEKAR LAWN, PUNE - SATARA ROAD, PUNE - 411 009
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEWAN MOHAN RAJKUMAR
PODDAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI 400001
Used Since :23/01/2012
MUMBAI
MACHINES AND EQUIPMENTS FOR MASSAGING.
2377840  10/08/2012
ADVENT WELLNESS PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;ADVENT WELLNESS PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
9, WING 'A', RAJYOG SOCIETY, NEAR WALVEKAR LAWN, PUNE - SATARA ROAD, PUNE - 411 009
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEWAN MOHAN RAJKUMAR
PODDAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI 400001
Used Since :23/01/2012
To be associated with:
2377839
MUMBAI
MACHINES AND EQUIPMENTS FOR MASSAGING.
2412802   17/10/2012
MEDIPLUS INDIA LTD.
1261-1262, MODERN INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, BAHADURGARH- 124507
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
IFAIA CENTRE, S/20-22, GREATER NOIDA SHOPPING PLAZA, UPSIDC SITE IV, KASNA ROAD, GREATER NOIDA - 201 308, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, DELHI-

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 10.
2446369   21/12/2012
PAILAN PARK DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY LTD.
trading as ;PAILAN PARK DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY LTD.
EXPRESS TOWER, 42A, SHAKESPEARE SARANI, KOLKATA - 700 017, WEST BENGAL
Manufacturer(s), Merchant(s), Trader(s), Exporter(s).
AN INDIAN COMPANY.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78,N.S.C. BOSE ROAD,1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 040,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :18/12/2003
KOLKATA
Surgical, Medical, Dental «& Veterinary Apparatus and Instruments; Electric Acupuncture Instruments; Artificial Limbs, Eyes and Teeth; Orthopaedic Articles; Furniture Especially made for Medical Purposes; Feeding Bottles; Radiotherapy Apparatus; Cutlery (Surgical); Surgical Dressings; X-Ray Apparatus for Medical Purposes; Stethoscopes; Urological Apparatus; Pulse Meters; Thread (Surgical); Syringes for Injections
2544219   06/06/2013
M/S. ZEST ORTHOCARE PVT. LTD.
48, SARDAR NAGAR SOCIETY, 1ST FLOOR, SUMUL DAIRY ROAD, SURAT - 395 008 - GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.PARVADAVARDINI
NO,408, METRO TOWER, RING ROAD, NEAR KINNARY CINEMA,SURAT-395002.(GUJARAT).
Used Since :01/04/2012
AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND
INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH, ORTHOPAEDIC ARTICLES, GLOVES FOR MEDICAL AND
SURGICAL PURPOSE, SUTURE MATERIALS
subject to no exclusive right over word USE.
APPLAUSE

2708792  28/03/2014

RAVINDER KUMAR AGARWAL
USHA AGARWAL

trading as; APPLAUSE HEALTHCARE

SHOP NO. 10, (B-11), 14/23, NAWAB MANZIL, 2ND FLOOR, NAWABIA MARKET, FAWARA, AGRA-282003, UP
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VERMA REGISTRATION SERVICE
E-133, KAMLA NAGAR, DELHI - 110 007.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PREGNANCY TEST CARD, STRIP, OVULATION TEST KIT, OVULATION TEST STRIPS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES,
DIAGNOSTIC KITS, SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DIAGNOSTIC APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 10.
MEHSHU

2708824  28/03/2014

KAPIL SHISHOO

trading as; MEHSHU BIOTECHNO SERVICES

MIE-379 P, BAHADURGARH, HARYANA

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES

213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Used Since: 11/10/1993

DELHI

SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH; ORTHOPAEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS; INCLUDED IN CLASS 10
2711199  02/04/2014
KHAIRATI LAL
trading as ; KHAIRATI ENGINEERING WORKS
61, SHYAM NAGAR, NEAR OKHLA ESTATE, NEW DELHI-110020
MANUFACTURER
Used Since : 01/04/1999
DELHI
MEDICAL & WELDING EQUIPMENTS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES
2791350  14/08/2014
RAMESH A. PANDEY
trading as ;HIB SURGICALS
GROUND FLOOR, MERWANJI BLDG, DR. E. BORGES ROAD, OPP. K.E.M. HOSPITAL, PAREL, MUMBAI-400012.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT / DEALER
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY,
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/01/2014

MUMBAI
SURGICAL AND ORTHOPAEDIC ARRARATUS INCLUDED IN CLASS 10

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE "" HIB SURGICAL ""
2808376   12/09/2014
SHASHIKANT C JASANI
ASHISH JASANI
GITA.S.JASANI
RITEN JASANI
trading as ;LABDHI PHARMA SURGICAL
47, EZRA STREET, 2ND FLOOR, ROOM NO. 204, KOLKATA- 700 001, WEST BENGAL
TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SEN ASSOCIATES
65 CHANDITALA STREET, UTTARPARA, HOOGHLY, PIN 712 258, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Used Since: 05/04/2010

KOLKATA

Surgical, Medical, Dental and Veterinary Apparatus and instruments including in Class 10.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016  Class 10

2808988  15/09/2014

DR. ANKIT BAGGA
1st FLOOR, TULIP TOWER, OPPOSITE STADIUM, BAREILLY-243001, UP
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND
TEETH; ORTHOPAEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS; INCLUDED IN CLASS 10
NIRSUPREME
Priority claimed from 20/03/2014; Application No. : 86/226,664 ;Israel
2811801  18/09/2014
MEDITNOL LTD.
Kiryat Atidim, Bldg. 8, 6158101 Tel Aviv, Israel
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS & SERVICE PROVIDERS
A company organized and existing under the laws of Israel
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICAL DEVICES, NAMELY STENTS AND STENT DELIVERY SYSTEMS
2812737  19/09/2014
GOVIND JEEVAN UTTAMCHANDANI
RAJESH JEEVAN UTTAMCHANDANI
trading as ;SHREE SANT KRIPA INTELLECTUAL
UNIT BEARING NO. 1201, 12TH FLOOR GOPA HEIGHT, PLOT NO. D-9, NETAJI SUBHASH PLCE, PITAM PURA, DELHI-110034
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MADAMSER & CO.
FLAT NO. E (GF), SAGAR APTS.,6, TILAK MARG, NEW DELHI-110001.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2614400, 2616004, 2616065
DELHI
SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ORTHOPEDIC MATERIAL, SUTURE MATERIALS, CONDOMS, CONTRACEPTIVE (NON-CHEMICAL).
KALLOWS
2813399  18/09/2014
KALLOWS ENGINEERING INDIA PVT. LTD.
trading as :Manufacturers & Merchants
S-7 2nd Floor, Pai House, Sadar, Ponda, Goa, India - 403 401
Manufacturers & Merchants
Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEERA CHATURE SANKHARI
Jupiter Law Partners Office # 123, First floor, Vipul Agora, MG Road, Gurgaon-122002
Used Since :06/04/2007
MUMBAI
Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopaedic articles; suture materials
MOBMON
2813412  18/09/2014
KALLOWS ENGINEERING INDIA PVT. LTD.
trading as :Manufacturers & Merchants
S-7 2nd Floor, Pai House, Sadar, Ponda, Goa, India - 403 401
Manufacturers & Merchants
Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEERA CHATURE SANKHARI
Jupiter Law Partners Office # 123, First floor, Vipul Agora, MG Road, Gurgaon-122002
Used Since :10/02/2011
MUMBAI
ECG machine, ECG machine combined with Pulse Oximeter (SpO2), other surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopaedic articles; suture materials
SOLARICE

Priority claimed from 13/08/2014; Application No. : 86/365,736 ;United States of America

2813908  22/09/2014

MEDTRONIC VASCULAR, INC.
3576 UNOCAL PLACE,SANTA ROSA,CALIFORNIA 95403,UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS.
A CORPORATION DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2503864

KOLKATA
MEDICAL CATHETERS AND BALLOON CATHETERS
ELECTOSOFT

2816396  22/09/2014

T. J. SMITH AND NEPHEW, LIMITED
PO BOX 81, 101 HESSLE ROAD, HULL, HU3 2BN, UNITED KINGDOM

Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RANJAN NARULA ASSOCIATES.
VATIKA TOWERS, 10TH FLOOR, BLOCK-B, SECTOR-54, GURGAON 122002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, (HARYANA)

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

ORTHOPAEDIC CAST PADDING; BANDAGES FOR JOINTS; PLASTER BANDAGES FOR ORTHOPAEDIC PURPOSES
ELECTOCAST

2816399    22/09/2014

T. J. SMITH AND NEPHEW, LIMITED
PO BOX 81, 101 HESSLE ROAD, HULL, HU3 2BN, UNITED KINGDOM
Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RANJAN NARULA ASSOCIATES.
VATIKA TOWERS, 10TH FLOOR, BLOCK-B, SECTOR-54, GURGAON 122002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, (HARYANA)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

BANDAGES FOR JOINTS; PLASTER BANDAGES FOR ORTHOPAEDIC PURPOSES; SUPPORT BANDAGES
1989111  05/07/2010
MOHIT ARORA
trading as ;VANSHIKA ELECTRONICS
TRANSFORMER SUNEHRA ROAD ROORKEE UK
MANUFACTURING MARKETING & TRADING
PROPRITORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :09/06/2009
DELHI
ALL KINDS OF FANS, COOLERS & ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRICAL ITEMS & THEIR ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
1992336  13/07/2010

RAJEEV GUPTA
SUNIL BHAMBRI

trading as ;SUPER CO-ORDINATORS.

Khasra NO.1986, Post& Village, Prahald Pur, Bangar, Delhi-42.

Manufacturer and Merchants
A Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJ TRADE MARK CO.
165-E, Kamla Nagar, Delhi-7.
Used Since: 01/08/1985

DELHI
L.P.G. Gas Stoves.
1992353  13/07/2010
KULSHARAN CHHABRA
trading as ;KULSHARAN CHHABRA
E-68 GRETAER KAILASH PART-2 NEW DELHI-48
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJ TRADE MARK CO.
165-E, KAMLA NAGAR, DELHI-7.
Used Since :01/04/2006
DELHI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES.
D’SONS SANITARY WARE (P) LTD.
S-63 BADLI INDL ESTATE PHASE-I DELHI-110042
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since : 12/07/2005

DELHI
C.P. BATHROOM FITTINGS INCLUDES INTERNAL FITTINGS, TAPS, COCKS P.V.C. FLUSH CISTERN, WASTE PIPE, JAILS, CONNECTIONS, WASH BASIN, STAINLESS SINK, SOAP, DISH, C.P. TOWEL ROD, PIPE FITTINGS & GOODS MADE FORM PLASTIC AS PER CLASS 11 FOR USE IN BATHROOM ACCESSORIES & SANITARY PURPOSES.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016  Class 11

2000445  28/07/2010
RAM KRISHAN
trading as ;SHIVAM POLYCON
E-32 INDUSTRIEL AREA RAM NAGAR CHANDAULI UP
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA TRADE MARK BUREAU
SA-17/130 M-M-3 (M.I.G.-3) ASHOK VIHAR COLONY PHASE-II PAHARIA VARANASI U.P
Used Since :15/02/2001

DELHI
WATER STOREG TANK INCLUDED IN CLASS 11
AQUA THRUST

2000486    28/07/2010

CARRIER CORPORATION
ONE CARRIER PLACE, FARMINGTON, CONNECTICUT 06034, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS
A DELAWARE CORPORATION

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

CHILLERS; AIR-COOLED CHILLER; REFRIGERATION DEVICES IN CLASS 11; APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES.
NEOCRAFT

2001087    29/07/2010
NEOLITE ZKW LIGHTING PVT. LTD.
B - 24, MAYA PURI INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE - I, NEW DELHI - 110064
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since: 12/08/2005

DELHI
MICRA
2002465   02/08/2010
KAMAL MEHTA
trading as : AAY PEE INDUSTRIES
F-262, BAWANA INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI-110039
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU.
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
FANS, GEYSERS, COOLERS, HEATERS, HEAT CONVECTORS, HEATING AND COOLING APPLIANCES, PARTS, FITTING AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF.
2003053  03/08/2010
S.K. MEHRA
RAJESH MEHRA
AJAY MEHRA
NISHI MEHRA
MALTI MEHRA
DEEPIKA MEHRA
VIDHI MEHRA
PARNINAY MEHRA
KANAV MEHRA
RANBIR RAJ MEHRA
PARICHAY MEHRA
M/S ESSCO SANITATIONS PVT. LTD
M/S K.R.A. LEASING LTD.

trading as : M/S. JAQUAR MERCANTILE
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Used Since : 01/08/2009

DELHI

ELECTRIC BULBS, TUBES, COOKING TOASTERS, HOT PLATES, COOKING RANGE, OVENS, INSTALLATIONS FOR LIGHTING HEATING, VENTILATING, COOKING, GENERATING, LAMPS, AIR-CONDITIONERS, GEYSERS, ROOM COOLERS, AIR COOLERS, ROOM HEATERS, FANS, ELECTRIC IRONS, COOLERS, ROOM FRESHENERS, REFREIGRATORS, EMERGENCY LIGHTS, FIRE AND SECURITY ALARMS ELECTRIC CFL LAMPS AND FIXTURES FOR LIGHTING, GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
2003054  03/08/2010
S.K. MEHRA
RAJESH MEHRA
AJAY MEHRA
NISHI MEHRA
MALTI MEHRA
DEEPIKA MEHRA
VIDHI MEHRA
PARNINAY MEHRA
KANAV MEHRA
RANBIR RAJ MEHRA
PARICHAY MEHRA
trading as; M/S. JAQUAR MERCANTILE
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Used Since : 01/08/2009
DELHI
ELECTRIC BULBS, TUBES, COOKING TOASTERS, HOT PLATES, COOKING RANGE, OVENS, INSTALLATIONS FOR LIGHTING HEATING, VENTILATING, COOKING, GENERATING, LAMPS, AIR CONDITIONERS, GEYSERS, ROOM COOLERS, AIR COOLERS, ROOM HEATERS, FANS, ELECTRIC IRONS, COOLERS, ROOM FRESHENERS, REFRIGERATORS, EMERGENCY LIGHTS, FIRE AND SECURITY ALARMS, ELECTRIC CFL LAMPS AND FIXTURES FOR LIGHTING, GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016 Class 11

2003059 03/08/2010
S.K. MEHRA
RAJESH MEHRA
AJAY MEHRA
NISHI MEHRA
MALTI MEHRA
DEEPIKA MEHRA
VIDHI MEHRA
PARNINAY MEHRA
KANAV MEHRA
RANBIR RAJ MEHRA
PARICHAY MEHRA

trading as; M/S. JAQUAR MERCANTILE
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Used Since: 01/08/2009

DELHI
ELECTRIC BULBS, TUBES, COOKING TOASTERS, HOT PLATES, COOKING RANGE, OVENS, INSTALLATIONS FOR LIGHTING HEATING, VENTILATING, COOKING, GENERATING, LAMPS, AIR CONDITIONERS, GEYSERS, ROOM COOLERS, AIR COOLERS, ROOM HEATERS, FANS, ELECTRIC IRONS, COOLERS, ROOM FRESHENERS, REFRIGERATORS, EMERGENCY LIGHTS, FIRE AND SECURITY ALARMS, ELECTRIC CFL LAMPS AND FIXTURES FOR LIGHTING, GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE "CLASSIC".
RENDEZVOUS

2003060  03/08/2010
S.K. MEHRA
RAJESH MEHRA
AJAY MEHRA
NISHI MEHRA
MALT MEHRA
DEEPIKA MEHRA
VIDHI MEHRA
PARNINAY MEHRA
KANAV MEHRA
RANBIR RAJ MEHRA
PARICHAY MEHRA
trading as ;M/S. JAQUAR MERCANTILE
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Used Since :01/08/2009

DELHI
ELECTRIC BULBS, TUBES, COOKING TOASTERS, HOT PLATES, COOKING RANGE, OVENS, INSTALLATIONS FOR
LIGHTING HEATING, VENTILATING, COOKING, GENERATING, LAMPS, AIR CONDITIONERS, GEYSERS, ROOM COOLERS,
AIR COOLERS, ROOM HEATERS, FANS, ELECTRIC IRONS, COOLERS, ROOM FRESHENERS, REFRIGERATORS,
EMERGENCY LIGHTS, FIRE AND SECURITY ALARMS, ELECTRIC CFL LAMPS AND FIXTURES FOR LIGHTING, GOODS
INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
2003062  03/08/2010

S.K. MEHRA
RAJESH MEHRA
AJAY MEHRA
NISHI MEHRA
MALTI MEHRA
DEEPIKA MEHRA
VIDHI MEHRA
PARNINAY MEHRA
KANAV MEHRA
RANBIR RAJ MEHRA
PARICHAY MEHRA

trading as ;M/S. JAQUAR MERCANTILE
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Used Since :01/01/2007

DELHI
BATHROOM FITTINGS, ACCESSORIES AND APPARATUS FOR WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES, GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
2003064    03/08/2010
JAQUAR & COMPANY PVT.LTD.
C-20, S.M.A CO-OP INDUSTRIAL ESTATE G.T.ROAD KANRNAL ROAD DELHI-33
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
The Acme Company
B-41, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi - 110013.
Used Since: 01/02/2010

DELHI
BATHROOM FITTINGS, ACCESSORIES AND APPARATUS FOR WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES, GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
2003065   03/08/2010
JAQUAR & COMPANY PVT.LTD.
C-20, S.M.A CO-OP INDUSTRIAL ESTATE G.T.ROAD KANRNAL ROAD DELHI-33
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Used Since :01/02/2010

DELHI
BATHROOM FITTINGS, ACCESSORIES AND APPARATUS FOR WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES, GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
2003070  03/08/2010
JAQUAR & COMPANY PVT.LTD.
C-20, S.M.A CO-OP INDUSTRIAL ESTATE G.T.ROAD KANRNAL ROAD DELHI-33
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Used Since :13/04/1996
DELHI
BATHROOM FITTINGS, ACCESSORIES AND APPARATUS FOR WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES, GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
JAQUAR & COMPANY PVT.LTD.
C-20, S.M.A CO-OP INDUSTRIAL ESTATE G.T.ROAD KANRnal ROAD DELHI-33
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Used Since : 13/04/2009

DELHI
BATHROOM FITTINGS, ACCESSORIES AND APPARATUS FOR WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES, GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
2003073  03/08/2010
JAQUAR & COMPANY PVT.LTD.
C-20, S.M.A CO-OP INDUSTRIAL ESTATE G.T.ROAD KANRNAL ROAD DELHI-33
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Used Since :13/04/1999

DELHI
BATHROOM FITTINGS, ACCESSORIES AND APPARATUS FOR WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES, GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
2003134  03/08/2010
MONIKA GUPTA
trading as ;M/S. ARYAN ENTERPRISES
NEAR GURUNANAK B.ED COLLEGE, CHAK JALLO, BARI BRAHAMANA, JAMMU.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/07/2010

DELHI
ALL KINDS OF FANS & COOLERS & THEIR ACCESSORIES
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE AIR PILOT.
MONIKA GUPTA 
trading as ;M/S. ARYAN ENTERPRISES 
NEAR GURUNANAK B.ED COLLEGE, CHAK JALLO, BARI BRAHAMANA, JAMMU. 
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING 
Address for service in India/Agents address: 
LALJI ADVOCATES 
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092. 
Used Since :01/07/2010 
DELHI 
ALL KINDS OF FANS & COOLERS & THEIR ACCESSORIES 
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ROYAL, CLASSIC.
SHEELCO
2004577  05/08/2010
NEERAJ KAUSHIK
trading as ;SHEEL INDUSTRIES
203, SHIVA KHAND, VISHKARMA NAGAR, DELHI - 110095
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTRERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since :01/04/2007

DELHI
SANITARY AND BATHROOM FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
T-Series

The Superior Fan

2005199  06/08/2010
SUPER CASSETTES INDUSTRIES LIMITED
E-2/16, WHITE HOUSE, ANSARI ROAD, DARYA GANJ, NEW DELHI-110 002.
MANUFACTURER&MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R.K.DEWAN & CO.
236/237, VARDHMAN FASHION MALL, NEAR MAHAVIR HOSPITAL, LSC ROAD NO. 43, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34
Used Since :01/02/1996
DELHI
FANS, REFRIGERATOR, TOASTER, MICROWAVE OVEN, ELECTRIC EGG BOILER, WATER COOLER, WATER HEATER,
ELECTRIC RICE COOKER, ELECTRIC ICE CRUSHER AND APPARATUS FOR DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY
AND SANITARY PURPOSES.
2005406  06/08/2010
ANJU KUMAR
trading as ;VIJAY SONS MARKETING CO.
5126/12, HARPPOOL SINGH BUILDING, CLOCK TOWER, SUBJI MANDI, DELHI
MERCHANTS/MANUFATURES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :30/10/2006
DELHI
DOMESTIC ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC HOME APPLIANCES, PARTS AND ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN CLASS-11.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1774053.
2005414 06/08/2010
ASHOK KUMAR ARORA
trading as ;VAJRA FAUCETS
KRISHNA NAGAR, MATHURA - 281004, U.P
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :15/01/2005

DELHI
C.P. BATHROOM FITTINGS INCLUDES TAPS, COCKS P.V.C FLUSH CISTERN, WASTE PIPE, JALIS, CONNECTIONS, WASH BESIN, STAINLESS SINK, SOAP DISH, C.P. TOWEL ROD, SHOWER PANNEI, VANITY, TOILET SEAT COVER, BATH TUBS, GLASS BOWEL & GOODS MADE FROM PLASTIC AS PER CLASS 11 FOR USE IN BATHROOM ACCESSORIES & SANITARY PURPOSES
POWER GOLD

2005640  09/08/2010
AJAY KUMAR SINHA
trading as ;BHARAT ENTERPRISES
A-240 SUDERSHAN PARK NEW DELHI-15
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2007

DELHI
ALL KINDS OF CFL, GLS LAMP, TUBE LIGHT
USHA STRIKER-THE SUPERFAST COOLING FAN

2006059  09/08/2010

M/S. USHA INTERNATIONAL LTD.
SURYA KIRAN BUILDING, 19, KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTINGS HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES INCLUDING FANS AND PARTS THEREOF.
2007668  11/08/2010
MR. MAHESH GUPTA
H - 35, SOUTH EXTN., PART - 1, NEW DELHI - 110035
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHARTI REGISTRATION SERVICE.
EC-54, SFS MAYA ENCLAVE, MAYA PURI, OPP. JAIL ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110 064.
Used Since :01/04/1999
DELHI
WATER PURIFIERS.
2007670  11/08/2010
MR. MAHESH GUPTA
H - 35, SOUTH EXTN., PART-1, NEW DELHI - 110035
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHARTI REGISTRATION SERVICE.
EC-54, SFS MAYA ENCLAVE, MAYA PURI, OPP. JAIL ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110 064.
Used Since :01/04/1999

DELHI
WATER PURIFIERS.
2007673   11/08/2010
MR. MAHESH GUPTA
H - 35. SOUTH EXTN., PART - 1, NEW DELHI - 110035
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHARTI REGISTRATION SERVICE.
EC-54, SFS MAYA ENCLAVE, MAYA PURI, OPP. JAIL ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110 064.
Used Since :01/04/1999

DELHI
WATER PURIFIERS.
2007674  11/08/2010
MR. MAHESH GUPTA
H - 35, SOUTH EXTN., PART - 1, NEW DELHI - 110035
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHARTI REGISTRATION SERVICE.
EC-54, SFS MAYA ENCLAVE, MAYA PURI, OPP. JAIL ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110 064.
Used Since :01/04/1999

DELHI
WATER PURIFIERS.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1553138.
2007675   11/08/2010

MR. MAHESH GUPTA
H - 35, SOUTH EXTN., PART - 1, NEW DELHI - 110035
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHARTI REGISTRATION SERVICE.
EC-54, SFS MAYA ENCLAVE, MAYA PURI, OPP. JAIL ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110 064.
Used Since :01/04/1999

DELHI
WATER PURIFIERS.
2007676    11/08/2010
MR. MAHESH GUPTA
H - 35, SOUTH EXTN., PART - 1, NEW DELHI - 110035
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHARTI REGISTRATION SERVICE.
EC-54, SFS MAYA ENCLAVE, MAYA PURI, OPP. JAIL ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110 064.
Used Since :01/04/1999

DELHI
WATER PURIFIERS.
2092354  31/01/2011
SPENTIKA CERAMIC PVT. LTD.
trading as ;SPENTIKA CERAMIC PVT. LTD.
MATEL ROAD, 8-A, NATIONAL HIGHWAY, OPP. RAMOJI GRANITO PVT. LTD., AT. DHUVA, TAL : WANKANER, DIST : RAJKOT, GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT/SERVICE PROVIDER
SANITARYWARE AND BATH FITTINGS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SANITARY WARE AND BATH FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS -11.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726  04/01/2016  Class 11

2153948  02/06/2011
TSANN KUEN (ZHANGZHOU) ENTERPRISE CO., LTD.
LONGCHI DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT, ZHANGZHOU, FUJIAN PROVINCE, CHINA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF P.R. CHINA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES.
405, KAPADIA CHAMBER, 599, J.S.S.ROAD, MARINE LINES, MUMBAI-400 002.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
LIGHTING INSTALLATIONS FOR AIR VEHICLES; LIGHT BULBS; LIGHT BULBS, ELECTRIC; ARC LAMPS; ELECTRIC LAMPS; LAMPS; LANTERNS FOR LIGHTING; LAMP CASINGS; INCANDESCENT BURNERS; BURNERS FOR LAMPS; POCKET SEARCHLIGHTS; POCKET TORCHES, ELECTRIC; CARBON FOR ARC LAMPS; LAMP GLASSES; DISCHARGE TUBES, ELECTRIC, FOR LIGHTING; LIGHT DIFFUSERS; SOCKETS FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTS; LIGHTING APPARATUS AND INSTALLATIONS; PROJECTOR LAMPS, CHANDELIERS; CEILING LIGHTS; FILAMENTS FOR ELECTRIC LAMPS; FLARES, CURLING LAMPS; GERMICIDAL LAMPS FOR PURIFYING AIR; LAMP GLOBES; LABORATORY LAMPS; ULTRAVIOLET RAY LUMPS, NOT FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; SAFETY LAMPS; LAMP REFLECTORS; CHINESE LANTERNS; FAIRY LIGHTS FOR FESTIVE DECORATION; LUMINOUS TUBES FOR LIGHTING; MAGNESIUM FILAMENTS FOR LIGHTING; MINERS LAMPS; LIGHTS, ELECTRIC FOR CHRISTMAS TREES; LUMINOUS HOUSE NUMBERS; FLASHLIGHTS [TORCHES]; SEARCHLIGHTS; TORCHES FOR LIGHTING LAMP SHADES; LAMP SHADE HOLDERS; STANDARD LAMPS; STREET LAMPS; AQUARIUM LIGHTS; DIVING LIGHTS; LIGHTS FOR VEHICLES; ANTI-DAZZLE DEVICES FOR AUTOMOBILES [LAMP FITTINGS]; HEADLIGHTS FOR AUTOMOBILES; BICYCLE LIGHTS; LIGHT BULBS FOR DIRECTIONAL SIGNALS FOR VEHICLES; CYCLE LIGHTS; VEHICLE HEADLIGHTS; VEHICLE REFLECTORS; LIGHTING APPARATUS FOR VEHICLES; LAMPS FOR DIRECTIONAL SIGNALS OF AUTOMOBILES; LIGHTS FOR AUTOMOBILES; MICROWAVE OVENS [COOKING APPARATUS]; BAKERS OVENS; COFFEE MACHINES, ELECTRIC; RADIATORS, ELECTRIC; HEATERS FOR HEATING IRONS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016 Class 11

ANIL DALMIA
NAVEEN DALMIA
trading as: DALMIA INDUSTRIES
J-254, SEC-1, BAWANA IND. AREA DELHI
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
C-102 GALI NO. 3 II FLOOR ROOM NO. B-4 UPPAR ASHOKA JIM BHAJANPURA DELHI-110053
Used Since: 02/08/2010

DELHI
ALL TYPE OF BATH FITTING AND SANITARY PURPOSE
Leopard
2436297  03/12/2012
MR RAJESH LAMBA
trading as :OASIS APPLIANCES
170, BABA HIRDAY RAM INDUSTRIAL AREA, MEJESAR, FARIDABAD-121005
MANUFACTURER/MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
D-MARK REGISTRATION CO.
4675/21, ANSARI ROAD, DARYA GANJ, NEW DELHI - 110 002.
Used Since :01/12/1996

DELHI
LIGHTING INSTALLATIONS, HEATING ELEMENTS ROOM HEATERS, FAN, HEATERS, TABLE LAMPS, IMMERSION HEATERS, TOASTERS, GEYSERS, HOT PLATES, HEAT CONVRCTERS, OVENS,COOLERS, TORCH LIGHT, GAS LIGHTERS, EMERGENCY LIGHT, CEILING ROSES, HAIR DRYERS, HEATING APPARATUS, AIR CONDITIONERS, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, STEAM GENERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, HOME APPLIANCES & PARTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 11
PAILAN PARK DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY LTD.

EXPRESSION TOWER, 42A, SHAKESPEARE SARANI, KOLKATA - 700 017, WEST BENGAL

Manufacturer(s), Merchant(s), Trader(s), Exporter(s).

AN INDIAN COMPANY.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78, N.S.C. BOSE ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA 700 040, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Used Since: 18/12/2003

KOLKATA

Apparatus for Lighting, Heating, Cooling, Steam Generating, Cooking, Refrigerating, Drying, Ventilating, Sterilizing, Water Supply and Sanitary Purposes; Air Conditioning Apparatus; Microwave Ovens (Cooking Apparatus); Stoves; Burners; Roasters; Toasters; Electric Coffee Machines; Chimney Blowers; Hair Dryers; Water Purification Installations; Filters for Drinking Water; Water Heaters; Bath Installations; Lamps; Chandeliers; Lamp Shades; Electric Fans for Personal Use.
AGARWAL'S
2449411 26/12/2012
AGARWAL CREATIONS PVT LTD
trading as : AGARWAL CREATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
GITA KUNJ, SHANTI NIKEHAN HOUSING COMPLEX, JYOTINAGAR, SEVOK ROAD, SILIGURI, PIN - 734 001, WEST BENGAL.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT & TRADER.
AN INDIAN COMPANY.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL
Used Since :02/02/2008
KOLKATA
FILTERS FOR DRINKING WATER, WATER PURIFICATION INSTALLATIONS, WATER PURIFYING APPARATUS AND MACHINES, WATER SOFTENING APPARATUS AND INSTALLATIONS, WATER STERILIZERS, DOMESTIC, COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL WATER FILTRATIONS SYSTEMS, WATER FILTERS, WATER PURIFICATION SYSTEM, AND WATER PURIFIERS.
2451220  28/12/2012
Reshmi Kumari
trading as ;VIDYUT ANUSANDHAN
ANAND BIHAR COLONY,AMBEDKAR PATH,PATNA,BIHAR-800014
Manufacturer, Merchant and Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL
Used Since :20/12/2010
KOLKATA
Fluorescent and Electric Lamps; Fluorescent Tubes for Lighting
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016

AIR KARISHMA

2457198   09/01/2013

PRADIP JAISWAL.

trading as ;S.D. ELECTRIC CO.

7A,HOSPITAL STREET,KOLKATA 700072,WEST BENGAL

Manufacturer & Merchant.

Address for service in India/Agents address:

CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Used Since :01/04/1992

KOLKATA

Fans of all kind being include in Class-11
TORAYVINO

2457530  09/01/2013
TORAY KABUSHIKI KAISHA (TORAY INDUSTRIES, INC.)
1-1, NIHONBASHI-MUROMACHI 2-CHOME, CHUO-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS.
A CORPORATION DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
SHOWERS; SHOWER UNITS; SHOWER HEADS
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. - 1515154.
2470655  01/02/2013
SHAILESH KUMAR GUPTA
trading as ;SAIMEX ENTERPRISES
157 A, LENIN SARANI, KOLKATA 700013, WEST BENGAL
Manufacturer, Merchant & Trader.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, 3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.), KOLKATA 700 069, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 27/07/2007
KOLKATA
Fans of all kind being include in Class-11
2580291  14/08/2013
SH. DUSHYANT KUMAR JAIN  
trading as ;BHARAT IMPEX  
3706, BARNAA STREET BARA TOOTI SADAR BAZAR DELHI 110006  
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES  
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9  
Proposed to be Used  
DELHI  
C.P.SANITARY & BATHROOM FITTINGS & ACCESSORIES THEREOF INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
2619540  28/10/2013
NIKUNJ BHAI NAGJIBHAI SAGARAKIYA
VINODBHAI CHHAGANBHAI SANARIYA
NILESHBHAI CHATURBHAI SANARIYA
HARESHBHAI DAMJIBHAI KAILA
ARVINDBHAI DEVJIBHAI DHORIYANI
trading as M/S. ROSHNI INTERIOR PRODUCT
JETPAR ROAD, BELA VILLAGE, TALUKA MORBI, Dist. RAJKOT, (GUJARAT)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
STAINLESS STEEL KITCHEN SINKS AND ITS ACCESSORIES AND FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 11
K.I. KELVINATOR

2626757    13/11/2013

RENU BANSAL
trading as :KRISHNA INDUSTRIES
41/5 SPORTS COMPLEX ENCLAVE DELHI ROAD MEERUT
MANUFACTURERS AND MARCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

YUDHISH KUMAR GUPTA
SANTOSH & CO. UNION BANK BLDG., 1ST FLOOR, KHUNIPUL, BEGUM BRIDGE RD., MEERUT-250001 (U.P.)

Used Since :01/01/2012

DELHI

of GLS LAMPS, NIGHT LAMPS, FLUORSCENT TUBES, CFL & ELECTRICAL GOODS
HALO

Priority claimed from 18/05/2013; Application No. : 85/936,055 ;United States of America

2628952 18/11/2013

ERLAB D.F.S. S.A.S.
PARC D'AFFAIRES DES PORTES B.P. 403 VAL DE REUIL CEDEX F-27104 FRANCE
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INCORPORATED IN FRANCE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

AIR FILTRATION DEVICES FOR PURGING CHEMICALS OR BIOLOGICAL AGENTS FROM AIR, AND FILTRATION CARTRIDGES FOR USE
OVERTAKE

2682592  19/02/2014
TARACHAND KAKWANI
trading as ;TARACHAND KAKWANI
GP-68 FF, OPP GOPAL MANDIR KA SAMNA, PITAMPURA NEW DELHI 110034
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :04/04/2010
DELHI
C.P. BATHROOM FITTINGS INCLUDES TAPS, COCKS P.V.C FLUSH CISTERN, WASTE PIPE, JALIS, CONNECTIONS,
WASH BASIN, STAINLESS SINK, SOAP DISH, C.P. TOWET ROD & GOODS MADE FROM PLASTIC USE IN BATHROOM
ACCESSORIES & SANITARY PURPOSES AS PER CLASS 11.
2706052  25/03/2014
RISHANG OPTOELECTRONICS CO., LTD.
FL.3 to 5, Block 2, Hongfa Jiateli Hi-Tech Park, Shixin Community, Shiyan Town, Bao An District, Shenzhen City, Guang Dong, 518108, China
Manufacturer and Merchant

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.
Used Since : 30/07/2010

DELHI
Light bulbs; Lamps; Lighting apparatus and installations; Ceiling lights; Fairy lights for festive decoration; Flashlights [torches]; Light-emitting diodes [LED] lighting apparatus; Stage lamps and lanterns; Fluorescent lamp tube; Automobile lights.
WESTFIELD

2706296   26/03/2014
SUBHASH CHANDER TANDON
trading as; WESTFIELD LIGHTING COMPANY
156, AVTAR ENCLAVE, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110063
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADE MARK PROTEC CO.
A - 501, YOUNG AHERIA G.G.H.S. LTD, PLOT NO. 2, SECTOR - 7, DWARKA, NEW DELHI - 110075

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING INCLUDING LUMINOUS, LAMPS GLS, HALOGEN, MV, SV, MH, FLUORESCENT, LED;
APPARATUS FOR HEATING INCLUDING GEYSERS; APPARATUS FOR STEAM GENERATING, COOKING,
REFRIGERATING, VENTILATING INCLUDING FANS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS -11
2710733  02/04/2014
TRILOKI NATH
trading as ;VINAYAK STORES
SHOP NO. 36, DALHATTA, ISHESHWARGANJ, VARANASI-221001, UP
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHASTRI REGISTRATION BUREAU
2-5, (1ST FLOOR), GYAN MANDAL PLAZA, MAIDAGIN, VARANASI, (U.P.).
Used Since :04/12/1998
DELHI
ALL KIND OF FANS, EXHAUST FANS, FRESH AIR FANS, COOLER FANS, AIR CIRCULATORS, LIGHTING EQUIPMENTS, TORCHES FOR LIGHTING
MR. GYAN PRAKASH SINGHALA
trading as: ARIHANT POLYMERS
POCKET-G-4/6/7, 2ND FLOOR, SECTOR-11, ROHINI, DELHI-110085
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Used Since: 02/12/2006
DELHI
FLUSHING CISTERN & SEAT COVER.
2801838  02/09/2014
KUNJ BEHARI.

trading as ; ARORA INDUSRIES
Manufacturing & Trading

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Used Since :01/08/1988

To be associated with:
620978
DELHI

L.P.GAS STOVE, BIO GAS STOVES BURNERS & ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN CLASS-11
JALADEE

2808698   10/09/2014
PRIYANSHI INDUSTRIES
trading as :Priyanshi Industries
H.No. 5-84/11, Phase-2, Prashanth Nagar, Doolapally, Quthbullapur, Jeedimetla, Hyderabad 500044, Telangana
Manufacturers, Merchants, Exporters

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
409 Prajay Corporate House, 1-10-63 & 64, Chikoti Gardens, Begumpet, Hyderabad - 500016

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Sinks included in class 11
PURELUM

2809691   12/09/2014
LIGHTO TECHNOLOGIES PVT LTD
LUNKAD TOWERS VIMAN NAGAR, PUNE-411 014
Manufacturers and Traders
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
IFAIJA CENTRE, S/20-22, GREATER NOIDA SHOPPING PLAZA, UPSIDC SITE IV, KASNA ROAD, GREATER NOIDA - 201 308,
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, DELHI-

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Lighting Apparatus and Installations; LED Lighting Apparatus, Fitting & Fixture for Lighting Apparatus
NOVUM

2810569    15/09/2014
LIGHTO TECHNOLOGIES PVT LTD
LUNKAD TOWERS VIMAN NAGAR, PUNE-411 014
Manufacturers and Traders
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
IFAIA CENTRE, S/20-22, GREATER NOIDA SHOPPING PLAZA, UPSIDC SITE IV, KASNA ROAD, GREATER NOIDA - 201 308,
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, DELHI-

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Lighting Apparatus and Installations; LED Lighting Apparatus, Fitting & Fixture for Lighting Apparatus
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016 Class 11

NIXIT GOLD
2812024 15/09/2014
NANDLAL SARSWA
trading as; M/s. SHREE BHAGWATI TRADERS
#5-1-636/1, Troop Bazar, Hyderabad 500 001, Telangana, India
Manufacturers, Marketers & Distributors

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RABBANI MOHD MUBIN
#808/2, 8th Floor, Babukhan Estate, Basheerbagh, Hyderabad-500 001, Andhra Pradesh, India
Used Since: 09/05/2011

CHENNAI
All Types of Lamps, Lights, CFL Bulbs & Lamps; Arc lamps, Discharge Tubes electric, for Lighting; LED Bulbs & Lamps; Ceiling lights; Chimneys lamps; Decoration Lights; Lanterns for lighting; Electric lights for Christmas trees; Electric lamps; Filaments for electric lamps; Halogen Tubes; Lamps, Luminous tubes for lighting; Lighting apparatus and installations; Light bulbs, electric; Light bulbs; Standard lamps; all being goods included in Class 11
CAONS

2814154  22/09/2014
TOSHIBA CARRIER CORPORATION
72-34 HORIKAWA-CHO,SAIWAI-KU,KAWASAKI-SHI,KANAGAWA 212-8585,JAPAN.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS.
A CORPORATION DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA
Used Since :01/08/2014

KOLKATA
AIRC CONDITIONING APPARATUS; HEAT PUMPS; CIRCULATING WARMING HEAT PUMPS; HEAT PUMP TYPE WATER
GENERATORS FOR INDUSTRIAL USE; HEAT PUMP TYPE WATER HEATING APPARATUS FOR INDUSTRIAL USE; WATER
HEATERS FOR INDUSTRIAL USE.
SARTAJ

1913281  25/01/2010

SWAM KAUR, trading as ;SARTAJ INDUSTRIES
WZ-283/20, VISHNU GARDEN, KHYALA, NEW DELHI - 110018
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since :10/08/1969

DELHI

SCOOTER PARTS AND MOTOR CYCLE PARTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 12.
1992354  13/07/2010
KULSHARAN CHHABRA
trading as ;KULSHARAN CHHABRA
E-68 GRETAER KAILASH PART-2 NEW DELHI-48
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIVIDUAL.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJ TRADE MARK CO.
165-E, KAMLA NAGAR, DELHI-7.
Used Since :01/04/2006

DELHI
VEHICLES; APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR OR WATER.
SURESH KUMAR
trading as IMAGE INDIA
E-590/11 MANGOL PURI NEW DELHI 83
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KHUSHI TRADE MARK CO.
BLOCK A-1/15, NEAR SANT HOSPITAL, SHASTRI MARG, SANT NAGAR, BURARI DELHI-110084
Used Since: 01/05/2007

DELI
BATTERY CHARGER, IGNITION QUAIL & AUTO ELECTRICAL PARTS FOR USE IN MOTOR LAND VEHICLE INCLUDED IN CLASS 12
2001402  30/07/2010
BELLSONICA CORPORATION
630-18 YAMACUCHI KOSAI CITY SHIZUOKA PREFECTURE 4310443 JAPAN
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA REGISTRATION SERVICE
Used Since :21/08/2006

DELHI
AUTOMOBILE PARTS.
MOONSTAR
2002778  03/08/2010
SH. YOGESH KUMAR
trading as ;M/S. MOONSTAR INTERNATIONAL
51 ST NO-2 DASMESH NAGAR LINK ROAD HUNJAN MARKET SHOP NO-5 LUDHIANA-141003

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI TRADE MARK CO.
"BRAND HOUSE",54-55, SUPER CYCLE MARKET, OPP. KWALITY KANDA, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PUNJAB).

Used Since :28/07/2010

DELHI
MANUFACTURERS, SUPPLIERS & EXPORTERS OF ALL KINDS OF COMPLETE BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, RICKSHAWS, PARTS, FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF (INCLUDING TYRES & TUBES) FOR SALE IN INDIA & FOR EXPORT INCLUDED IN CLASS 12.
2003253  03/08/2010
ASHOK KUMAR MITTAL

trading as ;M/S. R. G. ENTERPRISES
NEAR PRITHVI NATH MANDIR, SHAHGANJ, AGRA, U.P.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :01/11/1995

DELHI

AUTOMOBILE SPARES OF ALL KINDS INCLUDING LINER, PISTON, PISTON RINGS AND PINS, BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-12

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD "TOP".
2003254    03/08/2010

ANIL MITTAL

trading as :INDIAN AGRICULTURE & AUTOMOBILE CORPN.
138 - A, NORTH IDGAH COLONY, AGRA, U.P
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :01/04/1975

DELHI

AUTOMOBILE SPARES OF ALL KINDS INCLUDING LINER, PISTON, PISTON RINGS AND PINS, BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 12.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD METRO".
Multilife 2000

2004340  05/08/2010

CONTINENTAL INDIA LIMITED
Copia Corporate Suites, 106, Building No. 9, DDA Jasola District Centre, New Delhi 110025, India
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VAISH ASSOCIATES
1ST FLOOR, MOHAN DEV BUILDING, 13 TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI-1
Used Since :25/04/2000

DELHI
TYRES AND INNER TUBES FOR VEHICLES.
Signeo

2004538  05/08/2010

MARUTI SUZUKI INDIA LIMITED (MSIL)
PLOT NO 1 NELSON MANDELA ROAD VASANT KUNJ NEW DELHI-70.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

VEHICLES; APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR OR WATER INCLUDING PARTS THEREOF.
**Vivace**

2004541  05/08/2010

MARUTI SUZUKI INDIA LIMITED (MSIL)
PLOT NO 1 NELSON MANDELA ROAD VASANT KUNJ NEW DELHI-70.

A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

**Address for service in India/Agents address:**
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

**Proposed to be Used**

**DELHI**

Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water including parts thereof.
PT ELANGPERDANA TYRE INDUSTRY
JALAN ELANG-DESA SUKAHATI, CITEUREUP, BOGOR 16810 INDONESIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT.
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE INDONESIA

Address for service in India/Angents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.
Used Since :01/08/2005

DELHI
TIRE, VEHICLE TIRE , TUBES TIRES FOR VEHICLE AND WHEELS
2004591  05/08/2010
ANIL GOSWAMI
trading as ;B. S. AUTOMOTIVE
WZ - 283/324 A, VISHNU GARDEN EXTN. MADDI WALI GALI, NEW DELHI - 110018
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since : 01/04/2007
DELCI
AUTO PARTS AND FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 12 FOR USE IN VLOTOR LAND VEHICLES.
NPLUS

2004597  05/08/2010
NGK PIONEER SEALS PVT. LTD.
RZ - 89, NARSINGH GARDEN, NEW DELHI - 110015

A COMAPNY DULY&NCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since :01/04/2007

DELHI

PARTS AND FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 12 FOR USE IN MOTOR LAND VEHICLES.
KENMORE VIKAS(INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
12-A SHIVAJI MARG NEW DELHI-110015
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS&SERVICES PROVIDER.
AN COMPANY INCORPATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Used Since: 01/12/1981

DELHI
AUTOMOBILE PRODUCTS AND ITS COMPONENTS THEREOF INCLUDED IN CLASS 12.
ESQ
2005867  09/08/2010
NISSAN JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA
trading as ;NISSAN MOTOR CO., LTD.
NO. 2, TAKARA-CHO, KANAGAWA - KU, YOKOHAMA-SHI,KANAGAWA-KEN, JAPAN.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A CORPORATION OF JAPAN ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER TEH LAWS OF JAPAN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KOCHHAR & CO
TECHNOPOLIS BUILDING, TOWER-B, 3RD FLOOR, SECTOR-54, DLF GOLF COURSE ROAD, GURGOAN-122002.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
AUTOMOBILES, WAGONS, TRUCKS, VEHICLE VANS, SPORT UTILITY VEHICLES, BUSES, RECREATIONAL VEHICLES (RV), SPORTS CARS, RACING CARS, LORRIES, FORK LIFT TRUCKS, AND TOWING TRACTORS (TRACTORS), AND STRUCTURAL PARTS AND FITTINGS THEREFOR; TRACTORS; ANTI-THEFT ALARMS FOR VEHICLES; ADHESIVE RUBBER PATCHES FOR REPAIRING TUBES OR TIRES; ALL INCLUDED IN INTERNATIONAL CLASS 12.
MANOHAR
2006331 09/08/2010
ANJU ARORA
trading as ;MANOHAR CYCLE INDUSTRIES
F - 209 - B (P), PHASE - VIII, FOCAL POINT, LUDHIANA - 141010, PUNJAB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2007

DELHI
BICYCLE AND ITS PARTS.
S200

2006750   10/08/2010

M/S. THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY
200 INNOVATION WAY, AKRON, OHIO - 44316 - 0001, UNITED STATE OF AMERICA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.
(A COMPANY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF OHIO, U.S.A.)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
TIRES
D300

2006751  10/08/2010

M/S. THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY
200 INNOVATION WAY, AKRON, OHIO - 44316 - 0001, UNITED STATE OF AMERICA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.
(A COMPANY ORGANISED AND existing UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF OHIO, U.S.A.)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
TIRES.
D200

2006753  10/08/2010

M/S. THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY
200 INNOVATION WAY, AKRON, OHIO - 44316 - 0001, UNITED STATE OF AMERICA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.
(A COMPANY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF OHIO, U.S.A.)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

TIRES
2007167  10/08/2010
SHINE WHEEL BICYCLE CO.LIMITED
2F NO-2 PUBEI LU YUNPU INDUSTRY ZONE HUANGPU DISTT GUANG ZHOU P.R. CHINA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF P.R.CHINA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
D-5, SECOND FLOOR, SECTOR-10, NOIDA-201301 (U.P.)
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
DINING CARS; MOTOR CARS; VEHICLE WHEEL SPOKES; LUGGAGE CARRIERS FOR VEHICLES; VEHICLE WHEELS;
BICYCLES; BICYCLE HANDLE BARS; CYCLE MUDGUARDS; BICYCLE SADDLES; SADDLES FOR BICYCLES, CYCLES OR
MOTORCYCLES; BICYCLE FRAMES; BICYCLE BASKETS; ELECTRICAL BICYCLE; ELECTRO-TRICYCLE; MOPED;
BICYCLE PUMPS; FUNICULARS; WHEELCHAIRS; SLEIGHS (VEHICLES); TIRES FOR VEHICLE WHEELS; TIRES FOR
BICYCLES; REPAIR OUTFITS FOR INNER TUBES; PARACHUTES; BOATS.
2218137   11/10/2011
MOHD. SALEEM
trading as ;CHAK DE INDIA
RZR 97 NEAR DILER MAHINDI FIRM HOUSE NIHAL VIHAR NANGLOI DELHI 110034
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
C-102 GALI NO. 3 II FLOOR ROOM NO. B-4 UPPAR ASHOKA JIM BHAJANPURA DELHI-110053
Used Since :25/05/2010
DELHI
PARTS AND FITTINGS OF MOTOR LAND VEHICLES SIDE BOX AND ACCESSORIES IN CLASS 12
2235737 18/11/2011
SUMIT GUPTA
trading as; SHREEJI AUTOMOTIVES
A-26, LAJPAT NAGAR, PART-1 NEW DELHI
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
C-102 GALI NO. 3 II FLOOR ROOM NO. B-4 UPPAR ASHOKA JIM BHAJANPURA DELHI-110053
Used Since: 02/08/2010
DELHI
PARTS AND FITTING MOTOR LAND VEHICLES
2292283  01/03/2012
ASHISH TRIPATHI
trading as ;RUDRA ENTERPRISES
KALLEY ROAD NEAR DISTT HOPITAL BASTI UP
MERCHANTS / MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
C-102 GALI NO. 3 II FLOOR ROOM NO. B-4 UPPAR ASHOKA JIM BHAJANPURA DELHI-110053
Used Since :20/11/2011
DELHI
CAR SEAT COVER AND CAR ACCESSORIES IN CLASS 12
PAILAN PARK DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY LTD.

trading as: PAILAN PARK DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY LTD.

EXPRESS TOWER, 42A, SHAKESPEARE SARANI, KOLKATA - 700 017, WEST BENGAL

Manufacturer(s), Merchant(s), Trader(s), Exporter(s).

AN INDIAN COMPANY.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78, N.S.C. BOSE ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA 700 040, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Used Since: 18/12/2003

KOLKATA

Automobiles; Locomotives; Cars; Land Vehicles; Water Vehicles; Air Vehicles; Electric Vehicles; Motorcycles; Boats; Ships; Baby Carriages; Sports Cars; Cycles; Bicycles; Cable Cars; Wagons; Vans (Vehicles); Automobile Bodies; Vehicle Door and Window; Safety Belts for Vehicle Seats; Vehicle Wheels, Steering Wheels, Chassis, Hoods, Bumpers, Seats; Windscreens; Automobile Tyres; Brakes for Vehicles; Anti-Theft Devices for Vehicles.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726 , 04/01/2016       Class 12

AAKASH

2452088    31/12/2012
WHITE WAGON PVT. LTD.
C/O. ARROW MOTORS PVT. LTD., NR. GREEN LAND CIRCLE, 8-B. NATIONAL HIGHWAY, RAJKOT-3. GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MINI TRACTORS INCLUDED IN CLASS-12.
2706418  26/03/2014
MR. MANDEEP SINGH CHADHA
MR. AMARDEEP SINGH CHADHA
MR. RAJINDER KAUR

trading as ;CHADHA MOTOR SPARES
SHOP NO 4&5-1-ATAM NAGAR DURI ROAD LUDHIANA PB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHIV LAW HOUSE,
H-166, VIKAS PURI, NEW DELHI - 110 018.
Used Since :01/01/2013

DELHI

AUTOMOBILE CAR ACCESSORIES AND SPARE PARTS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016 Class 12

KONI
2811277 15/09/2014
KONI B.V.
Korteweg 2, 3261 NH Oud-Beijerland, The Netherlands
Manufacturers, Merchants and Service Providers
A corporation organised and existing under the laws of Netherlands

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP
C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014
Used Since: 01/12/1999

DELHI
Vehicle parts for vehicles of all kinds, including automobiles and rail vehicles, public transport and racing vehicles; electronically controlled vehicle regulating equipment; vehicle suspensions; shock absorbers; vibration dampers of all kinds including springs, shock absorbing legs, hydraulic devices including pumps, single valves, valve blocks; oil tanks; electric components including wires, connectors; tubes and pipes, complete travelling gear for road and racing sports vehicles; repair sets for the aforementioned goods.
2812611 19/09/2014
VANDANA GREEN-TECH PVT. LTD.
SUKRUT, Nr. P.D. Malaviya College, Gondal Road, Rajkot. (Gujarat) India.
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JIGNESH K. MAJITHIYA, ADVOCATE
J. K. Majithiya & Co. SF-71, Samruddhi Bhavan, Opp. Bombay Petrol Pump, Gondal Road, Rajkot 360 002. (GUJARAT)
Used Since :01/09/2014

AHMEDABAD
TRACTORS, MINI TRACTORS AND SPARE PARTS THEREOF, ENGINES AND MOTORS FOR LAND VEHICLES,
AUTOMOBILE PARTS INCLUDED IN CLASS -12
STC

2708572  28/03/2014

THE STATE TRADING CORPORATION OF INDIA LTD.
JAWAHAR VYAPAT BHAWAN, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI 110001
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.S. ASSOCIATES
I-116, SOUTH CITY-II, GURGAON-122002 HARYANA
Used Since :17/01/1976

DELHI

FIREARMS; AMMUNITION AND PROJECTILES; EXPLOSIVES; FIRE WORKS
2708582  28/03/2014
THE STATE TRADING CORPORATION OF INDIA LTD,
JAWAHAR VYAPAT BHAWAN, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI 110001
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.S. ASSOCIATES
I-116, SOUTH CITY-II, GURGAON-122002 HARYANA
Used Since :17/01/1976

DELHI
FIREARMS; AMMUNITION AND PROJECTILES; EXPLOSIVES; FIREWORKS
2378003  11/08/2012
WUZHOU XUPING JEWELRY CO., LTD.
No.60, Industrial Avenue, Longxu Town, Cangwu County, Wuzhou City, Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region, P. R. China
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES.
405, KAPADIA CHAMBERS, 599, J.S.S. ROAD, MARINE LINES, MUMBAI - 400 002.
Used Since :27/01/2011

MUMBAI
ALLOYS OF PRECIOUS METAL; JEWELRY CASES [CASKETS]; BRACELETS [JEWELRY]; CHARMS [ JEWELRY];
CHAINS [JEWELRY]; JEWELRY; PASTE JEWELLERY [COSTUMEJEWELRY (AM.)]; RINGS [JEWELRY ]; EARRINGS;
WATCHES.
BLACK CASA

2477947  13/02/2013

FMTM DISTRIBUTION LTD.
3A AND 3B ISLE OF MAN FREEPORT BALLASALLA IM9 2AP, ISLE OF MAN

MANUFACTURERS, MARCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS.

A COMPANY DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF ISLE OF MAN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS MADE OF OR COATED WITH THESE MATERIALS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; HOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY WATCHES, WRIST-WATCHES; AND CLOCKS; CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY CHRONOGRAPHS, CHRONOMETERS, APPARATUS FOR TIMING SPORTS EVENTS (STOP WATCHES); COMPONENT PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR TIMEPIECES INCLUDED IN THIS CLASS NAMELY STRAPS FOR WRISTWATCHES, BRACELETS FOR WRISTWATCHES, WATCH BUCKLES, WATCH CROWNS, WATCH CASES (FITTED), CLOCK MOVEMENTS FOR CLOCKS AND WATCHES; WATCH COMPONENTS, WATCH SPRINGS, WATCH CASINGS, FACES FOR WATCHES, DIALS (CLOCK- AND WATCHMAKING), HANDS FOR CLOCKS AND WATCHES, WATCH GLASSES; CASKETS AND CASES FOR TIMEPIECES; BOXES AND PRESENTATION CASES FOR THE DISPLAY OF TIMEPIECES. PRECIOUS STONES AND SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES; DIAMONDS; CAMEOS; JEWELLERY; BIJOUTERIE ITEMS; JEWELLERY ACCESSORIES; CASKETS AND CASES FOR JEWELLERY; BOXES AND PRESENTATION CASES FOR THE DISPLAY OF JEWELLERY AND BIJOUTERIE ITEMS; CASES IN PRECIOUS METAL FOR JEWELS AND HOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS; TIE PINS; CUFF LINKS; KEY FOBS IN PRECIOUS METAL; MONEY CLIPS OF PRECIOUS METAL; CASES OF LEATHER FOR WATCHES, CLOCKS, JEWELLERY, CUFFLINKS, TIE-PINS, KEY FOBS; CASES ADAPTED FOR CONTAINING AND TRANSPORTING WATCHES, CLOCKS AND JEWELLERY
COLOR DREAMS

2477950  13/02/2013

FMTM DISTRIBUTION LTD.
3A AND 3B ISLE OF MAN FREEPORT BAILASALLA IM9 2AP, ISLE OF MAN
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS.
A COMPANY DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF ISLE OF MAN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS MADE OF OR COATED WITH THESE MATERIALS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; HOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY WATCHES, WRIST-WATCHES; AND CLOCKS; CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY CHRONOGRAPHS, CHRONOMETERS, APPARATUS FOR TIMING SPORTS EVENTS (STOP WATCHES); COMPONENT PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR TIMEPIECES INCLUDED IN THIS CLASS NAMELY STRAPS FOR WRISTWATCHES, BRACELETS FOR WRISTWATCHES, WATCH BUCKLES, WATCH CROWNS, WATCH CASES (FITTED), CLOCK MOVEMENTS FOR CLOCKS AND WATCHES; WATCH COMPONENTS, WATCH SPRINGS, WATCH CASINGS, FACES FOR WATCHES, DIALS (CLOCK- AND WATCHMAKING), HANDS FOR CLOCKS AND WATCHES, WATCH GLASSES; CASKETS AND CASES FOR TIMEPIECES; BOXES AND PRESENTATION CASES FOR THE DISPLAY OF TIMEPIECES. PRECIOUS STONES AND SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES; DIAMONDS; CAMEOS; JEWELLERY; BIJOUTERIE ITEMS; JEWELLERY ACCESSORIES; CASKETS AND CASES FOR JEWELLERY; BOXES AND PRESENTATION CASES FOR THE DISPLAY OF JEWELLERY AND BIJOUTERIE ITEMS; CASES IN PRECIOUS METAL FOR JEWELS AND HOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS; TIE PINS; CUFF LINKS; KEY FOBS IN PRECIOUS METAL; MONEY CLIPS OF PRECIOUS METAL; CASES OF LEATHER FOR WATCHES, CLOCKS, JEWELLERY, CUFFLINKS, TIE-PINS, KEY FOBS; CASES ADAPTED FOR CONTAINING AND TRANSPORTING WATCHES, CLOCKS AND JEWELLERY
LONG ISLAND

Priority claimed from 30/10/2012; Application No. : 011308533 ;EUROPEAN COMMUNITY (CTM)

2477960 13/02/2013

FMTM DISTRIBUTION LTD.
3A AND 3B ISLE OF MAN FREEPORT BALLASALLA IM9 2AP, ISLE OF MAN
MANUFACTURERS, MARCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS.
A COMPANY DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF ISLE OF MAN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS MADE OF OR COATED WITH THESE MATERIALS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; HOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY WATCHES, WRIST-WATCHES; AND CLOCKS; CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY CHRONOGRAPHS, CHRONOMETERS, APPARATUS FOR TIMING SPORTS EVENTS (STOP WATCHES); COMPONENT PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR TIMEPIECES INCLUDED IN THIS CLASS NAMELY STRAPS FOR WRISTWATCHES, BRACELETS FOR WRISTWATCHES, WATCH BUCKLES, WATCH CROWNS, WATCH CASES (FITTED), CLOCK MOVEMENTS FOR CLOCKS AND WATCHES; WATCH COMPONENTS, WATCH SPRINGS, WATCH CASINGS, FACES FOR WATCHES, DIALS (CLOCK- AND WATCHMAKING), HANDS FOR CLOCKS AND WATCHES, WATCH GLASSES; CASKETS AND CASES FOR TIMEPIECES; BOXES AND PRESENTATION CASES FOR THE DISPLAY OF TIMEPIECES. PRECIOUS STONES AND SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES; DIAMONDS; CAMEOS; JEWELLERY; BIJOUTERIE ITEMS; JEWELLERY ACCESSORIES; CASKETS AND CASES FOR JEWELLERY; BOXES AND PRESENTATION CASES FOR THE DISPLAY OF JEWELLERY AND BIJOUTERIE ITEMS; CASES IN PRECIOUS METAL FOR JEWELS AND HOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS; TIE PINS; CUFF LINKS; KEY FOBS IN PRECIOUS METAL; MONEY CLIPS OF PRECIOUS METAL; CASES OF LEATHER FOR WATCHES, CLOCKS, JEWELLERY, CUFFLINKS, TIE-PINS, KEY FOBS; CASES ADAPTED FOR CONTAINING AND TRANSPORTING WATCHES, CLOCKS AND JEWELLERY
2690903  04/03/2014
CAMINTUR INTERNATIONAL S.A.
BUENOS AIRES N 484 2D FLOOR OFFICE 10, MONTECIDEO, URUGUAY
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI-1120 025.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION

MARK SHOULD BE USE AND READ AS WHOLE.
2706419  26/03/2014
MR. ANKIT BHOLA
trading as ;VISHNUPRIYA JEWELS
3077/37, BEADON PURA KAROL BAGH NEW DELHI 110005
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHIV LAW HOUSE.
H-166, VIKAS PURI, NEW DELHI - 110 018.
Used Since :01/01/2014

DELHI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS.
SOOD JEWELLERS

2709905  01/04/2014
GEETANJALI SOOD
2646-49, BANK STREET, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005
MERCHANT AND TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
YASH & ASSOCIATES
505, PEARLS BUSINESS PARK, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE PITAMPURA DELHI 110034
Used Since : 26/10/1986

DELHI
JEWEllERY MADE IN WHOLE OR SIGNIFICANT PART OF GOLD, DIAMOND, KUNDAN, POLKI; DIAMONDS; SOLITAires'; PRECIOUS AND SEMI PRECIOUS STONES; GOLD JEWELLERY; DIAMOND JEWELLERY; KUNDAN JEWELLERY; POLKI JEWELLERY; PEARLS.
2709976   01/04/2014
VEENA SONI
trading as : PLANET INDIA
S-8, MANISH PLAZA-III, PLOT-12,SECTOR-10, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110075
MANUFACTURE AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GYAN PRAKASH BANSAL
204 KRISHNA TOWER-2 PLOT NO-1 POCKET-7 SECTOR-12 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075
Used Since :16/05/2012
DELHI
JEWELLERY, BRACELETS, WATCH, TIE CLIPS, COINS, PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN
PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH
LACE AND ME
2709983    01/04/2014
VEENA SONI
trading as :PLANET INDIA
S-8, MANISH PLAZA-III, PLOT-12, SECTOR-10, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110075
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GYAN PRAKASH BANSAL
204 KRISHNA TOWER-2 PLOT NO-1 POCKET-7 SECTOR-12 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075
Used Since :16/05/2012

To be associated with:
2709976
DELHI
JEWELLERY, BRACELETS, WATCH, TIE CLIPS, COINS, PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH.
HON PONG ELLIS LAU
UNIT B, 13/F, WAH LIK INDUSTRIAL CENTRE, 459-469 CASTLE PEAK ROAD, TSUEN WAN, N.T. HONG KONG

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INFINI JURIDIQUE
604, NILGIRI APARTMENTS 9, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, N. DELHI-110 001

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:

JEWELRY, AMULETS, BRACELETS, BROOCHES(JEWELRY), CHAINS(JEWELRY), CHARMS(JEWELRY), CLOISONNE JEWELRY, NECKLACES (JEWELRY), GOLD THREAD(JEWELRY), IVORY(JEWELRY), PINS (JEWELRY), ORNAMENTS (JEWELRY), RINGS(JEWELRY), TRINKETS(JEWELRY), THREADS OF Precious METAL (JEWELRY), PEARLS (JEWELRY), PEARLS MADE OF AMBROID (PRESSED AMBER), CASKETS OF Precious METAL, MEDALLIONS (JEWELRY), MEDALLIONS MADE OF NON-PRECOUS METALS, MEDALLIONS MADE OF PRECIOUS METALS, JEWELRY OF YELLOW AMBER, PASTE JEWELRY (COSTUME JEWELRY (AM.)), WIRE OF PRECIOUS METAL (JEWELRY), WIRE THREAD OF PRECIOUS METAL.
ELYSIA

2790507  13/08/2014
TRENDS FASHION JEWELLERY PVT. LTD.
1007, IJMIMA METROPLEX, BEHIND INFINITY MALL, NEW LINK ROAD, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI-400092
MANUFACTURER, TRADER AND MERCHANT
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :05/08/2014
MUMBAI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED
IN OTHER CLASSES: JEWELLERY, IMITATION AND FASHION JEWELLERY, GOLD ORNAMENTS, PRECIOUS METALS
INCLUDING GOLD, SILVER, PLATINUM, BRASS OR COATED THEREWITH, JEWELRY, PRECIOUS STONES, INCLUDING
GEM STONE AND DIAMOND, JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES, WATCH CHAINS AND STRAPS, CLOCKS, WATCHES,
GOLD AND SILVER WARE, JEWEL CASE, GOODS MADE OF PRECIOUS METALS, ALLOYS AND PRECIOUS STONES.
HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS
2808871    15/09/2014
ASHOK LALCHAND JAIN
trading as ; AABHUSHAN
AABHUSHAN, SHOP NO. 3, JAWAN NAGAR, S.V. ROAD, BORIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI- 400092
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIVIDUAL

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, JEWELLERY, GIFT ITEMS, PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016

2811654 18/09/2014
REZWAN RAZACK
SANA REZWAN
MR FAIZ REZWAN
trading as : INDELUST
THE FALCON HOUSE, NO.1, MAIN GUARD CROSS ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HOLLA ASSOCIATES
#193, 'KASHI BHAVAN', 6TH CROSS, GANDHINAGAR, BANGALORE-560009.
Used Since: 21/03/2014

CHENNAI
WATCHES, JEWELLERY
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016 Class 14

2812590 19/09/2014
ASHA GARG
trading as; SHREE BALAJI JEWELLERS
BE-335, SHOP NO. 4, STREET NO. 2, HARI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110064
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADE MARK PROTEC CO.
A - 501, YOUNG AHERIA G.G.H.S. LTD, PLOT NO. 2, SECTOR - 7, DWARKA, NEW DELHI - 110075

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1628147
DELHI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 14.
TULIP MEGA MART PVT. LIMITED
trading as; M/S TULIP MEGA MART PVT. LIMITED
OFFICE NO. 301, 3RD FLOOR, INFOCITY, SUPER MALL - 1ST, GANDHINAGAR, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since: 01/09/2014
AHMEDABAD
MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC WATCHES, CLOCKS AND TIME-PIECES, HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS AND PARTS THEREOF.
ZESTREET
2814763  18/09/2014
CHHAVI GOYAL
3016 B/38 BEADON PURA, HARDHYAN SINGH ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
JEWELLERY
CARBOTECH

Priority claimed from 18/09/2014; Application No. : 13270558 ;Switzerland

2816019    24/09/2014

OFFICINE PANERAI AG
HINTERBERGSTRASSE 22 POSTFACH 61 6312 STEINHAUSEN SWITZERLAND

MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY ORGDNIZED, REGISTERED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF SWITZERLAND

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; GOODS MADE OF PRECIOUS METALS OR SEMI-PRECIOUS METALS; GOODS PLATED WITH PRECIOUS OR SEMI-PRECIOUS METALS; JEWELLERY; PRECIOUS STONES; CHRONOMETERS, WATCHES AND CLOCKS, BOXES AND CASES FOR WATCHES.
2459778  14/01/2013
VIKRAM SOLAR PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;M/s. VIKRAM SOLAR PRIVATE LIMITED
1,OLD COURT HOUSE CORNER,4TH FLOOR,TOBACCO HOUSE,KOLKATA 700001,WEST BENGAL
Manufacturer(s), Merchant(s), Trader(s), Exporter(s).
an Indian Company.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78,N.S.C. BOSE ROAD,1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 040,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :14/01/2013

KOLKATA
Musical Instruments; Drum,, Pianos, Saxophones, Synthesizers, Trumpets, Violins, Guitars, Harmoniums, Flutes,
Accordion,, Cymbals, Mandolins, Bagpipes, Harp,, Cornets, Organ,, Xylophones, Tambourines; Wind Pipes for Organ;;
Drumsticks; Reeds; Lyres; Electronic Musical Instruments; Valves, Keys, Keyboards, Pedals, Pegs, Stand,, Strings &
Cases for Musical Instruments; Musical Boxes.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726 , 04/01/2016 Class 15

2473970 07/02/2013
KANDA SHOKAI CORPORATION
4-7,KANDA-KAJICHO 3-CHOME,CHIYODA-KU,TOKYO,JAPAN
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS
A CORPORATION DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
ELECTRIC GUITARS AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF, ACOUSTIC GUITARS AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF, ACCORDIONS, OBOES, OCARINAS, MUSICAL BOXES, CLARIONETS, STRINGS FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, CORNETS, DOUBLE BASSES, SAXOPHONES, DAMPERS FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, CYMBALS, BASS-DRUMS, TAMBOURINES, CELLOS, DRUMS, TRUMPETS, TROMBONES, HARPS, HARMONICAS, VIOLINS, DRUM STICKS, PLECTRUMS, FLUTES, HORNS, MOUTHPIECES FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, MANDOLINS, MUSIC SYNTHESIZERS, BOWS FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, REEDS, BANJOS, DULCIMERS; PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS INCLUDING PEGS, PICKUPS, ADJUST COVERS, FRETs, PICKGUARDS, TAILPIECES, TREMOLOs, BRIDGES, SADDLES, JACKS, JACK PLATES, POTENTIOMETERS, TONE CONTROLS, KNOBS, CABLES, STRAPS, SLIDE BARS, GUITER STANDs, NUTS, GUITAR CASES, GUITAR BAGS; SOUND EFFECTS PEDALS FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, INCLUDING GUITARS; TUNERS FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, INCLUDING GUITARS
2473971  07/02/2013
KANDA SHOKAI CORPORATION
4-7, KANDA-KAJICHO 3-CHOME, CHIYODA-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS
A CORPORATION DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
ELECTRIC GUITARS AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF, ACOUSTIC GUITARS AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF, ACCORDIONS, OBOES, OCARINAS, MUSICAL BOXES, CLARIONETS, STRINGS FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, CORNETS, DOUBLE BASSES, SAXOPHONES, DAMPERS FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, CYMBALS, BASS-DRUMS, TAMBOURINES, CELLOS, DRUMS, TRUMPETS, TROMBONES, HARP, HARMONICAS, VIOLINS, DRUM STICKS, PLECTRUMS, FLUTES, HORN, MOUTHPIECES FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, MANDOLINS, MUSIC SYNTHESIZERS, BOWS FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, REEDS, BANJOS, DULCIMERS; PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS INCLUDING PEGS, PICKUPS, ADJUST COVERS, FRET, PICKGUARDS, TAILPIECES, TREMOLOS, BRIDGES, SADDLES, JACKS, JACK PLATES, POTENTIOMETERS, TONE CONTROLS, KNOBS, CABLES, STRAPS, SLIDE BARS, GUITAR STANDS, NUTS, GUITAR CASES, GUITAR BAGS; SOUND EFFECTS PEDALS FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, INCLUDING GUITARS; TUNERS FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, INCLUDING GUITARS
TRADE MARKS JOURNAL NO: 1726, 04/01/2016  CLASS 16

THE INSTITUTE OF INDIAN FOUNDRYMEN
trading as THE INSTITUTE OF INDIAN FOUNDRYMEN
67, TUGHLAKABAD INSTITUTIONAL AREA, NEW DELHI-110062
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
REGISTERED UNDER THE SOCIETIES REGISTRATION ACT XXI OF 1860

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUBRAMANIAM, NATRAJ & ASSOCIATES.
E-556, GREATER KAILASH - II, NEW DELHI - 110 048.
Used Since :20/01/1994

DELHI
PRINTED MATTER, PRINTED MATTERS IN RELATION TO TRADE FAIRS, EXHIBITIONS AND PRESENTATIONS FOR COMMERCIAL AND ADVERTISING PURPOSES, NEWSLETTERS, JOURNALS, MAGAZINES, TEACHING AND INSTRUCTIONAL MANUALS, INCLUDED IN CLASS- 16
JAIPRAKASH ASSOCIATES LTD.
SEC.-128, NOIDA, U.P.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANY ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH CHAUDHARY & ASSOCIATES
20, BANK ENCLAVE, RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110027
Used Since : 01/07/2009

DELHI

MAGAZINES, BOOKS, PUBLICATIONS, NEWSPAPERS, CATALOGUES, BROCHURES, STATIONERY, WEBSITE, HOARDINGS ALL IN CLASS 16.
1966504    17/05/2010
JAIPRAKASH ASSOCIATES LTD.
SEC.-128, NOIDA, U.P.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANY ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Auscons address:
RAKESH CHAUDHARY & ASSOCIATES
20, BANK ENCLAVE, RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110027
Used Since: 01/07/2009

DELHI
MAGAZINES, BOOKS, PUBLICATIONS, NEWSPAPERS, CATALOGUES, BROCHURES, STATIONERY, WEBSITE, HOARDINGS ALL IN CLASS 16.
1966512 17/05/2010
JAIPRAKASH ASSOCIATES LTD.
SEC.-128, NOIDA, U.P.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANY ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH CHAUDHARY & ASSOCIATES
20, BANK ENCLAVE, RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110027
Used Since :01/07/2009

DELHI
MAGAZINES, BOOKS, PUBLICATIONS, NEWSPAPERS, CATALOGUES, BROCHURES, STATIONERY, HOARDINGS ALL IN CLASS 16.
1982197  21/06/2010
KANCHAN BATRA
JAGDISH CHANDER BATRA
VIPAN BATRA
NEERAJ BATRA
trading as ;BATRA DIARIES
8892 SHIDIPURA KAROL BAGH NEW DELHI-110005
MANUFACTURE & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :01/04/1975
DELHI
PAPER & PAPER PRODUCTS INCLUDING DIARIES, PLAYING CARDS, OFFICE AND SCHOOL STATIONERY
1992337    13/07/2010

NARESH MALHOTRA

trading as :NARESH MALHOTRA

B-98 G.T.KARNAL ROAD INDUSTRIAL AREA DELHI-110033
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:

RAJ TRADE MARK CO.
165-E, KAMLA NAGAR, DELHI-7.
Used Since :01/01/2010

DELHI

OFFSET PRINTING.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE PRINT EXPERT.
1999656  27/07/2010
SHRI CHAMPA LAL KUSHWAH
trading as ;GEETA METAL INDUSTRIES
37/319, NAGLA PADI, AGRA
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AGRA TRADE MARK SERVICES.
14/6, EMPORIUM BLOCK, SANJAY PLACE, AGRA-2.
Used Since :01/04/1992
DELHI
PIN (ALPIN) , PAPER CLIPS, GEM CLIP, T-PIN, STAPLE PIN, DRAWING PIN & OTHER PAPER FASTENNER CLASS 16
NEXT
2001745  30/05/2007
NEXT RETAIL LIMITED
trading as : NEXT RETAIL LIMITED
DESFORD ROAD, ENDERBY LEICESTER LE9 4AT, UNITED KINGDOM.
GOODS
(A BRITISH COMPANY)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; BOOK-BINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS' MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PRINTERS' TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS; PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS.
GREAT INDIAN TALENT CIRCUS

2002088 02/08/2010

GREAT INDIAN NAUTANKI COMPANY PVT. LTD
K-804/2 MATA CHOWK MAHIPALPUR VASANT KUNJ ROAD NEW DELHI-37
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE REPUBLIC OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIM & SAN ADVOCATES
176 ASHOKA ENCLAVE PART-III, SECTOR- 35, FARIDABAD, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PRINTING MATERIAL, PEN, PENCILS, MUSICAL GREETING CARDS, NEWSLETTER, PAPERWEIGHTS, CALENDARS, ADVERTISING MATERIAL, PAMPHLETS, BROCHURES, ANY OTHER GOODS MADE FROM PAPER OR CARDBOARD
2002133  02/08/2010
GREAT INDIAN NAUTANKI COMPANY PVT. LTD
AUDITORIUM COMPLEX SECTOR -29 GURGAON, HARYANA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE REPUBLIC OF INDIAN.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIM & SAN ADVOCATES
176 ASHOKA ENCLAVE PART-III, SECTOR- 35, FARIDABAD, HARYANA.
Used Since: 25/03/2009

DELHI

MENU CARDS, TENT CARDS, TISSUE PAPERS, PAPER NAPKINS, CARDBOARD BOX, PACKING MATERIAL, BAGS MADE OF PAPER OR CARDBOARD, PAPER BOX, PRINTING MATERIAL, BAGS FOR MICROWAVE COOKING, PEN, PENCILS, BUBBLE PACKS FOR WRAPPING OR PACKAGING, COASTERS OF PAPER, FACE TOWELS OF PAPER, FLOWER POT COVERS, FOLDERS FOR PAPERS, GREETING CARDS, TABLE MATS OF PAPER, TOILET PAPER, BOTTLE ENVELOPES AND WRAPPERS OF CARDBOARD OF PAPER, GARBAGE BAGS OF PAPER OR OF PLASTIC, LETTER TRAYS, MATS FOR BEER GLASSES, MUSICAL GREETING CARDS, NEWSLETTER, PAPERWEIGHTS, PASSPORT HOLDER AND CALENDARS, ADVERTISING MATERIAL, PAMPHLETS, BROCHURES, ANY OTHER GOODS MADE FROM PAPER OR CARDBOARD.
STARBucks
2002419  02/08/2010
STARBUCKS CORPORATION D/B/A STARBUCKS COFFEE COMPANY
2401 UTAH AVENUE SOUTH, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 98134, USA
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT
(A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON, USA)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED
MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD
PURPOSES; ARTISTS MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE);
INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT
INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PRINTERS TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS, COASTERS OF PAPER, PAPER NAPKINS,
PAPER FILTERS, BAGS OF PAPER OR PLASTICS.
M/s. HT Media Limited
HINDUSTAN TIMES HOUSE, 18-20, KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, N. DELHI - 110 001.
MANUFACTURING AND MARKETING
AN INDIAN LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956,
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SWARAM & CO
408-A NEW LAWYERS CHAMBERS-III DELHI HIGH COURT SHER SHAH ROAD NEW DELHI-3
Used Since: 01/01/1931

DELHI
NEWS PAPERS, MAGAZINES, PRINTED MATTER, PERIODICALS, BUSINESS PAPERS, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS.
PUBLIC F.I.R
2003810  04/08/2010
PUBLIC FIRST INFORMATION REPORT
B - 1/30 VASANT VIHAR, NEW DELHI - 110057
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
A PUBLIC CHARITABLE TRUST
Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, Sukhdev Vihar, Mathura Road, New Delhi-1120 025.
Used Since :01/04/2005
DELHI
ALL TYPES OF INSTRUCTIONAL, TEACHING, STUDY & EDUCATIONAL MATERIAL, EDUCATIONAL AIDS, BOOKS, NOTE-BOOKS, MAGAZINES, BROCHURES, CATALOGUES, MANUALS, NEWSPAPERS, PERIODICALS, PUBLICATION & PUBLICATION MATERIAL, STATIONARY, PAPER AND PRINTED MATTER, COMPUTER & ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE; WRITTEN PROGRAMMES, DATA CHART, COMPUTER PROGRAMMING MANUALS, GRAPHIC REPRODUCTION AND IMAGING SYSTEMS INCLUDING THOSE DEALING WITH NEWS, WEBSITES, COMMUNICATION, EDUCATION, BUSINESS, COMPUTERS, TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING, SOCIAL, CHARITABLE AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY; WRITING INSTRUMENTS AND INKS; ARTISTS MATERIAL, PAINT BRUSHES; CALENDARS, PAPER PICTURES, PAINTINGS; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PRINTERS TYPE; PRINTING BOOKS; CARDBOARD AND CARDBOARD ARTICLES; PHOTOGRAPHS; ADVERTISEMENT MATERIAL; BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 16.
NIIT MindChampions Academy

2006628  10/08/2010

NIIT LIMITED
NIIT HOUSE, C-125 OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-01, NEW DELHI-110020, INDIA.
MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY DUTY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU.
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005
Used Since: 01/12/2003

DELHI

COMPUTER PRINT-CUTS, COMPUTER PROGRAMMES, MANUALS, OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS, BOOKS, PUBLICATIONS, MAGAZINES, STATIONARY, RIBBONS, INK, COMPUTER REQUISITES, CARDS, PENS, PENCILS, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS, ADVERTISEMENT SHEETS, PICTURES, GRAPHIC REPRODUCTIONS, TRANSPARENCIES, WRITTEN MATTERS, PAPER AND PAPER ARTICLES, CARDBOARD AND CARDBOARD ARTICLES, PRINTED MATTERS, NEWSPAPERS, PERIODICALS, ADHESIVES, ARTIST MATERIALS, PRINTERS TYPE ELITCHES (STEREOTYPE).
2189374  11/08/2011
HITESH VASANTHLAL BHADRA
MONGHI BHEN VASANTHLAL BHADRA
trading as ;AYUSHI ENTERPRISES
A-3, 503, NEW ANANTH PARK, ROAD NO. 9, RAGHUNATH NAGAR, THANE (WEST), MUMBAI-400 604
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM REGISTERED UNDER THE PARTNERSHIP ACT, 1932
Used Since :01/01/2008
MUMBAI
RUBBER STAMPS AND STATIONERY ITEMS FOR USE IN OFFICE AND OTHER PRINTED MATTERS
Let's make new

2278922  07/02/2012

LAVASA CORPORATION LIMITED

trading as ;LAVASA CORPORATION LIMITED

Hincon House, 247 Park, L.B.S. Marg, Vikhroli(W), Mumbai-400 083.

Manufacturers, merchants and service providers

Address for service in India/Agents address:

R.K. DEWAN & CO.

PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

Mumbai

Newspapers, periodicals, magazines, books & publications, news bulletins; Printed matters, printed columns & articles; Posters, clipboards, advertisement frames, advertisement & publicity materials & literature; Letter heads, memo pads, calendars & diaries; Catalogues, pamphlets, brochures, charts; Envelopes, paper bags; pens, pencils; table napkins (paper); Stationery & other office requisites other than furniture; Printed awards & certificates; Pictures & drawings; Albums; Writing instruments.
KEMWELL
2347132  11/06/2012
KEMWELL BIOPHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as :KEMWELL BIOPHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
11 TUMKUR ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 022, KARNATAKA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
AZB HOUSE, PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI 400013.
Used Since :17/08/1983
To be associated with:
2337485
MUMBAI
Paper and paper articles, printed matter, publications, visiting cards, stationery, instructional and teaching materials.
2353857  26/06/2012
LEELA LACE HOLDINGS PRIVATE LIMITED
LEELA BAUG, ANDHERI-KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400059.
HOTELIERS, CATERERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY, INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANY ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHAGWATI & CO.
4-G - 2 COURT CHAMBERS, 35, NEW MARINE LINES, MUMBAI - 400 020.
Used Since :18/06/2012

MUMBAI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED
MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD
PURPOSES; ARTISTS MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE);
INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT
INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PLAYING CARDS; PRINTERS TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE LETTER "L", EXCEPT
AS SUBSTANTIALLY SHOWN ON THE LABEL.

Times Celebex

2375059  06/08/2012

BENNETT, COLEMAN & CO. LTD.

trading as ;BENNETT, COLEMAN & CO. LTD.

The Times of India Building, Dr. D.N.Road, Mumbai-400 001.

MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

DEWAN MOHAN RAJKUMAR

PODDAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI 400001

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

NEWSPAPERS, PERIODICALS, MAGAZINES, BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS, NEWS BULLETINS; PRINTED MATTERS, PRINTED COLUMNS & ARTICLES, SUPPLEMENTS TO NEWSPAPERS; PRINTED SCREEN-PLAYS, SCRIPTS; POSTERS, CLIPBOARDS, ADVERTISEMENT FRAMES, ADVERTISEMENT & PUBLICITY LITERATURE; LETTER HEADS, CALENDARS & DIARIES; STATIONERY AND OTHER OFFICE REQUISITES OTHER THAN FURNITURE; COMMEMORATIVE STAMP SHEETS, PRINTED AWARDS & CERTIFICATES; PICTURES; GRAPHIC REPRODUCTION CARDS OF ALL TYPES & DESCRIPTION; ALBUMS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016  Class 16

2378340  13/08/2012
MGM DENTAL COLLEGE AND HOSPITAL
JUNCTION OF NH 4 AND SION PANVEL EXPRESSWAY, SECTOR 18, KAMOTHE, NAVI MUMBAI-410 209
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMU & ASSOCIATES,
253, SHANTIVAN CO-OP HOUSING SOCIETY, NEW LINK ROAD EXTN., ANDHERI (W) MUMBAI 400 053

Used Since :01/06/2011

MUMBAI
PUBLICATION OF JOURNAL IN RELATION TO DENTISTRY
TIMES WEBSOL LTD.,
5TH FLOOR, TIMES TOWER, TRADE GARDENS, KAMALA MILL COMPOUND, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400 013
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND TRADERS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
TAS & CO.
1 & 2/19, GANGA, SWASTIK PARK, V.N. PURAV MARG, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.

Used Since :30/01/2011

MUMBAI
WRITING PAPER, CARDBOARD, PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, BROCHURES PAMPHLETS, INFORMATIONAL SHEETS,
INFORMATIONAL FLYERS, LEAFLETS ABOUT COMMUNICATION, RADIO AND FILM PROGRAMS, PRINTED
INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL RELATING TO COMMUNICATION, PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL AND
TEACHING MATERIAL RELATING TO RADIO, NAMELY BOOKS AND JOURNALS, AND MANUAL FEATURING RADIO AND
TELEVISION BROADCASTING TECHNIQUES, PLASTIC BAGS AND PLASTIC BUBBLE PACKS, PRINTED PUBLICATIONS
DEALING WITH RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING TECHNIQUES.
2378480   13/08/2012
KARAN MANOHAR SONI
VENUS G/31, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI 400 018
MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VISHESH & ASSOCIATES.
2, 3 RD FLOOR, YESHWANT CHAMBERS, 18 - B, BHARUCHA MARG, KALAGHODA, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 023.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BOOKS, PRINTED MATTER, MAGAZINES, PRINTED PERIODICAL PUBLICATIONS, NOVEL
2414046 18/10/2012
PRERAK MAYURBHAI SHAH
trading as ;BHARATIYA KASAB
BHARATIYA KASAB, 2 OPERA SOCIETY, PART - 2, OPP. ANNAPURNA HALL, NEW VIKAS GRUH ROAD, PALDI
AHMEDABAD - 380007, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIKUNJ V. JOSHI, ADVOCATE
B/801, MANSI COMPLEX, NEAR BAPS WASMINARAYN TEMPLE, JUDGES BUNGLOW ROAD, VASTRAPUR, AHMEDABAD - 380015
Used Since :01/04/2001

AHMEDABAD
SHOPPING PAPER BAGS,GIFT BAGS,GIFT BOXES,CHOCOLATE BOXES,DESIGNER WEDDING INVITATION CARDS,CONCEPTUAL INVITATION CARDS AND BROCHURES AND HAND MADE PRODUCTS MADE FROM PAPER,CARDBOARD OR WOOD PULP PAPER AND HANDMADE PAPER
subject to no exclusive right over word Bharatiya Kasab and other descriptive matters...
THE LALIT RESORT & SPA

2469813  31/01/2013
BHARAT HOTELS LTD.
BARAKHAMBA AVENUE, CONNAUGHT PLACE, NEW DELHI - 110 001,
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LAW FIRM LLP
F-11 JANGPURA EXT. NEW DELHI-14
Used Since :01/11/2008
DELHI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, PRINTED MATTER, PHOTOGRAPHS, BOOK-BINDING MATERIAL, STATIONARY, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS, PAMPHLETS, NEWSPAPERS, NEWSLETTERS, MAGAZINES, CARDS, BROCHURES, MENU CARDS, PUBLICITY MATERIALS, POSTERS, INCLUDED IN CLASS 16
2570718   26/07/2013
RAVI K. SHAH
trading as :M/S. AINET COMPUTER EDUCATION
213, VAMA SQUARE, TEJASVI CLASS, O/S. PANI GATE, VADODARA - 390019. GUJARAT - INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
EDUCATION
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :01/04/2013
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF PAPER, CARDBOARD & GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, PRINTED MATTERS, STATIONERY
PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING, PRINTING BLOCKS, BANNERS AND SIGN BOARDS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 16.
PEBBLE

2589558 02/09/2013
SRK POWERTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
A-38 FIRST FLOOR ANAND VIHAR NEW DELHI 110092
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GENERAL REGISTRATION SERVICES
A-3, CHRISTIAN COLONY, DELHI-110007
Used Since: 01/04/2013

DELHI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS’ MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PRINTERS’ TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS.
2602440    26/09/2013
M/S. JAGANNATH POLYMERS PVT. LTD.
G-183, UDYOOG VIHAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN-INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND SUPPLIER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE ANIL KUMAR SHARMA
PLOT N.J-17D, J-17E, OFFICE NO. F-103 EARTH DESIGN TOWER, RAMESH MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN
Used Since :25/03/2013

AHMEDABAD
NOTE BOOK COVER AND NOTE BOOKS INCLUDED IN CLASS 16
THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATES OF BY FILING A REQUEST ON FORM TM-16..for State of Rajasthan only..
2690785  04/03/2014
SQUARE YARDS CONSULTING PVT LTD.
B-3/96, GROUND FLOOR, SAFDARJUNG ENCLAVE, NEW DELHI-110 029
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
I.G. & ASSOCIATES
C-617, SUSHANT LOK-I, GURGAON-122002, HARYANA
Used Since: 03/03/2014

To be associated with:
2666563

DELHI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS; PRINTED
MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD
PURPOSES; ARTISTS’ MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE);
INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT
INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PLAYING CARDS; PRINTERS' TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION.

MARK SHOULD BE USED AND READ AS WHOLE.
TIMES
PASSION TRAILS
live what you love

2710297 01/04/2014
BENNETT, COLEMAN & COMPANY LTD.
7, BAHADURSHAH ZAFAR MARG, NEW DELHI-110103
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY EXISTING UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI-110 062.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS INCLUDING BADGES AND CARDS, PRINTED MATTERS INCLUDING ADVERTISEMENT BOARDS OF PAPER OR CARDBOARD, NEWSPAPERS, NEWSLETTERS, CATALOGUES, PERIODICALS, JOURNALS, PUBLICATIONS, POSTERS, PAMPHLETS, FLYERS, MANUALS, DESCRIPTIONS, BOOKS AND WRITING PADS, CALENDARS, DIARIES, ALBUMS, ADVERTISEMENT SHEETS, PRINTED FORMS, DOCUMENT FILES, PAPER COVERS, ENVELOPS, PICTURES, PAPER BAGS, GRAPHIC PRINTS, PHOTOGRAPHS, WRAPPERS OF CARDBOARD OR PAPER, ENGRAVINGS.
2711274   02/04/2014
STAR TELEVISION PRODUCTIONS LIMITED
CRAIGMUIR CHAMBERS, P.O. BOX 71, ROAD TOWN, TORTOLA BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PAPER AND PAPER ARTICLES, CARDBOARD AND CARDBOARD ARTICLES: PRINTED MATTER, NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS, BOOKS AND MAGAZINES RELATING TO ENTERTAINMENT, OPERATION OF SATELLITE, TELEVISION AND COMPUTERS: STATIONERY; PHOTOGRAPHS; CARD INDEXES, INDEX CARDS, RECORD CARDS, TRANSFERS (DECALCOMANIA); PAPER FOR COMPUTERS; GIFT CERTIFICATES: PRINTED FORMS: BINDERS; WRITING PENS; LABELS: TAGS: CARDS: COMPUTER MANUALS: TELEVISION PROGRAM GUIDES: RIBBONS FOR COMPUTER PRINTERS; COMPUTER PROGRAMS IN PRINTED FORM: INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (OTHER THAN APPARATUS); TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE).
AMAZON FIRE
2711634 02/04/2014
AMAZON TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
410 Terry Avenue North, Seattle, Washington 98109, U.S.A.
Manufacturer and Merchant
a corporation organized and existing under the laws of State of Nevada USA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials in the nature of printed matter, bookbinding material, photographs, stationery, printing blocks, printed matter in the field of computers and tablet computers, printed matter in the field of multi-media products, interactive products and online services, printed publications, books, magazines, newsletters, periodicals, brochures, booklets, pamphlets, manuals, journals, leaflets, greeting card, advertising and promotional material, catalogues, catalogues relating to computer software, computer brochures, computer handbooks, computer hardware publications, computer hardware reference manuals, computer hardware users guide, computer manuals, publications relating to technology, digital technology and gadgets, catalogues relating to musical apparatus and instruments, catalogues relating to TV, telecommunications apparatus, mobile phones, handheld and mobile digital electronic devices for the sending and receiving of telephone calls, faxes, electronic mail, video, instant messaging, music, audio-visual and other multimedia works, and other digital data, music books, music instruction manuals, music magazines, desk accessories, telephone and address books, agendas, diaries, calendars, posters, mounted and unmounted photographs, display materials, booklets for sale with audio tapes, parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.
HARRIOT

2747740  31/05/2014
WRITEFINE PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
221, VEENA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, L B S MARG, VIKHROLI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 083
Manufacturer & Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Used Since : 31/05/2014

MUMBAI
Printed promotional materials like menu cards, magazine, brochures. stationery pamphlets, visiting cards, carry bags of papers, catalogue, books, paper & paper materials packaging material
LAXMI KRIPA ISPAT PVT. LTD.
trading as; LAXMI KRIPA ISPAT PVT. LTD.
578/96, URLA INDUSTRIAL AREA, RAIPUR-492 001 (C.G.)
Manufacturer & Merchants
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105, Mahasagar Corporate, Manormaganj Main Road, Indore (M.P.) Pin-452001
Used Since: 15/04/2009
MUMBAI
Books, Stationary, Literature, Products Boucher & Catalogue.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
2792051  16/08/2014
LAXMI KRIPA ISPAT PVT. LTD.
trading as :LAXMI KRIPA ISPAT PVT. LTD.
578/96, URLA INDUSTRIAL AREA, RAIPUR-492 001 (C.G.)
Manufacturer & Merchants
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105, Mahasagar Corporate, Manormaganj Main Road, Indore (M.P.) Pin-452001
Used Since :12/04/2009
To be associated with:
2268112
MUMBAI
Books, Stationary, Literature, Products Boucher & Catalogue.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
2804250    04/09/2014
ANAND RURAL HOUSING INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT PRIVATE LIMITED
711/92, DEEPALI NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI -110019
Manufacturers and Traders
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :12/07/2013
To be associated with:
2804116
DELHI
Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists’ materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers’ type; printing blocks.
2811421  16/09/2014
KOHINOOR TECHNICAL INSTITUTE PVT. LTD.
Kohinoor Corporate Office, Senapati Bapat Marg, Dadar (West), Mumbai-400 028
Traders

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
2784846, 2811417

MUMBAI
Printed promotional materials like menu cards, magazine, brochures, stationery pamphlets, visiting cards, carry bags of papers, catalogue, books, paper & paper materials packaging material
2811715  18/09/2014
SANJEEV MEHRA
MRS. SANGITA JETHNANI
trading as ;AMAN TEXTILES
SHOP NO 29 GROUND FLOOR, 64-E, DHABLIWALA BUILDING, OLD HANUMAN LANE, KALBADEVI ROAD, MUMBAI - 400002
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DISHA IP SOLUTION
Disha IP Solutions 12, Calicut Street, 6 Beauman bldg, 2nd Floor, Ballard Estate, Mumbai 400 001
Used Since :01/01/2011
MUMBAI
PAPER AND PRINTED PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL LIKE VISITING CARD, BROACHERS, PAMPHLETS, LABELS AND PACKAGING MATERIAL
2811716 18/09/2014
SANJEEV MEHRA
MRS. SANGITA JETHNANI
trading as: AMAN TEXTILES
SHOP NO 29 GROUND FLOOR, 64-E, DHABIWIWA BUILDING, OLD HANUMAN LANE, KALBADEVI ROAD, MUMBAI - 400002
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DISHA IP SOLUTION
Disha IP Solutions 12, Calicut Street, 6 Beauman bldg, 2nd Floor, Ballard Estate, Mumbai 400 001
Used Since: 01/01/2011
MUMBAI
PAPER AND PRINTED PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL LIKE VISITING CARD, BROACHERS, PAMPHLETS, LABELS AND PACKAGING MATERIAL
ACHAID

2811884  09/09/2014

INVENTIA HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
UNIT 703 AND 704, 7TH FLOOR, HUBTOWN SOLARIS, N S PHADKE MARG, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400069

Manufacturer, Exporter and Trader

A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Used Since :01/09/2011

MUMBAI

STATIONERY, PRINTED MATTER, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL, CALENDARS, DIARIES, PAPER COVERS, ENVELOPES, PAMPHLETS, PUBLICATIONS, NEWSLETTERS, PERIODICALS AND BROCHURES
DEMINDER

2812604  19/09/2014

ALKEM LABORATORIES LTD.
ALKEM HOUSE, DEVASHISH, ADJ. TO MATULYA CENTRE, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PUBLICITY MATERIALS MADE OF PAPER, POSTERS, POSTCARDS, BANNERS, MAGAZINES, PERIODICALS, CATALOGUES, PAMPHLETS, INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
LIDPro

2815367 22/09/2014
VFS GLOBAL SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as :VFS GLOBAL SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
9TH FLOOR, TOWER A, URMI ESTATE, 95, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (W), MUMBAI 400 013,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Manufacturers, merchants and service providers

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :22/09/2014

MUMBAI
INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS (OTHER THAN APPARATUSES), BOOKS, CATALOGUES, BROCHURES,
NEWS LETTERS, LEAFLETS, PERIODICALS, LABELS, JOURNALS; CALENDARS; MAPS AND ATLAS; POSTERS AND
POST CARDS; GREETING CARDS; BOOKLETS; YEAR BOOK; TIMETABLE; DIAGRAMS AND PLANS; PRINTED FORMS;
OFFICE STATIONERY; TELEPHONE, FACSIMILE, E-MAIL AND WEB SITE DIRECTORIES; DIARIES, PHOTOGRAPHS;
MATERIAL FOR PACKAGING; ADVERTISING BOARDS AND PRINTS; GIFT ARTICLES; PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS; BAR
CODE LABELS; PRINTED CERTIFICATES.
XDATA

2816085  20/09/2014
SARAJU AGRIWAYS EXPORTS (P) LTD.
trading as ;SARAJU AGRIWAYS EXPORTS (P) LTD.
20/C,JAGAT ROY CHOWDHURY ROAD, KOLKATA 700008
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL (S).

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AUROMAA ASSOCIATES
BB-01,PRAFULLA KANAN,KRISHNAPUR ROAD (WEST),KOLKATA 700 101,WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since :01/09/2014

KOLKATA
ALL KINDS OF PENS INCLUDING BALL PENS, INK PENS, REFILLS AND WRITING INSTRUMENTS
1992249   13/07/2010
RAM KRISHAN
trading as ;SHIVAM POLYCON
E-32 INDUSTRIEL AREA RAM NAGAR CHANDAULI UP
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA TRADE MARK BUREAU
SA-17/130 M-M-3 (M.I.G.-3) ASHOK VIHAR COLONY PHASE-II PAHARIA VARANASI U.P
Used Since :15/02/2001
DELHI
FLAXIBLE PIPE & FITTING, PVC PIPE, HDPE PIPE, PIPE & FITTING INCLUDED IN CLASS-17.
NPLUS
2004598  05/08/2010
NGK PIONEER SEALS PVT. LTD.
RZ - 89, NARSINGH GARDEN, NEW DELHI - 110015
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS.
A COMPANY DULY & INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since: 01/04/2007

DELHI
OIL SEALS, GASKETS, RUBBER PARTS, HOSEPIPES, FLEXIBLEPIPES, CONDUITPIPES, PACKAGING, STOPPING & INSULATED MATERIAL INCLUDED IN CLASS 17.
BLACKBERRY

2005819  09/08/2010

VED PARKASH GARG

trading as; SHIV SHAKTI PIPE

P -137, SECTOR - 5, DSIDC, BAWANA, DELHI - 110039

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

VIPAN JAIN.
T-2475, 2ND FLOOR, SUBHASH NAGAR, OPP. GALI NO. 8, NAIWALA, KAROL BAGH NEW DELHI- 110005.

Used Since: 01/04/2008

DELHI

PVC PIPE/GARDEN PIPE.
POLYANE

2006185   09/08/2010

AGRIPOLYANE

ZI DU CLOS MARQUET F - 42400 SAINT CHAMOND, FRANCE

MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS

A SOCIETE PAR ACTIONS SIMPLIFIEE

Address for service in India/Agents address:

ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

SHEETS OF PLASTIC; PLASTIC FILMS; SEMI-PROCESSED PLASTIC SUBSTANCES; SHRINKABLE FILMS, SHRINKABLE WRAPPING AND COVERS, PRINTED FILM, FILM, STRETCH COVERS AND WRAPPING; FILMS, SLEEVES AND COVERS FOR SOIL MULCHING; PLASTIC FILM FOR ENSILAGE, BALEING, AGRICULTURAL PURPOSES, STORAGE AND PROTECTION OF FODDER; GREENHOUSE COVERS OF PLASTIC; FILMS, COVERS AND SHEATHS FOR IRRIGATION; FILMS, COVERS AND SHEATHS FOR DISINFECTING THE GROUND; FILM, COVERS AND SHEATHS FOR SOLARISATION; PLASTIC FILMS FOR AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND VITICULTURAL USE; COVER FILMS OF PLASTIC; PLASTIC FILMS FOR BUILDING; PLASTIC-OR SYNTHETIC RESIN-BASED FILMS; THE AFORESAID FILMS, SHEATHS AND COVERS ARE OF PLASTIC.
2137865  30/04/2011
ESSEN MULTIPACK LTD.
SURVEY NO.209, PLOT NO.5, INDUSTRIAL AREA, VERAVAL (SHAPAR) DIST. RAJKOT,
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANY ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHILA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Used Since :29/10/2002

AHMEDABAD
BIODEGRADABLE FILM FOR USE IN LINING GARDENS AND FLOWERBEDS, PLASTIC FILM FOR COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL USE
2377761  10/08/2012
FINE FINISH ORGANICS PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. 76, M.I.D.C. NEW CHEMICAL ZONE TALOJA-410208 DIST. RAIGAD MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING.
ALAKNANDA 16, NEPEAN SEA ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 036.
Used Since :08/07/2004

MUMBAI
ADHESIVE BANDS-TAPES, PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIALS
2377762  10/08/2012
FINE FINISH ORGANICS PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. 76, M.I.D.C. NEW CHEMICAL ZONE TALOJA-410208 DIST. RAIGAD MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING.
ALAKNANDA 16, NEPEAN SEA ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 036.
Used Since :02/05/2004

MUMBAI
ADHESIVA BANDS- TAPES, PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIALS
2377963   11/08/2012
SATYABHAMA RAJGARHIA
trading as ;S. V. INDUSTRIES
VASANT VIHAR COMPLEX, BUNGALOW NO. 15, DR. C. G. ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 074
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISLAW CONSULTANTS
BUILDING NO.4, C/104, SHANKESHWAR PALMS, BEHIND MODEL SCHOOL, KUMBHARKHANPADA, SUBHASH ROAD, DOMBIVIL(W) 421202
Used Since :06/03/1985
MUMBAI
ELECTRICLA AND THERMAL INSULATION TAPE
2378180  13/08/2012
VIJAYKUMAR POPATLAL KOTHARI
SAPREM VIJAYKUMAR KOTHARI
AKASH VIJAYKUMAR KOTHARI
trading as ;VARDHAMAN POLYEXTRUSION
A-24/1, MIDC, CHINCHOLI, SOLAPUR-413255
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :09/07/2003
To be associated with:
2054057
MUMBAI
HDPE AND RIGID PVC PIPES, AND SUOTION HOUSE PIPE, LLDPE PIPE, CPVC PIPE AND PP PIPE, ASTM PIPES, COLUMN PIPES AND SWR PIPES
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.,2074057.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726 , 04/01/2016       Class 17

GREENPLY INDUSTRIES LTD. trading as ;GREENPLY INDUSTRIES LIMITED
16A, SHAKESPEARE SARANI, KOLKATA - 700 071
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU,
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD , KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA.P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.
Used Since :01/01/1992

KOLKATA
Laminates of all kinds, High Pressure Laminates, decorative Laminates, Industrial Laminates, Laminated Sheets,
Postforming Laminates, Compact Laminates all included in Class 17.
2446374  21/12/2012

PAILAN PARK DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY LTD.
trading as ;PAILAN PARK DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY LTD.

EXPRESS TOWER, 42A, SHAKESPEARE SARANI, KOLKATA - 700 017, WEST BENGAL

Manufacturer(s), Merchant(s), Trader(s), Exporter(s).
AN INDIAN COMPANY.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78,N.S.C. BOSE ROAD,1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 040,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Used Since :18/12/2003

KOLKATA

Rubber; Guttapercha; Insulators; Mica, Raw or Partly Processed; Asbestos; Asbestos Fabric & Cloth; Packing, Padding & Stuffing Materials of Rubber & Plastic; Rubber Solutions; Plastic Substances, Semi-Processed; Plastic Fibers, not for use in Textiles; Insulating Materials; Insulating Paper and Fabrics; Canvas Hose Pipes; Pipe Gaskets; Caulking Materials; Seals.
2456912   08/01/2013
BINAY UDYOG (P) LTD.
trading as :BINAY UDYOG (P) LTD.
20-A, SURA 3RD LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010, WEST BENGAL.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069, WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :01/09/2001
KOLKATA
Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and goods made from these materials and not included in other classes; plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; packing, stopping and insulating materials; flexible pipes, not of metal of all kinds being included in Class-17,
2457197   09/01/2013
ASHISH KUMAR KANODIA
trading as ;MAHASAKTI ENGINEERING WORKS
94, DHARMOTALLA ROAD, GHUSURI, HOWRAH - 711 107, WEST BENGAL, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT.
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :24/01/1997
KOLKATA
HDPE Pipe & Fittings of all kinds being included in Class-17.
WARSHIELD

2515337 17/04/2013

SPARCO MULTIPLAST PVT. LTD.
704, SURMOUNT BYZANTINE, OPP. ISCON TEMPLE, NEAR CASELA TOWER, S. G. ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380015
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHJIA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Used Since: 25/03/2013

AHMEDABAD

A FLEXIBLE PADDING MADE OF HDPE DESIGNED FOR THE PROTECTION OF THE CORROSION COATING ON PIPELINES TO PROTECT AGAINST ROCKY BACKFILL.
2515338 17/04/2013
SPARCO MULTIPLAST PVT. LTD.
704, SURMOUNT BYZANTINE, OPP. ISCON TEMPLE, NEAR CASELA TOWER, S. G. ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380015
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHJIA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Used Since: 25/03/2013

AHMEDABAD
A WARNING MESH COMPRISED OF STRUCTURALLY OPTIMIZED DESIGNED VERTICAL FILAMENTS AND HORIZONTAL FILAMENTS MONOAXIALLY ORIENTED WITH VARIOUS DIMENSIONS TO COMBINE TO A TYPICAL PERIMETER MESH SERVING AS AN WARNING DEVICE FOR PROTECTION OF VARIOUS UTILITIES LIKE GAS PIPE LINES, CABLES
2536340    23/05/2013
ANJU GARG
trading as ;SHRI RAMA INDUSTRIES
D - 108 KAVI NAGAR GHAZIABAD 201001
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.N.GOEL (ADV)
GOPAL PALCE MALIWARA CHOWK GHAZIABAD UP
Used Since :20/04/2005
DELHI
TRANSMISSON RUBBER BELT,CONVEYOR RUBBER BELTRUBBER PRODUCTS
2595361 12/09/2013
RITUL PARSOTAMBHAI CHOVTIYA
VIJAYBHAI GIRDHARBHAI RANK
trading as ;M/S. VIRAJ PLASTIC INDUSTRIES
SURVEY No.160, PLOT No.4, JAMNAGAR ROAD, NEAR MURLIDHAR HOTEL, AT.NARANKA, TAL.PADADHARI, DIST.
RAJKOT, (GUJARAT)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT
Used Since :02/06/2005
AHMEDABAD
PLASTIC PIPES AND GRANULES INCLUDED IN CLASS 17
2642059   12/12/2013
MANSUKHBHAI TILVA
MANSUKHBHAI TILVA
RUPESHBHAI LADANI
KISHAN TILVA
KISHAN LADANI
trading as ;M/S. NEON POLY PLAST
ANKUR IND. ESTATE, SURVEY NO. 270, ENTRY CAST ROAD, NR. APNA ELECTRICALS, SHAPAR (VERAVAL), RAJKOT. GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Used Since :01/11/2013

AHMEDABAD
UPVC PIPE & FITTINGS.
BULL
2679371  14/02/2014
SANDEEP MITTAL
VIMAL AGGARWAL
VINAY MAHAJAN
VIKAS CHOPRA
HEMANT AGGARWAL
trading as ;AQUA POLYMERS
SIDCO INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEAR RAILWAY ROAD, KATHUA, J AND KASHMIR
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/06/2010
DELHI
PVC & HDPE WATER STORAGE TANKS.
BECTOR

2709837  01/04/2014

RADHEY SHYAM GUPTA

trading as ;SHIVAM POLYTECH INDUSTRIES

OLD INDUSTRIAL EXTENSION AREA, HATLI MORH, KATHUA, J AND K
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

BOMBAY TRADE MARK CO.
NEW RAILWAY ROAD, JALANDHAR CITY, PUNJAB STATE.

Used Since :01/01/2014

DELHI

PVC RIGID PIPES FOR SALE IN THE STATE OF JAMMU & KASHMIR ONLY.
1966498  17/05/2010
JAIPRAKASH ASSOCIATES LTD.
SEC.-128, NOIDA, U.P.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANY ACT,1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH CHAUDHARY & ASSOCIATES
20, BANK ENCLAVE, RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110027
Used Since :01/07/2009

DELHI
LEATHER & IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, & GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS & NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES TRUNKS & TRAVELLING BAGS, UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS & WALKING STICKS, WHIPS, HARNESS & SADDLERY ALL IN CLASS 18.
1966505  17/05/2010
JAIPRAKASH ASSOCIATES LTD.
SEC.-128, NOIDA, U.P.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANY ACT,1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH CHAUDHARY & ASSOCIATES
20, BANK ENCLAVE, RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110027
Used Since :01/07/2009

DELHI
LEATHER & Imitations of leather, & Goods made from these materials & Not included in other classes, animal skins, hides trunks & travelling bags, umbrellas, parasols & walking sticks, whips, harness & saddlery all in class 18.
1966513  17/05/2010
JAIPRAKASH ASSOCIATES LTD.
SEC.-128, NOIDA, U.P.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANY ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH CHAUDHARY & ASSOCIATES
20, BANK ENCLAVE, RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110027
Used Since : 01/07/2009

DELHI
LEATHER & IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, & GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS & NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES TRUNKS & TRAVELLING BAGS, UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS & WALKING STICKS, WHIPS, HARNESS & SADDLERY ALL IN CLASS 18.
2001124    29/07/2010
PRADEEP KUMAR SINGH
trading as ;HIGH FEEL
M/MIG, C - 95, KEDAR NAGAR, SHAHGANJ, AGRA, U.P
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

Used Since :01/01/2010

DELI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND ARTICLES MADE FROM THE THESE MATERIALS, SKINS,HIDES, FRUNKSAND TRAVELING BAGS UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS WHIPS, HAMESS & SADDLERY, BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 18
2002472  02/08/2010
DALHOUSIE PUBLIC SCHOOL EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY
THE BADHANI SCHOOL, DALHOUSIE PUBLIC BADHANI VIA PATHANKOT PB 145001
MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU.
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH , NEW DELHI-110005
Used Since : 01/04/2005
DELHI
BAGS, SCHOOL BAGS, PURSES, WALLETs, LUGGAGE MATERIALS, LEATHER & IMITATION OF LEATHER.
2002564  02/08/2010
SUPREME TEX MART LIMITED
424- INDUSTRIAL AREA-A, LUDHIANA (PB)
MERCHANTS, MANUFACTURERS & EXPORTERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANYS ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/1996
DELHI
LEATHER AND IMITATION OF LEATHER AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIAL AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; TRAVELLING BAGS, LEATHER BAGS, HAND BAGS, WALLETS, PURSES, SPORTS BAGS, SCHOOL BAGS, UMBRELLAS, BRIEF CASES, VANITY CASES AND LEATHER BELTS FOR SALE IN INDIA & FOR EXPORT
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD "SUPREME".
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016

2004962 06/08/2010
ANURAG PET ARTICLES PRIVATED LIMITED
402 - D BLOCK, FIRST FLOOR, SHYAM NAGAR, KANPUR, U.P
MANUFACTURES, MERCHANT & EXPORTER.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANSHUL & CO.
H-882, SATYAM VIHAR, AVAS VIKAS COLONY, KALYANPUR, KANPUR-208017, U.P.
Used Since: 01/07/2010

DELHI
ARTICLES MADE FROM LEATHERS OR IMITATIONS OF LEATHER FOR PET ANIMAL INCLUDED IN CLASS 18.
2005153 06/08/2010
MELLOW YELLOW ASSETS LIMITED
THE OFFICES OF TRIDENT TRUST (B.V.I) LTD TRIDENT CHAMBERS P.O. BOX 146 ROAD TOWN TORTOLA BRITISH VIRGIN ISLAND

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SEN - OBEROI.
A - 18, CHITTARANJAN PARK, NEW DELHI - 110 019.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HANDBAGS, TRAVELING BAGS, SHOULDER BAGS, BACKPACKS, RUCKSACKS, SPORT BAGS, CLUTCH BAGS, TOTE BAGS, SHOPPING BAGS, MAKE UP BAGS, TOILETRY BAGS, VANITY CASES, COSMETIC CASES, POUCHES, WALLETS, PURSES, BELTS.
2005250    06/08/2010
M/S OCEAN LUGGAGE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;M/S OCEAN LUGGAGE PRIVATE LIMITED
5096. BALLIMARAN, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI-110006.
SERVICES.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHIV REGISTRATION CO.
87, FF, GAGAN VIHAR EXTN., DELHI-110051
Used Since: 20/07/2010
DELHI
TRADING AND MANUFACTURING OF ALL KINDS OF LUGGAGE, LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER BAGS, PURSES AND ACCESSORIES.
2354290  23/06/2012
VIJAY R. SAVLA
22, JANKI NIWAS, KIROL VILLAGE, OPP. BUS DEPO, VIDYAVIHAR (W), MUMBAI - 400 086
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; animal skins, hides, trunks and traveling bags; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, harness and Saddlery
2465604 23/01/2013

WU, CHEN-CHUAN
1F, NO.9-3, WU-CHIUAN ONE RD., HSIN CHUANG, TAIPEI CITY, TAIWAN R.O.C.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND DISTRIBUTOR
A CITIZEN OF TAIWAN R.O.C

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
BACKPACKS; CASES, OF LEATHER OR LEATHERBOARD; BAGS FOR TRAVELING; BRIEFCASES; TRUNKS [LUGGAGE]; TRAVELING BAGS; TRAVELING TRUNKS; WHEELED SHOPPING BAGS; SUITCASE HANDLES; TRAVELING SETS [LEATHERWARE]
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016 Class 18

2465605 23/01/2013
WU, CHEN-CHUAN
1F, NO.9-3, WU-CHIUAN ONE RD., HSIN CHUANG CITY, TAIPEI HSIENT, TAIWAN R.O.C.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND DISTRIBUTOR
A CITIZEN OF TAIWAN R.O.C

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
BACKPACKS; CASES, OF LEATHER OR LEATHERBOARD; BAGS FOR TRAVELING; BRIEFCASES; TRUNKS [LUGGAGE]; TRAVELING BAGS; TRAVELING TRUNKS; WHEELED SHOPPING BAGS; SUITCASE HANDLES; TRAVELING SETS [LEATHERWARE]
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016 Class 18

2465625  23/01/2013
MAHENDRA KUMAR CHORARIA
trading as ;H.M. INTERNATIONAL
14. WATKINS LANE, HOWRAH-711 101 WEST BENGAL INDIA
Trader

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, 3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.), KOLKATA 700 069, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; animal skins, hides; trunks and traveling bags; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery being included in Class-18.
2465629 23/01/2013

MAHENDRA KUMAR CHORARIA

trading as ;H.M. INTERNATIONAL

14. WATKINS LANE,HOWRAH-711 101 WEST BENGAL INDIA

Trader

Address for service in India/Agents address:

CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES

13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; animal skins, hides; trunks and traveling bags; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery being included in Class-18.
MR. PRADEEP JINDAL
trading as ;PRADEEP ENTERPRISES
5291, HARDHYAN SINGH ROAD, DEV NAGAR, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI -110005
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :01/03/2012

DELHI
REXENE .
BE BLACK
2709885    01/04/2014
SH. KAPIL JAIN
trading as ;K.T. TRADERS
SHOP NO. 16, MAHA LAXMI MARKET, GUR MANDI, LUDHIANA, PB
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI TRADE MARK CO.
"BRAND HOUSE",54-55, SUPER CYCLE MARKET, OPP. KWALITY KANDA, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2012
DELHI
LEATHER PRODUCTS, IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, TRAVELLING BAGS, BELTS, PURSE , LEATHER WEARING APPARELS, UMBRELLAS WALKING STICKS INCLUDED IN CLASS 18 FOR SALE IN INDIA FOR EXPORT.
BHARAT ANADA PATEL
95/A, DWARKADAS BUILDING, ROOM NO. 1, KESHAVRAO KADAM MARG, NEAR NAVJEEVAN SOCIETY, MUMBAI-400008.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT/ DEALER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS. 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.

Used Since :01/01/2014

MUMBAI
SCHOOL BAG, COLLEGE BAG, SHOPPING BAG, TRAVELLING BAG INCLUDED IN CLASS 18
Rejuve5
2809540  12/09/2014
BENNETT, COLEMAN & COMPANY LIMITED
7, Bahadurshah Zafar Marg, New Delhi- 110103
Manufacturers and Merchants
an Indian company existing under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2809539
DELHI
Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; animal skins, hides, trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, harness and saddler.
2811656    18/09/2014
REZWAN RAZACK
SANA REZWAN
MR FAIZ REZWAN

trading as :INDELUST
THE FALCON HOUSE, NO.1, MAIN GUARD CROSS ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HOLLA ASSOCIATES
#193, 'KASHI BHAVAN', 6TH CROSS, GANDHINAGAR, BANGALORE-560009.
Used Since :21/03/2014

CHENNAI
BAGS - TRAVELLING BAGS
2814957  20/09/2014
VIJAY BADGAMIA
trading as : S R R INTERNATIONAL
282, AGBOATWALA BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, SHOP NO. 12, ABDUL REHMAN STREET, MUMBAI-400 003
MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Accents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES,
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603
Used Since : 11/09/2014

MUMBAI
BAG MADE OF LEATHER & IMITATION OF LEATHER, LEATHER SHOPPING BAGS, TRAVELLING BAGS, LEATHER PURSES, HAND BAGS, WALLETS, CARD Wallets, POCKET Wallets, LUGGAGE BAGS, Wallets & OTHER CARRIERS OF LEATHER OR IMITATION OF LEATHERS
ULTRACRETE

2002562 02/08/2010

SMT.KAMINI SHARMA

trading as : M/S ACE MARKETING
A - 105, MADHUBAN ENCLAVE, BAREWAL ROAD, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

Used Since: 01/04/2007

DELHI

WATER PROOFING MATERIAL, DAMP PROOFING MATERIAL AND BUILDING MATERIAL (NON-METALLIC) INCLUDED IN CLASS 19
ASIANR

2002563  02/08/2010

SMT. KAMINI SHARMA

trading as M/S ACE MARKETING

A - 105, MADHUBAN ENCLAVE, BAREWAL ROAD, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Angents address:

MAHTTA & CO.

43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

Used Since : 01/04/2007

DELHI

WATER PROOFING MATERIAL, DAMP PROOFING MATERIAL AND BUILDING MATERIAL (NON-METALLIC) INCLUDED IN CLASS 19
SPANITO

2004584  05/08/2010
RAKESH KUMAR,
trading as ; R. K. & SONS
11 - E 227, NEHRU NAGAR, AMBEDKAR ROAD, GHAZIABAD, U.P
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since : 10/04/2007

DELHI
TILES, PORCELAIN, CERAMIC AND VITRIFIED TILES INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
2132433  19/04/2011
BELLEZA CERAMIC PRIVATE LIMITED
8-A, NATIONAL HIGHWAY, NR. 20 NALA, AT. SARTANPAR (DHUVA), TAL.- WANKANER, DIST.- RAJKOT - GUJRAT INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :21/08/2008
AHMEDABAD
CERAMIC WALL TILES, CERAMIC FLOOR TILES, VITRIFIED TILES AND TILES, LAMINATE SHEET, WALL AND FLOUR TILES, VITRIFIED TILES, PORCELINO TILES, CEMENT, PLAIN AND PRELAM PARTICLE BOARD, SUNMICA, LAMINATES AND ALL PLYWOOD PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS-19.
2134393   25/04/2011
CORUS VITRIFIED PVT. LTD.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :06/04/2011
AHMEDABAD
FLOOR TILES, VITRIFIED TILES, RUSTICO TILES, GRANITO, LUSTER WALL TILES, GLAZED TILES, LUSTER TILES, WALL TILES, CERAMIC TILES, CLAY TILES, PORCELAIN TILES, CEMENT PIPES AND ARTICLES THEREOF, WHITE CEMENT BASE PUTTY, BUILDING MATERIALS, PLASTER OF PARIS, LIME, BUILDING MATERIALS, INCLUDED IN CLASS -19
2174036    12/07/2011
SICO CERAMICS PRIVATE LIMITED
SR. NO. 93/1, 8-A, N.H.MATEL ROAD, AT: DHUVA, TAL: WANKANER, DIST.- RAJKOT - 363622
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.1956
Used Since :09/06/2011
AHMEDABAD
WALL TILES, FLOOR TILES AND VITRIFIED TILES, INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
2176057 15/07/2011
MAHESH SOBHRAJ TALREJA
2) MRS. RIA MAHESH TALREJA.
trading as ;BHAROOMAL AND CO.
1 AND 2 NARSING CO-OP SOCIETY,4TH ROAD, KHAR (WEST),MUMBAI- 400 052.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A REGISTERED PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since: 05/07/2011
MUMBAI
PLYWOOD, VENEERS, BLOCK BOARDS AND FLUSH DOORS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 19
Let's make new
2278923  07/02/2012
LAVASA CORPORATION LIMITED
trading as ;LAVASA CORPORATION LIMITED
Hincon House, 247 Park, L.B.S. Marg, Vikhroli(W), Mumbai-400 083.
Manufacturers, merchants and service providers
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Building and apartment building included in class 19; building materials, houses, huts & portable buildings, pre-fabricated structure, cabins, name-plates, natural & artificial stone, cement, lime, mortar, plaster, terra cotta, veneer & gravel; articles made of fibrous used for building; paving materials, granite sets for paving; pipes of earthenware or cement; roadmaking materials; asphalt, pitch & bitumen; portable buildings; stone monuments; chimneypots.
DURO TOUCH

2318380  19/04/2012
MAA MANSA ENTERPRISES PVT. LTD
PLOT NO 369 INDUSTRIAL AREA PHASE-I PANCHKULA HARYANA
MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.G. MAHESHWARI & ASSOCIATES
7-A, TRIBUNE COLONY, AMBALA CANTT-1, HARYANA.
Used Since :20/01/2006

DELHI
PLYWOOD, TEAK PLY, SHUTTERING PLY, BLOCK BOARD, FLUSH DOOR, LAMINATED BOARD, PANEL DOOR,
DECORATIVES, SUNMICA, WOODEN BEADINGS & CORE VENEER
2439260  07/12/2012  
MR. SURESHBHAI ARJUNBHAI PATEL  
trading as ; KALYANI TIMBERS  
Kalyani Timbers, Behind Kutch Kadwa Patel Samaj Wadi, Naroda Road, Ahmedabad&amp;nbsp;382 340, Gujarat  
Manufacturer and Merchant  
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
RISHIT BHATT & CO.  
C/3, Raj Apartment, B/h. Kothawala Flats, Near Kocharab Ashram, Kocharab Road, Ellisbridge, Ahmedabad - 380 006, Gujarat, India  
Proposed to be Used  
AHMEDABAD  
PLYWOOD INCLUDING DECORATIVE PLYWOOD, LAMINATED PLYWOOD, FILM FACED PLYWOOD, WATER PROOF PLYWOOD, TEAK PLYWOOD, MARINE PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, LAMINATION BOARD, SUNMICA, FLUSH DOORS, WOODEN MOULDINGS, SHUTTERING PLY, PENAL DOORS AND TIMBER PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS-19.
2456910 08/01/2013
BINAY UDYOG (P) LTD.
trading as ;BINAY UDYOG (P) LTD.
20-A, SURA 3RD LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010, WEST BENGAL.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :04/01/1993

KOLKATA
Building materials (non-metallic); non-metallic rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and bitumen; non-metallic transportable buildings; monuments, not of metal of all kinds being included in Class-19.
BINAY UDYOG (P) LTD.

trading as BINAY UDYOG (P) LTD.

20-A, SURA 3RD LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010, WEST BENGAL.

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES

13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, 3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.), KOLKATA 700 069, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Used Since: 08/04/1968

KOLKATA

Building materials (non-metallic); non-metallic rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and bitumen; non-metallic transportable buildings; monuments, not of metal of all kinds being included in Class-19.
2462519  18/01/2013
STP LIMITED
trading as ;STP LIMITED
TURNER MORRISON BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, 6 LYONS RANGE, KOLKATA - 700001.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS.
AN INDIAN COMPANY.
Used Since :18/01/2012
KOLKATA
BITUMINOUS EMULSION
AquaSeal LM

2469430  31/01/2013
STP LIMITED
trading as ;STP LIMITED
TURNER MORRISON BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, 6 LYONS RANGE, KOLKATA - 700001.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS/TRADERS.
AN INDIAN COMPANY.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
APP/SBS MODIFIED POLYMERIC LIQUID MEMBRANE.
2517131    22/04/2013

IRSHAD ALI

trading as ;M/s. IRSHAD FURNITURE & TIMBER MERCHANT

LAKKAD PITHA, NAI ABADI, MANDSAUR - 458 001 (M.P.)
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :01/06/2007

MUMBAI
Plywood

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
2578992  12/08/2013
MOTIF DEKOR PVT. LTD.
trading as ;MOTIF DEKOR PVT. LTD.
SURVEY NO. 187, AT : DHEDHAL, ADRODA ROAD, BAVLA, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT- INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :01/01/2012
AHMEDABAD
PLYWOOD, BLOCKBOARDS, FLUSH DOORS, VENEER, LAMINATES, MDF BOARD, PARTICLE BOARD, DECORATIVE PLYWOOD, DECORATIVE LAMINATES, WOODEN DOOR SKIN & WOODEN PANEL, BUILDING MATERIALS (NON-METALLIC), NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING, ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN, NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS, MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL.
OM PRAKASH GUPTA
H NO 09, JUHI GAUSHALA, KANPUR-208011, UP
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRA SEN DWIVEDI
2/667, Gajia Khera, Shuklaganj, Unnao, U.P.
Used Since: 01/08/2012

DELHI

PLYWOOD, BLACK BOARD, LAMINATES DOORS, BOARDS, DOOR FRAMES, FLUSH DOORS

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE "WOOD"
2709495  31/03/2014

OCL INDIA LIMITED
17th FLOOR, NARAIN MANZIL, 23 BARAKHAMBA ROAD, NEW DELHI 110001
MANUFACTURERS & SELLERS
AN EXISTING COMPANY UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Used Since :07/03/2014

DELHI
CEMENT FOR ALL VARIETIES, BUILDING MATERIALS (NON-METALLIC), NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN; NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL GOODS FALLING IN CLASS 19.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 210481 AND 414560
2808348    12/09/2014
CENTURY PLYBOARDS (INDIA) LIMITED
trading as ;CENTURY PLYBOARDS (INDIA) LIMITED
6, LYONS RANGE, KOLKATA - 700 001.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU.
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD , KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA.P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.
Used Since :01/01/2014
To be associated with:
607545, 808247, 808248, 845241, 846982, 1213809, 1213810
KOLKATA
Plywood, Veneer, Decorative Plywood, Shuttering Plywood, Particle Board, Pre laminated Particle Board, MDF, Decorative Veneer, Block Board, Flush Door, Doors, Laminates of all kind, High Pressure Laminate, Decorative Laminate, Industrial Laminates, Postforming Laminates, Veneered Board, Laminated Sheet and all included in Class 19.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTER APPEARING ON THE LABEL.
AGROPINE

2809910  16/09/2014
ARYAN ENTERPRISES PVT LTD.
VILLAGE PANSARA, SAHARANPUR ROAD, NEAR CAPTAIN PETROL PUMP, YAMUNA NAGAR, HARYANA
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M & M ADVOCATES AND CONSULTANTS
NATIONAL COLLEGE OF POLYTECHNIC NEAR NEW POLICE LINES AMBALA ROAD JAGADHRI DISTT YAMUNA
NAGAR HARYANA
Used Since : 22/08/1987

To be associated with:
1014465

DELHI
PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, FLUSH DOORS. MICA, MARINE PLY, DECORATIVE PLY, VENEER, FILM FACED
SHUTTERING.
2811114  17/09/2014

AMBIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
L-4, GREEN PARK EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110016, INDIA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A Company Incorporated Under The Indian Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GYAN PRAKASH BANSAL
204 KRISHNA TOWER-2 PLOT NO-1 POCKET-7 SECTOR-12 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075
Used Since: 14/04/1986

To be associated with:
927228, 927229, 1641078, 1642347, 1643043, 1858970, 2041809, 2142370, 2811108

DELHI
BUILDING MATERIALS (NON-METALLIC); NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; PLANKS (WOOD FOR BUILDING), WOOD FOR MAKING HOUSEHOLD UTENSILS
2811721 18/09/2014

JAGDISH N. SHAH

trading as; VIJAY PLYWOOD

19-A, NEW GANJAWALA BUILDING, RTO ROAD, TARDEO, MUMBAI-400034
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:

VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.

Used Since: 01/01/2014

Mumbai

LAMINATE, PLYWOOD INCLUDED IN CLASS 19
2814037    22/09/2014
MUNISH TYAGI
568, GOBIND PURI, YAMUNA NAGAR, HARYANA
MERCHANTS & SUPPLIERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HANDA ASSOCIATES
G.T. ROAD, NEAR BECO, BATALA - 143 505, (PB.)
Used Since :01/04/2011

DELHI
PLYWOOD, DECORATIVE PLYWOOD & LAMINATED PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, PARTICLE BOARD, MDF BOARD &
sheets, laminated board & sheets, paper based decorative laminate sheets, mica, decorative
laminated sheets, flush doors, water proof plywood, wooden mouldings, film faced plywood,
shuttering ply, penal doors, veeners, teak ply wood, marine plywood & timber products included in
class 19.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL OTHER
DESCRIPTIVE MATTER APPEARING ON THE LABEL.
SAFFRON HOME DEVELOPERS PVT.LTD.
trading as SAFFRON HOME DEVELOPERS PVT.LTD.
171 NEW VIJAY NAGAR OPP SHARA HOSPITAL JALNADHAR
SERVICE.
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2007
DELHI
FURNITURE
NEXT

2001746  30/05/2007
NEXT RETAIL LIMITED
trading as : NEXT RETAIL LIMITED
DESFORD ROAD, ENDERBY LEICESTER LE9 4AT, UNITED KINGDOM.
GOODS
(A BRITISH COMPANY)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; GOODS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS; PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS.
2002393  02/08/2010
M/S. REAL INNERSPRING TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
B-7, SECTOR-3, NOIDA-201301 U.P.
MERCENTS & MANUFACTURERS.
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since : 01/04/2003

DELHI
ALL TYPE OF SPRING MATTRESSES, SPRING BEDS, PILLOWS AND QUILTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 20.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1554179.
2445142  19/12/2012
STUDIO FOR ARCHITECTURE LANDSCAPE INTERIOR AND ENTERPRISE PVT. LTD.
D-405, CITY CENTRE, SECTOR-I, DC BLOCK, SALT LAKE, KOLKATA : 700064, WEST BENGAL.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. J. ASSOCIATES.
6A, KIRAN SHANKAR ROY ROAD, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; GOODS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS.
2446377  21/12/2012

PAILAN PARK DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY LTD.
trading as :PAILAN PARK DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY LTD.
EXPRESS TOWER, 42A, SHAKESPEARE SARANI, KOLKATA - 700 017, WEST BENGAL
Manufacturer(s), Merchant(s), Trader(s), Exporter(s).
AN INDIAN COMPANY.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78,N.S.C. BOSE ROAD,1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 040,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :18/12/2003

KOLKATA
Furniture; Metal Furniture; Office Furniture; School Furniture; Display Stands; Beds, Chairs, Tables, Sofas, Cabinets, Desks, Showcases, Book Shelves; Doors for Furniture; Trolleys (Furniture); Non-Metallic Furniture Fittings; Mirrors, Picture Frames; Articles Consisting of Wood, Cork, Reeds, Cane, Wicker, Horn, Bone, Whalebone, Shell, Amber, Mother-of-Pearl & Ivory; Beds and Pillows; Wax Figures.
ANKUR
2466970  25/01/2013
JAGDAMBA POLYMERS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;Jagdamba Polymers Private Limited
25, Ganeswarpur industrial estate, po: januganj, Balasore, Orissa- 756019.
Manufacturer and Distributor

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHUKLA TRADE MARK COMPANY.
71, CANNING STREET, ROOM NO. C - 518, 5TH FLOOR, BAGRI MARKET, KOLKATA- 700 001.
Used Since :25/10/1999

KOLKATA

Furniture, chairs, tables, stools and other goods of similar types whether moulded or manufactured from plastics and metals.
2466972    25/01/2013
JAGDAMBA POLYMERS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as; Jagdamba Polymers Private Limited
25, Ganeswarpur industrial estate, po: januganj, Balasore, Orissa- 756019.
Manufacturer and Distributor
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHUKLA TRADE MARK COMPANY.
71, CANNING STREET, ROOM NO. C - 518, 5TH FLOOR, BAGRI MARKET, KOLKATA- 700 001.
Used Since :01/10/2005

KOLKATA
Furniture, chairs, tables, stools and other goods of similar types whether moulded or manufactured from plastics and metals.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD - ALISHAN..
2566278  13/07/2013
REKHA BASRA
trading as ; IMPRESSIONS
N-183, SECTOR-2, BAWANA INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI-110039
Manufacturer and Merchants
AN INDIAN PROPRIETOR OF AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ABC REGISTRATION SERVICES
C-36, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, LANE NO.4, DELHI - 110 009.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Furniture, Wooden Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics
CHRISTINE MARGOTIN

2691159   04/03/2014
CHRISTINE MARGOTIN
2 RAJDOOT MARG, CHANAKYAPURI, NEW DELHI-110021
MANUFACTURER, TRADER AND SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADHRITLEGAL
1687, Sector 29, Noida

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
FIGURINES OF WOOD, WAX, PLASTER OR PLASTIC, STATUES OF WOOD, WAX, PLASTER OR PLASTIC, STATUETTES OF WOOD, WAX, PLASTER OR PLASTIC, WORKS OF ART OF WOOD, WAX, PLASTER OR PLASTIC.
MARK SHOULD BE USE AND READ AS WHOLE.
SKIVE

2808723   15/09/2014

SHREE VAISHANO ENTERPRISES
NEAR HANUMAN GATE, BAIKUNTH DHAM ROAD, BHIWANI HR
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Used Since :19/08/2014

DELHI

MANUFACTURING, PRODUCING, TRADING, SUPPLYING, DEALING AS AGENT OR BROKER OF CHAIRS OR PARTS THEREOF
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016  Class 20

2812520  19/09/2014

BP ERGO LIMITED
K-52, MIDC, HINGNA ROAD, NAGPUR -440016, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJEEV SHRIKANT NIPHADKAR
2/32, Swanand Anand Nagar, Nehru Road, Santacruz (E), Mumbai 400 055
Used Since: 01/09/2014

MUMBAI
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES, ARTICLES (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASS) OF WOOD, CORK, REEDS, CANE, WICKER, HORN BONE IVORY, WHALE BORNE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER OF PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND CELLULOID
HOME ELEMENTS PVT. LTD.
H 1- 53/54, RIICO INDUSTRIAL AREA, MANSAROVAR, JAIPUR-302020, Rajasthan, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)

Used Since :01/11/2013

AHMEDABAD
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES, GOODS OF WOOD, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY,
WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS,
OR OF PLASTICS.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
JAIPRAKASH ASSOCIATES LTD.
SEC.-128, NOIDA, U.P.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANY ACT,1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH CHAUDHARY & ASSOCIATES
20, BANK ENCLAVE, RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110027
Used Since :01/07/2009

DELHI

HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS & CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH), COMBS & SPONGES, BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINT BRUSHES), BRUSH MAKING MATERIALS, ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES, STEELWOOL, UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING), GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN & EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES ALL IN CLASS 21.
1985416  28/06/2010
ARCHANA AGRAWAL
trading as ;ALFA GLASS IMPEX
DHOLPURA RAOD OPP B.K.GLASS FIROZABAD UP
MANUFACTURER/MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :01/01/2004

DELHI
GLASS AND GLASS WARE OF ALL KINDS INCLUDING CROCKERY WARE PLAIN AND DECORATED, BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 21.
LOVISH
2000571  29/07/2010
SUBHASH KUMAR
LOVISH CHAUDHARY
trading as ;LOVISH ENTERPRISES
PLOT NO-73, KH. NO. 665, NAWADA VILLAGE, UTTAM NAGAR NEW DELHI-59
TRADING AND MANUFACTURING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :01/06/2010

DELHI
Household or kitchen utensils and containers(not of precious metal or coated therewith); combs and sponges; brushes (except paints brushes); brush making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steelwool, unworked or semiworked glass (except glass used in building); glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes
SLIDERS

2005125  06/08/2010

MR. VIJAY GROVER

trading as ;JMD ENTERPRISES

PLOT NO. 185, POLI NO. 56, NANGLI SAKRAWATI, NEW DELHI - 110043
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, 1ST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17
Used Since :01/06/2008

DELHI

KITCHEN APPLIANCES AND STEEL UTENSILS UTILITIES AND ACCESSORIES STAINLESS STEEN UTILITY PRUDUCTS AND KITCHEN ACCESSORIES.
MASTER MIND
2005593    09/08/2010
MUNESH BALA SINGH
trading as: RAZAPUR INDUSTRIES
UNIT-1 SC- 272 SHAHRI NAGAR GHAZIABAD
MERCHANTABILITY & MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHIFA SYSTEMS
DELHI OFFICE 207 AGARWAL TOWERS LSC POCKET O & P DILSHAD GARDEN DELHI-110095
Used Since: 01/07/2010
DELHI
DOMESTIC AND COMMERCIAL UTENSILS INCLUDING PRESSURE COKERS AND TANDOORS (NON-ELECTRIC) INCLUDED IN CLASS 21.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016  Class 21

MOHIT BATRA
trading as ;ECO TABLEWARES
4764, Duptty Ganj, Sadar Bazar, Delhi - 6
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
A-4/61, SEC-17, Rohini Delhi-89
Used Since: 01/04/2009

DELI
STAINLESS STEEL UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS, PRESSURE COOKERS, GLASSWARE, COOKWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 21.
2007393    11/08/2010
MR. DEEPAK SONI
trading as ;M/S. VIN CORPORATION
321, 3RD FLOOR, R.G. COMMERCIAL COMPLEX - II, SECTOR -14, ROHINI, NEW DELHI - 110085.
TRADE&MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARORA AND ARORA
5/48 NEHRU NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110065
Used Since :15/01/2007
DELHI
SCRUBBER. SCRUB PADS AND ALL TYPE OF CLEANING DEVICES AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 21
2372940    31/07/2012
EUREKA FORBES LIMITED
B1/B2, 701, MARATHON INNOVA, OFF GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
MANUFACTURERS/MERCHANTS
A LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURESH & CO.
11 PRABHA KUNJ PLOTNO 498 24TH ROAD KHAR (WEST) MUMBAI-400052.
Used Since :01/01/2010
To be associated with:
2143390
MUMBAI
HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS, WATER FILTERS, STAINLESS STEEL, UTENSILS, CONTAINERS, PRESSURE COOKERS, COMBS AND SPONGES, BRUSHES, GLASSWARE PORCELAIN AND EARTH WARE, THERMO WARES, PLASTIC CONTAINERS AND PLASTIC ARTICLES, COMBS, TOOTHPICKS AND TOOTH BRUSHES IN CLASS 21
2375472 06/08/2012
EUREKA FORBES LIMITED
B1/B2, 701, MARATHON INNOVA, OFF GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
MANUFACTURERS / MERCHANTS
A LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURESH & CO.
11 PRABHA KUNJ PLOT NO 498 24TH ROAD Khar (WEST) MUMBAI-400052.
Used Since :01/01/2010
MUMBAI
HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS, WATER FILTERS, STAINLESS STEEL, UTENSILS, CONTAINERS, PRESSURE COOKERS, COMBS AND SPONGES, BRUSHES, GLASSWARE PORCELAIN AND EARTH WARE, THERMO WARES, PLASTIC CONTAINERS AND PLASTIC ARTICLES, COMBS, TOOTHPICKS AND TOOTHBRUSHES IN CLASS 21.
2423073   05/11/2012
ROSHAN PURSHOTTAMDAS PATEL,
trading as ;RADHEN WIRE PRODUCTS
14/1, PRAKASH INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, VASTRAL ROAD, AMARAIWADI, AHMEDABAD-380 026. GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
KITCHEN BASKET
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :16/10/2012
AHMEDABAD
S.S. KITCHEN BASKET INCLUDED IN CLASS-21.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATES OF BY FILING A REQUEST ON FORM TM-16..for State of Gujarat only.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016 Class 21

2465630 23/01/2013
MAHENDRA KUMAR CHORARIA
trading as H.M. INTERNATIONAL
14. WATKINS LANE, HOWRAH-711 101 WEST BENGAL INDIA
Trader

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, 3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.), KOLKATA 700 069, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Household or kitchen utensils and containers (not of precious metal or coated therewith); combs and sponges; brushes (except paint brushes); brushmaking materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steel wool; un-worked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); glass-ware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes being included in Class-21.
ANKUR

2466971  25/01/2013

JAGDAMBA POLYMERS PRIVATE LIMITED

trading as ; Jagdamba Polymers Private Limited

25, Ganeswarpur industrial estate, po: januganj, Balasore, Orissa- 756019.

Manufacturer and Distributor

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:

SHUKLA TRADE MARK COMPANY.

71, CANNING STREET, ROOM NO. C - 518, 5TH FLOOR, BAGRI MARKET, KOLKATA- 700 001.

Used Since : 25/10/1999

KOLKATA

Plastic goods such as buckets, basins (tub), mugs, containers, water bottles, lunch boxes, bins, domestic utensils and other household products.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. - 883157.
LINC WRITING AIDS PVT. LTD.
3 Alipore Road, Satyam Towers, 1st Floor, Kolkata - 700 027 State of West Bengal
Manufacturers, merchants, traders and exporters.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Kitchen wares, table wares, glassware, porcelain ware and earthenware all being goods included in class 21.
AZCOR - LIVE SMART

2516104  18/04/2013
ZUBER ABDUL SATTAR SIDHATAR
trading as ;M/ s. A TO Z CORPORATION
33, KIRTIKER MARKET, M. C. JAWLE MARG, DADAR (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 028
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Utensils for house hold purpose made of plastics, porcelain, ceramic, melamine, glass
2516105  18/04/2013
ZUBER ABDUL SATTAR SIDHATAR
trading as ; M/s. A TO Z CORPORATION
33, KIRTIKER MARKET, M. C. JAWLE MARG, DADAR (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 028
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Utensils for house hold purpose made of plastics, porcelain, ceramic, melamine, glass
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE OTHER DESCRIPTIVE
MATTER ON LABEL. THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE
FORM OF THE APPLICATION
2703128  21/03/2014

USHA PAHAL

trading as: OMEN INDUSTRIES

82D/GH-10 SUNDER APARTMENT PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110087

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAQI POLICE STATION) HAQI QAZI, DELHI-6

Used Since: 05/03/2014

DELHI

KITCHEN UTENSILS & CONTAINERS, PRESSURE COOKERS & ITS PARTS PANS & NON-STICK COOKWARE’S, CROCKERY, PLASTIC ITEMS, PLASTIC JARS, HOUSEHOLD FOR USE IN KITCHEN AS PER CLASS-21.
AMNUTANHOT

2703425    21/03/2014

SANDEEP BHATEJA

trading as ;ANUPAM METALS

B-25/2 JHILMIL INDUSTRIAL AREA DELHI 95

MERCHANT & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.

Used Since :01/01/2011

DELHI

STAINLESS STEEL UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS, PRESSURE COOKERS, GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 21.
2708985  28/03/2014
INDIAN COUNCIL OF AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH
Krishi Bhawan, Dr. Rajendra Prasad Road, New Delhi - 110 001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
INSECT LIGHT TRAPS.
2710707  02/04/2014
MOHD ANJAR ALAM
trading as ;MRA INDUSTRIES (INDIA)
VILLAGE RITHALA NEW DELHI-110085
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since : 01/01/2014

DELHI
DOMESTIC KITCHEN CONTAINERS - PULL OUT BASKET, PARTITION BASKET PLATE BASKET, THALI BASKET,
CUTLERY BASKET GRAIN TROLLEY, FRUIT & VEG BASKET, BOTTLE PULLOUT, ORGANIZER, MULTI SHELF UNITS, SIDE
MOUNTING PULLOUT, GLASS & PLATE TRAY, HANGINGS, BINS, WARDROBE
OTELO

2809680  14/09/2014

TULSI GRAMUDYOG AND VIKAS SANSTHAN
trading as TULSI GRAMUDYOG AND VIKAS SANSTHAN
A-38, SHIV SHAKTI NAGAR, JAGATPUR ROAD, JAIPUR-302017, RAJASTHAN
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A SOCIETY REGISTERED UNDER RAJASTHAN SOCIETY REGISTRATION ACT, 1958

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GYAN PRAKASH BANSAL
204 KRISHNA TOWER-2 PLOT NO-1 POCKET-7 SECTOR-12 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075
Used Since :12/09/2014

AHMEDABAD
SCRUB PADS, HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS; BRUSHES AND BRUSH-MAKING MATERIALS;
ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; STEELWOOL; GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE
2811658  18/09/2014
REZWAN RAZACK
SANA REZWAH
MR FAIZ REZWAN
trading as ;INDELUST
THE FALCON HOUSE, NO.1, MAIN GUARD CROSS ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HOLLA ASSOCIATES
#193, 'KASHI BHAVAN', 6TH CROSS, GANDHINAGAR, BANGALORE-560009.
Used Since :21/03/2014

CHENNAI
DINNING ACCESSORIES
SANJAY RAJPAL
G-2, VARDHMAN SHOPPING COMPLEX, ROHIT KUNJ MARKET, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-110034
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92

Used Since :10/09/2014

DELHI

HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH); COMBS AND SPONGES; BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINT BRUSHES); BRUSH-MAKING MATERIALS; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; STEELWOOL; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING); GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES.
2812748  19/09/2014
GOVIND JEEVAN UTTAMCHANDANI
RAJESH JEEVAN UTTAMCHANDANI
trading as ;SHREE SANT KRIPA INTELLECTUAL
UNIT BEARING NO. 1201, 12TH FLOOR GOPA HEIGHT, PLOT NO. D-9, NETAJI SUBHASH PLCE, PITAM PURA, DELHI-110034
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MADAMSER & CO.
FLAT NO. E (GF), SAGAR APTS.,6, TILAK MARG, NEW DELHI-110001.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2614411, 2615988, 2616076
DELHI
MUGS, UTENSILS, BRUSH, GLASSWARE, COMBS, HOUSEHOLD AND KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL), BOXES OF GLASS, BOXES OF METAL, COFFEE POTS COMBS AND SPONGES, BRUSHES, ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES GLASSWARE. PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 21.
2005212  06/08/2010
SUPER CASSETTES INDUSTRIES LIMITED
E-2/16, WHITE HOUSE, ANSARI ROAD, DARYA GANJ, NEW DELHI-110 002.
MANUFACTURER&MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R.K.DEWAN & CO.
236/237, VARDHAMAN FASHION MALL, NEAR MAHAVIR HOSPITAL, LSC ROAD NO. 43, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ROPES, STRING, NETS, TENTS, AWNINGS, TARPAULINS, SAILS, SACKS AND BAGS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PADDING AND STUFFING MATERIALS (EXCEPT OF RUBBER OR PLASTICS); RAW FIBROUS TEXTILE MATERIALS.
2007395  11/08/2010
MR. DEEPAK SONI
trading as ;M/S. VIN CORPORATION
321, 3RD FLOOR, R.G. COMMERCIAL COMPLEX - II, SECTOR -14, ROHINI, NEW DELHI - 110085.
TRADE&MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARORA AND ARORA
5/48 NEHRU NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110065
Used Since :15/01/2007
DELHI
POLYESTER FILAMENT. SYNTHETIC TEXTILE FILARMENT S, TEXTI FILAMENTS [FIBERS] AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 22
HANS INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION LTD.
DURGA FARM MANDI ROAD, CHHATARPUR NEW DELHI-110030
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUMAN DOVAL
B-10,7189 VASANT KUNJ NEW DELHI-110070
Used Since :01/01/2007

DELHI
TENTS
2292277  01/03/2012
ANIL GOYAL
trading as :A.R.THREADS
111/12 SHYAM VIHAR GALI NO-02 SANTIPURA MODI NAGAR GHASIABAD UP
MERCHANTS/ MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
C-102 GALI NO. 3 II FLOOR ROOM NO. B-4 UPPAR ASHOKA JIM BHajanPURA DELHI-110053
Used Since :05/04/2010
DELHI
YARNS AND THREADS
2811031  17/09/2014
RIDDHISH NARENDRA BHAI SHAH
trading as ; RUSHABH PLASTICS
126, GIRIRAJ ESTATE, LOHANAGAR, NR. BHAKTI NAGAR TELPHONE EXCHANGE, RAJKOT-360002 (GUJARAT).

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JAYESH DEVJIBHAI JADAV,
TRADETEND CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD., 121, RAJLAXMI COMPLEX, 16, VIJAY PLOT, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002 - GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
YARNS AND THREADS
MODO

2168308  30/06/2011

DHARMENDRA KUMAR GUPTA
trading as : DHARMENDRA KUMAR GUPTA

HOUSE NO. 698/3, GALI NO. 16, ADARSH MOHALLA MAUJPUR, NEW DELHI - 110053

MERCHANT & MANUFACTURING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

HARISH KUMAR ADV.,

R-9, WEST UTTAM NAGAR NEAR WEST UTTAM NAGAR METRO STATION NEW DELHI 110059

Used Since : 01/04/2011

DELHI

MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF TEXTILES AND GARMENTS PRIMARILY IN JEANS WEAR AND ALL OTHER ITEMS INCLUDED IN CLASS 24
2372475  31/07/2012

NAHARTEX INTERNATIONAL
BUILDING NO. 3, A WING, GALANO. 205, MITTAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI EAST,
MUMBAI-400059.
TRADERS AND MANUFACTURER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DILIP C. SAROJ
OPP. THE PATENT & TRADEMARK OFFICE, OFFICE NO. 790, 543, S. M. ROAD, ANTOP HILL, MUMBAI-400037.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SUITING AND SHIRTING INCLUDED IN CLASS 24.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726 ,  04/01/2016   Class 24

2374825    04/08/2012
UNIGLORY HEALTH CARE PVT. LTD.
GALA NO. 106, BUILDING NO. 7, ABHILASHA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, KARNATAKKA PROCESS, NEAR BURMA SHELL, 
BHOOOT PADA, VALIV, VASAI (E),
MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTER AND TRADERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Used Since :01/08/2012

MUMBAI
NON-WOVEN TEXTILE FABRICS, LINING FABRICS, NON-WOVEN FABRICS FOR USE WITH LININGS, KNITTED FABRICS
KUMARPAL VIJAYKUMAR SHAH
PRASANNA KUMARPAL SHAH
PRITAM KUMARPAL SHAH

trading as ;DEEPCHANDS

651, NARAYAN PETH, APPA BALWANT CHOWK, PUNE-411030.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A REGISTERED PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:

ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012

Used Since :23/03/2012

MUMBAI

FURNISHING FABRICS, CURTAINS, TABLE COVERS BED SHEETS, PILLOW CASES, BED COVERS, BLANKETS,
MATTRESS COVERS AND TEXTILE PIECE GOODS OF ALL KINDS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 24.
SILVER SHIELD

2638191  05/12/2013

WRANGLER APPAREL CORP.,
3411 SILBERSIDE ROAD WILMINGTON DELAWARE 19810 USA
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
PLOT NO. A-8 SECTOR-4 NOIDA 201301
Used Since :06/07/2013

DELHI

TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; BED AND TABLE COVERS
2638193    05/12/2013
WRANGLER APPAREL CORP.,
3411 SILVERSDIE ROAD WILMINGTON DELAWARE 19810 USA
MANUFACTURERS AND MARCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
PLOT NO. A-8 SECTOR-4 NOIDA 201301
Used Since :06/07/2013
To be associated with:
2638191
DELHI
TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; BED AND TABLE COVERS
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 2638191
STC
2708574  28/03/2014
THE STATE TRADING CORPORATION OF INDIA LTD.
JAWAHAR VYAPAT BHAWAN, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI 110001
MANUFACTURERS/MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.S. ASSOCIATES
I-116, SOUTH CITY-II, GURGAON-122002 HARYANA
Used Since :17/01/1976
DELHI
TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; BED AND TABLE COVERS
MR. SAHIL ARORA
trading as ROYAL COLORTEX
890/16, KUCHA KABIL ATTAR, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI 110006
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
Used Since : 15/02/2012
DELHI
LIGHT WEIGHT FABRICS.
2792565    19/08/2014
VAISHALI JAIN

trading as :AMODINI ENTERPRISES

H.NO.OS, G/F, SURYA NIKEAN MAIN ROAD, SURYA NIKEAN, DELHI 110092
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS

Used Since :01/01/2014

DELHI

TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; BED AND TABLE COVERS.
RAJGURU CREATIONS PVT. LTD.
100, SHREEJI MANSION BUILDING, 2ND FLOOR, NEAR ADARSH PALACE HOTEL, OLD HANUMAN LANE, KALBADEVI ROAD, MUMBAI-400002
MERCHANT/DEALER/TRADER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since: 01/04/1996

To be associated with:
1115229

MUMBAI
TEXTILES PIECE GOODS INCLUDING SHIRTING, SUITING WOLLEN CLOTH AND BLANKETS, POLYESTER, WOLLEN BLENDED FABRICS, STAIN AND SHAWLS IN PIECE, BED SHEETS, TABLE AND PILLOW COVERS, FLANNEL UPHOLSTERY, TOWELS, HANDKERCHIEFS (TEXTILES), DRESS MATERIALS, DUPATTA INCLUDED IN CLASS 24
BRONZE

2811142  17/09/2014

JAI CHORARIA
67 RAM VIHAR, OPP. YAMUNA SPORTS COMPLEX, DELHI 110092
TRADING, MANUFACTURING & MARKETING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANAND PRAKASH
10, DDA MARKET NIRMAN VIHAR DELHI 110092
Used Since : 01/09/2014

DELHI
TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; BED AND TABLE COVERS.
2811718    18/09/2014
SANJEEV MEHRA
MRS. SANGITA JETHNANI
trading as ;AMAN TEXTILES
SHOP NO 29 GROUND FLOOR, 64-E, DHABIWALA BUILDING, OLD HANUMAN LANE, KALBADEVI ROAD, MUMBAI - 400002
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DISHA IP SOLUTION
Disha IP Solutions 12, Calicut Street, 6 Beauman bldg, 2nd Floor, Ballard Estate, Mumbai - 400 001
Used Since :01/01/2011
MUMBAI
TEXTILE AND TEXTILE MATERIALS
GOVIND JEEVAN UTTAMCHANDANI
RAJESH JEEVAN UTTAMCHANDANI
trading as: SHREE SANT KRIKA INTELLECTUAL
UNIT BEARING NO. 1201, 12TH FLOOR GOPA HEIGHT, PLOT NO. D-9, NETAJI SUBHASH PLCE, PITAM PURA, DELHI-110034
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MADAMSER & CO.
FLAT NO. E (GF), SAGAR APTS.,6, TILAK MARG, NEW DELHI-110001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2614414, 2615985, 2616079

DELHI
TEXTILE AND TEXTILE GOODS, BED AND TABLE COVERS, BED LINEN, BATH LINEN INCLUDED IN CLASS 24.
Heads Up For Tails

1688980    19/05/2008
SARA GLOBAL PTE. LTD.
1 Newton Road # 06-02 Singapore, 307943
MANUFACTURER, TRADER AND SERVICE PROVIDER.

Address for service in India/Ac rons address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR.
LEELA
1951227   16/04/2010
LEELA TRENDZ PVT. LTD.
11098-A STREET NO 1 DORI WALAN EAST PARK ROAD KAROL BAGH NEW DELHI 5

INDIAN COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

FOOTWEAR, HEADGEARS. Goods are restricted for the sale of products in the state of DELHI only.
1960376  04/05/2010
VIRENDER KUMAR ARORA
SURINDER ARORA
trading as ;ESVEE FOOTWEAR INDUSTRIES
A - 36, NARAINA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE -I, NEW DELHI - 110028
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :16/04/2008
DELHI
ALL KINDS OF FOOTWEAR"S SOFES WHICH INCLUDED LEATHERS SHOES CHAP PALS SANDALS SLIPPERS PVC SHOES CHAPELS SANDALS AND SLIPPERS SOLES PVC TPR TPU TPE PU"EVA ALL KINDS OF RUBBER AND HAWAII CHAPELS AND ALL OTHER GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 25.
1966499   17/05/2010
JAIPRAKASH ASSOCIATES LTD.
SEC.-128, NOIDA, U.P.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANY ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH CHAUDHARY & ASSOCIATES
20, BANK ENCLAVE, RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110027
Used Since : 01/07/2009

DELHI

READYMADE GERMENTS, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR ALL IN CLASS 25.
1966506  17/05/2010
JAIPRAKASH ASSOCIATES LTD.
SEC.-128, NOIDA, U.P.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANY ACT,1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH CHAUDHARY & ASSOCIATES
20, BANK ENCLAVE, RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110027
Used Since :01/07/2009

DELHI
READYMADE GERMENTS, FOOTWEAR, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR ALL IN CLASS 25.
1966515  17/05/2010
JAIPRAKASH ASSOCIATES LTD.
SEC.-128, NOIDA, U.P.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANY ACT,1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH CHAUDHARY & ASSOCIATES
20, BANK ENCLAVE, RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110027
Used Since :01/07/2009

DELHI
READYMADE GERMENTS, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR ALL IN CLASS 25.
1970362  24/05/2010
MADAN LAL
trading as ;PARIS ENTERPRISES
H.NO. 304, STREET NO. 3, P.V. 34, PINK VIHAR, CHOWK PURANI SABZI MANDI, NEAR MAI BAAP SWEETS, G.T. ROAD,
LUDHIANA, PUNJAB
MERCHANT & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2007
DELHI
HOSIERY AND READYMADE GARMENTS
THIS IS SUBJECT TO FILING OF TM-16 TO AMEND THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES
OF HARYANA AND PUNJAB ONLY.
1988256  02/07/2010
RANJEET KUMAR SINGH
trading as ;R INTERNATIONAL
A-95 SECOND FLOOR ASHA PARK HARI NAGAR NEW DELHI-18
GOODS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHIV REGISTRATION CO.
87, FF, GAGAN VIHAR EXTN., DELHI-110051
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
TRADING AND MANUFACTURING OF ALL KINDS OF FOOTWEARS, SHOES ETC.
RAJESH KUMAR NARANG
38, BUNGALOW ROAD, FIRST FLOOR, KAMLA NAGAR, DELHI
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

Used Since: 01/01/2003

DELHI

NECKTIES, READYMADE GARMENTS, HOSIERY FOOTWEAR & HEADGEAR OF ALL KINGS, BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 25

sale of goods is restricted to Delhi only.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016  Class 25

2001125  29/07/2010
PRADEEP KUMAR SINGH
BALJEET SINGH,
SHWETA KAIN
trading as :HIGH FEEL
M/MIG, C - 95, KEDAR NAGAR, SHAHGanj, AGRA, U.P
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :01/01/2010

DELHI

FOOTWEAR (BOOTS, SHOES & SLIPPERS) INCLUDING SOCKS, INSOLES & COMPONENTS THEROF, BEING INCLUDED IN.
SURFERS PARADISE

2001770  30/07/2010
M/S. SURFERS PARADISE CLOTHING CO.
SUITE 5 ENTRANCE A LONDON COURT PERTH WA 6000 AUSTRALIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INFINI JURIDIQUE
604, NILGIRI APARTMENTS 9, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, N. DELHI-110 001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEN, LADIES, CHILDREN AND BABY APPAREL, CLOTHING, INNERWEAR, UNDERGARMENTS, SOCKS, JACKET, T-SHIRT, POLO SHIRT, SHIRT, SHORTS, DRESS, BERMUDAS, JEANS, PANTS, BLOUSE, VEST, CAP, HAT, HEADGEAR, SLIPPERS, SHOES, FOOTWEAR

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE PARADISE.
2002336  02/08/2010  MOHD. IRFAN  
trading as : INDIVIDUAL  
9/7136, SINGHAL MARKET, DURGA GALI, GANDHI NAGAR, DELHI - 110031  
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
FIN CENTURION CO.  
U-55A, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092  
Used Since : 18/01/2009  

DELHI  
READYMADE GARMENTS INCLUDING SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, JEANS ARTICLES, TROUSERS, SWIMMING TRUNKS, DRESSING GOWNS, PAJAMA SUIT, NECKTIES AND OTHER NECK WEAR SUCH AS MUFFLER, SCARVES, CRAVAT**S BOWS, BELTS(CLOTHING) AND OTHER MATERIALS EXCEPT LEATHER BEHS. UNDERGARMENTS FOR WOMEN- MEN & CHILDREN GARMENTS, PROMS, PULLOVER, APPAREL, BABY SUITS, KNITWEAR, NAPKINS, COAT, OVERCOATS, SKIRTS, SPORTS JERSEYS, SHOCKS, SOTKING, BATHMG COSTUMES. SWEATERS, HEAD GEAR. JACKETS, NON DENIM PANTS AND ALL OTHER ARTICLES CLOTHING FALLING IN CLASS -25.
L.T
2002453  02/08/2010
MR. RAM CHANDRA SWAMI
trading as :LIFE TIME FASHION
IX-6398 MUKHERJEE GALL NO-2 GANDHI NAGAR DELHI-31
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DELHI REGISTRATION SERVICES
85/86, GADODIA MARKET, KHARI BAOLI, DELHI - 110 006
Used Since :16/06/1998

DELHI
READYMADE GARMENTS INCLUDING JEAMS, TROUSERS & SHIRTS.
DALHOUSIE PUBLIC SCHOOL EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY
THE BADHANI SCHOOL, DALHOUSIE PUBLIC BADHANI VIA PATHANKOT PB 145001
MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU,
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI- 110005
Used Since : 01/04/2005

DELHI
READYMADE GARMENTS WEARING APPARELS, SCHOOL UNIFORMS, HOSIERY, UNDER GARMENTS, SOCK, NECK TIES, NECK WEARS, FOOT WEAR, BELTS (FOR WEAR).
ANURAG PET ARTICLES PRIVATE LIMITED
402 - D BLOCK, FIRST FLOOR, SHYAM NAGAR, KANPUR, U.P
MANUFACTURES, MERCHANT & EXPORTER.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANSHUL & CO.
H-882, SATYAM VIHAR, AVAS VIKAS COLONY, KALYANPUR, KANPUR-208017, U.P.
Used Since: 01/07/2010

DELHI
CLOTHING FOR PET ANIMALS INCLUDED IN CLASS 25.
2005249    06/08/2010
OCEAN LUGGAGE PVT. LTD
5096 BALLIMARAN CHANDNI CHOWK DELHI 6
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHIV REGISTRATION CO.
87, FF, GAGAN VIHAR EXTN., DELHI-110051
Used Since : 20/07/2010
DELHI
TRADING AND MANUFACTURING OF ALL KINDS OF FOOTWEAR AND ACCESSORIES.
2006911  10/08/2010
VANDANA MAHAJAN
34-B ASHOKA AVENUE SAINIK FARMS NEW DELHI-62
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.
Used Since :20/06/2009

DELHI
CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR AND RELATED ACCESSORIES.
2006912  10/08/2010
VANDANA MAHAJAN
34-B ASHOKA AVENUE SAINIK FARMS NEW DELHI-62
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.
Used Since :15/05/1987
DELHI
CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR AND RELATED ACCESSORIES.
MIA & MAPLE BY EDDIE & SIMMY

2171761 07/07/2011
SARITA JAIN
SIMMY SETHI
trading as ;MIA & MAPLE BY EDDIE & SIMMY
29, RAJDHANI ENCLAVE, PEETAMPURA, DELHI
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
C-102 GALI NO. 3 II FLOOR ROOM NO. B-4 UPPAR ASHOKA JIM BHAJANPURA DELHI-110053
Used Since :15/01/2010
DELHI
ALL TYPE OF READYMADE GARMENTS AND HOSIERY ITEM INCLUDING IN CLASS-25
2222407   19/10/2011
MANOJ RAMANLAL JAIN
DINESH RAMANLAL JAIN
ROHIT RAMANLAL JAIN
trading as ;M/S. KANKU APPARELS
F-41, 1ST FLOOR, VAIBHAV LAXMI MARKET, GHEEKANTA, AHMEDABAD GUJARAT INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SHIRTS AND READY MADE GARMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 25
2233392  14/11/2011
THAKARARAM RANARAM PRAJAAPTI
trading as ;MA VEERATRA ENTERPRISE
SHOP NO. 7, B-3/13, 1ST FLOOR, RAJENDRA NAGAR, NEAR FISH MARKET, OPP. POLICE CHOWKY, BORIVALI (EAST),
MUMBAI-400 066
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS
Used Since :01/12/2010
MUMBAI
SHIRTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 25
2235736  18/11/2011
MANOJ BASANDRA
trading as ;SHIVAM COLLECTION
E-16/1111, KHALSA NAGAR, TANK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI 5
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
C-102 GALI NO. 3 II FLOOR ROOM NO. B-4 UPPAR ASHOKA JIM BHAJANPURA DELHI-110053
Used Since :02/08/2010

DELHI
ALL TYPE OF READYMADE GARMENTS AND FOOT WEAR ITEMS MEN"S WOMEN"S & CHILDREN"S INCLUDING IN CLASS 25
2235739 18/11/2011

ONKAR CHADHA

trading as ;ONKAR GARMENTS

16/1113, KHALSA NAGAR, NEAR DEV NAGAR, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110 005.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SAI ASSOCIATES
C-102 GALI NO. 3 II FLOOR ROOM NO. B-4 UPPAR ASHOKA JIM BHAJANPURA DELHI-110053
Used Since :25/05/2011

DELHI
ALL TYPE OF READYMADE GARMENTS AND FOOT WEAR ITEMS MEN"S & CHILDREN"S
SHAKEEL AHMED  
trading as ;REWOX ENTERPRISES  
H.NO-7,6 PURI G.NO-9 GURUDWARA MOJJPUR DELHI-110053  
MERCHANTS/ MANUFACTURERS  

Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
SAI ASSOCIATES  
C-102 GALI NO. 3 II FLOOR ROOM NO. B-4 UPPAR ASHOKA JIM BHAJANPURA DELHI-110053  
Used Since :25/05/2011  
DELHI  
READYMADE GARMENTS AND FOOT WEAR ITEMS MEN"S WOMEN"S & CHILDREN"S
TRADE MARKS JOURNAL No: 1726, 04/01/2016 Class 25

2292285 01/03/2012
WASIM KHAN trading as HAYAT GARMENTS
B-12/27 GALI NO-05 KABIR NAGAR DELHI
MERCHANTS/ MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
C-102 GALI NO. 3 II FLOOR ROOM NO. B-4 UPPAR ASHOKA JIM BHAJPURA DELHI-110053
Used Since :25/05/2011
DELHI
READYMADE GARMENTS AND FOOT WEAR ITEMS MEN"S WOMEN"S & CHILDREN"S
2297090  09/03/2012
SH. ARUN KUMAR
SH. TILAK RAJ
SH. ASHOK KUMAR

trading as ;DELUX SPORTS CO
ANAND VIHAR O/S BHANDARI GATE BATALA 143505 PB
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS, IMPORTER AND EXPORTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HANDA ASSOCIATES
G.T. ROAD, NEAR BECO, BATALA - 143 505, (PB.)
Used Since :01/04/1982

DELHI
SPORTS WEARS, SPORTS SHOES, SHOES, SWEATERS, TROUSERS, T-SHIRTS, JERSEY, TRACK SUITS, SWIM SUITS, SHORTS, SKIRTS, UNDER GARMENTS, SOCKS, CAPS, WRIST BANDS, HEAD GEAR, COATS, GLOVES, SWIMSUIT

GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS-25
2309101 02/04/2012
MUKESH G. PATEL
trading as ;MUPDUCH CLOTHING
31, RAJARAM MITRA MANDAL, BANDREKAR WADI, NEAR SAI MANDIR, JOGESHWARI (EAST), MUMBAI-400 060
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS
Used Since :01/06/2011
MUMBAI
SPORTS WEAR INCLUDED IN CLASS 25
IND.BOLOCLUB

2310265  04/04/2012

VINEET JAIN,
6671 1 HIND FLOOR JANTA GALI GANDHI DELHI
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
C-102 GALI NO. 3 II FLOOR ROOM NO. B-4 UPPAR ASHOKA JIM BHAJANPURA DELHI-110053
Used Since :20/12/2010

DELHI
READYMADE GARMENTS MEN"S WOMEN"S AND CHILDREN"S IN CLASS - 25
SORRY MADAM?
MENZ WEAR

2310272  04/04/2012
PANKAJ WADHWA
trading as ;SORRY MADAM MENZ WEAR
H-16/149 G.NO-1-1/2 TILAK ROAD KAROL BAGH DELHI
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
C-102 GALI NO. 3 II FLOOR ROOM NO. B-4 UPPAR ASHOKA JIM BHAJANPURA DELHI-110053
Used Since :20/12/2006

DELHI
READYMADE GARMENTS MEN"S WOMEN"S AND CHILDREN"S IN CLASS -25
2326273    04/05/2012
SHERRY APPARELS (P) LTD.
MANUFACTURERS / MERCHANTS / EXPORTERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. P. MIRCHANDANI & CO.
RAM MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/04/2011

MUMBAI
WEARING APPARELS FOR WOMEN INCLUDING BRASSIERES, PANTIES, SLIPS NIGHT SUITS, NIGHTIES, NIGHT WEAR, GIRDLES, READYMADE GARMENTS AND HOSIERY.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..330232.
NEW KHANDWALA GARMENTS
MR. JAGDISH S. PARMAR
MR. KALPESH S. PARMAR
MR. GOVIND P. PATEL
MRS. HETAL K. PATEL
54/A, GROUND FLOOR, M. G. MARKET, NAGAR SHETH'S VANDO, GHEEKANTA, AHMEDABAD- 380 001
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Used Since :28/11/2002
AHMEDABAD
READYMADE GARMENTS
NADIADWALA ENTERTAINMENT

2376472  08/08/2012
MAZHAR NADIADWALA
302, MANGAL JYOT, C. D. BARFIWALA ROAD, JUHU CROSS LANE, JUHU, MUMBAI-400058
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
AN INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MASTERMIND ASSOCIATES
702, Chirag Arcade, Raghoba Shankar Road, Behind Nagrik, Chendani, Thane (W) - 400602
Used Since :25/07/2012

MUMBAI
CLOTHING, UNIFORMS, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR FOR CREW MEMBERS AND STAFFS NOT INCLUDED IN ANY OTHER CLASSES
2378324    13/08/2012
SHAMIM AHMED
trading as ;RAQIYA GARMENTS
16, GROUND FLOOR, NEAR BUDDAVIHAR, L.B.S. ROAD, PREM NAGAR, SION-MUMBAI-400 022
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/08/2012
MUMBAI
SHIRTS, FANCY SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS JEANS, COTTON TROUSERS, (CARGO) READYMADE GARMENTS AND GARMENTS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS-25
2378358    13/08/2012
JAPAN TEXTILE EVALUATION TECHNOLOGY COUNCIL
12-9, NIHONBASHI KODENMACHO CHUO-KU, TOKYO, 103-0001 JAPAN
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A JOINT STOCK COMPANY DULY ORGANIZED UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING.
ALAKNANDA 16, NEPEAN SEA ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 036.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
CLOTHING, CLOTHING FOR SPORTS, GARTERS, WAISTBANDS, BABIES WEAR, WATERPROOF CLOTHING, DIAPERS OF TEXTILE, BABIES NAPKINS OF TEXTILE, LAYETTES, SOCK SUSPENDERS, BRACES FOR CLOTHING (SUSPENDERS), BELTS (CLOTHING), FOOTWEAR, FOOTWEAR FOR SPORTS, MASQUERADE COSTUMES, UNDERWEAR, UNDERPANTS, PYJAMAS, PAJAMAS (AM.), TEE-SHIRTS, HOSIERY, SOCKS, TROUSER SOCKS, STOCKINGS, LEGGINGS, HEADGEAR FOR WEAR, GLOVES (CLOTHING), SHAWLS, BABIES PANTS, BATHING SUITS, SHOWER CAPS
2378389  13/08/2012
MAHINDRA RETAIL PVT. LTD.
MAHINDRA TOWERS, P. K. KURNE CHOWK, WORLI, MUMBAI-400018
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND TRADERS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
TAS & CO.
1 & 2/19, GANGA, SWASTIK PARK, V.N. PURAV MARG, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS-25
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726 ,  04/01/2016           Class 25

2378390   13/08/2012
MAHINDRA RETAIL PVT. LTD.
MAHINDRA TOWERS, P. K. KURNE CHOWK, WORLI, MUMBAI-400018
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND TRADERS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
TAS & CO.
1 & 2/19, GANGA, SWASTIK PARK, V.N. PURAV MARG, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS-25
2378539   13/08/2012
MAHESH WADHWANI
trading as ;MAHESH GARMENTS
201/202, J.K. BISCUIT FACTORY, 2ND FLOOR, NEAR AMAR DHAM CHOWK, KHEMANI INDUSTRIAL AREA,
ULHASNAGAR-421002.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, I1ND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA
WEST MUMBAI-400050
Used Since :01/09/2011
MUMBAI
ALL TYPES OF READYMADE GARMENTS AND HOSIERY INCLUDED IN CLASS 25.
2446382    21/12/2012

PAILAN PARK DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY LTD.
trading as ;PAILAN PARK DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY LTD.
EXPRESS TOWER, 42A, SHAKESPEARE SARANI, KOLKATA - 700 017, WEST BENGAL
Manufacturer(s), Merchant(s), Trader(s), Exporter(s).
AN INDIAN COMPANY.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78,N.S.C. BOSE ROAD,1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 040,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :18/12/2003

KOLKATA
Clothing; Dresses; Ready-Made Clothing; T-Shirts; Gowns; Pyjamas; Shirts, Trousers, Leggings, Skirts, Coats, Pants, Suits, Hosiery; Socks; Children’s Clothing; Underclothing; Neckties; Scarfs; Sweaters, Shawls, Scarves; Knitwear (Clothing); Ear Muffs (Clothing); Uniforms; Waterproof Clothing; Overcoats; Pullovers; Clothing of Leather; Jackets (Clothing); Gloves (Clothing); Belts (Clothing); Footwear; Hats; Sports Jerseys; Sports Shoes.
2461408  17/01/2013
AMIT AGARWAL
trading as ;GIRDHARI LAL & SONS
AMBIKA DEVI MARKET,MACHHARTHATTA,PATNA 800008,BIHAR
Merchant , Trader & Manufacturer.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL
Used Since :27/06/2011
KOLKATA
BRA & PANTY
SURESH RANJAN SATPATHY, trading as PURUSOTTAM TEXTILES
BHUDHARAJA, SAMBALPUR, ODISHA-768004
Manufacturer & Merchant,
A PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, 3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.), KOLKATA 700 069, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 01/04/2009

KOLKATA
Shirts and Trousers of all kinds being included in Class-25.
OLUKAI

2467520  28/01/2013

OLUKAI, LLC
8955 RESEARCH DRIVE, IRVINE, CALIFORNIA 92618, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS
A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR AND HEADGEAR
2470826  02/02/2013
ASHOKKUMAR POONMAJI PUROHIT
trading as ;ASHOKKUMAR POONMAJI PUROHIT
B/325, SHREE GHANTA KARNA MAHAVIR MARKET, 3RD FLOOR, SARANGPUR, AHMEDABAD. GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURE & MERCHANTS
JEANS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C. PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
READYMADE GARMENTS, TROUSER, DENIM & COTTON FANCY GARMENT, KIDS WEAR, LADIES WEAR, CLOTHES MERCHANTS, SHIRTS, JEANS, PANTS, T-SHIRTS, HOSIERY ITEMS, UNDERWEAR (LADIES, GENTS, KIDS), BRIEF, SHOCKS AND CASUALS INCLUDED IN CLASS-25.
2478822   14/02/2013
MR. TAPAN KUMAR BERA
trading as ;M.B. HOSIERY
25/A BALARAM GHOSH STREET,KOLKATA 700004,W.B.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GOODWILL REGISTRATION SERVICE
C/O. SUSANTA GHOSH,107/1G TOLLYGUNGE ROAD,KOLKATA 700026,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :11/02/2005
KOLKATA
ALL KIND OF READY MADE GARMENTS & HOSIERY GOODS
MORWANI EXIM PVT. LTD.

trading as ;MORWANI EXIM PVT. LTD.

SHOP NO.21, BASEMENT INTERNATIONAL MARKET, SEVOKE ROAD (NEAR PANITANKI MORE), SILIGURI-734001, DARJEELING, WEST BENGAL

MERCHANT & SERVICE

Directorship firm

Used Since : 10/05/2010

KOLKATA

ALL TYPES OF - SHOES, BOOTS, SLIPPERS, SANDALS, SHOE SOLES, AND ALL KINDS OF FOOTWARES, HEADGEAR, NIGHT - SUITS, LADIES & GENTS UNDERGARMENTS & HOSIERY GOODS. JEANS, TROUSERS, CARGO, CAPRI, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, KURTA - PAJAMA, SHERWANI, PENT - COURT, SWEATERS, JACKETS, CAPS, SOCKS, HANDKERCHIEFS, GLOVES. SKAF TIE'S, CLOTHING, & READYMADE GARMENTS. INCLUDE IN CLASS-25
2483135  22/02/2013
MORWANI EXIM PVT. LTD.
trading as ;MORWANI EXIM PVT. LTD.
SHOP NO.21,BASEMENT INTERNATIONAL MARKET,SEVOKE ROAD (NEAR PANITANKI MORE),SILIGURI-734001,DARJEELING,West Bengal
MERCHANT & SERVICE
Directorship firm
Used Since :15/03/2009
KOLKATA
ALL TYPES OF - SHOES, BOOT,SLIPPERS,SANDALS,SHOE SOLES,AND ALL KINDSOF FOOTWEARS. HEADGEAR, NIGHT - SUITS. LADIES & GENTS UNDERGARMENTS & HOSIERY GOODS, JEANS. TROUSERS. CARGO. CAPRI. SHIRTS. T-SHIRTS. KLRTA- PAJAMA. SHERWANI, PENT - COURT. SWEATERS. JACKETS. CAPS, SOCKS, HANDKERCHIEFS, GLOVES, SKAFTIE"S. CLOTHING, & READYMADE GARMENTS.INCLUDE IN CLASS-25
2516678    19/04/2013
VISHAL H. MEHTA
ANUJ H. MEHTA
trading as ;FAIR PRICE INTERNATIONAL
HARI MARKET, SHOP NO. 10, 3RD ROAD, OPP. VRINDAVAN HOTEL, NEXT TO KHar RLY. STATION, KHAR (WEST),
MUMBAI-400052.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS. 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/06/2012
MUMBAI
SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, JEANS, TROUSER INCLUDED IN CLASS 25
SUBJECT TO FILING P/A
2622271    31/10/2013
PRAMOD DARBI PRAJAPATI
trading as ;M/s. RATTAN'S CREATIONS
SHOP NO. 8, SAI COMPLEX, NEAR SWAMI SHANTI PRAKASH ASHRAM, DUDH NAKA CHOWK, ULHASNAGAR - 421 005
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :10/04/2013
MUMBAI
Jeans
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
2623887   07/11/2013
SANJEEV JAIN
trading as ;JAIN SAMUNDER HOSIERY
CHOWK SAIDAN, PURANA BAZAR, LUDHIANA-8 (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTASS
B-43/3,udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA
Used Since :01/04/2010
DELHI
Hosiery & Readymade Garments.
VEMB LIFESTYLE PRIVATE LIMITED
A-15/16 KRISHNA COMPLEX, 4TH FLOOR, SUBHASH ROAD A, VILE PARLE (EAST), MUMBAI 400057
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND TRADER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES
HUBTOWN SOLARIS 121 1ST FLOOR N.S PHADKE MARG OPP. TELI GALI ANDHERI E MUMBAI 400 069
Used Since :05/04/2006
MUMBAI
READYMADE GARMENTS, CLOTHING OF ALL TYPES, FOOTWEAR AND HEADGEAR
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
SILVER SHIELD

2638192  05/12/2013
WRANGLER APPAREL CORP.,
3411 SILVERSIDE ROAD WILMINGTON DELAWARE 19810 USA
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
PLOT NO. A-8 SECTOR-4 NOIDA 201301
Used Since : 06/07/2013

DELHI
CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR.
2638194  05/12/2013
WRANGLER APPAREL CORP.,
3411 SILVER SIDE ROAD WILMINGTON DELAWARE 19810 USA
MANUFACTURERS AND MARCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
PLOT NO. A-8 SECTOR-4 NOIDA 201301
Used Since :06/07/2013
To be associated with:
2638192
DELHI
CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 2638192
RUBBAL COLLECTION

2670875    02/02/2014
RAJIV KUMAR BERRY
trading as : R.K. BERRY HOSIERY
ST. NO-2, BAJWA NAGAR, LUDHIANA (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTASS
B-43/3, udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA
Used Since : 14/06/1990

DELHI
Hosiery & Readymade Garments including School Uniforms.
DIMSHEE
2682111 19/02/2014

RITIKA WALIA

trading as ;OMBRELLO PASTELS

185, SECTOR-7, URBAN ESTATE, AMBALA-134003 (HARYANA)

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MAHTASS
B-43/3,udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA

Used Since :01/01/2014

DELHI

Hosiery and Readymade Garments; Footwears.
MR. ROHIT KUMAR GUPTA
trading as ;MR. ROHIT KUMAR GUPTA
36-B, HANS VIHAR APARTMENTS, SECTOR-13, ROHINI, NEW DELHI 110085
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :03/02/2014

DELHI

READYMADE GARMENTS, HOSIERY & UNDER GARMENTS FOR MEN, WOMEN

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
2691200  04/03/2014
PRABHAT SINGH
trading as ;KANAK ENTERPRISES
H-16/128, SHOP NO-03, GALI NO-01, TANK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI 110005
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :25/06/2012
DELHI
READYMADE GARMENTS, HOSIERY & UNDER GARMENTS FOR MEN, WOMEN
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
MARK SHOULD BE USE AND READ AS WHOLE.
2691201  04/03/2014
MR. SURENDER CHAUHAN
A-16/3154, AMRIT KAUR PURI, TANK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI 110005
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since : 22/05/2013

DELHI
READYMADE GARMENTS, HOSIERY & UNDER GARMENTS FOR MEN, WOMEN, AS PER CLASS 25.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION
MARK SHOULD BE USE AND READ AS WHOLE.
MEDIFEET

2691235   04/03/2014

DHARMENDER NARULA
A-3/129, JANAK PURI, NEW DELHI-110058
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

VIPAN JAIN
145/B, CD BLOCK, DDA FLATS, PITAM PURA, DELHI-88
Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI
FOOTWEARS
MEDIFOOT
2691236  04/03/2014
DHARMENDER NARULA
A-3/129, JANAK PURI, NEW DELHI-110058
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIPAN JAIN
145/B, CD BLOCK, DDA FLATS, PITAM PURA, DELHI-88
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELHI
FOOTWEARS
MARK SHOULD BE USE AND READ AS WHOLE.
2706330  26/03/2014
ORS FOOTWEAR PVT LTD.
C-70, MAYAPURI, INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-II, NEW DELHI-110064
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHARTI REGISTRATION SERVICE.
EC-54, SFS MAYA ENCLAVE, MAYA PURI, OPP. JAIL ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110 064.
Used Since :01/03/2014

DELHI
FOOTWEARS
2707061  27/03/2014
MAHESH CHAND AGARWAL
RAJEEV KUMAR SAH
trading as ;SHILPA CREATION
IX/6442, NEHRU GALI -2, GANDHI NAGAR, DELHI-31
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
B -5A GALI NO 38 BLOCK B PART II KAUSIK ENCLAVE BURARI DELHI 84
Used Since : 20/08/2011
DELHI
READYMADE GARMENTS, HOSIERY ITEMS IN CLASS 25
VOSTRO

2708493   28/03/2014

MOHAMMED AKRAM
C-24, NIZAMUDDIN WEST, NEW DELHI-110013
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

VIPAN JAIN
145/B, CD BLOCK, DDA FLATS, PITAM PURA, DELHI-88
Used Since :01/04/2009

DELHI
FOOTWEARS, HOSIERY AND READYMADE GARMENTS.
2709886    01/04/2014

S. JASWINDER SINGH
trading as : J.S. FASHION

HOUSE NO. 1173, STREET NO., 9, GURU ARJUN DEV NAGAR, TAJPUR ROAD, LUDHIANA, PB
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI TRADE MARK CO.
"BRAND HOUSE", 54-55, SUPER CYCLE MARKET, OPP. KWALITY KANDA, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PUNJAB).

Used Since :01/11/2013

DELHI

MANUFACTURES, SUPPLIERS & EXPORTERS OF CLOTHING INCLUDING READYMADE GARMENTS, HOSIERY GARMENTS, LADIES WEARS, MEN’S WEARS, KIDS WEARS, NECK WEAR, JACKETS, COAT PANTS, TIE, BARMUNDA’S, UNDER GARMENTS, INNERWEAR, PAJAMA, NIGHT SUITS, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, GLOVES, FIEAD GEAR, MUFFLER, CAPS, SOCKS, SWIM SUITS, SWEATERS, WEARING APPARELS INCLUDED IN CLASS 25 FOR SALE IN INDIA & FOR EXPORT.MUFFLER, CAPS, SOCKS, SWIM SUITS, SWEATERS, WEARING APPARELS INCLUDED IN CLASS 25 FOR SALE IN INDIA & FOR EXPORT.

DELHI
2710035  01/04/2014
MS. RADHIKA NARANG
trading as ;BELLA ROSE
201, GUJRAWALA TOWN, NEW DELHI 110009
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHIV LAW HOUSE.
H-166, VIKAS PURI, NEW DELHI - 110 018.
Used Since :01/01/2014

DELHI

ALL TYPES GARMENTS COVERED UNDER CLASS 25.
2710175  01/04/2014
PREM SINGH
trading as ;ISHA F.W.F. INTERNATIONAL
#111, FIRST FLOOR, BLOCK-C, BADLI EXTENSION DELHI 110042
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since :01/10/2013
DELHI
FOOTWEAR
2711053   02/04/2014
MOHAMMAD AKHTAR
525 KA / 291 , OLD MAHANAGAR, LUCKNOW-226016
MANUFACTURING, IMPORT, EXPORT, MARKETING, TRADING, DISTRIBUTORS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ATUL AWASTHI ADV.,
178/116 HAIDER MIRZA ROAD GOLAGANJ, LUCKNOW (NEAR DR. SAFIA HOSPITAL)
Used Since :10/01/2014

DELHI
TO DO THE BUSINESS OF ALL TYPES OF MANUFACTURING, TRADING, MARKETING, DISTRIBUTORS, IMPORT, EXPORT, SERVICE PROVIDER OF CLOTHING, ALL TYPES OF GARMENTS AND OTHER ALLIED GARMENTS
Bells & Whistles

2711055  02/04/2014
BRANDSCAPE FASHION PVT. LTD
NO. 853 UDYOG VIHAR, PHASE V GURGAON 122016 HARYANA
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LAKSHMIKUMARAN & SRIDHARAN
B-6/10, SAFDARJUNG ENCLAVE, N. DELHI-29.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
APPAREL INCLUDING KIDSWEAR, SHIRTS, TROUSERS, T-SHIRTS, DENIM, FROCKS, SALWAR KAMEEZ, CHURIDAR KAMEEZ, DUPATTAS, SCARVES, STOLES, SHAWLS, PANTS, SLACKS, PAJAMAS, PARALLELS, WAIST COATS, JACKETS, TOPS, SWEAT-SHIRTS, SHORTS, SWEATERS, SUITS, PAJAMAS, LEGGINGS, ROMPERS, ETHNIC-WEAR, THERMALS, SOCKS, RAIN-WEAR, SWIMWEAR, FROCKS, INNER WEAR, LINGERIE, SLIPS, CAMISOLE, NIGHTWEAR, SARI, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR.
Brandscapes Fashion Pvt. Ltd
No. 853 Udyog Vihar, Phase V Gurgaon 122016 Haryana
Manufacturers & Merchants

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Lakshmikumaran & Sridharan
B-6/10, Safdarjung Enclave, N. Delhi-29.

Proposed to be Used
Delhi
2711483 02/04/2014
ASHOK KUMAR
trading as: K.K ENTERPRISES
E-16/351, TANK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI 110005
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since: 21/02/2013
DELHI
READYMADE GARMENTS INCLUDING SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, JEANS ARTICLES, TROUSERS, SWIMMING TRUNKS, DRESSING GOWNS, PAJAMA SUIT, NECKTIES AND NECK WEAR MUFFLER, SCARVES, CRAVAT'S BOWS, CLOTHING BELTS, UNDERGARMENTS FOR WOMEN- MEN & CHILDREN GARMENTS, PROMS, PULLOVER, APPAREL, BABY SUITS, KNITWEAR, NAPKINS, COAT, OVERCOATS, SKIRTS, SPORTS JERSEYS, SHOCKS, STOKING, BATHING COSTUMES, HORSEY GOODS, WOOLEN, BARMUDA, CAPRI, HAND GLOVES SWEATERS, HEAD GEAR, JACKETS, NON DENIM PANTS AND CLOTHING INCLUDED IN CLASS -25
PRAMOD KUMAR GIRI
trading as ;ANOUGH
5661/78, GROUND FLOOR, REGHAR PURA, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI 110005
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :18/04/2013

DELHI
READYMADE GARMENTS INCLUDING SHIRTS, T- SHIRTS, JEANS ARTICLES, TROUSERS, SWIMMING TRUNKS, DRESSING GOWNS, PAJAMA SMT, NECKTIES AND NECK WEAR MUFFLER, SCARVES, CRAVAT'S BOWS, CLOTHING BEHS, UNDERGARMENTS FOR WOMEN- MEN & CHILDREN GARMENTS, PROMS, PULLOVER, APPAREL, BABY SUITS, KNITWEAR, NAPKINS, COAT, OVERCOATS, SKIRTS, SPORTS JERSEYS, SHOCKS, STOKING, BATHING COSTUMES, HORSEY GOODS, WOOLEN, BARMUDA, CAPRI, HAND GLOVES SWEATERS, HEAD GEAR, JACKETS, NON DENIM PANTS AND CLOTHING INCLUDED IN CLASS -25
2711493  02/04/2014
IMRAN AKHTAR
trading as : B-LINE CLOTHING
GF-3490, KUCHA LAL MAN, DARYA GANJ, NEW DELHI 110002
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since : 07/03/2013

DELHI
READYMADGE GARMENTS INCLUDING SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, JEANS ARTICLES, TROUSERS, SWIMMING TRUNKS,
DRESSING GOWNS, PAJAMA SUIT, NECKTIES AND NECK WEAR MUFFLER, SCARVES, CRAVAT'S BOWS, CLOTHING
BELTS, UNDERGARMENTS FOR WOMEN- MEN & CHILDREN GARMENTS, PROMS, PULLOVER, APPAREL, BABY SUITS,
KNITWEAR, NAPKINS, COAT, OVERCOATS, SKIRTS, SPORTS JERSEYS, SHOCKS, STOKING, BATHING COSTUMES,
HORSEY GOODS, WOOLEN, BARMUDA, CAPRI, HAND GLOVES SWEATERS, HEAD GEAR, JACKETS, NON DENIM PANTS
AND CLOTHING INCLUDED IN CLASS -25
FEEROJ ALAM KHAN
trading as: BAKKACHE
315/25, SHAHJADA BAGH, PIPE FACTORY, DAYA BASTI ROAD, INDERLOK, DELHI
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092

Used Since: 07/05/2013

DELHI

READYMADE GARMENTS INCLUDING SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, JEANS ARTICLES, TROUSERS, SWIMMING TRUNKS,
DRESSING GOWNS, PAJAMA SUIT, NECKTIES AND NECK WEAR MUFFLER, SCARVES, CRAVAT’S BOWS, CLOTHING
BELTS, UNDERGARMENTS FOR WOMEN-MEN & CHILDREN GARMENTS, PROMS, PULLOVER, APPAREL, BABY SUITS,
KNITWEAR, NAPKINS, COAT, OVERCOATS, SKIRTS, SPORTS JERSEYS, SHOCKS, STOKING, BATHING COSTUMES,
HORSEY GOODS, WOOLEN, BARMUDA, CAPRI, HAND GLOVES SWEATERS, HEAD GEAR, JACKETS, NON DENIM PANTS
AND CLOTHING INCLUDED IN CLASS -25.
2751454 06/06/2014

MS. MEGHA KAWAD

trading as ;MAHAPRAGYA OVERSEAS

50, PRINCESS STREET, RAHIM BLDG, 3RD FLOOR, MUMBAI-400 002.

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

JOSEPH VARIKASERY

VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS. 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.

Used Since :01/06/2013

MUMBAI

SHIRT, T-SHIRT, TROUSER, JEANS, READYMADE GARMENT INCLUDED IN CLASS 25
2790778  13/08/2014
ABHISHEK M. GANDHI
ANSHUL R. GANDHI
RISHABH O. GUNDECHA

trading as :RAJHANS CREATIVE WORKS
OO1, AJIT, KHANDELWAL LAYOUT, EVERSHELIE NAGAR, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI - 400064.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PARTERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJI HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/01/2014

MUMBAI
SHIRT, T-SHIRT, TROUSER, JEANS, PANT, CHUDIDAR, PYJAMA, KURTA, READYMADE GARMENT INCLUDED IN CLASS 25
2793818 20/08/2014
PARIN ANIL SHAH
trading as ;PARIN CLOTHIERS
A/701, TRIDEV APT. II CHS, BHAKTI MARG, MULUND (WEST), MUMBAI-400080.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS. 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/04/1996
MUMBAI
SHIRTS T-SHIRT TROUSER, JEANS, PANT, KURTA, PYJMA, READYMADE GARMENT INCLUDED IN CLASS 25
DREAMS AND IDEAS INFINITE PRIVATE LIMITED
252, CHHAYA BLDG, JAWAHR NAGAR ROOM NO 4, GOREGAON (WEST), MUMBAI-400062, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE KAVITA V, RAIPURE.
LEONARD CORPORATE SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD. OFFICE No. 8, LUCKY MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ABOVE HEERA LAB.
VAKOLA MARKET, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400 055
Used Since :01/08/2014
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT OF CLOTHING APPARELS INCLUDING JEANS ARTICLES, SHIRTS, T- SHIRTS
INCLUDED IN CLASS 25
2808856  15/09/2014
VISHNUDUTT THALIA
trading as ;PRIDE SAFETY WEAR
SHOP NO. 10, VIJAY MARKET, SAMBHAJI CHOWK, SECTOR- 26, PRADHIKARAN, NIGDI, PUNE - 411044, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Used Since :01/08/2014
MUMBAI
FOOTWEAR
GNIST

2811819    18/09/2014

ARUN CHOPRA

trading as :COSMO ENTERPRISES

H.NO. 930 SEC-14, FARIDABAD HARYANA 121001

MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NITIN GROVER & CO
240 STREET NO 4 MADAN PURI GURGAON 122001

Used Since :01/07/2014

DELHI

FOOTWEAR
2816037    24/09/2014
PRASHANT AGARWAL
trading as ;TRIDENT COMMERCIAL CO.
B-7/8, FIRST FLOOR, MIANWALI NAGAR, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110087
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since : 01/04/2014

DELHI
READYMADE GARMENTS, HOSIERY, CLOTHING AND FOOTWEARs INCLUDING UNIFORMS, DRESSES, JEANS, JACkETS, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, TRousERS, SUITS, COATS, SHERWANIS, KURTA, PYJAMAS, HATS, HEADWEAR, NECKWEAR, SOCKS AND TIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 25.
RGM

2005820  09/08/2010

MAHAVIR GOYAL

trading as ;TARRO INDUSTRIES

L - 220, SECTOR - 3, BAWANA, DELHI - 110039

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

VIPAN JAIN.

T-2475, 2ND FLOOR, SUBHASH NAGAR, OPP. GALI NO. 8, NAIWALA, KAROL BAGH NEW DELHI- 110005.

Used Since :19/04/2007

DELHI

ALL TYPE OF ZIP FASTENERS, FASTENINGS FRILLS, SLiders, ZIPPERs, ZIP, LACES AND GARMENTS ACCESSORIES.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016 Class 26

2375075  06/08/2012
RAJESH R. RAJBHAR
MRS. SABIRA BEGUM MOHAMED ZUBAIR KHAN
trading as ;FAITH EXIM
ROOM NO. 404, GARODIA HOUSE, BUILDING NO. 100/106, KAZI SAiyED STREET, MASJid BUNDER (WEST), MUMBAI-400003.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSi FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/06/2011
MUMBAI
ARTIFICIAL HAIR, HAIR GRIPS, HAIR BAND, HAIR CURLING PINS, HAIR ORNAMENT, HAIR BUCKLES, HAIR ADDITION,
HAIR EXTENSION, PLASTIC HAIR SUPPLEMENT, HAIR PONY, HAIR ATTACHMENT, HAIR WIG, PLASTIC CLIP (USED FOR
HAIR SUPPLEMENT) INCLUDED IN CLASS 26.
2637708  04/12/2013
HARI TAPES PVT. LTD
trading as ;HARI TAPES PVT. LTD
PLOT NO. 411, G.I.D.C. PHASE - II, GUNDLAV, VALSAD - 396 035
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHJIA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Used Since :29/03/2011
AHMEDABAD
ZIPS
2711462    02/04/2014
PRAKASH CHAND KHATRY
E 8/12, VASANT VIHAR, NEW DELHI 110057
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :24/04/2013

DELHI
SEMI AND PEARL BEADS, GLASS BEADS, METALISED BEADS INCLUDED IN CLASS-26
2711463  02/04/2014
PRAKASH CHAND KHATRY
E 8/12, VASANT VIHAR, NEW DELHI 110057
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092

Used Since : 24/04/2013

DELHI

SEMI AND PEARL BEADS, GLASS BEADS, METALISED BEADS INCLUDED IN CLASS-26
2711507  02/04/2014
RAKESH SACHDEV
trading as ;AMAR TRADING COMPANY
8831/2, SHIDI PURA, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI 110005
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :21/03/2013

DELHI
BUCKLES, ACCESSORIES OF SLIDE FASTENERS AND ZIP, BAG MATERIALS, LACE AND EMBROIDERY, RIBBONS AND BRAID, BUTTONS, HOOKS AND EYES, PINS AND NEEDLES, SLIDE FASTENERS AND DRESSMAKERS ARTICLES, ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS, RIBBONS AND PEARL BRAID, ORNAMENTS FOR CLOTHING, TAPES, ELASTIC TAPES, ORNAMENTAL RIBBONS MADE OF TEXTILES, ORNAMENTAL NOVELTY BUTTONS, ORNAMENTAL NOVELTY, BADGES FOR WEAR BROOCHES FOR CLOTHING, STICKERS, ARMBANDS, BARRETTES, HAIR BANDS, HAIR PINS, HAIR RIBBONS, INCLUDED IN CLASS-26.
2712638    04/04/2014

MRS. AMRITA TYAGI
trading as ;AMRITA TYAGI
SHOP NO LGF 12-13 EXPRESS MARKET INDIRAPURAM NEAR SHIPRA MALL GHAZIABAD U.P
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEHA GUPTA
C-47, OLD GOVIND PURA, NEW DELHI-110051
Used Since :01/02/2014

DELHI

LACE AND EMBROIDERY, RIBBONS AND BRAID; RIBBONS, HOOKS AND EYES, PINS AND NEEDLES; ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS, HAIR EXTENSIONS.
2808861  15/09/2014

JYOTIRMAY BASAK
C/O. HEMANT HINGAD, 603, DEVDRAMSHAN, OLD NAGARDAS ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI- 400069.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT/ DEALER.
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/01/2014

MUMBAI
BUTTONS, ZIPPER, LACE AND EMBROIDERY, RIBBONS AND BRAID, HOOKS AND EYE, PINS, ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS INCLUDED IN CLASS 26
BRONZE

2811140  17/09/2014

JAI CHORARIA
67 RAM VIHAR, OPP. YAMUNA SPORTS COMPLEX, DELHI 110092
TRADING, MANUFACTURING & MARKETING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANAND PRAKASH
10, DDA MARKET NIRMAN VIHAR DELHI 110092
Used Since :01/09/2014

DELHI
LACE AND EMBROIDERY, RIBBONS AND BRAID; BUTTONS, HOOKS AND EYES, PINS AND NEEDLES; ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS
2001987    02/08/2010
SH.MHINDER JEET SACHDEVA
trading as ;SACHDEVA OVERSEAS
BARSAT ROAD NEAR BICHPARTI CHOWK PANIPAR 132103
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
INDIAN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
A-4/61, SEC-17, ROHINI DELHI-89
Used Since :01/02/2009
DELHI
PLASTIC MATS, CARPETS, RUGS, WALL HANGING, WALL PAPER, DU R. MATTING, INDIUM AND OTHER FLOOR
COVERING OF RUBBER INCLUDED IN CLASS 27
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016  Class 27

PAILAN PARK DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY LTD.
trading as ;PAILAN PARK DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY LTD.
EXPRESS TOWER, 42A, SHAKESPEARE SARANI, KOLKATA - 700 017, WEST BENGAL
Manufacturer(s), Merchant(s), Trader(s), Exporter(s).
AN INDIAN COMPANY.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78,N.S.C. BOSE ROAD,1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 040,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :18/12/2003

KOLKATA
Carpets; Wallpapers; Mats «& Matting; Rugs; Linoleum; Floor Coverings; Artificial Turf; Bath Mats; Non-Slip Mats; Door Mats; Carpet Underlay; Vinyl Floor Coverings; Automobile Carpets; Non- Textile Wall Hangings; Gymnasium Mats; Textile Wallpaper.
SHUBH VIVAH

2704366  24/03/2014

SUSHIL DALMIA
HOUSE NO 13 JAIN GALI HISAR HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

PAWAN KUMAR PAWAN
D-361, GROUND FLOOR, GALI NO 12 PUSHP LAXMI BUILDING LAXMI NAGAR DELHI 92

Used Since : 25/02/2005

DELHI

CARPETS, RUGS, MATS AND MATTING, LINOLEUM AND OTHER MATERIALS FOR COVERING EXISTING FLOORS; WALL HANGINGS (NON-TEXTILE).
2812702  19/09/2014
NISSAN JODOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA (ALSO TRADING AS NISSAN MOTOR CO., LTD.)
NO. 2, TAKARA-CHO, KANAGAWA=KU, YOKOHAMA-SHI, KANAGAWA-KEN, JAPAN
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KOCHHAR & CO
TECHNOPOLIS BUILDING, TOWER-B, 3RD FLOOR, SECTOR-54, DLF GOLF COURSE ROAD, GURGOAN-122002.
Used Since : 04/11/2004
DELHI
CARPETS; FLOOR COVERINGS; MATS; RUGS; CARPETS FOR AUTOMOBILES.
2815435    24/09/2014
HOME ELEMENTS PVT. LTD.
H 1- 53/54, RIICO INDUSTRIAL AREA, MANSAROVAR, JAIPUR-302020, Rajasthan, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :01/11/2013

AHMEDABAD
CARPETS, RUGS, MATS AND MATTING, LINOLEUM AND OTHER MATERIALS FOR COVERING EXISTING FLOORS, WALL HANGINGS (NON-TEXTILE)
1966507  17/05/2010
JAIPRAKASH ASSOCIATES LTD.
SEC.-128, NOIDA, U.P.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANY ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH CHAUDHARY & ASSOCIATES
20, BANK ENCLAVE, RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110027
Used Since: 01/07/2009

DELHI
GAMES & PLAYTHINGS, GYMNASTIC & SPORTING ARTICLES NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, DECORATIONS FOR CHRISTMAS TREES ALL IN CLASS 28.
ADVENT

2377841 10/08/2012

ADVENT WELLNESS PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED

trading as : ADVENT WELLNESS PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED

9, WING 'A', RAJYOG SOCIETY, NEAR WALVEKAR LAWN, PUNE - SATARA ROAD, PUNE - 411 009

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

DEWAN MOHAN RAJKUMAR
PODDAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI 400001

Used Since : 23/01/2012

MUMBAI

FITNESS EQUIPMENTS LIKE BODY - BUILDING APPARATUS, BODY - TRAINING APPARATUS, CHEST EXPANDERS (EXERCISERS), EXERCISE BICYCLES (ROLLERS FOR STATIONARY -), GAMES & PLAYTHINGS; TOYS; GYMNASTIC & SPORTING ARTICLES; BODY PROTECTION GUARDS, PADS & COVERINGS USED IN SPORTS & GAMES; SPORTS GLOVES; EXERCISE & PHYSICAL TRAINING APPARATUS & ARTICLES.
ADVENT WELLNESS PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEWAN MOHAN RAJKUMAR
PODDAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI 400001

MUMBAI

FITNESS EQUIPMENTS LIKE BODY - BUILDING APPARATUS, BODY - TRAINING APPARATUS, CHEST EXPANDERS (EXCERCISERS), EXERCISE BICYCLES (ROLLERS FOR STATIONARY -), GAMES & PLAYTHINGS; TOYS; GYMNASTIC & SPORTING ARTICLES; BODY PROTECTION GUARDS, PADS & COVERINGS USED IN SPORTS & GAMES; SPORTS GLOVES; EXERCISE & PHYSICAL TRAINING APPARATUS & ARTICLES.
2446385  21/12/2012

PAILAN PARK DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY LTD.

trading as : PAILAN PARK DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY LTD.

EXPRESS TOWER, 42A, SHAKESPEARE SARANI, KOLKATA - 700 017, WEST BENGAL

Manufacturer(s), Merchant(s), Trader(s), Exporter(s).

AN INDIAN COMPANY.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78,N.S.C. BOSE ROAD,1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 040,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Used Since : 18/12/2012

KOLKATA

Toys; Games; Playthings; Apparatus for Games; Parlour Games; Plush Toys; Building Games; Video Game Machines; Board Games; Toy Vehicles; Stuffed Toys; Chess Games; Playing Balls; Rackets; Hockey Sticks; Dice; Dolls; Darts; Kites; Playing Cards; Jigsaw Puzzles; Teddy Bears; Toy Masks; Spinning Tops (Toys); Elbow & Knee Guards (Sports Articles); Boxing Gloves; Appliances for Gymnastics; Sporting Articles; Physical Exercise Machines; Fishing Articles
DUCHESS SWAN
Priority claimed from 13/02/2013; Application No. : TM/2013/000039. ;Saint Lucia 2540602 30/05/2013
MATTEL, INC.
333 CONTINENTAL BOULEVARD EI SEGUNDO CALIFORNIA 90245 USA
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A DELAWARE CORPORATION
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS; GYMNASTIC AND SPORTING ARTICLES NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; DECORATIONS FOR CHRISTMAS TREES.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO FILING AUTHENTICATED PRIORITY DOCUMENTS.
DIMSHEE

2682359  19/02/2014

RITIKA WALIA

trading as ; OMBRELLO PASTELS

185, SECTOR-7, URBAN ESTATE, AMBALA-134003 (HARYANA)

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MAHTTASS

B-43/3, udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA

Used Since : 01/01/2014

DELHI

Gymnastic and Sporting Articles (Except Clothing) including Nets, Toys, Games and Playthings.
SEV ZERO

2711628  02/04/2014

AMAZON TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
410 Terry Avenue North, Seattle, Washington 98109, U.S.A.
Manufacturer and Merchant

a corporation organized and existing under the laws of State of Nevada USA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Handheld unit for playing electronic games, other than those adopted for use with an external display screen or monitor; games featured on a portable handheld device; Handheld unit for playing electronic games, other than those adopted for use with an external display screen or monitor; games featured on a portable handheld device; toys, games; game machines, namely, arcade game machines, board games, electronic games, hand held units for playing video games other than those adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor, LCD game machines.
AMAZON FIRE

2711635  02/04/2014

AMAZON TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
410 Terry Avenue North, Seattle, Washington 98109, U.S.A.
Manufacturer and Merchant

a corporation organized and existing under the laws of State of Nevada USA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; handheld units for playing electronic games, other than those adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; games featured on a portable handheld device; hand-held electronic games and apparatus; games, electronic games, and video games; controllers for games consoles; computer game apparatus; protected carrying cases specially adapted for handheld games units and computer tablets; video game machines; controllers for video game machines; consumer video game apparatus with camera function; consumer video game apparatus; controllers and joysticks for consumer video game apparatus; protective films for controller of consumer video game apparatus; handheld game apparatus with liquid crystal displays; card game toys and their accessories; game machines and apparatus; sports equipment, parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.
HARRIOT

2747741    31/05/2014
WRITEFINE PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
221, VEENA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, L B S MARG, VIKHROLI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 083
Manufacturer & Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :31/05/2014

MUMBAI
Games and playthings, gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; decorations for Christmas trees
Rejuve5

2809542  12/09/2014

BENNETT, COLEMAN & COMPANY LIMITED
7, Bahadurshah Zafar Marg, New Delhi- 110103
Manufacturers and Merchants
an Indian company existing under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
2809541

DELHI
Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; decorations for Christmas trees.
2810219    16/09/2014
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2810212
DELHI
GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS; GYMNASTIC AND SPORTING ARTICLES NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; DECORATIONS FOR CHRISTMAS TREES.
GOVIND JEEVAN UTTAMCHANDANI
RAJESH JEEVAN UTTAMCHANDANI
trading as: SHREE SANT KRIPA INTELLECTUAL
UNIT BEARING NO. 1201, 12TH FLOOR GOPA HEIGHT, PLOT NO. D-9, NETAJI SUBHASH PLCE, PITAM PURA, DELHI-110034
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MADAMSER & CO.
FLAT NO. E (GF), SAGAR APTS.,6, TILAK MARG, NEW DELHI-110001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2614418, 2615980, 2616083

DELHI
GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS, GYMNASTIC AND SPORTING ARTICLES NOT INCLUDED 31 OTHER CLASSES.
SANGAM

2000171    28/07/2010
HARENDRA SINGH
trading as ;SANGAM FOOD PRODUCTS
A-282/2, DURGA VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110062
MANUFACTURES & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :15/02/2006

DELHI
DATES INCLUDED IN.
AVNI

2004579  05/08/2010
RAJNISJ KUMAR
trading as : LUXMI OIL MILLS
MAIN ROAD, PUNDRI, DISTT. KAITHAL, HARYANA
MERCHANT & MANUFACTURERS.

Address for service in India / Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since : 01/04/2007

DELHI
PRESEVERED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, MILK AND DAIRY PRODUCTS, GHEE, KHOYA, CHEESE,
BUTTER, GROUNDNUT OIL, EDIBLE OIL, OIL CAKE, MUSTARD OIL AND FATS, VANASPAITI GHEE, JAMS, JELLIES,
FRUIT SAUCES, PICKLES, PEANUTS, MEAT AND MEAT EXTRACTS, EGGS, CURD, YOGURT, SKIMMED MILK POWDER,
POULTRY FISH, SOUPS.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO FILING OF TM-16 TO AMEND THE GOODS / SERVICES FOR SALE / CONDUCT IN THE STATES
OF HARYANA ONLY.
T-Series

2005219   06/08/2010
SUPER CASSETTES INDUSTRIES LIMITED
E-2/16, WHITE HOUSE, ANSARI ROAD, DARYA GANJ, NEW DELHI-110 002.
MANUFACTURER&MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R.K.DEWAN & CO.
236/237, VARDHMAN FASHION MALL, NEAR MAHAVIR HOSPITAL, LSC ROAD NO. 43, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, FROZEN, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JELLIES, JAMS, COMPOTES; EGGS, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS.
2377330    09/08/2012

SOURABH JAIN
trading as ;NAVKAR NAMKEEN KENDRA
167-K, SCHEME NO. 71-A, GUMASTA NAGAR, INDORE-452 009 (M.P.)
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THAKUR & CO.
5/19, JOGANI INDL. COMPLEX, GR. FLOOR, V. N. PURAV MARG, SION-CHUNABHATTI(EAST), MUMBAI-400 022
Used Since :09/05/2008

MUMBAI
MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS (SWEETS), POTATO SNACKS, FOOD STUFFS PREPARED IN THE FORM OF SNACKS,
PREPARED SNACKS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION MADE FROM COOKED FRUITS AND DRIED FRUITS
FOR SALE IN THE STATE OF MADHYA PRADESH.
2378178   13/08/2012
LAKMICAND KHETASI JAGAD
Jitendra Mahendra Jagad
trading as ;MAHENDRA PEDAWALA
EMARAT COMPANY, MG ROAD, AHMEDNAGAR-414001
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :01/08/1960
MUMBAI
MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS
2378468   13/08/2012
ALKEM LABORATORIES LTD.
ALKEM HOUSE, DEVASHISH, ADJ. TO MATULYA CENTRE, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VISHESH & ASSOCIATES,
2, 3 RD FLOOR, YESHWANT CHAMBERS, 18 - B, BHARUCHA MARG, KALAGHODA, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 023.
Used Since :01/11/2002

MUMBAI
PROTEIN FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION, FOOD SUBSTANCES AND PREPARATIONS INCLUDING SUPPLEMENTS THEREOF, SUGAR FREE FOODS, FAT FREE FOODS, HEALTH SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS IN SOFT GELATINE FOR FOODS, EDIBLE OILS, EDIBLE FATS, GROUNDNUT OIL, VANASPATI AND REFINED OIL, COCONUT OIL, OLIVE OIL FOR FOOD, OILS OF ALL TYPES BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 29
2454820  04/01/2013
GOUR DAS
trading as ;RAJDEEP ENTERPRISE
VILL.RANIHATI,P.O.JOYNAGAR,P.S.PANCHLA,DIST.HOWRAH,PIN-711302,WEST BENGAL
Manufacturer, Merchant & Trader
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. J. ASSOCIATES.
6A, KIRAN SHANKAR ROY ROAD, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001.
Used Since :02/05/2012
KOLKATA
Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved dried and cooled fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams, fruit sauces; eggs, milk and milk products; edible oils and fats.
2458876    11/01/2013
FOODIZ INTERNATIONAL PVT. LIMITED
trading as :FOODIZ INTERNATIONAL PVT. LIMITED
6B/936, SECTOR - 9, CDA, ABHINAV BIDANASI, CUTTACK - 753 014, ORISSA, INDIA.
Manufacturer, Merchant and Trader .
AN INDIAN COMPANY.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL
Used Since :24/09/2012
KOLKATA
Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jam.s, fruit sauces; eggs, milk and milk products; edible oils and fats.
2458877  11/01/2013

FOODIZ INTERNATIONAL PVT. LIMITED
trading as ;FOODIZ INTERNATIONAL PVT. LIMITED
6B/936, SECTOR - 9, CDA, ABHINAV BIDANASI, CUTTACK - 753 014, ORISSA, INDIA.
Manufacturer, Merchant and Trader
AN INDIAN COMPANY.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL

Used Since :24/09/2012

KOLKATA
Meat, fish, poultry and game: meat extracts; preserved, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams, fruit sauces; eggs, milk and milk products; edible oils and fats.
2469137  30/01/2013
SANCHAY KR. TARWAY
SMT. MINA DEVI
trading as; GRAMIN FOOD
GA-14, CITY CENTER, SECTOR-IV, BOKARO STEEL CITY, JHARKHAND, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, 3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.), KOLKATA 700 069, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 01/04/2011

KOLKATA
MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES;
JELLIES, JAMS, FRUITS SAUCES; EGGS, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS OF ALL KINDS BEING
INCLUDED IN CLASS 29.
ROYCE' CONFECTION CO., LTD.
1-1,AINOSATO 4-JO,9-CHOME,KITA-KU,SAPPORO-SHI,HOKKAIDO,JAPAN
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS
A COMPANY DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
MARGARINE, MILK PRODUCTS, PROCESSED MEAT PRODUCTS, PROCESSED VEGETABLES AND FRUITS, CURRY,
STEW AND SOUP MIXES
2479315    15/02/2013
ROYCE' CONFECT CO., LTD.
1-1,AINOSATO 4-JO,9-CHOME,KITA-KU,SAPPORO-SHI,HOKKAIDO,JAPAN
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS
A COMPANY DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2479312
KOLKATA
MARGARINE, MILK PRODUCTS, PROCESSED MEAT PRODUCTS, PROCESSED VEGETABLES AND FRUITS, CURRY, STEW AND SOUP MIXES
2544906  07/06/2013
JAIN DAIRY PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
ANUPAM-1, SWASTIK CROSS ROAD, NAVRANGPURA, AHMEDABAD - 380 009. GUJARAT
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHIRAG A. SHAH, ADVOCATE.
401,ANUSHREE BLDG.,NR. BANK OF BARODA,USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD- 380 013.
Used Since :21/07/2003

AHMEDABAD
MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS
HAMARA CAMEL PARIVAR
2703982    24/03/2014
ARVIND KUMAR GUPTA
trading as ;SHRI RAM OIL MILL
MANDI GANDHI GANJ, SHAMILI, 247776
MANUFACTURING AND SELLING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.N. GOEL, ADV
GOPAL PALACE, MALIWARA CHOWK GHAZIABAD U.P
Used Since :01/04/2000
DELHI
SOYABEAN OIL,EDIBLE OIL AND FATS,RIFINDED MUSTARD OIL, MASALA.
MASH AGRO FOODS LTD
15/7A, CIVIL LINES, KANPUR 208001
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHIV LAW HOUSE.
H-166, VIKAS PURI, NEW DELHI - 110 018.
Used Since :01/01/2013

DELHI
MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JELLIES, JAMS, FRUIT SAUCES; EGGS, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS
UNIGLOCAL INTERTRADE FZCO
P.O. BOX: 261460 JEBEL ALI FREE ZONE, DUBAI UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

ZAHRA VANA
3RD FLOOR HL ARCADE ABOVE AXIS BANK PLOT NO-14 SECTOR-5 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

CANNED FISH, CANNED CHICKEN, CANNED MEAT, CANNED FRUITS, SWEET CONDENSED MILK, PROCESSED CHEESE,
DAIRY PRODUCTS, EVAPORATED MILK, VEGETABLE GHEE, VEGETABLE OIL, BUTTER, TOMATO PASTE,
MAYONNAISE, JAMS, JELLY, CREME CARAMEL, STERILIZED CREAM, SOUPS, BAKERY PRODUCTS, DRY FRUITS,
CANNED FOODS, CANNED LEGUMES, MARGARINE, MARMALADES, FROZEN, DATE, LENTILS, PULSES
STC

2708575  28/03/2014

THE STATE TRADING CORPORATION OF INDIA LTD.
JAWAHAR VYAPAT BHAWAN, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI 110001
MANUFACTURERS/MERCHANTS/TRADERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.S. ASSOCIATES
I-116, SOUTH CITY-II, GURGAON-122002 HARYANA
Used Since : 17/01/1976

To be associated with:
606525, 1256415

DELHI

MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES;
JELLIES, JAMS, FRUIT SAUCES; EGGS, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS
2709645  31/03/2014

MIRAKA LIMITED
108 Tuwharetoa Street, Taupo 3330, New Zealand
Manufactures and Merchants

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RANJAN NARULA ASSOCIATES.
VATIKA TOWERS, 10TH FLOOR, BLOCK-B, SECTOR-54, GURGAON 122002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, (HARYANA)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; DAIRY PRODUCTS; DAIRY PRODUCTS IN POWDER FORM; MILK POWDER
Romera

2711589  02/04/2014

M/S VIDYA SAGAR FOODS PVT LTD
21/17, EAST PUNJABI BAGH, NEW DELHI-110026.
Manufacturer and Merchants.
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ABC REGISTRATION SERVICES
C-36, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, LANE NO.4, DELHI - 110 009.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Meat, Fish, Poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams, compotes; eggs, milk and milk products; edible oils and fats.
ZANVIT-D

2802687   03/09/2014

ZANON LIFE SCIENCES PVT LTD.
213, INDUSTRIAL AREA PHASE I, CHANDIGARH
MANUFACTURES, MERCHANTS, TRADERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VENUKA KUMARIA.
5673, DUPLEX MODERN HOUSING COMPLEX, MANIMAJRA, U.T. CHANDIGARH.

Used Since :01/01/2012

DELHI
MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES;
JELLIES, JAMS, FRUIT SAUCES; EGGS, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS RELATED TO
NUTRACEUTICAL JELLY PRODUCT
Rejuve5

2809544    12/09/2014
BENNETT, COLEMAN & COMPANY LIMITED
7, Bahadurshah Zafar Marg, New Delhi- 110103
Manufacturers and Merchants
an Indian company existing under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2809543

DELHI
Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams, fruit sauces; eggs, milk and milk products; edible oils and fats
2811151    17/09/2014

SACHIN GODBOLE
SHOP NO. 2, SAMRUDDHI HEIGHTS, D.L. VAIDYA ROAD, OPP. COSMOS BANK, DADAR, MUMBAI 400 028,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :15/09/2014

MUMBAI
PRESERVED, FROZEN, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JELLIES, JAMS, COMPOTES; MILK AND MILK
PRODUCTS, FROZEN, FOOD PREPARATIONS, EATABLES; VEGETABLES AND OTHER HORTICULTURAL COMESTIBLE
PRODUCTS WHICH ARE PREPARED FOR CONSUMPTION OR CONSERVATION; OTHER PRODUCTS CLASSIFIABLE
UNDER CLASS 29
CHOUPAL

2813594  17/09/2014

ITC LIMITED
VIRGINIA HOUSE, 37 J L NEHRU ROAD, CALCUTTA - 700 071, WEST BENGAL.
Manufacturers, merchants and exporters.
AN INDIAN COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1481116

KOLKATA
Meat, fish, poultry and game: meat extracts, preserved, dried and cooked fruits including fruit chips, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables including ready to eat food made therefrom including potato crisps, potato flakes, potato fritters, potato chips, ultra thin wafers, vegetable soup preparations, soups and other preparations for making soups, tomato puree, tinned vegetables, dried and preserved vegetables, tinned fruits, preserved fruits, frozen fruits, processed peanuts, processed gram, preserved peas, apple puree, ground almonds, jellies jams fruit sauces, eggs, milk and milk products including yoghurts, edible oils and fats.
1767846  24/12/2008

MASTANA FOODS PVT. LTD.

trading as ;MASTANA FOODS PVT. LTD.

KURUKSHETRA ROAD KAITHAL HARYANA
MANUFACTURER & TRADER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA REGISTRATION SERVICE.
Used Since :01/10/2004

DELHI
RICE INCLUDING BASMATI RICE.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD PUNJABI AND NUMERAL 1 SEPERATELY.
PARKASH MASALE

1926595    23/02/2010
ASHOK KUMAR VIJ
SURINDER VIJ
trading as ;PARKASH MASALE
MANID ROAD, JALANDHAR
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARORA AND ARORA
7, FIRST FLOOR, NEHRU NAGAR MARKET, NEW DELHI-110065
Used Since :01/01/1965

DELHI
SPICES, CHILLY, TURMERIC (HALDI), SALT
SHIVANK

1987563  01/07/2010
NANI AGRO FOODS PVT.LTD.
trading as ;NANI AGRO FOODS PVT.LTD.
5/2 RAJ NARAIN ROAD CIVIL LINES DELHI-110054

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :01/04/2004

DELHI
SPICES & CONDIMENTS.
SANGAM
2000170  28/07/2010
HARENDRA SINGH
trading as ; SANGAM FOOD PRODUCTS
A-282/2, DURGA VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110062
MANUFACTURES & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since : 15/02/2006
DELHI
MOONGFALI CHIKKI, TIL CHIKKI, SIL LADDU, CHIKKI, SATTU, GAJAK AND REVADI INCLUDED IN.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 1544089.
2000336  28/07/2010
SANTOSH KESARWANI
trading as ;AYUSH GRAH UDYOG
469, S BLOCK JUHI DEPO KANPUR
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA TRADE MARK BUREAU
SA-17/130 M-M-3 (M.I.G.-3) ASHOK VIHAR COLONY PHASE-II PAHARIA VARANASI U.P

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CHURAN AND AAMKUT, SALE FOR THE STATE OF UTTAR PRADESH AND BIHAR ONLY.
SANI

2000337    28/07/2010
CHITRA AGARWAL
trading as : SHREE BALAJI INTERNAITONAL
36/55 GILISH BAZAR KANPUR 208001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE KOTTAY.
111/2, HARSH NAGAR, KANPUR - 208 012

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

ALL KIND OF NAMKEENS, BISCUIT FOR HUMAN CONSUMTION AND WAFERS [INCLUDED IN CLASS 30]
THIS IS SUBJECT TO FILING OF TM-16 TO AMEND THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES OF UTTAR PRADESH ONLY.
LOVE THE LEAF

2000489    28/07/2010

MARS DRINKS UK LIMITED
3D DUNDEE ROAD, SLOUGH, BERKSHIRE, SL 1 4LG, UNITED KINGDOM
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A CORPORATION REGISTERED, ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF UNITED KINGDOM.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

TEA, HERBAL TEA, TEA FOR INFUSIONS; PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES, NAMELY, TEA AND NON-
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES WITH TEA FLAVOUR.
MUNCHKINS
2001922    31/07/2010
DD IP HOLDER LLC
P.O. Box 9141, Canton, Massachusetts 02021, USA
A limited liability company organised and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, USA; Manufacturers and Merchants
A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE, USA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SECTOR 27 GURGAON-122002
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice and bakery goods
RELY
2002394  02/08/2010

SH. DINESH KUMAR AGGARWAL
E - 915, SARASWATI VIHAR, PITAM PURA, DELHI
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since :01/04/2007

DELHI
COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, PULSES, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREAL, BREAD, PASTY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST BAKING POWDER; SALT; MUSTARD; VINEGAR; SAUCES (CONDIMENTS); SPICES.
CHOCO-STUMP

2004588  05/08/2010

ANIL GARG
SHALINI GARG

trading as ;TIFOSI FOODS

28/5, STREET NO. 17, MASTER MOHALLA, LIBASPUR, PO SAMAIPUR, DELHI - 110042

MERCHANTS&MANUFACTURERS.

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.

Used Since :01/04/2006

DELHI

COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, PULSES, TAPIoca, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREAL, BREAD, PASTY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST BAKING POWDER; CHOCOLATES, SALT; MUSTARD; VINEGAR; SAUCES (CONDIMENTS); SPICES
T-Series

2005220   06/08/2010
SUPER CASSETTES INDUSTRIES LIMITED
E-2/16, WHITE HOUSE, ANSARI ROAD, DARYA GANJ, NEW DELHI-110 002.
MANUFACTURER&MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R.K.DEWAN & CO.
236/237, VARDHMAN FASHION MALL, NEAR MAHAVIR HOSPITAL, LSC ROAD NO. 43, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING-POWDER; SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE.
2006241 09/08/2010
SHRI LAL MAHAL LTD.
B-16 BHAGWAN DASS NAGAR NEW DELHI-26
PROCESSOR TRADERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY WITH LIMITED LIABILITY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. K. TRADEMARKS CO.
C-36, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, LANE NO 4, DELHI- 110 009.
Used Since :28/06/1999
DELHI
COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIoca, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING POWDER; SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES, (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1201347 AND 580717.
TILEMSI
2006307    09/08/2010
ANIL KUMAR M. NAIR
trading as ;TRUMP INTERNATIONAL
B -15 - 38/19, SODHI COMPLEX, VISHKARMA CHOWK, MILLER GANJ, LUDHIANA - 141003, PUNJAB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2006
DELHI
CONFECTIONERY INCLUDING CANDIES AND TOFFEE; BISCUITS AND BAKERY PRODUCTS.
YO JUNGLE
2006308  09/08/2010
RUPINDER SINGH
PUNEET GARG
trading as ; DARSHAN FOODS
BOOTHGARH ROAD, VILLAGE RATTAN HERI, KHANNA, DISST. LUDHIANA, PUNJAB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since : 01/08/2000

DELHI
RUSK, COOKIES, RICE, PUFF, KURKURA, RICE RINGS, BREAD, SNACKS, NAMKEEN, TOFFEE AND CONFECTIONERY.
GRANULAR'S REAL STEVIA

2006841 10/08/2010

GRANULAR AB
GUSTAVSLUNDSVAGEN 135, 167 51 BROMMA, SWEDEN
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASWAL ASSOCIATES
59 HARMONY APARTMENTS POCKET-1 SECTOR-4 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110078

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
NATURAL SWEETENERS.
2006842  10/08/2010
GRANULAR AB
GUSTAVSLUNDSVAGEN 135, 167 51 BROMMA, SWEDEN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASWAL ASSOCIATES
59 HARMONY APARTMENTS POCKET-1 SECTOR-4 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110078

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
NATURAL SWEETENERS.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD "REAL STEVIA".
2006843  10/08/2010
GRANULAR AB
GUSTAVSLUNDSVAGEN 135, 167 51 BROMMA, SWEDEN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASWAL ASSOCIATES
59 HARMONY APARTMENTS POCKET-1 SECTOR-4 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110078

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
NATURAL SWEETENERS.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD "REAL STEVIA".
2007262   11/08/2010
NANDITA KAUSHIK
trading as ;HOME TO HEARTH
FLAT NO-503 TOWER NO-24 FIFTH FLOOR ORCHID PETALS CONDOMINIUM COMPLEX SECTOR-49 GURGAON-122002
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SINGHANIA & CO.
G-107, HIMALAYA HOUSE 23, KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI-110 001
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
FILTER COFFEE AND SUBSTANCES RELATED TO COFFEE
SMITA CHANDARANA
501, VARAD ANNEXE, 5TH FLOOR, M.G. ROAD, NEAR NAVPADA POLICE STATION, NAVPADA, THANE (WEST)-400602
TRADER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KANGA & CO.
READYMONEY MANSION, 43, VEER NARIMAN ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 023.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

SAGO, STARCH AND ALL TAPIoca PRODUCTS
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.,2229316.
2260662 03/01/2012
SAURABH ANDHIWAL
LAXMI NARAIN KHETAN
VIJAY KUMAR KHETAN
MUKEH ANDHIWAL
trading as : LAXMI NARAIN KHETAN
A-07 INDUSTRIAL ESTATE HATHRAS (U.P)
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL TRADE MARK SERVICE
18-A, INDER ENCLAVE, BALKESHWAR, AGRA-282 004 (U.P)
Used Since : 26/12/2011

DELHI
FUff, NAMKEEN, SNACKS, COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO ARTIFICIAL COFFEE, FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES, HONEY, TREACLE, YEAST BAKING POWDER, SALT, MUSTARD, VINEGAR, SAUCES (CONDIMENTS), SPICES, ICE

THIS IS SUBJECT TO FILING POWER OF ATTORNEY.
FAFA

2260663  03/01/2012
SAURABH ANDHIWAL
LAXMI NARAIN KHETAN
VIJAY KUMAR KHETAN
MUKESH ANDHIWAL
trading as ;LAXMI NARAIN KHETAN
A-07 INDUSTRIAL ESTATE HATHRAS (U.P)
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL TRADE MARK SERVICE
18-A, INDER ENCLAVE, BALKESHWAR, AGRA-282 004 (U.P)
Used Since :26/12/2011
DELHI
FUFF,NAMKEEN, SNACKS,COFFEE ,TEA,COCOA,SUGAR, RICE,TAPIOCA,SAVO ARTIFICIAL COFFEE,FLOURAND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS,BREAD ,PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY ,ICES,HONEY,TREACLE,YEAST BAKING POWDER,SALT,MUFFIN,NAMKEEN, SNACKS,COFFEE ,TEA,COCOA,SUGAR, RICE,TAPIOCA,SAVO ARTIFICIAL COFFEE,FLOURAND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS,BREAD ,PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY ,ICES,HONEY,TREACLE,YEAST BAKING POWDER,SALT,MUSTARD,VINEGAR,SAUCES (CONDIMENTS), SPICES ,ICE
THIS IS SUBJECT TO FILING POWER OF ATTORNEY.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016

SAURABH ANDHIWAL
LAXMI NARAIN KHETAN
VIJAY KUMAR KHETAN
MUKESH ANDHIWAL
trading as: LAXMI NARAIN KHETAN
A-07 INDUSTRIAL ESTATE HATHRAS (U.P)
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL TRADE MARK SERVICE
18-A, INDER ENCLAVE, BALKESHWAR, AGRA-282 004 (U.P)
Used Since: 26/12/2011

DELHI
FUUFF, NAMKEEN, SNACKS, COFFEE,TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE, FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES, HONEY, TREACLE, YEAST BAKING POWDER, SALT, MUSTARD, VINEGAR, SAUCES (CONDIMENTS), SPICES, ICE

THIS IS SUBJECT TO FILING POWER OF ATTORNEY.
WICKETS

2260665  03/01/2012
SAURABH ANDHIWAL
LAXMI NARAIN KHETAN
VIJAY KUMAR KHETAN
MUKEH ANDHIWAL
trading as ;LAXMI NARAIN KHETAN
A-07 INDUSTRIAL ESTATE HATHRAS (U.P)
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL TRADE MARK SERVICE
18-A, INDER ENCLAVE, BALKESHWAR, AGRA-282 004 (U.P)
Used Since :26/12/2011

DELHI
FUCC, NAMKEEN, SNACKS, COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE, FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES, HONEY, TREACLE, YEAST, BAKING POWDER, SALT, MUSTARD, VINEGAR, SAUCES (CONDIMENTS), SPICES, ICE

THIS IS SUBJECT TO FILING POWER OF ATTORNEY.
2260666  03/01/2012
MUKESH ANDHIWAL
trading as ;BALONA PHARMACY
TRIPURARI NAGAR, MURSAN GATE, HATHRAS (U. P.)
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL TRADE MARK SERVICE
18-A, INDER ENCLAVE, BALKESHWAR, AGRA-282 004 (U.P)
Used Since :01/02/2003

DELHI
FOOD POWDERED INCLUDED IN CLASS-30
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE "DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING ON THE LABEL"
OLEY

2291380  29/02/2012
LAXMI NARAIN KHETAN
VIJAY KUMAR KHETAN
MUKEISH ANDHIWAL
SAURABH ANDHIWAL
A-07 INDUSTRIAL ESTATE HATHRAS UP
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Agoents address:
ANIL TRADE MARK SERVICE
18-A, INDER ENCLAVE, BALKESHWAR, AGRA-282 004 (U.P)
Used Since : 26/12/2011

DELHI
FUFE, NAMKEEN, SNACKS, COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE, FLOUR AND
PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES, HONEY, TREACLE, YEAST
BAKING POWDER, SALT, MUSTARD, VINEGAR, SAUCES (CONDIMENTS), SPICES, ICE

THIS IS SUBJECT TO FILING POWER OF ATTORNEY.
2318858    20/04/2012
SGR VENTURES PVT. LTD.
345, SHRADHA HOUSE, KINGSWAY, NAGPUR-440001.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DHANSHREE CHILBULE
345,KINGSWAY SHRADHA HOUSE, NAGPUR- 440001.(MAHARASHTRA); INDIA.
Used Since :01/04/2008

MUMBAI
COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY, AND CONFECTIONARY, ICES; HONEY TREACLE, YEAST, BAKING;POWDER; SALT, MUSTARD60; VINEGAR;SAUCES, (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE.
SWAHA
2355038  27/06/2012
KANHAIYALAL & COMPANY
KESHAR CHAND C. BORA
RATILAL C. BORA
SATISH K. BORA
RAJENDRA K. BORA
trading as ;KANHAIYALAL & COMPANY
SAMRAT HOUSE, 1ST FLOOR, 39-D, 2/6, SHANKARSHETH ROAD, PUNE-411 037, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEWAN MOHAN RAJKUMAR
PODDAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI 400001

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
FOOD PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION INCLUDED IN CLASS 30; FOOD PRODUCTS BASED ON FLOUR, RICE AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS; SPICES; EDIBLE ARTICLES FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION; COOKED FOOD AND SNACKS READY FOR SERVE; FOOD STUFFS; NUTRITIONAL FOODS, PROTEIN FOODS ADDITIVES INCLUDED IN CLASS 30
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016 Class 30

2376124  07/08/2012
PRASAD CHURY
D - 404, GANEESHAM, PHASE - II, PIMPLE SAUDagar, PUNE - 02
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN RESIDENT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE SANGEETA PAL
C/310, ANTOPHILL WAREHOUSING COMPANY LTD., V.I.T COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI - 400 037
Used Since :19/07/2012

MUMBAI
CHOCOLATES AND CAKES
2376811  08/08/2012

JAIN KUMAR JAIN
CHANDRA PRAKASH JAIN

trading as ;CHANDRA TRADING COMPANY
147, FAWARA CHOWK, UJJAIN-456001 (M.P)
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
A REGISTERED PARTNERSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
TEA
2377039 08/08/2012
RAJ ORKE
trading as ORKENT
402, GLEN HEIGHTS, CLIFF AVENUE, HIRANANDANI GARDENS, POWAI, MUMBAI- 400 076
MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHJA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CURRY SPICES, MIXED SPICES, SPICES, NOODLES, SAUCES MIXES FOR PREPARING SAUCES, CURRY PASTES
TRADE MARK: FLAVORS OF THE EAST
2377083   09/08/2012
MRS. VANDANA MILIND JAHAGIRDAR
SHAKTI NAGAR, HIRAWADI, PANCHAVATI, NASHIK - 422 003.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :19/08/2002

To be associated with:
1127290, 1203485

MUMBAI
BEKERY PRODUCTS
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.1127290, 1203485
2377764  10/08/2012
UMANG PHARMATECH PVT.LTD.
SURVEY NO.146, H.NO.1 (PT), VASAI PHATA HIGHWAY JUNCTION, NH 8, PELHAR, VASAI (EAST)-401208
MANUFACTURER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since : 01/02/2012
MUMBAI
COFFEE, LEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIoca, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BEAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES: HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BALKING POWDER; SALT MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES, CONDIMENTS; SPICES; ICE
Parlemarie.com

Parlemarie.com

2377845  10/08/2012

PARLE PRODUCTS PVT.LTD.

trading as ;PARLE PRODUCTS PVT.LTD.

North Level Crossing, Vile Parle (E), Mumbai-400 057.

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

DEWAN MOHAN RAJKUMAR

PODDAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI 400001

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

BISCUITS INCLUDING COOKIES & CREAM BISCUITS; SNACK FOODS; CHOCOLATES & CONFECTIONERY, BREAD, CAKES & PASTRY; SWEET, SWEETMEATS; MUNCHIES; WAFER BISCUITS; CHIPS, POTATO FLAKES, WAFERS & CRISPS INCLUDED IN CLASS 30; POPPED OR BOILED CORN; CEREALS & FLOURS OF CEREALS, PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, FLOURS OF CEREALS; NOODLES & OTHER PASTA PRODUCTS; INSTANT FOOD MIXES.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..279105.
Parlemarie.kom
2377846  10/08/2012
PARLE PRODUCTS PVT.LTD.
trading as ;PARLE PRODUCTS PVT.LTD.
North Level Crossing, Vile Parle (E), Mumbai-400 057.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEWAN MOHAN RAJKUMAR
PODDAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI 400001

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BISCUITS INCLUDING COOKIES & CREAM BISCUITS; SNACK FOODS; CHOCOLATES & CONFECTIONERY, BREAD, CAKES & PASTRY; SWEET, SWEETMEATS; MUNCHIES; WAFER BISCUITS; CHIPS, POTATO FLAKES, WAFERS & CRISPS INCLUDED IN CLASS 30; POPPED OR BOILED CORN; CEREALS & FLOURS OF CEREALS, PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, FLOURS OF CEREALS; NOODLES & OTHER PASTA PRODUCTS; INSTANT FOOD MIXES.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..279105.
SUREKA
2378121  13/08/2012
RAGHUNANDAN SUREKA
PANKAJ SUREKA
trading as ;SUREKA TRADING COMPANY.
38, SIYAGANJ, INDORE-452007 (M.P.)
TRADERS AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/01/1968
MUMBAI
COFFEE, TEA (FLAVORED TEA, GREEN TEA, ICE TEA)COCOA, SUGAR, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE, BREAD, CONFECTIONERY ICES, HONEY, TREACLE, YEAST, BAKING POWDER, SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES, (CONDIMENTS), SPICES, ICE. PREPARATIONS
2378348  13/08/2012
SAHIR VASAYA
trading as ;M.S. GRUAH UDYOOG
SR. NO. 27/4/3, OLD MUNDHWA, KCHARADI ROAD, KCHARADI, PUNE-14
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE SANGEETA PAL
C/310, ANTOPHILL WAREHOUSING COMPANY LTD., V.I.T COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI - 400 037
Used Since :13/02/2012
MUMBAI
FRYUMS AND SNACK FOODS MADE FROM CORN AND IN THE FORM OF PUFFS INCLUDED IN CLASS 30
2378350    13/08/2012
SAHIR VASAYA
trading as ;M.S. GRUAH UDYOG
SR. NO. 27/4/3, OLD MUNDHWA, KCHARADI ROAD, KCHARADI, PUNE-14
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE SANGEETA PAL
C/310, ANTOPHILL WAREHOUSING COMPANY LTD., V.I.T COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI - 400 037
Used Since :18/05/2012
MUMBAI
FRYUMS AND SNACK FOODS MADE FROM CORN AND IN THE FORM OF PUFFS INCLUDED IN CLASS 30
2378470  13/08/2012
ALKEM LABORATORIES LTD.
ALKEM HOUSE, DEVASHISH, ADJ. TO MATULYA CENTRE, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VISHESH & ASSOCIATES.
2, 3 RD FLOOR, YESHWANT CHAMBERS, 18 - B, BHARUCHA MARG, KALAGHODA, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 023.
Used Since :01/08/2008
MUMBAI
BISCUITS, COOKIES, CHOCOLATE AND / OR COCOA AND / OR COFFEE BASED BEVERAGES, COFFEE, TEA, SUGAR,
CONFECTIONARY INCLUDING LOZENGES, MALTOSE, CEREAL AND CEREAL BASED PREPARATIONS, FLOUR BASED
PREPARATIONS, CORN AND MAIZE FLAKES, GLUCOSE AND GLUTEN FOR FOOD, NOODLES, NUTRITIONAL, PASTA,
OATS, OAT FLAKES AND OAT BASED FOOD, COOKING SALT, SAUCES, NATURAL SWEETNERS
2452785  01/01/2013

Navneet Bajaj
SUNAYANA BAJAJ
SARLA DEVI BAJORIA
ADITYA BAJORIA

trading as; NAGARMAL SRINARAYAN BAJAJ
FANCY BAZAR, T.R. ROAD, GUWAHATI-781001, ASSAM

Manufacturer & Merchant
(A Partnership Firm)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
236/237, VARDHMAN FASHION MALL, NEAR MAHAVIR HOSPITAL, LSC ROAD NO. 43, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Rice, Atta, Maida, Sooji, Besan, Rava, Poha, Pulses, Tea, Flours of cereals and pulses; wheat & wheat flour, com flour;
Grams; Preparations made from cereals; Snacks; Bread, cakes, pastry & confectionery; Biscuits; Sweets; Sweetmeats;
breakfast foods; Ice creams
FOODIZ INTERNATIONAL PVT. LIMITED

6B/936, SECTOR - 9, CDA, ABHINAV BIDANASI, CUTTACK - 753 014, ORISSA, INDIA.
Manufacturer, Merchant and Trader .
AN INDIAN COMPANY.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL
Used Since :24/09/2012

KOLKATA
Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices, honey, treacle,yeast, baking powder,salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces, (condiments), spices, ice.
2459887   14/01/2013
VARIETY FOOD PRODUCTS DISTRIBUTION CO. PVT. LTD.
trading as ;VARIETY FOOD PRODUCTS DISTRIBUTION CO. PVT. LTD.
21,R.N. MUKHERJEE ROAD,KOLKATA 700001,WEST BENGAL
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. DATTA & ASSOCIATES
288/1,B.B CHATTERJEE ROAD,GROUND FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 042,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :01/09/2010
KOLKATA
Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee, artificial tea, instant tea, flavoured tea.
2459888  14/01/2013
VARIETY FOOD PRODUCTS DISTRIBUTION CO. PVT. LTD.
trading as ; VARIETY FOOD PRODUCTS DISTRIBUTION CO. PVT. LTD.
21, R.N. MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA 700001, WEST BENGAL
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. DATTA & ASSOCIATES
288/1, B.B CHATTERJEE ROAD, GROUND FLOOR, KOLKATA 700 042, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since : 01/07/2011
KOLKATA
Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee, artificial tea, instant tea, flavoured tea.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
SAHUL INDIA LTD.
MANGALAM-B, 2ND FLOOR, 26, HEMANTA BASU SARANI, KOLKATA - 700 001
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GOODWILL REGISTRATION SERVICE
C/O. SUSANTA GHOSH,107/1G TOLLYGUNGE ROAD,KOLKATA 700026,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :03/12/2012

KOLKATA
COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING POWDER; SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES, (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE INCLUDED IN CLASS-30.
2462236   18/01/2013
TRIPI SPICES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;TRIPI SPICES PRIVATE LIMITED
SRI BIHAR, NEAR CHANDI CHAKA, PLOT NO- 211/4474, KHURDA, PIN - 752055
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
SPICES
EKDUM BAJEDAR

2466304  24/01/2013

PERFETTI VAN MELLE S.p.A.
VIA XXV APRILE, 7 - 20020, LAINATE (MI), ITALY.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS.
A JOINT-STOCK COMPANY DULLY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF ITALY.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA
Used Since :17/12/2012

KOLKATA

SWEET AND SALTED SNACKS; SPICED SNACKS; SNACKS MADE OF PULSES AND VEGETABLES, SAVOURIES;
CEREAL BARS; CEREAL-BASED SNACK FOOD, CHIPS; WAFERS, SNACK PREPARATIONS, SEASONINGS AND SAUCES
MADE OF VEGETABLES OR CONTAINING VEGETABLES, PAPADS [POPADUMS] BREAD, PIES, CRACKERS, BISCUITS,
CAKES, CHOCOLATE, COCOA, PASTRY, RICE, SPICES, FLOUR AND PREPARATION MADE FROM CEREALS,
CONFECTIONERY, CHEWING GUM, CHEW CANDIES, CANDIES, DROPS, GUMDROPS, JELLIES (CONFECTIONERY),
LOLLIPOPS, SUGAR, SWEETS, TOFFEE, LIQUORICE
2468333  29/01/2013
YAMOONA CORPORATION PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;YAMOONA CORPORATION PRIVATE LIMITED
6B/936,SECTOR-9,CDA,CUTTACK-753014,ODISHA
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT & TRADER.
AN INDIAN COMPANY.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL
Used Since :31/12/2012
KOLKATA
Rice, flour, besan, sattu, dalia (broken wheat), maida, suji, corn flour, corn flexes, Rice Flexes (Chuda) and Rice Flexes Powder (Chuda Powder).
2469138  30/01/2013

SANCHAY KR. TARWAY
SMT. MINA DEVI

trading as ; GRAMIN FOOD

GA-14,CITY CENTER,SECTOR-IV, BOKARO STEEL CITY, JHARKHAND, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, 3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.), KOLKATA 700 069, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since : 01/04/2011

KOLKATA

COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES; HONEY, TREACLE.; YEAST, BAKING-POWDER, SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE OF ALL KINDS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 30.
2469146  30/01/2013
KUMAR RAJEEV SHARMA
trading as SWEETY DALMOT UDYG
BATRAHA SAHARSA ,BIHAR-852201 INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since : 06/02/2007

KOLKATA
DALMUT, BHUJIA, POTATO CHIPS, POPCORN BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 30.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
2469147  30/01/2013
KUMAR RAJEEV SHARMA
trading as ;SWEETY DALMOT UDYOG
BATRAHA SAHARSA ,BIHAR-852201 INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :06/02/2007
KOLKATA
BHUJIA AND SNACKS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 30.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATES OF BIHAR & JHARKHAND ONLY BY FILING A REQUEST ON FORM TM-16..
2469443  31/01/2013
Sri Rajesh Jaiswal
trading as ;VAISHNO FOOD PRODUCT
13,SNATAN MISTRY LANE, HOWRAH- 711106, WEST BENGAL.
Manufacturer and Merchant
Used Since : 02/04/2008
KOLKATA
Atta, Maida, Sattu, Suji, Sugar, Spices, Soya ban. Rice, Baking powder, Salt, Vinegar, Chanactiur, Namkin, Daimut, Bhujia
THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE EASTERN PART OF INDIA BY FILING A REQUEST ON FORM TM-16.
2471852 04/02/2013
PERFETTI VAN MELLE S.p.A.
VIA XXV APRILE, 7 - 20020, LAINATE (MI), ITALY.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS.
A JOINT-STOCK COMPANY DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF ITALY.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
CONFECTIONERY, BUBBLE GUM, CHEWING GUM, CHOCOLATE, COFFEE, COCOA, CHEW CANDIES, CANDIES, DROPS, JELLIES (CONFECTIONERY), LOLLIPOPS, LOZENGES, MINTS, PASTRY, SUGAR, SWEETS, TOFFEE, LIQUORICE, PASTILLES

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS..
SUNFEAST DELISH

ITC LIMITED
VIRGINIA HOUSE, 37 J L NEHRU ROAD, CALCUTTA - 700 071, WEST BENGAL.

Manufacturers, merchants and exporters.

AN INDIAN COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice and preparations made therefrom such as rice cakes, artificial coffee, flour and preparations made from cereals including ready to eat snack foods made from flour, atta, maida, rice, gram, corn, wheat including pasta, macaroni, pizzas, noodles, papad, wafers chips, crispy snacks, rice cakes, popcorn, cornflakes, maize flakes, oat flakes, vermicelli, spaghetti, tortillas, tacos, semolina, bread, gingerbread, cookies, biscuits, ultra thin biscuits, malt biscuits, crackers, pastry, and confectionery, lozenges, mint for confectionary, pepper mint sweets, marzipan, pralines, puddings, tarts, ices, honey, treacles, yeast, baking powder, salt, mustard, vinegar, sauces (condiments), spices, ice
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016  Class 30

2473528  06/02/2013
Mr. Sanjay kumar Burma
trading as ;ESSAR ASSOCIATES
BINAYAK NAGAR,NEAR R.C.M.S & C.W.C,PO.NAYABAZAR,CUTTACK-753004,ODISHA
Merchant and Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL
Used Since :11/04/2008
KOLKATA
Tea, and Confectionary.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016 Class 30

2473966 07/02/2013

ITC LIMITED
VIRGINIA HOUSE, 37 J L NEHRU ROAD, CALCUTTA - 700 071, WEST BENGAL.
Manufacturers, merchants and exporters.
AN INDIAN COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Coffee, Tea, Cocoa, Sugar, Rice And Preparations Made Therefrom Such As Rice Cakes, Artificial Coffee, Flour And Preparations Made From Cereals Including Ready To Eat Snack Foods Made From Flour, Atta, Maida, Rice, Gram, Corn, Wheat Including Pasta, Macaroni, Pizzas, Noodles, Papad, Wafers Chips, Crispy Snacks, Rice Cakes, Popcorn, Cornflakes, Maize flakes, Oat flakes, Vermicelli, Spaghetti, Tortillas, Tacos, Semolina, Bread, Gingerbread, Cookies, Biscuits, Ultra Thin Biscuits, Malt Biscuits, Cookies, Crackers, Pastry, And Confectionery, Lozenges, Mint For Confectionary, Pepper Mint Sweets, Marzipan, Pralines, Puddings, Tarts, Ices, Honey, Treacles, Yeast, Baking Powder, Salt, Mustard, Vinegar, Sauces (Condiments), Spices, Ice
2473967  07/02/2013

ITC LIMITED

VIRGINIA HOUSE, 37 J L NEHRU ROAD, CALCUTTA - 700 071, WEST BENGAL.

Manufacturers, merchants and exporters.

AN INDIAN COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:

S. MAJUMDAR & CO.

5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

Coffee, Tea, Cocoa, Sugar, Rice And Preparations Made Therefrom Such As Rice Cakes, Artificial Coffee, Flour And Preparations Made From Cereals Including Ready To Eat Snack Foods Made From Flour, Atta, Maida, Rice, Gram, Corn, Wheat Including Pasta, Macaroni, Pizzas, Noodles, Papad, Wafers Chips, Crispy Snacks, Rice Cakes, Popcorn, Cornflakes, Maize flakes, Oat flakes, Vermicelli, Spaghetti, Tortillas, Tacos, Semolina, Bread, Gingerbread, Cookies, Biscuits, Ultra Thin Biscuits, Malt Biscuits, Cookies, Crackers, Pastry, And Confectionery, Lozenges, Mint For Confectionary, Pepper Mint Sweets, Marzipan, Pralines, Puddings, Tarts, Ices, Honey, Treacles, Yeast, Baking Powder, Salt, Mustard, Vinegar, Sauces (Condiments), Spices, Ice
2473968    07/02/2013
ITC LIMITED
VIRGINIA HOUSE, 37 J L NEHRU ROAD, CALCUTTA - 700 071, WEST BENGAL.
Manufacturers, merchants and exporters.
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Coffee, Tea, Cocoa, Sugar, Rice And Preparations Made Therefrom Such As Rice Cakes, Artificial Coffee, Flour And Preparations Made From Cereals Including Ready To Eat Snack Foods Made From Flour, Atta, Maida, Rice, Gram, Corn, Wheat Including Pasta, Macaroni, Pizzas, Noodles, Papad, Wafers Chips, Crispy Snacks, Rice Cakes, Popcorn, Cornflakes, Maize flakes, Oat flakes, Vermicelli, Spaghetti, Tortillas, Tacos, Semolina, Bread, Gingerbread, Cookies, Biscuits, Ultra Thin Biscuits, Malt Biscuits, Cookies, Crackers, Pastry, And Confectionery, Lozenges, Mint For Confectionary, Pepper Mint Sweets, Marzipan, Pralines, Puddings, Tarts, Ices, Honey, Treacles, Yeast, Baking Powder, Salt, Mustard, Vinegar, Sauces (Condiments), Spices, Ice
2473969    07/02/2013
ITC LIMITED
VIRGINIA HOUSE, 37 J J. NEHRU ROAD, CALCUTTA - 700 071, WEST BENGAL.
Manufacturers, merchants and exporters.
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Coffee, Tea, Cocoa, Sugar, Rice And Preparations Made Therefrom Such As Rice Cakes, Artificial Coffee, Flour And Preparations Made From Cereals Including Ready To Eat Snack Foods Made From Flour, Atta, Maida, Rice, Gram, Corn, Wheat Including Pasta, Macaroni, Pizzas, Noodles, Papad, Wafers Chips, Crispy Snacks, Rice Cakes, Popcorn, Cornflakes, Maize flakes, Oat flakes, Vermicelli, Spaghetti, Tortillas, Tacos, Semolina, Bread, Gingerbread, Cookies, Biscuits, Ultra Thin Biscuits, Malt Biscuits, Cookies, Crackers, Pastry, And Confectionery, Lozenges, Mint For Confectionary, Pepper Mint Sweets, Marzipan, Pralines, Puddings, Tarts, Ices, Honey, Treacles, Yeast, Baking Powder, Salt, Mustard, Vinegar, Sauces (Condiments), Spices, Ice
2479313  15/02/2013
ROYCE’ CONFECT CO., LTD.
1-1,AINOSATO 4-JO,9-CHOME,KITA-KU,SAPPORO-SHI,HOKKAIDO,JAPAN
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS
A COMPANY DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
COFFEE AND COCOA, TEA, CONFECTIONERY, BREAD AND BUNS, HONEY
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. - 966950.
2483104    22/02/2013
MR. VIVEK GOYAL

trading as ;V.S. & COMPANY

C/O.VIVEK ENTERPRISES,DR.KALINATH ROAD,NAYABAZAR,SILIGURI,DARJEELING,PIN 734005,W.B.

MERCHANT, TRADERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Used Since :02/04/2009

KOLKATA

Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces, (condiments); spices; ice
2483105   22/02/2013
MR. VIVEK GOYAL
trading as ;V.S. & COMPANY
C/O.VIVEK ENTERPRISES,DR.KALINATH ROAD,NAYABAZAR,SILIGURI,DARJEELING,PIN 734005,W.B.
MERCHANT, TRADERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Used Since :02/04/2009
KOLKATA
Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces, (condiments); spices; ice
2515173    17/04/2013
PRATIK DINESH VYAS
trading as ;M/s. SUHAPA VENTURES
MIRAJ RESIDENCY, A - WING, FLAT NO. 36, 9th FLOOR, JANKALYAN NAGAR, KHAMARODI, OFF MARVE ROAD, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 095
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :11/11/2012
MUMBAI
Ice golas, ice slush
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTER ON LABEL. THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
2522209   29/04/2013
MR. KUTUB A DHILAWALA
Mrs. Raziya S Dhilawala
trading as ;VATAN AGRO FOOD INDUSTRIES
Plot No. 440/41, 480/81, Mega G.I.D.C. Kharedi, Dist. Dahod, Gujarat, India
MANUFACTURE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DHRUV & ASSOCIATES
22-C, MANAV MANDIR SOCIETY NO.-1, OPP. PANIGATE TANK, WAGHODIYA ROAD, VADODARA - 19, GUJARAT
Used Since :01/05/2003
AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURE OF MAKKA POHA
subject to sale of goods in the state of Gujarat only.
2524058 02/05/2013
RIOSTAR FOOD CORPORATION PRIVATE LIMITED
1004, LAXMI RESIDENCY, NEAR GAJERA SCHOOL, KATARGAM, SURAT - 395 004 - GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.PARVADAVARDINI
NO,408, METRO TOWER, RING ROAD, NEAR KINNARY CINEMA,SURAT-395002.(GUJARAT).

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE, FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, WAFERS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES, HONEY, TREACLE, YEAST, BAKING POWDER, SALT, MUSTARD, VINEGAR, SAUCES, (CONDIMENTS), SPICES, GROCERY, ICE
2531463   15/05/2013
AMIT GOYEL.
trading as ;RADHA GOVIND INDUSTRIES
E - 22 SATYAWATI COLONY ASHOK VIHAR PHASE III DELHI 52
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMA NAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/03/2012
DELHI
SUGAR AND SUGAR CONFECTIONERY, PREPARATIONS OF CEREALS, FLOUR, STARCH, PASTRYCOOK’S PRODUCTS, BISCUIT AND ITS RAW MATERIAL LIQUID GLUCOSE AND MALTODEXTRIN AND ALL OTHER RELATED PRODUCTS DERIVED FROM PROCESSING OF STARCH AND BY PRODUCTS
2588670  30/08/2013
SHRI ARVIND AGARWAL S/O LAXMINARAYAN AGARWAL
trading as :M/S ARVIN ENTERPRISES
HANUMAN CHOWK MAIN BAZAR, SUMERPUR-306902 (RAJ.)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since :21/05/2005
AHMEDABAD
TEA
GALAXY
Reshmi Ehsaas, Resham Se Bhi Khaas.

2638207  05/12/2013
MARS, INCORPORATED
6885, ELM STREET, MCLEAN, VIRGINIA 22101 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
(A CORPORATION REGISTERED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE, U.S.A.)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :15/10/2013
To be associated with:
617949, 617959, 1002912, 1360469, 1360472, 1890449, 2072855, 2205458, 2421303
DELHI
NON-MEDICATED CONFECTIONERY; CHOCOLATE, CHOCOLATES, CHOCOLATE PRODUCTS; PASTRIES, CAKES,
BISCUITS, COOKIES, CRACKERS, CRISPBREAD; ICING FOR CAKES, ICING POWDER, ICING SUGAR; ICES, ICE CREAM,
ICE CREAM PRODUCTS, FROZEN CONFECTIONS; FROZEN YOGHURT; DESSERTS, CHILLED DESSERTS, MOUSSES,
SORBETS, DESSERT TOPPINGS; BREAD; PASTRY; DRINKS IN THE CLASS; FILLINGS IN THIS CLASS: SNACK FOODS;
SWEET PIES, SAUCES INCLUDING TOPPINGS FOR ICE CREAM AND DESSERTS; SPREADS; SAUCES.
2661239    17/01/2014

JYOTI SHARMA

trading as ;ANKUR ORGANICS

727/171, SHIVAJI PARK, KHANSA ROAD, GURGAON- 122001, HARYANA

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES

213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Used Since :05/08/2011

DELHI

POPCORN; INCLUDED IN CLASS 30.
TARAI FRESH

2664095  22/01/2014

RADHA GOVIND SEEDS & ALLIED PRODUCTS PVT. LTD
MURADABAD ROAD, KASHIPUR (U.S. NAGAR), UK
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI

RICE, FLOUR, SUJI, PULSES, WHEAT, BESAN AND SPICES; INCLUDED IN CLASS 30.
PURN AADHAAR

2692342    05/03/2014

MR. PAWAN SAHNI
SAHNI ASHIANA NEAR NANAK DARBAR, CIRCULAR ROAD, DISTRICT SOLAN, H.P 173212
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIDDHARTH BAMBHA ADV.
28/44, PUNJABI BAGH, (W) NEW DELHI-26

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIoca, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING POWDER; SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES, (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE.
ROLIA'S NATURAL

2707652   27/03/2014
ROLIA TISSUES PVT LTD.
I-529-A, SOURAV VIHAR, HARI NAGAR, EXTENSION, JAITPUR ROAD, BADARPUR, NEW DELHI-110044
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOKA LAW OFFICE
8, CENTRAL LANE, BENGALI MARKET, CONNAUGHT PLACE, NEW DELHI - 110 001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COFFEE, TEA, RICE, SALT AND SPICES; FLOUR AND PREPARARTIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY; ATTA, MAIDA AND SUZI; INCLUDED IN CLASS 30.
2708480  28/03/2014
SH. VIJAY BANSAL
SH. AJAY BANSAL
trading as :BANSAL NAMKEEN HOUSE
TRUCK UNION, KILA ROAD, JANTA NAGAR, NEAR BANSAL P.C.O., MALERKOTLA-148023, PB
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI TRADE MARK CO.
"BRAND HOUSE",54-55, SUPER CYCLE MARKET, OPP. KWALITY KANDA, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/01/2014
DELHI
MANUFACTURERS, SUPPLIERS & EXPORTERS, OFNAMKEENS, REWARI, GACHAK & SWEETS INCLUDED IN CLASS 30
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE "RAM JEE"
KITCHEN JEWEL
2708496  28/03/2014
KOCHAR RICE EXIM PVT LTD.
45/46, D.R ENCLAVE, AIRPORT ROAD, AMRITSAR, PB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIPAN JAIN
145/B, CD BLOCK, DDA FLATS, PITAM PURA, DELHI-88
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELHI
RICE
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE "KITCHEN"
DOUBLE HIRAN
2708825   28/03/2014
PUSHPA DEVI
trading as: LAXMI ENTERPRISES
C-6/362, YAMUNA VIHAR, DELHI 110053
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since: 01/04/2009

DELHI
ATTA, MAIDA, SUJI AND BESAN; INCLUDED IN CLASS 30.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS SEPARATELY
YOURDEC

2711111  02/04/2014
RAVITA MALIK
trading as ;KH LAKSHAY PHARMA
SHOP NO 01, PLOT NO.-D-2/190, JEEVAN PARK DELHI 110059
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURU & PURU (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :21/08/2013

DELHI
FOOD SUPPLEMENTS AND DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS AND OTHER FOOD PRODUCTS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION IN VARIOUS FORMS, FLAVOURINGS BEVERAGES, CHOCOLATE BEVERAGES WITH MILK, CHOCOLATE BASED BEVERAGES, COCOA, BEVERAGES WITH MILK, COCOA PRODUCTS, COCOA BASED BEVERAGES, ESSENCES FOR FOODSTUFFS, FARINACEOUS FOOD, FLOUR FOPR FOOD, FLOUR- MILLING PRODUCTS, GLUTEN FOR FOOD, GLUCOSE FOR FOOD, MALT EXTRACTS FOR FOOD, MALT FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION, AS PER CLASS-30.
Romera

2711590  02/04/2014
M/S VIDYA SAGAR FOODS PVT LTD
21/17, EAST PUNJABI BAGH, NEW DELHI-110026.
Manufacturer and Merchants.
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ABC REGISTRATION SERVICES
C-36, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, LANE NO.4, DELHI - 110 009.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice.
2781390  26/07/2014
MAIKAL KANYA NUTRIENTS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;company
106-107, 2nd floor , Dawa Bazar , 13 - 14 R.N.T. Marg ,INDORE - 452001 ( MP )
Manufacturer & Merchants
Company incorporated under Indian Company Act ,1956 through Director
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105 , Mahasagar Corporate , Manormaganj Main Road , Indore (M.P.)Pin-452001
Used Since :27/10/2012
MUMBAI
Churan , Chatni ,Sugar boiled Confectionary & Ready to eat Snacks.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
KAILASH VYAS
trading as: KAILASH VYAS, INDIAN
10, SUBHASH MARG, NIKUNJ PLAZA, INDORE (M.P.)
Manufacturer & Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105, Mahasagar Corporate, Manormaganj Main Road, Indore (M.P.) Pin-452001

Used Since: 29/09/2007

MUMBAI
Namkeen, Snacks, Confectionary, Bakery products, Chips and Sweets.
2808386  12/09/2014
BRITANNIA INDUSTRIES LIMITED
5/1A, HUNGERFORD STREET, KOLKATA - 700 017, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
452003, 474949, 474951, 752299, 752300, 768700, 768701, 768702, 768703, 768705, 907531, 907532, 907533, 907534, 907537, 907538, 907540, 907541, 907542, 1268403, 1448677, 1518147, 1755596, 1770158, 1770170, 1770172, 1770177

KOLKATA
CAKES; BISCUITS; BREAD; BUNS; ROLLS; BAKERY PRODUCTS; COFFEE; TEA; COCOA; SUGAR; RICE; TAPIoca; SAGO; ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS SAVORIES; SNACKS; COOKIES; PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY; ICES HONEY; TREACLE; YEAST; BAKING-POwDER; SALT; MUSTARD VINEGAR; SAUCES (EXCEPT SALAD DRESSINGS); SPICES
Rejuve5

2809546  12/09/2014
BENNETT, COLEMAN & COMPANY LIMITED
7, Bahadurshah Zafar Marg, New Delhi- 110103
Manufacturers and Merchants
an Indian company existing under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2809545

DELHI
Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces, (condiments); spices; ice.
VKL's Its Good

2809575  12/09/2014
VALLABHDAS KANJI LIMITED
trading as :VALLABHDAS KANJI LIMITED
DOOR NO. 6/379, BAZAR ROAD, MATTANCHERRY P.O., ERNAKULAM, KERALA - 682 002
Manufacturers and Merchants
A company incorporated and existing under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1270798, 1270799, 1678402, 1678403, 2402755, 2809573

CHENNAI
SPICES, MASALA, CURRY POWDER; INSTANT FOOD MIXES; SEASONINGS, FOOD SEASONINGS; FLAVOURINGS, OTHER THAN ESSENTIAL OILS; CEREALS; PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS; RICE, BARLEY, BESAN, MAIZE, RAVA, WHEAT FLOUR, CORNFLOUR; PAPAD, ASAFETIDA; HONEY, YEAST, BAKING POWDER, VINEGAR, SAUCES, PERMITTED FOOD FLAVOURS AND COLOURS; SALT; COFFEE AND TEA; SUGAR, SWEETENING MATERIALS NOT INCLUDED IN CLASS 1; SYRUPS; PULSES OF ALL KINDS; COOKING ESSENCES; BREAKFAST FOODS; KETCHUP, NOODLES, POTATO FLAKES, WAFERS, ICE CREAM; BREAD, RUSKS; CONFECTIONERIES, BISCUITS AND CHOCOLATES.
2809917  16/09/2014  
GLAXON INTERNATIONAL PRIVATE LIMITED
5-A/2D, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, TOOT SARAI, MALVIYA NAGAR, DELHI 110017
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK GUPTA
B-29 B STREET NO-3 KANTI NAGAR EXTENSION DELHI-110051
Used Since :19/08/2014
To be associated with:
2809916
DELHI
COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAITING POWDER; SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES,(CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE.
SUVIC

2810607  15/09/2014

SUVIC FOODS AND CONFECTIONARIES PVT LTD
10TH FLOOR, 2ND BLOCK, 50 J L NEHRU ROAD, KOLKATA, PIN- 700071
MANUFACTURER AND SUPPLIER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027
Used Since :13/09/2014

To be associated with:
2810606

KOLKATA
candy; chocolate; confectionery
LAXMIDAS TRIKAMDAS KOTECHA
BHARATKUMAR TRIKAMDAS KOTECHA
VIJAYKUMAR TRIKAMDAS KOTECHA

trading as ;KOTECHA AND COMPANY

A 80, MARKETING YARD, HAPA, JAMNAGAR 361 120. (GUJARAT)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

TRADESafe
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT

Used Since : 28/05/2011

AHMEDABAD

SPICES, COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS
MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES, HONEY, TREACLE, YEAST, BAKING-POWDER,
SALT, MUSTARD, VINEGAR, SAUCES (CONDIMENTS), ICE
2811920  18/09/2014
ANIL KUMAR CHADDHA
trading as ;SITA RAM CHADDHA & CO.
DIPUTY GANJ, MORADABAD-244001, UP
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :01/01/2008
To be associated with:
1855361
DELHI
NON-MEDICINAL CONFECTIONERY & NON-MEDICATED DIGESTIVE TABLETS
RODICEPS

2813256   19/09/2014

OVERSEAS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.

trading as : OVERSEAS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.

335 KM MILESTONE, NATIONAL HIGHWAY NO. 1, P.O. BOX NO-25, PHILLAUR (PB.)

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MAHTTA & CO

43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Used Since : 10/05/2014

DELHI

Dietetic, Energy, Protein & Energy Boosting Food (Not for Medical use).
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016 Class 30

2813477 22/09/2014
ARJUN MANGHANI
trading as ;G.M PRODUCTS
104-A, HUKMA KHEDI, RAJENDRA NAGAR NAKA, A.B. ROAD, INDORE-(M.P.)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, II ND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050
Used Since :01/03/2011

MUMBAI
CONFECTIONERY (NON-MEDICATED), CHOCOLATES, CANDY, LOLLY POPS, BISCUITS (NOT FOR ANIMAL), CHEESE BALLS, CHEESE BISCUITS INCLUDED IN CLASS 30
SURESH RAGHUVIR PHADTE
trading as; PASTRY PALACE
9, MIGUEL MIRANDA MANSION, FR. MIRANDA ROAD, NEAR HOSPICIO MARGAO, GOA 403601
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI.
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.
Used Since :15/10/1957

To be associated with:
788677

MUMBAI
BREAD, CAKES, BISCUITS, PASTRIES, COOKIES, COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIoca, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, CONFECTIONERY, ICES; HONEY, Trehacle; YEAST, BAKING POWDER; SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES, (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE; BAKERY ITEMS, FRIED POTATO CHIPS, WAFERS AND CRIPS, NAMKEENS, FARSANS
SURESH RAGHVIR PHADTE
trading as; PASTRY PALACE
9, MIGUEL MIRANDA MANSION, FR. MIRANDA ROAD, NEAR HOSPICIO MARGAO, GOA-403601
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI.
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.

Used Since: 15/10/1957

To be associated with:
788677, 2813771

MUMBAI
BREAD, CAKES, BISCUITS, PASTRIES, COOKIES, COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL
COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, CONFECTIONERY, ICES; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST,
BAKING POWDER; SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES, (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE; BAKERY ITEMS, FRIED POTATO
CHIPS, WAFERS AND CRIPS, NAMKEENS, FARSANS
2813773    22/09/2014
SURESH RAGHUWIR PHADTE
trading as ;PASTRY PALACE
9, MIGUEL MIRANDA MANSION, FR. MIRANDA ROAD, NEAR HOSPICIO MARGAO, GOA-403601
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI.
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.
Used Since :15/10/1957

To be associated with:
788677, 2813771, 2813772

MUMBAI
BREAD, CAKES, BISCUITS, PASTRIES, COOKIES, COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, CONFECTIONERY, ICES; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING POWDER; SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES, (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE; BAKERY ITEMS, FRIED POTATO CHIPS, WAFERS AND CRIPS, NAMKEENS, FARSANS
KUBER GRAIN & SPICES PVT. LTD.
10/58 KIRTI NAGAR INDUSTRIAL AREA NEW DELHI 110015
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT,
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURESH & CO.
11 PRABHA KUNJ PLOTNO 498 24TH ROAD KHAR (WEST) MUMBAI-400052.
Used Since :01/08/2014
DELHI
TED AND SPICES IN CLASS 30.
2815093    23/09/2014
KUBER GRAIN & SPICES PVT. LTD.
10/58 KIRTI NAGAR INDUSTRIAL AREA NEW DELHI 110015
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT,
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURESH & CO.
11 PRABHA KUNJ PLOTNO 498 24TH ROAD KHAR (WEST) MUMBAI-400052.
Used Since :01/08/2014

DELHI
TEA AND SPICES IN CLASS 30.
2815098  23/09/2014

KUBER GRAIN & SPICES PVT. LTD.
10/58 KIRTI NAGAR INDUSTRIAL AREA NEW DELHI 110015
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATED LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT,

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
Suresh & Co.
11 Prabha Kunj Plot No 498 24th Road Khar (West) Mumbai-400052.

Used Since: 01/08/2014

DELHI
TEA AND SPICES IN CLASS 30.
1982430  21/06/2010
KSTAR FOOD & BEVERAGES PVT.LTD.
trading as ;KSTAR FOOD & BEVERAGES PVT.LTD.
KSTAR HOUSE, C-409 NIRALA NAGAR NEAR IT CROSSING LUCKNOW UP
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT & TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA TRADE MARK BUREAU
SA-17/130 M-M-3 (M.I.G.-3) ASHOK VIHAR COLONY PHASE-II PAHARIA VARANASI U.P
Used Since :07/08/2008

DELHI
AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS, GRAINS, LIVE ANIMAL, FRESH FRUIT AND VEGETABLES, SEEDS, NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS, FOOD STUFFS FOR ANIMALS, MALT, CATTEL FEED, FISH FEED, INCLUDED IN CLASS-31.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE."FRESH".
2006242  09/08/2010
SHRI LAL MAHAL LTD.
B-16 BHAGWAN DASS NAGAR NEW DELHI-26
PROCESSOR TRADERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY WITH LIMITED LIABILITY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. K. TRADEMARKS CO.
C-36, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, LANE NO 4, DELHI- 110 009.
Used Since :28/06/1999

DELHI
AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS AND GRAINS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES;
LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; SEEDS, NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS; FOODSTUFFS FOR
ANIMALS, MALT FOR BREWING AND DISTILLING.
2006246  09/08/2010
SHRI LAL MAHAL LTD.
B-16 BHAGWAN DASS NAGAR NEW DELHI-26
PROCESSOR TRADERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY WITH LIMITED LIABILITY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. K. TRADEMARKS CO.
C-36, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, LANE NO 4, DELHI-110 009.
Used Since: 28/06/1999
DELHI
AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS AND GRAINS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES;
LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; SEEDS, NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS; FOODSTUFFS FOR
ANIMALS, MALT.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1201348.
2006269  09/08/2010
OCEAN NURITION EUROPE
RIJKMAKERLAAN 15, 2910 ESSEN, BELGIUM
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF BELGIUM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
AQUARIUM FOODS FOR FISH AND INVERTEBRATES
DEO

2006600  10/08/2010

M/S. S.S.ENTERPRISES
E-215.2ND FLOOR NARAINA VIHAR NEW DELHI-110028.
MANUFACTURING AND MARKETING
Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI
PAN MASALA (SADA), MEETHA PAN MASALA, MEETHI SUPARI, SCENTED SUPARI, MOUTH FRESHENERS, GUTKHA, ETC.
2229300  04/11/2011

SMITA CHANDARANA
501, VARAD ANNEXE, 5TH FLOOR, M.G. ROAD, NEAR NAVPADA POLICE STATION, NAVPADA, THANE (WEST)-400602
TRADER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KANGA & CO.
READYMONEY MANSION, 43, VEER NARIMAN ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 023.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
GROUNDNUT SEEDS
ASHOK KUMAR MOTWANI
trading as ;SOAMI INDUSTRIES
A-25/1 NARAINA IND AREA PHASE I DELHI
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
C-102 GALI NO. 3 II FLOOR ROOM NO. B-4 UPPAR ASHOKA JIM BHAJANPURA DELHI-110053
Used Since :01/02/1993

DELHI
PAN MASALA AND MEETHI SUPARI IN CLASS - 31
2354738    27/06/2012
TINETA PHARMA PVT. LTD.
G-15/16, SOLARIS II, SAKI VIHAR ROAD, POWAI, MUMBAI-400072, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHLIA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Used Since 02/09/1994

MUMBAI
LIQUID FEED SUPPLEMENT FOR ANIMALS INCLUDED IN CLASS-31.
2380776  16/08/2012
MARS, INCORPORATED
6885, ELM STREET, MCCLEAN, VIRGINIA 22101 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
(A CORPORATION REGISTERED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE, U.S.A.)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1500836
DELHI
PET FOODS LIVE ANIMALS, EDIBLE CHEWS FOR ANIMALS; PRODUCTS FOR ANIMAL LITTER; FOODSTUFFS AND BEVERAGES FOR ANIMALS AND ADDITIVES FOR SUCH FOODSTUFFS AND BEVERAGES
2469139  30/01/2013  
SANCHAY KR. TARWAY  
SMT. MINA DEVI  
trading as ;GRAMIN FOOD  
GA-14,CITY CENTER,SECTOR-IV,BOKARO STEEL CITY,JHARKHAND,INDIA  
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS  
AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES  
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.  
Used Since :01/04/2011  
KOLKATA  
AGRICULTURAL HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS AND GRAINS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; SEEDS, NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS; FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS, MALT OF ALL KINDS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 31.
2537579   24/05/2013
NAVKAR HYBRID SEEDS PVT. LTD.,
880/6/7, BAKER ALI WADI, MIRZAPUR CROSS ROADS, AHMEDABAD - 380001 (GUJARAT)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MIHIR A. SURTI, ADVOCATE
A/5, 1ST FLOOR, CAPITAL COMMERCIAL CENTRE, NEAR SANYAS ASHRAM, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 009 - GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS AND GRAINS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; SEEDS, NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS; FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS, MALT.
CHAND

2556742  28/06/2013

SANJAY KUMAR BANSAL

trading as : SHRI BALAJI OIL MILLS

KANINA ROAD CHARKHI DADRI 127306 DISTRICT BHIWANI HARYANA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

INDIA REGISTRATION SERVICE.

VAKILON WARI GALI, UDNI PURA, (NEAR SHANT MAI HOTEL), ROHTAK - 124001. (HARYANA)

Used Since : 01/04/1990

DELHI

OIL CAKE, CATLE FOOD
Proposed to be Used

DELI

Pet foods; live animals, edible chews for animals; products for animal litter; foodstuffs and beverages for animals, and additives for such foodstuffs and beverages.
2797648  26/08/2014

UPL LTD
UNIPHOS HOUSE, MADHU PARK, 11TH ROAD, KHAR (WEST), MUMBAI-400052, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST),
MUMBAI 400 058.

Used Since :01/01/1969

MUMBAI
SEEDS, SEEDLINGS, AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS AND GRAINS NOT INCLUDED IN
OTHER CLASSES, FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLE SEEDS, NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS
ARJILYTE
2807218   11/09/2014
ASHOK ADAGONDA PATIL
AJINKYA ASHOK PATIL
trading as ;ARJIT REMEDIES
W-106, MIDC, SHIROLI, TALUKA-HATKANGALE, DISTRICT-KOLHAPUR, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM, UNDER THE INDIA PARTNERSHIP ACT,1932
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJEEV SHRIKANT NIPHADKAR
2/32, Swanand Anand Nagar, Nehru Road, Santacruz (E), Mumbai 400 055
Used Since :01/08/2014
MUMBAI
FEED SUPPLEMENTS INCLUDING AYURVEDIC ANIMAL FEED SUPPLEMENTS, ANIMAL FEED SUPPLEMENTS, POULTRY
FEED SUPPLEMENTS, INCLUDED IN CLASS-31
RATAN DEB NATH
trading as; ANNADA SPICES INDUSTRY
CENTRAL ROAD, AGARTALA-799001, TRIPURA (WEST)
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT & TRADERS.
INDIAN NATIONAL (S).

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62, BENTINCK STREET, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 412, KOLKATA 700 069, W.B., INDIA.

Used Since: 10/08/2014

KOLKATA
SPICES (WHOLE) AGRICULTURAL SEEDS & GRAINS, FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, SEEDS, NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS, FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS, MALT, PANMASALA, SCENTED SUPARI, MOUTH FRESHNER, KATHA, MUKHWAS, BETELNUT POWDER BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 31.
2811624  18/09/2014
CENTRAL MARINE FISHERIES RESEARCH INSTITUTE
trading as ;CENTRAL MARINE FISHERIES RESEARCH INSTITUTE
ABRAHAM MADAMAKKAL ROAD, MARINE DRIVE, ERNAKULAM-682018, KERALA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARCIMEDIUS
DOOR NO. 1450/A, CHAMMANI ROAD, OPP. SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST HIGHER SECONDARY SCHOOL, KALOOR, KOCHI - 682 017, KERALA.
Used Since :01/01/1975

CHENNAI
SEED FOR FISH, FOOD FOR FISH, FEED FOR FISH
LAXMIDAS TRIKAMDAS KOTECHA
BHARATKUMAR TRIKAMDAS KOTECHA
VIJAYKUMAR TRIKAMDAS KOTECHA
trading as ;KOTECHA AND COMPANY
A 80, MARKETING YARD, HAPA, JAMNAGAR 361 120. (GUJARAT)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT
Used Since :28/05/2011
AHMEDABAD
SESAME SEEDS, AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS AND GRAINS NOT INCLUDED IN
OTHER CLASSES, LIVE ANIMALS, FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, SEEDS, NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS,
FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS, MALT
Springburst

2811988  16/09/2014

VKL SEASONING PVT. LTD.
trading as ;VKL SEASONING PVT. LTD.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS AND GRAINS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS, FRUIT NUTS, AND VEGETABLES, PEAS, SEEDS; NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS, MUSHROOMS; FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS; MALT; SCENTED SUPARI (BETELNUT); PAN MASALA; MUKHWAS; MOUTH FRESHENERS.
2811991  16/09/2014
VKL SEASONING PVT. LTD.
trading as ;VKL SEASONING PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. A - 401 TTC INDUSTRIAL AREA, MIDC MAHAPE, NAVI MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA - 400710.
Manufacturers, merchants and service providers
A company incorporated and existing under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2811988
MUMBAI
AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS AND GRAINS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS, FRUIT NUTS, AND VEGETABLES, PEAS, SEEDS; NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS, MUSHROOMS; FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS; MALT; SCENTED SUPARI (BETELNUT); PAN MASALA; MUKHWAS; MOUTH FRESHENERS.
2813091 19/09/2014

SMT. REENU GARG

trading as; M/S HARI OM CATTLE FEED
JAKHAL ROAD, BAHADURPUR (BARETA), DISTT. MANSA, PUNJAB.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).

Used Since: 01/04/2013

DELHI

FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS INCLUDING CATTLE FEED, KHAL, CHOKER AND CHURI.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD CATTLE FEED
COROMANDEL AGRICO PVT. LTD
307, KILFIRE HOUSE, C-17, DALIA INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW LLINK ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400053,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST),
MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SEEDS, SEEDLINGS, AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS AND GRAINS NOT INCLUDED IN
OTHER CLASSES, FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLE SEEDS, NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016

2007293 11/08/2010

BASIC INDIA LIMITED
1103 NIRMAL TOWER BARAKHAMBA ROAD CONNAUGHT PLACE NEW DELHI-01
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :19/09/2006

DELHI
BEERS, MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS, AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS; FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES;
SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES AS PER CLASS-32.
2372935  31/07/2012
EUREKA FORBES LIMITED
B1/B2, 701, MARATHON INNOVA, OFF GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
MANUFACTURERS/MERCHANTS
A LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURESH & CO.
11 PRABHA KUNJ PLOTNO 498 24TH ROAD KHA R (WEST) MUMBAI-400052.
Used Since :01/01/2010

To be associated with:
1942219, 1942230, 1984451, 1988585, 1988598, 2024371, 2024376, 2143387, 2143395, 2145043, 2209272, 2209273, 2287600

MUMBAI
MINERALS AND AERATED WATERS, SOFT DRINKS, SHERBETS, JUICES, SQUASHES, SYRUPS CONCENTRATE, NON-
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, BEER, ALE AND PORTER, MINERAL AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS AND
PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES IN CLASS 32.
2375473   06/08/2012

EUREKA FORBES LIMITED
B1/B2, 701, MARATHON INNOVA, OFF GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
MANUFACTURERS / MERCHANTS
A LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURESH & CO.
11 PRABHA KUNJ PLOTNO 498 24TH ROAD KHAR (WEST) MUMBAI-400052.
Used Since :01/01/2010

MUMBAI
MINERALS AND AERATED WATERS, SOFT DRINKS, SHERBETS, JUICES, SQUASHES SYRUPS CONCENTRATE, NON-
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, BEER, ALE AND PORTER, MINERAL AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS AND
PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES IN CLASS 32.
2375800  07/08/2012

GOPAL SINHA

trading as ;JAI MATA DI BEVERAGES

LAXMAN NAGAR, RAIPUR-492 001 (CHHATTISGARH).
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012

Used Since : 10/07/2012

Mumbai

MINERAL WATER (PACKAGED DRINKING WATER) AND AERATED WATER.
SQ SQUEEZERS PVT. LTD.
H.NO.163, OAM SAL JAM BAPADA, ASVALI ROAD, BORDI, TALUKA- DAHANU, DIST- THANE, PIN –401701,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADER
COMPANY REGD. UNDER COMPANY ACT OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KIRIT F. DANTANI
ALL INDIA TRADE SERVICE COMPANY, 252/3014, SUNDARVAN APPARTMENT, SOLA ROAD, NARANPURA,
AHMEDABAD13

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BEERS, MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS, NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS, FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES; SYRUPS
AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES.
2458873  11/01/2013
FOODIZ INTERNATIONAL PVT. LIMITED
trading as : FOODIZ INTERNATIONAL PVT. LIMITED
6B/936, SECTOR - 9, CDA, ABHINAV BIDANASI, CUTTACK - 753 014, ORISSA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND TRADER.
AN INDIAN COMPANY.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL
Used Since :24/09/2012

KOLKATA
Beers, mineral and aerated waters, and other non-alcoholic drinks; fruit drinks and fruit juices; syrups and other preparations for making beverages.
2471091 04/02/2013
AJAY KUMAR ALOK
SRI R.P. PASWAN, TILKAMANJHI, BHAGALPUR-812001, BIHAR
Manufacturer, Merchant and Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL
Used Since: 04/04/2012
KOLKATA
Packaged Drinking Water, Soda Water
2534530    21/05/2013
IZAZ IQBALBHAI RINCHHINIWALA
trading as ;M/S. BIIZ BEVERAGES
LUCKY COMPOUND, B/H. CHANDOLA POLICE CHOWKY, OPP. CHHIPA SOCIETY, DANILIMDA, AHMEDABAD - 380028. GUJARAT - INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
DRINKING WATER INCLUDED IN CLASS - 32

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF PACKAGED DRINKING WATER, MINERAL WATER, AERATED WATER AND DRINKING WATER INCLUDED IN CLASS - 32
2607424    04/10/2013
THAKKAR SATISH MOTILAL
Thakkar Satish Motilal
Thakkar Rajiv Santoshkumar
Thakkar Chintan Satishkumar

trading as ;SATKAR STORES
Survey No. 224/1, Sandesar Pati, Katpur Engineering College Road, Patan 384265, North Gujarat, INDIA
Manufacturer, Merchant and Exporter
An Indian Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA AND COMPANY
N.R.HOUSE, NEAR POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009, GUJARAT, INDIA

Used Since :01/07/2010

AHMEDABAD
Mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic drinks; Soda water, Tomato juice [beverage], Vegetable juices [beverages], Whey beverages, Fruit juices, syrups and other preparations for making beverages
2616945    23/10/2013
RAJESH CHANDULAL BHALARA
trading as ;M/S. VIKAS DRINKING WATER
ADIYA PARK ROAD, (KHIJADAWALA ROAD), OPP.BALAJI HALL, 150 FEET RING ROAD, RAJKOT. (GUJARAT)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT
Used Since :14/02/2010
AHMEDABAD
DRINKING WATER
2708847  28/03/2014
DEVANS MODERN BREWERIES LTD.
BOHRI P. O. TALAB TILLO, JAMMU - 180 002.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DELHI REGISTRATION SERVICES
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI-110 025.
Used Since :01/01/1984

To be associated with:
492043

DELHI
BEERS, MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS, AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS; FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES; SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES.
2792760    19/08/2014
CHETAN S. DALAL
MRS. SHRADDHA C. DALAL
trading as ;PREMIUM FOODS
401, KONARK SHRAM, 156 TARDEO ROAD, TARDEO, MUMBAI-400034.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJJI HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/01/2014
MUMBAI
BEERS, MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS, FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES,
SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES INCLUDED IN CLASS 32
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
2792781  19/08/2014
SUNWAYS (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
JAI PRAKASH ROAD NO. 2, GOREGAON(EAST), MUMBAI- 400063.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since : 01/01/2014
MUMBAI
ENERGY DRINK INCLUDED IN CLASS 32
Rejuve5
2809548    12/09/2014
BENNETT, COLEMAN & COMPANY LIMITED
7, Bahadurshah Zafar Marg, New Delhi- 110103
Manufacturers and Merchants
an Indian company existing under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2809547
DELHI
Beers, mineral and aerated waters, and other non-alcoholic drinks; fruit drinks and fruit juices; syrups and other preparations for making beverages.
Springburst

2811989  16/09/2014

VKL SEASONING PVT. LTD.

trading as ;VKL SEASONING PVT. LTD.

PLOT NO. A - 401 TTC INDUSTRIAL AREA, MIDC MAHAPE, NAVI MUNCHMAHARASHTRA - 400710.

Manufacturers, merchants and service providers
A company incorporated and existing under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

BEVERAGES AND PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES; SYRUPS FOR BEVERAGES; NON-ALCOHOLIC FRUIT
EXTRACTS, FRUIT JUICES; SOFT DRINKS, SHERBETS, SODA WATER; MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS AND OTHER
NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS, PACKAGED DRINKING WATER; BEER, ALE AND PORTER.
2811992  16/09/2014
VKL SEASONING PVT. LTD.
trading as ;VKL SEASONING PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. A - 401 TTC INDUSTRIAL AREA, MIDC MAHAPE, NAVI MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA - 400710.
Manufacturers, merchants and service providers
A company incorporated and existing under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2811989
MUMBAI
BEVERAGES AND PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES; SYRUPS FOR BEVERAGES; NON-ALCOHOLIC FRUIT EXTRACTS, FRUIT JUICES; SOFT DRINKS, SHERBETS, SODA WATER; MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS, PACKAGED DRINKING WATER; BEER, ALE AND PORTER.
2002977  03/08/2010
M/S. PROXIMO SPIRITS, INC
333 WASHINGTON STREET JERSEY CITY STATE OF NEW JERSEY 07302 USA
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES (EXCEPT BEERS).
2006244  09/08/2010
SHRI LAL MAHAL LTD.
B-16 BHAGWAN DASS NAGAR NEW DELHI-26
PROCESSOR TRADERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY WITH LIMITED LIABILITY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. K. TRADEMARKS CO.
C-36, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, LANE NO 4, DELHI- 110 009.
Used Since : 28/06/1999

DELHI
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES (EXCEPT BEERS).
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1201350.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016

Class 33

2729966 02/05/2014

MEHER DISTILLERIES PVT. LTD.
275E, OLD CHINOY BUILDING, 2ND FLOOR, NEAR GRANT ROAD STATION, MUMBAI 400007
DISTILLERS AND MARKETERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAM PARKASH KUMAR & C0.
Ram Parkash Kumar & Co., 2204, Neptune, Suncity, A.S. Road, Nr. Gandhi Nagar Flyover, Powai, Mumbai 400 076.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
WHISKEY, BRANDY, RUM, GIN, WINE, VODKA, ALCOHOLIC COOLERS, ALCOHOLIC MIXES
GOVIND JEEVAN UTTAMCHANDANI
RAJESH JEEVAN UTTAMCHANDANI
trading as ;SHREE SANT KRIPA INTELLECTUAL
UNIT BEARING NO. 1201, 12TH FLOOR GOPA HEIGHT, PLOT NO. D-9, NETAJI SUBHASH PLCE, PITAM PURA, DELHI-110034
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MADAMSER & CO.
FLAT NO. E (GF), SAGAR APTS.,6, TILAK MARG, NEW DELHI-110001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2614423, 2615972, 2616088

DELHI
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES (EXCEPT BEER), WHISKY, BRANDY, GIN, RUM, VODKA.
JAGAT

1988880  05/07/2010

SUGANDHI SNUFFKING PVT. LTD.
A-15, B-1, EXTENSION, MOHAN CO-OP. INDL. ESTATE, MATHURA ROAD, BADARPUR, N. DELHI - 110 044.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE CALCUTTA TRADE MARK CO.
236, CHANDNI CHOWK, FATEHPURI, POST BOX NO. 1237, DELHI - 110 006, INDIA.
Used Since :01/01/1992

DELHI
CHEWING TOBACCO, KHAINI, GUTKHA, ZARDA AND QIWAM.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1268629.
KISHAN DESHI
1991433 09/07/2010
RAMESH CHAND YADAV
trading as; VIKAS FOOD PRODUCT
NAGAR PANCHAYAT WARD NO 8 PIPRAICH GORAKHPUR U.P.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BACHAN LEGAL CONSULTANTS (P) LTD.
2337, DHARAMPURA, CHAWRI BAZAR, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since: 10/06/2000
DELHI
PAN SAMAGRI (TOBACCO BASED)
ARCHIT
2000075  28/07/2010
VINOD KUMAR
trading as ;SHIV TRADING CO
JAMALPUR ROAD TOHANA DISTT FARIDABAD HARYANA
SERVICES

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :07/02/2002

DELHI
TOBACCO, RAW OR MANUFACTURED; SMOKER ARTICLES MATCHES.
METCO CIGARETTES
2001769   30/07/2010
M/S, METCO (MIDDLE EAST TOBACCO CO. LTD)
1 DOSITHEOS STREET SOLEAS BUILDING 3RD FLOOR NICOSIA, CYPRUS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF CYPRUS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INFINI JURIDIQUE
604, NILGIRI APARTMENTS 9, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, N. DELHI-110 001
Used Since :25/02/2010
DELHI
TOBACCO; SMOKERS’ ARTICLES
2002449 02/08/2010
124 NO.BIDI WORKS
WARD NO-8 NAGAR PANCHAYAT HANDIA ALLAHABAD UP
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DELHI REGISTRATION SERVICES
85/86, GADODIA MARKET, KHARI BAOLI, DELHI - 110 006
Used Since :01/01/1995

DELHI
BIDI
SHRI LAL MAHAL LTD.
B-16 BHAGWAN DASS NAGAR NEW DELHI-26
PROCESSOR TRADERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY WITH LIMITED LIABILITY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. K. TRADEMARKS CO.
C-36, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, LANE NO 4, DELHI- 110 009.
Used Since : 28/06/1999

DELHI
TOBACCO, SMOKERS, ARTICLES, MATHCES.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 1201351.
1192

2317657  19/04/2012

CHANDRA KISHORE

trading as ;CHANDRA KISHORE ENTERPRISES

D-51/199 SURAJ KUND VARANASI 221001 U.P

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

O.P. SHARMA BROTHERS

236 CHANDNI CHOWK,FATEHPURLDELHI 110 006,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

CHEWING TOBACCO, ZARDA, GUTKHA, KHAINI, QIMAM AND TOBACCO PRODUCTS.
2446389  21/12/2012

PAILAN PARK DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY LTD.

trading as ;PAILAN PARK DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY LTD.

EXPRESS TOWER, 42A, SHAKESPEARE SARANI, KOLKATA - 700 017, WEST BENGAL

Manufacturer(s), Merchant(s), Trader(s), Exporter(s).

AN INDIAN COMPANY.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78,N.S.C. BOSE ROAD,1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 040,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Used Since : 18/12/2003

KOLKATA

Tobacco; Smokers” Articles; Cigarettes; Cigars; Lighters & Ashtrays for Smokers; Matches «& Firestones; Cigar Cases, Cigar Cutters; Cigar Holders; Cigarette Tips; Herbs for Smoking; Chewing Tobacco; Snuff; Tobacco Pipes; Tobacco Pouches.
2456621  08/01/2013
FAJLU RAHMAN
trading as ;CHOUHAN BEEDI COMPANY
AKRIYO KA CHOCK, BEGUN, DISTT. CHITTORGARH - 312023 - RAJASTHAN
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESSAFE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT
Used Since :20/10/2012

AHMEDABAD
BIDI
2476280  11/02/2013

MD. HAFIZUDDIN

trading as ;H.T. & CO.

VILL.NAYATOLA DAMKA,P.O.MOHANKUNDA VIA GULBBAGH,DIST.PURNEA,BIHAR,PIN-854326

MANUFACTURE, MERCHANT, TRADERS

Used Since: 28/07/1995

KOLKATA

KHAINI
E - HOSE

2707714  27/03/2014

STARBUZZ TOBACCO, INC
2116 W LINCOLN AVE# A ANAHEIM CA 92801 USA
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KIPG
K-2/5 (OPP. CENTRAL ARCADE), DLF PHASE-II, GURGAON, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, HARYANA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
TOBACCO; SMOKERS ARTICLES; MATCHES.
2811274  17/09/2014
REHMAN NABI
trading as ;R.N TOBACCO CO.
RAMPUR, UTTAR PRADESH
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since :01/10/1971
DELHI
CHEWING TOBACCO IN CLASS 34.
2812760  19/09/2014
GOVIND JEEVAN UTTAMCHANDANI
RAJESH JEEVAN UTTAMCHANDANI
trading as ;SHREE SANT KRIPA INTELLECTUAL
UNIT BEARING NO. 1201, 12TH FLOOR GOPA HEIGHT, PLOT NO. D-9, NETAJI SUBHASH PLCE, PITAM PURA, DELHI-110034
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MADAMSER & CO.
FLAT NO. E (GF), SAGAR APPTS.,6, TILAK MARG, NEW DELHI-110001.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2614424, 2615973, 2616089
DELHI
TOBACCO, SMOKER'S ARTICLES MATCHES, CHEWING TOBACCO, ZARDA, GUTKA, SNUFF, JAFARANI ZARDA.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
PANAMERA

2814091   22/09/2014

GOLDEN TOBACCO LIMITED
AT DARJIPURA, POST- AMALIYARA, VADODARA, GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND EXPORTER

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

CIGARETTES, CIGARS, BEEDIES SMOKERS ARTICLES, ALL KIND OF TOBACCO PRODUCTS, MATCHES INCLUDED IN
CLASS 34
1760079 04/12/2008
APPLE FORMULATIONS PVT.LTD.
trading as ;APPLE FORMULATIONS PVT.LTD.
PLANT PLOT NO 208 KH NO 445 VILLAGE KISHANPUR JAMALPUR DEHRDUN ROAD ROORKEE DISTT HARIDWAR
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANY ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :06/05/2006
DELHI
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS FUNCTIONS, OFFICE MANAGEMENT, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, ADVERTISING.
1966480  17/05/2010
JAIPRAKASH ASSOCIATES LTD.
SEC.-128, NOIDA, U.P.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANY ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH CHAUDHARY & ASSOCIATES
20, BANK ENCLAVE, RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110027
Used Since: 01/07/2009

DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS ALL IN CLASS 35
1966508  17/05/2010
JAIPRAKASH ASSOCIATES LTD.
SEC.-128, NOIDA, U.P.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANY ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH CHAUDHARY & ASSOCIATES
20, BANK ENCLAVE, RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110027
Used Since: 01/07/2009

DELHI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS ALL IN CLASS 35.
1997752  23/07/2010
SILSIDHARTH KHANNA
trading as ;BRAND VISAGE COMMUNICATIONS
A-111 LAJPAT NAGAR NEW DELHI 24
SERVICE
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARK-R
4675/21, FF-2, GANPATI BHAWAN ANSARI ROAD DARYA GANJ NEW DELHI-110002
Used Since :15/07/2007
DELHI
ADVERTISING, DESIGNING, COMMUNICATION CONSULTANCY, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, PUBLIC RELATIONS MANAGEMENT, AND EVENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES INCLUDING IN.
S MUHAMMAD ISMAIL.

trading as ;ASIA TRADING CORPORATION
T-564, CHAMELIAN ROAD, (BEHIND FIRE BRIGADE STATION) NEAR IDGAH, DELHI 110 006

SERVICES

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.

Used Since :01/04/1985

DELHI

COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISE DEALING IN EYELETS, RIVETS, BUTTONS, BUCKLES, DOG HOOKS, TINGLE, SHOE TACKS & PUSH CLIPS.
2001739  30/07/2010
S. ARINDER SINGH
trading as BHAGWAN INDUSTRIES
827, INDUSTIRAL AREA-B, LUDHIANA 141003 PUNJAB
SERVICES

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/1955

DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OUTLETS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO TRADING AND MARKETING OF HACKSAW MACHINES, DRILLING MACHINES, SLOTHING MACHINES AND POWER PRESSES.
GREAT INDIAN TAMASHA COMPANY

2002083 02/08/2010

GREAT INDIAN TAMASHA COMPANY PVT. LTD
K 804/2 MATA CHOWK MAHIPALPUR VASANT KUNJ ROAD NEW DELHI 37
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE REPUBLIC OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIM & SAN ADVOCATES
176 ASHOKA ENCLAVE PART-III, SECTOR- 35, FARIDABAD, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

FASHION STORE, HANDICRAFTS STORE, JEWELLERY STORE, FLEA MARKET ADVERTISING BY MAIL ORDER, RENTAL OF ADVERTISING SPACE, DISPLAY, EXHIBITION, WHOLE SALE, RETAIL AND MARKETING OF GOLD ORNAMENTS, PRECIOUS STORES JEWELLERY AND DESIGNER ORNAMENTS, ON LINE STORES, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OF PERFORMING ARTISTS.
2002326   02/08/2010
MR.ARCHIT VIRMANI
trading as ;M/S AMBIENCE PHARMA
HOUSE NO. 1, GANGA VIHAR COLONY, OPP. AVDHOOT MANDAL ASHRAM, HARIDWAR
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :05/01/2009
DELHI
Providing retail and wholesale services in respect of purchase and sale of cosmetics and all type medicine items, grocery items, natural agricultural products advertising, distribution, marketing, wholesale and retail services relating to pharmaceutical, medicinal and veterinary preparation as per clas-35
AMBIENT HEALTH CARE
2002355  02/08/2010
MR., ARCHIT VIRMANI
trading as : AMBIENT HEALTH CARE
HOUSE NO. 1, GANGA VIHAR, COLONY, OPP. AVDHOOT MANDAL ASHRAM, HARIDWAR
MERCHANDISERS/MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since : 05/01/2009

DELHI
PROVIDING RETAIL AND WHOLESALE SERVICES IN RESPECT OF PURCHASE AND SALE OF COSMETICS AND ALL TYPE MEDICINE ITEMS, GROCERY ITEMS, NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS ADVERTISING, DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING, WHOLESAL AND RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLAS-35
TROUBLE SHOOTER
2002565  02/08/2010
SHRI NAVEEN GUPTA
trading as ;TROUBLE SHOOTERS
SHOP NO. 18, SUKHMANI TOWER, KOCHAR MARKET, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2006
DELHI
ADVERTISING,BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OUTLETS,SHOW ROOMS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO TRADING AND MARKETING OF LAPTOPS,COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE,COMPUTER PARTS ACCESSORIES,MEMORY CARDS, DATA CARDS,USB,UPS, WEBCAM AND MUSIC SYSTEM
MOONSTAR
2002779   03/08/2010
SH. YOGESH KUMAR
trading as :M/S. MOONSTAR INTERNATIONAL
51 ST NO-2 DASMESH NAGAR LINK ROAD HUNJAN MARKET SHOP NO-5 LUDHIANA-141003

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI TRADE MARK CO.
"BRAND HOUSE",54-55, SUPER CYCLE MARKET, OPP. KWALITY KANDA, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PUNJAB).
Used Since :28/07/2010

DELHI
TRADING, IMPORT, EXPORT, WHOLESALE, RETAIL, MARKETING, DISTRIBUTION, ADVERTISEMENT AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SERVICES RELATING TO ALL KINDS OF COMPLETE BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, RICKSHAWS, PARTS, FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF (INCLUDING TYRES & TUBES) FOR SALE IN INDIA & FOR EXPORT.
2003256   03/08/2010
AMAR SINGH YADAV
trading as ;S. N. GLASS DECORATERS
2/778, SUHAG NAGAR, FIROZABAD, U.P
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :01/02/2005
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICIAL FUNCTIONS, DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING, WHOLESALE & RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO FLOWER VASE & FLOWER POT, BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS - 35.
ASHOK KUMAR MITTAL
trading as ;M/S. R. G. ENTERPRISES
NEAR PRITHVI NATH MANDIR, SHAHGANI, AGRA, U.P.
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :01/11/1995
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICIAL FUNCTIONS, DISTRIBUTION,
MARKETING, WFOLESALE & RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO DIESEL ENGINE SPARES & AUTOMOBILE SPARES OF
ALL KINDS INCLUDING LINER, PISTON, PISTON RINGS AND PINS, BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-35.
2004360  05/08/2010
G'FIVE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
UNIT 1, 16/F., CABLE TV TOWER, 9 HOI SHING ROAD, TSUEN WAN, NEW TERRITORIES, HONG KONG
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers
A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF HONG KONG
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MORRIS TRADE MARK CO.
8/3 OLD RAJINDER NAGAR, NEW DELHI-10060.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MANUFACTURING, MARKETING, TRADING, IMPORTING AND EXPORTING OF RADIOTELEPHONE SETS, RADIOTELEGRAPHY SETS, TELEPHONE APPARATUS, VIDEO TELEPHONES, PORTABLE TELEPHONES, WALKIE-TALKIES, KITS (HANDS FREE-) FOR PHONES, TRANSMITTING SETS(TELECOMMUNICATION), TRANSMITTERS OF ELECTRONIC SIGNALS, VEHICLES (NAVIGATION APPARATUS FOR) (ON BOARD COMPUTERS), CABLES (FIBRE (FIBRE (AM.O)) OPTIC), AUDIOVISUAL TEACHING APPARATUS, CABLES, ELECTRIC, COMPUTERS, COMPUTER PERIPHERAL DEVICES, MICROPHONES, SOUND RECORDING APPARATUS, DVD PLAYER, JUKEBOXES (MUSICAL), MEGAPHONES, TELEVISION APPARATUS, MP3, MP4, ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS (DOWNLOADABLE), SMART CARDS (INTEGRATED CIRCUIT CARDS), IDENTITY CARDS (MAGNETIC), COMPUTER SOFTWARE (RECORDED), NOTEBOOK COMPUTERS, TABLET COMPUTERS, COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS, COMPUTER PROGRAMS (DOWNLOADABLE), AMUSEMENT APPARATUS ADAPTED FOR USE WITH TELEVISION RECEIVERS ONLY, VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES, MONITORING APPARATUS (ELECTRIC), HEADPHONE, EARPLUG WARE, TAXIMETERS, CHIP (ELECTRIC), BATTERIES, BATTERY CHARGERS, DIGITAL PHOTO FRAMES, NAVIGATION INSTRUMENTS.
Maruti Eye on Consumer

2004540 05/08/2010
MARUTI SUZUKI INDIA LIMITED (MSIL)
PLOT NO 1 NELSON MANDELA ROAD VASANT KUNJ NEW DELHI-70.

A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions.
2005018  06/08/2010
SUDHAKAR TIWARI
205, S.GS PLAZA, SECOND FLOOR, INDER ENCLAVE, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI - 110087
SERVICE/TRADING/IMPORT/EXPORT.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ACE CONSILIIUM
B-101, B.G.S. BLOCK, TIS HAZARI DELHI-54
Used Since :29/04/2005

DELHI
ADVERTISING. BUSINESS MANAGEMENT. ADMINISTRATION. FUNCTIONS. TRADING, IMPORT, EXPORT OF ALL KINDS OF MEDICINES PHARMACEUTICALS GOODS.
TRADE MARKS JOURNAL NO: 1726, 04/01/2016  CLASS 35

2005152 06/08/2010
MELLOW YELLOW ASSETS LIMITED
THE OFFICES OF TRIDENT TRUST (B.V.I) LTD TRIDENT CHAMBERS P.O. BOX 146 ROAD TOWN TORTOLA BRITISH VIRGIN ISLAND

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SEN - OBEROI.
A - 18, CHITTARANJAN PARK, NEW DELHI - 110 019.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
THE BRINGING TOGETHER, FOR THE BENEFIT OF OTHERS, OF A VARIETY OF GOODS IN RELATION TO ENABLING CUSTOMERS TO CONVENIENTLY VIEW AND PURCHASE THOSE GOODS IN A RETAIL STORES, WHOLESALE OUTLET AND DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISESIGN MATERIALS; IMPORT AND EXPORT AGENCY SERVICES; BUYING AND SELLING AGENCY SERVICES FOR OTHERS.

TRADE MARK: MELLOW YELLOW
2005380  06/08/2010
VEDIC BROADCASTING LTD.
KRIPALU BAGH ASHRAM, DADU BAGH, KANKHAL, HARIDWAR--249408

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, [OPP MC DONALD’S] P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI, INDIA.
Used Since :30/04/2009

DELHI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS
2005385 06/08/2010
VEDIC BROADCASTING LTD.
KRIPALU BAGH ASHRAM, DADU BAGH, KANKHAL, HARIDWAR--249408

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, [OPP MC DONALD"S] P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI, INDIA.
Used Since :30/04/2009

DELHI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS
EBATES
2005421 06/08/2010
EBATES PERFORMANCE MARKETING, ING.
333 BRYANT STREET SAN FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA 94063 USA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS, SERVICE PROVIDERS
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED UNDER THE LAWS OF DELAWARE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ADVERTISING AND MARKETING SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS:
CUSTOMER LOYALTY SERVICES AND CUSTOMER CLUB SERVICES, FOR COMMERCIAL, PROMOTIONAL AND/OR
ADVERTISING PURPOSES: ADMINISTRATION OF A PROGRAM FOR ENABLING PARTICIPANTS TO OBTAIN DISCOUNTS
ON GOODS AND SERVICES AND RECEIVE IMPROVED GOODS AND SERVICES: MEMBERSHIP CLUB SERVICES
PROVIDING DISCOUNTS AND PROCESSING REBATES FOR THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS: PROMOTING THE
GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY PROVIDING A WEB SITE FEATURING COUPONS, REBATES, VOUCHERS,
PRICE-COMPARISON INFORMATION, PRODUCT REVIEWS. LINKS TO THE RETAIL WEB SITES OF OTHERS, AND
DISCOUNT INFORMATION: PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS, NAMELY, PROVIDING INFORMATION
REGARDING DISCOUNTS, COUPONS, REBATES, VOUCHERS AND SPECIAL OFFERS FOR THE GOODS AND SERVICES
OF OTHERS VIA THE EBATES SHOPPING.COM, INC. WEB SITE AND A NETWORK OF AFFILIATED WEB SITES, VIA
HLOGS. VIA ON-LINE SOCIAL NETWORKS AND VIA MOBILE DEVICES; ADMINISTERING A PROGRAM FOR ENABLING
PARTICIPATING MEMBERS TO OBTAIN REBATES, DISCOUNTS, CASH-BACK, COUPONS, VOUCHERS AND SPECIAL
OFFERS IN THE NATURE OF FREE SHIPPING, DOLLAR OR PERCENTAGE PRICE REDUCTIONS, TREE PRODUCTS OR
SERVICES, ACCESS TO EXCLUSIVE OR LIMITED PRODUCTS AND SERVICES, AND LIMITED TIME OFFERS FOR
PURCHASING THE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES OF THE PARTICIPATING BUSINESSES OF OTHERS: PROVIDING CASH
AND OTHER REBATES FOR MAKING PURCHASES FROM OR APPLYING FOR A SERVICE OF PARTICIPATING STORES
OR SERVICE PROVIDERS AS PART OF THE EBATES SHOPPING.COM. INC'S CUSTOMER LOYALTY PROGRAM.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 1236439.
G.K

2006304  09/08/2010

G.K.P. INFRASTRUCTURE LIMITED
SCO - 41, G.K. MALL, JAWADDI, LUDHIANA - 141001, PUNJAB
SERVICES
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/1997

DELHI

PROVISION OF SERVICES RELATING TO MANAGEMENT OF RETAIL OUTLETS, DEPARTEMENTAL STORES, SHOPPING COMPLEXES & MULTIPLEXES, MALLS, SHOW ROOMS AND SELF SERVICE STORES.
2006324  09/08/2010  
SANJEEV KAUSHAL  
VIKRANT SHARMA  
trading as ;DISHA REACH YOUR DREAMS  
525/36, SUKHDEV NAGAR, HOSIARPUR, PUNJAB  
SERVICES  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
MAHTTA & CO.  
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).  
Used Since :01/04/2007  
DELHI  
JOB CONSULTANCY SERVICES.
BHAGAT

(To be associated with RTM No. 976395 in Class 12)

2006330  09/08/2010
BHAGAT FORGE LIMITED
SANGOWAL ROAD, NEAR GAS GODOWN, VILLAGE BULARA, LUDHIANA - 141116, PUNJAB
SERVICES.
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/01/1996

DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OUTLETS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO TRADING, MARKETING AND EXPORT OF PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR USE IN MOTOR LAND VEHICLES.
2006420 10/08/2010
NAYYAR & CHOPRA ELECTRICALS PVT. LTD.
H. NO. 3007, SECTOR - 45 D, CHANDIGARH
SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANY ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. K. MARWAH.
3290, SECTOR 24 D, CHANDIGARH 160023
Used Since : 01/10/2009

DELHI
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS FUNCTIONS, OFFICE MANAGEMENT, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, ADVERTISING SALE PURCHASE OF ELECTRICAL GOODS
2006423 10/08/2010

SANJEEV KUMAR
RAJESH KUMAR
AVDESH BURMAN

trading as ;AVNI HEALTHCARE
1141 SECTOR-25 PANCHKULA HARYANA
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. K. MARWAH.
3290, SECTOR 24 D, CHANDIGARH 160023
Used Since :30/03/2010

DELHI
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS FUNCTIONS, OFFICE MANAGEMENT, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, ADVERTISING
MOBILE ZONE

2006783  10/08/2010

SANJEEV KUMAR HANS
D - 66, DELHI CITYZEN SICIETY, SECTOR - 13, ROHINI, DELHI - 110085
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
A-4/61, SEC-17, ROHINI DELHI-89
Used Since :01/04/2009

DELHI

WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS AND SHOPS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING AND MARKETING OF MOBILE & MOBILE ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN CLASS-09.
HANUMAN TRADING COMPANY

2006790  10/08/2010

SH. PAWAN KUMAR GARG

trading as : M/S. HANUMAN TRADING COMPANY

HCF -167, SECTOR - 26, GRAIN MARKET, CHANDIGARH

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS

A-4/61, SEC-17, ROHINI DELHI-89

Used Since :15/11/1982

DELHI

WHOLE SALE RETAIL STORES OUTLET TRADING MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTIONS IN RESPECT OF GRAIN, SEEDS AND DRY FRUITS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 35
2007399    11/08/2010
SURESH KUMAR
trading as ;SURESH BROTHERS
KABUTAR CHOWK KAITHAL HARYANA 136027
TRADER&MERCHANTS.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C & K ASSOCIATES
D-139, STREET NO.4, BHajanpura, DELHI-53
Used Since :30/12/2008
DELHI
TRADING AND MARKETING OF TMT BARS AND GIRDEN CHANNEL OF IRON.
PING

Priority claimed from 31/08/2010; Application No. : 56425 ;Jamaica
2090424  27/01/2011

APPLE INC.
1 INFINITE LOOP, CUPERTINO, CALIFORNIA 95014, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A CALIFORNIA CORPORATION

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF ENTERTAINMENT FEATURING PRE-RECORDED AUDIO AND AUDIOVISUAL WORK AND RELATED MERCHANDISE, PROVIDED VIA THE INTERNET AND OTHER COMPUTER AND ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION NETWORKS
MR. ANIL S. JAIN  
MR. SUMATILAL M. JAIN  

trading as ;M/S. JAIN SUPER BAZAR  
38, SAMAST SOCIETY, SHANTIVAN, NARAYAN NAGAR ROAD, PALDI, AHMEDABAD - 380 007 - GUJARAT  
TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDER  

Address for service in India/Agents address:  
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.  
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603  
Used Since :15/10/1974  

AHMEDABAD  
PROVIDING OF SERVICES FOR WHOLESELLING AND RETAILING ADVERTISING, MARKETING OF GROCERY, CUTLERY, KIRANA, BISCUITS, COSMETICS, HOUSE HOLD PRODUCTS AND HOUSE HOLD APPLIANCES, READYMADE GARMENT.
2217489  10/10/2011
SUDHIR NIRGUDKAR
trading as KEYON PUBLICITY
ROOM NO.5, PATELWADI, BEHIND CLASSIC HOTEL OLD NAGARDAS ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400069
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :05/06/2007
MUMBAI
PROVIDING ADVERTISING SERVICES
EVY HEALTHCARE

2249520  14/12/2011

GAURAV JIAN

trading as ;EVY HEALTHCARE
RALLY, SEC-12A, PANCHKULA HARYANA
MERCHANT & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE ASSOCIATES
C-80, VILLAGE GOKAL PUR, NEAR SARVODAYA BAL VIDHYALAYA, LONI ROAD, SHAHDARA, DELHI-94
Used Since :13/12/2011

DELHI
MERCHANT & MANUFACTURERS OF PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS, COSMETIC PRODUCT, MEDICAL EQUIPMENTS, HERBAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS, OTC PRODUCTS, METAL TRADING, MEDICINAL PLANT CULTIVATION & TRADING INCLUDED IN CLASS-35
Let's make new

2278924  07/02/2012
LAVASA CORPORATION LIMITED
trading as ;LAVASA CORPORATION LIMITED
Hincon House, 247 Park, L.B.S. Marg, Vikhroli(W), Mumbai-400 083.
Manufacturers, merchants and service providers

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
All kinds of advertisement services including brand conceptualizing and development; General business merchandising services, namely, marketing; Preparing audio and video displays for advertisement; Producing of radio & television advertising & commercials; modeling for advertising for sales promotion; Publicity Agencies, Public relations; Sales Promotion, organization of exhibition & trade fair for commercial or advertising purpose; Rental of advertising space & time on communication media.
ACERO

2302104  20/03/2012

SHRI SAURAV

trading as ;ACERO TECHNIK

1768 PHASE V MOHALI PUNJAB

SERVICE

Address for service in India/Agents address:

MAHTTA & CO.

43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

Used Since :01/01/2012

DELHI

PROVISION OF SERVICES RELATING TO MANAGEMENT OF RETAIL OUTLETS, DEPARTMENTAL STORES, SHOPPING COMPLEXES, SHOW ROOMS AND SELF SERVICE STORES
SORRY MADAM MENZ WEAR
2310267  04/04/2012
PANKAJ WADHWA
trading as SORRY MADAM MENZ WEAR
H-16/149 G.NO-1-1/2 TILAK ROAD KAROL BAGH DELHI
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
C-102 GALI NO. 3 II FLOOR ROOM NO. B-4 UPPAR ASHOKA JIM BHAJANPURA DELHI-110053
Used Since :20/12/2006
DELHI
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL AGENCY OF READYMADE GARMENTS MEN"S, WOMEN, AND CHILDREN IN CLASS 35
CARZKART

2347805   13/06/2012
ARVINDER SINGH CHADHA
1047, TILAK GALLI, BARA BAZAAR, KASHMERE GATE, DELHI-110006
Business

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMGURU INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SERVICES LLP
203, 2nd Floor, A-31, Kailash Colony, New Delhi-110048
Used Since : 20/02/2012
DELHI

Advertising, business management, business administration, retail and online sale of car accessories and spares.
2366679  19/07/2012
KRISHNA MURARI LAL AGARWAL
2/101 SURYA NAGAR AGRA U.P
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHELTER BUREAU OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
A-3 NEELKANTH BHAWAN PART-II MAIN BURARI ROAD DELHI
Used Since: 27/04/2012
To be associated with:
2366678

DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICIAL FUNCTIONS, DISTRIBUTION,
MARKETING, WHOLESALE & RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS, GHEE, BUTTER AND FATS,
FALL IN CLASS - 35.
2373355 01/08/2012
LALCHAND KISHINCHAND VASWANI
trading as; L.K. TAILORS
SHOP NO.50, GAJANAND MARKET, ULHASNAGAR-421002.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. J. CHAWLA.
OFFICE NO. 2, 1ST FLOOR, HIRA MARRIAGE HALL BLDG., NEHRU CHOWK, ULHASNAGAR - 421 002.
Used Since :01/04/1993

MUMBAI
DEPARTMENTAL STORES, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OUTLETS, SERVICES RELATING TO IMPORT, EXPORT AND MARKETING OF READYMADE GARMENTS AND HOSIERY, JEANS, TROUSERS, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, JACKETS, SHERWANIS, FULL SUITS, BLAZERS, KURTA PAIJAMA, NECK TIES, TEXTILE PIECE GOODS, KNITTED FABRICS, KIDS WEAR, NEW BORN BABY WEAR, SUITINGS, SHIRTINGS, SAREES, DRESS MATERIALS, UNDERGARMENTS, NIGHT SUITS, LINGERIES, SHORTS, SPORTS WEAR, SWIM WEAR, PERFUMERY PRODUCTS, BELTS, WALLETSGIFTS, NOVELTIES, INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
2374751  04/08/2012
SHINE INTERNATIONAL
DINESH PANJABI
JYOTI PANJABI
L.340, DERAMS MALL, NEAR BHANDUP STATION, BHANDUP (W), MUMBAI-400 078
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since : 21/03/2012

MUMBAI
IMPORT & EXPORT, MARKETING & DISTRIBUTION, ADVERTISING, RETAILING SERVICES RELATED TO SALE OF ELECTRIC & ELECTRONICS APPARATUS
THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATES OF BY FILING A REQUEST ON FORM TM-16..for conducting sale in the district of Mumbai only.
2375879  07/08/2012
SAYYADNOOR KHATIB
trading as ;KNOWLEDGE LABS
SHOP NO.29, AMAR SAMRUDDHI, AKASHWANI, HADAPSAR, PUNE-411028
TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIR & ASSOCIATES
# 16 JEDHE PARK, 248 RASTA PETH,BEHIND SHANTAI HOTEL,PUNE-411011
Used Since :29/09/2008
MUMBAI
RETAILING, SELLING OF BRANDED COMPUTER AND PERIPHERALS AND PART THEREOF.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016 Class 35

MAZHAR NADIADWALA
302, MANGAL JYOT, C. D. BARFIWALA ROAD, JUHU CROSS LANE, JUHU, MUMBAI-400058
SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MASTERMIND ASSOCIATES
702, Chirag Arcade, Raghoba Shankar Road, Behind Nagrik, Chendani, Thane (W) - 400602
Used Since: 25/07/2012

MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION, RETAIL, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, EXPORT - IMPORT OF VARIOUS PRODUCTS USED OR IN RELEVANT TO FILM, SERIALS, DOCUMENTARY, TELEVISION, RADIO ALL INCLUDED IN THIS CLASS
2376774  08/08/2012
VETO SWITCHGEARS AND CABLES LTD.
D-2, FIRST FLOOR, MALAD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, RAMCHANDRA LANE EXTN, KANCPADA, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI-400064
SERVICE PROVIDERS
LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050
Used Since :01/11/1965
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS RELATED TO ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC GOODS, PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF, APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
2376778    08/08/2012

VETO SWITCHGEARS AND CABLES LTD.
D-2, FIRST FLOOR, MALAD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, RAMCHANDRA LANE EXTN, KANCHPADA, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI-400064

SERVICE PROVIDERS
A LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RJIHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050

Used Since :01/11/1965

MUMBAI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS RELATED TO ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC GOODS, PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF, APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
2377318  09/08/2012
JORSS BULLION PVT. LTD.
4, 1ST FLOOR, SHREENATHJI BUILDING, 97, BHULESHWAR ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 002
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :22/02/2008
MUMBAI
IMPORT AND EXPORT, ADVERTISING, MARKETING, DISTRIBUTION, BUSINESS PROMOTION, RETAILING SERVICES RELATED TO JEWELLERY
2377329    09/08/2012
ESTEE HOME FURNISHING INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.
JOSHI BUILDING, SAKIVIHAR LAKE ROAD, MUMBAI-400 072
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :31/12/2010
MUMBAI
IMPORT AND EXPORT, MARKETING, DISTRIBUTION, ADVERTISING, RETAILING SERVICES, BUSINESS PROMOTION RELATED TO SANITARY APPARATUS
2378393  13/08/2012
TIMES WEBSOL LTD.,
5TH FLOOR, TIMES TOWER, TRADE GARDENS, KAMALA MILL COMPOUND, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400 013
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
TAS & CO.
1 & 2/19, GANGA, SWASTIK PARK, V.N. PURAV MARG, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.
Used Since :30/01/2011
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING SERVICES, RADIO ADVERTISING, PREPARATION OF AUDIO-VISUAL/AUDIO AND VISUAL
PRESENTATIONS FOR USE IN ADVERTISING, MARKET RESEARCH, BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES,
PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION COMMERCIALS, PUBLIC RELATIONS, PROMOTION OF
GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS, CREATIONS AND OPERATION OF INCENTIVE AWARDS PROGRAMS, SALES
PROMOTION, SURVEYS, OPINIONS SURVEYS, ORGANIZATION OF BUSINESS COMPETITIONS, AWARDING OF
BUSINESS PRIZES, ADMINISTTRATING AND MANAGING CUSTOMER LOYALTY AND INCENTIVE PROGRAMS
ECOFIL TECHNOLOGIES INDIA PVT. LTD.
B 308, HAMILTON, HIRANANDANI ESTATE, GHODBUNDER ROAD, PATLIPADA, THANE (WEST)-400 607 [M.S.].
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT. 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050
Used Since: 01/08/2010

MUMBAI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS RELATED TO BIO FERTILIZERS AND REFUSED DERIVED FUEL (RDF) INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
2460813  15/01/2013

JIANGMEN KINWAI FURNITURE & DECORATION CO., LTD.
No. 399, Jinou Road, Jiangmen, Guangdong Province, China
Manufacturer and trader.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

Advertising; bill-posting; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; import-export agencies; sales promotion for others; procurement services for others (purchasing goods and services for other businesses); marketing studies; data search in computer files for others; accounting; television advertising.
2463426  21/01/2013
MANGALAM LUBRICANTS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;MANGALAM LUBRICANTS PRIVATE LIMITED
3/50, BIRSA NAGAR, RANCHI-834003, JHARKHAND
Service Provider(s).
AN INDIAN COMPANY.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78, N.S.C. BOSE ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA 700 040, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 01/12/1993
KOLKATA
Advertising; Marketing; Business Administration; Office Functions; Market Research; Sales Promotion Services;
Business Management; Publicity Management of Franchisees; Distribution of Samples; Public Relations; Retail Store
Services in the field of Lubricants, Industrial Oil, Lubricating Oil, Petroleum, Diesel Oil, Greases, Engine Oils, Fuel Oil,
Gear Oils.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016 Class 35

2465631 23/01/2013
MAHENDRA KUMAR CHORARIA
trading as ;H.M. INTERNATIONAL
14. WATKINS LANE, HOWRAH-711 101 WEST BENGAL INDIA
Service Provider.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, 3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.), KOLKATA 700 069, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions being included in Class-35.
2469140 30/01/2013
SANCHAY KR. TARWAY
SMT. MINA DEVI
trading as: GRAMIN FOOD
GA-14, CITY CENTER, SECTOR-IV, BOKARO STEEL CITY, JHARKHAND, INDIA
SERVICES PROVIDERS
AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, 3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.), KOLKATA 700 069, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 01/04/2011
KOLKATA
PROVIDING VARIOUS SERVICES IN RELATION TO ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS, RETAIL OUTLETS AND OFFER FOR SALE OF ALL KINDS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
2496150  15/03/2013

AKASH PAWA
MAHOHAR LAI
KAMLESH PAWA

trading as : KSM FOODS
5/1126 SEC -05 VASUNDRA MOHAN MAKING GHAZIABAD UP
TRADING AND SERVICES AND MAKING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.N.GOEL (ADV)
GOPAL PALCE MALIWARA CHOWK GHAZIABAD UP
Used Since : 15/06/2010

DELHI

OUTLETS AND DOOR TO DOOR FOOD SERVICES AND FOOD COURT.
2504495  01/04/2013
DEEPAK SINGLA
trading as : MAX & GLAX HEALTHCARE
DEFENCE ENCLAVE, SCO 2, PATIALA ROAD ZIRAKPUR PB 140603
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since : 12/03/2011

DELHI
PROVIDING RETAIL AND WHOLESALE SERVICES IN RESPECT OF PURCHASE AND SALE OF COSMETICS AND ALL
TYPE MEDICINE ITEMS, GROCERY ITEMS, NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS ADVERTISING, DISTRIBUTION,
MARKETING, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY
PREPARATION AS PER CLAS-35.
CHANDRIKABEN K. PRAJAPATI
trading as; M/S, KISHAN PAPAD SHOP
31, SARDAR GANG, ANAND, GUJARAT- INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
WHOLE SALE AND RETAILING OF PAPAD
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :01/04/2011

AHMEDABAD
SERVICES RELATED TO WHOLESALE AND RETAILING OF PAPAD, MATHIYA, CHOLAFALI, KHAKHRA AND NAMKEEN INCLUDED IN CLASS- 35.

subject to restrict the services in the state of Gujarat..
2520298   26/04/2013
BEEKMAN HELIX INDIA CONSULTING PRIVATE LIMITED
UNIT 310, BLOCK - A, IRIS TECH PARK, SECTOR-48, GURGAON, HARYANA
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SR4IPR PARTNERS
FLAT NO 18 (GF) RADHIKA APARTMENTS POCKET- 1 SECTOR -14 DWARKA NEW DELHI 110075 (INDIA)
Used Since :01/05/2006

DELHI
ADVERTISEMENT, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
2570786    26/07/2013
RAVI K. SHAH
trading as ; M/S. AINET COMPUTER EDUCATION
213, VAMA SQUARE, TEJASVI CLASS, O.S. PANI GATE, VADODARA - 390019. GUJARAT - INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
EDUCATION
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since : 01/04/2013
AHMEDABAD
SERVICE RELATED ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND OFFICE FUNCTIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 35.
MR. NILESH KUMAR PATEL
C-2, NUTAN NILKANTVARNI APPARTMENT, BEHIND BHAGYODAYA BANK, RANDIP, AHMEDABAD-382480
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHLJA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Used Since : 24/10/2013

AHMEDABAD
IMPORT & EXPORT SERVICES RELATED TO SPICES, RICE, WHEAT, FRUITS, VEGETABLES, YARN (COTTON), COTTON
UTTAMBHAI B. PIPALIYA
trading as ;M/S. LAUNCH FANCY LIGHTINGS
150 FEET RING ROAD, UMIYA CHOCK, OPP. FIVE STAR HOTEL, RAJKOT. GUJARAT-INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
PROPRIETOR SHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:

K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :01/12/2013

AHMEDABAD

SERVICE RELATED TO WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTOR, RETAILER, EXPORTER, IMPORTER, MARKETING AND TRADING OF LIGHTS, ZUMMARS, FANS, CFL, ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICALS ITEM.
MOTI MAHAL GROUP

2673702  06/02/2014
MOTI MAHAL DELUX MANAGEMENT SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
B-30/A, FIRST FLOOR, KALKAJI, NEW DELHI-110019
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49
Used Since :31/12/2003

DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
APNAPAN

2673909  06/02/2014
RISHU KUMAR
trading as ;R.K ENTERPRISES
MALL GODOWN ROAD, RAMPURA PHUL, BATHINDA (PB.)
SERVICES

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTASS
B-43/3,udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA
Used Since :01/05/2010

DELHI

Advertising, Business Administration, Office Functions, Wholesale and Retail Outlets including Services relating to Trading & Marketing of Edible Oils including Mustard Oils; Milk & other Dairy Products.
2686602    25/02/2014
BENNETT, COLEMAN & COMPANY LTD
7, BAHADURSHAH ZAFAR MARG NEW DELHI 110103
SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY EXISTING UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTL. ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.

Proposed to be Used

DELI

RETAILING AND ADVERTISING SERVICES OF ARTICLES OF SOAPS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, SKIN PREPARATIONS, DEODORANTS, DENTIFRICES, BATH AND SHOWER PREPARATIONS AND DEPILATORY COMPOSITIONS, HAND TOOLS AND IMPLEMENTS (HAND-OPERATED); JEWELRY, PRECIOUS STONES, PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, HOROLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS, CLOCKS, WATCHES AND ACCESSORIES AND PARTS THEREOF, LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; BAGS, POUCHES, WALLETS, BELTS AND RELATED ARTICLES; ARTICLES OF CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR AND HEADGEAR, ACCESSORIES PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS; COFFEE, TEA, COCOA AND COCOA-BASED PREPARATIONS; CHOCOLATE, CHOCOLATE PRODUCTS, CHOCOLATE-BASED PREPARATIONS AND BEVERAGES; BAKERY PRODUCTS AND CONFECTIONS
SWEETON FOODS PVT. LTD.

2691408    04/03/2014

SWEETON FOODS PVT. LTD
E-3, SECTOR-1, RAWANA, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110039
SERVICES PROVIDERS
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/05/2012

DELHI
WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS & SHOP INCLUDING SERVICES RELATED TO TRADING, IMPORT-EXPORT, WHOLESELLING, DISTRIBUTION RETAILING & MARKETING SERVICES IN RESPECT OF CONFECTIONERY PRODUCTS, TOFFEES, CHOCOLATES; INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
MARK SHOULD BE USE AND READ AS WHOLE.
2704382   24/03/2014
SH. SHANKY GARG
SH. ASHISH GARG
trading as ;PUNJAB DOORS
BEHIND CHANDERPUR WORKS VILLAGE JORRIAN YAMUNA NAGAR 135001 HARYANA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI TRADE MARK CO.
"BRAND HOUSE",54-55, SUPER CYCLE MARKET, OPP. KWALITY KANDA, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/11/2013

DELHI
TRADING, WHOLESALE, RETAIL, EXPORT, IMPORT, MARKETING, DISTRIBUTION, ADVERTISEMENT, BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SERVICES RELATING TO PLYWOOD INCLUDING LAMINATED &
DECORATIVE PLYWOOD, VENEERS, FLUSH DOORS, BLOCK BOARDS, PARTICLE BOARDS, PENAL DOORS, FILM
FACED, MARINE PLYWOOD INCLUDED IN CLASS 35 FOR SALE IN INDIA &FOR EXPORT.
S.K. BIKES PVT.LTD
D-223-234-235 PHASE VII FOCAL POINT LUDHIANA 141010 PB
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI TRADE MARK CO.
"BRAND HOUSE",54-55, SUPER CYCLE MARKET, OPP. KWALITY KANDA, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PUNJAB).

Used Since :01/01/2013

DELHI
TRADING, WHOLESALE, RETAIL, EXPORT, IMPORT, MARKETING, DISTRIBUTION, ADVERTISEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SERVICES RELATING TO COMPLETE BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, RICKSHAW, PARTS, FITTING & ACCESSORIES THEREOF (INCLUDING TYRE & TUBES), COMPLETE AUTO, MOTOR CAR, TWO WHEELER, THREE WHEELER, FOUR WHEELER, PARTS, FITTINGS & ACCESSORIES, PARTS FOR USE IN MOTOR LAND VEHICLE, AUTOMOBILE PARTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 35 FOR SALE IN INDIA & FOR EXPORT.
CONVAS VERITY

2705045  25/03/2014

AJAY GUPTA

trading as ;CONVAS VERITY

82, GROUND FLOOR, WORLD TRADE CENTRE, BARAKHAMBA LANE, NEW DELHI 110001

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

TMGURU INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SERVICES LLP
203, 2nd Floor, A-31, Kailash Colony, New Delhi-110048

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

ADVERTISING AGENCIES; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION CONSULTANCY; BUSINESS EFFICIENCY EXPERT SERVICES; MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE; EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES; ON-LINE SELLING OF GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS; MARKETING; MARKETING RESEARCH & STUDIES; NEGOTIATION AND CONCLUSION OF COMMERCIAL TRANSACTIONS FOR OTHERS; ORGANIZING EXHIBITIONS AND TRADE FAIRS; OUTSOURCING SERVICES; PERSONNEL RECRUITMENT; PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY; PRESENTATION OF GOODS ON COMMUNICATION MEDIA, FOR RETAIL PURPOSES; PUBLIC RELATIONS, RELOCATION SERVICES FOR BUSINESS; SALES PROMOTION
CAREAGER
2706107  25/03/2014
AVINAY SHARMA
trading as ;CAREAGER
C/o VM Service Station, Harabagh, P.O. Sehli, Sunder Nagar, Distt. Mandi -175018, Himachal Pradesh.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIKHIL G TEGGI
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (E), Chennai - 600102
Used Since :01/02/2014
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, IMPORT-EXPORT AGENCIES, DISTRIBUTING, MARKETING, TRADING SERVICES, WHOLESALING AND RETAILING SERVICES.
Victorious Managers

2706109  25/03/2014

AVINAY SHARMA

trading as ;Victorious Managers

C/o VM Service Station, Harabagh, P.O. Sehli, Sunder Nagar, Distt. Mandi -175018, Himachal Pradesh.

SERVICE PROVIDER

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NIKHIL G TEGGI

F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (E), Chennai - 600102

Used Since :31/12/1991

DELHI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, IMPORT-EXPORT AGENCIES, DISTRIBUTING, MARKETING, TRADING SERVICES, WHOLESALING AND RETAILING SERVICES.
2706278   26/03/2014
M/S GTM BUILDERS & PROMOTERS PVT LTD
GTM HOUSE, G-5, PUSHKAR ENCLAVE OUTER RING ROAD, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110063
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SOMESH CHANDRA JHA, ADVOCATE
2/6-C, LGF, JANGPURA, NEW DELHI-110 014
Used Since: 21/03/2014

DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES INCLUDING TRADING AND MARKETING, IMPORT AND EXPORT, DISTRIBUTION AND RETAIL SERVICES, SHOPPING MALLS, WHOLESALE MAIL ORDERING, TELEPHONE, INTERNET AND OTHER COMPUTERIZED ON LINE ORDERING
CHETMANI ORNAMENTS PRIVATE LIMITED
CK 54/30, GOVINDPURA, VARANASI 221 001, UTTAT PRADESH
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :29/06/1989

DELHI
DISPLAY, DISTRIBUTION & SUPPLY IN THE RESPECT OF PRECIOUS METALS & THEIR ALLOYS. JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONE, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS.
2706599 26/03/2014
BIKRAMJIT SINGH
WG 592/A SURAJ GUNJ JALANDHAR CITY 144001
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANAND SHANKER GUPTA
59 IIND FLOOR KUNDAN NAGAR DELHI 110092
Used Since :03/08/2010
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTION INCLUDING SERVICES OF ADVISORY, CONSULTANCY, PROVIDING INFORMATION; BUSINESS PROCESS OUTSOURCING, KNOWLEDGE PROCESS OUTSOURCING; DATA SEARCH, ANALYSIS & MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS INFORMATION, RESEARCH & ANALYSIS; RECRUITMENT & TRAINING ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
2707573    27/03/2014
RAM KUMAR
trading as ;R KUMAR INDIA
238, HUDA MARKET, SECTOR 7, SONIPAT-131001
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :01/06/2012

DELHI
CHEMICALS, FOODS, ELECTRONICS & ELECTRICALS, AGRO PRODUCTS, GARMENTS & SPORTS ITEMS, GENERAL GOODS, COSMETICS & MEDICINES, DAILY CONSUME GOODS, FOOD INGREDIENTS, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS, METAL & OTHER ITEMS, EXCLUDING OPTICAL STORES. RETAILER SHIP SERVICES OF OPTICAL GOODS, APPARATUS. INSTRUMENTS ACCESSORIES & PARTS, GOGGLES, SPECTACLES & OPTICAL LENSES
TIRUPATI WELLNESS

2707862   27/03/2014

DEEPAK GOYAL

trading as ;TIRUPATI WELLNESS

NAHAN ROAD, NEAR FIRE STATION PAONTA SAHIB, DISTT. SIRMOUR, H.P
MARKETING , TRADING

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA
Used Since :10/03/2014

DELHI
MARKETING, SALE, DISTRIBUTION OF PHARMACEUTICAL GOODS, AURVEDIC, HERBAL AND COSMETIC PRODUCTS,
FOOD PRODUCTS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
2707972    27/03/2014
NARESH KUMAR
trading as ;DR MINDS LIFESCIENCES
POCKET-F/19, H.NO. 62, SECTOR-8, ROHINI, DELHI 110085, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :21/03/2013
DELHI
WHOLESALE & RETAIL AGENCY SERVICES RETAIL OUTLET CHAIN STORE, PROMOTION, ONLINE MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION OF PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL & VETERINARY PREPARATIONS AS PER CLASS-35.
ANFASHION

2707978    27/03/2014
MR. ABDUL WALI
NADEEM AHMED
trading as ;A.N. FASHION
HOUSE NO. 567, G Son NO. 25, JAFRABAD, SEELAMPUR, DELHI-110053
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUPI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUQ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :01/03/2014
DELHI
WHOLESALE & RETAIL AGENCY SERVICES RETAIL OUTLET CHAIN STORE, PROMOTION, ONLINE MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION OF MEN, WOMEN & CHILDREN'S READYMADE GARMENTS & HOSIERY GOODS AS PER CLASS-35.
APPLAUSE HEALTHCARE

2708793  28/03/2014

RAVINDER KUMAR AGARWAL
USHA AGARWAL

trading as; APPLAUSE HEALTHCARE
SHOP NO. 10, (B-11), 14/23, NAWAB MANZIL, 2ND FLOOR, NAWABIA MARKET, FAWARA, AGRA-282003, UP
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VERMA REGISTRATION SERVICE
E-133, KAMLA NAGAR, DELHI - 110 007.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

SERVICES OF RETAIL OUTLET & SHOP, SALE PURCHASE, TRADING, MANUFACTURING, RETAILING, WHOLESELLING,
DISTRIBUTING, IMPORT-EXPORT, ADVERTISING, SUPPLYING, DISPLAYING, PUBLICITY, SALE PROMOTIONAL
SERVICES, EXHIBITIONS, DEMONSTRATION, BRAND PROMOTION, COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES, OFFICE FUNCTIONS,
SELLING THE PRODUCTS OF THIRD PARTIES, ONLINE RETAIL STORES AND MAIL ORDER SERVICES, SERVICES OF
ENABLING CUSTOMERS TO CONVENIENTLY VIEW AND PURCHASE OF DIAGNOSTIC KITS, SURGICAL, MEDICAL,
DIAGNOSTIC APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS.
2708944  28/03/2014
SATISH CHANDRA JAIN
trading as ;JAIN BUSINESS GROUP
328, SECTOR 4B, AWAS VIKAS COLONY, BODLA, AGRA 282007 (U.P.)
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :21/03/2014
DELHI
Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions, distribution, marketing, wholesale retail service.
2709260    29/03/2014
GAJENDRA KUMAR SINGH
trading as ;NEPHRO CARE
27/81, JAWALA NAGAR, SHAHDARA, DELHI - 110032
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Used Since :04/01/2012
DELHI
MARKETING, MWHEELSELLING, RETAILING, ON-LINE RETAILING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, ORGANIZING
EXHIBITIONS & IMPORT-EXPORT OF MEDICAL DEVICES, MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS, MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL
PREPARATIONS

MARKETING, MWHEELSELLING, RETAILING, ON-LINE RETAILING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, ORGANIZING
EXHIBITIONS & IMPORT-EXPORT OF MEDICAL DEVICES, MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS, MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL
PREPARATIONS
GOODWILL DIAGNOSTICS
2709636    31/03/2014
AVNEET SINGH
trading as ;GOODWILL DIAGNOSTICS
WZ-34, NANGLI JALIB, B-1, JANAK PURI, N. DELHI 58
TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.S. GILL & CO.
H-84, G.S. APARTMENTS, SECTOR-13, PLOT NO.38, ROHINI, DELHI-85
Used Since :28/11/2013

DELHI
TRADING OF MEDICAL TESTING KITS , LAB ITEMS I.E. X-RAY FILM, ULTRA SOUND FILM AND OTHER NECESSARY CHEMICALS FOR LAB TESTS.
S.B. LIFE SCIENCES
2709838    01/04/2014
SUMMAYA BILAL
trading as ;S.B LIFE SCIENCES
GUND CHECKPORA KRALAPORA CHADOORA BUDGAM KASHMIR
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS , TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VENUKA KUMARIA.
5673, DUPLEX MODERN HOUSING COMPLEX, MANIMAJRA, U.T. CHANDIGARH.
Used Since: 28/03/2014
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
2709980  01/04/2014
VEENA SONI
trading as ;PLANET INDIA
S-8, MANISH PLAZA-III, PLOT-12,SECTOR-10, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110075
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GYAN PRAKASH BANSAL
204 KRISHNA TOWER-2 PLOT NO-1 POCKET-7 SECTOR-12 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075
Used Since :16/05/2012

DELHI
RETAIL SHOP OF GARMENTS, FASHION ACCESSORIES AND GIFTS, ON-LINE RETAILING, ON-LINE BUSINESS
NETWORKING SERVICES, MARKETING AND PROMOTION OF READYMADE GARMENTS AND FASHION ACCESSORIES,
BOUTIQUES
LACE AND ME
2709986  01/04/2014
VEENA SONI
trading as ;PLANET INDIA
S-8, MANISH PLAZA-III, PLOT-12,SECTOR-10, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110075
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GYAN PRAKASH BANSAL
204 KRISHNA TOWER-2 PLOT NO-1 POCKET-7 SECTOR-12 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075
Used Since :16/05/2012
DELHI
RETAIL SHOP OF GARMENTS, FASHION ACCESSORIES AND GIFTS, ON-LINE RETAILING, ON-LINE BUSINESS
NETWORKING SERVICES, MARKETING AND PROMOTION OF READYMADE GARMENTS AND FASHION ACCESSORIES,
BOUTIQUES.
VAIBHAV GUPTA
F-3/8 MODEL TOWN PHASE-2 DELHI 110009
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIPAN JAIN
145/B, CD BLOCK, DDA FLATS, PITAM PURA, DELHI-88
Used Since : 01/09/2013

DELI

IMPORT, EXPORT, WHOLESALE, RETAIL MARKETING AND ONLINE TRADING OF HEALTH SUPPLEMENTS AND FOODS SUPPLEMENTS.
FAIZAN KHAN
TOP KHANA ROAD, NEAR SEWA HOSPITAL, RAMPUR (U.P.), PIN: 244901
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P.C. TRADE MARK
OFFICE NO. 380- III, G.S.C. SECTOR-29, NOIDA, G.B. NAGAR, (U.P.)
Used Since :31/03/2014
DELHI
ADVERTISING, MARKETING, MEDIA
CURELIFE HEALTHCARE

2711102  02/04/2014
KISHAN SAINI

trading as :CURELIFE HEALTHCARE

A-56, IIIRD FLOOR, RADHA KUNJ, RISHI NAGAR, NEAR CANARA BANK, RANI BAGH, DELHI-110034

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:

PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6

Used Since : 25/01/2014

DELHI

WHOLESALE & RETAIL AGENCY SERVICES RETAIL OUTLET CHAIN STORE, PROMOTION, ONLINE MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION OF PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL & VETERINARY PREPARATIONS AS PER CIASS-35.
MR. SANDEEP MUDGAL       trading as ;CROWN INTENSIVA
S.C.O, I-656, ALFA-2, GREATER NOIDA, UP
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :08/04/2013

DELHI
PROVIDING RETAIL AND WHOLESALE SERVICES IN RESPECT OF PURCHASE AND SALE OF COSMETICS AND MEDICINE ITEMS, GROCERY ITEMS, NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS ADVERTISING, DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO AYURVEDIC AND HERBAL MEDICINE, PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS-35.
2724669  25/04/2014
MOHD. KHALID
MOHD. ABDULLAH
MOHD. AZHARUDDIN
trading as; NOOR LOCKS SUPPLIERS
23, CHANDAN SAHEED ROAD, BALAI QILA, ALIGARH-202001, UP
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
JAIRO TRADE MARK OFFICE.
17/186, JAIRO BUILDING JAIGAN JMARKRT CROSSING, ALIGARH- 202 001 (U.P.)
Used Since :30/03/2013
DELHI
2792052    16/08/2014
LAXMI KRIKA ISPAT PVT. LTD.
trading as ;LAXMI KRIKA ISPAT PVT. LTD.
578/96, URLA INDUSTRIAL AREA, RAIPUR-492 001 (C.G.)
Service Providers and merchants
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105 , Mahasagar Corporate , Manormaganj Main Road , Indore (M.P.)Pin-452001
Used Since :12/04/2009
To be associated with:
2262599
MUMBAI
MARKETING , ADVERTISMENT , MEDIA , DISTRIBUTION , SALES SERVICES FOR TMT BAR, CROW BAR, ANGLE,
SQUARE CHANNEL, ROUND, FLAT AND RELATED STEEL AND IRON PRODUCT .
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION
2793927 20/08/2014

B. SASIKUMAR NAIR

trading as; SHREEJAL TECHNOLOGY AND ENGINEERING COMPANY.

B-204, Om Vighnesh CHS., Near Mukti Dham vitawa Koliwada, Vitawa, Kalwa, THANE-400 605 (M.S.)

SERVICE PROVIDER

INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:

RAMCHANDRA R.MANDHANE, ADVOCATE.
NANURAM MANSION, OPP. PATHARE NURSERY, DR. AMBEDKAR ROAD, KALYAN(W) - 421 301, (M.S).

Used Since: 07/08/2014

MUMBAI

WHOLESALE, RETAIL, ONLINE MARKETING, DISTRIBUTION SERVICES RELATING TO ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS INCLUDING BREAKERS, INDICATIONS, PANELS, CONTROL PANEL, TRANSFORMERS, SWITCHES, ENCLOSURES, PIC'S PANELS, LOW VOLTAGE POWER PANELS

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
2796669  25/08/2014
GANGAR OPTICIANS PRIVATE LIMITED
162, CHINOY MANSION, WARDEN ROAD, MUMBAI-400036
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMCHANDRA R.MANDHANE, ADVOCATE.
NANURAM MANSION, OPP. PATHARE NURSERY, DR. AMBEDKAR ROAD, KALYAN(W) - 421 301, (M.S).
Used Since :01/01/2007
To be associated with:
1725847
MUMBAI
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE, BUSINESS CENTERS, DEPARTMENTAL STORES, SHOPPING CENTERS, RETAIL BUSINESS CENTERS, RETAIL AND WHOLESALE, DISTRIBUTION, EXPORT AND IMPORT, OUTLETS; ONLINE MARKETING SERVICES RELATING TO LENSES OF ALL KINDS, SPECTACLE LENSES, OPHTHALMIC LENSES, SPECTACLE GLASSES, CONTACT LENSES, OPTICALS, OPTICAL ACCESSORIES, APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, SPECTACLES, SPECTACLE FRAMES, SPECTACLE CASES, ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC OPTICAL EQUIPMENTS SUCH AS LENSMETER, EYE TESTING EQUIPMENT, PUPIL METER, SOFTWARE AND PARTS, FITTING AND COMPONENTS OF THE AFORESAID GOODS, EYEWEAR AND RELATING ACCESSORIES, EYE GLASSES, EYE SHADES, SUNGLASSES, EYEGlass CHAINs, EYE GLASS CORD AND SOLUTION.
2800047  29/08/2014
MR PRADEEP CHHABRA
RAJESH CHHABRA
trading as ;FLORA CIRCUIT CONTROLS.
A-107, MANGOLPURI, INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-II, DELHI 34.
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/1994

DELHI
Trading, marketing, wholesaling, advertising, distribution, retailing, import-export and online business services in respect of electric circuit breakers and electric circuit closers, electric distribution boxes, electrical accessories, electrical switches, MCB, electric fuse units, apparatus and installation for lighting including tube light, CFL, bulbs, torch, lamps, starters lamps and their fittings thereof, apparatus and installation for heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating and drying ventilating
VIVAAN FASHIONS PVT. LTD.
C-1, PLOT NO. 15, WICEIL, MIDC, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400093.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY, INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAM PARKASH KUMAR & C0.
Ram Parkash Kumar & Co., 2204, Neptune, Suncity, A.S. Road, Nr. Gandhi Nagar Flyover, Powai, Mumbai 400 076.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2206562
MUMBAI
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE OF CLOTHING, READYMADE CLOTHING
2804257 04/09/2014
S.SELVIEASWARI
S.VENKATALAKSHMI
S.SHANGAR SULEGAI
S.NARAYANA
trading as ;LILY LABELS
NO.172, SAMMANDAMPALAYAM ROAD, PADIYUR (PO), KANGAYAM (TK), TIRUPUR - 638 701, TIRUPUR DIST,TAMILNADU
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.
Used Since :01/02/1998

CHENNAI
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADING IN PRINTED LABELS, WOVEN LABELS, ADHESIVE LABEL, TWILL TAPES AND ZIPPULLER
ZDL PHARMACEUTICS

2810422  16/09/2014

SANJAY AMAR

trading as ; ZDL PHARMACEUTICS.

T. N. BUILDING, KUMAR KUNJ, GMD ROAD, MORADABAD-244001, U.P.

SERVICES

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI ADVOCATES

A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since : 01/04/2014

DELHI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS

AND SHOPS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING AND MARKETING OF MEDICINAL AND

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
2810961  17/09/2014
FAME DIGITAL PRIVATE LIMITED
5TH FLOOR, LOTUS GAR DEUR, VEERA DESAI ROAD EXTN, OSHIWARA ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053
SERVICES PROVIDERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHINI VAKIL, ADVOCATE.
503, B WING, SHIV ARADHANA, AHIMSA MARG, OPP. LINK WAY ESTATE, NEAR INORBIT MALL, MALAD (W), MUMBAI-400 064

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTION; EMPLOYMENT COUNSELING AND RECRUITING
KONI

2811278  15/09/2014

KONI B.V.
Korteweg 2, 3261 NH Oud-Beijerland, The Netherlands
Manufacturers, Merchants and Service Providers
A corporation organised and existing under the laws of Netherlands

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP
C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014
Used Since :01/12/1999

DELHI
Consultancy, import, export, retail and wholesale services, all in the field of vehicle parts, including vibration dampers, shock absorbers and parts therefor.
2811422  16/09/2014
KOHINOOR TECHNICAL INSTITUTE PVT. LTD.
Kohinoor Corporate Office, Senapati Bapat Marg, Dadar (West), Mumbai-400 028
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2784854, 2784855

MUMBAI
Marketing, Sales Promotion, import, export, Advertising & business management, Retailing services, organizing shows and exhibitions for commercial purposes, adfilm related to Education & training
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016 Class 35

2811625  18/09/2014
CENTRAL MARINE FISHERIES RESEARCH INSTITUTE
trading as ;CENTRAL MARINE FISHERIES RESEARCH INSTITUTE
ABRAHAM MADAMAKKAL ROAD, MARINE DRIVE, ERNAKULAM-682018
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARCMEHIS
DOOR NO. 1450/A, CHAMMANI ROAD, OPP. SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST HIGHER SECONDARY SCHOOL, KALOOR, KOCHI - 682 017, KERALA.
Used Since :01/01/1975

CHENNAI
BUSINESS SERVICES, TRADING, MARKETING, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SERVICE OF NUTRACEUTICALS, SEED FOR FISH, FOOD FOR FISH, FEED FOR FISH
SANJEEV MEHRA MRS. SANGITA JETHNANI
trading as ;AMAN TEXTILES
SHOP NO 29 GROUND FLOOR, 64-E, DHABIWALA BUILDING, OLD HANUMAN LANE, KALBADEVI ROAD, MUMBAI - 400002
SERVICE PROVIDERS
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DISHA IP SOLUTION
Disha IP Solutions 12, Calicut Street, 6 Beauman bldg, 2nd Floor, Ballard Estate, Mumbai 400 001
Used Since: 01/01/2011

MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, IMPORT/EXPORT, BUSINESS PROMOTION, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, RETAILING SERVICES RELATED TO SALES OF TEXTILE AND TEXTILE MATERIALS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726 , 04/01/2016 Class 35

2811939  18/09/2014
SANDEEP CHOSHAL
ANTAASH SHEIKH
trading as :GRUBBR INC.,
402, FRAZER HEIGHTS, NO. 56 MM ROAD CROSS, MR PALYA, FRAZER TOWN, BANGALORE - 560005, KARNATAKA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Used Since :19/06/2014

CHENNAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS; ADMINISTRATION OF
BUSINESS AFFAIRS OF FRANCHISES; THE BRINGING TOGETHER FOR THE BENEFIT OF OTHERS OF A VARIETY OF
FOODS ENABLING CUSTOMERS IN CONVENIENTLY VIEW ONLINE AND ORDER THE FOODS IN THE FIELD OF HOTEL
ITSDCTRY
DEMINDER
2812605  19/09/2014
ALKEM LABORATORIES LTD.
ALKEM HOUSE, DEVASHISH, ADJ. TO MATULYA CENTRE, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND ORGANISATION CONSULTANCY, MARKETING RESEARCH, PUBLICATION OF PUBLICITY TEXTS, BUSINESS RESEARCH, DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLES, RETAILING AND DISTRIBUTION OF MEDICINES; FOOD, TELEVISION COMMERCIALS, TELEVISION ADVERTISEMENTS
2813245  22/09/2014
GAGAN MINOCHA
SUNIL KUMAR
trading as : MVEE GROUP
2/33, 3RD FLOOR ANSARI ROAD, DARYA GANJ, NEW DELHI - 110002
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since : 01/09/2014
DELHI
SERVICES FOR RETAIL STORES, WHOLESALE OUTLETS, THROUGH MAIL ORDER CATALOGUES OR BY MEANS OF ELECTRONIC MEDIA, FOR EXAMPLE, THROUGH WEB STIES OR TELEVISION SHOPPING PROGRAMMES
OLIGHT ENTERPRISES

2813892  22/09/2014

AMIT KUMAR
MR. MAHESH KUMAR RATHI
MR. JAYENDRABHAI SONI
MRS. HIRABEN PATEL

trading as ;OLIGHT ENTERPRISES

E-2, GROUND FLOOR, MOTI NAGAR, DELHI 110015
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:

PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6

Used Since : 30/08/2014

DELHI

WHOLESALE & RETAIL AGENCY SERVICES RETAIL OUTLET, CHAIN STORE, PROMOTION, ONLINE MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION OF LIGHTING AND LIGHTING FIXTURES LIKE FANCY LIGHT, TORCHES, LED, BULBS, TUBES, CHOKES, STARTERS, PATTI & LAMPS AS PER CLASS-35.
NEOPERTS

2814767  18/09/2014
MAHESHKUMAR VITTHAL JANGALE
trading as ;Maheshkumar Vitthal Jangale
"Shivneri" Near telephone tower, Newasa kh, Ahmednagar-414003
Service Providers
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UMESH CHANDRA JOSHI
OFFICE NO.304, JAI GANESH VISHWA, VISHRANTWADI, PUNE-411015.
Used Since :01/03/2013

MUMBAI
SERVICES INCLUDES INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, AND IT ENABLES SERVICES TECHNICAL AND DATA
MANAGEMENT SERVICES CENTRE, MANAGED TECHNICAL CENTRE, TRAINING CENTRE, COACHING, COUNSELING,
BACK OFFICE PROCESS, BUSINESS OR FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, SCIENTIFIC ANALYSIS, RESEARCH WORK AND
ANALYSIS, STORAGE, DISASTER RECOVERY, ACCOUNTING, PAY ROLL, INVENTORY MANAGEMENT, CUSTOMER
RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT, ENTERPRISES RESOURCES PLANNING AND TO DEVELOP SOLUTIONS, PROVIDE
CONSULTANCY, SOFTWARE SOLUTION AND OUTSOURCING BUSINESS, SERVICES.
2816283   25/09/2014
M.RAJESH
trading as ;NETFORCE INTERNATIONAL
HOUSE NO: 16/312, TAGORE NAGAR, W. J. M ' MAHAL, BEHIND SABARI APARTMENTS, MONET ROAD, PALAKKAD,
KERALA, INDIA- 67800
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUP JOACHIM T,ADVOCATE
JOACHIM & JANSON, CC 43/2476, SRSRA-2, SANTHIPURAM ROAD, COCHIN-682025, KERALA, INDIA
Used Since :01/01/2009
CHENNAI
ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK, UPDATING OF ADVERTISING MATERIAL, PUBLICATION OF
PUBLICITY TEXTS; PERSONNEL RECRUITMENT, PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY.
1984295 24/06/2010
MUKEISH KUMAR AGGARWAL
trading as ;MILESTONE CAPITAL CONSULTANTS PVT.LTD.
1/9544, 2ND FLOOR MAIN BARARPUR ROPAD PRATAP PURA SHAHDRA DELHI-110032
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE ASSOCIATES
C-80, VILLAGE GOKAL PUR, NEAR SARVODAYA BAL VIDHYALAYA, LONI ROAD, SHAHDARA, DELHI-94
Used Since :01/03/2010
DELHI
CONSULTANCY SERVICES INCLUDING LNSURANCE; FINANCIAL AFFAIRS; MONETARY AFFAIRS; REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO FILING OF TM-16 TO AMEND THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES OF DELHI ONLY.
BOLLYWOOD DOMINO'S

1991942  12/07/2010

CATHARINA MARIA BURGER
4 ORANGEDRIVE THREE RIVERS VEREENIGING 1927 SOUTH AFRICA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FIDUS LAW CHAMBERS
G - 165, 1ST FLOOR, SECTOR-63 NOIDA-201301, U.P.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

CHARITABLE FUNDRAISING SERVICES.
G.K.

2002557  02/08/2010

G.K.P. INFRASTRUCTURE LIMITED
SCO - 41, G.K. MALL, JAWADDI, LUDHIANA - 141001, PUNJAB
SERVICES
A COMPANY Duly REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2007

DELHI
REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS, ACQUISITION AND PROVISION OF LAND FOR RESIDENTIAL, COMMERCIAL, INDUSTRIAL & OTHER PURPOSES, LAND SALE, LAND MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION, REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT ADVICE AND SERVICES
2006671 10/08/2010
VISTA WEALTH CONSULTANTS (PVT) LTD.
VISTA HOUSE C-3/313 JANAKPURI NEW DELHI-110058.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUSHANT M. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
5/25 WEST PATEL NAGAR NEW DELHI-110008
Used Since :01/01/2007

DELHI
FINANCIAL AFFAIRS; MONETARY AFFAIRS; REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS, INSURANCE
Simplifying Wealth Creation

2006672   10/08/2010

VISTA WEALTH CONSULTANTS (PVT) LTD.
VISTA HOUSE C-3/313 JANAKPURI NEW DELHI-110058.

A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUSHANT M. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
5/25 WEST PATEL NAGAR NEW DELHI-110008
Used Since :01/01/2007

DELHI
FINANCIAL AFFAIRS; MONETARY AFFAIRS; REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS. INSURANCE
2229559   04/11/2011
FEEDBACK POWER OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE SERVICES PVT LTD
15TH FLOOR TOWER 9B DLF CYBER CITY PHASE III GURGAON
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THE LEGIST
E-1 LOWER GROUND FLOOR LAJPAT NAGAR-III NEW DELHI-110024
Used Since :21/01/2011

DELHI
PROVIDING OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE SERVICES IN ENERGY SECTOR AS MENTION IN CLASS 36
Let's make new

2278925 07/02/2012

LAVASA CORPORATION LIMITED

trading as ;LAVASA CORPORATION LIMITED

Hincon House, 247 Park, L.B.S. Marg, Vikhroli(W), Mumbai-400 083.

Manufacturers, merchants and service providers

Address for service in India/Agents address:

R.K. DEWAN & CO.

PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Real estate services including real estate or property management services; apartment house management services, real estate agency services, rent collection services, services provided by housing agents or brokers, real estate appraisal services; rental & leasing of property, office space & real estate; financial & financial management services; property funds & investment management & advisory services; Charitable fund raising; financial evaluation services in relation to real estate/property.
2353858   26/06/2012
LEELA LACE HOLDINGS PRIVATE LIMITED
LEELA BAUG, ANDHERI-KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400059.
HOTELIERS, CATERERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY, INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANY ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHAGWATI & CO.
4 -G - 2 COURT CHAMBERS, 35, NEW MARINE LINES, MUMBAI - 400 020.
Used Since :18/06/2012

MUMBAI
INSURANCE; FINANCIAL AFFAIRS; MONETARY AFFAIRS; REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE LETTER "L", EXCEPT A
SUBSTANTIALLY SHOWN ON THE LABEL.
EDELWEISS INVESTMENT ADVISORS LIMITED
EDELWEISS HOUSE, OFFICE C.S.T. ROAD, KALINA, MUMBAI 400098.
SERVICE PROVIDER.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KHER.
CLOVER CONSULTING, CLOVER HOUSE, 176-A, VAISHALI(REAR BUNGALOW), BHALCHANDRA ROAD, HINDU COLONY, DADAR(EAST), MUMBAI 400014
Used Since : 15/12/2011

MUMBAI
FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, FINANCIAL ADVICE, FINANCIAL CONSULTANCY, INSURANCE CONSULTANCY, FINANCIAL EVALUATION, FINANCIAL INFORMATION, FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, FUND INVESTMENT, INSURANCE INFORMATION, INSURANCE CONSULTANCY, INSURANCE UNDERWRITING.
2375793  07/08/2012
VIRENDRA ASHOK CHAUDHARI
trading as ;MOON ORCHID ESTATE
OFFICE NO. 12, 5TH FLOOR, SADANAND APARTMENT, GOKHALE NAGAR ROAD, DEEP BUNGLOW CHOWK, MODEL COLONY, PUNE-411016.
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :07/07/2012

MUMBAI
REAL ESTATE CONSULTANT AND AFFAIRS.
MAZHAR NADIADWALA
302, MANGAL JYOT, C. D. BARFIWALA ROAD, JUHU CROSS LANE, JUHU, MUMBAI-400058
SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MASTERMIND ASSOCIATES
702, Chirag Arcade, Raghoba Shankar Road, Behind Nagrik, Chendani, Thane (W) - 400602
Used Since: 25/07/2012

MUMBAI
INSURANCE, FINANCIAL AFFAIRS; MONETARY AFFAIRS; REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS ALL MEANT FOR DRAFTING OF LEGAL DOCUMENTS IN EXCHANGE, CONTRACTS, AGREEMENTS NOT INCLUDED IN ANY OTHER CLASSES
Kotak Mahindra Prime

2376852  08/08/2012
KOTAK MAHINDRA BANK LIMITED
KOTAK INFINITI, 5TH FLOOR, BUILDING NO 21, INFINITY PARK, OFF WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, GENERAL AK VAIDYA MARG, MALAD (EAST), MUMBAI-400097
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
W. S. KANE & CO.
MERCHANT CHAMBER, 6TH FLOOR, 41, SIR VITHALDAS THACKERSY ROAD, CHURCHGATE, MUMBAI-400 020.
Used Since :01/12/2005

MUMBAI
BANKING, MONETARY AFFAIRS, INSURANCE, FINANCIAL CONSULTANCY, INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT, FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, FINANCIAL EVALUATION, CAPITAL INVESTMENTS, FACTORING, FINANCING SERVICES, GUARANTEES, FUND INVESTMENTS, HIRE PURCHASE FINANCING, LEASE PURCHASE FINANCING, LOANS (FINANCING), LENDING AGAINST SECURITY, MORTGAGE BANKING, MUTUAL FUNDS, REAL ESTATE APPRAISAL, REAL ESTATE (LEASING OF), REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT, SECURITIES BROKERAGE, STOCKS AND BONDS BROKERAGE, SPONSORSHIP (FINANCIAL) AND TRUSTEESHIP
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1245688,1245689,1245691,1246288,1283988,1283990,1283991,1283992 AND 1283993.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016 Class 36

Kotak Mahindra Investments

2376853 08/08/2012
KOTAK MAHINDRA BANK LIMITED
KOTAK INFINITI, 5TH FLOOR, BUILDING NO 21, INFINITY PARK, OFF WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, GENERAL AK VAIDYA MARG, MALAD (EAST), MUMBAI-400097
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
W. S. KANE & CO.
MERCHANT CHAMBER, 6TH FLOOR, 41, SIR VITHALDAS THACKERSY ROAD, CHURCHGATE, MUMBAI-400 020.
Used Since :07/10/2002
MUMBAI
BANKING, MONETARY AFFAIRS, INSURANCE, INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT, FINANCIAL CONSULTANCY, FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, FINANCIAL EVALUATION, CAPITAL INVESTMENTS, FACTORING, FINANCING SERVICES, GUARANTEES, FUND INVESTMENTS, HIRE PURCHASE FINANCING, LEASE PURCHASE FINANCING, LOANS (FINANCING), LENDING AGAINST SECURITY, MORTGAGE BANKING, MUTUAL FUNDS, REAL ESTATE APPRAISAL, REAL ESTATE (LEASING OF), REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT, SECURITIES BROKERAGE, STOCKS AND BONDS BROKERAGE, SPONSORSHIP (FINANCIAL) AND TRUSTEESHIP
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1245688,1245689,1245691,1246288,1283988,1283990,1283991,1283992 AND 1283993.
2378182  13/08/2012
MILLENNIA INSURANCE CONSULTANCY PVT LTD
SHOP NO. 4, BHAGWANT BHAWAN, CHEMIST BHAVAN CORNER, CIVIL HOSPITAL EAST COMPOUND, GULMOHAR COLONY, SANGALI-416416
SERVICE PROVIDER
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since : 30/12/2011
MUMBAI
PROVIDING INSURANCE SERVICES AND FINANCIAL MONITARY AFFAIRS
2473527  06/02/2013
SREE BHARATI INNOVATIVE PROPERTIES LIMITED
729,RAVI TALKIES SQUARE,BHUBANESWAR-751002,ODISHA
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL
Used Since :06/09/2012

KOLKATA
"Real Estate Affairs, Insurance, Financial Affairs;Monetary Affairs".
2520297  26/04/2013
BEEKMAN HELIX INDIA CONSULTING PRIVATE LIMITED
UNIT 310, BLOCK - A, IRIS TECH PARK, SECTOR-48, GURGAON, HARYANA
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SR4IPR PARTNERS
FLAT NO 18 (GF) RADHIKA APARTMENTS POCKET- 1 SECTOR -14 DWARKA NEW DELHI 110075 (INDIA)
Used Since :01/05/2006

DELHI
INSURANCE, FINANCIAL AFFAIRS, MONETARY AFFAIRS, REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS.
2562502    10/07/2013

PIYUSH MITTAL
RZ-751/23, 2ND FLOOR, L-CORNER, TUGHLAKABAD EXTENSION NEW DELHI 110019
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KIRTI SINGHAL
FK-31, SHASTRI NAGAR, DELHI 110 052.
Used Since :15/06/2011

DELHI

TO PROVIDE FINANCIAL SERVICES INCLUDING ONLINE PAYMENT GATEWAYS, E-COMMERCE PLATFORM/TFOR CONSUMERS AND OTHER ENTERPRISES.
Let it GO...

2562503  10/07/2013
PIYUSH MITTAL
RZ-751/23, 2ND FLOOR, L-CORNER, TUGHLAKABAD EXTENSION NEW DELHI 110019
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KIRTI SINGHAL
FK-31, SHASTRI NAGAR, DELHI 110 052.
Used Since :15/06/2011

DELHI
TO PROVIDE FINANCIAL SERVICES INCLUDING ONUN PAYMENT GATEWAYS, E-COMMERCE PLATFORM FOR CONSUMERS AND OTHER ENTERPRISES.
2584458    23/08/2013
MANDAL WEALTH SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
44A, PHASE-II, QUTAB ENCLAVE, NEW DELHI-110016
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISION OF COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELHI
PROVIDING ALL KINDS OF CONSULTANCY AND FEES BASED SERVICES IN DIVERSE FIELD OF FINANCIAL AFFAIRS AND MONETARY AFFAIRS AS PER CLASS 36.
The submission for the inclusion of the mark in the Class is: “AWARES VIKAS VILLAGE, FORREST, LAVAN, DEHRAUDUN”

2706276  26/03/2014
M/S.GTM BUILDERS & PROMOTERS PVT LTD
GTM HOUSE, G-5, PUSHKAR ENCLAVE OUTER RING ROAD, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110063
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SOMESH CHANDRA JHA, ADVOCATE
2/6-C, LGF, JANGPURA, NEW DELHI-110 014
Used Since : 20/01/2014

DELHI
INSURANCE, FINANCIAL AFFAIRS; MONETARY AFFAIRS; REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS INCLUDING SALE AND PURCHASE OF BUILDINGS, COMMERCIAL COMPLEXES, LAND, RENTING BUSINESS OF FLATS AND SHOPS, REAL ESTATE BROKING INCLUDED IN CLASS 36
2707188  27/03/2014
4A SECURITIES LIMITED
225, DLF TOWER-A, JASOLA VIHAR, NEW DELHI 110025
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRAKASH VERMA, COMPANY SECRETARY
9/5465 STREET NO 5, RAGHUBAR PURA NO 2, GANDHI NAGAR DELHI 110031 (NEAR JAIN CHARITABLE HOSPITAL)
Used Since :05/06/2013
DELHI
PROVIDING FINANCIAL SERVICES RELATED TO BROKING OF SHARES, STOCKS, MUTUAL FUNDS, GOVERNMENT/
PRIVATE SECURITIES, BONDS, INSURANCE, REAL-ESTATE BROKING, MERCHANT BANKING, LOAN SYNDICATION,
ARRANGING HOME LOANS, LOANS AGAINST PROPERTY (LAP), LOAN AGAINST SHARES (LAS).
LUXURY

Priority claimed from 25/03/2014; Application No. : 86/231,945 ;United States of America

2707815 27/03/2014
BLACK CARD, LLC
250 VERONICA LANE SUITE 206 JACKSON WYOMING 83001 U.S.A
SERVICES PROVIDERS
A WYOMING LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CHARGE CARD, CREDIT CARD AND DEBIT CARD SERVICES; CREDIT CARD PAYMENT PROCESSING SERVICES; COMPUTERIZED CREDIT CARD SERVICES, EVALUATION OF THE CREDIT WORTHINESS OF COMPANIES AND PRIVATE INDIVIDUALS, AND FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT SERVICES; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF FOREIGN CURRENCY; PROVIDING CASH AND OTHER REBATES FOR CREDIT CARD USE AS PART OF A CUSTOMER LOYALTY PROGRAM.
LUXURYCARD

Priority claimed from 25/03/2014; Application No. : 86/231.941 ;United States of America

2707816  27/03/2014
BLACK CARD, LLC
250 VERONICA LANE SUITE 206 JACKSON WYOMING 83001 U.S.A
SERVICES PROVIDERS
A WYOMING LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CHARGE CARD, CREDIT CARD AND DEBIT CARD SERVICES; CREDIT CARD PAYMENT PROCESSING SERVICES; COMPUTERIZED CREDIT CARD SERVICES, EVALUATION OF THE CREDIT WORTHINESS OF COMPANIES AND PRIVATE INDIVIDUALS, AND FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT SERVICES; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF FOREIGN CURRENCY; PROVIDING CASH AND OTHER REBATES FOR CREDIT CARD USE AS PART OF A CUSTOMER LOYALTY PROGRAM.
RAJAT ARORA
D-10/3, GROUND FLOOR, ARDEE CITY, SEC 52, GURGAON-122001
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since: 15/03/2014

DELHI
REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS, MONETARY AFFAIRS, SALE & PURCHASE OF PROPERTY & PROPERTY CONSULTANT, INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL SERVICES; FINANCIAL CONSULTANCY AND ADVISORY SERVICES; SECURITIES BROKERAGE SERVICES, CREDIT CARD SERVICES, DEBIT CARD SERVICES, CHARGE CARD SERVICES, ONLINE RETAIL SERVICES, LOAN FUNDING SERVICES, E-MONEY SERVICES AS PER CLASS-36.
2708943  28/03/2014
SATISH CHANDRA JAIN
trading as ;JAIN BUSINESS GROUP
328, SECTOR 4B, AWAS VIKAS COLONY, BODLA, AGRA 282007 (U.P.)
SERVICES
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :21/03/2014
DELHI
Insurance, financial affairs, real estate affairs.
GLOCAL INDIA

2711141  02/04/2014

MOHD JAVED
HOUSE NO 569 TA MIRJAPUR PLOE-3 SAHARANPUR U.P 247121
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PAWAN KUMAR PAWAN
D-361, GROUND FLOOR, GALI NO 12 PUSHP LAXMI BUILDING LAXMI NAGAR DELHI 92
Used Since: 29/03/2014

DELHI

INSURANCE, FINANCIAL AFFAIRS; MONETARY AFFAIRS; REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS.
MRS. POOJA LAKHINA
trading as LAKHINA ENTERPRISES
G-47 LOWER GROUND FLOOR, KALKAJI NEW DELHI 110019
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since: 05/06/2014

DELHI
REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS, PURCHASE OF PROPERTY & PROPERTY CONSULTANT, LEASING OF WAREHOUSES, RENTING OF APARTMENTS FLATS, INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL SERVICES; LOAN FUNDING SERVICES, E-MONEY, AS PER CLASS-36.
2809264   12/09/2014
EXIDE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
Exide House, 59E, Chowringhee Road, Kolkata - 700 020, State of West Bengal
Service providers.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.
Used Since :29/04/2014

KOLKATA
Insurance Services including but not limited to providing different types of insurances, assessing insurance claims, insurance administration including claims administration, electronic processing of insurance claims and payment data; Advisory and consultancy services in the field of Insurance; Financial services namely insurance settlement service and providing investments options for variable annuity; Insurance brokerage services and insurance subrogation; Investigation services specifically related to insurance claims; Investigation services related to fiscal assessments and collection reports for authentication purposes.
EXIDE LIFE INSURANCE

2809278  12/09/2014

EXIDE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
Exide House, 59E, Chowringhee Road, Kolkata - 700 020, State of West Bengal
Service providers.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.
Used Since :29/04/2014

KOLKATA
Insurance Services including but not limited to providing different types of insurances, assessing insurance claims, insurance administration including claims administration, electronic processing of insurance claims and payment data; Advisory and consultancy services in the field of Insurance; Financial services namely insurance settlement service and providing investments options for variable annuity; Insurance brokerage services and insurance subrogation; Investigation services specifically related to insurance claims; Investigation services related to fiscal assessments and collection reports for authentication purposes.
2810098  16/09/2014
SONOJ KUMAR ROY
trading as ;APNA LAKSHYA RAHE SADA VAIBHAV
FLAT NO. 440, G.F. PKT-7 CATTI, NASIRPUR DWARKA, NEW DELHI
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/04/2014
DELHI
REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS.
WORKBENCH PROJECTS PVT. LTD.
TRADING AS: WORKBENCH PROJECTS PVT. LTD.
NO. 402, STERLING HEIGHTS, 9TH CROSS, MALLESWARAM, BANGALORE - 560003, KARNATAKA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since: 01/12/2013
CHENNAI
RENTAL OF SPACES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016  Class 36

ZEELION
2812466 19/09/2014
MR. RAJIV MUKUL
UCHANI, G. T. ROAD, KARNAL - 132 001, HARYANA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIDDHARTH BAMBHA ADV.
28/44, PUNJABI BAGH, (W) NEW DELHI-26

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
INSURANCE, FINANCIAL AFFAIRS; MONETARY AFFAIRS; REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS.
G.K

2006303    09/08/2010
G.K.P. INFRASTRUCTURE LIMITED
SCO - 41, G.K. MALL, JAWADDI, LUDHIANA - 141001, PUNJAB
SERVICES
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since : 01/04/1997

DELHI
DEVELOPMENT OF LAND FOR RESIDENTIAL, COMMERCIAL, INDUSTRIAL AND OTHER PURPOSES, BUILDING
CONSTRUCTION, BUILDING REPAIR, RENOVATION AND INSTALLATION SERVICES.
2006652  10/08/2010
SUPERTECH REALTORS PVT. LTD
1114, HEMKUNT CHAMBER, 89, NEHRU PLACE NEW DELHI-19
SERVICES
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & BANSAL
210, JOP PLAZA (OPP. MC DONALD"S) P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201301, NCR DELHI.
Used Since :07/07/2010
DELHI
BUILDING CONSTRUCTIONS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
2006665  10/08/2010
AUTO XPERTZ
FA-291, MANSAROVER GARDEN NEW DELHI-15
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADE MARK PROTEC CO.
A - 501, YOUNG AHERIA G.G.H.S. LTD, PLOT NO. 2, SECTOR - 7, DWARKA, NEW DELHI - 110075
Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI
ANTI-RUST TREATMENT FOR VEHICLES; GLASS TREATMENT FOR ANTI GLARE; STEM WASH; OZONE TREATMENT;
PAINT CORRECTION & PROTECTION TREATMENT; MOTOR VEHICLES INTERIOR & EXTERIOR CLEANING; CAR WASH;
VEHICLE POLISHING, REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE; GREASING VEHICLES SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS - 37.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE AUTO..
TRADE MARKS JOURNAL NO: 1726, 04/01/2016

2212234  28/09/2011

PRAVIR PARKAR
103, K WING, KANAKIYA SPACE COUNTRY PARK, NEAR WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, NEAR TATA STEEL, BORIVALI E.A.S.T, MUMBAI 400066
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIVIDUAL RESIDENT OF INDIA
Used Since : 05/11/2010

MUMBAI
SERVICES OF BUILDING CONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT; REPAIR; INSTALLATION SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 37

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2060664 and 2060666.
2251820  19/12/2011
ADITYA R. GHULE
trading as ;ARG BUILDERS
KRISHNADEEP MANJRI FARM, SOLAPUR RAOD, PUNE-412307
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIR & ASSOCIATES
# 16 JEDHE PARK, 248 RASTA PETH,BEHIND SHANTAI HOTEL,PUNE-411011
Used Since :29/11/2011
MUMBAI
CONSTRUCTION NAMELY-RESIDENCIAL AND COMMERCIAL BUILDING
Let's make new

2278926    07/02/2012
LAVASA CORPORATION LIMITED
trading as ; LAVASA CORPORATION LIMITED
Hincon House, 247 Park, L.B.S. Marg, Vikhroli(W), Mumbai-400 083.
Manufacturers, merchants and service providers

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Building construction, building construction supervision and repair; Advisory & consultancy services relating to property development; Installation services; Interior decoration; Installation & repair of electric & electronic appliances; Fire alarm & elevator installation & repair; Construction & installation of sporting & recreational facilities & appliances; Building insulating; Rental of construction equipment; Drilling of wells; Factory construction; Furniture maintenance; Road paving.
LEELA LACE HOLDINGS PRIVATE LIMITED
LEELA BAUG, ANDHERI-KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400059.
HOTELIERS, CATERERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY, INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANY ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHAGWATI & CO.
4 -G - 2 COURT CHAMBERS, 35, NEW MARINE LINES, MUMBAI - 400 020.
Used Since :18/06/2012

MUMBAI
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION; REPAIR; INSTALLATION SERVICES

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE LETTER "L", EXCEPT AS SUBSTANTIALLY SHOWN ON THE LABEL.
PRISM WEIGHING INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
HOUSE, NO. 180/2, T-2 SOLSONS ABODE OPP.WATER TANK, COQUEIRO CIRCLE, ALTO PORVRIM, GOA-403521.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :01/02/2011

MUMBAI

REPAIRS, INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE OF WEIGHING INSTRUMENTS.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATES OF BY FILING A REQUEST ON FORM TM-16..for conducting services in the state of Goa only.
OMPRakash GUPTA
trading as ;JAI AMBE CONSTRUCTION
DHANARAJI APARTMENT, SHOP NO. 8, NEAR MAHAKALI MANDIR, KARGIL NAGAR, MANVEL PADA ROAD, VIRAR (EAST) - 401 303
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :01/01/2005
MUMBAI
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE THEREOF
2378211  13/08/2012
AMAR JITENDRA VASANI
MRS. SHARDA PRATIP BANERJI
PRATIP BANERJI
trading as; BEYOND SPACES
ARH-4, VINI PARK, NEAR NAVJEEVAN SOCIETY, ANAND ROAD, DEOLALI CAMP, TAL. AND DIST. NASHIK
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONALS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEEPAK MEHRA
612, WING-B, CASCADE-III, KULUPWADI, BORIVALI (E), MUMBAI-400 066, MAHARASHTRA.
Used Since : 12/11/2010
MUMBAI
INTERIOR DESIGNING / DECORATION IN ANY FORM AND FOR ANY PLACE, BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, REPAIR, INSTALLATION SERVICE
2444933    19/12/2012
D A SURYA SHAKTI SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
OFFICE NO. 31, L1, DEWAN CENTRE. S.V. ROAD, JOGESHWARI (WEST), MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA. PIN- 400102
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AGNIHOTRI & JHA ASSOCIATES
FLAT NO. 102, TULSI NIWAS, PUSHTIKAR SOCIETY, JOGESHWARI (W), MUMBAI 400 102
Used Since :26/09/2012

MUMBAI
INSTALLATION OF RENEWABLE ENERGY GENERATION EQUIPMENT NAMELY SOLAR, HYDRO, CONSTRUCTION
PROJECT MANAGEMENT SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF CONSTRUCTION OF RENEWABLE ENERGY GENERATION
EQUIPMENT SUPPORT STRUCTURE AND ANCILLARY STRUCTURES, REPAIR AND INSTALLATION SERVICES NAMELY
FOR SOLAR ENERGY. HYDRO AND OTHER RENEWABLE ENERGY PLANT
2506195 03/04/2013
Kwikjobs Handyman Services Pvt. Ltd.
216, Makarpura Industrial Estate, Vadodara 390010 - Gujarat
Service Providers
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRIJA DESHPANDE
Flat No 408, Runwal Seagull Housing Society, Handewadi Road, Hadapsar, Pune-28
Used Since : 27/02/2013
AHMEDABAD
Repair of household appliances and of residential heating, plumbing, air conditioning, electrical systems, Contractor services, review of remedial recommendations for building plumbing, electrical and mechanical systems for others, Plumbing services, Pest control, Electrical repairs, maintenance, installation of electrical wiring, outlets, light fixtures, electrical panels, Refrigerator repair and maintenance, General contractor services, air conditioning, carpentry, drywall, painting, electrical, building and framing contractor services included in class 37
2528558  09/05/2013
MR. JIGNESH VADALIYA
trading as ;M/S. SECURE I TECHNOLOGY
G-75, DIAMOND WORLD, BLOCK B,NR. MINI BAZAAR, VARACHHA, SURAT - 395 006 - GUJARAT
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. PARVADAVARDINI
NO,408, METRO TOWER, RING ROAD, NEAR KINNARY CINEMA,SURAT-395002,(GUJARAT).
Used Since :11/11/2012
AHMEDABAD
SERVICES RELATED TO INSTALLATION, REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF CCTV CAMERA, ACCESS CONTROL, FIRE ALARM.
2540324  30/05/2013
MR. JIGNESH VADALIYA
trading as ;M/S. SECURE I TECHNOLOGY
G-75, DIAMOND WORLD, BLOCK B, NR. MINI BAZAAR, VARACHHA, SURAT - 395 006 - GUJARAT
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.PARVADAVARDINI
NO.408, METRO TOWER, RING ROAD, NEAR KINNARY CINEMA,SURAT-395002.(GUJARAT).
Used Since :11/11/2012

AHMEDABAD
INSTALLATION, REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF CCTV CAMERA, ACCESS CONTROL, FIRE ALARM.
2546622   11/06/2013
MR. SAKALCHAND RAMDAS PATEL
MR. AMIT SAKALCHAND PATEL
MR. MITESH SAKALCHAND PATEL
MRS. SWETABEN AMITBHAI PATEL
MRS. POONAMBEN MITEHBHAI PATEL
trading as ;M/S. S.R. INFRASTRUCTURE
5 RAMKUTIR BUNGLOW, NEAR VASANT VIHAR TOWER, DAFNALA ROAD, SHAHIBAUG AHMEDABAD
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KEDAR G. DAVE.
C/1, AISHWARYA FLATS, SWATI SOCIETY, ISHWARBHUAN, NAVJIVAN, AHMEDABAD-380 014.
Used Since :01/05/2013
AHMEDABAD
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE (CONSTRUCTION OF BUILDINGS, BUNGLOWS, TOWNSHIPS, RESIDENCIAL UNITS ETC, INCLUDING ITS REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE
subject to restrict the services in the state of Gujarat..
2561900  09/07/2013
MUKESSHAI R. PRAJAPATI
NANDKISHOR R. PRAJAPATI
CHINTANBHAI N. PRAJAPATI
15, VINAT COMPLEX, OPP. SATTADHAR BRTS BUS STOP, NR. SATTADHAR CROSS ROAD, SOLA ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380061 (GUJARAT)
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :12/04/2013

AHMEDABAD
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, REPAIR, INSTALLATION SERVICES.
subject to restrict the services in the state of Gujarat.
2690786 04/03/2014
SQUARE YARDS CONSULTING PVT LTD.
B-3/96, GROUNF FLOOR, SAFDARJUNG ENCLAVE, NEW DELHI-110 029
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
I.G. & ASSOCIATES
C-617, SUSHANT LOK-I, GURGAON-122002, HARYANA
Used Since :03/03/2014
To be associated with:
2666564
DELHI
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, REPAIR AND INSTALLATION SERVICES.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
MARK SHOULD BE USE AND READ AS WHOLE.
INDO BHUTAN CONSTRUCTION SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
807, D-MALL, 8th FLOOR, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI 110085
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KING STUBB AND KASIVA
M-147 GREATER KAILASH PART II NEW DELHI 110048 INDIA
Used Since : 14/02/2014

DELHI
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION; REPAIR; INSTALLATION SERVICES
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
MARK SHOULD BE USED AND READ AS WHOLE.
2696715    11/03/2014
S P JINDAL VENTURES INDIA LTD
T-6, 3RD FLOOR, VARDHMAN PREMIUM MALL, DEEPALI PITAMPURA NEW DELHI 110034
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/01/2013
DELHI
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION; REPAIR; INSTALLATION SERVICES BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 37.
2703582  21/03/2014

VATIKA LIMITED
Corporate Office Address is : 7th Floor, Vatika Triangle, Sushant Lok, Phase-I, Gurgaon, Haryana -122002.
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Building construction; repair; installation services.
आवास विकास योजना
फौरेस्ट लवाना, देहरादून

The transcription for the Hindi part appearing in the trademark are “AWAS VIKAS
YOJANA FOREST LAVANA, DEHRADUN”

2706277  26/03/2014
M/S.GTM BUILDERS & PROMOTERS PVT LTD
GTM HOUSE, G-5, PUSHKAR ENCLAVE OUTER RING ROAD, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110063
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISION OF INDIA COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SOMESH CHANDRA JHA, ADVOCATE
2/6-C, LGF, JANGPURA, NEW DELHI-110 014
Used Since :20/01/2014

DELHI
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION; REPAIR; INSTALLATION SERVICES INCLUDING CONSTRUCTION OF HOUSES AND
RESIDENTIAL APARTMENTS; CONSTRUCTION OF SHOPPING MALLS AND MULTIPLEXES; CONSTRUCTION OF OFFICE
COMPLEXES AND FACTORIES; REPAIR AND INSTALLATION SERVICES THEREOF, MAINTENANCE OF PREMISES IN
THE FIELD OF CIVIL, ELECTRICAL, MECHANICAL, CARPENTRY AND PLUMBING WORK INCLUDED IN CLASS 37
2707986    27/03/2014
RAJAT ARORA
D-10/3, GROUND FLOOR, ARDEE CITY, SEC 52, GURGAON-122001
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :15/03/2014

DELHI
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION; REPAIR; INSTALLATION SERVICES AS PER CLASS-37.
2808620    15/09/2014
ASHWIN ULHAS TRIMAL
trading as ;TRUSPACE
2128, SADASHIV PETH, VIJAYNAGAR COLONY, PUNE-411030, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHATE AND PONKSHE
12, VENU - MADHAV APPARTMENTS, 5TH FLOOR, 104/7, OFF LANE NO.14, PRABHAR ROAD, PUNE- 411 004 MHAARASHTRA STATE, INDIA
Used Since : 10/06/2014
To be associated with:
2684905
MUMBAI
CONSTRUCTION, INFRASTRUCTURE, MAINTENANCE, REPAIRS AND INSTALLATION SERVICES BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS- 37
GOLDSEAL
2810134  16/09/2014
PEST CONTROL (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
36, YUSUF BUILDING, M. G. ROAD, MUMBAI-400 001
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
57/58, RAJGIR CHAMBERS, S.B.S. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 023.
Used Since: 30/11/2002

To be associated with:
1254584, 1364972, 1874464

MUMBAI
DISINFECTING AND PEST CONTROL, EXTERMINATING VERMIN OTHER THAN FOR AGRICULTURE; RAT
EXTERMINATING, CLEANING OF BUILDING (INTERIOR), BUILDING INSULATING AND SEALING, ALL BEING SERVICES
INCLUDED IN CLASS 37
BEE SAFE

2810137  16/09/2014

PEST CONTROL (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
36, YUSUF BUILDING, M. G. ROAD, MUMBAI-400 001
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
57/58, RAJGIR CHAMBERS, S.B.S. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 023.
Used Since: 01/01/2007

To be associated with:
1538553, 1874461

MUMBAI

DISINFECTING AND PEST CONTROL, EXTERMINATING VERMIN OTHER THAN FOR AGRICULTURE; RAT EXTERMINATING, CLEANING OF BUILDING (INTERIOR), BUILDING INSULATING AND SEALING, ALL BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 37
SIM
2810139  16/09/2014
PEST CONTROL (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
36, YUSUF BUILDING, M.G. ROAD, MUMBAI-400 001
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
57/58, RAJGIR CHAMBERS, S.B.S. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 023.
Used Since :01/06/2005

To be associated with:
1364978, 1874460

MUMBAI
DISINFECTING AND PEST CONTROL, EXTERMINATING VERMIN OTHER THAN FOR AGRICULTURE; RAT EXTERMINATING, CLEANING OF BUILDING (INTERIOR), BUILDING INSULATING AND SEALING, ALL BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 37
IMM

2810145  16/09/2014

PEST CONTROL (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
36, YUSUF BUILDING, M. G. ROAD, MUMBAI-400 001
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
57/58, RAJGIR CHAMBERS, S.B.S. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 023.
Used Since :01/06/2005

To be associated with:
1364975, 1874459

MUMBAI
DISINFECTING AND PEST CONTROL, EXTERMINATING VERMIN OTHER THAN FOR AGRICULTURE; RAT
EXTERMINATING, CLEANING OF BUILDING (INTERIOR), BUILDING INSULATING AND SEALING, ALL BEING SERVICES
INCLUDED IN CLASS 37
BUGBUSTER

2810147    16/09/2014

PEST CONTROL (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
36, YUSUF BUILDING, M. G. ROAD, MUMBAI-400 001
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
57/58, RAJGIR CHAMBERS, S.B.S. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 023.
Used Since :01/01/2006

To be associated with:
1523247, 1874458

MUMBAI
DISINFECTING AND PEST CONTROL, EXTERMINATING VERMIN OTHER THAN FOR AGRICULTURE; RAT EXTERMINATING, CLEANING OF BUILDING (INTERIOR), BUILDING INSULATING AND SEALING, ALL BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 37
TERMISEAL

2810149  16/09/2014

PEST CONTROL (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
36, YUSUF BUILDING, M. G. ROAD, MUMBAI-400 001
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
57/58, RAJGIR CHAMBERS, S.B.S. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 023.
Used Since :01/01/1954

To be associated with:
1874466

MUMBAI

DISINFECTING AND PEST CONTROL, EXTERMINATING VERMIN OTHER THAN FOR AGRICULTURE; RAT
EXTERMINATING, CLEANING OF BUILDING (INTERIOR), BUILDING INSULATING AND SEALING, ALL BEING SERVICES
INCLUDED IN CLASS 37
2811404  16/09/2014
SIDMA PEST SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
08/1, Fancy Chambers, 94 - Surat Street, Masjid Bunder (E), Mumbai-400 009
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :18/07/2007
MUMBAI
Pest control services
2812763  19/09/2014
GOVIND JEEVAN UTTAMCHANDANI
RAJESH JEEVAN UTTAMCHANDANI
trading as ;SHREE SANT KRIPA INTELLECTUAL
UNIT BEARING NO. 1201, 12TH FLOOR GOPA HEIGHT, PLOT NO. D-9, NETAJI SUBHASH PLCE, PITAM PURA, DELHI-110034
SERVICES PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MADAMSER & CO.
FLAT NO. E (GF), SAGAR APTS.,6, TILAK MARG, NEW DELHI-110001.
Used Since :31/08/2013
To be associated with:
2614387, 2614427, 2615976, 2616092, 2787382
DELHI
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, REPAIR INSTALLATION SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 37 .
SAKA LEISURE

2813212   22/09/2014
SAKA LEISURE PVT. LTD.
44, SAVERA APARTMENT, ROHINI, SEC 13, DELHI 110085
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/11/2012
DELHI
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION; REPAIR; INSTALLATION SERVICES.
DUMMA
2814062  22/09/2014
MANISH RAKHEJA
MR. GURU DUTT
trading as ;DUTTA & DUTTA (INDIA)
1469, IST FLOOR, NAI SARAK DELHI 6
SERVICES

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2014

DELHI
SERVICES RELATED TO INSTALLATION, REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE OF SEWING MACHINE AND THEIR PARTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 37.
RAJKHAM BUILDERS PVT. LTD.,
trading as RAJKHAM BUILDERS PVT. LTD.,
RAJKHAM SRISHTI, NEW NO.105, ARCOT ROAD, KODAMBKAM, CHENNAI-600024, TAMILNADU.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since: 01/04/2008
To be associated with:
1779422
CHENNAI
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION AND FLAT PROMOTERS
GREAT INDIAN TALENT CIRCUS

2002089   02/08/2010
GREAT INDIAN NAUTANKI COMPANY PVT. LTD
K-804/2 MATA CHOWK MAHIPALPUR VASANT KUNJ ROAD NEW DELHI-37
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE REPUBLIC OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIM & SAN ADVOCATES
176 ASHOKA ENCLAVE PART-III, SECTOR-35, FARIDABAD, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AND IMAGES, WEB SITES, WEB PORTALS, EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Balle Balle - My Big Fat Indian Wedding

2002094  02/08/2010
GREAT INDIAN NAUTANKI COMPANY PVT. LTD
K-804/2 MATA CHOWK MAHIPALPUR VASANT KUNJ ROAD NEW DELHI-37
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE REPUBLIC OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIM & SAN ADVOCATES
176 ASHOKA ENCLAVE PART-III, SECTOR- 35, FARIDABAD, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AND IMAGES, WEB SITES, WEB PORTALS, EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY.
2004361  05/08/2010
G'FIVE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
UNIT 1, 16/F., CABLE TV TOWER, 9 HOI SHING ROAD, TSUEN WAN, NEW TERRITORIES, HONG KONG
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers
A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF HONG KONG

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KHAITAN & CO.
MEHER CHAMBERS, 4TH & 5TH FLOORS, R.K. MARG, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CELLULAR TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PROVIDING USER ACCESS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (SERVICE PROVIDERS); PAGING SERVICES (RADIO, TELEPHONE OR OTHER MEANS OF ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION); MESSAGE SENDING TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AND IMAGES; COMMUNICATIONS BY TELEPHONE; TELEPHONE SERVICES; ELECTRONIC MAIL; ELECTRONIC BULLETIN BOARD SERVICES (TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES); INFORMATION ABOUT TELECOMMUNICATION; VOICE MAIL SERVICES; PROVIDING ACCESS TO DATABASES; PROVIDING INTERNET CHATROOMS; RENTAL OF ACCESS TIME TO GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CHANNELS FOR TELESHOPPING SERVICES; TELECONFERENCE SERVICES; TELECOMMUNICATIONS ROUTING AND JUNCTION SERVICES.
FORTUNE

2005376   06/08/2010

TIME INC.
1271, AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS, NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10020, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

SERVICE PROVIDERS
(A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAW OF THE UNITED DELAWARE, USA.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

COMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF DATA AND DOCUMENTS AMONG USERS OF COMPUTERS IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS, FINANCE AND COMPANY INFORMATION; COMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, TRANSMITTING STREAMED SOUND AND AUDIOVISUAL RECORDINGS VIA THE INTERNET IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS, FINANCE AND COMPANY INFORMATION; TRANSMISSION OF INFORMATION BY ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS, FINANCE AND COMPANY INFORMATION; TELEVISION BROADCASTING SERVICES, WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, CABLE TELEVISION SERVICES
Let's make new

2278927   07/02/2012

LAVASA CORPORATION LIMITED

Hincon House, 247 Park, L.B.S. Marg, Vikhroli(W), Mumbai-400 083.
Manufacturers, merchants and service providers

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
Telecommunication & broadcasting services; Providing telecommunications & user access to a global computer network & services; Telecommunications & communication by Computer terminals; Television & radio broadcasting, cable television broadcasting; Satellite transmission; News agencies; Cellular telephone services; Optic fibre networks; Telegrams & telephone; Electronic & facsimile transmission; Electronic bulletin board; Transmission of news, messages & images; Wire services.
Times Celebex
2375060   06/08/2012
BENNETT, COLEMAN & CO. LTD.
trading as :BENNETT, COLEMAN & CO. LTD.
The Times of India Building, Dr. D.N.Road, Mumbai-400 001.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEWAN MOHAN RAJKUMAR
PODDAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI 400001
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
TELEVISION & RADIO BROADCASTING, CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING; NEWS AGENCIES; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS & USER ACCESS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK & SERVICES; TELECOMMUNICATIONS & COMMUNICATION BY COMPUTER TERMINALS; CELLULAR TELEPHONE SERVICES; OPTIC FIBER NETWORKS; TELEGRAMS & TELEPHONE; ELECTRONIC & FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION; TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES & IMAGES; WIRE SERVICE.
2373245, 2373233.
2376799   08/08/2012
SUMMIT ONLINE TRADE SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
401-402, KRUSHAL COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ABOVE SHOPPERS STOP, G. M. ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 089
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :01/02/2012

MUMBAI
TRANSMISSION OF INFORMATION AND IMAGES THROUGH ELECTRONIC MEDIA, WEBSITE
FORTUNEER ASSURANCE ADVISORY SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as; FORTUNEER ASSURANCE ADVISORY SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
198, CANAL STREET, SHREEBHUMI, KOLKATA - 700 048, WEST BENGAL.
SERVICE PROVIDERS.
AN INDIAN COMPANY.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78, N.S.C. BOSE ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA 700 040, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 19/08/2010

KOLKATA
TELECOMMUNICATIONS; TELEVISION, CABLE TELEVISION & RADIO BROADCASTING; TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPH,
TELECONFERENCING & TELEFAX SERVICES; TRANSMISSION OF DIGITAL FILES; SATELLITE TRANSMISSION;
FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION; NEWS AGENCIES; MESSAGE SENDING; PROVIDING INTERNET CHATROOMS; PROVIDING
USER ACCESS TO GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS; ELECTRONIC MAIL; WIRE SERVICES; WIRELESS
BROADCASTING; VOICE MAIL SERVICES; RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT.
2446390  21/12/2012
PAILAN PARK DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY LTD.
trading as : PAILAN PARK DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY LTD.
EXPRESS TOWER, 42A, SHAKESPEARE SARANI, KOLKATA - 700 017, WEST BENGAL
Service Provider(s).
AN INDIAN COMPANY.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78, N.S.C. BOSE ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA 700 040, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since : 18/12/2003
KOLKATA
Telecommunications; Television, Cable Television & Radio Broadcasting; Telephone, Telegraph, Teleconferencing & Telefax Services; Transmission of Digital Files; Satellite Transmission; Facsimile Transmission; News Agencies; Message Sending; Providing Internet Chatrooms; Providing User Access to Global Computer Networks; Electronic Mail; Wire Service; Wireless Broadcasting; Voice Mail Services; Rental of Telecommunication Equipment.
MAA-MATI-MANUSH

2462807   18/01/2013

ABHISHEK BANERJEE
30B, HARISH CHATTERJEE STREET, KALIGHAT, KOLKATA - 700 026, WEST BENGAL.

SERVICE.

AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. J. ASSOCIATES.
6A, KIRAN SHANKAR ROY ROAD, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

Television channels, cable television, radio and on-line broadcasting services communication by fibre optic network, electronic mail; transmission, broadcast, reception and dissemination of audio, video, still and moving images, text and data whether in real or delayed time; interactive broadcasting, news information and news agency, radio and television broadcasting; providing access to and leasing of access time to a computer database; telecommunications; information and advisory services for aforesaid services, being services included in Class-38.
2517810   23/04/2013
RELIC ENTERTAINMENT PVT. LTD.
VASANT VIHAR, SECTOR-C-8, BEHIND BOMBAY HOSPITAL, VIJAY NAGAR, INDORE-452010 (M.P.)
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF TEXT AND IMAGES (WEBSITE)
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016  Class 38

2703346  21/03/2014
STAR TELEVISION PRODUCTIONS LIMITED
CRAIGMUIR CHAMBERS, P.O. BOX 71, ROAD TOWN, TORTOLA BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS.
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

TELEVISION AND RADIO BROADCASTING SERVICES: DIGITAL TELEVISION SERVICES: PROVISION OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS ACCESS AND LINKS TO COMPUTER DATABASES AND THE INTERNET: DIFFUSION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMMES; OPERATION OF EARTH-TO-SATELLITE TELEVISION TRANSMITTERS FOR TRANSMISSION OF SIGNALS TO SATELLITE: RELAYING OF TELEVISION PROGRAMMES BY SATELLITE; OPERATION OF SATELLITE-TO-EARTH RECEIVER AERIALS: FREQUENCY CONVERSION OF MICROWAVE SIGNALS RELAYED BY SATELLITE; DISSEMINATION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMMES RELAYED BY SATELLITE RECEIVER AERIALS BY CABLE OR BY MICROWAVE LINK TO TELEVISION RECEIVERS OF USERS; OPERATION OF TELEVISION CABLE NETWORKS; PROVISION AND OPERATION OF RADIO, TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPH, SATELLITE AND OF CABLE NETWORK COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS; VIDEOTEXT AND TELETEXT TRANSMISSION SERVICES: ELECTRONIC AND TELECOMMUNICATION TRANSMISSION SERVICES; TRANSMISSION OF DATA AND OF INFORMATION BY ELECTRONIC, COMPUTER, CABLE, RADIO, RADIOPAGING, TELEPRINTER, TELCLETTER, ELECTRONIC MAIL, FAX MACHINE, TELEVISION, MICROWAVE, LASER BEAM, COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE OR OTHER COMMUNICATIONS MEANS: PROVISION OF COMMUNICATION FACILITIES FOR THE INTERCHANGE OF DATA BY ELECTRONIC MEANS; CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO DATA COMMUNICATIONS; TRANSMISSION, PROVISION OR DISPLAY OF INFORMATION FOR BUSINESS OR DOMESTIC PURPOSES FROM A COMPUTER-STORED DATA BANK; RENTAL OF COMMUNICATION APPARATUS: TIME SHARING SERVICES FOR COMMUNICATIONS APPARATUS; AND ALL THE ABOVE ALSO PROVIDED ON-LINE FROM A COMPUTER DATABASE OR THE INTERNET, AND PROVISION OF INFORMATION, CONSULTANCY SERVICES AND ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO THE AFORESAID SERVICES.
MEET THE PERSON

2704004    24/03/2014
7TH PLANE COMMUNICATION PVT LTD.
E-51, GROUND FLOOR, GREATER KAILASH-II, NEW DELHI-110 048
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOKA TRADE MARK CO.,
ASHOKA HOUSE, 8, CENTRAL LANE, BENGALI MARKET, CONNAUGHT PLACE, NEW DELHI - 110 001

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
RADIO, TELEVISION AND CABLE TELEVISION PROGRAMMING & BROADCASTING; PROVIDING OF
TELECOMMUNICATION AND E-NEWS CHANNELS; ELECTRONIC, MEDIA COMMUNICATION; INTERNET; INCLUDED IN
CLASS 38.
UBUNTU
2710347  01/04/2014
CANONICAL LTD.
12-14, FINCH ROAD, DOUGLAS, ISLE OF MAN, IM1 2PT
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE ISLE OF MAN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFY & SAGAR
REMFY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION
INDIA
Used Since: 20/10/2004

DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATION, COMMUNICATION AND BROADCASTING SERVICES PROVIDED ONLINE, VIA THE INTERNET OR VIA OTHER COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; PROVIDING USER ACCESS ONLINE, VIA THE INTERNET OR VIA OTHER COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; PROVIDING ACCESS TO ON-LINE INFORMATION SERVICES ONLINE, VIA THE INTERNET OR VIA OTHER COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; PROVIDING A FORUM ONLINE, VIA THE INTERNET OR VIA OTHER COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS TO SHARE DATA, TEXT, IMAGES, GRAPHICS, SOUND AND/OR AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIAL; TRANSMISSION OF INFORMATION, DATA, TEXT, IMAGES, GRAPHICS, SOUND AND/OR AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIAL ONLINE, VIA THE INTERNET OR VIA OTHER COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; ONLINE TRANSMISSION OF ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS; ELECTRONIC MAIL, MESSAGE SENDING AND RECEIVING SERVICES; DATA COMMUNICATION SERVICES; PROVIDING ACCESS TO SOFTWARE TO ENABLE USERS TO PARTICIPATE IN, DEVELOP, EDIT AND DESIGN CONTENT; DISTRIBUTION OF DATA, TEXT, IMAGES, GRAPHICS, SOUND AND/OR AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIAL ONLINE, VIA THE INTERNET OR VIA OTHER COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; DELIVERY OF DIGITAL MUSIC BY TELECOMMUNICATIONS; DELIVERY OF HLMS AND/OR TELEVISION PROGRAMMES BY TELECOMMUNICATIONS; DELIVERY OF VISUAL AND/OR AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIAL BY TELECOMMUNICATIONS; MOBILE TELEPHONE SERVICES; SERVICES TO ENABLE COMMUNICATION BY TELEPHONE AND/OR MOBILE TELEPHONE; CELLULAR TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION SERVICES; MOBILE TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES; MOBILE TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK SERVICES; INFORMATION, ADVISORY AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO THE AFORESAID SERVICES
CANONICAL
2710348 01/04/2014
CANONICAL LTD.
12-14, FINCH ROAD, DOUGLAS, ISLE OF MAN, IM1 2PT
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE ISLE OF MAN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA
Used Since: 20/10/2004

DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATION, COMMUNICATION AND BROADCASTING SERVICES PROVIDED ONLINE, VIA THE INTERNET OR VIA OTHER COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; PROVIDING USER ACCESS ONLINE, VIA THE INTERNET OR VIA OTHER COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; PROVIDING ACCESS TO ON-LINE INFORMATION SERVICES ONLINE, VIA THE INTERNET OR VIA OTHER COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; PROVIDING A FORUM ONLINE, VIA THE INTERNET OR VIA OTHER COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS TO SHARE DATA, TEXT, IMAGES, GRAPHICS, SOUND AND/OR AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIAL; TRANSMISSION OF INFORMATION, DATA, TEXT, IMAGES, GRAPHICS, SOUND AND/OR AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIAL ONLINE, VIA THE INTERNET OR VIA OTHER COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; ONLINE TRANSMISSION OF ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS; ELECTRONIC MAIL, MESSAGE SENDING AND RECEIVING SERVICES; DATA COMMUNICATION SERVICES; PROVIDING ACCESS TO SOFTWARE TO ENABLE USERS TO PARTICIPATE IN, DEVELOP, EDIT AND DESIGN CONTENT; DISTRIBUTION OF DATA, TEXT, IMAGES, GRAPHICS, SOUND AND/OR AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIAL ONLINE, VIA THE INTERNET OR VIA OTHER COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; DELIVERY OF DIGITAL MUSIC BY TELECOMMUNICATIONS; DELIVERY OF HLMS AND/OR TELEVISION PROGRAMMES BY TELECOMMUNICATIONS; DELIVERY OF VISUAL AND/OR AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIAL BY TELECOMMUNICATIONS; MOBILE TELEPHONE SERVICES; SERVICES TO ENABLE COMMUNICATION BY TELEPHONE AND/OR MOBILE TELEPHONE; CELLULAR TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION SERVICES; MOBILE TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES; MOBILE TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK SERVICES; INFORMATION, ADVISORY AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO THE AFORESAID SERVICES
2711275 02/04/2014
STAR TELEVISION PRODUCTIONS LIMITED
CRAIGMUIR CHAMBERS, P.O. BOX 71, ROAD TOWN, TORTOLA BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
TELEVISION AND RADIO BROADCASTING SERVICES; DIGITAL TELEVISION SERVICES; PROVISION OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS ACCESS AND LINKS TO COMPUTER DATABASES AND THE INTERNET; DIFFUSION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMMES; OPERATION OF EARTH-TO-SATELLITE TELEVISION TRANSMITTERS FOR TRANSMISSION OF SIGNALS TO SATELLITE; RELAYING OF TELEVISION PROGRAMMES BY SATELLITE; OPERATION OF SATELLITE-TO-EARTH RECEIVER AERIALS; FREQUENCY CONVERSION OF MICROWAVE SIGNALS RELAYED BY SATELLITE; DISSEMINATION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMMES RELAYED BY SATELLITE RECEIVERS AERIALS BY CABLE OR BY MICROWAVE LINK TO TELEVISION RECEIVERS OF USERS; OPERATION OF TELEVISION CABLE NETWORKS; PROVISION AND OPERATION OF RADIO, TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPH, SATELLITE AND OF CABLE NETWORK COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS; VIDEOTEXT AND TELETEXT TRANSMISSION SERVICES; ELECTRIC AND TELECOMMUNICATION TRANSMISSION SERVICES; TRANSMISSION OF DATA AND OF INFORMATION BY ELECTRONIC, COMPUTER, CABLE, RADIO, RADIOPAGING, TELEPRINTER, TELELETTER, ELECTRONIC MAIL FAX MACHINE, TELEVISION, MICROWAVE, LASER BEAM, COMMUNICATION SATELLITE OR OTHER COMMUNICATION MEANS; PROVISION OF COMMUNICATION FACILITIES FOR THE INTERCHANGE OF DATA BY ELECTRONIC MEANS; CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO DATA COMMUNICATION; TRANSMISSION, PROVISION OR DISPLAY OF INFORMATION FOR BUSINESS OR DOMESTIC PURPOSES FROM A COMPUTER STORED DATA BANK; RENTAL OF COMMUNICATION APPARATUS; TIME SHARING SERVICES FOR COMMUNICATION APPARATUS; AND ALL THE ABOVE ALSO PROVIDED ON-LINE FROM A COMPUTER DATABASE OR THE INTERNET, AND PROVISION OF INFORMATION, CONSULTANCY SERVICES AND ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO THE AFORESAID SERVICES.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 2191803
2712394  04/04/2014
AIRCEL LTD.
DLF PHASE-II, 5TH FLOOR, BUILDING NO. 10-A, CYBER CITY, GURGAON HARYANA 122002
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since : 05/03/2014
To be associated with:
2712385
DELHI
ALL TELECOMMUNICATIONS RELATED SERVICES
2712600  04/04/2014
TRIUMPHANT INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT EDUCATION PVT.LTD
111/9 1ST FLOOR KISHANGARH ARUNA ASAF ALI MARG VASANT KUNJ NEW DELHI 110070
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LAW FIRM LLP
F-11 JANGPURA EXT. NEW DELHI-14
Used Since: 01/07/2002

DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATIONS, COMMUNICATIONS BY COMPUTER TERMINALS, CELLULAR TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION,
COMMUNICATIONS BY TELEPHONE, ELECTRONIC BULLETIN BOARD SERVICES, ELECTRONIC MAIL, FACSIMILE
TRANSMISSION, PROVIDING INFORMATION ONLINE, TRANSMISSION OF INFORMATION ON A WIDE RANGE OF TOPICS,
INCLUDING ONLINE AND OVER A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION (UPLOADING,
POSTING OR DISPLAYING) OF DATA, INFORMATION, PICTURES, IMAGES, AUDIO AND/OR VIDEO VIA ONLINE FORUMS* INCLUDED IN CLASS 38
AQUA REGIA

2712603    04/04/2014
TRIUMPHANT INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT EDUCATION PVT.LTD
111/9 1ST FLOOR KISHANGARH ARUNA ASAF ALI MARG VASANT KUNJ NEW DELHI 110070
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LAW FIRM LLP
F-11 JANGPURA EXT. NEW DELHI-14
Used Since :01/08/2006

DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATIONS, COMMUNICATIONS BY COMPUTER TERMINALS, CELLULAR TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION, COMMUNICATIONS BY TELEPHONE, ELECTRONIC BULLETIN BOARD SERVICES, ELECTRONIC MAIL, FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION, PROVIDING INFORMATION ONLINE, TRANSMISSION OF INFORMATION ON A WIDE RANGE OF TOPICS, INCLUDING ONLINE AND OVER A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION (UPLOADING, POSTING OR DISPLAYING) OF DATA, INFORMATION, PICTURES, IMAGES, AUDIO AND/OR VIDEO VIA ONLINE FORUMS
2810963  17/09/2014
FAME DIGITAL PRIVATE LIMITED
5TH FLOOR, LOTUS GARDEUR, VEERA DESAI ROAD EXTN, OSHIWARA ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI- 400053
SERVICES PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHINI VAKIL, ADVOCATE.
503, B WING, SHIV ARADHANA, AHIMSA MARG, OPP. LINK WAY ESTATE, NEAR INORBIT MALL, MALAD (W), MUMBAI- 400 064
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
2811423  16/09/2014
KOHINOOR TECHNICAL INSTITUTE PVT. LTD.
Kohinoor Corporate Office, Senapati Bapat Marg, Dadar (West), Mumbai-400 028
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
2784860, 2811419

MUMBAI
Telecommunications Services, Computer aided transmission of text & images, Broadcasting
FabPanda
2812586   19/09/2014
FABPANDA PVT LTD.
E-48/09 OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE II, NEW DELHI-110 020
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, { OPP.MC DONALD’S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. {INDIA }
Used Since :01/12/2013

To be associated with:
2812578

DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016 Class 38

2812764 19/09/2014
GOVIND JEEVAN UTTAMCHANDANI
RAJESH JEEVAN UTTAMCHANDANI
trading as: SHREE SANT KRIPA INTELLECTUAL
UNIT BEARING NO. 1201, 12TH FLOOR GOPA HEIGHT, PLOT NO. D-9, NETAJI SUBHASH PLCE, PITAM PURA, DELHI-110034
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MADAMSER & CO.
FLAT NO. E (GF), SAGAR APTS.,6, TILAK MARG, NEW DELHI-110001.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2614428, 2615977, 2616093, 2787383
DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 38.
2001743  30/07/2010
DISCOVERY COMMUNICATIONS, LLC
ONE DISCOVERY PLACE SILVER SPRING MARYLAND 20910 USA
SERVICES
A DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ORGANIZATION OF TRIPS; ORGANIZATION, BOOKING AND ARRANGEMENT OF EXCURSIONS, DAY TRIPS AND SIGHTSEEING TOURS; COORDINATING TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS FOR INDIVIDUALS AND FOR GROUPS; ARRANGING TRAVEL TOURS; PROVIDING AN ON-LINE COMPUTER DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF TRAVEL INFORMATION SERVICES; ORGANIZATION OF EXCURSIONS, SIGHTSEEING TOURS, HOLIDAYS, TOURS AND TRAVEL; PROVIDING AN ON-LINE SEARCHABLE COMPUTER DATABASE FEATURING INFORMATION ON TRIPS AND TRAVEL ITINERARIES; TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY, MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR TRANSPORTATION; TRAVEL INFORMATION SERVICES; TRAVEL GUIDE SERVICES.
SINGH FOUNDATION

2003270  03/08/2010
HARPREEET SINGH MANCHANDA
trading as ;M/S. SINGH FOUNDATION
18, VIKAS COLONY, OPPOSITE KHALSA COLLEGE, G.T. ROAD, AMRITSAR - 143001 (PUNJAB)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUNJAB REGISTRATION SERVICE
4/67, NEHRU NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110 065.
Used Since : 10/06/2007
DELHI
ADVISORY SERVICES REALTING TO WORLDWIDE IMMIGRATION, WORK PERMIT AND STUDY VISA.
PROFESSIONAL IMPEX

2004083  05/08/2010

PROFESSIONAL IMPEX PRIVATE LIMITED

trading as ;PROFESSIONAL IMPEX PRIVATE LIMITED

FIRST FLOOR, HARBANS BHAVAN - I, DDA BUSINESS COMPLEX, NANGAL RAYA, NEW DELHI - 110046
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARC INDIA IPR CONSULTANTS
RZ-1-3, SAGARPUR WEST, DISTRICT:SOUTH-WEST, DELHI - 110046

Used Since :10/04/2000

DELHI

Providing logistics solution for sea, air & surface support; customs clearing; packaging and repackaging of goods; storage; warehousing; transport; marine services; transshipment; freight forwarding; delivery of goods; end to end supply chain management services; domestic and international services for the carrying of passengers, baggage, mail, freight, cargo and merchandise of all and every kind and description whether as principals, agents or otherwise; all being services included in class 39
EXPO TRAVELS.

2004667   05/08/2010

KARINA GUPTA.

trading as ;EXPO TRAVELS

B - 20, GAUSHALA SUPER MARKET, G.T. ROAD, PANIPAT - 132103, HARYANA

SERVICES

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI ADVOCATES

A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/04/2007

DELHI

TRANSPORT; PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS; TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT INCLUDING TRAVEL SERVICES; ORGANIZING, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF TOURS AND TRAVEL; TOUR OPERATORS, TRAVEL RESERVATION AND INFORMATION SERVICES; BOOKINGS AND RESERVATIONS IN VARIOUS KINDS OF TRANSPORT FOR TRAVEL PURPOSES NAMELY RAILWAY BOOKINGS, BOOKINGS FOR BUS AND OTHER SURFACE VEHICLES, BOOKINGS FOR AIRLINE AND CRUISE; TO HIRE OR RENTAL OF AND/OR OWN CAR AND COACH, TAXIS, COMMERCIAL VEHICLES INCLUDED IN CLASS 39.
GUARDIAN HOLIDAYS PVT.LTD.
104, 39/2, CITI CENTRE, OPP. AYURVEDIC RASASHALA, KARVE ROAD, PUNE-411 004
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHATE & PONKSHE.
INDIRA, PLOT NO. 4/5/5A, PATWARDHAN BAUG, ERANDAWANA, PUNE - 411 004
Used Since :13/11/1995

MUMBAI
TRANSPORT, TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS, TOURS, BUS TRANSPORT, CAR RENTAL, CAR TRANSPORT AND OTHER SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 39
PREMCHAND GUPTA
trading as ; M/s. ANAGHA LOGISTICS SOLUTION
B-9, BASEMENT, ALIS CHAMBER, NEAR SAHAR CARGO COMPLEX, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Transportation Logistics
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
2702968  21/03/2014
ANKUR SRIVASTAVA
trading as : SHATAKSHI GROUP
1074, PRAGYA KUNJ, SEC 4C, VASUNDHARA, GHAZIABAD, UP
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since : 09/11/2010
DELHI
TRANSPORT; PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS; TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT
STAY HOME

2708172    27/03/2014

KUNAL SINGH
House No. 84, 1st Floor, Street No. 8, East Guru Angad Nagar, New Delhi 110092

Service Provider

Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU.
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Transportation, Packaging & Storage of Goods
2710710   02/04/2014
SHRI VIKAS MUNJAL
trading as ;ONYX GLOBAL
610, AGGARWAL CYBER PLAZA-1, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-110034
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEGI REGISTRATION SERVICE
L-2/109, NAG MANDIR ROAD, SHAISTRI NAGAR DELHI 52
Used Since :11/01/2014

DELHI
TRAVEL TOURISM INTERNATIONAL & DOMESTIC PACKAGES
AMAZON FIRE

2711631   02/04/2014

AMAZON TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
410 Terry Avenue North, Seattle, Washington 98109, U.S.A.

Service provider
a corporation organized and existing under the laws of State of Nevada USA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Transport; Packaging and storage of goods; Travel arrangement; physical storage of electronic data and multimedia content namely, images, text, video, and audio data; physical storage of electronically-stored data or documents; physical storage of electronic media, namely, images, text, video, and audio data.
2797120    25/08/2014
BENNETT, COLEMAN & COMPANY LIMITED
7, Bahadurshah Zafar Marg, New Delhi- 110103
Service providers
an Indian company existing under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2792088, 2792089, 2793078, 2793079
DELHI
Packaging and storage of goods including Stores.
Unosugen

2807085    11/09/2014
TORRENT POWER LIMITED
TORRENT HOUSE, OFF. ASHRAM ROAD AHMEDABAD 380009

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R. R. SHAH & CO.
2, TIRTH NAGAR SOCIETY PART-1, NEAR NIKITA PARK, NEAR BHUYANGDEV CHAR RASTA, SOLA ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380061
Used Since :28/01/2010

AHMEDABAD
GENERATION, TRANSMISSION, DISTRIBUTION AND SUPPLY OF ELECTRICAL POWER (ENERGY).
Dgen
2807086   11/09/2014
TORRENT POWER LIMITED
TORRENT HOUSE, OFF. ASHRAM ROAD AHMEDABAD 380009

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R. R. SHAH & CO.
2, TIRTH NAGAR SOCIETY PART-1, NEAR NIKITA PARK, NEAR BHUYANGDEV CHAR RASTA, SOLA ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380061
Used Since :27/04/2010

AHMEDABAD
GENERATION, TRANSMISSION, DISTRIBUTION AND SUPPLY OF ELECTRICAL POWER (ENERGY).
2807652   12/09/2014
NAZIA ABBASI
trading as ;LIMRA VACATIONS
C-135, MAYUR VIHAR, KALYANPUR, LUCKNOW -226 022, UTTAR PRADESH
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTORS
20/10/1, OPP. GANESH BIDKAR'S OFFICE, ABOVE SHREE SAI ELECTRIC, 4th FLOOR, SOMAWARPETH, PUNE 411011
Used Since :22/01/2014
DELHI
THE TOURS AND TRAVELS ARRANGEMENT.
2812134  19/09/2014
MEGA CABS LTD.
261, GROUND FLOOR, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, PHASE III, NEW DELHI-110020
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Used Since : 01/06/2014

To be associated with:
1656439
DELHI
TRANSPORT AND TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL OTHER
DESCRIPTIVE MATTER APPEARING ON THE LABEL.
NAVIFLEX

2812793  19/09/2014
SH. NACEEN KUMAR GARG
trading as : NAVIFLEX CABLE INDUSTRIES
I-2182 DSIDC INDUSTRIAL AREA NARELA DELHI 110040
SERVICES

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since: 01/04/2006

DELHI
TRANSPORT; PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF ELECTRICAL GOODS, ELECTRICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES AND WIRE & CABLE.
SUPERBUTOL

2705681   25/03/2014

SAUDI ARABIAN OIL COMPANY
1 EASTERN AVENUE, DHAHRAN, 31311 SAUDI ARABIA.

SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY OF LIMITED LIABILITY CREATED BY ROYAL DECREES ACCORDING TO THE LAWS OF THE KINGDOM OF
SAUDI ARABIA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

TREATMENT OF MATERIALS, FUEL REFINING AND FUEL TREATMENT SERVICES, AND CONSULTING SERVICES IN
CONNECTION THEREWITH.
2706062  25/03/2014
SHYAM KUMAR
trading as :M/S HANUMAT KRUPA EMITATION JEWELLERY
26/421, BALKABASTI, GOKULPURA, RAJA MANDI, AGRA (U.P.) INDIA.
SERVICES
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :09/01/2009
DELHI
TREATMENT OF PRECIOUS AND NON PRECIOUS METALS INCLUDING PROCESSING TO DEVELOP CHAIN, PAYAL AND ORNAMENTS, CUTTING AND POLISHING THEREOF.
2709981 01/04/2014

VEENA SONI

trading as; PLANET INDIA

S-8, MANISH PLAZA-III, PLOT-12, SECTOR-10, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110075

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

GYAN PRAKASH BANSAL

204 KRISHNA TOWER-2 PLOT NO-1 POCKET-7 SECTOR-12 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075

Used Since: 16/05/2012

DELHI

TAILORING OR DRESSMAKING SERVICES
LACE AND ME

2709987    01/04/2014

VEENA SONI

trading as : PLANET INDIA

S-8, MANISH PLAZA-III, PLOT-12, SECTOR-10, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110075

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

GYAN PRAKASH BANSAL

204 KRISHNA TOWER-2 PLOT NO-1 POCKET-7 SECTOR-12 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075

Used Since : 16/05/2012

To be associated with:

2709981

DELHI

TAILORING OR DRESSMAKING SERVICES.
Gensun

2809589   15/09/2014

TORRENT POWER LIMITED
TORRENT HOUSE, OFF. ASHRAM ROAD AHMEDABAD 380009

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R. R. SHAH & CO.
2, TIRTH NAGAR SOCIETY PART-1, NEAR NIKITA PARK, NEAR BHUYANGDEV CHAR RASTA, SOLA ROAD ,AHMEDABAD-380061

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

GENERATION OF ELECTRICAL POWER (ENERGY).
Unosugen

2809593  15/09/2014
TORRENT POWER LIMITED
TORRENT HOUSE, OFF. ASHRAM ROAD AHMEDABAD 380009

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R. R. SHAH & CO.
2, TIRTH NAGAR SOCIETY PART-1, NEAR NIKITA PARK, NEAR BHUYANGDEV CHAR RASTA, SOLA ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380061
Used Since :28/01/2010

To be associated with:
2809592

AHMEDABAD
GENERATION OF ELECTRICAL POWER (ENERGY).
JJ NIKKAMAL

2812981  19/09/2014
JAWAHAR LAL JAIN
trading as ;JJ Nikkamal SCF 18-19, Sector 22 D CHANDIGARH 160022
H No 67, Sector 8 A CHANDIGARH
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab)
Used Since :01/11/1966

To be associated with:
1312392

DELHI
SERVICE OF MATERIAL TREATMENT, SERVICE WHICH INVOLVES CUTTING, SHAPING POLISHING BY ABRASION, METAL COATING GOLD PLATING GOLD SMITHING
1770826 05/01/2009
RAHUL AGARWAL
trading as; BALAJI COMPUTERS
F-39 FIRST FLOOR MEENAKSHI TOWER OPP. PNB BELANGANJ, AGRA U.P.
SERVICE PROVIDER.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL TRADE MARK SERVICE
18-A, INDER ENCLAVE, BALKESHWAR, AGRA-282 004 (U.P)
Used Since: 14/07/2002

DELHI
Education, Coachings, Tutorials, and Institutional Services, Computer Courses of all kinds, Organization of Competition (Education) Providing Training of Computers, Entertainment, Sporting and Cultural activities & Services included in Class - 41.
1966502   17/05/2010
JAIPRAKASH ASSOCIATES LTD.
SEC.-128, NOIDA, U.P.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANY ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH CHAUDHARY & ASSOCIATES
20, BANK ENCLAVE, RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110027
Used Since : 01/07/2009

DELHI
EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING & CULTURAL ACTIVITIES ALL IN CLASS 41.
1966509    17/05/2010
JAIPRAKASH ASSOCIATES LTD.
SEC.-128, NOIDA, U.P.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANY ACT,1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH CHAUDHARY & ASSOCIATES
20, BANK ENCLAVE, RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110027
Used Since :01/07/2009

DELHI
EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING & CULTURAL ACTIVITIES ALL IN CLASS 41.
1966921    18/05/2010
SATYAM COMPUTER EDUCATION
trading as ;SATYAM COMPUTER EDUCATION
OPP DURGA MARBLE JALBERA ROAD AMBALA CITY HARYANA
SERVICE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2001
DELHI
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES INCLUDING COMPUTER TRAINING AND EDUCATION
THIS IS SUBJECT TO FILING OF TM-16 TO AMEND THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES OF HARYANA ONLY.
Y.M.YOON trading as ;Y.M.YOON
102-603 KANGSEO REMERDIAN APT-659-1 NAEBALSAN DONG KANGSEO GU SEOUL CITY KOREA
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS.
A NATIONAL OF THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DELHI REGISTRATION SERVICES
52, SUKHIDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI-110 025.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITES.
2001814  30/07/2010  
MR. HITESH KUMAR  
trading as : DARLING DUCK FILMS & ANIMATION  
B - 2, BHAJANPURA, POLICE STAFF QUARTER, DELHI - 110053  
MANUFACTURE & MERCHANT.  

Address for service in India/Agents address:  
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)  
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6  

Used Since : 05/06/2007  

DELHI  
EVENT MANAGEMENT, EDUCATION ACADEMIES, SCHOOLS, TEACHING; PHYSICAL EDUCATION; HEALTH CLUB SERVICE; ARRANGING & CONDUCTION COLLOQUIUMS, CONFERENCES, SEMINARS, SYMPOSIA, TRAINING WORKSHOPS; TRAINING & EDUCATION CENTER OF ART AND CULTURE, FILM & SERIAL MAKING AND MEDIA EDUCATION, ORGANIZATION OF EDUCATIONAL, CULTURAL, ENTERTAINMENT COMPETITIONS AND SHOWS; VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE (EDUCATION OR TRAINING ADVICE); PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, PUBLICATION AS PER CLASS-41.
Balle Balle - My Big Fat Indian Wedding

2002093   02/08/2010

GREAT INDIAN NAUTANKI COMPANY PVT. LTD
K-804/2 MATA CHOWK MAHIPALPUR VASANT KUNJ ROAD NEW DELHI-37
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE REPUBLIC OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIM & SAN ADVOCATES
176 ASHOKA ENCLAVE PART-III, SECTOR- 35, FARIDABAD, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

ENTERTAINMENT, CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF CONCERTS, COLLOQUIUMS, EXHIBITIONS, ETC., CLUBS SERVICES, DISCOTHEQUE SERVICES, MUSIC HALLS, NIGHT CLUBS, AMUSEMENT PARKS, PARTY PLANNING, LIVE ARTS VILLAGE, LIVE CRAFTS VILLAGE, ARRANGING OF BEAUTY CONTESTS, FILM PRODUCTION, RENTAL OF CINE FILMS, PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES.
2002566  02/08/2010
SHRI RAJIV SULTANIA
trading as ;M/S ANSHULA COLLEGE
BUS STAND, KANINA, DISTT. MAHENDERGARH, HARYANA
SERVICES

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2007

DELHI
EDUCATIONAL AND TRAINING SERVICES INCLUDING COMPUTER EDUCATION; PROVISION OF VOCATIONAL TRAINING INCLUDING I.T., MANAGEMENT, COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, NETWORKING, ANIMATION AND MULTIMEDIA, ACCOUNTANCY AND WEB DESIGNING
HINDUSTAN TIMES GURGAON FIRST

2002629  03/08/2010

M/s. HT Media Limited
HINDUSTAN TIMES HOUSE, 18-20, KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, N. DELHI - 110 001.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956,
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SWARAM & CO
408-A NEW LAWYERS CHAMBERS-III DELHI HIGH COURT SHER SHAH ROAD NEW DELHI-3
Used Since :05/07/2010

DELHI
EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, SPORTING & CULTURAL ACTIVITIES AND OTHER EVENTS RELATED ACTIVITIES.
2002632   03/08/2010
M/s. HT Media Limited
HINDUSTAN TIMES HOUSE, 18-20, KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, N. DELHI - 110 001.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956,
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SWARAM & CO
408-A NEW LAWYERS CHAMBERS-III DELHI HIGH COURT SHER SHAH ROAD NEW DELHI-3
Used Since :01/01/1931
DELHI
EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING & CULTURAL ACTIVITIES AND OTHER EVENTS RELATED ACTIVITIES.
PUBLIC ACADEMIA

2003807  04/08/2010

PUBLIC ACADEMIA
B - 1/30 VASANT VIHAR, NEW DELHI - 110057.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PUBLIC CHARITABLE TRUST

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI-1120 025.
Used Since : 01/04/2007

DELHI

EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION

2003808  04/08/2010
PUBLIC ACADEMIA
B - 1/30 VASANT VIHAR, NEW DELHI - 110057.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PUBLIC CHARITABLE TRUST

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI-1120 025.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.
NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR SKILL DEVELOPMENT

2003809   04/08/2010

PUBLIC ACADEMIA
B - 1/30 VASANT VIHAR, NEW DELHI - 110057.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PUBLIC CHARITABLE TRUST

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52,SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI-1120 025.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE "NATIONAL" and words separately.
BHAWNA
SHALINI
trading as :FIRST STEPS TO ABC NURSERY SCHOOL.
VIDAY BHAWAN SECTOR-4 GOLE MARKET NEW DELHI
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & BANSAL
210, JOP PLAZA (OPP. MC DONALD"S) P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201301, NCR DELHI.
Used Since :02/04/2009
DELHI
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTES, SCHOOL
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS "FIRST STEP".
EDUWISER
2004282  05/08/2010
ANURAG CHANDRA
ABHISHEK CHANDRA
trading as :EDUWISER PUBLISHING GROUP
T-26 FIRST FLOOR GREEN PARK MAIN NEW DELHI-16
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH KUMAR
B-45/47, SHIV MAHAL, CANNAUGHT PLACE, NEAR PLAZA CINEMA, NEW DELHI-01
Used Since : 01/04/2009

DELHI
CONSULTATION SERVICES RELATING TO THE PUBLICATION OF EDUCATIONAL AND ACADEMIC BOOKS, TEACHING MATERIALS, MAGAZINES AND PERIODICALS RELATED TO COMPETITIVE EXAMINATIONS, PROVIDING ON-LINE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATION [NOT DOWNLOADABLE], EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING, CERTIFICATION OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING AWARDS.
FORTUNE
2005377  06/08/2010
TIME INC.
1271, AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS, NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10020, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
(A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAW OF THE UNITED DELAWARE, USA.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS FEATURING INFORMATION ABOUT BUSINESS FINANCE AND RELATED TOPICS; EDUCATIONS SEMINARS, ARRANGING LIVE EDUCATIONAL EVENTS, ONLINE SERVICES
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. RTM NO 1420607.
UNIVERSAL

2005460  06/08/2010

UNIVERSAL CITY STUDIOS LLC,
100 UNIVERSAL CITY PLAZA UNIVERSAL CITY CALIFORNIA 91608 USA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, USA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES;
UNIVERSAL CITY

2005461    06/08/2010

UNIVERSAL CITY STUDIOS LLC,
100 UNIVERSAL CITY PLAZA UNIVERSAL CITY CALIFORNIA 91608 USA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, USA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
UNIVERSAL STUDIOS INDIA RESORT

2005462  06/08/2010

UNIVERSAL CITY STUDIOS LLC,
100 UNIVERSAL CITY PLAZA UNIVERSAL CITY CALIFORNIA 91608 USA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, USA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

EDUCATION PROVIDING OF TRAINING ENTERTAINMENT SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE INDIA..
UNIVERSAL CITY MUMBAI

2005463 06/08/2010

UNIVERSAL CITY STUDIOS LLLP.
100 UNIVERSAL CITY PLAZA UNIVERSAL CITY CALIFORNIA 91608 USA

SERVICE PROVIDERS
A DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, USA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES;
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE MUMBAI.
UNIVERSAL STUDIOS MUMBAI

2005464  06/08/2010

UNIVERSAL CITY STUDIOS LLC,
100 UNIVERSAL CITY PLAZA UNIVERSAL CITY CALIFORNIA 91608 USA

SERVICE PROVIDERS
A DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, USA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE MUMBAI.
UNIVERSAL STUDIOS MUMBAI RESORT

2005465  06/08/2010
UNIVERSAL CITY STUDIOS LLC,
100 UNIVERSAL CITY PLAZA UNIVERSAL CITY CALIFORNIA 91608 USA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, USA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING ENTERTAINMENT SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE MUMBAI.
UNIVERSAL STUDIOS DELHI

2005467  06/08/2010

UNIVERSAL CITY STUDIOS LLC,
100 UNIVERSAL CITY PLAZA UNIVERSAL CITY CALIFORNIA 91608 USA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, USA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DELHI.
2006501    10/08/2010
AKSHARDHAM
1ST FLOOR 133 AVTAR ENCLAVE PASCHIM VIHAR NEW DELHI-110063
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :28/07/2010
DELHI
PROVIDING EDUCATION, TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING, CULTURAL ACTIVITIES AND COACHING INSTITUTE
IDEAL EDUCATIONAL ADVISORS
2006782  10/08/2010
MR. ABHINEET KUMAR
trading as ;M/S. IDEAL EDUCATIONAL ADVISORS
H. NO. 17, PATEL NAGAR, TEHSIL CAMP, PANIPAT, HARYANA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
A-4/61, SEC-17, ROHINI DELHI-89
Used Since :01/02/2010
DELHI
EDUCATION CENTRE, TUITION CLASSES, COACHING CLASSES, COLLEGES, ACADEMICS, CONDUCTING
CONFERENCES, SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS, BOARDING SCHOOLS, PUBLICATION, CORRESPONDENCES COURSES,
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION, EDUCATION INFORMATION, EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, CULTURAL OR EDUCATIONAL
EXHIBITIONS, HOLIDAY CAMP SERVICES, LIBRARIES, LIVE PERFORMANCES, NURSERY SCHOOLS, PRACTICAL
TRAINING INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
INDOROMAN INTERNATIONAL

2006784  10/08/2010

M/S. INDROROMAN EDUCATIONAL & CHARITABLE TRUST
56 - 57, SECOND FLOOR, POCKET G6, SECTOR - 11, ROHINI, DELHI - 85.
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
A-4/61, SEC-17, ROHINI DELHI-89
Used Since :19/03/2010

DELHI
EDUCATION CENTRE, TUITION CLASSES, COACHING CLASSES, COLLEGES, ACADEMICS, CONDUCTING CONFERENCES, SEMINARS, BOARDING SCHOOLS, PUBLICATION, CORRESPONDENCES COURSES, RELIGIOUS EDUCATION, EDUCATION INFORMATION, EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, CULTURAL OR EDUCATIONAL EXHIBITIONS, HOLIDAY CAMP SERVICES, LIBRARIES, LIVE PERFORMANCES, NURSERY SCHOOLS, PRACTICAL TRAINING, EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES INCLUDING COACHING CENTRE, CORRESPONDENCES COURSES. SPOKEN ENGLISH PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT & OTHER LANGUAGES, PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT, COACHING CLASSES FOR SCHOOL COLLEGE AND COMPETITIONS, COACHING CLASSES, SERVICES RELATED TO EDUCATION VOCATIONAL & PROFESSIONAL FIELDS. INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.
2142098  10/05/2011
LEARNINGCURVE EDUCATION PVT. LTD
20/13 WEST PATEL NAGAR NEW DELHI 8
SERVICES PROVIDERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABSTRACT CORPORATE SERVICES PVT.LTD.
A-58, LGF LAJPAT NAGAR-I, DELHI-110024
Used Since : 10/12/2010

DELHI
EDUCATION, TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING & CULTURAL ACTIVITIES AND ALL SERVICES BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
2227665 01/11/2011
SINGLE POINT HR SOLUTIONS INDIA PRIVATE.LTD.
A 1 DELITE PALACE, M.G.ROAD,GHATKOPAR(WEST) MUMBAI-400086
MERCHANT, MANUFACTURER, IMPORTER AND EXPORTER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. A. PANCHAMIA, ADVOCATE.
"ANIL KUNJ", CHAMBER NO. 2, GR. FLOOR, PLOT NO. 297 PANTNAGAR, GHATKOPAR (E), MUMBAI-400 075.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TEACHING, TUTION AND TRAINING, COACHING CLASSES, CONFERENCES, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF SEMINARS, COMPETITIONS, EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, CLUB SERVICES, HEALTH CLUB SERVICES AND AMUSEMENTS AND ENTERTAINMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
It's time for the new

2278910    07/02/2012

LAVASA CORPORATION LIMITED
trading as ;LAVASA CORPORATION LIMITED

Hincon House, 247 Park, L.B.S. Marg, Vikhroli(W), Mumbai-400 083.
Manufacturers, merchants and service providers

Address for service in India/Agents address:

R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :15/01/2012

MUMBAI

Educational services & academies, schools; Vocational guidance (education or training advice); Publication of books &
texts, library services; Organization of educational, cultural, entertainment competitions & shows; Physical education &
health club services; Gaming services; providing casino facilities; Club services; Recreation and entertainment services;
Event management, presentation of live performances; Studio & theatre facilities; arranging of beauty contests.
Let's make new

2278928    07/02/2012

LAVASA CORPORATION LIMITED
trading as ;LAVASA CORPORATION LIMITED

Hincon House, 247 Park, L.B.S. Marg, Vikhroli(W), Mumbai-400 083.
Manufacturers, merchants and service providers

Address for service in India/Agents address:

R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Educational services & academies, schools; Vocational guidance (education or training advice); Publication of books & texts, library services; Organization of educational, cultural, entertainment competitions & shows; Physical education & health club services; Gaming services; providing casino facilities; Club services; Recreation and entertainment services; Event management, presentation of live performances; Studio & theatre facilities; arranging of beauty contests.
2372835 31/07/2012

JIGAR P. SHAH

trading as ;SHAH PRIVATE TUTORIALS
B/307, SAI CHHAYA CHSL, ABOVE TEMPTATION HOTEL, ASHOK ROAD, KANDIVALI (EAST) MUMBAI- 400 101.
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DILIP C. SAROJ
OPP. THE PATENT & TRADEMARK OFFICE, OFFICE NO. 790, 543, S. M. ROAD, ANTOP HILL, MUMBAI-400037.
Used Since :01/01/2011

MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING, INCLUDED IN CLASS 41

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS "SHAH", "PRIVATE", "TUTORIALS", EXCEPT A SUBSTANTIALLY SHOWN ON THE LABEL. THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
DHARMESH GOR
trading as ;GAUTAM COMMERCE CLASSES
204 / 205, ROYAL PLAZA, OPP. MADHURAM HALL, H. J. ROAD, DAHISAR (EAST), MUMBAI-400068
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/04/2012
MUMBAI
EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING INCLUDING CLASS 41
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE LETTERS "GC"..
Times Celebex

2375061 06/08/2012
BENNETT, COLEMAN & CO. LTD.
trading as : BENNETT, COLEMAN & CO. LTD.
The Times of India Building, Dr. D.N.Road, Mumbai-400 001.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEWAN MOHAN RAJKUMAR
PODDAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI 400001

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
RADIO & TELEVISION ENTERTAINMENT; TELEVISION & RADIO PROGRAMS; PROVIDING ENTERTAINMENT & CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; CONDUCTING MUSIC PROGRAMS; T.V, CINEMA & THEATRE FACILITIES; MOVIE STUDIOS; RECORDING STUDIO SERVICES; MUSIC HALLS, ORCHESTRA SERVICES; ORGANIZATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES & SHOWS; EDUCATION; PROVIDING RECOGNITION BY WAY OF AWARDS & INCENTIVES UPON PEOPLE FROM DIFFERENT WALKS OF LIFE INCLUDING FILM, ENTERTAINMENT, DRAMA, STAGE SHOWS, TELEVISION & RADIO, MUSIC, THEATRE ARTS, JOURNALISM, SOCIAL SERVICES, BUSINESS, INDUSTRY, SPORTS, GAMES & FASHION INDUSTRY.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2373246, 2373234, 2373242.
2375211  06/08/2012
TEJAL MEHTA
trading as ; VOCAB WIZARDS
1003, ACME REGENCY, ABOVE SONY MONY ELECTRONICS, S.V. ROAD, VILE PARLE (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 056, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VEENA C. GVALANI
"ATUR PARK", BLDG. 3/2, 3RD FLOOR, S. T. ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.
Used Since : 15/06/2011
MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING, COACHING AND ACADEMIC ACTIVITIES, ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
2375216  06/08/2012

HARIHARA SESHADRI SARMA
ANGEL WOOD, FLAT NO. 602, 6TH FLOOR, HIRANANDANI ESTATE, THANE - 400607, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VEENA C. GVALANI
"ATUR PARK", BLDG. 3/2, 3RD FLOOR, S. T. ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.

Used Since: 01/07/2012

MUMBAI

FILMS AND AD FILM PRODUCTION; EVENTS, TELEVISION COMMERCIALS, SHORT FILMS, RADIO PROGRAMMES AND SPOTS, ENTERTAINMENT ACTIVITIES.
2375218    06/08/2012
HARIHARA SESHADRI SARMA
ANGEL WOOD, FLAT NO. 602, 6TH FLOOR, HIRANANDANI ESTATE, THANE - 400607, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VEENA C. GVALANI.
"ATUR PARK", BLDG. 3/2, 3RD FLOOR, S. T. ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.
Used Since :01/07/2012

MUMBAI
FILMS AND AD FILM PRODUCTION; EVENTS, TELEVISION COMMERCIALS, SHORT FILMS, RADIO PROGRAMMES AND SPORTS, ENTERTAINMENT ACTIVITIES.
2375876    07/08/2012
SANTOSH SUBHASH KADLAG
VRINDAVAN SOCIETY, KHARADI ROAD, CHANDANNAGAR, PUNE-411014
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIR & ASSOCIATES
# 16 JEDHE PARK, 248 RASTA PETH, BEHIND SHANTAI HOTEL, PUNE-411011
Used Since : 05/06/2012
MUMBAI
PROVIDING OF TRAINING AND EDUCATION IN THE FIELD OF DANCE, ACTING, YOGA, SINGING, AEROBICS.
2377948 11/08/2012

BITCODE TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
D- 66, D- WING, 6TH FLOOR, RAHUL COMPLEX, PAUD ROAD, KOTHRUD, PUNE- 411 038
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHLJA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Used Since :30/05/2011

MUMBAI
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY TRAINING AND EDUCATION SERVICES
TIMES WEBSOL LTD.,
5TH FLOOR, TIMES TOWER, TRADE GARDENS, KAMALA MILL COMPOUND, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400 013
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
TAS & CO.
1 & 2/19, GANGA, SWASTIK PARK, V.N. PURAV MARG, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.
Used Since :30/01/2011

MUMBAI
PROVISION OF ENTERTAINMENT, DIRECTION OF MAKING RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAM, EDITING OF RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS, ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF LIVE RADIO PERSONALITY PERFORMANCE, PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF RADIO PROGRAMS, RADIO PROGRAMMING, EDUCATION, RECREATION, INSTRUCTION, TRAINING, ARRANGING OF COMPETITION, LIVE ENTERTAINMENT, PRODUCTION OF VIDEO, LASER AND AUDIO DISCS FOR OTHERS, ARRANGING AND HOSTING OF AWARD CEREMONIES, PROVISION OF INFORMATION AND ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO ANY OF THE AFORESAID SERVICES, PROVIDING DISC JOCKEY SERVICES.
2378762    12/08/2012
SIMRAN ARORA
trading as :Artist Records
3-Gr Floor,Kanchanganga Bldg,S.V.Road, Kandivali-West, Mumbai - 400067
Trading as Artist Records.
Artist Records
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUCHITRA SANJAY NAIK
EMP-14-302, EVERSINE MILLENIUM PARADISE, THAKUR VILLAGE, KANDIVALI (EAST), MUMBAI-400 101.
Used Since :25/05/2012
MUMBAI
Recording studio,Music/Audio Mixing Studio,Audio Mastering Studio,Music Production House,Record Label,-
Entertainment Business and marketing,Audio Forensics- Services to Government and law suite companies.
2445143   19/12/2012
STUDIO FOR ARCHITECTURE LANDSCAPE INTERIOR AND ENTERPRISE PVT. LTD.
D-405, CITY CENTRE, SECTOR-I, DC BLOCK, SALT LAKE, KOLKATA : 700064, WEST BENGAL.
SERVICE PROVIDER.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. J. ASSOCIATES.
6A, KIRAN SHANKAR ROY ROAD, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
RABIN SAHA
trading as ;GLOBAL COMPUTER CENTRE
CHHATINA KANDI BANIK PARA (WARD NO. 14), KANDI, H/O. LATE DHANAPATI PAL, P.O. & P.S. KANDI, DISTT. MURSHIDABAD, PIN - 742 137, WEST BENGAL
SERVICE PROVIDER.
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL
Used Since :22/11/2012
KOLKATA
Computer & Vocational Training Centre
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS..
2451306  29/12/2012
DHARMENDRA V. MEHTA

trading as ; SMT. T.V. MEHTA CHARITABLE FOUNDATION

"GLORIOUS" 1ST FLOOR, AKSHAR VATSA BUILDING, OPP. NOKIA SHOW ROOM, DR. YAGNIK ROAD, RAJKOT. GUJARAT-INDIA.

SERVICES PROVIDER
EDUCATION INSTITUTE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022

AHMEDABAD

Used Since: 01/04/2008

SERVICES RELATED TO EDUCATION INSTITUTE PROVIDING OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING INCLUDED IN CLASS-41.
Priority claimed from 11/07/2012; Application No. : 85/673,896 ;United States of America

2455928 07/01/2013

THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
STATE UNIVERSITY PLAZA, ALBANY, NEW YORK 12246, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN UNIVERSITY DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

EDUCATION SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF COURSES AT THE UNIVERSITY LEVEL AND DISTRIBUTION OF EDUCATIONAL MATERIAL IN CONNECTION THERewith; EDUCATING AT UNIVERSITIES OR COLLEGES; PROVIDING A WEBSITE THAT FEATURES INFORMATION ON APPLYING AND ATTENDING COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES; PROVIDING ON-LINE DOCUMENTS FOR APPLICATIONS CONCERNING COLLEGES OR UNIVERSITIES; PROVIDING A WEBSITE THAT FEATURES INFORMATION ABOUT HIGHER EDUCATION SERVICES; PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT EDUCATION
TOKYO SKYTREE

2459139  11/01/2013
TOBU RAILWAY CO., LTD.
TOBU TOWER SKYTREE CO., LTD.
1-1-2 OSHIAGE, SUMIDA-KU, TOKYO, 131-8522, JAPAN.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
CORPORATIONS DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Educational and instruction services relating to arts, crafts, sports or general knowledge; arranging, conducting and organization of seminars; providing amusement facilities; providing information on amusement facilities; plant exhibitions; animal exhibitions; fish exhibitions; providing electronic publications; services of reference libraries for literature and documentary records; art exhibitions; gardens for public admission; caves for public admission
2517811    23/04/2013
RELIC ENTERTAINMENT PVT. LTD.
VASANT VIHAR, SECTOR-C-8, BEHIND BOMBAY HOSPITAL, VIJAY NAGAR, INDORE-452010 (M.P.)
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
2570775   26/07/2013
RAVI K. SHAH
trading as ;M/S. AINET COMPUTER EDUCATION
213, VAMA SQUARE, TEJASVI CLASS, O/S. PANI GATE, VADODARA - 390019. GUJARAT - INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
EDUCATION

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :01/04/2013

AHMEDABAD
SERVICE RELATED TO EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL
ACTIVITES AND TEACHING AND COMPUTER CLASSES INCLUDED IN CLASS - 41.
ARSSAH
2675203  10/02/2014
MR. ARVIND MALIK
WARD NO. 14, NEAR NIRANKARI SATSANG BHAWAN, MEHAM ROAD, GOHANA 131301. DISTRICT SONEPAT, HARYANA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MOHISHAA GROUP
F-26/120, SECTOR 7, ROHINI, DELHI-110085
Used Since :01/02/2014

DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, RENDERING
HEALTH CLUB FITNESS SERVICES AND GYM SERVICES.
TRADE MARKS JOURNAL NO: 1726, 04/01/2016  CLASS 41

2679369  14/02/2014
RAJAN KOHLI
trading as CYBER ETHICAL HACKERS
W.G-50, ISLAM GANJI, NEW SHAKTI NAGAR, ROAD, JALANDHAR, PB
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/05/2010

DELHI
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES INCLUDING VOCATIONAL TRAINING, ORGANIZATION OF STUDY COURSES, ENGLISH SPEAKING COURSES & PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT, PREPARATION FOR LEET'S, TOFEL & STUDY ABROAD, EDUCATION RELATING TO SECURITIES & REMEDIAL MEASURES AGAINST CYBER HACKING.
NECTARLAND
F-108 A, ROON NO 103, FIRST FLOOR, KATWARIA SARAI, DELHI Pin 110016 INDIA
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIKAS ASAWAT
3/183 GANESH TALAB BASANT VIHAR KOTA ,RAJASTHAN 324009
Used Since :03/02/2012
DELHI
Training and Education relating to Sanskrit Language.
2708945 28/03/2014
SATISH CHANDRA JAIN
trading as; JAIN BUSINESS GROUP
328, SECTOR 4B, AWAS VIKAS COLONY, BODLA, AGRA 282007 (U.P.)
SERVICES
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since : 21/03/2014
DELHI
Education, providing of training, entertainment, sporting and cultural activities.
MAA KASTURI FILMS PRODUCTION

2709509  31/03/2014
MR. BALVEER YADAV
trading as ;MAA KASTURI FILMS PRODUCTION
HOSHIARPUR, NOIDA SEC-51, GAUTAM BUDH NAGAR (UP)-201301
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :20/03/2014
DELHI
FILM PRODUCTION, SERIAL PRODUCTION, DOCUMENTARIES, ADS FILMS AS PER CIASS-41.
PAT

2709526   31/03/2014
PEARL RETAIL SOLUTIONS PVT LTD.
A-3, COMMUNITY CONTER, NARAINA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-2, NEW DELHI- 110028, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY, REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.
Used Since :08/12/2013

DELHI
EDUCADON; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
PAT (Pearl Aptitude Test)

2709527  31/03/2014
PEARL RETAIL SOLUTIONS PVT LTD.
A-3, COMMUNITY CENTER, NARAINA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-2, NEW DELHI- 110028, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.
Used Since :08/12/2013

DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
PEARL RETAIL SOLUTIONS PVT LTD.
A-3, COMMUNITY CENTER, NARAINA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-2, NEW DELHI- 110028, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.
Used Since : 27/01/2013

To be associated with:
2701572
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
SH. SANDEEP SINGH SAINI
ND-17, PITAM PURA, DELHI INDIA
PARAMOUNT STUDY CIRCLE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.S. GILL & CO.
H-84, G.S. APARTMENTS, SECTOR-13, PLOT NO.38, ROHINI, DELHI-85
Used Since: 01/10/2003

DELHI
EDUCATION CONSULTANT AND TRAINING FOR IELTS.
2723538  23/04/2014
AMOGH MUND
trading as : AFTER HOURS
C/O SHREE MANORANJAN MUND, SHANTI NAGAR, NEAR FOREST OFFICE, BLOCK-RAJ KHARIAR, DIST. NUAPADA, ODISHA-766107
SERVICE PROVIDER.
Used Since : 08/01/2012
KOLKATA
Education and Providing of Training.
NAVEET KAUR KHOKHAR trading as ;EDUZPHERE
SCO 66, 1st FLOOR, SECTOR46-C, CHANDIGARH, PUNJAB
SERVICES

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TOTAL IP SERVICES
121, FIRST FLOOR, JEEWAN PARK, NEAR M.C.D. PRIMARY SCHOOL, UTTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110059
Used Since :01/05/2013

DELHI
TRAINING CLASSES FOR CIVIL ENGINEERS, PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEER FOR PREPARATION OF GOVT. JOB, COACHING CLASSE FOR IAS, LES IN THE SUBJECT OF CIVIL ENGINEERS AND INTERVIEWV PREPARATION FOR THE CIVIL ENGINEERS.
IDCAF
2810977  17/09/2014
RANJIT SRIVENKATESH
19/1539, VASANTH, K.K.LANE, CHALAPURAM, CALICUT-2, KERALA.
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VERITAE LEGAL
1ST FLOOR, DOOR NO. 36/117, KOTTECANAL JUNCTION, LISIE HOSPITAL ROAD, COCHIN - 682 018, KERALA
Used Since : 01/09/2014

CHENNAI
"EDUCATION, EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANCY, SCHOOLS AND INSTITUTIONS, PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING; AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES".
2811420 16/09/2014
KOHINOOR TECHNICAL INSTITUTE PVT. LTD.
Kohinoor Corporate Office, Senapati Bapat Marg, Dadar (West), Mumbai-400 028
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2784855

MUMBAI
Entertainment, Education, providing of training, Health Club Services Sporting & Cultural Activities, organizing shows and exhibitions for Educational or Entertainment Purposes, Film Production (other than adfilms)
2812767   19/09/2014
GOVIND JEEVAN UTTAMCHANDANI
RAJESH JEEVAN UTTAMCHANDANI
trading as : SHREE SANT KRIPA INTELLECTUAL
UNIT BEARING NO. 1201, 12TH FLOOR GOPA HEIGHT, PLOT NO. D-9, NETAJI SUBHASH PLCE, PITAM PURA, DELHI-110034
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MADAMSER & CO.
FLAT NO. E (GF), SAGAR APTS.,6, TILAK MARG, NEW DELHI-110001.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2614431, 2615966, 2616096, 2787387
DELHI
EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
2813125  22/09/2014
VIKAS SATISH MAHAJAN
110 UNIVERSAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, OPPOSITE ANDHERI SPORTS COMPLEX, ADJOINING WADIA HIGH SCHOOL, J.P. ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400058, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
RETAILERS/SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VEENA C. GVALANI.
"ATUR PARK", BLDG. 3/2, 3RD FLOOR, S. T. ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.
Used Since :01/04/2013
MUMBAI
PROVIDING EDUCATION AND TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF NATURE AND CONSERVATION; ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS PROGRAMS; CONDUCTING OF COLLOQUIUMS, CONFERENCES, CONGRESSES, SEMINARS, SYMPOSIA, WORKSHOPS (TRAINING) ON ENVIRONMENTAL AND CONSERVATION ISSUES, EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION AND SERVICES (ENVIRONMENTAL AND NATURE CONSERVATION), PUBLICATION OF MAGAZINES AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, ON-LINE ELECTRONIC BOOKS AND PUBLICATION (NOT DOWNLOADABLE), LIBRARY SERVICES
CMW

2814768    18/09/2014

MAHESHKUMAR VITTHAL JANGALE
trading as ;Maheshkumar Vitthal Jangale
"Shivneri" Near telephone tower, Newasa kh, Ahmednagar-414003
Service Providers
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UMESH CHANDRA JOSHI
OFFICE NO.304, JAI GANESH VISHWA, VISHRANTWADI, PUNE-411015.
Used Since :01/07/2013

Mumbai
TRAINING INSTITUTE, EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL
ACTIVITIES TRAININGS (TECHNICAL / NON-TECHNICAL), TRAINING CENTRE, COACHING, COUNSELING ETC.
Kimaya Energy Limited

1811239  24/04/2009
MR. GAURAV KHULLAR (INDIAN) SON OF HARISH KHULLAR
7, POORVI MARG VASANT VIHAR NEW DELHI-110057

INDIAN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH; COMPUTER PROGRAMMING; SERVICES.
1916506  04/02/2010

MAHESH RAJANI

trading as ;SINDHI JEWELERS PVT. LTD

AL-86, SHALIMAR BAGH, DELHI-110088

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED WITH REGISTRED OF COMPANES UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT1956.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

ACE CONSILIUM

B-101, B.G.S. BLOCK, TIS HAZARI DELHI-54

Used Since :21/01/1996

DELHI

JEWELLERY DESIGN.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE SINDHI.
1992355 13/07/2010
KULSHARAN CHHABRA
trading as ;KULSHARAN CHHABRA
E-68 GREATER KAILASH PART-2 NEW DELHI-48
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJ TRADE MARK CO.
165-E, KAMLA NAGAR, DELHI-7.
Used Since :01/04/2006
DELHI
SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH, COMPUTER PROGRAMMING.
2002343 02/08/2010
MR. KRISHNA KUMAR BARANWAL
trading as ;M/S ASTRO VAASTU KENDRA
GF - 39, ANSAL FORTUNE ARCADE, SECTOR - 18, NOINDA - 201301, U.P
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, IST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :05/06/2008

DELHI
VASTU SERVICES, ASTROLOGY RELATED SERVICES, ORGANIZATION OF RITUAL & SPIRITUAL ACTIVITIES SUCH AS
TANTRA, MANTRA, YANTRA, VASTU, NUMEROLOGY, PALMISTRY, MEDITATION, HEALING, JANMA KUNDLI PANCHANG
AND RELATED SERVICES AS PER CLASS-42

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE
MATTER SHOWN ON THE LABEL.
MR. KRISHNA KUMAR BARANWAL
trading as ;M/S ASTRO VAASTU KENDRA
GF - 39, ANSAL FORTUNE ARCADE, SECTOR - 18, NOINDA - 201301, U.P
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :05/06/2008
DELHI

VASTU SERVICES, ASTROLOGY RELATED SERVICES, ORGANIZATION OF RITUAL & SPIRITUAL ACTIVITIES SUCH AS TANTRA, MANTRA, YANTRA, VASTU, NUMEROLOGY, PALMISTRY, MEDITATION, HEALING, JANMA KUNDLI PANCHANG AND RELATED SERVICES AS PER CLASS-42

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ASTERO VEDIC.
MRS. ANITA trading as M/S ADITYA ESTATES
GF - 39, ANSAL FORTUNE ARCADE, SECTOR - 18, NOIDA - 201301, U.P
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since : 05/06/2008

DELHI
VASTU SERVICES, ASTROLOGY RELATED SERVICES, ORGANIZATION OF RITUAL & SPIRITUAL ACTIVITIES SUCH AS TANTRA, MANTRA, YANTRA, VASTU, NUMEROLOGY, PALMISTRY, MEDITATION, HEALING, JANMA KUNDLI PANCHANG AND RELATED SERVICES AS PER CLASS-42

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD ASTRO VAASTU.
2002626   03/08/2010
M/s. HT Media Limited
HINDUSTAN TIMES HOUSE, 18-20, KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, N. DELHI - 110 001.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956,
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SWARAM & CO
408-A NEW LAWYERS CHAMBERS-III DELHI HIGH COURT SHER SHAH ROAD NEW DELHI-3
Used Since :01/01/1931
DELHI
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING, INTERNET SERVICES INCLUDING DISSEMINATION OF NEWS & INFORMATION THROUGH WEB-SITE(S) AND SOFTWARE RELATED SERVICES.
2002912  03/08/2010

P. BHUVANESWARI

trading as ;M/S. LIFESCIENCE INTELLIGENTSIA

601 LAVNDAR TOWER GREEN VALLY SEC 41/42 NEAR GURUKUL FARIDABAD 121002 HARYANA

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:

USHA A. CHANDRASEKHAR.

3-E1, COURT CHAMBERS, NEW MARINE LINES ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 020.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; SERVICES ON ALL LIFE SCIENCE RELATED AREAS INCLUDING REGULATORY RESEARCH THAT MEANS CONDUCTING PHARMACOLOGY & TOXICOLOGY RESEARCH USING ANIMALS, CATTIES, INSECTS AND HUMANS WHICH INCLUDES DRUGS, TRADITIONAL MEDICINES, CHEMICALS, VETERINARY DRUGS, CHEMICALS, DIAGNOSTIC KITS, ETC IN LIFE SCIENCE INCLUDED IN CLASS 42
SILENT' SPRING
2002913  03/08/2010
P. BHUVANESWARI
trading as ;SILENT SPRING
601, LAVENDAR TOWER, GREEN VALLY, SEC- 41/42 NEAR GURUKUL FARIDABAD 121002.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
USHA A. CHANDRASEKHAR.
3-E1, COURT CHAMBERS, NEW MARINE LINES ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 020.
Used Since :02/03/2010
DELHI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERE TO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; CONSULTANCY FOR REGULATORY MATTERS IN PESTICIDES AND DRUGS REGISTRATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 42
Jubisolv

2004406  05/08/2010

JUBILANT ORGANOSYS LIMITED
PLOT NO. 1-A SECTOR 16A INSTITUTIONAL AREA, NOIDA-201301 UTTAR PRADESH
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LEX ORBIS.
709/710,TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
FOR MOUTH DISSOLVING TABLET TECHNOLOGY.
SVTRONICS

Priority claimed from 09/02/2010; Application No. : 77/931212 ;United States of America

2006265    09/08/2010

SVTRONICS INC.
3465 TECNOLOGY DRIVE, PLANO, TEXAS 75052 USA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A CORPORATION ORANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF TEXAS, USA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

ELECTRONIC MANUFACTURING,ENGINEERING AND TESTING SERVICES; CONTRACT CABLE AND WIRE MANUFACTURING
NOESIS KNOWLEDGE SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
AT 105, REGAL DIAMOND CENTER, OPERA HOUSE, MUMBAI-400004.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PAT N MARKS
451, 2ND CROSS, 3RD BLOCK, 3RD STAGE, BASAVESHWARANAGAR, BANGALORE-560 079, KARNATAKA, INDIA.
Used Since :04/06/2011

MUNMBAI
SERVICES OF AN INTEREST WEBSITE PROVIDING AN ONLINE NETWORK WHERE USERS CAN CREATE PROFILES, POST, UPLOAD AND SHARE INFORMATION AND DATA AND INTERACT WITH EACH OTHER CONCERNING TOPICS OF GENERAL OR COMMON INTEREST
CHEM-TECH LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.
35, VIVEK HOUSING SOCIETY, PRANAV PADMAVATI, PUNE-411009.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIR & ASSOCIATES
# 16 JEDHE PARK, 248 RASTA PETH, BEHIND SHANTAI HOTEL, PUNE-411011
Used Since: 01/04/2011
MUMBAI
TESTING, ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF LUBRICANTS, OILS, FUELS, BIOFUELS, PLASTICS, POLYMERS, RUBBERS, COOLANTS, PACKAGING MATERIALS, WATER FOR OTHERS, TECHNICAL CONSULTANCY SERVICES, NAMELY FOR FAILURE INVESTIGATION, IMPORT SUBSTITUTION, AND R AND D, SUPPORT SERVICES FOR MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES.
2376477 08/08/2012
MAZHAR NADIADWALA
302, MANGAL JYOT, C.D. BARFIWALA ROAD, JUHU CROSS LANE, JUHU, MUMBAI-400058
SERVICE PROVIDERS AN INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MASTERMIND ASSOCIATES
702, Chirag Arcade, Raghoba Shankar Road, Behind Nagrik, Chendani, Thane (W) - 400602
Used Since : 25/07/2012

MUMBAI
COMPUTER SOFTWARE, GRAPHICS DESIGNING, CREATIVE DESIGNING. STAGE D SIGNING, SCRIPTS, ADVERTISING SOLUTIONS, SERVICES AND CONCEPT MAKING FOR BRANDS, BRANDS IDENTITY, ANIMATION, VISUAL COMMUNICATION ALL INCLUDED IN THIS CLASS
2377296  09/08/2012
PEOPLE INFOCOM PRIVATE LIMITED
SHIV-E-NUMH, 2ND FLOOR, 205, DR. ANNIE BESANT ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI-400018, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LEKHESH N. DHOLAKIA.
SAI SADAN,1ST FLOOR, 68, JANMABHOOMI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :03/04/2007

MUMBAI
APPLICATIONS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE/ GAMES FOR MOBILE PHONES AND/ OR HANDHELD ELECTRONIC DEVICES/
WIRELESS DEVICES AND ACCESSIBLE VIA INTERNET
TIMES WEBSOL LTD.,
5TH FLOOR, TIMES TOWER, TRADE GARDENS, KAMALA MILL COMPOUND, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400 013
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
TAS & CO.
1 & 2/19, GANGA, SWASTIK PARK, V.N. PURAV MARG, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.

MUMBAI

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO, INDUSTRIAL
ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE,
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING, COMPUTER CONSULTANCY SERVICES, GRAPHIC DESIGN SERVICES, WEBSITES,
CREATING AND MAINTAINING WEBSITES, HOSTING THE WEBSITES, LICENSING OF AUDIO, VIDEO, STILL AND MOVING
IMAGES AND DATA, MANAGEMENT OF AND EXPLOITATION OF RIGHTS OF FILMS (COPYRIGHT) ISSUE OF THE
LICENSING RIGHTS, PRODUCTION OF ARTWORK FOR ANIMATED FILMS, PROTECTION OF COPYRIGHT RELATING TO
FILMS.
AXIS SOFTWARE PRIVATE LIMITED
1215/2/13, K.P. KULKARNI MARG, OFF APTE ROAD, SHIVAJI NAGAR, PUNE-411 004
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJEEV SHRIKANT NIPHADKAR
2/32, Swanand Anand Nagar, Nehru Road, Santacruz (E), Mumbai 400 055
Used Since :01/08/2012

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT, COMPUTER PROGRAMMING, COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGNING, COMPUTER SYSTEM ANALYSIS, SOFTWARE TESTING, COMPUTER DATA BASE (LEASING ACCESS TIME), COMPUTER SOFTWARE (MAINTENANCE), COMPUTER SOFTWARE (UPDATION), CONSULTANCY IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE, WEB PAGE DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE, ALL BEING INCLUDED UNDER CLASS-42
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1767576.
FORTUNEER ASSURANCE ADVISORY SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED

198, CANAL STREET, SHREEBHUMI, KOLKATA - 700 048, WEST BENGAL.
SERVICE PROVIDERS.
AN INDIAN COMPANY.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78, N.S.C. BOSE ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA 700 040, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Used Since: 19/08/2010

KOLKATA

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS & RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE; INSTALLATION, REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; ARCHITECTURE; ENGINEERING; HOSTING COMPUTER SITES (WEB SITES); PROVIDING SEARCH ENGINES FOR THE INTERNET; BIOLOGICAL, GEOLOGICAL & CHEMICAL RESEARCH; DESIGN OF INTERIOR DECOR; QUALITY CONTROL; SURVEYING.
2444610  18/12/2012
MR. MUKESH J. BHUDHRANI
18, NANUBHAI TOWER, NEAR MEHSANNAGAR, NIZAMPURA, VADODARA-390002, GUJARAT.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.PARVADAVARDINI
NO,408, METRO TOWER, RING ROAD, NEAR KINNARY CINEMA,SURAT-395002.(GUJARAT).

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

SERVICES RELATED OF INTERIOR DECORATIONS DECORATION SERVICES FOR MARRIAGES FUNCTIONS, BIRTHDAY PARTIES EVENTS, FANCY DECORATIONS, SOCIAL CELEBRATIONS, RELIGIOUS FUNCTIONS, EXHIBITIONS, PRIVATE FUNCTIONS AND PROGRAMMES, INTERIOR DECORATIONS.
2446392  21/12/2012
PAILAN PARK DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY LTD.
trading as ;PAILAN PARK DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY LTD.
EXPRESS TOWER, 42A, SHAKESPEARE SARANI, KOLKATA - 700 017, WEST BENGAL
Service Provider(s).
AN INDIAN COMPANY.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78, N.S.C. BOSE ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA 700 040, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 18/12/2003
KOLKATA
Scientific and Technological Services and Research and Design Relating Thereto; Industrial Analysis & Research Services; Scientific Laboratory Services; Biological, Geological & Chemical Research; Chemical Analysis; Design and Development of Computer Hardware and Software; Installation, Repair and Maintenance of Computer Software; Architecture; Engineering; Hosting Computer Sites (Web Sites); Providing Search Engines for the Internet; Design of Interior Decor; Quality Control; Surveying.
2470325  01/02/2013
PRAKASH RANJAN SARKAR
trading as ;SOUBHAGYER DISHA
21/295 BARABAZAR BAT-TALA,CHINSURAH,HOOGHLY,BEHIND CHINSURAHS POST OFFICE,PIN-712101,W.B.
SERVICE PROVIDER.
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GOODWILL REGISTRATION SERVICE
C/O. SUSANTA GHOSH,107/1G TOLLYGUNGE ROAD,KOLKATA 700026,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :01/04/2010
KOLKATA
ASTROLOGY RESEARCH SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS-42
2518323    23/04/2013

Mamta Yadav
B - 5, Adarsh Nagar, Sector - 4, Hiran Magri, Udaipur (Raj) - 313002
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C/6, Sunderrachana Society, Bh. Shiv Pushpa Park Soc., Anandnagar, Sinhagad Road, Pune- 411051
Used Since :16/04/2013

AHMEDABAD

Computer Software Development Services, System and Data analysis, Computer programming, Computer services, namely, encrypted data recovery and entry services, Computer data protection services Back-up services for computer hard drive data, Technical support, namely, providing backup computer programs and facilities and Software development and IT enabled services.
2531182  15/05/2013
HETALKUMAR MANHARLAL SHAH
587, Goldthread Street, Waterloo, Ontario, N2V 2X4. CANADA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
CANADIAN CITIZEN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :14/08/2007

AHMEDABAD
SERVICES RELATED TO SOFTWARE TESTING AND SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT INCLUDED IN CLASS - 42
2531204    15/05/2013
HETALKUMAR MANHARLAL SHAH
587, Goldthread Street, Waterloo, Ontario, N2V 2X4. CANADA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
CANADIAN CITIZEN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since : 14/08/2007
AHMEDABAD
SERVICES RELATED TO SOFTWARE TESTING AND SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT INCLUDED IN CLASS - 42
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016 Class 42

2546666  11/06/2013
SANDEEP GOEL
trading as ;PROION CONSULTANTS
POCKET NO 1, PLOT NO 108, JASOLA NEW DELHI 110025
SERVICE PROVIDING
Used Since :16/02/2013

DELHI
INTERIOR LOGO DESIGN, SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN, INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 42.
2546667  11/06/2013
SANDEEP GOEL
trading as ;PROION CONSULTANTS
POCKET NO 1, PLOT NO 108, JASOLA NEW DELHI 110025
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :16/02/2013
DELHI
INTERIOR LOGO DESIGN , SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTET HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 42.
2607545  05/10/2013
FACADE INDIA TESTING INC.
RAGHURAMAN VENKAT SUBRMANI
RAVI VENKAT SUBRAMANI
GOPAL VENKAT SUBRAMANI
201, DOSTI PINNACLE, WAGLE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ROAD NO. - 22, PLOT NO E/7, THANE (W) - 400 604
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :27/07/2004

MUMBAI
Engineering consultancy related to design & testing
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
2702597    20/03/2014
UNICOMMERCE ESOLUTIONS PVT.LTD
52B GROUND FLOOR OKHLA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE PHASE 3 DELHI 20
Service Providers
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNAMURTHY & CO.
4th Floor, Prestige Takt No. 23, Kasturba Road Cross Bangalore - 560 001
Used Since :22/05/2013
DELHI
Rental of computer software; Software as a Service (SaaS), services for use of non-downloadable online software; providing consultancy services in relation to operation and management of computer software, design of graphic software systems.
2704312  24/03/2014

TRINITY TOUCH PVT. LTD
D-10, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI -110024
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, (OPP MC DONALD"S) P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES, RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARES
2706600  26/03/2014  
BIKRAMJIT SINGH  
WG 592/A SURAJ GUNJ JALANDHAR CITY 144001  
SERVICE PROVIDER  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
ANAND SHANKER GUPTA  
59 I Nd FLOOR KUNDAN NAGAR DELHI 110092  
Used Since: 03/08/2010  
DELHI  
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE INCLUDING; SERVICES OF ADVISORY, CONSULTANCY, PROVIDING INFORMATION, PROSECUTION; ANALYSIS OF DETAILS OF BUSINESS, MARKETING & I.P. RESEARCH & ANALYSIS SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 42
2709982  01/04/2014
VEENA SONI
trading as ;PLANET INDIA
S-8, MANISH PLAZA-III, PLOT-12, SECTOR-10, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110075
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GYAN PRAKASH BANSAL
204 KRISHNA TOWER-2 PLOT NO-1 POCKET-7 SECTOR-12 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075
Used Since : 16/05/2012
DELHI
DRESS DESIGN SERVICES
LACE AND ME
2709988  01/04/2014
VEENA SONI
trading as : PLANET INDIA
S-8, MANISH PLAZA-III, PLOT-12, SECTOR-10, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110075
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GYAN PRAKASH BANSAL
204 KRISHNA TOWER-2 PLOT NO-1 POCKET-7 SECTOR-12 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075
Used Since : 16/05/2012
To be associated with:
2709982
DELHI
DRESS DESIGN SERVICES.
2711162  02/04/2014
VAYAM TECHNOLOGIES LTD
THAPAR HOUSE 124 JANPATH NEW DELHI 110001
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOKA LAW OFFICE
8, CENTRAL LANE, BENGALI MARKET, CONNAUGHT PLACE, NEW DELHI - 110 001
Used Since :31/12/2008
To be associated with:
1798431
DELHI
ENTERPRISE APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT AND SYSTEM INTEGRATION; CUSTOMIZED SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT AND PACKAGED IMPLEMENTATION; APPLICATION MAINTENANCE AND SUPPORT; CONSULTING SERVICES; ENTERPRISE APPLICATION INTEGRATION; DATA WAREHOUSING AND BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE; ENGINEERING SERVICES/SOLUTIONS; IT OUTSOURCING/MANAGED SERVICES AND OUTSOURCING SERVICES FOR COMPUTER RELATED FUNCTIONS; INCLUDED IN CLASS 42.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 1798431
2806340 09/09/2014
SANDEEP K. AGRAWAL

trading as ;M/S. STEEFO INDUSTRIES

Opp. INTAS BIO PHARMACEUTICALS, CHANGODAR - BAVLA ROAD, VILLAGE MORAIIYA 382213, DIST. AHMEDABAD (GUJARAT)

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

TRADESANGE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE, AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT

Used Since :01/07/2014

To be associated with:

2642842, 2642843

AHMEDABAD

TECHNICAL CONSULTANCY, DRAWING AND DESIGNING OF METAL ROLLING MILL PLANTS AND MACHINERY, SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO, INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
2811554  18/09/2014
VODLO IT PVT. LTD.
TEERTH TECHNO SPACE, C-207/A, SECOND FLOOR, NEAR MERCEDES BENZ SHOWROOM, BANER, PUNE 411 021.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KATARIYA VISHAL PRAKASH
2, SHARADA APT. OPP. GATE NO. 5, ABHIMANSHREE, AUNDH, PUNE--8
Used Since :15/06/2013
MUMBAI
DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF SOFTWARE FOR USE IN CLOUD SYSTEMS AND MOBILE APPLICATION TECHNOLOGY.
2811678  16/09/2014
HARI J
trading as ;RIHTAN improvement through performance
No. 122, Jinnu Mudaliar Street, Virupatchipuram, Vellore 632002, Tamil Nadu.
Service Provider
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIKHIL G TEGGI
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (E), Chennai - 600102
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, IT SERVICES, IT CONSULTANCY, ADVISORY AND INFORMATION SERVICES,
INFORMATION INFORMATION ON COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY AND PROGRAMMING VIA A WEB SITE.
2811982  16/09/2014
MODE FINSERVER PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;MODE FINSERVER PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. 269, 8TH MAIN, RAJIV GHANDHI NAGAR, NANDHINI LAYOUT, BANGALORE - 560 096
SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIVERSAL LEGAL,
5TH FLOOR, PHOENIX PINNACLE, 46, ULSOOR ROAD, BANGALORE - 560042
Used Since :15/04/2011
CHENNAI
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF SOFTWARE RELATING TO E-COMMERCE, MOBILE COMMERCE AND BANKING
M2811987  16/09/2014
MODE FINSERVER PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ; MODe FINSERVER PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. 269, 8TH MAIN, RAJIV GHANDHI NAGAR, NANDHINI LAYOUT, BANGALORE - 560 096
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIVERSAL LEGAL
5TH FLOOR, PHOENIX PINNACLE, 46, ULSOOR ROAD, BANGALORE - 560042
Used Since : 15/04/2011
CHENNAI
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF SOFTWARE RELATING TO E-COMMERCE, MOBILE COMMERCE AND BANKING
2812449    19/09/2014
WORKBENCH PROJECTS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;WORKBENCH PROJECTS PVT. LTD.
NO.402, STERLING HEIGHTS, 9TH CROSS, MALLESWARAM, BANGALORE - 560003, KARNATAKA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :01/12/2013

CHENNAI
SCIENTIFIC LABORATORY SERVICES, TECHNICAL RESEARCH, CONSULTANCY IN RESPECT OF RESEARCH RELATING TO SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES, CONSULTANCY IN THE FIELD OF ENERGY-SAVING, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
2812768    19/09/2014
GOVIND JEEVAN UTTAMCHANDANI
RAJESH JEEVAN UTTAMCHANDANI
trading as :SHREE SANT KRIPA INTELLECTUAL
UNIT BEARING NO. 1201, 12TH FLOOR GOPA HEIGHT, PLOT NO. D-9, NETAJI SUBHASH PLCE, PITAM PURA, DELHI-
110034
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MADAMSER & CO.
FLAT NO. E (GF), SAGAR APTS.,6, TILAK MARG, NEW DELHI-110001.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2614393, 2615967, 2616097, 2787386
DELHI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO, INDUSTRIAL
ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
INCLUDED IN CLASS 42.
ATMECS
2815278  19/09/2014
ATMECS TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as :ATMECS TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
2nd Floor, 99 LH, Lanco Hills Technology Park Pvt Ltd., Manikonda, Hyderabad-500089, Telangana, India.
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt. Ltd, #6-3-200/A, Moparthy Towers, 1st Floor, Prem Nagar, Khairatabad, Hyderabad-04, Telangana, India.
Used Since :30/09/2013
CHENNAI
Information technology [IT] consulting services, software as a service [SaaS], scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software.
INDIA'S KITSCH INN

1989620  06/07/2010

OLD WORLD HOSPITALITY PVT. LTD.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

HOTELS, MOTELS, INNS: HOTEL, MOTEL, CONCIERGE, LODGING, RESTAURANT AND SELF RESTAURANT SERVICES, CAFETERIA, LOUNGE, TEA-ROOM, AND BAR SERVICES, HOTEL MANAGEMENT FOR OTHERS: HOTEL RESERVATION SERVICES; HOTEL RESORT AND HEALTH SPA SERVICES: ESCORT SERVICES: HAIR DRESSING SALONS: BEAUTY SALONS: MEDICAL, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE: SECURITY SERVICES RELATING TO VALUABLES: COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING ON-LINE INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES: SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; PROVISION OF TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION: PROVISION OF FACILITIES FOR MEETINGS, CONFERENCES AND EXHIBITIONS; CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO HOTELS AND RESTAURANTS.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD "INDIAN".
KATHI ZONE

2002169  02/08/2010

MAYANK MITTAL
145/9 JNU ROAD VASANT KUNJ NEW DELHI-70
SERVICE & CONSULTANCY PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :01/01/2006

DELHI

RESTAURANT, FOOD CAFE, COFFEE BAR, TEA BAR & OTHER FOOD SERVICES A CONSULTANCY PROVIDER.
“SWARNA HARI ANNPUTNA VEG. DHABA”

2003239 03/08/2010
ANNPURNACHABAB OPP MEDICAL COLLEGE CIRCULAR ROAD
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AMBICA REGISTRATION SERVICE,
51, INSIDE RAM BAGH CHOWK, POST BOX NO. 79, AMRITSAR, (PUNJAB).
Used Since: 01/04/2009
DELHI
PROVIDING OF FOOD & DRINK ARTICLES OF ALL TYPES FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION, AND PROVIDING OF
CONCERNED AND ALLIED SERVICES RELATING TO THE BUSINESS OF DHABA
ITC LIMITED
ITC GREEN CENTRE, PLOT NO. 10, SECTOR - 32, GURGAON, HARYANA
SERVICES
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
D-5, SECOND FLOOR, SECTOR-10, NOIDA-201301 (U.P.)

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
ARRANGING, BOOKING, RENTALS AND RESERVATIONS OF TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; HOTEL, MOTEL,
BANQUETING AND CATERING SERVICES; RENTAL OF ROOMS FOR HOLDING FUNCTIONS, CONFERENCES,
CONVENTIONS, EXHIBITIONS, AND MEETINGS; CAFES; HOSPITALITY SERVICES (FOOD, DRINK AND
ACCOMMODATION); COCKTAIL, WINE LOUNGE & BAR SERVICES; PREPARATION OF MEALS; RESTAURANT
SERVICES, ALL BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 43.
ITC LIMITED
ITC GREEN CENTRE, PLOT NO. 10, SECTOR - 32, GURGAON, HARYANA
SERVICES
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
D-5, SECOND FLOOR, SECTOR-10, NOIDA-201301 (U.P.)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ARRANGING, BOOKING, RENTALS AND RESERVATIONS OF TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; HOTEL, MOTEL,
BANQUETING AND CATERING SERVICES; RENTAL OF ROOMS FOR HOLDING FUNCTIONS, CONFERENCES,
CONVENTIONS, EXHIBITIONS, AND MEETINGS; CAFES; HOSPITALITY SERVICES (FOOD, DRINK AND
ACCOMMODATION); COCKTAIL, WINE LOUNGE & BAR SERVICES; PREPARATION OF MEALS; RESTAURANT
SERVICES, ALL BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 43.
2003842  04/08/2010

ITC LIMITED
ITC GREEN CENTRE, PLOT NO. 10, SECTOR - 32, GURGAON, HARYANA
SERVICES
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT,1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
D-5, SECOND FLOOR, SECTOR-10, NOIDA-201301 (U.P.)
Used Since :11/01/2010

DELHI
ARRANGING, BOOKING, RENTALS AND RESERVATIONS OF TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; HOTEL, MOTEL, BANQUETING AND CATERING SERVICES; RENTAL OF ROOMS FOR HOLDING FUNCTIONS, CONFERENCES, CONVENTIONS, EXHIBITIONS, AND MEETINGS; CAFES; HOSPITALITY SERVICES (FOOD, DRINK AND ACCOMMODATION); COCKTAIL, WINE LOUNGE & BAR SERVICES; PREPARATION OF MEALS; RESTAURANT SERVICES, ALL BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 43.
ITC LIMITED
ITC GREEN CENTRE, PLOT NO. 10, SECTOR - 32, GURGAON, HARYANA
SERVICES
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT,1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
D-5, SECOND FLOOR, SECTOR-10, NOIDA-201301 (U.P.)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ARRANGING, BOOKING, RENTALS AND RESERVATIONS OF TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; HOTEL, MOTEL,
BANQUETING AND CATERING SERVICES; RENTAL OF ROOMS FOR HOLDING FUNCTIONS, CONFERENCES,
CONVENTIONS, EXHIBITIONS, AND MEETINGS; CAFES; HOSPITALITY SERVICES (FOOD, DRINK AND
ACCOMMODATION); COCKTAIL, WINE LOUNGE & BAR SERVICES; PREPARATION OF MEALS; RESTAURANT
SERVICES, ALL BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 43.
COLONEL'S KABABZ TANDOORI

2003917 04/08/2010
B & B COLONELS KABABZ
K-11 SOMVHIAR APARTMENTS R.K. PURAM NEW DELHI
SERVICES

Address for service in India/Agents address:
H P SINGH, ADVOCATE.
H - 7, GREEN PARK EXTN., NEW DELHI - 110 016.
Used Since: 01/10/1992

DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK INCLUDING VEG AND NON VEG CUISINES; RESTAURANTS AND TAKEAWAY^ CATERING SERVICES, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION.
2004648 05/08/2010
KISHAN KUMAR.
trading as ;DELHI JUICE CORNER
223, SURYA NIKETIN, DELHI - 110092
SERVICES.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2007

DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK. ACCOMMODATION.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DELHI.
AMBIENCE MALL

2005604  09/08/2010

AMBIENCE LTD.
L-4, GREEN PARK EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110016
SERVICE
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & BANSAL
210, JOP PLAZA (OPP. MC DONALD'S) P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201301, NCR DELHI.
Used Since :14/04/1986

DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION.
"Space for a million smiles"

2005607    09/08/2010

AMBIENCE LTD.
L-4, GREEN PARK EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110016
SERVICE .
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & BANSAL
210, JOP PLAZA (OPP. MC DONALD"S) P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201301, NCR DELHI.
Used Since :08/03/2008

DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION.
AMBIENCE LTD.
L-4, GREEN PARK EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110016
SERVICE.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & BANSAL
210, JOP PLAZA (OPP. MC DONALD’S) P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201301, NCR DELHI.
Used Since: 14/04/1986

DELHI

SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 2005601.
2083453  11/01/2011
JUGAL NAVNEETBHAI INAMDAR
trading as ;M/S.PRIME PANGHAT GARDEN
Anand-Lambhvel Road, Anand-388001- Gujarat
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
COPY HART
AT: 42/489, SATYA NAGAR, UDHNA MAIN ROAD, UDHNA, SURAT - 394210 - GUJARAT
Used Since :28/02/2008
AHMEDABAD
SERIES FOR A FAMILY RESTAURANT SPECIAL FOR KATHIYAWADI PUNJABI CHINESE DINNER AND PARTY PLOT INCLUDING CLASS-43

TRADE MARK: PRIME PANGHAT GARDEN
2172472 08/07/2011
GOPI BINESH INAMDAR
A/601, EVERSHINE GRANDEUR, MINDSPACE, MALAD (W), MUMBAI-400064.
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIVIDUAL-AN INDIAN RESIDENT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE SANGEETA PAL
C/310, ANTOPHILL WAREHOUSING COMPANY LTD., V.I.T COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI - 400 037
Used Since :28/04/2011
MUMBAI
PROVIDING HOTELS AND RESORTS SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 43
NITESH S. SAVE
trading as ;STONE OVEN
BUILDING NO 1, FALT NO. 11, RAM KRISHNA NAGAR, NR. RTO OFFICE, TEEN HAATH NAKA, THANE (WEST)-400602.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHILA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Used Since :09/02/2010

MUMBAI
PROVIDING OF FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; APARTMENT SERVICES; CAFETERIA, SNACKS-
BAR, MOTELS HOTELS AND RESTAURANTS, COFFEE SHOP, PUB, CATERING SVC., CANTEENS, FOOD COURT, SELF-
SERVICE RESTAURANTS, ANY SUCH SERVICES RELATED TO THIS INDUSTRY AND THAT CANNOT BE CALSSIFIED.
2376601    08/08/2012
SANDESH S. CHAVAN
25/ 199, ANAND NAGAR, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400055.
SERVICE PROVIDER OF CATERING, HOTELIER, RESTAURATEUR
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHAGWATI & CO.
4 -G - 2 COURT CHAMBERS, 35, NEW MARINE LINES, MUMBAI - 400 020.
Used Since :05/08/2012
To be associated with:
2347959
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2347959..
2378176  13/08/2012
DR. RAJESHWAR HARIHARRAO HATTIAMBIRE PALAMKAR
trading as : NIRMAL HOSTEL
MANIKNAGAR AIRPORT ROAD, TARODA BK., NANDDED-431605
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since : 30/06/2002
MUMBAI
HOSTELS
AMRUT DIGAMBAR GOSAVI
MS. JYOTI DIGAMBAR GOSAVI
trading as ;GOSAVIS RESTAURANT
HALL NO. 1, B WING, RAJA BANSILAL MARKET, BANSILAL NAGAR, RAILWAY STATION ROAD, AURANGABAD-431001
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :03/12/2011

MUMBAI
PROVIDING FOOD, DRINK AND TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
2417794    26/10/2012
HARISH GERA
13/289 GEETA COLONY DELHI-110031
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV NARULA
A-14 NIZAMUDDIN EAST NEW DELHI-110013
Used Since: 13/04/2005

DELHI
RESTAURANT, CATERING.
2438927  07/12/2012
TUSHARBHAI BHARATKUMAR DALAL
trading as ;FRESH ROAST THE COFEE LOUNGE
SHANTIKUNJ, B/H MEHDI NAWAZ JUNG HALL, PALDI CROSS ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380006
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIKUNJ V. JOSHI, ADVOCATE
B/801, MANSI COMPLEX, NEAR BAPS WASMINARAYN TEMPLE, JUDGES BUNGLOW ROAD, VASTRAPUR, AHMEDABAD - 380015
Used Since :25/10/2012
AHMEDABAD
PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK.
subject to no exclusive right over word Fresh except as substantially shown on label. ..
2444769   19/12/2012
DIVINE INFRACON PVT.LTD
DVAR RESTAURANT HOTEL RADISSON BLU PLOT NO 4 SEC-13 DWARKA NEW DELHI 75
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW OFFICES OF INDIA
H-1 ANAND NIKETAN NEW DELHI 110021
Used Since :01/03/2011

DELHI
SERVICES OF PROVIDING OF FOODS (VEGETARIAN & NON VEGETARIAN) AND DRINKS (ALCOHOLIC AND NON-ALCOHOLIC)
TARASHAKTI HOSPITALITY PVT. LTD.
trading as TARASHAKTI HOSPITALITY PVT. LTD.
12, SOOKER SARKAR LANE, NEAR MOULANA AZAD COLLEGE, KOLKATA 700016, WEST BENGAL
SERVICE PROVIDERS.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, 3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.), KOLKATA 700 069, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 18/01/2012
KOLKATA
providing various services in relation to food and drink; temporary accommodations of all kinds being included in Class-43,
2469142    30/01/2013
SANCHAY KR. TARWAY
SMT. MINA DEVI
trading as ;GRAMIN FOOD
GA-14,CITY CENTER,SECTOR-IV,BOKARO STEEL CITY,JHARKHAND,INDIA
SERVICES PROVIDERS
AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Used Since :01/04/2011
KOLKATA

PROVIDING VARIOUS SERVICES IN RELATION TO FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATIONS OF ALL KINDS
BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 43.
2516103    18/04/2013
GREEN ACRES CLUB & RESORTS PVT. LTD.
5A, GROUND FLOOR, NEELKANTHA APARTMENT, GOKULDAS PASTA ROAD, BEHIND CHITRA CINEMA, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since: 20/01/2010
MUMBAI
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
ARSSAH

2675204  10/02/2014

MR. ARVIND MALIK
WARD NO. 14, NEAR NIRANKARI SATSANG BHAWAN, MEHAM ROAD, GOHANA 131301. DISTRICT SONEPAT, HARYANA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MOHISHAA GROUP
F-26/120, SECTOR 7, ROHINI, DELHI-110085
Used Since :01/02/2014

DELHI

RESTAURANT AND CATERING SERVICES, SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY
ACCOMMODATION, RESERVATION SERVICES FOR TRAVELLERS’ ACCOMMODATION, TRAVEL AGENCIES AND
BROKERS.
AHIMSAVEGAN
2691398 04/03/2014
SAI MADHUBAN HOSPITALITY PVT LTD.
4/8, FIRST FLOOR, SUBHASH NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110027
SERVICE PROVIDER AND MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAGAR CHANDRA & ASSOCIATES
2/48, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, SARVAPRIYA VIHAR, NEW DELHI 16

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TENIPORARY ACCOMMODATION; RESTAURANT; BAR AND CATERING SERVICE; PROVISION OF HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION; BOOKING AND RESERVATION SERVICES OF RESTAURANTS AND HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATIONS; RETIREMENT HOME SERVICES; CRECHE SERVICES

MARK SHOULD BE USE AND READ AS WHOLE.
KOYLA KEBAB

2706071  25/03/2014

MR. ANUJ TYAGI
PUSHPA R. GODHWANI

trading as ;M/S K.K. HOSPITALITY

G.F-5, ANUPAM SHOPPING ARCADE, PVR SAKET, NEW DELHI-110017

SERVICE PROVIDING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80 VILLAGE GOKAL PUR EAST OF LONI ROAD NEAR GOVT SCHOOL SHAHDARA DELHI 94

Used Since :27/11/2013

DELHI

SERVICE PROVIDING OF FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, HOTEL, BAR AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
MR. VISHAL SEHGAL  
B 2/2, ANANTA COLONY, NADESAR, CANTT. VARANASI 221002, UP  
SERVICE PROVIDER  

Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
LAW PROTECTORS  
20/10/1, OPP. GANESH BIDKAR'S OFFICE, ABOVE SHREE SAI ELECTRIC, 4th FLOOR, SOMAWARPETH, PUNE 411011  
Used Since :27/11/2008  

DELHI  
PROVIDING OF FOOD & DRINK
TOMMI'S BURGER JOINT

2708618     28/03/2014
HAMBORGARABULLA TOMASAR EHF.,
KRINGLUNNI 4-12, REYKJAVIK 103 ICELAND
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF ICELAND

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZAHRA VANA
3RD FLOOR HL ARCADE ABOVE AXIS BANK PLOT NO-14 SECTOR-5 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK
2708830  28/03/2014
SARWAN KUMAR
trading as ;DILLI 9
SHOP NO-8, SECTOR-29, HUDA MARKET, FARIDABAD, HARYANA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :25/03/2014
DELHI
HOTELS, RESTAURANTS AND CATERING SERVICES; INCLUDED IN CLASS 43
2709611  31/03/2014
BWR INTERNATIONAL, LLC
564 Old State Route 74, Cincinnati, Ohio, 45244 United States of America
Service Providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Restaurant services
PADAMSHRI
2710860  02/04/2014
HARBANSH LAL FOODS PVT. LTD.
VILLAGE MOHIUDDINPUR, DISTT. MEERUT, U.P.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT OF 1956.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :01/03/2014

DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION.
2788711 08/08/2014
TRILOKCHAND AGRAWAL
MRS. SANGEETA P. JAIN
MRS. SAVITA K. GUPTA
trading as; SURBHI
SHOP NO. 2, THANKAR BLDG, NEAR MASJID, S.V. ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400058.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSIFIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since: 01/04/2000
MUMBAI
RESTAURANT, CAFETERIA, SERVICES FOR PROVIDING SNACK FOODS AND DRINK, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 43
2808257  12/09/2014
SILVER BEACH ENTERTAINMENT AND HOSPITALITY PVT. LTD.
SHOP.NO. 809, BUILDING SAMARTH VAIBHAV, OFF NEW LINK ROAD, OSHIWARA, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :01/01/2013
MUMBAI
RESTURANT, BAR AND CAFE
2809499  15/09/2014

SMT. SUSHMA GUPTA

trading as ;DAYAL HOUSE MANUFACTURING DIVISON

VILLAGE BARNAI, BANTALAB ROAD, JAMMU, J&K

SERVICES

Address for service in India/Agents address:

MAHTTA & CO.

43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

Used Since :01/04/1980

To be associated with:

1287988, 1484369, 2057091, 2057092

DELHI

PROVISION OF BANQUET SERVICES, MARRIAGE PALACE, HOTELS, GUEST HOUSE & TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
2809503  15/09/2014
SMT. SUSHMA GUPTA
trading as ;DAYAL HOUSE MANUFACTURING DIVISON
VILLAGE BARNAI, BANTALAB ROAD, JAMMU, J&K
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/1980
To be associated with:
1287988, 1484369, 2057091, 2057092, 2809499
DELHI
PROVISION OF BANQUET SERVICES, MARRIAGE PALACE, HOTELS, GUEST HOUSE & TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION .
2811162  17/09/2014

PRIYANKA SHARMA
1205 B, BEVERLY PARK II, DLF CITY, GURGAON, HARAYANA- 122002
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49
Used Since :30/07/2013

DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
SANDEEP GHOSHAL
ANTAASH SHEIKH
trading as: GRUBBR INC.,
402, FRAZER HEIGHTS, NO. 56 MM ROAD CROSS, MK PALYA, FEARER TOWN, BANGALORE - 560005, KARNATAKA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Used Since: 19/06/2014
CHENNAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; RESTAURANT AND HOTEL SERVICES;
PROVIDING ONLINE INFORMATION RELATING TO HOTEL RESERVATIONS
2812450  19/09/2014
WORKBENCH PROJECTS PVT. LTD.
trading as : WORKBENCH PROJECTS PVT. LTD.
NO.402, STERLING HEIGHTS, 9TH CROSS, MALLESWARAM, BANGALORE - 560003, KARNATAKA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since : 01/12/2013
CHENNAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK
OBETEL

2814146  18/09/2014

TRIPAT CHAMANLAL OBEROI
trading as ; OBECONS

16 Sudesh, 3rd floor, 17th Road, Opp. Gurudwara, Santacruz (West), Mumbai-400 054 Maharashtra , India

Service provider

Address for service in India/Agents address:

KAYSER AND COMPANY.
RAJA BAHADUR MANSION, 20 AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI- 400 023.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

services of restaurants; hotels; motels; food and drink catering; resort hotel services; resort lodging services; cafés; cafeterias; canteens; hotel reservations; accommodation bureaux [hotels, boarding houses]; temporary accommodation reservations; tourist homes; holiday camp services [lodging]; rental of meeting rooms; snack-bars; bar and cocktail lounge services included in class 43
EXPLORE

2002971  03/08/2010

M/S, SOCIETE DES HOTELS MERIDIEN
TOUR MAINE MONTPARNASSE 33 AVENUE DU MAINE 14E ETAGE 75015 PARIS FRANCE.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A CORPORATION OF FRANCE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MEDICAL SERVICES, VETERINARY SERVICES, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS;
AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES, DAY SPA SERVICES.
IDEATE: IPILIMUMAB DRUG EVALUATION

Priority claimed from 14/06/2010; Application No. : 85/062176 ;United States of America

2003670 04/08/2010

BRISTOL - MYERS SQUIBB COMPANY
345 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10154, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
MANUFACTURER AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE, USA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICAL AND SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLINICAL TRIALS RELATING TO PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN USE IN CLASS 42..
NAILZ CONTOUR
2003686  04/08/2010
BNB ENTERAINMENT PVT. LTD
1E/15 JHANDEWALAN EXTENSION DELHI 55
MERCHANT & SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU,
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110 005.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SERVICES OF ALL KINDS AND DESCRIPTION RELATING TO HYGIENIC & BEAUTY CARE, BEAUTY SALOONS, COSMETICS RESEARCH, BEAUTY PARLOURS, BEAUTY RESORTS, BEAUTY CLINICS, COSMETICS AND BEAUTY RESEARCH LABORATORIES, MASSAGE ROOMS, MASSAGE PARLOURS, PERFUMERY SALOONS, DENTISTRY.
AMBIENCE MALL

2005605  09/08/2010

AMBIENCE LTD.
L-4, GREEN PARK EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110016
SERVICE .
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & BANSAL
210, JOP PLAZA (OPP. MC DONALD"S) P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201301, NCR DELHI.
Used Since :14/04/1986

DELHI
MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS;
AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES.
"Space for a million smiles"

2005608  09/08/2010
AMBIENCE LTD.
L-4, GREEN PARK EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110016
SERVICE.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & BANSAL
210, JOP PLAZA (OPP. MC DONALD’S) P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201301, NCR DELHI.
Used Since :08/03/2008

DELHI
MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS; AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES.
2005617 09/08/2010

AMBIENCE LTD.
L-4, GREEN PARK EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110016
SERVICE.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & BANSAL
210, JOP PLAZA (OPP. MC DONALD"S) P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201301, NCR DELHI.
Used Since: 14/04/1986

DELHI
MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS;
AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES
2006666  10/08/2010
DR. AJAY AURORA
C-75 SEC-39 NOIDA-201303
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADE MARK PROTEC CO.
A - 501, YOUNG AHERIA G.G.H.S. LTD, PLOT NO. 2, SECTOR - 7, DWARKA, NEW DELHI - 110075

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
DIAGNOSIS, MEDICAL TREATMENT, SURGICAL TREATMENT (OPERATIONS AND LASER TREATMENTS) OF PATIENTS SUFFERING FORM EYE PROBLEMS AND DIABETES RELATED PROBLEMS INCLUDED IN CLASS 44
Vision Plus Eye Institute

Perfection with Care

2006667  10/08/2010
DR. AJAY AURORA
C-75 SEC-39 NOIDA-201303
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADE MARK PROTEC CO.
A - 501, YOUNG AHERIA G.G.H.S. LTD, PLOT NO. 2, SECTOR - 7, DWARKA, NEW DELHI - 110075

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
DIAGNOSIS, MEDICAL TREATMENT, SURGICAL TREATMENT (OPERATIONS AND LASER TREATMENTS) OF PATIENTS SUFFERING FROM EYE PROBLEMS AND DIABETES RELATED PROBLEMS INCLUDED IN CLASS 44
2007382  11/08/2010
ANIL KUMAR GUPTA
C-302, PLOT NO-14 SECTOR-22 DWARKA NEW DELHI-75
.
INDAIN
Used Since: 01/12/2009
DELHI
CONSULTANCY SERVICES FOR PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY, CLEAN ROOMS, HEATING VENTILATION AIR CONDITIONING, MEDICINE PRODUCTION AND TESTING
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726 , 04/01/2016 Class 44

BLUE’S
FITNESS ACADEMY

2310266 04/04/2012
PANKAJ WADHWA
trading as :BLUES FITNESS ACADEMY
26/1 EAST PATEL NAGAR DELHI
SERVICES

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
C-102 GALI NO. 3 II FLOOR ROOM NO. B-4 UPPAR ASHOKA JIM BHAJANPURA DELHI-110053
Used Since :20/12/2010

DELHI
HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS, HEALTH CLUB IN CLASS -44
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE "FITNESS AND ACADEMY".
2377315    09/08/2012
MS.TULIKA BINANI
trading as :HUT OF CUTZ
SHOP NO. 28, BHOMI CLASSIC, OPP. INORBIT MALL, LINK ROAD, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 064
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :13/08/2010
MUMBAI
HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS
2445145    19/12/2012
STUDIO FOR ARCHITECTURE LANDSCAPE INTERIOR AND ENTERPRISE PVT. LTD.
D-405, CITY CENTRE, SECTOR-I, DC BLOCK, SALT LAKE, KOLKATA : 700064, WEST BENGAL.
SERVICE PROVIDER.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. J. ASSOCIATES.
6A, KIRAN SHANKAR ROY ROAD, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
MEDICAL SERVICES, VETERINARY SERVICES, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS;
AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES.
RKBK FISCAL SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
216, A.J.C BOSE ROAD, KOLKATA-700017, WEST BENGAL, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, 3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.), KOLKATA 700 069, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 23/09/2012

KOLKATA
Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; agriculture, horticulture and forestry services being included in Class-44.
GETWEL PHARMA

2464532  22/01/2013
RKBK FISCAL SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
216, A.J.C BOSE ROAD, KOLKATA-700017, WEST BENGAL, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, 3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.), KOLKATA 700 069, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 23/09/2012
KOLKATA
Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; agriculture, horticulture and forestry services being included in Class-44.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. - 2464531.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016 Class 44

RKBK FISCAL SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
216, A.J.C BOSE ROAD, KOLKATA-700017, WEST BENGAL, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, 3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.), KOLKATA 700 069, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Used Since: 23/09/2012

To be associated with:
1991380

KOLKATA
Medical services; veterinary services; Inygienic and beauty care for liuman beings or animals; agriculture, horticulture and forestry services being included in Class-44.
MR. RIDHAM SHETH

trading as ;SHETH MULTI SPECIALITY DENTAL CLINIC

201, 2ND FLOOR, GCP BUSINESS CENTRE, OPP. MEMNAGAR FIRE STATION, NAVRANGPURA, AHMEDABAD

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:

MAKHJIA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.

Used Since :17/12/2012

AHMEDABAD

DENTAL CLINIC
ARSSAH

2675205  10/02/2014

MR. ARVIND MALIK
WARD NO. 14, NEAR NIRANKARI SATSANG BHAWAN, MEHAM ROAD, GOHANA 131301. DISTRICT SONEPAT, HARYANA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MOHISHAA GROUP
F-26/120, SECTOR 7, ROHINI, DELHI-110085
Used Since :01/02/2014

DELHI
HOSPITAL SERVICES, HEALTH SPA SERVICES AND HEALTH CARE SERVICES, MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY
SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS; AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY
SERVICES; PHARMACY ADVICE.
2706279  26/03/2014
M/S.GTM BUILDERS & PROMOTERS PVT LTD
GTM HOUSE, G-5, PUSHKAR ENCLAVE OUTER RING ROAD, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110063
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SOMESH CHANDRA JHA, ADVOCATE
2/6-C, LGF, JANGPURA, NEW DELHI-110 014
Used Since :21/03/2014

DELHI
MEDICAL, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE SERVICES INCLUDING SPA SERVICES, ESCORT SERVICES, HAIR DRESSING SALONS, BEAUTY SALONS, BEAUTY CONSULTATION SERVICES, PROVISION OF INFORMATION CONCERNING COLOR ANALYSIS, PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS, COSMETICS, COSMECEUTICALS, TOILETRIES, PERFUMERY, BATH AND BODY PRODUCTS, MEDICATED AND NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS, HAIR CARE PRODUCTS, BEAUTY TREATMENTS AND PERSONAL APPEARANCE
2708502  28/03/2014
ASHISH KUMAR PATHAK
trading as ; DOCTOR'S LABORATORY & IMAGING CENTRE
B-1093, AVANTIKA, SEC 1, ROHINI DELHI-110085
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C & K ASSOCIATES
D-139, STREET NO.4, BHAJANPURA, DELHI-53
Used Since : 01/03/2014
DELHI
HEALTHCARE & MEDICAL DIAGNOSTICS SERVICES
STC

2708578    28/03/2014

THE STATE TRADING CORPORATION OF INDIA LTD.
JAWAHAR VYAPAT BHAWAN, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI 110001

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

D.S. ASSOCIATES
I-116, SOUTH CITY-II, GURGAON-122002 HARYANA

Used Since: 17/01/1976

DELHI

MEDICAL SERVICES, VETERINARY SERVICES, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS; AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES
2708588    28/03/2014
THE STATE TRADING CORPORATION OF INDIA LTD.
JAWAHAR VYAPAT BHAWAN, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI 110001
SERVICE
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.S. ASSOCIATES
I-116, SOUTH CITY-II, GURGAON-122002 HARYANA
Used Since :17/01/1976
DELHI
MEDICAL SERVICES, VETERINARY SERVICES, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS; AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES
2709539  31/03/2014
PARIDHI AGARWAL
BLOCK 5, HOUSE 61, NIRMAL PURI, LAJPAT NAGAR-IV, NEW DELHI 110024
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THE AMENDERS LEGAL
D-17, 1st FLOOR, AMAR COLONY, LAJPAT NAGAR-IV, NEW DELHI 110024
Used Since : 31/03/2014
DELHI
PROVIDING ON-LINE SERVICES FOR MEDICAL ASSISTANCES AVAILABLE IN HOSPITALS
PARIDHI AGARWAL
BLOCK 5, HOUSE 61, NIRMAL PURI, LAJPAT NAGAR-IV, NEW DELHI 110024
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THE AMENDERS LEGAL
D-17, 1st FLOOR, AMAR COLONY, LAJPAT NAGAR-IV, NEW DELHI 110024
Used Since : 13/12/2011

To be associated with:
2709539
DELHI

PROVIDING ON-LINE SERVICES FOR MEDICAL ASSISTANCES AVAILABLE IN HOSPITALS
La Skinovita

2711557   02/04/2014
ANUJ PALL
1049, C6, Opposite DLF Summit, DLF Phase - V, Gurgaon, Haryana - 122016.
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :22/03/2014

DELHI
Medical Clinic Providing Medical Aesthetic Procedures, Including, Laser Peels, Botulinum Toxin Treatments, Microdermabrasion, Mesotherapy, PRP, Dermal Fillers, Laser Treatments For Acne, Scars, Dermatologic Laser Removal of Spider Veins, Hair, Tattoos Dermatology Services, Cosmetic Skin Care Services, Laser Skin Rejuvenation And Tightening Services, Skin Treatments, Hair Replacement, Hair Addition, And Hair Extension Services, Nail Care Services, Skin Biopsy, Nail vulsion, Radiofrequency Ablation Of Warts, Skin Tags & Mole Removal.
2797649  26/08/2014

UPL LTD.
UNIPHOS HOUSE, MADHU PARK, 11TH ROAD, KHAR (WEST), MUMBAI-400052, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI 400 058.

Used Since: 01/01/1969

MUMBAI
MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS; AGRICULTURE. HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES
PROTON LABORATORY

2810087  16/09/2014
MEDALL HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as :MEDALL HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.67, SECOND FLOOR, TNPL BUILDING, MOUNT ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600032, TN
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JACOB KURIAN
NEW NO 21 (OLD NO 11), 2ND AVENUE, HARRINGTON ROAD, CHETPET, CHENNAI- 600031.
Used Since :08/08/2013

CHENNAI
MEDICAL, CLINICAL AND DIAGNOSTIC SERVICES INCLUDING, ULTRASOUND, MAMMOGRAPHY, CT SCAN, X RAY, MRI
AND OTHER RADIOLOGICAL SERVICES BEING SERVICES INCLUDED
2810088  16/09/2014
MEDALL HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;MEDALL HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.67, SECOUND FLOOR, TNPL BUILDING, MOUNT ROAD, GUINDTY, CHENNAI - 600032, TN
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JACOB KURIAN
NEW NO 21 (OLD NO 11), 2ND AVENUE, HARRINGTON ROAD, CHETPET, CHENNAI- 600031.
Used Since :08/08/2013
To be associated with:
2810087
CHENNAI
MEDICAL, CLINICAL AND DIAGNOSTIC SERVICES INCLUDING, ULTRASOUND, MAMMOGRAPHY, CT SCAN, X RAY, MRI AND OTHER RADIOLOGICAL SERVICES BEING SERVICES INCLUDED
GOLDSEAL

2810133  16/09/2014

PEST CONTROL (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
36, YUSUF BUILDING, M. G. ROAD, MUMBAI-400 001
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
57/58, RAJGIR CHAMBERS, S.B.S. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 023.
Used Since : 30/11/2002

To be associated with:
1254585, 1874469

MUMBAI
VERMIN EXTERMINATING (FOR AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY), SPREADING OF FERTILIZERS AND OTHER AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS, WEED KILLING; MANICURING, PLANT NURSERIES; RENTAL OF FARMING EQUIPMENTS; LAWN CARE, ALL BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 44
BEE SAFE

2810136    16/09/2014

PEST CONTROL (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
36, YUSUF BUILDING, M. G. ROAD, MUMBAI-400 001
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
57/58, RAJGIR CHAMBERS, S.B.S. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 023.
Used Since :01/01/2007

To be associated with:
1538554

MUMBAI

VERMIN EXTERMINATING (FOR AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY), SPREADING OF FERTILIZERS AND OTHER AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS, WEED KILLING; MANICURING, PLANT NURSERIES; RENTAL OF FARMING EQUIPMENTS; LAWN CARE; ALL BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 44
TERMISEAL

2810148  16/09/2014

PEST CONTROL (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
36, YUSUF BUILDING, M. G. ROAD, MUMBAI-400 001
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
57/58, RAJGIR CHAMBERS, S.B.S. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 023.
Used Since :31/12/1954

MUMBAI

VERMIN EXTERMINATING (FOR AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY), SPREADING OF FERTILIZERS AND OTHER AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS, WEED KILLING; MANICURING, PLANT NURSERIES; RENTAL OF FARMING EQUIPMENTS; LAWN CARE, ALL BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 44
blessed to serve

MUTHUMEENAKSHI HOSPITALS (P) LTD.
T.S. 5542-5545, SOUTH 4TH STREET, PUDUKOTTAI TOWN, TAMIL NADU.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :02/11/2010

CHENNAI
MEDICAL SERVICES; MEDICAL ASSISTANCE; HOSPITALS; MEDICAL CLINIC SERVICES; NURSING, MEDICAL; MEDICAL EQUIPMENT RENTAL; HEALTH COUNSELLING; HEALTH CENTRES; HEALTH CARE; THERAPY SERVICES.
2815506  24/09/2014
PRADEEP.A
KELL BEAUTY PARLOUR, ATHANIKKAL HOUSE, VEMBALATHU PADAM, K,AYILIYAD (P9), SHORNUR-679122, KERALA STATE,
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZZET MARKS
DOOR NO. 17-289-C,OPP SREEKALA TRTHEATRE, NORTH FORT GATE, TRIPUNITHURA, COCHIN-682 301,KERALA
Used Since :02/12/2008
CHENNAI
HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS, HAIRDRESSING SALONS, HAIR IMPLANTATION,
BEAUTY SALONS, PUBLIC BATHS FOR HYGIENE PURPOSES, TURKISH BATHS, SAUNA & AROMATHERAPY SERVICES
2002345  02/08/2010
MR. KRISHNA KUMAR BARANWAL
trading as :M/S ASTRO VAASTU KENDRA
GF - 39, ANSAL FORTUNE ARCADE, SECTOR - 18, NOINDA - 201301, U.P
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :05/06/2008

DELHI
VASTU SERVICES, ASTROLOGY RELATED SERVICES, ORGANIZATION OF RITUAL & SPIRITUAL ACTIVITIES SUCH AS TANTRA, MANTRA, YANTRA, VASTU, NUMEROLOGY, PALMISTRY, MEDITATION, HEALING, JANMA KUNDLI PANCHANG AND RELATED SERVICES AS PER CLASS-42
2002346  02/08/2010
MR. KRISHNA KUMAR BARANWAL
trading as ; M/S ASTRO VAASTU KENDRA
GF - 39, ANSAL FORTUNE ARCADE, SECTOR - 18, NOINDA - 201301, U.P
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since : 05/06/2008

DELHI
VASTU SERVICES, ASTROLOGY RELATED SERVICES, ORGANIZATION OF RITUAL & SPIRITUAL ACTIVITIES SUCH AS TANTRA, MANTRA, YANTRA, VASTU, NUMEROLOGY, PALMISTRY, MEDITATION, HEALING, JANMA KUNDLI PANCHANG AND RELATED SERVICES AS PER CLASS-42

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ASTRO YANTRA.
2002350  02/08/2010
MR. KRISHNA KUMAR BARANWAL
trading as ;M/S ASTRO VASTU KENDRA
GF - 39, ANSAL FORTUNE ARCADE, SECTOR - 18, NOINDA - 201301, U.P
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since : 05/06/2008

DELHI
VASTU SERVICES, ASTROLOGY RELATED SERVICES, ORGANIZATION OF RITUAL & SPIRITUAL ACTIVITIES SUCH AS TANTRA, MANTRA, YANTRA, VASTU, NUMEROLOGY, PALMISTRY, MEDITATION, HEALING, JANMA KUNDLI PANCHANG AND RELATED SERVICES AS PER CLASS-42

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD ASTRO VEDIC RATNA.
2002351 02/08/2010
MR. KRISHNA KUMAR BARANWAL
trading as ;M/S ASTRO VAASTU KENDRA
GF - 39, ANSAL FORTUNE ARCADE, SECTOR - 18, NOINDA - 201301, U.P
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :05/06/2008
DELHI
VASTU SERVICES, ASTROLOGY RELATED SERVICES, ORGANIZATION OF RITUAL & SPIRITUAL ACTIVITIES SUCH AS
TANTRA, MANTRA, YANTRA, VASTU, NUMEROLOGY, PALMISTRY, MEDITATION, HEALING, JANMA KUNDLI PANCHANG
AND RELATED SERVICES AS PER CLASS-42
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ASTRO GEMS.
"Space for a million smiles"

2005609    09/08/2010

AMBIENCE LTD.
L-4, GREEN PARK EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110016
SERVICE.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & BANSAL
210, JOP PLAZA (OPP. MC DONALD"S) P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201301, NCR DELHI.
Used Since :08/03/2008

DELHI
SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS; PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS, LEGAL SERVICES.
The Answer

Your answer to happiness, love, health & success

2420570  31/10/2012
SH HARVINDER PAL SINGH
G-3/48 MODEL TOWN-III NEW DELHI 9
SERVICES

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRA SHEKHAR (ADV)
A-14 NIZAMUDDIN EAST NEW DELHI-110013

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SERVICES RENDERED TO INDIVIDUALS PERTAINING TO MEDIATION TECHNIQUES, YOGA AND BRINGING POSITIVITY BY CALMING THE BODY, MIND AND SOUL.
Lissy Rathore trading as ; JOB ON THE SPOT
C-07, 2nd FLOOR, FATEH SINGH MARKET, JAIPUR (RAJASTHAN)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALL INDIA PROFICIENT CORPORATE SERVICES PVT. LTD.,
11, GURU GORAKH COLONY, NEAR NAGAR NIGAM STADIUM, SANGANER, JAIPUR - 302029 - RAJASTHAN
Personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals, outsourcing services, manpower outsourcing services
AHMEDABAD
PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS.
CONFEDERATION OF REAL ESTATE DEVELOPERS' ASSOCIATIONS OF INDIA  
NATIONAL SECRETARIAT, 703, ANSAL BHAWAN, 16, KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI 110021  
SERVICE PROVIDER  
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER SECTION 25 OF THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
KAMAL GARG & ASSOCIATES  
B-26 ADARSH APARTMENTS SECTOR 9 ROHINI DELHI-85  
Used Since :25/11/1999  
DELHI  
LEGAL SERVICES; SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUAL: PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS  
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
2711468    02/04/2014
KRISHNA KUMAR
SATENDER KATIYAR
BHARAT SINGH RAPOOT
trading as ;CHAVICONS INC
L65A/308, GROUND FLOOR, MAHIPALPUR, EXT., NEW DELHI 110037
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :12/01/2013

DELHI
SEV ZERO

2711630  02/04/2014

AMAZON TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
410 Terry Avenue North, Seattle, Washington 98109, U.S.A.

Service Provider
a corporation organized and existing under the laws of State of Nevada USA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Online social networking services in the field of entertainment; social networking services in the field of entertainment provided via a website and communications networks; Social networking services provided via the Internet or other computer or communications network; on-line social networking services, namely, facilitating social introductions or interactions among individuals; providing on-line computer databases and on-line searchable databases in the field of social networking; providing a social networking website for entertainment purposes; providing searchable databases in the field of social networking.
ZEELION
2812465  19/09/2014
MR. RAJIV MUKUL
UCHANI, G. T. ROAD, KARNAL - 132 001, HARYANA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIDDHARTH BAMBHA ADV.
28/44, PUNJABI BAGH, (W) NEW DELHI-26

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
LEGAL SERVICES; SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS; PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS.
Upvan Art Foundation

2814558  18/09/2014
AR. ARUNKUMAR SUVARNA
trading as ;Upvan ART Foundation
A1/102, Raunak park, Pokharan Rd. No. 2, Thane (W) 400610, Maharashtra
SERVICE PROVIDER
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIKHIL G TEGGI
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (E), Chennai - 600102
Used Since :18/11/2013

MUMBAI
PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES, PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS
UNFORGIVEN

Advertised before Acceptance under section 20(1) Proviso  
1318977   03/11/2004

WORLD WRESTLING ENTERTAINMENT, INC.,
trading as ;WORLD WRESTLING ENTERTAINMENT, INC.,
1241 EAST MAIN STREET, STAMFORD, CONNECTICUT 06902, U. S. A.
MANUFACTURER, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDER
(A DELAWARE CORPORATION).

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.25; CLOTHING NAMELY, TANK TOPS, T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS, SPORT SHIRTS, DRESS SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS,
UNDERSHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATERS, PULLOVERS, BLOUSES, JACKETS, RAINCOATS, OVERCOATS,
TOPCOATS, TROUSERS, PANTS, JEAN PANTS, JOGGING SUITS, EXERCISE SUITS, EXERCISE SUITS, SWEATPANTS,
SHORTS, UNDERWEAR, BOXER SHORTS, SOCKS, CLOTHING TIES, PAJAMAS, BELTS, GLOVES, HALLOWEEN AND
MASQUERADE COSTUMES, WRIST BANDS, BANDANAS; FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, SHOES, SNEAKERS, BOOTS,
SLIPPERS; HEADGEAR, NAMELY HATS, CAPS;

Cl.28; TOY ACTION FIGURES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFORE, CASES FOR ACTION FIGURES, TOY VEHICLES,
BOARD GAMES, PLAYING CARDS, TOY SPINNING TOPS, STAND ALONE VIDEO OUTPUT GAME MACHINES FEATURING
WRESTLING, ARCADE GAMES RELATED TO WRESTLING, PINBALL GAMES RELATED TO WRESTLING, HAND-HELD
UNITS FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC GAME, TABLETOP ACTION SKILL GAMES RELATED TO WRESTLING, JIGSAW
PUZZLES, KITES, TOY WRESTLING RINGS, DOLLS, BOBBLE-HEAD DOLLS, PUPPETS, STUFFED TOY ANIMALS, CARD
GAMES, TOY GUITARS, WATER GUNS, CHRISTMAS TREE DECORATIONS, CONSTITUTE MASKS, TOY BELTS, DOLL
FURNITURE, PARTY FAVORS IN THE NATURE OF CRACKERS AND NOISEMAKERS, SKATEBOARDS, BOWLING BALLS
AND ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, BOWLING GLOVES, WRIST SUPPORTS, BOWLING BALL BAGS, WINDUP TOYS, TOY
SCOOTERS, BOWLING PINS, KNEE AND ELBOW PADS FOR ATHLETIC USE, YO-YO S; PLASTIC MODEL KITS FOR
MAKING TOY VEHICLES, POOL CUES, NOVELTY TOYS, NAMELY, TOY BANKS MADE OF TIN, TOY GUM MACHINES, TOY
CANDY BOWL MECHANICAL DISPENSERS, TOY STICK GUM DISPENSERS, TOY GUM MACHINE MAKERS, TOY FOAM
HANDS, CONFETTI.
1789452    25/02/2009
AMERICAN AIRLINES INC
trading as : AMERICAN AIRLINES, INC.,
4333 AMON CARTER BLVD., FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76155, U.S.A.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS & SERVICE PROVIDERS
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE, USA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LUTHRA & LUTHRA,
103-104, ASHOKA ESTATE 24, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, NEW DELHI - 1.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Cl.16 ; PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; BOOK-BINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS, MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PLAYING CARDS; PRINTERS TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS.

Cl.35 ; ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS.

Cl.36 ; INSURANCE, FINANCIAL AFFAIRS; MONETARY AFFAIRS; REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS.

Cl.39 ; TRANSPORT; PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS; TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT.

Cl.42 ; PROVIDING OF FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; MEDICAL, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE; VETERINARY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES, LEGAL SERVICES, SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH; COMPUTER PROGRAMMING; SERVICES THAT CANNOT BE CLASSIFIED IN OTHER CLASSES.
1789455     25/02/2009

AMERICAN AIRLINES INC trading as ;AMERICAN AIRLINES, INC.,
4333 AMON CARTER BLVD., FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76155, U.S.A.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS & SERVICE PROVIDERS
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE, USA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LUTHRA & LUTHRA.
103-104, ASHOKA ESTATE 24, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, NEW DELHI - 1.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Cl.3; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES.

Cl.16; PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; BOOK-BINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS, MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND "QUOT; OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PLAYING CARDS; PRINTERS TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS.

Cl.35; ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS.

Cl.39; ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS.

Cl.42; PROVIDING OF FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; MEDICAL, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE; VETERINARY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES, LEGAL SERVICES, SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH; COMPUTER PROGRAMMING; SERVICES THAT CANNOT BE CLASSIFIED IN OTHER CLASSES.
2000308  28/07/2010
M/S. TOYOTA TECHNOCRAFT CO.LIMITED
8-3 SHIBAURA 4-CHOME MINATO-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KOCHHAR & CO
TECHNOPOLIS BUILDING, TOWER-B, 3RD FLOOR, SECTOR-54, DLF GOLF COURSE ROAD, GURGOAN-122002.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Cl.12; MOTOR CARS AND PARTS THEREOF; ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 12.

Cl.16; PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; STICKERS, PRINTED MATTERS, BAGS OF PAPER OR PLASTICS; STATIONERY, INCLUDING FILES AND PENS.

Cl.25; CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016 Class 99

EAT & CO., LTD

trading as ; A COMPANY ORGANIZED, REGISTERED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN

1-5 MINAMIKYUHOJI-CHO 2-CHOME, CHUO-KU OSAKA-SHI, OSAKA, JAPAN

MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI


TRADE MARK: OSAKAOHSHO (IN CHINESE)
INNER BODY AGE

2001137    29/07/2010

M/S. UNILEVER PLC
PORT SUNLIGHT WIRRAL, MERSEYSIDE, ENGLAND.
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS & SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY ORGANISED, REGISTERED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF ENGLAND

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.9; Pedometers: electronic heart rate monitors (other than for medical use): electronic pedometers: weighing machines: docking stations adapted to receive any of the aforesaid goods and allow communication of any of the aforesaid goods with an electronic data transmission means: parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods: computer software: computer software relating to assessment of fitness, monitoring of fitness, proposing fitness training programmes, managing and monitoring fitness training programmes, monitoring recording and displaying historical fitness data about one or more individuals, provision of motivational information and statements to people in fitness training and/or provision of nutritional advice.

Cl.41; Provision of fitness training services: provision of fitness training services via a computer network, the Internet, electronic mail, telecommunications services, and/or SMS messaging: services in the provision of a computer website which assesses fitness, monitors fitness, proposes fitness programmes, manages and monitors fitness training programmes, monitors records and displays historical fitness data about one or more individuals, provides motivation and information to people in fitness programme and/or provides nutritional advice: personal training services: provision of non-medical nutrition advice: provision of non-medical nutrition advice relating to fitness and sporting performance.
INNER BODY HEALTH

2001138    29/07/2010

M/S. UNILEVER PLC
PORT SUNLIGHT WIRRAL, MERSEYSIDE, ENGLAND.
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS & SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY ORGANISED, REGISTERED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF ENGLAND

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.9; Pedometers: electronic heart rate monitors (other than for medical use): electronic pedometers: weighing machines: docking stations adapted to receive any of the aforesaid goods and allow communication of any of the aforesaid goods with an electronic data transmission means: parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods: computer software: computer software relating to assessment of fitness, monitoring of fitness, proposing fitness training programmes, managing and monitoring fitness training programmes, monitoring recording and displaying historical fitness data about one or more individuals, provision of motivational information and statements to people in fitness training and/or provision of nutritional advice.

Cl.41; Provision of fitness training services: provision of fitness training services via a computer network, the Internet, electronic mail, telecommunications services, and/or SMS messaging: services in the provision of a computer website which assesses fitness, monitors fitness, proposes fitness programmes, manages and monitors fitness training programmes, monitors records and displays historical fitness data about one or more individuals, provides motivation and information to people in fitness programme and/or provides nutritional advice: personal training services: provision of non-medical nutrition advice: provision of non-medical nutrition advice relating to fitness and sporting performance.
Priority claimed from 25/05/2010; Application No. : 55230/2010 ;Switzerland
2001142    29/07/2010

IIC-INTERSPORT INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION GMBH
WOLFLISTRASSE 2 3006 BERN SWITZERLAND
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS.
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF SWITZERLAND.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Cl.25; CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR; CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR AND HEADGEAR FOR SPORT; CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR FOR WINTER SPORTS.

Cl.28; SPORTING ARTICLES INCLUDED IN THIS CLASS, INCLUDING WRISTPADS, ELBOW GUARDS, SHOULDER PADS, ANKLE PADS, SHIN GUARDS, KNEE GUARDS, SPORTS BAGS DESIGNED FOR TRANSPORTING SPORTING ARTICLES; PROTECTIVE PADDINGS (PARTS OF SPORTS SUSITS); ROLLER SKATES, ICE SKATES; SKATEBOARDS; SNOWBOARDS, SKIS, SKI AND SNOWBOARD BINDINGS, SKI POLES, SCOOTERS.
AirPlus INTERNATIONAL
2001759  30/07/2010
M/S. LUFTHANSA AIRPLUS SERVICEKARTEN GMBH
HANS - BOCKLER-STRABE 7, 63263 NEU-LSENBURG, GERMANY.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AJAY SAHNI,
14/55, PUNJABI BAGH ( WEST ) NEW DELHI - 110 026.
Used Since :01/12/2008

DELHI
Cl.9;COMPUTER PROGRAMS RECORDED ON DATA CARRIERS, IN PARTICULAR FOR INVOICE AND PAYMENT PROCESSING AND FOR TRAVEL PLANNING AND TRAVEL COSTS PROCESSING”.
Cl.35;PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS AND ORGANIZATIONAL CONSULTANCY; PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS CONSULTANCY, MARKETING, IN PARTICULAR THE CONDUCTING OF ADVERTISING INITIATIVES, FOR OTHERS, MAIL ADVERTISING, INCLUDING MAILING AND COMPILING OF MAILING LISTS, PROCESSING OF ORGANIZATIONAL PROCEDURES FOR OTHERS, IN THE FIELDS OF BUSINESS AND MARKETING, CONDUCTING AND SETTING UP BILLING SYSTEMS FOR OTHERS, IN PARTICULAR BILLING SYSTEMS FOR TRAVELING EXPENSES.
Cl.36;FINANCIAL SERVICES INCLUDING CREDIT CARD COMPANY SERVICES, IN PARTICULAR THE ISSUING OF CREDIT AND SERVICE CARDS, CONCLUDING MONETARY TRANSACTIONS WITH CREDIT CARDS, FINANCIAL CONSULTANCY, PROCESSING OF ORGANIZATIONAL PROCEDURE FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD FINANCE, INVOICING AND PAYMENTS PROCESSING, IN PARTICULAR CARD BILLING FOR THE SERVICES OF OTHERS, INCLUDING THE GATHERING AND EVALUATION OF DATA ON SUCH SERVICES
Cl.42;DATA/MESSAGE PROCESSING FOR OTHERS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016 Class 99

Priority claimed from 11/06/2010; Application No.: 2010-046653; Japan
2002500 02/08/2010
NINTENDO CO., LTD.
trading as NINTENDO CO., LTD.
11-1, HOKOTATE-CHO, KAMITOBA, MINAMI-KU, KYOTO-SHI, KYOTO, JAPAN
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A JAPANESE CORPORATION

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Cl.9; CONSUMER VIDEO GAME APPARATUS PROGRAMS FOR CONSUMER VIDEO GAME APPARATUS ELECTRONIC
CIRCUITS, MAGNETIC DISCS, OPTICAL DISCS, OPTICAL MAGNETIC DISCS, MAGNETIC TAPES, ROM CARDS, ROM
CARTRIDGES, CD-ROMS, DVD-ROMS STORING PROGRAMS FOR CONSUMER VIDEO GAME APPARATUS STORAGE
MEDIA STORING PROGRAMS FOR CONSUMER VIDEO GAME APPARATUS CONTROLLERS, JOYSTICKS AND MEMORY
CARDS FOR CONSUMER VIDEO GAME APPARATUS AC ADAPTERS FOR CONSUMER VIDEO GAME APPARATUS PARTS
AND ACCESSORIES FOR CONSUMER VIDEO GAME APPARATUS PROGRAMS FOR HANDHELD GAME APPARATUS
WITH LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS, MAGNETIC DISCS, OPTICAL DISCS, OPTICAL MAGNETIC
DISCS, MAGNETIC TAPES, ROM CARDS, ROM CARTRIDGES, CD-ROMS, DVD-ROMS STORING PROGRAMS FOR
HANDHELD GAME APPARATUS WITH LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS STORAGE MEDIA STORING PROGRAMS FOR
HANDHELD GAME APPARATUS WITH LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS ARCADE VIDEO GAME MACHINES PROGRAMS FOR
ARCADE VIDEO GAME MACHINES ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS, MAGNETIC DISCS, OPTICAL DISCS, OPTICAL MAGNETIC
DISCS, MAGNETIC TAPES, ROM CARDS, ROM CARTRIDGES, CD-ROMS, DVD-ROMS STORING PROGRAMS FOR
ARCADE VIDEO GAME MACHINES STORAGE MEDIA STORING PROGRAMS FOR ARCADE VIDEO GAME MACHINES
PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR ARCADE VIDEO GAME MACHINES COMPUTERS ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS, MAGNETIC
DISCS, OPTICAL DISCS, OPTICAL MAGNETIC DISCS, MAGNETIC TAPES, ROM CARDS, ROM CARTRIDGES, CD-ROMS,
DVD-ROMS AND STORAGE MEDIA STORING PROGRAMS FOR COMPUTERS DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER
PROGRAMS, COMPUTER PROGRAMS GAME PROGRAMS FOR CELLULAR PHONES COMPUTERS PORTABLE
TERMINALS FOR DISPLAYING ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS ELECTRONIC MACHINES, APPARATUS AND THEIR PARTS
" CELLULAR PHONES CELLULAR PHONE STRAPS .PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR CELLULAR PHONES DIGITAL
CAMERAS VIDEO CAMERAS DVD PLAYERS DVD RECORDERS AUDIO PLAYERS AUDIO RECORDERS
TELECOMMUNICATION MACHINES AND APPARATUS RECORDED COMPACT DISCS PHONOGRAPH RECORDS
METRONOMES ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS AND CD-ROMS STORING AUTOMATIC PERFORMANCE PROGRAMS FOR
ELECTRONIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS DOWNLOADABLE MUSIC FILES EXPOSED CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILMS EXPOSED
SLIDE FILMS SLIDE FILM MOUNTS DOWNLOADABLE IMAGE FILES RECORDED VIDEO DISCS AND VIDEO TAPES
ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS ^ Pedometers OTHER MEASURING OR TESTING MACHINES AND INSTRUMENTS
CAMERAS PHOTOGRAPHIC INSTRUMENTS AND APPARATUS CINEMATOGRAPHIC INSTRUMENTS AND APPARATUS
OPTICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS ^ BATTERIES AND CELLS RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES SPECTACLES
[EYEGLASSES AND GOGGLES] CLASS 9 [END]

Cl.28; CARD GAME TOYS AND THEIR ACCESSORIES HANDHELD GAME APPARATUS WITH LIQUID CRYSTAL
DISPLAYS PROTECTIVE FILMS FOR LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS FOR HANDHELD GAME APPARATUS WITH LIQUID
CRYSTAL DISPLAYS AC ADAPTERS FOR HANDHELD GAME APPARATUS WITH LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS PARTS
AND ACCESSORIES FOR HANDHELD GAME APPARATUS WITH LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS OTHER TOYS AMUSEMENT
MACHINES AND APPARATUS FOR USE IN AMUSEMENT PARKS (OTHER THAN ARCADE VIDEO GAME MACHINES) TOYS
FOR DOMESTIC PETS DOLLS GO GAMES JAPANESE PLAYING CARDS (Utagaruta) JAPANESE CHESS (Shogi
GAMES) CARD GAMES AND THEIR ACCESSORIES DICE JAPANESE DICE GAMES (Sugoroku) DICE CUPS DIAMOND
GAMES CHESS GAMES CHECKERS (CHECKER SETS) CONJURING APPARATUS DOMINOES PLAYING CARDS

1603
Priority claimed from 03/02/2010; Application No. : 51104/2010 ;Switzerland
2003025 03/08/2010
COMET HOLDING AG
trading as; COMET HOLDING AG
HERRENGASSE 10, 3175 FLAMATT, SWITZERLAND.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
(A JOINT STOCK COMPANY DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF SWITZERLAND).
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHADHA & CHADHA.
F-46, HIMALYA HOUSE, 23 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI -110001.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CI.7; PARTS OF MACHINES, NAMELY VACUUM AND INERT-GAS CAPACITORS; FRAMES (PARTS OF MACHINES) FOR VACUUM AND INERT-GAS CAPACITORS; COMPONENTS, SPARE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES (IN AS FAR AS COMPRISED IN CLASS 7) FOR ALL THE AFOREMENTIONED GOODS;
CI.9; X-RAY DEVICES AND X-RAY COMPONENTS FOR NONMEDICAL X-RAY APPLIANCES, IN PARTICULAR X-RAY DEVICES AND X-RAY COMPONENTS FOR IMAGING AND ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES, FOR MEASURING, FOR CONTROLLING, FOR REGULATING AND FOR WEIGHING APPLIANCES; X-RAY DEVICES AND X-RAY COMPONENTS FOR GENERATING ELECTRON RADIATION FOR INDUSTRIAL APPLIANCES, IN PARTICULAR FOR STERILIZING, FOR CURING AND CROSS LINKING APPLIANCES; DEVICES FOR CONTROLLING AND REGULATING ELECTRICITY AND VOLTAGE FOR PLASMA CHAMBERS; HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE COMPONENTS FOR REGULATING AND CONTROLLING X-RAY SOURCES; COMPONENTS, SPARE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES (IN AS FAR AS COMPRISED IN CLASS 9) FOR ALL THE AFOREMENTIONED GOODS.
ACCURAY

2003494    04/08/2010

ACCURAY INCORPORATED
1310 CHESAPEAKE TERRACE, SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA 94089 USA
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A DELAWARE CORPORATION

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUBRAMANIAM, NATRAJ & ASSOCIATES.
E-556, GREATER KAILASH - II, NEW DELHI - 110 048.
Used Since :01/08/2004

DELHI

Cl.9;COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ENABLING THE PRECISE DELIVERY OF THERAPEUTIC RADIOSURGERY, SPECIFICALLY, BY IMAGING, MONITORING AND TRACKING THE MOVEMENT OF TUMORS, LESIONS, OR ARTERIO VEinous MALFORMATIONS IN A PATIENT'S BODY; COMPUTER IMAGING SOFTWARE FOR CONTOURING TUMORS AND BODY STRUCTURES FOR RADIOSURGERY AND RADIOThERAPY; RADIOSURGERY AND RADIOThERAPY MEDICAL DEVICE NAMELY COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR TRACKING AND DELIVERING TREATMENT BY MEANS OF SOFT TISSUE AND BONE STRUCTURE AND WITHOUT THE NEED FOR SURGICAL IMPLANTS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE FOR DEVISING, DETERMINING, PLANNING AND DELIVERING HUMAN MEDICAL TREATMENT PLANS FOR RADIATION TREATMENTS VIA ROBOTIC STEREOTACTIC RADIOSURGERY AND RADIOThERAPY APPARATUS; MEDICAL COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR USE IN THE FIELDS OF RADIOSURGERY AND RADIOThERAPY NAMELY SOFTWARE FOR USE IN TREATMENT PLANNING, FOR USE IN CONTOURING TUMORS AND BODY STRUCTURES TO PROVIDE PROPER MEASUREMENT, IMAGE RESOLUTION AND TUMOR VOLUME DEFINITION BY MEANS OF CT, PET, MR AND OTHER 3D IMAGES, SOFTWARE FOR TREATMENT DELIVERY AND FOR CLINICAL TREATMENT CHARTING IN INTERNATIONAL CLASS 9.

Cl.10;STEREOTACTIC RADIO SURGERY AND RADIOThERAPY APPARATUS IN THE NATURE OF A ROBOTIC LINEAR STEREOTACTIC RADIO SURGERY AND RADIOThERAPY APPARATUS IN THE NATURE OF A ROBOTIC LINEAR ACCELERATOR USED FOR THE PRECISE, FULL-BODY DELIVERY OF THERAPEUTIC MEDICAL X-RAYS; PATIENT POSITION APPARATUS, NAMELY APPARATUS TO MAINTAIN PATIENT POSITION FOR RADIOSURGERY AND RADIOThERAPY IN INTERNATIONAL CLASS 10.
LADYBIRD

2003649  04/08/2010
LITTLEWOODS LIMITED
SKYWAYS HOUSE, FIRST FLOOR, SPEKE ROAD, SPEKE, LIVERPOOL, L70 1AB, UNITED KINGDOM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RANJAN NARULA ASSOCIATES.
VATIKA TOWERS, 10TH FLOOR, BLOCK-B, SECTOR-54, GURGAON 122002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, (HARYANA)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Cl.14; JEWELLERY; FINE, PRECIOUS, SEMI-PRECIOUS, COSTUME, DECORATIVE JEWELLERY; PRECIOUS METALS, UNWRONGT OR SEMI-WRONGT; ALLOYS OF PRECIOUS METAL; BADGES OF PRECIOUS METAL; BOXES OF PRECIOUS METAL; WATCHES; CLOCKS; HOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS; CUFFLINKS; KEY RINGS; PURSES OF PRECIOUS METAL; PRECIOUS AND SEMIPRECIOUS STONES

Cl.35; SERVICES RETAIL SERVICES FOR CLOTHES, FOOTWEAR AND HEADGEAR, HANDBAGS, TRAVELLING BAGS, DUFFEL BAGS, SPORTS BAGS, SATCHELS, RUCKSACKS, KNAOPSACKS AND HAVERSACKS, HAIR BANDS, HAIR CLIPS, HAIR RIBBONS, HAIR GRIPS, HAIR CLASPS AND HAIR ORNAMENTS, TEXTILE AND TEXTILE GOODS, BED AND TABLE COVERS, HOUSEHOLD AND KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS, GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN, EARTHENWARE, COSMETICS, SANITARY PRODUCTS AND JEWELLERY, SAFETY SEATS AND SAFETY BELTS, ALL ADAPTED FOR VEHICLES AND FOR USE BY CHILDREN; PERAMBULATORS; PUSHCHAIRS (BABY CARRIAGES)
2003906  04/08/2010
BOOST MEDIA INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD
LEVEL 6, SUITE 604 105 PITT STREET, SYDNEY NSW 2000 AUSTRALIA
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Cl.35; CONSULTANCY AND ADVISORY SERVICES TO MEDIA COMPANIES IN RELATION TO GENERATING ADVERTISING REVENUE; MARKET ANALYSIS SERVICES RELATING TO THE SALE OF ADVERTISING SPACE; ORGANISATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR COMMERCIAL OR ADVERTISING PURPOSES-

Cl.41; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING MARKETING SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, EXHIBITIONS FOR MEDIA COMPANIES; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING TRAINING WORKSHOPS TO MEDIA COMPANIES RELATING TO THE ORGANISATION OF MARKETING SEMINARS, CONFERENCES OR EXHIBITIONS TO GENERATE ADVERTISING REVENUE; SALES TRAINING SERVICES.
RPI

2004486  05/08/2010
RENSSELAER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
3031 TROY BUILDING, 110 8TH STREET TROY NEW YORK 12180 USA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A NEW YORK (U.S)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KOCHHIAR & CO
TECHNOPOLIS BUILDING, TOWER-B, 3RD FLOOR, SECTOR-54, DLF GOLF COURSE ROAD, GURGOAN-122002.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Cl.35; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT RESEARCH SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF ECONOMICS AND ECOLOGICAL ECONOMICS, TECHNOLOGICAL ENTERPRENEURSHIP, INFORMATION SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT, MANAGEMENT OF BUSINESS PRODUCTION AND OPERATIONS, AND BUSINESS FINANCE INFORMATION.

Cl.41; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING COURSES AT THE COLLEGE, GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL LEVELS.

Cl.42; RESEARCH AND DESIGN SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF SCIENCE, ENGINEERING, ARCHITECTURE, MANAGEMENT AND HUMANITIES, ARTS AND SOCIAL SCIENCES.
BARKING HEADS
Priority claimed from 12/07/2010; Application No. : 2552720 ;United Kingdom
2004608 05/08/2010
PET FOOD (UK) IP LIMIED
EURO HOUSE, 1394 HIGH ROAD, LONDON N20 9YZ
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS.
INCORPORATED AND REGISTERED WITH COMPANY NUMBER 9233615.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cl.18; PET LEADS,COLLARS FOR ANIMALS
Cl.20; PET BEDS, DOG KENNELS; KENNELS FOR HOUSEHOLD PETS
Cl.28; TOYS FOR DOMESTIC PETS
Cl.31; FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS
Series trade mark u/s 15 of Trade Marks Act, 1999

2004615 05/08/2010
DD IP HOLDER LLC
P.O. Box 9141, Canton, Massachusetts 02021, USA
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE, USA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMYR & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Cl.30; RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES; TREACLE; SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE; DOUGHNUTS; BAKERY PRODUCTS; COOKIES; CAKES; PIES; MUFFINS; PLAIN, GLAZED, COATED AND FILLED FRIED CAKES; BAGELS; SANDWICHES; PIZZA; SUGAR; FLOUR; FLAVORING EXTRACTS; CONFECTIONERY CHIPS FOR BAKING; HONEY; YEAST; BAKING-POWDER; CUSTARD-BASED FILLINGS FOR CAKES; CHOCOLATE-BASED FILLINGS FOR CAKES; CHOCOLATE-BASED TOPPING; COFFEE AND COFFEE-BASED BEVERAGES; TEA AND TEA-BASED BEVERAGES; COCOA AND COCOA-BASED BEVERAGES; COFFEE-FLAVORED SLUSH-TYPE DRINKS

Cl.32; BEERS; MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS; NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES OR DRINKS; FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES; FRUIT-FLAVORED SLUSH-TYPE DRINKS; SMOOTHIES; COFFEE-FLAVORED SOFT DRINKS; SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS, CONCENTRATES, AND POWDERS FOR MAKING SOFT DRINKS AND FRUIT DRINKS

Cl.43; RESTAURANT SERVICES; CAFE SERVICES; SNACK BAR SERVICES; CARRY-OUT FOOD SERVICES
LADY GAGA

Priority claimed from 03/03/2010; Application No. : 8923864 ;United States of America

2005242 06/08/2010

ATE MY HEART INC.
C/O GELFAND, RENNERT AND FELDMAN, L.L.P. 1880 CENTURY PARK EAST, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS & SERVICES PROVIDERS
A CALIFORNIA CORPORATION

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.3; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRICES; COLOR COSMETICS; FACIAL COSMETICS; SKIN CARE PRODUCTS; BODY AND FOOT CARE PRODUCTS; FRAGRANCES; BATH SALTS; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR BATHS; BODY AND SHOWER PRODUCTS; BODY, FACE, SKIN AND FOOT LOTIONS AND CREAMS; TOILETRIES; COLOGNES; EAU DE TOILETTE; BODY FIRMING GELS AND LOTIONS; NAIL VARNISHES; LIPSTICKS; MAKEUP; SUN BLOCK; DEODORANTS; PERFUMED PAPER, POT POURRI, POMANDERS CONTAINING PERFUMED PREPARATIONS, AND MIXTURES; EAU DE PARFUM; TOILET WATER; TALCUM POWDER; HAIR PREPARATIONS; PREPARATIONS FOR THE CARE AND CONDITIONING OF THE BODY, SKIN, SCALP; BUBBLE BATH, BATH GEL, BATH OIL AND SHOWER GEL.

Cl.9; SOUND AND VIDEO RECORDINGS; SERIES OF MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS; AUDIO-VISUAL RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC AND MUSICAL-BASED ENTERTAINMENT; DOWNLOADABLE MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS AND AUDIO-VISUAL RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC AND MUSICAL-BASED ENTERTAINMENT; DOWNLOADABLE RINGTONES VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK AND WIRELESS DEVICES; COMPUTER APPLICATION SOFTWARE FOR MOBILE PHONES; VINYL COVERS SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR CELL PHONES, MP3 PLAYERS, LAPTOPS, AND GAMING DEVICES; SOUND RECORDING APPARATUS AND ACCESSORIES; DOWNLOADABLE SOUND AND VIDEO RECORDINGS; MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS; DOWNLOADABLE MUSIC; DOWNLOADABLE GRAPHICS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND PROGRAMS; DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE CONTAINING SOUND AND/OR VIDEO RECORDINGS OR TELEPHONE RING TONES; DOWNLOADABLE RINGTONES AND GRAPHICS FOR MOBILE PHONES; DOWNLOADABLE WALLPAPERS, WIDGETS, ICONS AND PHOTOGRAPHS; DOWNLOADABLE BANNERS; DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS AND DOWNLOADABLE POSTERS AND PHOTOGRAPHS; DOWNLOADABLE PODCASTS IN THE FIELD OF MUSIC; DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS IN THE NATURE OF BOOKS, MAGAZINES, NEWSLETTERS, PAMPHLETS AND BROCHURES IN THE FIELD OF MUSIC AND ENTERTAINMENT; AUDIOVISUAL RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC AND ENTERTAINMENT; MOTION PICTURE FILMS FEATURING MUSIC AND ENTERTAINMENT; DIGITAL VIDEO DISCS; VIDEO GAMES; ELECTRONIC GAME PROGRAMS; STORAGE CASES FOR CDS AND DVDS; MOBILE TELEPHONE AND PERSONAL ELECTRONIC DEVICE CASES AND COVERS; ACCESSORIES FOR MOBILE TELEPHONES AND PERSONAL ELECTRONIC DEVICES; COMPUTER MOUSE PADS; HEADPHONES; EARPHONES; EYEWEAR AND SUNGLASSES; EYEWEAR ACCESSORIES, NAMELY STRAPS, NECK CORDS AND HEAD STRAPS FOR EYEWEAR.

Cl.25; CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR; CLOTHING, NAMELY, TANK TOPS, T-SHIRTS, JACKETS AND HOODED SWEATSHIRTS; HEADWEAR

Cl.41; ENTERTAINMENT AND EDUCATION SERVICES; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, LIVE MUSICAL PERFORMANCES; PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION ON A RECORDING ARTIST AND HER TOURS, PERFORMANCES, NON-DOWNLOADABLE AUDIO AND AUDIOVISUAL RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC AND MUSICAL-BASED ENTERTAINMENT, NEWS, APPEARANCES, PHOTOGRAPHS, BIOGRAPHIES AND OTHER ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION; ONLINE JOURNALS, NAMELY, BLOGS FEATURING INFORMATION ON RECORDING ARTISTS; FAN CLUBS; WEBCASTS FEATURING MUSIC AND MUSICAL-BASED ENTERTAINMENT.
LE CRAZY
Priority claimed from 08/02/2010; Application No. : 8865636 ;EUROPEAN COMMUNITY (CTM)
2005305 06/08/2010
LE CRAZY INTERNATIONAL SARL
121 Avenue de la Faïencerie, 1511 Luxemburg, LUXEMBURG
a Luxemburg company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GROSER & GROSER.
D-1/5, DLF QUTAB ENCLAVE, PHASE - 1, GURGAON - 122 002, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Cl.3; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, DEGREASING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRICES

Cl.14; PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; HORLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS.

Cl.18; LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES; TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY.

Cl.25; CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR.

Cl.41; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS AND MAGAZINES; BOOK LENDING; ANIMAL TRAINING; PRODUCTION OF SHOWS AND FILMS; RENTAL OF MOTION PICTURES, SOUND RECORDINGS, CINEMA FILM PROJECTORS AND ACCESSORIES FOR THEATRE SETS; ARRANGING OF COMPETITIONS FOR EDUCATION OR ENTERTAINMENT; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF COLLOQUIUMS, CONFERENCES AND CONGRESSES; ORGANIZATION AND HOLDING OF EXHIBITIONS FOR CULTURAL OR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES; BOOKING OF SEATS FOR SHOWS; IMPRESARIO SERVICES; ENTERTAINERS’ SERVICES; MODELING FOR ARTISTS
GUNAHO KA DEVTA

2005378  06/08/2010

TURNER GENERAL ENTERTAINMENT NETWORKS INDIA PRIVATE LTD.
RADISSON COMMERCIAL PLAZA 5TH FLOOR NATIONAL HIGHWAY NO-8 MAHIPLAPUR NEW DELHI-110037

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS, SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.9;DVDS featuring entertainment for children [and adults]; downloadable pre-recorded video recordings, text and graphics for handheld wireless devices

Cl.16;Paper goods and printed matter, namely, decals, folders for loose writing paper, note pads, daily planners, calendars, highlighting markers, pens, pencils, markers, paperweights, playing cards, postcards; books related to content and series broadcast on the network of the same name; magazines related to content and series broadcast on the network of the same name; picture books

Cl.25;Clothing for men, women and children - namely, shirts, i-shirts, sweatshirts, jogging suits, trousers, pants, shorts, tank tops, rainwear, cloth baby bibs, skirts, blouses, dresses, suspenders, sweaters, jackets, coats, raincoats, snow suits, ties, robes, hats, caps, sun visors, belts, scarves, sleepwear, pajamas, lingerie, underwear, boots, shoes, sneakers, sandals, booties, slipper socks, swimwear- and masquerade and halloween costumes and masks sold in connection therewith

Cl.38;Television broadcasting services; wireless communications. namely, transmission of text, data, audio, video and graphics to mobile telephones and wireless devices; streaming of audio and video materials via the internet; providing streaming of audio and video material in the nature of entertainment and editorial content and information on the internet

Cl.41;Entertainment services, namely, production of television programs in the field of comedy, drama, action, adventure, documentaries, news, talk shows and/or reality provided through cable television, broadcast television, internet, video-on demand and through other distribution platforms; videotape production services; entertainment services, namely, providing on-going scripted and unscripted television programs in the field of comedy, drama, action, adventure, documentaries, news, talk shows and/or reality and online interactive computer games through global communications networks; motion picture film distribution services rendered through the medium of cable television, broadcast television, broadcast radio and the internet; distribution and scheduling of cable television programming for others; production of cable television programs; entertainment services, namely, providing information in the fields of entertainment regarding on-going scripted and unscripted television programs in the field of comedy, drama, action, adventure, documentaries, news, talk shows and/or reality via the internet
CITYWALK
2005469  06/08/2010
UNIVERSAL CITY STUDIOS LLC,
100 UNIVERSAL CITY PLAZA UNIVERSAL CITY CALIFORNIA 91608 USA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, USA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cl.35; ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS
Cl.41; EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
Cl.43; SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMODATION
UNIVERSAL CITYWALK

2005472   06/08/2010
UNIVERSAL CITY STUDIOS LLC,
100 UNIVERSAL CITY PLAZA UNIVERSAL CITY CALIFORNIA 91608 USA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, USA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Cl.35; ADVERTISING BUSINESS MANAGEMENT BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION OFFICE FUNCTIONS
Cl.41; EDUCATIONAL PROVIDING OF TRAINING ENTERTAINMENT SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
Cl.43; SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726 , 04/01/2016 Class 99

SWIFTNet
2005477 06/08/2010

SOCIETY FOR WORLDWIDE INTERBANK FINANCIAL TELECOMMUNICATION SCRL.
AVENUE ADELE 1, 1310 LA HULPE, BELGIUM.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS, SERVICE PROVIDERS,
A LIMITED LIABILITY COOPERATIVE SOCIETY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF BELGIUM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Cl.9; SOFTWARE RELATING TO FINANCIAL COMMUNICATION, SOFTWARE RELATING TO ENCRYPTION,
AUTHENTICATION, AND RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT; ELECTRONIC DOWNLOADABLE PUBLICATIONS RELATED TO
FINANCIAL COMMUNICATION, INCLUDING PUBLICATIONS FEATURING GUIDELINES AND STANDARDS FOR THE
FINANCIAL COMMUNITY

Cl.38; SECURE MESSAGE TRANSMISSION SERVICES RELATING TO FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS AND
CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING THERETO; TRANSMISSION OF DATA BETWEEN FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND
CORPORATES BY MEANS OF A GLOBAL AND SECURE ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION NETWORK; PROVISION OF
ACCESS TO A GLOBAL AND SECURE ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION NETWORK; RENTAL OF ACCESS TO A GLOBAL
AND SECURE ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION NETWORK FOR THE FINANCIAL COMMUNITY

Cl.42; COMPUTER SOFTWARE INSTALLATION, IMPLEMENTATION, INTEGRATION, DESIGN, MAINTENANCE
SERVICES RELATING TO FINANCIAL COMMUNICATION AND SUPPORT SERVICES IN CONNECTION THEREWITH;
PROVISION OF ELECTRONIC ENCRYPTION AND AUTHENTICATION SERVICES; CERTIFICATION SERVICES BASED ON
DIGITAL SIGNATURES; SERVICES FOR THE CERTIFICATION AND QUALIFICATION OF THIRD PARTIES' SOFTWARE IN
THE FIELD OF FINANCIAL COMMUNICATION; HOSTING THIRD PARTIES SOFTWARE AND ONLINE SERVICES ON A
GLOBAL AND SECURE ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION NETWORK FOR THE FINANCIAL COMMUNITY
OUT OF THE ORDINARY

2005860    09/08/2010

INVESTEC BANK LIMITED
100 GRAYSTON DRIVE, SANDOWN, SANDTON, 2196 SOUTH AFRICA.

A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN SOUTH AFRICA.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.35; ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS SERVICES; ON-LINE ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS SERVICES; ACCOUNTING; BUSINESS APPRAISAL; ECONOMIC FORECASTING; MARKETING; COMPILATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASES; PUBLIC RELATIONS; RENTAL OF ADVERTISING SPACE; RENTAL OF ADVERTISING TIME ON COMMUNICATION MEDIA; PUBLICITY MATERIALS RENTAL; MARKET AND BUSINESS RESEARCH SERVICES; COMMERCIAL INFORMATION RESEARCH STUDIES; MARKETING AND ADVERTISING RESEARCH; ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF MARKET AND BUSINESS RESEARCH DATA AND STATISTICS; MARKET RESEARCH STUDIES; TAX ASSESSMENT AND TAX RETURN PREPARATION SERVICES; TAX ADVISORY SERVICES; DISTRIBUTION OF ADVERTISING AND PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS; DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLES; DISTRIBUTION OF PROSPECTUSES; RETAIL SERVICES CONNECTED WITH THE SALE OF COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE AND SOFTWARE RELATING TO MOBILE DEVICES, MOBILE TELEPHONES AND ADVERTISING SPACE; RETAIL SERVICES CONNECTED WITH THE SALE OF MOBILE DEVICES, MOBILE TELEPHONES, COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND SOFTWARE RELATING TO MOBILE DEVICES, MOBILE TELEPHONES; PROVISION OF ADVERTISING SPACE; ASSISTANCE, CONSULTANCY, INFORMATION AND MANAGEMENT SERVICES IN RELATION TO THE AFORESAID SERVICES.

Cl.36; FINANCIAL SERVICES; BANKING SERVICES; TRANSACTIONAL BANKING VIA MOBILE DEVICES; FINANCIAL SPONSORSHIP; BROKERAGE SERVICES; STOCK-BROKING; ASSET MANAGEMENT; TREASURY SERVICES; FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT; INVESTMENT SERVICES; ARRANGING, FINANCING AND MANAGEMENT OF INVESTMENTS, MUTUAL FUNDS AND LOANS; TRUST AND FIDUCIARY SERVICES; CARD PAYMENT SERVICES; INSURANCE SERVICES; MORTGAGES SERVICES; SAVING SERVICES; HOME BANKING; ARRANGING FOR AND PROVIDING FINANCIAL LOANS AGAINST SECURITY; SECURITY BROKERAGE; FINANCIAL LENDING AGAINST SECURITY; CREDIT SERVICES; FINANCIAL GUARANTEE SERVICES; REAL ESTATE SERVICES; FINANCING AND MANAGEMENT OF REAL ESTATE; ADVISORY, INFORMATION AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES IN RELATION TO THE AFORESAID SERVICES.
Priority claimed from 11/02/2010; Application No. : 77/934,105 ;United States of America
2005888 09/08/2010
RHAPSODY INTERNATIONAL INC
1420 FIFTH AVENUE SUITE 1500 SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 98101 USA
A DELAWARE CORPORATION HAVING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ALG INDIA LAW OFFICES.
30 SIRI FORT ROAD, NEW DELHI-110049.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Cl.38;SUBSCRIPTION AUDIO BROADCASTING VIA ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS, LOCAL AND GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS AND WIRELESS COMMUNICATION NETWORKS; AUDIO BROADCASTING, NAMELY, BROADCASTING MUSIC, CONCERTS, AND RADIO PROGRAMS, VIA ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS, LOCAL AND GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS AND WIRELESS COMMUNICATION NETWORKS; STREAMING OF AUDIO CONTENT VIA ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION NETWORKS, LOCAL AND GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS AND WIRELESS COMMUNICATION NETWORKS; WEBCASTING SERVICES.

Cl.41;ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING PRERECORDED DIGITAL, TEXTUAL, AUDIO AND VISUAL CONTENT VIA ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION NETWORKS, LOCAL AND GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS AND WIRELESS COMMUNICATION DEVICES AND PROVIDING PRERECORDED DIGITAL, TEXTUAL, AUDIO AND VISUAL CONTENT VIA ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION NETWORKS, LOCAL AND GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS AND WIRELESS COMMUNICATION DEVICES; PROVIDING ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS OVER ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION NETWORKS, LOCAL AND GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS AND WIRELESS COMMUNICATION DEVICES, NAMELY, NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF ENTERTAINMENT.
2006101 09/08/2010
WAL-MART STORES, INC.
702 S.W. 8th Street, Bentonville, AR 72716, U.S.A.
MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDER
A DELAWARE CORPORATION, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cl.25; IN RESPECT OF CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR
Cl.26; IN RESPECT OF LACE AND EMBROIDERY RIBBONS AND BRAID; BUTTONS, HOOKS AND EYES, PINS AND NEEDLES; ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS
Cl.35; IN RESPECT OF ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTION
Cl.41; IN RESPECT OF EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
Priority claimed from 08/02/2010; Application No. : 2538479 ; United Kingdom

TRI-AIR DEVELOPMENTS LTD
5 NEW STREET SQUARE LONDON EC4A 3TW UK

A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF UNITED KINGDOM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LEX ORBIS.
709/710, TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE AIR...

Cl.9: AIR ANALYSIS APPARATUS; APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING SMOKE; APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING OZONE; APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING FREE RADICALS; APPARATUS FOR PROTECTION AGAINST CONTAMINATION; BREATHING APPARATUS, EXCEPT FOR ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION; ELECTRONIC CONTROL APPARATUS FOR AIR PURIFICATION APPARATUS AND SYSTEMS; REMOTE CONTROL APPARATUS FOR AIR PURIFICATION APPARATUS AND SYSTEMS; COMPUTER OPERATING PROGRAMS; COMPUTER PROGRAMMES; DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE; DETECTORS; DIAGNOSTIC APPARATUS, NOT FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIAPHRAGMS FOR SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS; ELECTROLYTIC OZONE GENERATING APPARATUS; ELECTRIC DEVICES FOR ATTRACTING AND KILLING INSECTS; ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, DOWNLOADABLE; FILTERS FOR REMOVING VIRUSES; FILTERS FOR RESPIRATORY MASKS; GAS TESTING INSTRUMENTS; IONISATION APPARATUS; MONITORING APPARATUS; OZONE MONITORS, OTHER THAN FOR MEDICAL USE; PROTECTIVE MASKS; RESPIRATORS FOR FILTERING AIR...

Cl.11: AIR TREATMENT APPARATUS AND SYSTEMS; AIR TREATMENT APPARATUS FOR THE PROTECTION OF THEGERMICIDAL LAMPS FOR PURIFYING AIR; INSTALLATIONS FOR DUST SEPARAFING; IONISATION APPARATUS FOR THE TREATMENT OF AIR; PORTABLE DECONTAMINATION APPARATUS; REGULATING AND SAFETY ACCESSORIES FOR GAS APPARATUS; POLLEN FILTERING APPARATUS; SANITARY APPARATUS AND INSTALLATIONS; STERILIZERS; ULTRA-VIOLET IRRADIATORS; ULTRAVIOLET LAMPS; ULTRAVIOLET RAY LAMPS; VENTILATION, AIRCONDITIONING, INSTALLATIONS AND APPARATUS; VENTILATION ,AIR-CONDITIONING, INSTALLATIONS FOR VEHICLES INTERNAL ENVIRONMENT AGAINST VIRUSES, BACTERIA AND SUPERBUGS; AIR AND
SURFACE DECONTAMINATION APPARATUS AND INSTALLATIONS; APPARATUS FOR THE DECONTAMINATION OF MEDICAL MATERIALS AND MEDICAL AREAS; APPARATUS FOR THE DECONTAMINATION OF SURGICAL MATERIALS AND SURGICAL AREAS; AIR CLEANING FILTERS, PARTS OF AIR CLEANING MACHINES OR INSTALLATIONS; AIR CONDITIONING FILTERS; AIR FILTERING INSTALLATIONS; AIR FILTERS FOR USE AS DUST ARRESTANTS OR EXTRACTORS; APPARATUS FOR EXHAUSTING DUST; APPARATUS FOR EXTRACTING DUST; APPARATUS FOR FILTERING DUST; APPARATUS FOR DECONTAMINATING BREATHING AIR; DECONTAMINATION CHAMBERS; DECONTAMINATION SHOWERS; DISINFECTANT APPARATUS; AIR STERILISERS; APPARATUS FOR COLLECTING DUST FROM THE AIR; APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING SMOKE; DUST CYCLONE FILTERS; DUST FILTERS; DUST REMOVING INSTALLATIONS FOR VENTILATION; DUST SUCTION INSTALLATIONS; FILTERS FOR DUST; FLUORESCENT LAMPS WITH LOW ULTRA-VIOLET LIGHT OUTPUT; GAS GENERATORS, INSTALLATIONS GERMICIDAL LAMPS FOR PURIFYING AIR; INSTALLATIONS FOR DUST SEPARATING; IONISATION APPARATUS FOR THE TREATMENT OF AIR; PORTABLE DECONTAMINATION APPARATUS; REGULATING AND SAFETY ACCESSORIES FOR GAS APPARATUS; POLLEN FILTERING APPARATUS; SANITARY APPARATUS AND INSTALLATIONS; STERILIZERS; ULTRA-VIOLET IRRADIATORS; ULTRAVIOLET LAMPS; ULTRAVIOLET RAY LAMPS; VENTILATION, AIR CONDITIONING, INSTALLATIONS AND APPARATUS; VENTILATION, AIR-CYCLONE FILTERS; VENTILATION, AIR CONDITIONING, INSTALLATIONS FOR VEHICLES.

Cl.40; AIR TREATMENT; AIR PURIFICATION; DECONTAMINATION OF HAZARDOUS MATERIALS; AIR AND SURFACE DECONTAMINATION; DECONTAMINATION OF SUBSURFACE SOIL SITES; LAND DECONTAMINATION; ODOR COUNTERACTING SERVICES; ODOR REMOVAL SERVICES.
DD SMART

2006270  09/08/2010

DD IP HOLDER LLC
P.O. Box 9141, Canton, Massachusetts 02021, USA

MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE, USA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1552496.

Cl.30; TAPIoca, SAGO, FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES; TREACLE; SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE; DOUGHNUTS; BAKERY PRODUCTS; COOKIES; CAKES; PIES; MUFFINS; PLAIN, GLAZED, COATED AND FILLED FRIED CAKES; BAGELS; SANDWICHES; PIZZA; SUGAR; FLOUR; FLAVORING EXTRACTS; CONFECTIONERY CHIPS FOR BAKING; HONEY; YEAST; BAKING-POWDER; CUSTARD-BASED FILLINGS FOR CAKES; CHOCOLATE-BASED FILLINGS FOR CAKES; CHOCOLATE-BASED TOPPING; COFFEE AND COFFEE-BASED BEVERAGES; ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; TEA AND TEA-BASED BEVERAGES; COCOA AND COCOA-BASED BEVERAGES; COFFEE-FLAVORED SLUSHTYPE DRINKS.

Cl.43; RESTAURANT SERVICES; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; CAFE SERVICES; SNACK BAR SERVICES; CARRY-OUT FOOD SERVICES.
DUALOGIC
2006758  10/08/2010
FIAT GROUP AUTOMOBILES S.p.A.
CORSO GIOVANNI AGNELLI 200, 10135 TORINO, ITALY.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A JOINT STOCK COMPANY ORGANISED UNDER THE LAWS OF ITALY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cl.9; GEARS (ELECTRICAL) FOR MOTOR VEHICLES
Cl.12; MOTOR VEHICLES, DOORS, GEARS FOR MOTOR VEHICLES
Priority claimed from 10/02/2010; Application No. : 008873798 ;EUROPEAN COMMUNITY(CTM)

2006829  10/08/2010

M/S. RECKITT & COLMAN (OVERSEAS) LTD.
DANSOM LANE, HULL, HU8 7DS, ENGLAND, UNITED KINGDOM.
EXPORTERS AND MERCHANTS
A CORPORATION ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF UNITED KINGDOM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.3; NON-MEDICATED TOILET PREPARATIONS; SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; COSMETICS; FACIAL WIPES AND PADS; MAKE UP REMOVAL WIPES AND PADS; COTTON WOOL IN THE FORM OF WIPES AND PADS FOR COSMETIC USE; PREPARATIONS FOR THE HAIR; SOAPS, \ PERFUMES AND ESSENTIAL OILS; DENTIFRICES.

Cl.5; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES; MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; PREPARATIONS FOR TREATMENT OF ACNE.
STARTUP

Priority claimed from 21/10/2010; Application No. : 56746 ;United States of America
2133017    20/04/2011

APPLE INC.
1 INFINITE LOOP, CUPERTINO, CALIFORNIA 95014, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS.
A CALIFORNIA CORPORATION

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

CI.35; RETAIL STORE SERVICES; RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING COMPUTERS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, COMPUTER PERIPHERALS, MOBILE PHONES, AND CONSUMER ELECTRONIC DEVICES, AND DEMONSTRATION OF PRODUCTS RELATING THERETO.

CI.37; REPAIR AND INSTALLATION SERVICES; MAINTENANCE, INSTALLATION AND REPAIR OF COMPUTER HARDWARE, COMPUTER PERIPHERALS AND CONSUMER ELECTRONIC DEVICES; CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER HARDWARE, COMPUTER PERIPHERALS, AND CONSUMER ELECTRONIC DEVICES.

CI.41; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY CONDUCTING CLASSES, WORKSHOPS, CONFERENCES AND SEMINARS IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTERS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, COMPUTER PERIPHERALS, MOBILE PHONES, AND CONSUMER ELECTRONIC DEVICES AND COMPUTERRELATED SERVICES; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF EDUCATION.

CI.42; TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE; TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES; INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE AND UPDATING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTERS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND CONSUMER ELECTRONICS; COMPUTER DIAGNOSTIC SERVICES; COMPUTER DATA RECOVERY
2144816  16/05/2011
TAISEI CORPORATION
1-25-1, NISHI SHINJUKU, SHINJUKU-KU TOKYO 163-0606, JAPAN
SERVICE PROVIDER.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISHA SINGHNAIR
C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI 110001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Cl.37; CONSTRUCTION; GENERAL BUILDING CONSTRUCTION WORKS; GENERAL CIVIL ENGINEERING WORKS; DREDGING; ROAD PAVING; CONSTRUCTION SERVICES FOR BUILDINGS, BRIDGES, DAMS, TUNNELS, FACTORIES, HOTELS AND WAREHOUSES; BUILDING DEMOLITION; BUILDING MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR; CONSTRUCTION CONSULTANCY; BUILDING CONSTRUCTION SUPERVISION; CONSTRUCTION PROJECT MANAGEMENT SERVICES; RENOVATION AND RESTORATION OF BUILDINGS; CONSTRUCTION INFORMATION; ASPHALTING; BUILDING REINFORCING; BUILDING DAMP PROOFING; ROOFING SERVICES; UPHOLSTERING; UNDERWATER REPAIR; ELECTRICAL WORKS; TELECOMMUNICATION WIRING; BUILDING INSULATING; BUILDING SEALING; Masonry; GLAZING [GLASSWORK]; STEEL STRUCTURE CONSTRUCTION WORKS; PLASTERING; CARPENTRY; TILE LAYING, BRICKLAYING OR BLOCK LAYING; JOINERY; PAINTING, INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR; SCAFFOLDING, EARTHWORKS OR CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION; SHEET METAL WORK; PLUMBING; DRILLING OF WELL; FACTORY CONSTRUCTION; HARBOR CONSTRUCTION; HEATING EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION; PIER BREAKWATER BUILDING; PIPELINE CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE; KITCHEN EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION; WAREHOUSE CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR; MACHINERY INSTALLATION; ELEVATOR INSTALLATION; FIRE ALARM INSTALLATION; FREEZING EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION; FURNACE INSTALLATION; IRRIGATION DEVICES INSTALLATION; OFFICE MACHINES AND EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION; SCAFFOLDING

Cl.42; ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN; CONSTRUCTION DRAFTING; ARCHITECTURAL CONSULTATION; URBAN PLANNING; SURVEYING; LAND SURVEYS; ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN AND DESIGN SERVICES RELATED TO GENERAL CONSTRUCTION; PRELIMINARY CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING; ENGINEERING; GEOLOGICAL SURVEYS OR RESEARCH; GEOLOGICAL PROSPECTING; DESIGNING OF MACHINES, APPARATUS, INSTRUMENTS [INCLUDING THEIR PARTS] OR SYSTEMS COMPOSED OF SUCH MACHINES APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; DESIGNING; DESIGN OF INTERIOR DECOR; INDUSTRIAL DESIGN; STYLING [INDUSTRIAL DESIGN]; CREATING ARCHITECTURE DESIGN; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN, COMPUTER PROGRAMMING, OR MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; CREATING OR MAINTAINING WEB SITES FOR OTHERS; RESEARCH ON BUILDING CONSTRUCTION OR CITY PLANNING; TESTING OR RESEARCH ON PREVENTION OF POLLUTION; TESTING OR RESEARCH ON ELECTRICITY; TESTING OR RESEARCH ON CIVIL ENGINEERING; CONSULTANCY IN THE FIELD OF ENERGY-SAVING; RESEARCH IN THE FIELD OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION; UNDERWATER EXPLORATION; MATERIAL TESTING
SIRI

Priority claimed from 22/07/2011; Application No. : 58536 ;India

2268666   18/01/2012

APPLE INC.
1 INFINITE LOOP, CUPERTINO, CALIFORNIA 95014, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A CALIFORNIA CORPORATION

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Used Since : 04/10/2011

DELHI

Cl.9; ELECTRONIC HANDHELD UNITS FOR THE WIRELESS RECEIPT, STORAGE AND/OR TRANSMISSION OF DATA AND MESSAGES, AND ELECTRONIC DEVICES THAT ENABLE THE USER TO KEEP TRACK OF OR MANAGE PERSONAL INFORMATION; ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT AND INSTRUMENTS; TELECOMMUNICATIONS APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; TELECOMMUNICATIONS INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE; MOBILE DIGITAL ELECTRONIC DEVICES, GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS) DEVICES; VOICE RECOGNITION APPARATUS; DIGITAL VOICE RECORDERS; WIRELESS COMMUNICATION DEVICES FOR VOICE, DATA OR IMAGE TRANSMISSION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR CREATING, AUTHORING, DISTRIBUTING, DOWNLOADING, TRANSMITTING, RECEIVING, PLAYING, EDITING, EXTRACTING, ENCODING, DECODING, DISPLAYING, STORING AND ORGANIZING TEXT, GRAPHICS, IMAGES, AUDIO, VIDEO, AND MULTIMEDIA CONTENT, AND ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS; OPERATING SYSTEM SOFTWARE, DATA SYNCHRONIZATION SOFTWARE, APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PERSONAL INFORMATION MANAGEMENT; DATABASE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE; DATABASE SYNCHRONIZATION SOFTWARE; CHARACTER RECOGNITION SOFTWARE; VOICE RECOGNITION SOFTWARE; SPEECH TO TEXT CONVERSION SOFTWARE; VOICE-ENABLED SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS; TELEPHONY MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE; ELECTRONIC MAIL AND MESSAGING SOFTWARE; MOBILE TELEPHONE SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ACCESSING, BROWSING AND SEARCHING ONLINE DATABASES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE REDIRECTION OF MESSAGES, INTERNET E-MAIL, AND/OR OTHER DATA TO ONE OR MORE ELECTRONIC HANDHELD DEVICES FROM A DATA STORE ON OR ASSOCIATED WITH A PERSONAL COMPUTER OR A SERVER; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE SYNCHRONIZATION OF DATA BETWEEN A REMOTE STATION OR DEVICE AND A FIXED OR REMOTE STATION OR DEVICE; DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS; FONTS, TYPEFACES, TYPE DESIGNS AND SYMBOLS IN THE FORM OF RECORDED DATA; USER MANUALS IN ELECTRONICALLY READABLE, MACHINE READABLE OR COMPUTER READABLE FORM FOR USE WITH, AND SOLD AS A UNIT WITH, ALL THE AFOREMENTIONED GOODS;

Cl.28; TOYS, GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS; ELECTRONIC TOYS, GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS; MUSICAL TOYS, GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS; ELECTRONIC HANDHELD GAME UNITS; HAND-HELD ELECTRONIC GAMES AND APPARATUS OTHER THAN THOSE ADAPTED FOR USE WITH AN EXTERNAL DISPLAY SCREEN OR MONITOR; STAND-ALONE VIDEO GAME MACHINES INTEGRATING A MEANS OF DISPLAY; ELECTRONIC COMPUTER GAMES, OTHER THAN THOSE ADAPTED FOR USE WITH AN EXTERNAL DISPLAY SCREEN OR MONITOR; APPARATUS FOR ELECTRONIC GAMES OTHER THAN THOSE ADAPTED FOR USE WITH AN EXTERNAL DISPLAY SCREEN OR MONITOR; VIDEO GAMES OTHER THAN THOSE ADAPTED FOR USE WITH AN EXTERNAL DISPLAY SCREEN OR MONITOR; AMUSEMENT GAME MACHINES; AMUSEMENT APPARATUS INCORPORATING A MEANS OF DISPLAY; TOY COMPUTERS (NOT WORKING); TOY MOBILE TELEPHONES (NOT WORKING); TOY HANDHELD ELECTRONIC DEVICES; TOY AUDIO APPARATUS; TOY MUSICAL BOXES; TOY MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS; TOY RECORD PLAYERS FOR PLAYING TUNES AND CASSETTES; BATTERY-OPERATED TOYS; VIDEO OUTPUT GAME MACHINES FOR USE WITH EXTERNAL DISPLAY SCREEN OR MONITOR; STAND ALONE VIDEO OUTPUT GAME MACHINES; INTERACTIVE COMPUTER TOYS AND GAMES; PLAYING CARDS; PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS;

Cl.35; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES; PROVIDING OFFICE FUNCTIONS; ADVERTISING AGENCY SERVICES; ADVERTISING, MARKETING, AND PROMOTION SERVICES; ADVERTISING AND MARKETING CONSULTATION; SALES PROMOTION SERVICES; PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS; CONDUCTING MARKET RESEARCH; ANALYSIS OF ADVERTISING RESPONSE AND MARKET RESEARCH; DISTRIBUTING AND/OR MANAGING ADVERTISING MATERIOL FOR OTHERS; MEDIA PLANNING SERVICES; ADMINISTRATION OF CONSUMER LOYALTY PROGRAMS; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING INCENTIVE REWARDS PROGRAMS TO PROMOTE THE SALE OF GOODS AND SERVICES; COMPUTERIZED DATABASE AND FILE MANAGEMENT; DATA PROCESSING SERVICES; CREATING INDEXES OF INFORMATION, SITES AND OTHER RESOURCES AVAILABLE ON GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS AND OTHER ELECTRONIC AND COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS FOR OTHERS; PROVIDING, SEARCHING, BROWSING AND RETREIVING INFORMATION, SITES, AND OTHER RESOURCES AVAILABLE ON GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS AND OTHER ELECTRONIC AND COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS FOR OTHERS; ORGANIZING CONTENT OF INFORMATION
PROVIDED OVER A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK AND OTHER ELECTRONIC AND COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS
ACCORDING TO USER PREFERENCES; PROVIDING BUSINESS, CONSUMER, AND COMMERCIAL INFORMATION OVER
COMPUTER NETWORKS AND GLOBAL COMMUNICATION NETWORKS; BUSINESS SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING
COMMUNICATION APPARATUS AND ELECTRONIC MAIL, BOXES; ELECTRONIC NEWS SERVICES; PROVIDING ONLINE
BULLETIN BOARDS FOR THE TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AMONG COMPUTER USERS; TELECOMMUNICATION
ACCESS SERVICES; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION ACCESS TO WEBSITES; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS
ACCESS AND LINKS TO COMPUTER DATABASES AND DIRECTORIES VIA THE INTERNET AND OTHER ELECTRONIC,
COMPUTER AND COMMUNICATION NETWORKS; RETAIL STORE AND ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES; RETAIL
STORE SERVICES PROVIDED VIA THE INTERNET AND OTHER COMPUTER, ELECTRONIC AND COMMUNICATIONS
NETWORKS; RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF BOOKS, MAGAZINES, PERIODICALS, NEWSLETTERS,
JOURNALS AND OTHER PUBLICATIONS ON A WIDE RANGE OF TOPICS OF GENERAL INTEREST, PROVIDED VIA THE
INTERNET AND OTHER ELECTRONIC AND COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING
COMPUTER, ELECTRONIC AND ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTS, TELECOMMUNICATIONS APPARATUS, MOBILE PHONES,
HANDHELD MOBILE DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS APPARATUS, AND OTHER CONSUMER ELECTRONICS, COMPUTER
SOFTWARE AND ACCESSORIES, ALL THE AFORESAID.

Cl.38; TELECOMMUNICATIONS; COMMUNICATION AND TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES; COMMUNICATION BY
COMPUTER, COMPUTER INTERCOMMUNICATION; TELEX, TELEGRAM AND TELEPHONE SERVICES; FAXMIME,
MESSAGE COLLECTION AND TRANSMISSION SERVICES; TRANSMISSION OF DATA AND OF INFORMATION BY
ELECTRONIC MEANS, COMPUTER, CABLE, RADIO, TELEPRINTER, TELELETTER, ELECTRONIC MAIL, TELECOPIER,
TELEVISION, MICROPHONE, LASER BEAM, COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE OR ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION MEANS;
PROVIDING WIRELESS TELECOMMUNICATIONS VIA ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; ELECTRONIC
TRANSMISSION OF DATA AND DOCUMENTATION VIA THE INTERNET OR OTHER ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS
NETWORKS; ELECTRONIC MAIL SERVICES; DELIVERY OF MESSAGES BY ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION; WIRELESS
DIGITAL MESSAGING, PAGING SERVICES, AND ELECTRONIC MAIL SERVICES, INCLUDING SERVICES THAT ENABLE A
USER TO SEND AND/OR RECEIVE MESSAGES THROUGH A WIRELESS DATA NETWORK; RENTAL AND HIRE OF
COMMUNICATION APPARATUS AND ELECTRONIC MAIL-BOXES; ELECTRONIC NEWS SERVICES; PROVIDING ONLINE
BULLETIN BOARDS FOR THE TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AMONG COMPUTER USERS; TELECOMMUNICATION
ACCESS SERVICES; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION ACCESS TO WEBSITES; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS
ACCESS AND LINKS TO COMPUTER DATABASES AND DIRECTORIES VIA THE INTERNET AND OTHER ELECTRONIC,
COMPUTER AND COMMUNICATION NETWORKS; PROVIDING ACCESS TO ONLINE SEARCHABLE DATABASES OF TEXT,
DATA, IMAGE, AUDIO, VIDEO, AND MULTIMEDIA CONTENT; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION ACCESS TO ELECTRONIC
COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS WITH MEANS OF IDENTIFYING, LOCATING, GROUPING, DISTRIBUTING, AND
MANAGING DATA AND LINKS TO THIRD-PARTY COMPUTER SERVERS, COMPUTER PROCESSORS AND COMPUTER
USERS; PROVIDING ACCESS TO SOCIAL NETWORKING WEBSITES; COMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, MATCHING
USERS FOR THE TRANSFER OF MUSIC, VIDEO AND AUDIO RECORDINGS VIA COMMUNICATION NETWORKS;
PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS ACCESS TO ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION NETWORKS, FOR TRANSMISSION OF
AUDIOR, VIDEO OR MULTIMEDIA CONTENT; TRANSMISSION OF DIGITAL AUDIO, VIDEO AND MULTIMEDIA CONTENT
BY TELECOMMUNICATIONS; ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF AUDIO AND VIDEO FILES VIA COMPUTER AND OTHER
ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; AUDIO BROADCASTING; VIDEO BROADCASTING; BROADCASTING OR
TRANSMISSION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS; BROADCASTING OR TRANSMISSION OF VIDEO CONTENT VIA
A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; STREAMING OF VIDEO CONTENT VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK;
WEBCASTING SERVICES; INFORMATION, ADVISORY AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO ALL THE
AFORESAID.

Cl.39; PHYSICAL STORAGE OF ELECTRONIC DATA, TEXT, IMAGES, AUDIO, AND VIDEO; INFORMATION AND
CONSULTATION SERVICES IN CONNECTION THEREWITH; TRANSPORTATION RESERVATION AND TRAVEL TICKET
RESERVATION SERVICES.

Cl.41; EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; COMPUTER-
BASED EDUCATIONAL, TEACHING, AND TRAINING SERVICES; PROVIDING ONLINE COMPUTER GAMES; ELECTRONIC
PUBLISHING SERVICES; PROVIDING ELECTRONIC BOOKS, MAGAZINES, NEWSPAPERS, JOURNALS, PERIODICALS,
AND OTHER PUBLICATIONS; DIGITAL IMAGING SERVICES; PROVIDING ONLINE TEXT, VIDEO, AUDIO, AND MULTIMEDIA
PROGRAMS; PROVIDING EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION; ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING LIVE
PERFORMANCES, SPORTING EVENTS, AND CULTURAL EVENTS; ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING EXHIBITIONS,
DISPLAYS, EXHIBITS, WORKSHOPS, LECTURES, SEMINARS, TRAINING, AND CONFERENCES; TICKET RESERVATION
AND BOOKING SERVICES FOR ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL EVENTS; PROVIDING INFORMATION,
ADVICE, NEWS, REVIEWS, AND COMMENTARY IN THE FIELDS OF ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL
EVENTS; INFORMATION, ADVISORY AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO ALL THE AFORESAID.

Cl.42; SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO;
INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; COMPUTER PROGRAMMING; DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND
MAINTENANCE OF PROPRIETARY COMPUTER SOFTWARE IN THE FIELD OF NATURAL LANGUAGE, SPEECH,
SPATIAL, VIDEO AND TEXT-PRINT RECOGNITION, AND VIDEO AND MULTIMEDIA HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
APPARATUS AND EQUIPMENT; COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE CONSULTING SERVICES; SUPPORT AND
CONSULTATION SERVICES FOR DEVELOPING COMPUTER SYSTEMS, DATABASES AND APPLICATIONS; PROVIDING
COMPUTER HARDWARE OR SOFTWARE INFORMATION ONLINE; WEBSITE CREATION,
DESIGN AND MAINTENANCE SERVICES; WEBSITE HOSTING SERVICES; APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP) SERVICES FEATURING HOSTING COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS OF OTHERS; APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP) SERVICES FEATURING SOFTWARE FOR CREATING, AUTHORING, DISTRIBUTING, DOWNLOADING, TRANSMITTING, RECEIVING, PLAYING, EDITING, EXTRACTING, ENCODING, DECODING, DISPLAYING, STORING AND ORGANIZING TEXT, GRAPHICS, IMAGES, AUDIO, VIDEO, AND MULTIMEDIA CONTENT, AND ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS; APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP) SERVICES FEATURING SOFTWARE FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH VOICE RECOGNITION SOFTWARE AND VOICE-ENABLED SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS; PROVIDING ONLINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE; PROVIDING SEARCH ENGINES FOR OBTAINING DATA VIA THE INTERNET AND OTHER ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; CREATING INDEXES OF ONLINE INFORMATION, SITES AND OTHER RESOURCES AVAILABLE ON GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS FOR OTHERS; ELECTRONIC DATA STORAGE SERVICES; ONLINE SOCIAL NETWORKING SERVICES; PROVIDING A SOCIAL NETWORKING WEBSITE; INFORMATION, ADVISORY AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO ALL THE AFORESAID.

Cl.43; SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; COMPUTER PROGRAMMING; DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE OF PROPRIETARY COMPUTER SOFTWARE IN THE FIELD OF NATURAL LANGUAGE, SPEECH, SPEAKER, LANGUAGE, VOICE RECOGNITION, AND VOICE-PRINT RECOGNITION; RENTAL OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE APPARATUS AND EQUIPMENT; COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE CONSULTING SERVICES; SUPPORT AND CONSULTATION SERVICES FOR DEVELOPING COMPUTER SYSTEMS, DATABASES AND APPLICATIONS; PROVIDING COMPUTER HARDWARE OR SOFTWARE INFORMATION ONLINE; WEBSITE CREATION, DESIGN AND MAINTENANCE SERVICES; WEBSITE HOSTING SERVICES; APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP) SERVICES FEATURING HOSTING COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS OF OTHERS; APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP) SERVICES FEATURING SOFTWARE FOR CREATING, AUTHORING, DISTRIBUTING, DOWNLOADING, TRANSMITTING, RECEIVING, PLAYING, EDITING, EXTRACTING, ENCODING, DECODING, DISPLAYING, STORING AND ORGANIZING TEXT, GRAPHICS, IMAGES, AUDIO, VIDEO, AND MULTIMEDIA CONTENT, AND ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS; APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP) SERVICES FEATURING SOFTWARE FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH VOICE RECOGNITION SOFTWARE AND VOICE-ENABLED SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS; PROVIDING ONLINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE; PROVIDING SEARCH ENGINES FOR OBTAINING DATA VIA THE INTERNET AND OTHER ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; CREATING INDEXES OF ONLINE INFORMATION, SITES AND OTHER RESOURCES AVAILABLE ON GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS FOR OTHERS; ELECTRONIC DATA STORAGE SERVICES; ONLINE SOCIAL NETWORKING SERVICES; PROVIDING A SOCIAL NETWORKING WEBSITE; INFORMATION, ADVISORY AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO ALL THE AFORESAID.

Cl.45; ONLINE SOCIAL NETWORKING SERVICES.
2278930 07/02/2012

VIESSMANNWERKEGMBHANDCOKG
VIESSMANNSTRASSE1,35108ALLENDORF,GERMANY
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF GERMANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLISEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.
Used Since : 31/08/2008

MUMBAI

Cl.9; ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC REGULATING AND CONTROL DEVICES FOR HEATING AND SOLAR INSTALLATIONS; REMOTE CONTROLS FOR HEATING AND SOLAR INSTALLATIONS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, IN PARTICULAR SOFTWARE FOR THE PLANNING AND CALCULATION OF HEATING INSTALLATIONS AND SOFTWARE FOR OPERATING BOILER, AIR CONDITIONING AND SOLAR INSTALLATIONS; SOLAR INSTALLATIONS FOR POWER GENERATION

Cl.11; HEATING BOILERS FOR OIL, GAS AND SOLID FUELS, IN PARTICULAR OIL AND GAS-FIRED LOW-TEMPERATURE HEATING BOILERS, GAS CONDENSER APPARATUS, OIL AND GAS-FIRED WALL-MOUNTED BOILERS, CAST HEATING BOILERS; HEATING CIRCUIT PUMPS; OIL AND GAS BURNERS FOR HEATING BOILERS, IN PARTICULAR OIL-FIRED AND GAS-FIRED BLAST BURNERS; SOLAR INSTALLATIONS FOR HEAT GENERATION, IN PARTICULAR SOLAR COLLECTORS; STORAGE WATER HEATERS; ELECTRIC WATER HEATERS; HEATERS FOR INSTANT HOT WATER; HEAT PUMPS; HEAT EXCHANGERS; VENTILATION, AIR CONDITIONING AND AIR FRESHENING APPARATUS; STEAM GENERATORS

Cl.37; REPAIR, MAINTENANCE AND INSTALLATION OF BOILER SYSTEMS AND SOLAR INSTALLATIONS
2366715   19/07/2012
KURARAY CO., LTD
1621, SAKAZU, KURASHIKI CITY, OKAYAMA PREFECTURE, JAPAN
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A CORPORATION, ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.
Used Since : 20/07/2011
KOLKATA
Cl. 18; LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS; LEATHER CLOTHS; BAGS; POUCHES; VANITY CASES (SOLD EMPTY); UMBRELLAS AND THEIR PARTS; WALKING STICKS AND THEIR PARTS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY.
Cl. 25; CLOTHING; GLOVES; HEADGEAR FOR WEAR; BELTS; FOOTWEAR; SPORTSWEAR; SPORTS FOOTWEAR.
MARYAN MEHLHORN

2374400 03/08/2012
MARYAN TRADEMARK GMBH
KELLERHOF 8, D-79730 MURG, GERMANY
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A GERMAN LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI.
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Cl.3; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS
Cl.18; LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS (INCLUDED IN THIS
CLASS); TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS
Cl.25; CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR
maryan mehlhorn
2374401 03/08/2012
MARYAN TRADEMARK GMBH
KELLERHOF 8, D-79730 MURG, GERMANY
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A GERMAN LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI.
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Cl.3; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS
Cl.18; LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS (INCLUDED IN THIS
CLASS); TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS
Cl.25; CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR
2374539  03/08/2012
GLINT INFRA PROJECTS PRIVATE LIMITED
5TH FLOOR, SUNTECK CENTRE, 37-40, SUBHASH ROAD, VILE PARLE (EAST), MUMBAI-400057
MANUFACTURER, TRADER, MERCHANT AND SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE PROVISION OF INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MURALIDHAR S. KHADILKAR & A. A. KIRPEKAR
52, DR. V. B.GANDHI MARG, NEAR RHYTHM HOUSE, FORT, MUMBAI-400 023.
Used Since :01/03/2010
MUMBAI
Cl.19; BUILDINGS AND BUILDING MATERIALS; HOUSES, TENTS, HUTS AND PORTABLE BUILDINGS; PRE-FABRICATED STRUCTURES; NAME-PLATES; CEMENT AND CEMENT PRODUCTS; NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL STONES, LIME, MORTAR, PLASTER, TERRA COTTA, VENEER AND GRAVEL; ARTICLES MADE OF FIBRE USED FOR BUILDING; BRICKS; TILES; PAVING MATERIALS;PIPES OF EARTHENWARE OR CEMENT; FLOORING; GATES AND FENCES NOT OF METAL; ROAD MAKING MATERIALS; ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN; STONE MONUMENTS; CHIMNEY POTS; STALLS.
Cl.36; INSURANCE, BANKING AND HOME BANKING, FINANCIAL AND MONETARY AFFAIRS, FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, ANTIQUE APPRAISALS, ART AND JEWELLERY APPRAISALS, MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTANCY, CAPITAL INVESTMENTS, REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS, LEASE PURCHASE FINANCING, LENDING AGAINST SECURITY, DEPOSITS OF VALUABLES, RENTING OF APARTMENTS, CHARITABLE FUND RAISING, ISSUE OF CREDIT CARD AND SERVICES, ELECTRONIC FUND TRANSFER, SAFE DEPOSIT SERVICES
Cl.37; INSTALLATION SERVICES; INSTALLATION, SUPERVISION, MAINTENANCE, CLEANING, RESTORATION, CONFIGURATION AND REPAIR OF POWER GENERATING INSTALLATIONS AND APPARATUSES, TURBINES, HEATING EQUIPMENT, INDUSTRIAL BOILERS, SOLID FUEL BOILERS, NUCLEAR BOILERS, POWER PLANTS, WATER TREATMENT PLANTS, ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC APPLIANCES AND INSTALLATIONS, VAPOUR EXTRACTION INSTALLATIONS, FURNACES; APPLICATION OF SURFACE COATINGS; COATING OF METAL SURFACES; BUILDING AND ROAD CONSTRUCTION, REPAIRS AND INSTALLATION SERVICES.
2376772 08/08/2012
TENCENT HOLDINGS LIMITED
P.O. BOX 2681 GT, CENTURY YARD, CRICKET SQUARE, HUTCHINS DRIVE, GRAND CAYMAN, CAYMAN ISLANDS
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF CAYMAN ISLANDS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Cl.9; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR SEARCHING, ACCESSING, VIEWING AND INTERACTING WITH VARIOUS INTERNET RESOURCES AVAILABLE ON GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK AND SECURE PRIVATE NETWORKS VIA COMPUTER COMMUNICATION NETWORKS, WIRELESS, TELEPHONES AND INTERNET PROTOCOL (IP); COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROGRAMS TO CONNECT COMPUTERS TO THE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK AND TO SECURE PRIVATE NETWORKS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ELECTRONIC MAIL AND FACILITATING WORKGROUP COMMUNICATIONS OVER COMPUTER NETWORK; COMPUTER GRAPHICS SOFTWARE; INTERNET BROWSER SOFTWARE; INTERNET BROWSER SOFTWARE FOR MOBILE PHONES AND TABLETS; SOFTWARE APPLICATION FOR MOBILE PHONES AND TABLETS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DOWNLOADABLE FROM GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORKS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR COMMUNICATING WITH USERS OF HAND HELD COMPUTERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ORGANIZING, VIEWING, PROCESSING, TRANSMITTING IMAGES, PHOTOGRAPHS, MULTIMEDIA FILES, TEXT DATA, SOUND DATA AND IMAGE DATA VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK OR OTHER COMPUTER NETWORKS

Cl.42; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF A NON-DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER INTERFACE IN ORDER TO CREATE ONLINE PERSONALIZED INFORMATION SERVICES; DESIGNING, UPDATING, MAINTENANCE, REPRODUCING, TESTING AND ANALYSIS OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS, COMPUTER HARDWARE, COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND COMPUTER PROGRAMS; MAINTAINING (CREATING AND-) WEBSITES FOR OTHERS; HOSTING COMPUTER SITES (WEB SITES); DESIGN, PROGRAMMING OR MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; DESIGN OF WEB SITES AND SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS ON GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS AND LOCAL AND INTERNAL COMPUTER NETWORKS; GRAPHIC ART DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF MULTIMEDIA SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS; MONITORING OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS AND COMPUTER NETWORKS OF OTHERS; INTEGRATION OF COMPUTER DATABASE SYSTEMS; PROVIDING COMPUTER ACCESS TO A PROPRIETARY COLLECTION OF
INFORMATION; RECOVERY OF COMPUTER DATA; RENTAL OF WEB SERVERS; COMPUTER VIRUS PROTECTION SERVICES; COMPUTER RENTAL; PROVIDING COMPUTER SERVICES FOR ON-LINE ATTESTATION AND VERIFICATION OF INTERNET USERS
2376912  08/08/2012
ELFRAMO S.P.A.
trading as ;ELFRAMO S.P.A.
VIA VERGA 24-26-28, 24127 BERGAMO, ITALY
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
An Italian joint stock company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEWAN MOHAN RAJKUMAR
PODDAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI 400001
Used Since :28/10/2010
MUMBAI
Cl.7;dishwashers, parts and components thereof included in class 7
Cl.11;fryers; ice-cream makers; pasteurizers; pasta cookers; parts and components of the aforesaid goods included in class 11
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726 , 04/01/2016  Class 99

2377294    09/08/2012
ENTERTAINMENT NETWORK (INDIA) LTD.
4TH FLOOR, MATULYA CENTRE, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI-400013
MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
TAS & CO.
1 & 2/19, GANGA, SWASTIK PARK, V.N. PURAV MARG, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1160102, 1160103, 1165272, 1165273, 1252076, 1252077, 1252081, 1252082, 1252083, 1384229, 1384230, 1384231, 1384232,
1384233, 1384234, 1384236, 1384237, 1384238, 1384239, 1384240, 1384241, 1415688, 1415690, 1443623, 1443624, 1443625, 1443626,
1443627, 1443628, 1443630, 1443631, 1443836, 1443837, 1443838, 1443866, 1443867, 1443868, 1443904, 1443905, 1443906, 1443907,
1443908, 1443909, 1443910, 1443911, 1443912, 1443913, 1443914, 1443915, 1443916, 1443917, 1443918, 1443919, 1443920,
1443921, 1443922, 1443923, 1443924, 1443925, 1443926, 1443927, 1443928, 1443929, 1443930, 1443931, 1443932, 1443933,
1443934, 1443935, 1443936, 1443937, 1443938, 1443939, 1443940, 1443941, 1443942, 1443943, 1443944, 1443945, 1443946,
1443947, 1443948, 1443949, 1443950, 1443951, 1443952, 1443953, 1443954, 1443955, 1443956, 1443957, 1443958, 1443959,
1443960, 1443961, 1443962, 1443963, 1443964, 1443965, 1443966, 1443967, 1443968, 1443969, 1443970, 1443971,
1443972, 1443973, 1443974, 1443975, 1443976, 1443977, 1443978, 1443979, 1443980, 1443981, 1443982, 1443983,
1443984, 1443985, 1443986, 1443987, 1684101, 1684102, 2377294

MUMBAI

Cl.9;SOUND AND SIGNAL TRANSMITTING EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEMS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE ENCODED ONTO MAGNETIC MEDIA AND ONTO CD-ROMS FOR THE OPERATION AND MANAGEMENT OF COMMUNICATION EXCHANGES AND FOR THE TRANSMISSION OF VOICE, IMAGES, DATA, MUSIC AND TEXT OVER A COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK; MUSIC SOFTWARE AND PROGRAMS; PORTABLE LISTENING DEVICES; BLANK AND PRE-RECORDED AUDIO AND VIDEO CASSETTES, TAPES AND RECORDS, MAGNETIC AND MECHANICAL SOUND OR IMAGE REPRODUCING RECORDING AND STORAGE MEDIA; FILMS AND SERIALS, WEBSITES, INTERNETTING COMMUNICATIONS NEWSPAPERS DOWNLOADED

Cl.16;WRITING PAPER, CARDBOARD; PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, BROCHURES PAMPHLETS, INFORMATIONAL SHEETS, INFORMATIONAL FLYERS, LEAFLETS ABOUT COMMUNICATION, RADIO AND FILM PROGRAMS, PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL RELATING TO COMMUNICATION, PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL RELATING TO RADIO, NAMELY BOOKS AND JOURNALS, AND MANUAL FEATURING RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING TECHNIQUES; PLASTIC BAGS AND PLASTIC BUBBLE PACKS; PRINTED PUBLICATIONS DEALING WITH RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING TECHNIQUES

Cl.35;ADVERTISING SERVICES, PREPARATION OF AUDIO-VISUAL/AUDIO AND VISUAL PRESENTATIONS FOR USE IN ADVERTISING, MARKET RESEARCH, BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES, PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION COMMERCIALS, PUBLIC RELATIONS, PROMOTION OF GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS, CREATIONS AND OPERATION OF INCENTIVE AWARDS PROGRAMS; SALES PROMOTION; SURVEYS; OPINIONS SURVEYS, ORGANIZATION OF BUSINESS COMPETITIONS, AWARDING OF BUSINESS PRIZES, ADMINISTERING AND MANAGING CUSTOMER LOYALTY AND INCENTIVE PROGRAMS

Cl.38;AUDIO BROADCASTING, BROADCASTING PROGRAMS VIA A GLOBAL OR DOMESTIC COMPUTER NETWORK, CABLE RADIO BROADCASTING, TELEVISION BROADCASTING INCLUDING SUBSCRIPTION TELEVISION BROADCASTING, VIDEO BROADCASTING, TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES WITH AUDIO ADVERTISING AS A COMPONENT THEREOF, ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF VOICE, VIDEO, IMAGES, DATA, FILMS AND MESSAGES VIA A GLOBAL OR LOCAL COMMUNICATION NETWORK; AUDIO, VIDEO AND RADIO BROADCASTING SERVICES; ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF VOICE, VIDEO, MESSAGES, FILMS, IMAGES AND DATA

Cl.41;PROVISION OF ENTERTAINMENT, EDUCATION, RECREATION, PRODUCTION OF VIDEO TV PROGRAMS, DISCS, CDS, AUDIO DISCS FOR OTHERS; ARRANGING OF AWARD CEREMONIES, HOSTING [ORGANIZING] AWARDS, PRESENTATION OF COMPETITIONS, CONTESTS, SHOWS, ROADSHOWS, STAGED EVENTS, PERFORMANCES, CONCERTS, LIVE PERFORMANCES, CONCERTS AND AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION EVENTS; ORGANISATION AND PRODUCTION OF VIDEO CLIPS VIA MOBILE OR COMPUTER NETWORKS FOR ENTERTAINMENT AND/OR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES; PROVIDING DISC JOCKEY SERVICES OVER THE RADIO AND ON TELEVISION, DOWNLOADABLE MATERIAL.
Cl.42; SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE; COMPUTER PROGRAMMING; COMPUTER CONSULTANCY SERVICES; GRAPHIC DESIGN SERVICES; WEBSITES; CREATING AND MAINTAINING WEBSITES; HOSTING THE WEBSITES; LICENSING OF AUDIO, VIDEO, STILL AND MOVING IMAGES AND DATA; MANAGEMENT OF AND EXPLOITATION OF RIGHTS OF FILMS (COPYRIGHT) ISSUE OF THE LICENSING RIGHTS, PRODUCTION OF ARTWORK FOR ANIMATED FILMS, PROTECTION OF COPYRIGHT RELATING TO FILMS.
pricepaaji
2377600 09/08/2012

PRATIK ADANI
601 Maheshwardeep , R.B.Mehta Marg , Near Canara Bank , Ghatkopar east , Mumbai 400077.

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABHISHEK PANDURANGI
A-403, ATHENE BUILDING, LODHA PARADISE, MAJIWADA, THANE(W), MAHARASHTRA, INDIA - 400601

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Cl.35; PRICE COMPARISON, TELEPHONE INFORMATION SERVICE. BUSINESS INFORMS USERS REGARDING PRICE OF PRODUCTS & SERVICES ACROSS INDIA VIA WEBSITE & PHONE SERVICES. ADVERTISING & PROMOTIONS, ONLINE MARKETING, TRADE, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES VIA ONLINE MEDIA, WEBSITE, EMAILS, PHONES. MARKETING OF CUSTOMIZED & PERSONALIZED GOODS IN ALL VERTICALS. BUSINESS CONSULTANCY, MARKET RESEARCH, FREE SAMPLES DISTRIBUTION, PUBLICITY SERVICE. ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITION FOR COMMERCIAL & ADVERTISING.

Cl.42; WEB BASED SERVICES AND ONLINE PLATFORMS PROVIDING DETAILS OF ONE OR MORE PRODUCTS AND COMPARISONS THEREOF TO USERS. DETAILS MAY INCLUDE PRICE, PERFORMANCE, TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS, REVIEWS, RATINGS, AVAILABILITY AND OFFERS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726 , 04/01/2016 Class 99

2377790  10/08/2012
GOOD WORLD SOLUTIONS, INC.A CALIFORNIA CORPORATION
1500 BROADWAY, SUITE 400, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA 94612, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Cl.35; BUSINESS CONSULTING AND ADVISORY SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING TOOLS AND TRAINING FOR SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT AND SUPPLY CHAIN SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY AND SUSTAINABILITY SUPPORT; BUSINESS CONSULTING AND ADVISORY SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING WORKERS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES WITH INFORMATION ABOUT LABOR RIGHTS, EDUCATION, TRAINING, FINANCIAL SECURITY, AND GOVERNMENT SERVICES; BUSINESS CONSULTING AND ADVISORY SERVICES, NAMELY, COLLECTING INFORMATION FROM WORKERS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES REGARDING THEIR WORKING CONDITIONS, WAGES, LIVELIHOODS AND MARKETS, AND DISTRIBUTING THAT INFORMATION TO PARTIES IN THE SUPPLY CHAIN TO IMPROVE SUCH WORKERS WORKING CONDITIONS, PROMOTE FAIR WAGES, AND INCREASE MARKETS FOR FAIR TRADE AND RESPONSIBLY SOURCED GOODS; BUSINESS CONSULTING AND ADVISORY SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING TOOLS AND TRAINING TO MONITOR AND EVALUATE THE SOCIAL IMPACT OF INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS; BUSINESS CONSULTING AND ADVISORY SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING SURVEY DESIGN, DATA ANALYSIS, AND REPORT WRITING SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF SUPPLY CHAIN SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY, LABOR STANDARDS, AND FAIR TRADE; BUSINESS AUDIT SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING BUSINESSES WITH TOOLS AND RESOURCES TO CONDUCT AUDITS TO EVALUATE AND ENFORCE COMPLIANCE WITH FAIR TRADE AND LABOR STANDARDS; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF FAIR TRADE AND LABOR STANDARDS.

Cl.38; TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING INTERACTIVE VOICE RESPONSE (IVR), SMS MESSAGING, AND OTHER MOBILE DEVICE-BASED TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS FOR DISTRIBUTING INFORMATION ABOUT LABOR RIGHTS, EDUCATION, TRAINING, FINANCIAL SECURITY, AND GOVERNMENT SERVICE; FOR WORKERS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES; TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING INTERACTIVE VOICE RESPONSE (IVR), SMS MESSAGING, AND OTHER MOBILE DEVICE-BASED TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS FOR COLLECTING AND DISTRIBUTING SUPPLY CHAIN INFORMATION REGARDING GOODS PRODUCED BY, AND INFORMATION REGARDING THE WORKING CONDITIONS OF, WORKERS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES.

Cl.42; SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE, NAMELY, PROVIDING A WEB SITE AND CLOUD-BASED SOFTWARE THAT ALLOW USERS TO COLLECT, SUBMIT, DISPLAY, RECEIVE, ANALYZE, AND DISTRIBUTE SUPPLY CHAIN INFORMATION REGARDING GOODS PRODUCED BY, AND INFORMATION REGARDING THE WORKING CONDITIONS OF, WORKERS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES.
OCUTAG

Priority claimed from 04/01/2013; Application No. : 85/815,274 ;United States of America

2455929 07/01/2013

RICOH INNOVATIONS CORPORATION
2882 SAND HILL ROAD, SUITE 115, MENLO PARK, CALIFORNIA 94025, U.S.A.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A CORPORATION DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

Cl.9; Computer software; downloadable computer software; computer software development tools; computer software, namely, software development tools for the creation of visual search functionality into other computer software

Cl.42; Design, development, and consulting services in the field of computer software; providing information in the fields of technology and software development via an online website; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software; providing temporary use of online non-down load able software development tools; providing temporary use of online non-down load able software development tools for the creation of visual search functionality into other computer software; software as a service (SAAS) services; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software development tools for the creation of visual search functionality into other computer software; platform as a service (PAAS) services; platform as a service (PAAS) services featuring software development tools for the creation of visual search functionality into other computer software
2459138  11/01/2013
TOBU RAILWAY CO., LTD.
1-1-2 OSHIAGE, SUMIDA-KU, TOKYO, 131-8522, JAPAN.
SERVICE PROVIDERS.
CORPORATIONS DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Cl.35; Advertising and publicity services; promoting goods and services of others by means of the issuance of trading stamps; business management analysis or business consultancy; marketing research; providing information concerning commercial sales; business management of hotels; business management of shopping centers and shopping malls; business management of amusement facilities; business management of providing conference rooms or multi-purpose halls; reception for visitors in buildings; publicity material rental; rental of vending machines; retail services or wholesale services for woven fabrics and beddings; retail services or wholesale services for clothing; retail services or wholesale services for footwear; retail services or wholesale services for bags and pouches; retail services or wholesale services for personal articles; retail services or wholesale services for foods and beverages; retail services or wholesale services for liquor; retail services or wholesale services for meat; retail services or wholesale services for sea food; retail services or wholesale services for vegetables and fruits; retail services or wholesale services for confectionery, bread and buns; retail services or wholesale services for rice and cereals; retail services or wholesale services for milk; retail services or wholesale services for carbonated drinks (refreshing beverages) and non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; retail services or wholesale services for tea, coffee and cocoa; retail services or wholesale services for processed food; retail services or wholesale services for automobiles; retail services or wholesale services for two-wheeled motor vehicles; retail services or wholesale services for bicycles; retail services or wholesale services for furniture; retail services or wholesale services for joinery fittings; retail services or wholesale services for tatami mats (Japanese traditional straw mats); retail services or wholesale services for ritual equipment; retail services or wholesale services for electrical machinery and apparatuses; retail services or wholesale services for kitchen equipment, cleaning tools and washing utensils; retail services or wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; retail services or wholesale services for cosmetics, toiletries, dentifrices, soaps and detergents; retail services or wholesale services for agricultural machines, implements and supplies; retail services or wholesale services for flowers (natural) and trees; retail services or wholesale services for fuel; retail services or wholesale services for printed matter; retail services or wholesale services for paper and stationery; retail services or wholesale services for sports goods; retail services or wholesale services for toys, dolls, game machines and apparatus; retail services or wholesale services for musical instruments and records; retail services or wholesale services for photographic machines and apparatus and photographic supplies; retail services or wholesale services for clocks, watches and spectacles (eyeglasses and goggles); retail services or wholesale services for tobaccos and smokers’ articles; retail services or wholesale services for building materials; retail services or wholesale services for unwrought and semi-wrought precious stones and their imitations; retail services or wholesale services for pet animals
Cl.39; Railway transport; car transport; marine transport; providing information of railway, car, marine and air transport; tour conducting, escorting or arranging; travel agencies or liaison services (excluding those for lodging); warehousing services; temporary safekeeping of personal belongings; temporary storage of deliveries
Cl.41; Educational and instruction services relating to arts, crafts, sports or general knowledge; arranging, conducting and organization of seminars; providing amusement facilities; providing information on amusement facilities; plant exhibitions; animal exhibitions; fish exhibitions; providing electronic publications; services of reference libraries for literature and documentary records; art exhibitions; gardens for public admission; caves for public admission
2459877    14/01/2013
PRIMA LIMITED
201, Keppel Road, Singapore - 099419
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND EXPORTERS.
A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY INCORPORATED IN THE REPUBLIC OF SINGAPORE.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.
Used Since :01/11/2012
KOLKATA
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. - 1176280 & 1176281.
Cl.29; Meat, fish and poultry; meat extracts including bouillon concentrates and broth concentrates; preserved, dried
and cooked fruits and vegetables including garlic (preserved) and onions (preserved); jellies, jams, compotes; eggs, milk
and milk products; edible oils and fats; pollen prepared as foodstuff.
Cl.30; Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and flour milling products; noodles and
noodle based prepared meals; vermicelli (noodles) and vermicelli (ribbon-); starch for food; tapioca flour for food;
preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices; honey, treacle; yeast, bakingpowder; salt,
mustard; vinegar; sauces (condiments); seasonings and spices; ice; essences for foodstuffs, except etheric essences
and essential oils; farinaceous food pastes; farinaceous foods; flavorings, other than essential oils; gluten prepared as
foodstuff; thickening agents for cooking foodstuffs
PRIMA LIMITED
201, Keppel Road, Singapore - 099419
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND EXPORTERS.
A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY INCORPORATED IN THE REPUBLIC OF SINGAPORE.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.
Used Since :01/11/2012

KOLKATA
Cl.29; Meat, fish and poultry; meat extracts including bouillon concentrates and broth concentrates; preserved, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables including garlic (preserved) and onions (preserved); jellies, jams, compotes; eggs, milk and milk products; edible oils and fats; pollen prepared as foodstuff.

Cl.30; Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and flour milling products; noodles and noodle based prepared meals; vermicelli (noodles) and vermicelli (ribbon-); starch for food; tapioca flour for food; preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking powder; salt, mustard; vinegar; sauces (condiments); seasonings and spices; ice; essences for foodstuffs, except etheric essences and essential oils; farinaceous food pastes; farinaceous foods; flavorings, other than essential oils; gluten prepared as foodstuff; thickening agents for cooking foodstuffs.
PRIMA LIMITED
201, Keppel Road, Singapore - 099419
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND EXPORTERS.
A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY INCORPORATED IN THE REPUBLIC OF SINGAPORE.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.
Used Since :01/11/2012

KOLKATA

Cl.29; Meat, fish and poultry; meat extracts including bouillon concentrates and broth concentrates; preserved, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables including garlic (preserved) and onions (preserved); jellies, jams, compotes; eggs, milk and milk products; edible oils and fats; pollen prepared as foodstuff.

Cl.30; Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and flour milling products; noodles and noodle based prepared meals; vermicelli (noodles) and vermicelli (ribbon-); starch for food; tapioca flour for food; preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices; honey, treacle; yeast, bakingpowder; salt, mustard; vinegar; sauces (condiments); seasonings and spices; ice; essences for foodstuffs, except etheric essences and essential oils; farinaceous food pastes; farinaceous foods; flavorings, other than essential oils; gluten prepared as foodstuff; thickening agents for cooking foodstuffs
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726 ,   04/01/2016           Class 99

Priority claimed from 19/07/2012; Application No. : MO2012C000533 ;Italy
2460071    14/01/2013

FERRARI S.P.A.
VIA EMILIA EST, 1163, MODENA, ITALY.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS
A JOINT STOCK COMPANY DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF ITALY.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

Cl.9; Eyeglasses; sunglasses; anti-glare glasses; goggles for sports; swimming goggles; eyeglass and sunglass cases; eyeglass and sunglass lcnese; eyeglass and sunglass frames; eyeglass and sunglass chains; eyeglass and sunglass cords; pince-nez; pince-nez cases; pince-nez chains; pince-nez cords; pince-nez mountings; correcting lcnese (optics); scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus.

Cl.16; Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists; materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers; type; printing blocks

Cl.25; Clothing, footwear, headgear

Cl.28; Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; decorations for Christmas trees

Cl.41; Education; providing of training; entertainment, sporting and cultural activities.
amixon
2463965   21/01/2013
AMIXON GMBH
HALBERSTADTER STR. 55,D-33106 PADERBORN,GERMANY
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS
A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY DUTY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF GERMANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

Cl.7; MACHINE HOUSINGS; TOOLS HARDENED OR TIPPED WITH HARD MATERIALS, NAMELY GRINDING TOOLS, MACHINE BLADES, MILLING CUTTERS, DRILLS, DIE PLATES, STAMPING DIES; MACHINE PARTS, NAMELY TOOTHED WHEELS, GEARS, BEARING SHELLS, AXLES FOR MACHINES, STRAINERS; MIXING AND STIRRING TOOLS; MIXERS, GRANULATORS, MECHANICAL APPARATUS AND MACHINES FOR THE CHEMICAL, FOOD, COSMETICS, ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION, CERAMICS AND POWDER METALLURGY INDUSTRIES.

Cl.9; ELECTRIC CONTROLS FOR MIXING AND STIRRING TOOLS, MIXERS, GRANULATORS, MECHANICAL APPARATUS AND MACHINES FOR THE CHEMICAL, FOOD, COSMETICS, ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION, CERAMICS AND POWDER METALLURGY INDUSTRIES; ELECTRIC CONTROLS FOR MACHINES FOR THE PHARMACY INDUSTRY, APPARATUS AND MACHINES FOR THE BIOLOGY INDUSTRY, MECHANICAL DRYING APPARATUS

Cl.11; MECHANICAL FEEDING, LOADING, FILLING, SAMPLING AND CLEANING APPARATUS, LIFTING, SWIVELLING, TURNING AND TRANSPORT APPARATUS FOR BARRELS.
2463966    21/01/2013
AMIXON GMBH
HALBERSTADTER STR. 55,D-33106 PADERBORN,GERMANY
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS
A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF GERMANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Cl.7; MACHINE HOUSINGS; TOOLS HARDENED OR TIPPED WITH HARD MATERIALS, NAMELY GRINDING TOOLS, MACHINE BLADES, MILLING CUTTERS, DRILLS, DIE PLATES, STAMPING DIES; MACHINE PARTS, NAMELY TOOTHED WHEELS, GEARS, BEARING SHELLS, AXLES FOR MACHINES, STRAINERS; MIXING AND STIRRING TOOLS; MIXERS, GRANULATORS, MECHANICAL APPARATUS AND MACHINES FOR THE CHEMICAL, FOOD, COSMETICS, ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION, CERAMICS AND POWDER METALLURGY INDUSTRIES.
Cl.9; ELECTRIC CONTROLS FOR MIXING AND STIRRING TOOLS, MIXERS, GRANULATORS, MECHANICAL APPARATUS AND MACHINES FOR THE CHEMICAL, FOOD, COSMETICS, ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION, CERAMICS AND POWDER METALLURGY INDUSTRIES; ELECTRIC CONTROLS FOR MACHINES FOR THE PHARMACY INDUSTRY, APPARATUS AND MACHINES FOR THE BIOLOGY INDUSTRY, MECHANICAL DRYING APPARATUS.
Cl.11; APPARATUS FOR SANITARY PURPOSES, NAMELY, MECHANICAL FEEDING, LOADING, FILLING, SAMPLING AND CLEANING APPARATUS INCLUDING LIFTING, SWIVELLING, TURNING AND TRANSPORT APPARATUS FOR BARRELS.
CLERMONT HOTELS

Priority claimed from 26/10/2012; Application No. : 2639916 ;United Kingdom

GUOMAN HOTELS GROUP LIMITED
CLARENDON HOUSE,2 CHURCH STREET,HAMILTON,BERMUDA
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF BERMUDA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

Cl.16; PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; PUBLICATIONS, MAGAZINES, NEWSLETTERS AND PERIODICALS; BROCHURES AND PAMPHLETS; PRINTED FORMS; PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL; CARDS FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH SALES AND PROMOTIONAL INCENTIVE SCHEMES AND PROMOTIONAL SERVICES; PRINTED LUGGAGE LABELS; PRINTED TICKETS AND VOUCHERS; STATIONERY; WRITING INSTRUMENTS; DESK SETS; PEN HOLDERS; DESK BLOTTERS; NOTE PAD HOLDERS; BINDERS; CALENDARS; DIARIES; GREETINGS CARDS; INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS (EXCEPT APPARATUS); NOTEBOOKS, NOTEPADS; BLANK PAPER FORMS; PAPER BAGS; WRAPPING PAPER; TOILET PAPER; TISSUES; PAPER TOWELS; PAPER NAPKINS; DRIP MATS OF CARD OR OF PAPER; PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES)

Cl.18; LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES; TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; LUGGAGE; LUGGAGE LABEL HOLDERS; CASES OF LEATHER OR LEATHERBOARD; KEY CASES; UMBRELLAS AND PARASOLS; WALKING STICKS

Cl.35; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OF HOTELS; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING EXHIBITIONS, EVENTS AND FAIRS FOR COMMERCIAL OR ADVERTISING PURPOSES; ADVERTISING SERVICES; PROVISION OF OFFICE FACILITIES; PROVISION OF SECRETARIAL SERVICES; OFFICE FUNCTIONS; OPERATION AND SUPERVISION OF LOYalty AND INCENTIVE SCHEMES; RETAIL SERVICES CONNECTED WITH THE SALE OF BEAUTY PRODUCTS, TOILETRIES, HAND TOOLS, OPTICAL GOODS, CAMERAS, AUDIO AND VIDEO RECORDINGS, DOMESTIC ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, JEWELLERY, CLOCKS, WATCHES, STATIONERY, PUBLICATIONS, UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS, LEATHER GOODS, LUGGAGE, BAGS, FURNITURE, BATHROOM ACCESSORIES, FURNISHINGS, TEXTILES, CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR, TOYS AND GAMES, SPORTS EQUIPMENT, FOODSTUFFS, DRINKS, WINES AND FLOWERS

Cl.39; ESCORTING OF TRAVELLERS; PROVISION AND ARRANGEMENT OF TRANSPORT OF PASSENGERS BY ROAD, RAIL, AIR, WATER AND SEA; TRAVEL AND TOUR AGENCY SERVICES; TRAVEL RESERVATION AND BOOKING SERVICES; PROVISION AND ARRANGEMENT OF PACKAGE HOLIDAYS, WEEKEND BREAKS, TOURS, EXCURSIONS AND HOLIDAYS; BAGGAGE HANDLING; PORTERAGE; STORAGE OF LUGGAGE

Cl.41; LIVE ENTERTAINMENT AND MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES; MOTION PICTURE AND VIDEO RENTAL SERVICES; RENTAL OF RADIO AND TELEVISION RECEIVING SETS; NIGHTCLUB SERVICES; HEALTH AND LEISURE CLUB SERVICES; PROVISION OF SPORT, LEISURE AND RECREATIONAL FACILITIES; INFORMATION SERVICES RELATING TO SPORT, LEISURE AND RECREATION; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF FUNCTIONS, CONVENTIONS, EXHIBITIONS, SEMINARS AND MEETINGS; THEATRE, OPERA AND CONCERT TICKET RESERVATIONS; ORGANISATION AND PROVISION OF TRAINING FACILITIES FOR SALES AND HOTEL STAFF

Cl.43; RENTAL OF TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; RESERVATIONS (TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION); HOTEL, MOTEL, BAR, CAFÉ, RESTAURANT, BANQUETING AND CATERING SERVICES; RESERVATION SERVICES FOR BOOKING MEALS; RESORT AND LODGING SERVICES; RENTAL OF ROOMS FOR HOLDING FUNCTIONS, CONFERENCES, CONVENTIONS, EXHIBITIONS, SEMINARS AND MEETINGS; PROVISION OF INFORMATION RELATING TO HOLIDAYS; ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION
2465606    23/01/2013
KABUSHIKIKAISHA ZENRIN DATACOM
1-6-1 HIGASHISHINBASHI, MINATO-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

Cl.9; COMPUTER SOFTWARE; SOFTWARE FOR MOBILE PHONES AND PORTABLE ELECTRONIC DEVICES;
NAVIGATION INSTRUMENTS; MOBILE PHONES; DOWNLOADABLE IMAGE FILES

Cl.42; PROVISION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM; SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE [SAAS]; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN,
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING, OR MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; PROVIDING SEARCH ENGINES FOR THE
INTERNET; RENTAL OF COMPUTER
2465610    23/01/2013
BRUCKNER GROUP GMBH
KONIGSBERGER STR.5-7,83313 SIEGSDORF, GERMANY
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF GERMANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

Cl.7; MACHINERY AND INSTALLATIONS ASSEMBLED THEREWITH FOR THE FABRICATION OR PROCESSING OF PLASTICS FILMS, PLASTICS PANELS, COMPOSITE MATERIALS, THERMOFORMED PARTS AND PACKAGES, MACHINERY AND INSTALLATIONS ASSEMBLED THEREWITH FOR PROCESSING PLASTICS, FILM STRETCHERS FOR PLASTICS FILMS; COEXTRUSION EQUIPMENT, MACHINERY FOR THE SURFACE TREATMENT OF PLASTICS FILMS, PAPER, METAL OR MULTILAYER FILMS; MACHINERY, MACHINE PARTS AND INSTALLATIONS FOR THE FABRICATION AND PRINTING OF TUBES, CANS, AEROSOL CANS, PACKAGING CONTAINERS AND LIDS

Cl.9; SCIENTIFIC, SURVEYING, PHOTOGRAPHIC, VIDEO, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALING OR MONITORING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, FLOW METERS, APPARATUS FOR MEASURING TEMPERATURES, APPARATUS FOR MEASURING FILM THICKNESS AND FOR MEASURING TENSILE STRESSES IN PLASTICS FILMS; METERING DEVICES FOR GRANULAR PLASTICS MATERIAL, METERING DEVICES FOR METERING MOLTEN MATERIAL; CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS, MATERIAL TESTING MACHINERY AND CALIBRATING EQUIPMENT FOR THE PLASTICS SECTOR; PARTS OF THE AFOREMENTIONED GOODS, AS FAR AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 9

Cl.11; MACHINERY FOR HEATING GRANULAR PLASTICS MATERIAL AND FOR HEATING WEBS OF PLASTICS FILM, BURNERS AND FLAME BURNERS FOR SURFACE TREATMENT OF MULTIFARIOUS ARTICLES AND MATERIALS, PARTICULARLY PLASTICS FILMS AND BURNERS FOR HEATING AIR OR SERVING AS GAS-FIRED BURNERS AND DEVICES FOR SURFACE FLAME TREATMENT, CATALYTIC HEATERS AND/OR INFRARED HEATING INSTALLATIONS FOR THE HEAT TREATMENT OF PLASTICS FILMS, INDUSTRIAL HIGH-FREQUENCY HEATING AND DRYING MACHINES, PARTS OF THE AFOREMENTIONED GOODS, AS FAR AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 11

Cl.37; INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR SERVICES RELATING TO INSTALLATIONS AND/OR PARTS FOR PROCESSING OF PLASTICS MATERIAL AND/OR FOR THE FABRICATION OF PLASTICS FILMS, PLASTICS PANELS, COMPOSITE MATERIALS, THERMOFORMED PARTS AND PACKAGES BASED PREDOMINANTLY ON PLASTICS, WELDING MACHINERY, PARTICULARLY FOR WELDING PLASTICS, AND THERMAL CONTACT MACHINERY

Cl.40; RENTAL OF MACHINERY AND INSTALLATIONS ASSEMBLED THEREWITH AND PARTS THEREOF FOR THE FABRICATION OF PLASTICS FILMS

Cl.41; TRAINING OF PERSONNEL FOR SETTING UP AND SUBSEQUENTLY OPERATING INSTALLATIONS FOR THE FABRICATION OF PLASTICS FILMS

Cl.42; SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN SERVICES RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; SERVICES RELATING TO THE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, ALL OF SAID SERVICES RELATING, IN PARTICULAR, TO THE PROCESSING AND/OR THE FABRICATION OF PLASTICS FILMS, PLASTICS PANELS, COMPOSITE MATERIALS, THERMOFORMED PARTS AND PACKAGES BASED PREDOMINANTLY ON PLASTICS
LI & FUNG (B.V.I.) LIMITED
P.O. BOX 957, OFFSHORE INCORPORATIONS CENTRE, ROAD TOWN, TORTOLA, BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS.
A COMPANY DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

Cl.24; Fabrics, non-woven textile fabrics, knitted fabrics, elastic woven materials; cloths; bath linens [except clothing], shower curtains; bed linens, bedding, bed blankets, pillow cases, quilts, sleeping bags [sheeting]; travelling rugs; handkerchiefs of textile; covers for cushions; lap rugs; furniture coverings; curtains, curtain holders of textile materials, door curtains; table linen, not of paper; table napkins of textile; place mats, not of paper; household linen; washing mitts; dish cloths; fitted toilet lid covers of textile; towels of textile; wall hangings of textile; upholstery fabrics; shrouds; labels of cloth; mosquito nets; plastic materials [substitute for fabrics]; flags [not of paper]; hat linings of textile in the piece; napkins of cloth for removing make-up; printers¿ blankets of textile; textile material; textile and textile goods not included in other classes; all included in Class 24

Cl.25; Clothing for men, women and children, shirts, tops, t-shirts, sweaters, vests, jackets, coats, dresses, skirts, shorts, pants, slacks, jeans, trousers, overalls, suits, sports jerseys; clothing for babies, babys¿ pants, bibs not of paper; bath wear, bathing suits, shower caps; beachwear, swimsuits; outerwear; sleepwear, pajamas, dressing gowns; underwear, anti-sweat underwear, brassieres, bodices [lingerie], teddies [undergarments], underpants; belts [clothing], gloves [clothing], neckties, scarfs, ascots, pocket squares; hosiery; cuffs; collar protectors; dress shields; clothing of leather and imitations of leather; clothing for gymnastics; cyclists¿ clothing; motorists¿ clothing; maskerade costumes; furs [clothing]; uniforms; paper clothing; waterproof clothing; fishing vests; ready-made linings [parts of clothing]; footwear; boots, sandals, heels; boots and shoes for sports; fittings of metal for shoes and boots; soles for footwear; headgear, hats, caps [headwear], visors; chasubles, wimples, maniples; all included in Class 25
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016 Class 99

2475260 08/02/2013
TOKUYAMA CORPORATION
1 - 1 MIKAGE - CHO, SHUNAN - SHI, YAMAGUCHI, JAPAN.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS
A CORPORATION DULY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA
Used Since :01/01/2006

KOLKATA

Cl.1; CHEMICALS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY; CHEMICALS FOR USE IN THE PROCESS OF NANO IMPRINT LITHOGRAPHY; ACIDS USED IN INDUSTRY; BORON; OXIDES; CHLORINE; CARBONATES; ALCOHOLS FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES; ORGANIC HALOGENIDES; CAUSTIC SODAS FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES; SODA ASHES; CHLORIDES FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES; FLUORIDES FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES; HALIDES AND HALOGEN ACID SALTS; CHLOROSILANE (SILICON TETRACHLORIDE, TRICHLOROSILANE, TETRACHLOROSILANE); CALCIUM CHLORIDES; SILICON DIOXIDES FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES; SODIUM SILICATES FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES; ION-EXCHANGE RESIN MEMBRANES (CHEMICAL PREPARATION); IONOMER SOLUTIONS FOR FUEL CELLS; CONDENSING AGENTS OTHER THAN FOR MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PURPOSES; PROTECTING GROUPS FOR AMINO GROUPS (CHEMICALS); ALUMINUM NITRIDES FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES; ALUMINUM NITRIDE CERAMICS FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES; PHOTOCROMIC COMPOUNDS FOR USE IN MANUFACTURING PLASTIC LENS; CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS USED IN PLASTICS COATING; UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL AND SYNTHETIC RESINS; POLYVINYLCHLORIDE RESINS FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES; POLYCRYSTALLINE SILICONS FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES; SINGLE-CRYSTAL SAPPHIRE FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES; ELECTRON BEAM RESIST FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES AND OTHER ELECTRONIC DEVICES; DEVELOPERS FOR REMOVAL OF PHOTORESIST MATERIALS USED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS; CHEMICALS USED FOR THE SURFACE TREATMENT OF METALS; ETCHING MORDANTS FOR METALS; CHEMICALS USED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF SOLAR BATTERIES, SOLAR CELLS OR SOLAR CELL MODULES; METAL DETERGENTS FOR USE IN MANUFACTURING PROCESSES

Cl.5; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS; DIAGNOSTIC REAGENTS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIAGNOSTIC PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DENTAL CEMENTS; DENTAL ETCHING AGENTS; ADHESIVES FOR DENTURES; DENTAL ADHESIVES; BONDING AND PRIMING MATERIALS FOR DENTAL PURPOSES; DENTAL ABRASIVES; DENTAL WAXES; MOULDING WAXES FOR DENTISTS; DENTAL IMPRESSION MATERIALS; ARTIFICIAL TOOTH MATERIALS; DENTAL GYPSUMS; DENTAL COMPOSITE RESINS; DENTAL INVESTMENT MATERIALS; DENTAL FILLINGS; TOOTH FILLING MATERIALS; DENTAL RELINING MATERIALS; DENTAL LINING MATERIALS; DENTAL TISSUE CONDITIONERS; DENTAL MATERIALS; MEDICINES FOR DENTAL PURPOSES

Cl.17; PLASTIC FILM OTHER THAN FOR WRAPPING; PLASTIC SHEETING FOR AGRICULTURAL PURPOSES; PLASTIC SEMI-WORKED SUBSTANCES; BREATHABLE PLASTIC FILMS OTHER THAN FOR WRAPPING (USED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF DIAPERS, SANITARY NAPKINS AND PACKAGING MATERIALS); POLYPROPYLENE FILM
Priority claimed from 10/12/2012; Application No. : 40-2012-0076799 ;Republic of Korea
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WEMADE ENTERTAINMENT CO., LTD.
(SAMPYEONG-DONG,KOREA VENTURE TOWN B BLOCK IREVO TOWER)49,DAEWANGPANGYO-RO 644BEON-GILL,BUNDANG-GU,SEONGNAM-SI,GYEONGGI-DO,643-400,REPUBLIC OF KOREA

MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF REPUBLIC OF KOREA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

Cl.9;VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES, COMPUTERS, TABLET COMPUTER, COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR VIRTUAL REALITY GAME, COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR GAME, COMPUTER PROGRAMMES FOR GAME, COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS (DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE), COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE (DOWNLOADABLE), COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE, COMPUTER APPLICATION SOFTWARE FOR MOBILE PHONES, COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS FOR MOBILE PHONES, COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE FOR MOBILE PHONES

Cl.41;PC GAME ROOM MANAGEMENT, GAMING, PROVIDING AMUSEMENT ARCADE SERVICES, PROVISION OF GAME INFORMATION, ORGANIZATION OF COMPETITIONS (EDUCATION OR ENTERTAINMENT), GAME SPONSORING AND PROMOTING SERVICES, PROVIDING OF SPORTS RECORD, ORGANIZATION OF SPORTING EVENTS, RENTAL OF AMUSEMENT MACHINES, PROVIDING AND OPERATING OF AMUSEMENT FACILITIES, GAME SERVICES PROVIDED ONLINE FROM A COMPUTER NETWORK, PROVIDING OF INTERNET GAME SITES, COMPUTER GAME ROOM OPERATION, MANAGEMENT OF PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALL TEAM, HOLIDAY CAMP SERVICES (ENTERTAINMENT), DVD ROOM MANAGEMENT, COMPUTER GAME ACADEMIES

Cl.42;DEVELOPMENT OF GAME SOFTWARE, PROGRAMMING OF MULTIMEDIA APPLICATIONS, WEB SITE MAINTENANCE, HOSTING COMPUTER SITES [WEB SITES], PROVIDING SEARCH ENGINES FOR THE INTERNET, MANAGEMENT OF WEB SITES FOR ELECTRONIC COMMERCE, DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE, DUPLICATION OF COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE, MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE, COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMMING, RENTAL OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016

KABUSHIKI KAISHA SONY COMPUTER ENTERTAINMENT trading as ;SONY COMPUTER ENTERTAINMENT INC.
1-7-1, KONAN, MINATO-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A CORPORATION DULY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

Cl.9: BATTERIES FOR HAND-HELD GAMES WITH LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS; BATTERIES FOR HOME VIDEO GAME CONSOLES USED WITH TELEVISIONS; BATTERIES FOR MOBILE COMPUTER TERMINALS; CLEANING DISCS FOR DVD; EARPHONES; CONSUMER ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, NAMELY, AUDIO AMPLIFIERS, AUDIO SPEAKERS, AUDIO RECEIVERS, ELECTRICAL AUDIO AND SPEAKER CABLES AND CONNECTORS, HOME THEATER SYSTEMS, AUDIO DECODERS, VIDEO DECODERS, POWER CONVERSION DEVICES, POWER CONVERTERS, AND POWER INVERTERS; HOME THEATER SYSTEMS; VIDEO RECORDERS; DVD RECORDERS; DVD PLAYERS; OPTICAL DISC PLAYERS; OPTICAL DISC RECORDERS; DIGITAL CAMERAS; TELEVISION RECEIVERS; MODEMS; HEADPHONES; HEAD-MOUNTED VIDEO DISPLAYS; THREE-DIMENSIONAL ACTIVE-SHUTTER EYEWEAR PRODUCTS; THREE-DIMENSIONAL DISPLAY DEVICE; THIN FILM TRANSISTOR-LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY PANELS; MICROPHONES FOR TELECOMMUNICATION APPARATUS; SMART PHONE; CELLULAR PHONE; SET-TOP BOX; COMPACT DISC PLAYERS; NAVIGATION APPARATUS FOR VEHICLES ON-BOARD COMPUTERS; ELECTRIC CAPACITORS FOR TELECOMMUNICATION APPARATUS; COMPACT DISC RECORDERS; EARPHONES FOR MOBILE COMPUTER TERMINALS; HEADPHONES FOR MOBILE COMPUTER TERMINALS; MICROPHONES FOR MOBILE COMPUTER TERMINALS; KEYBOARDS FOR HOME VIDEO GAME CONSOLES USED WITH TELEVISIONS; MOUSE FOR HOME VIDEO GAME CONSOLES USED WITH TELEVISIONS; EARPHONES FOR HOME VIDEO GAME CONSOLES USED WITH TELEVISIONS; HEADPHONES FOR HOME VIDEO GAME CONSOLES USED WITH TELEVISIONS; MICROPHONES FOR HOME VIDEO GAME CONSOLES USED WITH TELEVISIONS; WEB CAMERAS; VIDEO CAMERAS; RECEIVING TUNERS FOR TELEVISION BROADCASTING; STRAPS FOR MOBILE PHONES; DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER PROGRAMS VIA MOBILE COMPUTER TERMINALS; KEYBOARDS FOR COMPUTERS; MEMORY CARDS EXCLUSIVELY FOR USE WITH HAND-HELD GAMES WITH LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS; DOWNLOADABLE GAME PROGRAMS VIA MOBILE COMPUTER TERMINALS; MOBILE COMPUTER TERMINAL DEVICES AND THEIR PARTS AND ACCESSORIES; KEYBOARDS FOR MOBILE COMPUTER TERMINALS; MOUSE FOR MOBILE COMPUTER TERMINALS; MEMORY CARDS FOR MOBILE COMPUTER TERMINALS; REMOTE CONTROLLERS FOR MOBILE COMPUTER TERMINALS; GAME PROGRAMS FOR ARCADE VIDEO GAME MACHINES; GAME PROGRAMS FOR MOBILE PHONES; COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS; COMPUTER OPERATING PROGRAMS; PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANTS; TOUCH PANELS FOR COMPUTER; TABLET COMPUTER; OPTICAL MOUSE; JOY-STICK FOR EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE GAME FOR COMPUTERS; ELECTRONIC TAGS FOR GOODS; ELECTRONIC BOOK READERS; GAME PROGRAMS FOR HAND-HELD GAMES WITH LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS; GAME PROGRAMS FOR HOME VIDEO GAME CONSOLES USED WITH TELEVISIONS; MEMORY CARDS FOR HOME VIDEO GAME CONSOLES USED WITH TELEVISIONS; TABLET VIDEO CAMERAS; DOWNLOAdABLE BASIC FILES VIA THE INTERNET; DOWNLOADABLE STANDBY IMAGE FOR CELLULAR TELEPHONES; DOWNLOADABLE RING TONES FOR MOBILE PHONES; RECORDED COMPACT DISCS; PHONOGRAPH RECORDS; DOWNLOADABLE IMAGE FILES; DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS IN THE NATURE OF BOOKS, MANUALS, MAGAZINES, NEWSPAPERS IN THE FIELD OF VIDEO GAMES, GAME SOFTWARE, MUSIC AND VIDEO MOVIES; RECORDED VIDEO DISCS AND VIDEO TAPES

Cl.16: ADDRESSING MACHINES; TYPEWRITERS; INKING RIBBONS; ENVELOPE SEALING MACHINES FOR OFFICES; AUTOMATIC STAMP PUTTING-ON MACHINES; ELECTRIC STAPLERS FOR OFFICES; STAMP OBLITERATING MACHINES; DRAWING INSTRUMENTS; MIMEOGRAPH; RELIEF Duplicators; Paper Shredders for Office Use; FRANKING MACHINES; ROTARY Duplicators; Electric Pencil Sharpeners; Hygienic Paper; Towels of Paper; Table Napkins of Paper; Handkerchiefs of Paper; Hand Towels of Paper; Filter Paper; Toilet Paper; Postcard Paper; Printing Paper; Bookmarkers; Albums; Cards, Stationery; Crayons; Felt Writing Pens; Seals, Stationery; Mechanical Pencils; Sketchbooks; Stickers, Stationery; Note Books; Pen Cases; Stapling Presses, Non-Electric; Ball-Point Pens; Pocket Memorandum Books; Memo Pads Containing Adhesive on one side of the sheets for Attachment to Surfaces; Pencils; Plastic Underlays for Writing Paper; Picture Postcards; Painters' Artic; Rubber Erasers; Adhesive
TAPES FOR STATIONARY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; RULERS FOR STATIONERY AND OFFICE USE; STANDS FOR PENS AND PENCILS; ENVELOPES; WRITING PADS; TAGS CONTAINING ADHESIVE ON ONE SIDE OF THE SHEETS FOR ATTACHMENT TO SURFACES; CATALOGUES; CALENDARS; NEWSLETTERS; PAMPHLETS; SPECIFICATION MANUALS FOR TELECOMMUNICATION MACHINES; STRATEGIC MANUALS FOR VIDEO GAMES; SONG BOOKS; SHEET MUSIC; MAGAZINES; PRINTED TIMETABLES; INSTRUCTION MANUALS; BOOKS; NEWSPAPERS; GEOGRAPHICAL MAPS; DIARIES; PHOTOGRAPHS; PHOTOGRAPH STANDS

Cl.28; COIN-OPERATED ARCADE VIDEO GAME MACHINES; AMUSEMENT MACHINES FOR USE IN AMUSEMENT PARKS OTHER THAN ARCADE VIDEO GAME MACHINES; TOYS; TOY ACTION FIGURES; ELECTRONIC ACTION TOYS; ELECTRONIC GAMES FOR THE TEACHING OF CHILDREN; CARDS FOR TRADING CARD GAMES; MINI-CAR TOYS; TOY MODEL ROCKETS; ASTRONAUT-SHAPED TOYS; HOME VIDEO GAME CONSOLES USED WITH TELEVISIONS; HANDSET CRADLES FOR HOME VIDEO GAME CONSOLES USED WITH TELEVISIONS; GAME CONTROLLERS FOR HOME VIDEO GAME CONSOLES USED WITH TELEVISIONS; PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR HOME VIDEO GAME CONSOLES USED WITH TELEVISIONS; JOYSTICKS EXCLUSIVELY FOR USE WITH HOME VIDEO GAME CONSOLES USED WITH TELEVISIONS; JOYSTICKS OR JOYSTICK CONTROLLERS EXCLUSIVELY FOR USE WITH HOME VIDEO GAME CONSOLES USED WITH TELEVISIONS; CASES SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR HANDHELDS GAMES WITH LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS EXCLUSIVELY FOR USE WITH HOME VIDEO GAME CONSOLES USED WITH TELEVISIONS; HAND-HELD GAMES WITH LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS; EARPHONE EXCLUSIVELY FOR USE WITH HAND-HELD GAMES WITH LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS; HEADPHONE EXCLUSIVELY FOR USE WITH HAND-HELD GAMES WITH LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS; MICROPHONES EXCLUSIVELY FOR USE WITH HAND-HELD GAMES WITH LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS; KEYBOARDS EXCLUSIVELY FOR USE WITH HAND-HELD GAMES WITH LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS; MOUSE EXCLUSIVELY FOR USE WITH HAND-HELD GAMES WITH LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS; MOUNTS EXCLUSIVELY FOR USE WITH HAND-HELD GAMES WITH LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS; MOUNTS CONNECTABLE TO AC ADAPTERS AND D-TERMINAL CABLES EXCLUSIVELY FOR USE WITH HAND-HELD GAMES WITH LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS; PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR HAND-HELD GAMES WITH LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS; MOLDED TOY FIGURES; DOLLS; MODEL TOYS; RADIO CONTROL RECEIVERS AND TRANSMITTERS FOR MODEL TOYS; MOTOR CONTROLLERS FOR MODEL TOYS; DICE GAMES; GAMES; CHESS; CHESS SETS; CHESS SETS; TRADITIONAL BOARD GAMES; DICE GAMES; DOMINOES; CONJURING APPARATUS; BILLIARD EQUIPMENT; CHEST EXPANDERS; GOLF BALL MARKERS; GOLF CLUBS; GOLF BAGS; SURF BOARDS; SKI CASES; SKI BINDINGS; GOLF Tees; PARAGLIDERS; BOWLING BAGS; BOXING GLOVES; RACKETS FOR TENNIS OR BADMINTON; GUTS FOR RACKETS FOR TENNIS OR BADMINTON; RACKET CASES FOR TENNIS OR BADMINTON; ROLLER SKATES; STATIONARY EXERCISE BICYCLES AND ROLLERS THEREFOR; WATERSKIS; BASEBALL GLOVES; ARCHERY BOWS

Cl.38; ELECTRONIC EXCHANGE OF DATA STORED IN DATABASES ACCESSIBLE VIA TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS; PROVIDING INTERNET CHATROOMS; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO THE INTERNET; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PROVIDING ACCESS TO AND RENTAL OF ACCESS TIME TO A COMPUTER DATABASE; RENTAL OF ACCESS TIME TO GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS; COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF INFORMATION AND IMAGES; AUTOMATICALLY TRANSMISSION OF DIGITAL DATA BY TELECOMMUNICATION; ELECTRONIC EXCHANGE OF IMAGE AND SOUND DATA VIA A VIDEO-ON-DEMAND SERVICE; COMMUNICATION BY ELECTRONIC COMPUTER TERMINALS, VIDEO GAME CONSOLES OR HAND-HELD GAMES WITH LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS; BROADCASTING SERVICES AND PROVISION OF TELECOMMUNICATION ACCESS TO VIDEO AND AUDIO CONTENT PROVIDED VIA A VIDEO-ON-DEMAND SERVICE VIA THE INTERNET; COMMUNICATION BY MOBILE TELEPHONE; WIRELESS ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF VOICE SIGNALS, DATA, FACSIMILES, IMAGES AND INFORMATION, CONSULTING IN THE FIELD OF TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, TRANSMISSION OF VOICE, DATA, AND DOCUMENTS VIA TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS; PROVIDING E-MAIL SERVICES; COMMUNICATION BY COMPUTER TERMINALS; COMMUNICATION BY TELEPHONE; PROVIDING ACCESS TO DATABASES; TRANSMISSION SERVICES FOR TRANSMITTING VIDEO CONTENT STORED ON DATA STORAGE AREA OF USERS' SERVERS TO USERS' VIDEO GAME CONSOLES, HAND-HELD GAMES WITH LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS OR CELLULAR PHONES; ELECTRONIC MAIL; TELEVISION BROADCASTING; CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING; RADIO BROADCASTING; PROVISION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS PROVIDED VIA AN ONLINE VIDEO-ON-DEMAND SERVICE; NEWS AGENCY SERVICES FOR ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION; RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT INCLUDING TELEPHONES AND FACSIMILE APPARATUS; RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT FOR ACCESSING TO COMMUNICATION NETWORKS

Cl.41; PROVIDING ON-LINE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS IN THE NATURE OF MAGAZINES IN THE FIELD OF ART, NOT DOWNLOADABLE; PROVIDING AN ON-LINE PUBLICATION IN THE NATURE OF AN INTERACTIVE ENCYCLOPEDIA, NOT DOWNLOADABLE; PROVIDING NON-DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS OF PAGES AND CONTENTS OF DICTIONARIES, ENCYCLOPEDIAS, PICTORIAL BOOKS AND PHOTO BOOKS VIA COMPUTER NETWORKS; PROVIDING NON-DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC MAGAZINES OF ARTICLES AND COLUMNS BY AUTOMATIC SEARCH ACCORDING TO KEYWORDS REQUESTED FROM DATABASES ACCUMULATED INFORMATION DATA ABOUT THE DICTIONARIES, ENCYCLOPEDIAS, PICTORIAL BOOKS AND PHOTO BOOKS VIA COMPUTER NETWORKS; PROVIDING NON-DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS OF PAGES AND CONTENTS OF BOOKS IN THE FIELD OF ART AND MUSIC BY AUTOMATIC SEARCH ACCORDING TO KEYWORDS REQUESTED FROM DATABASES ACCUMULATED INFORMATION DATA ABOUT THE DICTIONARIES, ELECTRONIC BOOKS IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER GAMES, MOVIES AND ENTERTAINMENT VIDEOS AND ELECTRONIC MAGAZINES IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER GAMES, MOVIES AND ENTERTAINMENT VIDEOS; PROVIDING NON-DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS IN THE NATURE OF MANUALS IN THE FIELD OF VIDEO GAME MACHINES AND COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS; SERVICES OF REFERENCE LIBRARIES FOR LITERATURE AND DOCUMENTARY RECORDS; PROVISION OF NON-DOWNLOADABLE FILMS, MOVIES AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS VIA AN ONLINE VIDEO-ON-DEMAND SERVICE; PROVISION OF NON-DOWNLOADABLE IMAGES AND VIDEOS VIA AN ONLINE VIDEO-ON-DEMAND SERVICE; CONDUCTING SEMINARS IN THE FIELD OF VIDEO GAMES; SHOW PRODUCTIONS ON VIDEO-TAPED VIDEOS; DISTRIBUTION OF NON-DOWNLOADABLE FILMS, MOVIES AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS VIA VIDEO-ON-DEMAND SERVICE BY INTERACTIVE SERVICES OF CELLULAR PHONE RECEIVERS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING NON-DOWNLOADABLE IMAGES OF ART IN THE VIRTUAL-REALITY SPACE ON THE WEBSITES; ART EXHIBITIONS SERVICES;
ART EXHIBITIONS VIA ON-LINE INCLUDING MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS IN THE VIRTUAL-REALITY SPACE FOR SIMULATION EXPERIENCE; PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT ON-LINE ART EXHIBITIONS BY COMPUTER TERMINALS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING NON-DOWNLOADABLE PICTURES AND MUSIC BY AUTOMATIC SEARCH ACCORDING TO KEYWORDS REQUESTED FROM DATABASES STORING INFORMATION ABOUT PICTURES, ART AND MUSIC VIA THE INTERNET OR COMPUTER NETWORKS BY COMPUTER TERMINALS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING NON-DOWNLOADABLE IMAGES, PICTURES, SOUNDS AND MUSIC ON THE INTERNET OR VIA COMPUTER NETWORKS VIA TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ON-LINE VIDEO GAMES WITH SYSTEMS RANKING AND DISTRIBUTING SCORES TO USERS’ TERMINALS IN REAL TIME; RENTAL OF ELECTRONIC MAGAZINES AND OTHER ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS; PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT RENTAL OF ELECTRONIC MAGAZINES AND OTHER ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS; BOOK RENTAL; RENTAL OF PHONOGRAPH RECORDS OR SOUND-RECORDED MAGNETIC TAPES; RENTAL OF IMAGE-RECORDED MAGNETIC TAPES; RENTAL OF MEMORY MEDIUM RECORDED GAME PROGRAMS FOR HOME VIDEO GAME CONSOLES USED WITH TELEVISIONS AND ELECTRONIC GAME MACHINES WITH LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY; RENTAL OF MEMORY MEDIUM RECORDED GAME PROGRAMS: RENTAL OF TOYS; RENTAL OF AMUSEMENT MACHINES AND APPARATUS; RENTAL OF GAME MACHINES AND APPARATUS; PROVIDING ON-LINE COMPUTER GAMES; ELECTRONIC GAMES SERVICES PROVIDED BY MEANS OF THE INTERNET; ORGANIZATION OF COMPETITIONS OF VIDEO GAMES; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF NON-DOWNLOADABLE VIDEO GAMES

Cl.42; PROVIDING METEOROLOGICAL INFORMATION; DESIGNING HOME VIDEO GAME CONSOLES USED WITH TELEVISIONS FOR OTHERS; DATA CONVERSION FROM PHYSICAL TO ELECTRONIC MEDIA; DATA CONVERSION OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND DATA, NOT PHYSICAL CONVERSION; DUPLICATION OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS; RENTAL OF MAGNETIC TAPES, CD-ROMS AND DVD-ROMS ALL ENCODED WITH SYSTEM SECURITY PROGRAMS FOR HOME VIDEO GAME CONSOLES USED WITH TELEVISIONS AND COMPUTER; INFORMATION DATA PROCESSING SERVICES BY COMPUTER SYSTEM, NAMELY, DEVELOPMENT OF DATA PROCESSING PROGRAMS BY ORDER OF THIRD PARTIES; VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE PROGRAMMING SERVICES FOR OTHERS FOR VIDEO GAME MACHINES FOR USE WITH TELEVISION FOR BUSINESS AND PERSONAL USE; PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT DEVELOPMENT, MAINTENANCE AND DESIGN OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO SECURE COMPUTER NETWORK OPERATIONS AGAINST UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS; COMPUTER PROGRAMMING AND MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS; RENTAL OF MEASURING APPARATUS; RENTAL OF WEB SERVERS; RENTAL OF WEB SERVER’S MEMORY FOR ENTRANCE OF DIARIES AND SCHEDULES OF INDIVIDUALS AND CORPORATIONS AND STORAGE OF ELECTRONIC DATA; RENTAL OF WEB SERVER’S MEMORY; RENTAL OF COMPUTERS; RENTAL OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; PROVIDING COMPUTER SOFTWARE THAT MAY BE DOWNLOADED FROM A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; INSTALLATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; PROVIDING ON-LINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR ENSURING THE SECURITY AGAINST UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS TO VIDEO GAME MACHINES FOR USE WITH TELEVISION
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Cl.3; After-shave; antiperspirants; aromatherapy preparations; aromatics; baby wipes; bath salts; beauty masks; bubble bath; breath freshening sprays; cake flavourings; cleansing milk; cosmetics; cotton sticks; cotton wool; dentifrices; deodorants; detergents; eau de Cologne; essential oils; eyebrow cosmetics; face glitters; false eyelashes and nails; fingernail embellishments; hair color; hair cosmetics; incense; lip balms; lipsticks; cosmetic lotions; make-up; mascara; skin moisturizer; mouth washes; nail care preparations; perfumery; pomades; potpourris; products and preparations for the care and cleansing of hair and skin; scented room sprays; shaving preparations; shampoos for pets; shampoos; soaps; sun block; sun-screen preparations; temporary tattoo sprays and stencils; cosmetic tissues; toiletries.
Cl.9; Application development tool programs for mobile digital electronic devices; carrying cases for mobile digital electronic devices; computer game software and entertainment software in the nature of computer games for use on mobile and cellular phones, handheld computers, computers, video game consoles and other wireless POS devices; computer game software featuring character and voice recognition and touch, light and gravity sensitivity; computer game software for electronic computer apparatus featuring interactive and multimedia functions that enable the user to integrate text, audio, graphics, still images and moving pictures; computer game software; decorative magnets; digital media, namely, CDs, DVDs, memory cards, and downloadable audio, video, and multimedia files, featuring music, motion picture and animated cartoon characters; digital memory devices; downloadable computer game software for playing video, computer and on-line games; downloadable ring tones, music, videos, and electronic games, via the internet; downloadable software for developing, designing, modifying, recording and customizing sound, speech, video, computer and on-line games; eyewear cases; eyewear; game controllers for computer games; headphones; home video game machines; mouse pads; speech recognition software; virtual reality headsets and helmets; walkie-talkies; loudspeakers; handheld computers; mobile phones; USB flash drives.
Cl.14; Bracelets; buckles for watchstraps; clocks; horological and chronometric instruments and parts thereof; imitation jewelry; jewelry chains; jewelry; key chains as jewelry; lapel pins; necklaces; ornaments of precious metal in the nature of jewelry; pendants; watches.
Cl.16; Ball pens; bibs of paper; bookmarks; books with cartoon characters; boxes of cardboard or paper; calendars; chalks; children's books; color pencils, crayons; coloring books; comic books; drawing instruments; drawing paper; drawing rulers; erasing products; fountain pens; glue; greeting cards; loose-leaf binders; lunch bags; musical greeting cards; note books; packing paper, wrapping paper and packaging materials; pads; paintings; paper napkins; paper staplers; party ornaments of paper; paste for stationery or household purposes; pen and pencil cases and boxes; pencil sharpeners; pencils; pens; photograph albums; place mats and coasters of paper or cardboard; posters; printed
publications, newspapers and magazines in the fields of video games, animated characters, and online entertainment; rubber stamps; stationery; stickers; table cloths and table linen of paper; writing paper.

Cl.18; All-purpose carrying bags; animal leashes; backpacks; bags for sports; book bags; briefcases; carrying cases; collars for pets; duffel bags; handbags; key cases; leather or leather-board boxes; luggage tags; luggage; messenger bags; pouches of leather; pouches of textile; purses; school satchels; sling bags for carrying infants; suitcases; toiletry bags sold empty; toyity cases sold empty; tote bags; travelling bags; umbrellas; wallets.

Cl.20; Bamboo blinds; beds; book shelves; boxes of wood or plastic; chairs; corks; cradles; cupboards; cushions; desks; easy chairs; figurines and statuettes made of plaster, plastic, wax and wood; fire screens for domestic use; furniture; garment covers; high chairs for babies; mirrors; non-metal and non-leather key chains and key rings; non-metal baskets; non-metal clothes hooks; photograph and picture frames; pillows; playpens for babies; sleeping bags; statues of wood, wax, plastic and plastic; toy boxes; trays for domestic purposes; wind chimes; works of art and ornaments made of plaster, plastic, wax and wood.

Cl.21; Baby bathtubs; basins; baskets for domestic use, not of metal; bath brushes; body sponges; beverage ware; bird cages; bottles; bowls; buckets; cages for household pets; cake molds; candlesticks; canteens; cleaning cloths; coasters, not of paper; cocktail shakers; combs; cookie jars; corkscrews; crockery; cups; cutting boards; dental floss; drinking flasks; egg cups; fly swatters; foam drink holders; fragrances oil burners; household gloves; grooming tools for pets; hair brushes; heat-insulated vessels; ice buckets; ice cube molds; ironing board covers; jugs; kettles; lunch boxes; mixing bowls; mixing spoons; mugs; napkin holders; non-metal piggy banks; ornaments and works of art of ceramics, china, glass, crystal, earthen, terra-cotta; paper plates; pastry cutters; picnic baskets sold empty; pitchers; soap boxes; soap dispensers; soap holders; statues of porcelain, terra-cotta or glass; stoppers for bottles; tea pots; toilet brushes; toothbrushes; toothpick holders; toothpicks; trash cans; trays; troughs; vacuum bottles; vases; waste baskets; watering cans.

Cl.24; Banners and flags of textile; bath linen; bed linen; bedspreads; blankets; blinds of textile; cotton fabrics; covers for cushions; curtain holders or tiebacks of textile; curtains; fabrics for textile use; furniture coverings of textile; handkerchiefs of textile; mattress covers; pillowcases; quilts; textile place mats; textile tablecloths; towels; wall hangings of textile.

Cl.25; Articles of clothing, namely swimwear, swimsuits, sportswear, waterproof jackets and pants, rain wear, gloves, mittens, belts, underwear, sleep wear, pajamas, bathrobes, hats, caps, sun visors, berets, socks, stockings, panty hose, shoes, sports shoes, slippers, sneakers, beach shoes, masquerade costumes, bandanas, jackets, knitwear, t-shirts, shirts, outerwear, shorts, dresses, skirts, coats, vests, sweaters, ties, scarves, sweatshirts, hooded sweatshirts, gowns; bibs, not of paper; children’s and infant’s apparel; footwear; headwear; wrist bands.

Cl.27; Bath mats; carpets and rugs; door mats; floor coverings; foam mats; linoleum; wall hangings, not of textile; wallpaper stencils; wallpaper.

Cl.28; Action figure toys; arcade games; articles of clothing for toys; balloons; balls for games; bath toys; battery operated action toys; board games; bob-sleights; bubble making wand and solution sets; card games; Christmas tree ornaments; dolls designed to resemble computer game characters; toys that electronically record, play back, and distort or manipulate voices and sounds; gambling machines; ice skates; infant toys; inflatable toys; in-line roller skates; interactive hand-held audio-visual games with liquid crystal displays; kite reels; kites; mechanical toys; musical toys; ornaments; dolls designed to resemble computer game characters; toys that electronically record, play back, and distort or manipulate voices and sounds; gambling machines; ice skates; infant toys; inflatable toys; in-line roller skates; interactive hand-held audio-visual games with liquid crystal displays; kite reels; kites; mechanical toys; musical toys; parlor games; small toys; party games; pinball games; plastic character toys; plush toys; protective padding for playing sports; puppets; rubber character toys; sandwiches; sandbox toys; skateboards; skating boots with skates attached; skill games; skiis; snow boards; squeege toys; surf boards; swings; tabletop games; talking dolls; talking toys; toy boxes; toy masks; toy snow globes; toy vehicles; water toys; wind-up toys; building blocks [toys]; body boards; chess games; apparatus for games; electronic toys; electronic learning toys; battery operated toys; puzzles; plastic toys.

Cl.41; Amusement and theme park services; animation film and video production services; entertainment in the nature of competitions in the field of computer and video games; entertainment in the nature of live stage performances featuring animated characters; entertainment in the nature of theater productions; production of entertainment shows and interactive programs for distribution via electronic means; entertainment services, namely providing online computer games and online video games; live, televised and movie appearances by a professional entertainer; providing a web site featuring non-downloadable musical performances, musical videos, related film clips, photographs and other multimedia entertainment materials featuring animated cartoon characters; providing touch and voice driven online computer games for digital mobile devices; multimedia publishing of books, magazines, journals, software, games, music, and electronic publications; on-line gaming services; online multiplayer video game tournaments; production and provision of entertainment and news via communication and computer networks; production of audio, video, and multimedia recordings; production of radio and television programs; production, and distribution of motion pictures and rental of motion picture films; providing downloadable audio and video files in the field of entertainment; providing games for use on mobile devices; providing non-downloadable video and audio recordings about animated cartoon characters made within computer games via a website.
OUT FIT 7 LIMITED
146 Arch. Makariou III, Alpha Tower, 4th Floor, 3507 Limassol, Cyprus.
Manufacturer & Merchant and Service Provider
A Cyprus Limited Liability Company.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER CO. LLP
A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, Ahmedabad 380009. India

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:

AHMEDABAD

Cl.3; After-shave; antiperspirants; aromatherapy preparations; aromatics; baby wipes; bath salts; beauty masks; bubble bath; breath freshening sprays; cake flavourings; cleansing milk; cosmetics; cotton sticks; cotton wool; dentifrices; deodorants; detergents; eau de Cologne; essential oils; eyebrow cosmetics; face glitter; false eyelashes and nails; fingernail embellishments; hair color; hair cosmetics; incense; lip balms; lipsticks; cosmetic lotions; make-up; mascara; skin moisturizer; mouth washes; nail care preparations; perfumery; pomades; potpourris; products and preparations for the care and cleansing of hair and skin; scented room sprays; shaving preparations; shampoos for pets; shampoos; soaps; sun block; sun-tanning preparations; temporary tattoo sprays and stencils; cosmetic tissues; toiletries.

Cl.9; Application development tool programs for mobile digital electronic devices; carrying cases for mobile digital electronic devices; computer game software and entertainment software in the nature of computer games for use on mobile and cellular phones, handheld computers, computers, video game consoles and other wireless POS devices; computer game software featuring character and voice recognition and touch, light and gravity sensitivity; computer game software for electronic computer apparatus featuring interactive and multimedia functions that enable the user to integrate text, audio, graphics, still images and moving pictures; computer game software; decorative magnets; digital media, namely, CDs, DVDs, memory cards, and downloadable audio, video, and multimedia files, featuring music, motion picture and animated cartoon characters; digital memory devices; downloadable computer game software for playing video, computer and on-line games; downloadable ring tones, music, videos, and electronic games, via the internet; downloadable software for developing, designing, modifying, recording and customizing sound, speech, video, computer and on-line games; eyewear cases; eyewear; game controllers for computer games; headphones; home video game machines; mouse pads; speech recognition software; virtual reality headsets and helmets; walkie-talkies; loudspeakers; handheld computers; mobile phones; USB flash drives.

Cl.16; Ball pens; bibs of paper; bookmarks; books with cartoon characters; boxes of cardboard or paper; calendars; chalks; children's books; color pencils, crayons; coloring books; comic books; drawing instruments; drawing paper; drawing rulers; erasing products; fountain pens; glue; greeting cards; loose-leaf binders; lunch bags; musical greeting cards; note books; packing paper, wrapping paper and packaging materials; pads; paintings; paper napkins; paper staplers; party ornaments of paper; paste for stationery or household purposes; pen and pencil cases and boxes; pencil sharpeners; pencils; pens; photograph albums; place mats and coasters of paper or cardboard; posters; printed publications, newspapers and magazines in the fields of video games, animated characters, and online entertainment; rubber stamps; stationery; stickers; table cloths and table linen of paper; writing paper.

Cl.18; All-purpose carrying bags; animal leashes; backpacks; bags for sports; book bags; briefcases; carrying cases;
collars for pets; duffel bags; handbags; key cases; leather or leather-board boxes; luggage tags; luggage; messenger bags; pouches of leather; pouches of textile; purses; school satchels; sling bags for carrying infants; suitcases; toiletry bags sold empty; toiletry cases sold empty; tote bags; travelling bags; umbrellas; wallets.

**Cl.20**; Bamboo blinds; beds; book shelves; boxes of wood or plastic; chairs; corks; cradles; cupboards; cushions; desks; easy chairs; figurines and statuettes made of plaster, plastic, wax and wood; fire screens for domestic use; furniture; garment covers; high chairs for babies; mirrors; non-metal and non-leather keys and key rings; non-metal baskets; non-metal clothes hooks; photograph and picture frames; pillows; playpens for babies; sleeping bags; statues of wood, wax, plastic and plastic; toy boxes; trays for domestic purposes; wind chimes; works of art and ornaments made of plaster, plastic, wax and wood.

**Cl.21**; Baby bathtubs; basins; baskets for domestic use, not of metal; bath brushes; body sponges; beverageware; bird cages; bottles; bowls; buckets; cages for household pets; cake molds; candlesticks; canteens; cleaning cloths; coasters, not of paper; cocktail shakers; combs; cookie jars; corkscrews; crockery; cups; cutting boards; dental floss; drinking flasks; egg cups; fly swatters; foam drink holders; fragrances oil burners; household gloves; grooming tools for pets; hairbrushes; heat-insulated vessels; ice buckets; ice cube molds; ironing board covers; jugs; kettles; lunch boxes; mixing bowls; mixing spoons; mugs; napkin holders; non-metal piggy banks; ornaments and works of art of ceramics, china, glass, crystal, earthenware, terra-cotta, porcelain; paper plates; pastry cutters; picnic baskets sold empty; pitchers; soap boxes; soap dispensers; soap holders; statues of porcelain, terra-cotta or glass; stoppers for bottles; tea pots; toilet brushes; toothbrushes; toothpick holders; toothpicks; trash cans; trays; troughs; vacuum bottles; vases; waste baskets; watering cans.

**Cl.24**; Banners and flags of textile; bath linen; bed linen; bedspreads; blankets; blinds of textile; clothes; cotton fabrics; covers for cushions; curtain holders or tiebacks of textile; curtains; fabrics for textile use; furniture covers of textile; handkerchiefs of textile; mattress covers; pillowcases; quilts; textile place mats; textile tablecloths; towels; wall hangings of textile.

**Cl.25**; Articles of clothing, namely swimwear, swimsuits, sportswear, waterproof jackets and pants, rain wear, gloves, mittens, belts, underwear, sleep wear, pajamas, bathrobes, hats, caps, sun visors, berets, socks, stockings, panty hose, shoes, sports shoes, slippers, sneakers, beach shoes, masquerade costumes, bandanas, jackets, knitwear, t-shirts, shirts, outerwear, shorts, dresses, skirts, coats, vests, sweaters, ties, scarves, sweatshirts, gloves, bibs, not of paper; children’s and infant’s apparel; footwear; headwear; wrist bands.

**Cl.27**; Bath mats; carpets and rugs; door mats; floor coverings; foam mats; linoleum; wall hangings, not of textile; wallpaper stencils; wallpaper.

**Cl.28**; Action figure toys; arcade games; articles of clothing for toys; balloons; balls for games; bath toys; battery operated action toys; board games; bob-sleighs; bubble making wand and solution sets; card games; Christmas tree ornaments; dolls designed to resemble computer game characters; toys that electronically record, play back, and distort or manipulate voices and sounds; gambling machines; ice skates; infant toys; inflatable toys; in-line roller skates; interactive hand-held audio-visual games with liquid crystal displays; kite reels; kites; mechanical toys; musical toys; parlor games; small toys; party games; pinball games; plastic character toys; plush toys; protective padding for playing sports; puppets; rubber character toys; sailboards; sandbox toys; skateboards; skating boots with skates attached; skill games; skis; snowboards; squeeze toys; surf boards; swings; tabletop games; talking dolls; talking toys; toy boxes; toy masks; toy snow globes; toy vehicles; water toys; wind-up toys; building blocks [toys]; body boards; chess games; apparatus for games; electronic toys; electronic learning toys; battery operated toys; puzzles; plastic toys.

**Cl.41**; Amusement and theme park services; animation film and video production services; entertainment in the nature of competitions in the field of computer and video games; entertainment in the nature of live stage performances featuring animated characters; entertainment in the nature of theater productions; production of entertainment shows and interactive programs for distribution via electronic means; entertainment services, namely providing online computer games and online video games; live, televised and movie appearances by a professional entertainer; providing a web site featuring non-downloadable musical performances, musical videos, related film clips, photographs and other multimedia entertainment materials featuring animated cartoon characters; providing touch and voice driven online computer games for digital mobile devices; multimedia publishing of books, magazines, journals, software, games, music, and electronic publications; on-line gaming services; online multiplayer video game tournaments; production and provision of entertainment and news via communication and computer networks; production of audio, video, and multimedia recordings; production of radio and television programs; production, and distribution of motion pictures and rental of motion picture films; providing downloadable audio and video files in the field of entertainment; providing games for use on mobile devices; providing non-downloadable video and audio recordings about animated cartoon characters made within computer games via a website.
2540239   30/05/2013
TUNEGROUP.COM LTD
SUITE 802 ST JAMES COURT ST DENIS STREET PORT LOUIS MAURITIUS
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF MAURITIUS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & SHARMA
466, WESTERN WINGS, TIS HAZARI COURTS, DELHI.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1680272, 1680273

DELHI

**Cl.16:** PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PRINTER TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS.

**Cl.43:** SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINKS; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
2618058  25/10/2013
LOCO DESIGN PRIVATE LIMITED
704, JAINA TOWER-2, DISTRICT CENTER, JANAK PURI, NEW DELHI - 110058
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Cl.14; PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THERewith, NOT
INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER
CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS.

Cl.18; LEATHER AND ImitATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN
OTHER CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING
STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY.

Cl.20; FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; GOODS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK,
REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND
SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS.

Cl.24; TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; BED AND TABLE COVERS.

Cl.27; CARPETS, RUGS, MATS AND MATTING, LINOleum AND OTHER MATERIALS FOR COVERING EXISTING
FLOORS; WALL HANGINGS (NON-TEXTILE)
2662429    20/01/2014
DP BEVERAGES LTD
P.O. BOX 309GT UGLAND HOUSE SOUTH CHURCH STREET GEORGE TOWN CAYMAN CAYMAN ISLANDS
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN IRELAND CORPORATION

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Cl.30;“COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIoca, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERI”, ICES; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING-POWDER; SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE”

Cl.32;“BEERS; MINERAL AERATED WATERS AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS; FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES; SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES”
NYCodiEL

2691437  04/03/2014

NYCO
66 AVENUE DES CHAMPS ELYSEES BP414 F-75366 PARIS CEDEX 08 FRANCE
MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.
Used Since : 01/01/2012

DElHI

Cl.4; INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES; LUBRICANTS; DUST ABSORBING, WETTING AND BINDING COMPOSITIONS;
FUELS (INCLUDING MOTOR SPIRIT) AND ILLUMINANTS; CANDLES AND WICKS FOR LIGHTING.

Cl.17; RUBBER, GUTTA-PERCHA, GUM, ASBESTOS, MICA AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS AND NOT
INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PLASTICS IN EXTRUDED FORM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE; PACKING, STOPPING
AND INSULATING MATERIALS; FLEXIBLE PIPES, NOT OF METAL.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016 Class 99

INGELEC

2702874 21/03/2014

INGER

323 boulevard Moulay Ismail, 20300 CASABLANCA, MOROCCO
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
a Moroccan Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.9; Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; Apparatus, instruments and cables for electricity; Devices for treatment using electricity; Information technology and audiovisual equipment; Magnets, magnetizers and demagnetizers; Optical devices, enhancers and correctors; Safety, security, protection and signalling devices; Measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers.

Cl.11; Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes; Lighting and lighting reflectors; Heating, ventilating, and air conditioning and purification equipment (ambient).
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726 , 04/01/2016   Class 99

2703354   21/03/2014
DURST PHOTOTECHNIK S.P.A
JULIUS-DURST-STRASSE 4 39042 BRIXEN ITALY
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
5/1, FIRST FLOOR, KALKAJI EXTENSION., NEW DELHI - 110 019. INDIA.
Used Since :01/05/2009

DELHI

Cl.2; LACQUERS; PRINTERS’ INKS, PRINTERS’ PASTES, TONER CARTRIDGES FOR PRINTERS (FILLED).

Cl.7; PRINTING MACHINES, PAPER CUTTING APPARATUS, CUTTING AND SORTING APPARATUS, INCLUDING WITH AUTOMATIC CUT HIGHLIGHTING AND WITH WASTE AND COLLECTING DEVICES, AND WITH FOLDING TABLES FOR CUTTING; LASER DEVICES FOR CUTTING OF PRINTED MATTERS.

Cl.9; APPARATUS AND EQUIPMENT FOR IMAGING IN THE PHOTO AND PRINT SECTOR (INCLUDED IN CLASS 9), INCLUDING DIGITAL PRINTERS, LASER PRINTERS, INKJET PRINTERS, SCREEN PRINTERS, PHOTO PRINTERS, (DIGITAL) TAMPON PRINTERS, 3-D PRINTERS; THE AFORESAID GOODS FOR SURFACE ENGINEERING, INCLUDING FOR SURFACE TREATMENT (PRINTING, SEALING, LACQUERING, ETC.), FOR EXAMPLE FOR TILES, WOOD, PLASTICS, PACKAGING FOILS, METAL PANELS, TEXTILES, GLASS PANELS, ETC. AND FOR EFFECTS PRINTING WITH BRILLIANT VARNISH; PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS; CONTROLS FOR PRINTING; ELECTRONIC AND OPTOELECTRONIC, ELECTRIC APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS IN THE FIELD OF IMAGE PROCESSING; DATAPROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS; IMAGE PROCESSING SOFTWARE; ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC MEASURING INSTRUMENTS, PHOTOMETERS AND/OR COLOR MEASURING APPARATUS, DENSITY MEASURING APPARATUS, MECHANICAL, PNEUMATIC, ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC REGULATING AND CONTROL DEVICES, OPTICAL AND ELECTRONIC ANALYZERS, PHOTOMETRIC ANALYZERS, VIDEO ANALYSIS APPARATUS, DEVICES FOR SCANNING AND/OR ELECTRONIC RECORDING OF IMAGES OR PRINTED MATTERS, DRYING DEVICES FOR PRINTED MATTERS, DEVICES FOR THE AUTOMATIC SUPPLY OF RIBBON LIKE, PLATE SHAPED PRINTED MATTERS TO A PRINTING MACHINE, DEVICES FOR WINDING AND UNWINDING RIBBON LIKE PRINTED MATTERS AS PARTS OR ACCESSORIES FOR PRINTING MACHINES; FEEDERS/STACKERS FOR AUTOMATIC FEEDING OF PLATE MATERIAL, ROLL TRANSPORTS, PAPER PROCESSORS, PAPER CASSETTE SYSTEMS, IMAGE SETTERS; FRONT/END WORK STATIONS, MAINLY CONSISTING OF COMPUTERS AND MONITORS WITH USER INTERFACES; PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS.

Cl.16; PRINTED MATTER, HANDBOOKS AND MANUALS, BOOKBINDING MATERIALS, ALBUMS, PHOTOGRAPHS; PAPER, CARDBOARD, GLASS PANELS AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS; PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING.
MY BEAUTY PLAN. YOUR PLAN.
OUR EXPERTISE.

2706571  26/03/2014
ALLERGAN INC.
2525 DUPONT DRIVE, IRVINE, CALIFORNIA 92612,USA
Manufacturers, Merchants and Service Provider
A DELAWARE CORPORATION IN U.S.A

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RANJAN NARULA ASSOCIATES.
VATIKA TOWERS, 10TH FLOOR, BLOCK-B, SECTOR-54, GURGAON 122002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, (HARYANA)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Cl.9; DVD'S AND ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS
Cl.16; PRINTED MATERIALS, BROCHURES, BOOKLETS, PAMPHLETS
Cl.44; PROVIDING AN INTERNET WEBSITE GIVING PATIENTS AND MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS ACCESS TO PROGRAM INFORMATION, PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS, ON-LINE TECHNICAL TRAINING AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT MATERIALS AND VIDEOS IN THE FIELDS OF FACIAL AESTHETICS
TRAFO-DION

Priority claimed from 07/11/2013; Application No. : 86112942 ;United States of America

2706587   26/03/2014

HEWLETT-PACKARD DEVELOPMENT COMPANY, L.P.
11445 COMPAQ CENTER DRIVE WEST HOUSTON TEXAS 77070 USA
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS & SERVICE PROVIDERS
A TEXAS LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.9; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR DATA MANAGEMENT IN THE FIELDS OF ECOMMERCE AND CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ENABLING THE STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL OF INFORMATION TO SUPPORT BUSINESS TRANSACTION PROCESSING; COMPUTER SOFTWARE

Cl.42; NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE FOR DATA MANAGEMENT IN THE FIELDS OF ECOMMERCE AND CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT; SOFTWARE DESIGN SERVICES
AIRTEL NIGHT STORE

2706608    26/03/2014

BHARTI AIRTEL LIMITED
Bharti Crescent 1, Nelson Mandela Marg Road, Vasant Kunj, Phase III, New Delhi 110070, India

Merchants, Manufacturers and Service Providers
A company organized and existing under the laws of India

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VUTTS & ASSOCIATES

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
1256043, 1290669, 2014195, 2022313

DELHI

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.1256043 AND 1290669

Cl.9; Telecom apparatus and instruments; apparatus, equipment and instruments for recording, reproduction, processing, transmission, storage, logging, reception and retrieval of data, sound or images; modem; SIM, phone and smart cards; cards with microprocessors and ICs; encoded card; software and software application services over Internet, mobile and wireless network; digital audio, video, data, graphics, ringtones and music accessible and downloadable over internet or e-networks; magnetic data carriers, recording discs and other recording media; computers

Cl.38; Telecommunications and related services; providing access to the internet; mobile internet and data service; broadband service; wireless service including 2G, 3G, 4G and 4G LTE wireless service; unlimited Airtel to Airtel local calling; unlimited 2G and 3G service (throttled speed post 1GB); electronic exchange of voice, data, audio, video, text and graphics accessible via computer and telecom networks; instant messaging service; mobile phone communication; cable and digital TV broadcasting; fiber optic networks communication; conferencing services
FIDELITY WORLDWIDE
INVESTMENT

2706818  26/03/2014
FIL Limited
Pembroke Hall, 42 Crow Lane, Pembroke HM 19, P.O. Box HM 670, Hamilton HMCX, Bermuda
Manufacturers, Merchants and Service Providers
A Bermuda company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2004370, 2173287

DELHI

Cl.9; Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; automatic vending machines and mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers; fire-extinguishing apparatus; computer software, hardware, peripherals, components and spare parts; electrical and electronic systems; printed circuit boards; integrated circuit components and spare parts.

Cl.37; Repair; installation services; installation, repair and maintenance of computer software, hardware, peripherals, components, electrical and electronic systems, printed circuit boards, integrated circuit components and spare parts for all these goods.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016 Class 99

WeChat Camera

2706835 26/03/2014
TENCENT HOLDINGS LIMITED
trading as ;Tencent Holdings Limited
P.O. Box 2681 GT, Century Yard, Cricket Square, Hutchins Drive, Grand Cayman, CAYMAN ISLANDS.
Manufacturers, Merchants and Service Providers
A company duly organized and existing under the laws of CAYMAN ISLANDS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA
F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Cl.9; Computer software; downloadable software in the field of social networking; downloadable software to enable transmission, access, organization and management of text managing, instant messaging, online blogs and journals, text, web links and images via the Internet and via the global communications networks or on a mobile phone platform or wireless electronic communication devices; downloadable computer software for editing the appearance and enabling transmission of photographs; downloadable computer software for editing and modifying the appearance and enabling transmission of photographs and for adding text and watermarks to the photographs

Cl.38; Transmission of messages and information via a global computer network and other communication networks or on a mobile phone platform or via wireless electronic communication devices; telecommunication services for the electronic transmission of data, videos, photos, messages, images, graphics and audio; telecommunications; provision of online forums, operating on-line chat rooms, and electronic bulletin boards (telecommunication services); providing online forums for photo sharing and data sharing; peer-to-peer photo sharing services, namely, electronic transmission of digital photo files among internet users

Cl.41; Entertainment and entertainment information services provided by means of telecommunication network or via the global communications network or on a mobile phone platform or via wireless electronic communication devices; weblog (blog) services (online publication of journals or diaries); photo sharing and data sharing services

Cl.42; Designing, maintenance, updating, development, testing and analysis of computer systems, computer software and computer programs; graphic art design and development of multimedia software applications; hosting an online website for registered users to share information, photos, audio and video content to form a virtual community of users and to engage in social networking; providing online non-downloadable software that gives users the ability to upload photographs; providing online non-downloadable software for modifying the appearance of photographs and enabling transmission of photographs; computer services, namely, providing an interactive website featuring technology that allows users to manage their online photograph and social networking accounts
APPPULSE

Priority claimed from 18/11/2013; Application No. : 8612357 ;United States of America

2707604    27/03/2014

HEWLETT-PACKARD DEVELOPMENT COMPANY, L.P.
11445 COMPAQ CENTER DRIVE WEST HOUSTON TEXAS 77070 USA
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.9; COMPUTER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT TOOLS; SOFTWARE FOR COMPUTER SYSTEM AND APPLICATIONS DEVELOPMENT, MANAGEMENT, AND DEPLOYMENT; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MANAGEMENT OF APPLICATIONS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MONITORING CLOUD, WEB, AND APPLICATION PERFORMANCE.

Cl.42; ENTERPRISE SOFTWARE CONSULTATION SERVICES; SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE FOR APPLICATION MANAGEMENT; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT; COMPUTER PROGRAMMING AND MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR APPLICATION AND COMPUTER SYSTEM MANAGEMENT; SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT CONSULTATION SERVICES; SAAS-BASED WEB MONITORING SERVICE FOR CLOUD, WEB, AND APPLICATION PERFORMANCE.
PROVANCE

Priority claimed from 11/12/2013; Application No. : 86/141,145. ;United States of America

2707936   27/03/2014

ALLTECH ASSOCIATES, INC.,
7500 GRACE DRIVE, COLUMBIA MARYLAND 21044, USA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
A CORPORATION ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS, USA.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.1; CHEMICALS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY AND SCIENCE, NAMELY, CHROMATOGRAPHY MEDIA AND CHEMICALS FOR USE IN SEPARATIONS AND PURIFICATIONS.

Cl.9; SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS FOR THE SEPARATION OF COMPOUNDS USING CHROMATOGRAPHY IN THE NATURE OF PRE-PACKED DISPOSABLE COLUMNS AND DISPOSABLE TUBING AND FITTINGS ALL FOR USE IN CHROMATOGRAPHY SYSTEMS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726 , 04/01/2016           Class 99

Gillpreet 962

2708252   28/03/2014
HARPREET SINGH
trading as; GILLPREET AGRO INDUSTRIES
PATIALA ROAD, GHAGGA DISTT. PATIALA-147102, PB
MANUFACTURER & SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIDHARTH CHANDI
486, Street no. 1, Bachan Singh Nagar, Near Lal Chand Bhatia Model School, Bank Colony, Haibowal Kalan, Ludhiana Pin-141001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Cl.7; MANUFACTURES & SUPPLIERS OF ALL KINDS OF COMBINES INCLUDING SELF PROPELLED HARVESTER COMBINES, STRAW REAPERS, THRESHERS

Cl.35; RETAILS AND WHOLESALE SERVICES IN RESPECT OF ALL KINDS OF COMBINES INCLUDING SELF PROPELLED HARVESTER COMBINES, STRAW REAPERS, THRESHERS
FIDELITY WORLDWIDE INVESTMENT

Priority claimed from 13/03/2014; Application No. : 012691432 ;EUROPEAN COMMUNITY (CTM)

2708508  27/03/2014

FIL Limited
Pembroke Hall, 42 Crow Lane, Pembroke HM 19, P.O. Box HM 670, Hamilton HMCX, Bermuda

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.35: Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; business research services; outsourcing services; business assistance; accounting services; call centre services; data processing services; human resources and personnel recruitment and management services; payroll services; compliance services; administration services for businesses; retail administration services; retail services in the fields of computer software, hardware, peripherals, components, electrical and electronic systems, printed circuit boards, integrated circuit components and spare parts for all these goods.

Cl.36: Financial services; insurance services; investment services; international and domestic fund investment; discretionary investment management services; investment advisory services; mutual funds and services related thereto; pensions and services related thereto; securities brokerage and services related thereto; banking and services related thereto; trusteeship and services related thereto; portfolio, mutual fund, pension and trust administration services; financial management and planning; financial advice; credit services; investment banking, corporate finance and venture capital services; private equity services; real estate services; real estate investment services; securities underwriting; derivative and currency exchange services; provision of information, advice and consultancy relating to securities, finance and investments; interactive database information services relating to securities, finance and investments; credit and debit card services; money payment services; provision of secured and unsecured loans; exchanging money; antique appraisal; brokerage; surety services; charitable fund raising; lending against security; instalment loans; mortgage banking; business liquidation services; stock exchange quotations; rent collection; financial analysis services for businesses; provision of information, advice and consultancy relating to all the foregoing.

Cl.42: Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; engineering services; industrial analysis and research services; design, development, manufacture and testing of computer hardware and software; content development and animation; website design, development and maintenance; advisory services relating to computers, computer programs, computer systems, networks and computer equipment; analysis of computer systems and procedures.
2708854  28/03/2014
SARONG SOCIETA' PER AZIONI
VIA XOLOMBO, 18,42046 REGGIOLO (RE) ITALY
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A JOINT STOCK COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF ITALY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAN AND KRISHME
B-483, KNK HOUSE, MEERA BAGH, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110063,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cl.6; CONTAINERS OF METAL; SHEETS OF METAL;
Cl.7; MACHINE TOOLS; PACKAGING MACHINES; PACKING MACHINES; CANNING MACHINES; MACHINES FOR WORKING PLASTICS; DIE-STAMPING MACHINES;
Cl.16; PAPER SHEETS; PLASTIC SHEETS FOR PACKAGING; STARCHES SHEETS FOR PACKAGING;
Cl.17; SHEETS OF PLASTIC;
Cl.20; CONTAINERS; NON-METALLIC CONTAINERS; CONTAINERS OBTAINED FROM MATERIAL IN SHEETS;
Cl.39; PACKAGING FOR OTHERS, PACKING OF GOODS FOR OTHERS;
Cl.40; TREATMENT OF MATERIAL I.E. PROCESSING OF SHEET MATERIALS FOR OTHERS;
2708969  28/03/2014
HOSTGATOR.COM, LLC.
5005 MITCHELLEDALE, SUITE 100, HOUSTON, TEXAS 77092 USA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY OF THE STATE OF FLORIDA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUJATA CHAUDHRI IP ATTORNEYS
2106 Express Trade Towers 2, First Floor, B-36, Sector 132, Expressway, NOIDA 201303, Uttar Pradesh, India
Used Since :21/11/2002
DELHI
Cl.38; ELECTRONIC MAIL SERVICES; E-MAIL AND WEBSITE FORWARDING SERVICES; PROVIDING MULTIPLE USER-ACCESS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORK AND TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES
Cl.45; REGISTRATION SERVICES ENABLING ENTITIES TO MANAGE INFORMATION RELATED TO DOMAIN NAMES FOR USE ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, NAMELY, REGISTRATION OF DOMAIN NAMES AND E-MAIL ADDRESSES; MONITORING OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS FOR SECURITY PURPOSES; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, DOMAIN NAME SEARCHING SERVICES FOR THE PURPOSE OF DETERMINING URL AVAILABILITY FOR REGISTRATION, LEGAL SERVICES; SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS; PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS
HOSTGATOR
2708975  28/03/2014
HOSTGATOR.COM LLC
5005 MITCHELLEDALE, SUITE 100, HOUSTON, TEXAS 77092 USA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY OF THE STATE OF FLORIDA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUJATA CHAUDHRI IP ATTORNEYS
2106 Express Trade Towers 2, First Floor, B-36, Sector 132, Expressway, NOIDA 201303, Uttar Pradesh, India
Used Since: 22/10/2002

DELHI

Cl.38; ELECTRONIC MAIL SERVICES; E-MAIL AND WEBSITE FORWARDING SERVICES; PROVIDING MULTIPLE USER-ACCESS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORK AND TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES
Cl.45; REGISTRATION SERVICES ENABLING ENTITIES TO MANAGE INFORMATION RELATED TO DOMAIN NAMES FOR USE ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, NAMELY, REGISTRATION OF DOMAIN NAMES AND E-MAIL ADDRESSES; MONITORING OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS FOR SECURITY PURPOSES; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, DOMAIN NAME SEARCHING SERVICES FOR THE PURPOSE OF DETERMINING URL AVAILABILITY FOR REGISTRATION; LEGAL SERVICES; SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS; PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS
2709484    31/03/2014
AUNIRBANSAHA
G-22, SECTOR 27, NOIDA-201301
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIK MOITRA
C-2/39, SAFDARJUNG DEVELOPMENT AREA, NEW DELHI-16
Used Since :24/02/2014

DELHI

Cl.11; APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REGRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES.

Cl.37; BUILDING CONSTRUCTION; REPAIR; INSTALLATION SERVICES.

Cl.41; EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.

Cl.42; SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE.

Cl.44; MEDICAL SERVICES, VETERINARY SERVICES, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS; AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES.
CARTWIRE

2709728  31/03/2014

UNILEVER PLC
Port Sunlight, Wirral, Merseyside, England CH62 4ZD, United Kingdom
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers.
A company organised and existing under the laws of England.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.9; Computer software developed for searching and comparing product availability and pricing at various retailers.

Cl.35; Business mediation in the (online) purchase and sale of branded products, administrative services in connection with processing of purchase orders in an online store, business mediation in the purchase and sale of products.

Cl.38; The provision of information relating to (online) purchase and sale of branded products; providing access to databases; providing a website with a searchable or selling guide for locating, organizing and presenting goods and services through other parties.
Amiibo

Priority claimed from 01/05/2014; Application No. : 2014-039080 ;Japan

2791741 14/08/2014

NINTENDO CO., LTD.
11-1, HOKOTATE-CHO, KAMITOBAA, MINAMI-KU, KYOTO-SHI, KYOTO, JAPAN

Manufacturers & Merchants
A JAPANESE CORPORATION

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

AMARCHAND & MANGALDAS

Amarchand Towers, 216 Okhla Industrial Ph-III, New Delhi - 110020

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.9:Programs for consumer video game apparatus; Electronic circuits, magnetic discs, optical discs, optical magnetic discs, magnetic tapes, ROM cards, ROM cartridges, CD-ROMS, DVD-ROMs and memory cards storing programs for consumer video game apparatus; Storage media storing programs for consumer video game apparatus; Programs for handheld game apparatus with liquid crystal displays; Electronic circuits, magnetic discs, optical discs, optical magnetic discs, magnetic tapes, ROM cards, ROM cartridges, CD-ROMS, DVD-ROMs and memory cards storing programs for handheld game apparatus with liquid crystal displays; Storage media storing programs for handheld game apparatus with liquid crystal displays; Programs for arcade video game machines; Electronic circuits, magnetic discs, optical discs, optical magnetic discs, magnetic tapes, ROM cards, ROM cartridges, CD-ROMS, DVD-ROMs and memory cards storing programs for arcade video game machines; Game apparatus with liquid crystal displays; Stylus pens for handheld game apparatus with liquid crystal displays; Game programs for cellular phones; Cellular phones; Cellular phone terminals for displaying electronic publications; Keyboards for computers; Stylus pens for computers; Electronic machines, apparatus and their parts; Flash memory cards; Memory modules; Optical discs[blank], magnetic discs[blank], compact discs[blank], and magnetic cards[blank]; Game programs for cellular phones; Cellular phones; Cellular phone straps; Parts and accessories for cellular phones; Digital cameras; Video cameras; DVD players; DVD recorders; Audio players; Audio recorders; Portable apparatus for recording and reproduction of music; Portable apparatus for recording and reproduction of video; Apparatus for recording and reproduction of video; Monitors for television receiver; Television receivers [TV sets] and television transmitters; Television tuners; Telecommunication machines and apparatus; Pedometers; Measuring or testing machines and instruments; Batteries and cells; Rechargeable batteries; Downloadable or installable programs and additional data for consumer video game apparatus; Downloadable or installable programs and additional data for arcade video game machines; Downloadable or installable programs and additional data for arcade video game machines; Downloadable or installable programs and additional data for consumer video game apparatus; Portable game apparatus; Electronic circuits and CD-ROMs recorded with automatic performance programs for electronic musical instruments; Recorded compact discs; Phonograph records; Downloadable music files; Exposed cinematographic films; Exposed slide films; Slide film mounts; Downloadable image files; Recorded video discs and video tapes; Electronic publications; Photographic machines and apparatus; Cinematographic machines and apparatus; Optical machines and apparatus

Cl.28:Consumer video game apparatus; Controllers and joysticks for consumer video game apparatus; Protective films for controller of consumer video game apparatus; Keyboards for controllers for consumer video game apparatus; Stylus pens for controllers for consumer video game apparatus; Microphones for consumer video game apparatus; Earphones for consumer video game apparatus; Microphones for consumer video game apparatus; Monitors for consumer video game apparatus; AC adapters for consumer video game apparatus; Rechargeable batteries for controllers for consumer video game apparatus; Charging stands for controllers for consumer video game apparatus; Protective cases for controllers for consumer video game apparatus; Parts and accessories for consumer video game apparatus; Arcade video game machines; Controllers and joysticks for arcade video game machines; Monitors for arcade video game machines; Parts and accessories for arcade video game machines; Card game toys and their accessories; Handheld game apparatus with liquid crystal displays; Controllers and joysticks for handheld game apparatus with liquid crystal displays; Protective films for liquid crystal displays for handheld game apparatus with liquid crystal displays; AC adapters for handheld game apparatus with liquid crystal displays; Protective cases for handheld game apparatus with liquid crystal displays; Protective cases for handheld game apparatus with liquid crystal displays; Protective cases for handheld game apparatus with liquid crystal displays; Parts and accessories for handheld game apparatus with liquid crystal displays; Toys for domestic pets; Dolls with built-in IC chips; Dolls; Go games; Japanese playing cards [Utagaruta];
Japanese chess [Shogi games]; Card games and their accessories; Dice; Japanese dice games [Sugoroku]; Dice cups; Chinese checkers; Chess games; Checkers [checker sets]; Conjuring apparatus; Dominoes; Playing cards; Japanese playing cards [Hanafuda]; Mah-jong; Game machines and apparatus; Billiard equipment; Sports equipment; Fishing tackle
2808966  15/09/2014
AMALGAMATED BEAN COFFEE TRADING CO. LTD.,
trading as ;AMALGAMATED BEAN COFFEE TRADING CO. LTD.,
K.M. ROAD, CHIKMAGALUR, KARNATAKA - 577101
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNDARESH A.V.
147 (OLD 150) 1ST FLOOR, MALLESHWARAM ARCADE, MARGOSA ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 003.
Used Since :01/04/2013
To be associated with:
1164013, 1164017, 1228708, 1995756
CHENNAI
Cl.16;LETTER HEADS, VISITING CARDS AND OTHER OFFICE STATIONERY, ADVERTISEMENTS AND PUBLICITY MATERIALS, HOARDINGS, BROCHURES, TEACHING MATERIALS AND OTHER GOODS INCLUDED
Cl.29;PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES INCLUDING SOUP RANGE AND HEALTH DRINKS; JELLIES, JAMS, FRUIT SAUCES; EGGS, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; EDIBLE OILS, FATS, MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS;
Statkraft AS,
Lilleakerveien 6, 0216 OSLO, Norway
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
a company organized and existing under the laws of Norway

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Used Since :05/05/2014

To be associated with:
2285420

DELHI

Cl.35; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; PROVIDING OFFICE FUNCTIONS; COLLECTING, STORING AND OBTAINING OF DATA AND INFORMATION, NAMELY, COLLECTION AND SYSTEMATIZATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASES; ANALYSIS OF COSTS AND PRICES; COLLECTING AND SYSTEMIZATION OF INFORMATION FOR USE IN DATABASES; CONDUCTING MARKETING STUDIES, MARKETING RESEARCH, PRICE COMPARING SERVICES; RETAIL ELECTRICITY PROVIDER SERVICES THAT ALLOW CUSTOMERS TO PURCHASE ELECTRICITY AND RENEWABLE ENERGY; PROCUREMENT SERVICES FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, PURCHASING ENERGY, ENERGY SUPPLY AND FUEL ON BEHALF OF OTHERS FOR RE-SALE PURPOSES; COST-PRICE ANALYSES IN THE FIELD OF ENERGY PROCUREMENT AND ENERGY SUPPLY

Cl.37; CONSTRUCTION OF HYDRO POWER PLANTS, WIND POWER PLANTS, AND GAS POWER PLANTS; MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF HYDRO POWER PLANTS, WIND POWER PLANTS, GAS POWER PLANTS; INSTALLATION OF ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS, INSTALLATION AND REPAIR OF HEATING APPARATUS AND CENTRAL HEATING APPARATUS; OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE SERVICES, NAMELY, MAINTENANCE OF POWER PLANTS; CONSTRUCTION OF COMBUSTION PLANTS; BUILDING CONSTRUCTION; BUILDING CONSTRUCTION REGARDING INDUSTRIAL COMPLEXES; BUILDING SERVICES, NAMELY, CONSTRUCTION OF DAMS, RESERVOIRS AND HYDRAULIC POWER PLANTS; CONSTRUCTION, INSTALLATION, REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF THERMAL, HYDRO ELECTRICAL AND NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

Cl.40; GENERATION OF ELECTRICAL POWER AND ELECTRICITY; GENERATION OF GAS FOR DISTRICT HEATING; WASTE BURNING, NAMELY, INCINERATION OF WASTE; GENERATION OF ELECTRICITY, HEAT AND ENERGY
Statkraft

Statkraft AS,
Lilleakerveien 6, 0216 OSLO, Norway
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
a company organized and existing under the laws of Norway

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Used Since: 05/05/2014

To be associated with:
1578439

DELHI

Cl.35; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; PROVIDING OFFICE FUNCTIONS; COLLECTING, STORING AND OBTAINING OF DATA AND INFORMATION, NAMELY, COLLECTION AND SYSTEMATIZATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASES; ANALYSIS OF COSTS AND PRICES; COLLECTING AND SYSTEMIZATION OF INFORMATION FOR USE IN DATABASES, CONDUCTING MARKETING STUDIES, MARKETING RESEARCH, PRICE COMPARING SERVICES; RETAIL ELECTRICITY PROVIDER SERVICES THAT ALLOW CUSTOMERS TO PURCHASE ELECTRICITY AND RENEWABLE ENERGY; PROCUREMENT SERVICES FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, PURCHASING ENERGY, ENERGY SUPPLY AND FUEL ON BEHALF OF OTHERS FOR RE-SALE PURPOSES; COST-PRICE ANALYSES IN THE FIELD OF ENERGY PROCUREMENT AND ENERGY SUPPLY

Cl.37; CONSTRUCTION OF HYDRO POWER PLANTS, WIND POWER PLANTS, AND GAS POWER PLANTS; MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF HYDRO POWER PLANTS, WIND POWER PLANTS, GAS POWER PLANTS; INSTALLATION OF ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS, INSTALLATION AND REPAIR OF HEATING APPARATUS AND CENTRAL HEATING APPARATUS; OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE SERVICES, NAMELY, MAINTENANCE OF POWER PLANTS; CONSTRUCTION OF COMBUSTION PLANTS; BUILDING CONSTRUCTION; BUILDING CONSTRUCTION REGARDING INDUSTRIAL COMPLEXES; BUILDING SERVICES, NAMELY, CONSTRUCTION OF DAMS, RESERVOIRS AND HYDRAULIC POWER PLANTS; CONSTRUCTION, INSTALLATION, REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF THERMAL, HYDRO ELECTRICAL AND NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

Cl.40; GENERATION OF ELECTRICAL POWER AND ELECTRICITY; GENERATION OF GAS FOR DISTRICT HEATING; WASTE BURNING, NAMELY, INCINERATION OF WASTE; GENERATION OF ELECTRICITY, HEAT AND ENERGY
ZELTIQ

2811164  17/09/2014
ZELTIQ AESTHETICS, INC.
4698 WILLOW ROAD, SUITE 100, PLEASANTON CALIFIRNIA 94588
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS & SERVICE PROVIDERS
A CORPORATION DULY ORGANIZED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE U.S.A

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49
Used Since :01/10/2010

To be associated with:
1560055, 1648953, 1685342, 1703019

DELHI

CL.10: MEDICAL DEVICES, NAMELY, APPARATUS FOR TISSUE COOLING, CONTOURING AND CELLULITE IMPROVEMENT; MEDICAL DEVICES USED TO DESTROY FAT CELLS

CL.44: MEDICAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROCEDURES AND SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF TISSUE COOLING, CONTOURING AND CELLULITE IMPROVEMENT
PIECES
2811928 18/09/2014
AKTIESELSKABET AT 21. NOVEMBER 2001
FREDSKOVVEJ 5 7330 BRANDE DENMARK
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS DENMARK

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1366343, 1366344, 1366345, 1366346

DELHI
Cl.9; SPECTACLES, SPECTACLE FRAMES, TINTED GLASSES, SUNGLASSES, SPECTACLE CASES.

Cl.14; JEWELLERY OF PRECIOUS METAL AND STONES, IMITATION JEWELLERY, CUFF LINKS, TIEPINS, PRECIOUS STONES, Imitation stones, watches, clocks.

Cl.18; BOXES OF LEATHER, ENVELOPES OF LEATHER FOR PACKAGING; TRUNKS, VALISES, TRAVELING BAGS, TRAVELING SETS, GARMENT BAGS FOR TRAVEL, VANITY-CASES, RUCKSACKS, BAGS, HANDBAGS, BEACH BAGS, SHOPPING BAGS, SHOULDER BAGS, SCHOOL BAGS, SUIT CASES, CANVAS TRAVELING SACK, LUGGAGE, ATTACHE-CASES, LEATHER CASES, BRIEFCASES, BELTS OF LEATHER OR IMITATIONS OF LEATHER; POUCHES, POCKET WALLETS, PURSES, KEY-HOLDERS, LEATHER CARD HOLDERS: UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS, CANES, WALKING-STICK SEATS.

Cl.25; CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR.

Cl.35; THE BRINGING TOGETHER, FOR THE BENEFIT OF OTHERS, OF A VARIETY OF GOODS (EXCLUDING THE TRANSPORT THEREOF), ENABLING CUSTOMERS TO CONVENIENTLY VIEW AND PURCHASE THOSE GOODS THROUGH RETAIL STORES, WHOLESALE OUTLETS, MEANS OF ELECTRONIC MEDIA OR SHOP-IN-SHOPS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726 , 04/01/2016 Class 99

JMS

2812606  19/09/2014
MR. SANJEEV MUNJAL
E 59, MADSJID MOTH, GREATER KAILASH III, NEW DELHI-110048
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CORPORATE PROFESSIONALS ADVISORS & ADVOCATES
D-38 1ST FLOOR, SOUTH EXTENSION PART-I, NEW DELHI 110049
Used Since :10/01/2007

To be associated with:
2286623, 2286624, 2286625

DELHI

Cl.36; REAL ESTATE SERVICES, REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS. INCLUDING MANAGEMENT, LEASING, APPRAISAL BROKERAGE, RENTING, BUILDING SOCIETIES, REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE SERVICES, REAL ESTATE CONSULTANCY, BEING SERVICES FALLING IN CLASS 36.

Cl.37; BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, KCMDCLING, REPAIR, INSTALLATION SERVICES, PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT SERVICES, MAINTENANCE OF PROPERTY, RESEARCH AND CONSULTANCY IN THE FIELD OF BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION, BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 37.
FLEXSCORE

2813043  18/09/2014

FLEXING IT SERVICES PRIVATE LTD.

trading as : FLEXING IT SERVICES PRIVATE LTD.

501/7, Lane W 21A, Western Avenue, Sainik Farms, New Delhi-110080

Manufacturers, merchants and service provider

Address for service in India/Agents address:

OBHAN & ASSOCIATES

501/7, LANE W-21A, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS NEW DELHI-62

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.9; Computer software for business purposes, Computer software applications (downloadable), Computer software for analysing market information, Computer software programs for database management, Data processing software, Integrated software packages.

Cl.35; Business acquisition searches, Data search in computer files (for others), Executive search services, Search engine optimisation, Search engine optimisation services (marketing services), Searches relating to company information.

Cl.42; Work Management Tools; Online provision of web-based software, Provision of online non-downloadable software (application service provider), Design and development of search engines, Programming services for search engine optimization, provision of search engine services, search engine feeder service, Rental of computer software.
SCHÖFFEL

2814967  23/09/2014
SCHÖFFEL SPORTBEKLEIDUNG GMBH
LUDWIG-SCHÖFFEL-STR.15 86830 SCHWABMUNCHEN, GERMANY
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY EXISTING AND ORGANIZED UNDER THE LAWS OF GERMANY.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP
C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cl.25; CLOTHING, IN PARTICULAR SPORTS CLOTHING, HEADGEAR, FOOTWEAR, IN PARTICULAR SPORTS SHOES.
Cl.28; GYMNASIC AND SPORTING APPARATUS, GYMNASIC AND SPORTING ARTICLES (INCLUDED IN THIS CLASS).
Priority claimed from 03/12/2013; Application No. : 86133449 ;United States of America
2859525  03/06/2014
[International Registration No. : 1218501]
Vacuworx Global, LLC
10105 E. 55th Place Tulsa OK 74146 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Vacuum lifters for use in material handling.
2877864  26/08/2014
[International Registration No. : 1221939]
MONTRES CHOURIET S.A.
7, place de la Fusterie CH-1204 Genève Switzerland
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Watches, small clocks, individual parts thereof; jewelry products.
Sestos

Priority claimed from 27/05/2014; Application No. : 2014/44520 ;Turkey
2859066  11/06/2014
[International Registration No. : 1217945]
VINERO BAGCILIK SANAYI VE TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI
Istinye Mahallesi, Balabandere Caddesi No:14 TR-34460 SARIYER/ISTANBUL TR

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages (except beers).
PANTHERE DE CARTIER

Priority claimed from 14/02/2014; Application No. : 655783 ;Switzerland
2881316 14/08/2014
[International Registration No. : 1222730]
CARTIER INTERNATIONAL AG
Hinterbergstrasse 22, Postfach 61 CH-6312 Steinhausen Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25; Clothing; sashes for wear, shawls, scarves, ties, suspenders, gloves (clothing), belts (clothing), footwear (except orthopedic footwear), headgear.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1726, 04/01/2016  Class 99

2896797  19/08/2014
[International Registration No.: 1226440]
Alois Pöschl GmbH & Co. KG
Dieselstrasse 1 84144 Geisenhausen Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.14; Gemstones, pearls and precious metals and imitations thereof; jewellery; time instruments; other articles of precious metals and precious stones, and imitations thereof, namely statues and figurines, made of or coated with precious or semi-precious metals or stones, or imitations thereof, ornaments, made of or coated with precious or semi-precious metals or stones, or imitations thereof, coins and tokens, works of art of precious metal, key rings [trinkets or fobs]; jewellery boxes and watch boxes; parts and fittings of all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.18; Umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; luggage, bags, wallets and other carriers; leather and imitation leather, pelts and hides, and goods made thereof; saddlery, whips and animal apparel; parts and fittings of all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.21; Statues, figurines, plaques and works of art, included in the class; unworked and semi-worked glass, not specified for use; gardening articles; brushes and brush making articles; tableware other than knives, forks and spoons; cookware and containers; cleaning articles; cosmetic and toilet utensils and bathroom articles; articles for animals, namely aquaria and vivaria, devices for pest and vermin control, bird baths, cages, feeding and drinking articles, fish bowls, grooming articles, nesting articles, tags, waste disposal articles; household articles for clothing and footwear, namely boot jacks and shoehorns, buttonhooks, clothes racks, clothes stretchers, ironing and clothes pressing articles, shoe polishers, shoe stretchers and shapers; parts and fittings of all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.24; Fabrics; textile goods, and substitutes for textile goods; filtering materials of textile.

Cl.25; Headgear; clothing; footwear; parts and fittings of all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.32; Beer and brewery products; non-alcoholic beverages; preparations for making beverages.

Cl.33; Preparations for making alcoholic beverages; alcoholic beverages (except beer).

Cl.34; Tobacco and tobacco products (including substitutes); smokers' articles; matches; parts and fittings of all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.
Priority claimed from 01/04/2014; Application No. : 662743 ; Switzerland
2900891  22/08/2014
[International Registration No. : 1228270]
LINNEA S.A.
Via Cantonale CH-6595 RIAZZINO Switzerland
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
CL.1; Chemical preparations for use in the pharmaceutical industry; botanical extracts or active ingredients used in the pharmaceutical industry; chemical preparations for use in the cosmetic and food industry; botanical extracts used in the cosmetic and food industry.
CL.5; Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations.
2928998   25/08/2014  
[International Registration No. : 1234188]  
Union des Industries Ferroviaires Européennes Aisbl  
Avenue Louise 221 B-1050 Bruxelles  
Proposed to be Used  
IR DIVISION  
Cl.9; Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic recording media, sound recording disks; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, equipment for data processing and computers; extinguishers.  
Cl.38; Telecommunications.
## CORRIGENDA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CORRIGENDA DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>889055</td>
<td>Proprietor name has been corrected as: MONTELL SDK SUNRISE KABUSHIKI KAISHA (MONTELL SDK SUNRISE LTD.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1372421</td>
<td>THE ADVERTISEMENT OF TRADE MARK APPLICATION NO 1372421 IN CLASS 09 IN TMJ 1335 (S-I) DATED 15/10/2005 IS TREATED AS CANCELLED AND THE TRADE MARK DIGIUM APPLIED FOR REGISTRATION IS RE-ADVERTISED VIDE AR’S ORDER DATED 18/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1385748</td>
<td>Name of the Proprietor to be read as ROHIT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1418314</td>
<td>GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS IN CLASS 16:- Publications, brochures, catalogues, datasheets, user<em>s, operator</em>s, maintenance and repair manuals concerning trucks, truck chassis, commercial vehicles built on truck chassis and services which are rendered in conjunction with the selling, financing, renting, leasing, servicing, repairing, maintaining, using and operating of trucks and commercial vehicles built on truck chassis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1419884</td>
<td>Priority Country has been corrected as:- United States of America Priority Trade Mark No has been corrected as: 78/707,503 Priority Date has been corrected as:- 06/09/2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1439461</td>
<td>GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS:- FLYING VEHICLES, NAMELY, HELICOPTERS AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREFORE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1455371</td>
<td>GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS:- Transport of persons or of merchandise; warehousing of merchandise; storage and packaging of goods, delivery of goods; freighting; shipbrokerage; towing; water supplying; boat transport; air transport; taxi services; chauffeur services; ambulance transport; arranging of tours, of cruise, of excursions; tourism agency (except of boarding house, hotel reservations); booking of seats for travel; accompanying travellers; rental of warehouses; vehicles rental, car rental, boat rental, horses rental, rental of vehicle roof garages, car rental, rental of diving bells, rental of wheelchairs, rental of storage containers, parking place rental, refrigerator rental; guarded transport of valuables; vehicle towing; removing of furniture; newspaper delivery; information on transport; information on travels; storage of electronically-stored data or documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1461106</td>
<td>Address of Proprietor to be read as 50, BEAUFORT ROAD, LONDON W5 3EA, UK, and spelling of SPIRITS is corrected in goods, as per TM-1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1461818</td>
<td>GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS:- PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1475183</td>
<td>Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- NO. 210, NAKANUMA MINAMIASHIGARA - SHI, KANAGAWA- KEN, JAPAN. GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS IN CLASS 16:- Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; book-binding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists&quot; materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); playing cards; printers&quot; type; printing blocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1523589</td>
<td>Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- Breetlevej 18, 2970 Horsholm, Denmark. GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS IN CLASS 11:- Rain water application systems and filtering devices: solar powered hot water installations, heating boilers, heating installations, water heaters, water heating installations, sanitary apparatus and installations, radiators for heating and cooling appliances and installations; solar collectors (heating); pipes for heating installations; water-pipes for sanitary installations; valves (thermostatic, parts of heating installations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1530061</td>
<td>Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- 100, NORTH TRYON STREET, CHARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA 28255, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1533363</td>
<td>Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- 9-31-1004 Hiroshiba-cho Suita-shi, Osaka, 564-0052, Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1533658</td>
<td>Partners name is read as:- VIRENDRA SINGH LODHI, JAI KARAN SINGH, RAM AVTAR SHAKYA, NARENDRA KUMAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1538110</td>
<td>GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS IN CLASS 01:- CHEMICALS USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE, PHOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY; UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS, MANURE; FIRE EXTINGUISHING COMPOSITIONS; TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS; TANNING SUBSTANCES; ADHESIVES FOR INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL USE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS IN CLASS 08:- HAND TOOLS AND IMPLEMENTS (HAND-OPERATED); HAND-OPERATED ELECTRIC POWERED GLUE GUNS AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR; CUTLERY; SIDE ARMS; RAZORS
GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS IN CLASS 16:- PAPER; CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY; DOMESTIC AND HOUSEHOLD USE; ARTISTS" MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL(EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PLAYING CARDS, PRINTERS" TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS.
GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS IN CLASS 17:- RUBBER, GUTTA-PERCHA, GUM, ASBESTOS, MICA AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PLASTICS IN EXTRUDED FORM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE; PACKING, STopping AND INSULATING MATERIALS; FLEXIBLE PIPES, NOT OF METAL; WEATHERSTRIPPING, CAULKING COMPOUNDS; TAPES AND SEALANTS FOR USE IN BUILDING, CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

1541124 1541124 - (1411-0) Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- KAISERSTRASSE 16, 60311 FRANKFURT, GERMANY
Trade Description has been corrected as:- MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

1571569 1571569 - (1441-0) THE LEGAL STATUS WILL READ AS A Company organized, registered and existing under the laws of DELAWARE.

1585008 1585008 - (1454-0) Proprietor name has been corrected as:- PERMIRA I.P. LIMITED
Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- TRAFALGAR COURT LES BANQUES, ST. PETER'S PORT, GUERNSEY
LEGAL STATUS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- A COMPANY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF GUERNSEY

1587263 1587263 - (1425-0) Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- CHENDAI XIBIAN INDUSTRIAL PARK, JINJIANG, FUJIAN PROVINCE, P.R. CHINA
LEGAL STATUS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF P.R. CHINA

1592075 1592075 - (1438-0) Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- A-9020 KLAGENFURT, SCHLEPPEPLATZ 5, AUSTRIA.

1606144 1606144 - (1439-0) Trade Description has been corrected as:- MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
LEGAL STATUS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- A LIMITED PARTNERSHIP ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF GERMANY

1623262 1623262 - (1441-0) LEGAL STATUS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF SWITZERLAND

1625003 1625003 - (1426-0) Proprietor name has been corrected as:- JIMLAR CORPORATION
Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- 160 GREAT NECK ROAD, GREAT NECK, NEW YORK 11021, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

1657783 1657783 - (1652-0) Proprietor name has been corrected as:- THE LEADING HOTELS OF THE WORLD, LTD.
Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- 99 PARK AVENUE, CITY OF NEW YORK, STATE OF NEW YORK 10016-1601, U.S.A.
Trade Description has been corrected as:- SERVICE PROVIDERS
CORRIGENDA

APPL NO  CORRIGENDA DESCRIPTION

1667554 1667554 - (1444-0) GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS:- PHOSPHOROUS PRODUCTS FOR USE IN SYNTHESIS OF CHEMICAL PRODUCTS, IN PARTICULAR AS INTERMEDIATES, LIGANDS OR CATALYSTS.

1668137 1668137 - (1427-0) Proprietor name has been corrected as:- INTERLEMO HOLDING S.A. (INTERLEMO HOLDING AG) (INTERLEMO HOLDING LTD)
Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- CHEMIN DES CHAMPS-COURBES 28, 1024 ECUBLENS, SWITZERLAND

1680731 1680731 - (1428-0) GOODS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS IN CLASS 18:- BAGS, NAMELY, ALL-PURPOSE ATHLETIC BAGS, ALL-PURPOSE SPORT, BAGS, ATHLETIC BAGS, BARREL BAGS, BEACH BAGS, BOOK BAGS, BOSTON BAGS, CARRY-ALL BAGS, CARRY-ON BAGS, CLUTCH BAGS, DUFFEL BAGS, GYM BAGS, COSMETIC BAGS SOLD EMPTY, KEY BAGS, KIT BAGS, LEATHER AND IMITATION LEATHER BAGS, MAKE-UP BAGS SOLD EMPTY, MESSENGER BAGS, OVERNIGHT BAGS, BAGS SOLD EMPTY FOR ATTACHMENT TO BACKPACKS, SHOULDER BAGS, SUIT BAGS, LEATHER SHOPPING BAGS, MESH SHOPPING BAGS, OVERNIGHT BAGS, SCHOOL BAGS, SCHOOL-BOOK BAGS, TEXTILE SHOPPING BAGS, TOTE BAGS, TRAVEL BAGS, LEATHER BAGS FOR MERCHANDISE PACKAGING, GARMENT BAGS FOR TRAVEL, SHOE BAGS FOR TRAVEL, CANVAS SHOPPING BAGS; BACKPACKS; CASES, NAMELY, ATTACHÉ CASES, BUSINESS-CARED CASES, BUSINESS CASES, CALLING-CARDS CASES, CARRYING CASES, CATALOG CASES, COSMETIC CASES SOLD EMPTY, CREDIT-CARD CASES, DOCUMENT CASES, KEY CASES, LEATHER CASES, NAME-CARD CASES, OVERNIGHT CASES, TIE CASES, TOILETRY CASES SOLD EMPTY, TRAIN CASES, TRAVEL CASES, VANITY CASES SOLD EMPTY; PURSES; LEATHER AND IMITATION LEATHER POUCHES; WALLETS ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 18

1696326 1696326 - (1446-0) THE ADDRESS OF THE APPLICANTS WILL READ AS Square de Meeus 37,1000 Bruxelles Belgium.

1701896 1701896 - (1434-0) GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS IN CLASS 07:- Universal joints for use with drive shafts for land vehicles; fuel pumps for land vehicles; automobile oil pumps; automobile water pumps; pumps (parts of machines, engines or motors); transmissions for machines; bearings (parts of machines); shaft couplings (machines); axles for machines; shock absorbers for machines; springs (parts of machines); starters for motors and engines; AC motors and DC motors (not including those for land vehicles but including “parts” for any AC motors and DC motors); control cables for machines, engines or motors

1742124 1742124 - (1656-0) Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- 345 PARK AVENUE, SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95110, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
LEGAL STATUS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

1757808 1757808 - (1659-0) GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS:- NICOTINE PATCHES AND NICOTINE LOZENGES.

1762925 1762925 - (1660-0) Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- NORTH STAR HOUSE, NORTH STAR AVENUE, SWINDON SN2 1FA, U.K
GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS:- PRINTED MATTER, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL, PUBLICATIONS.

1762928 1762928 - (1660-0) Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- NORTH STAR HOUSE, NORTH STAR AVENUE, SWINDON SN2 1FA, U.K

1762929 1762929 - (1660-0) Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- NORTH STAR HOUSE, NORTH STAR AVENUE, SWINDON SN2 1FA, U.K

1764479 1764479 - (1442-0) Name and address of the Proprietor to be read as MHCS, 9 AVENUE DE CHAMPAGNE-51200 EPERNAY, FRANCE

1768877 1768877 - (1445-0) LEGAL STATUS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- a Societe par Actions Simplifiee organised under the laws of France

1772719 1772719 - (1661-0) Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- 30-10 MUNBAE-DONG, YONGSAN-GU, SEOUL, REPUBLIC OF KOREA
GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS:- CHOCOLATES, BISCUITS, COOKIES, CRACKERS, CONFECTIONERY, WAFERS, CORN CHIPS, BREAD, PASTRIES CAKES, PIES, PUDDINGS; SHERBETS, ICE CREAMS, CANDY, CARAMELS, CHEWING GUM.

1773092 1773092 - (1703-0) GOODS HAVE BEEN RESTRICTED TO THE STATE OF UTTAR PRADESH ONLY SO NOW THE GOODS WILL READ AS PVC RIGID PIPES (SALE OF GOODS IN THE STATE OF UTTAR PRADESH ONLY).
1777737 1777737 - (1661-0) Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- 20 GREYTON ROAD, MILNERTON 7441, SOUTH AFRICA
Trade Description has been corrected as:- MERCHANTS
1814805 1814805 - (1443-0) Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- 455 PORTAGE AVENUE, SUITE B, PALO ALTO, CA 94306, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Trade Description has been corrected as:- MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS IN CLASS 09:- PRERECORDED CD’S AND DVD’S FEATURING HUMOR
GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS IN CLASS 25:- CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, WRIST BANDS, SWEATSHIRTS, SHORTS AND JACKETS; HEADWEAR.
1830520 1830520 - (1669-0) Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- VIA BASSE 4/6 35010 CAMPO SAN MARTINO (PD) ITALY
1834098 1834098 - (1669-0) - TYPOGRAPHICAL ERROR IN THE LEGAL ENTITY OF THE APPLICANT IS CORRECTED TO READ AS "A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1913".
1835449 1835449 - (1444-0) Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- 3300 COFFEY LANE, SANTA ROSA, CALIFORNIA 95403, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
LEGAL STATUS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, USA
1836468 1836468 - (1445-0) Proprietor name has been corrected as:- Marks and Spencer plc
1844177 1844177 - (1670-0) Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- SUITE 140, 18004 SKYPARK CIRCLE, IRVINE, CALIFORNIA 92614, U.S.A.
1895977 1895977 - (1677-0) LEGAL STATUS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
1914475 1914475 - (1669-0) Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- 355 EAST THOUSAND OAKS BOULEVARD, THOUSAND OAKS, CALIFORNIA 91360, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
1915836 1915836 - (1453-0) LEGAL STATUS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- A DELAWARE CORPORATION
CORRIGENDA

APPL NO CORRIGENDA DESCRIPTION
1915837 1915837 - (1453-0) LEGAL STATUS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- A DELAWARE CORPORATION

1921387 1921387 - (1453-0) Proprietor name has been corrected as:- KOWA COMPANY, LTD. LEGAL STATUS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS:- PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS

1929927 1929927 - (1715-0) Priority Country has been corrected as:- Trinidad and Tobago Priority Trade Mark No has been corrected as:- 41357 Priority Date has been corrected as:- 03/09/2009

1934558 1934558 - (1454-0) Proprietor name has been corrected as:- SANOFI-AVENTIS Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- 174, AVENUE DE FRANCE, 75013 PARIS, FRANCE LEGAL STATUS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- A COMPANY ORGANISATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF FRANCE

1940384 1940384 - (1454-0) Proprietor Category has been corrected as:- Joint Applicant

1962142 1962142 - (1459-0) GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS:- Wire and radio data transmission devices, including M-Bus wire data transmission devices, for water meters, heat consumption meters, gas meters and electricity meters

1984381 1984381 - (1722-0) Proprietor name has been corrected as:- M/S SAFE WATER NETWORK INDIA

2000959 2000959 - (1559-0) GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS IN CLASS 07:- NON-ELECTRIC PRIME MOVERS, NOT FOR LAND VEHICLES [OTHER THAN "WATER MILLS" AND "WIND MILLS"]; PARTS FOR NON-ELECTRIC PRIME MOVERS FOR LAND VEHICLES; WATER MILLS; WIND MILLS; PNEUMATIC OR HYDRAULIC MACHINES AND INSTRUMENTS; STARTERS FOR MOTORS AND ENGINES; AC MOTORS AND DC MOTORS [NOT INCLUDING THOSE FOR LAND VEHICLES BUT INCLUDING "PARTS" FOR ANY AC MOTORS AND DC MOTORS]; ALTERNATORS; DC GENERATORS.

2007915 2007915 - (1520-0) Proprietor name has been corrected as:- KOWA COMPANY, LTD. Trade Description has been corrected as:- MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS LEGAL STATUS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN

2014410 2014410 - (1503-0) LEGAL STATUS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the state of Florida

2026533 2026533 - (1721-0) Priority Country has been corrected as:- Jamaica Priority Trade Mark No has been corrected as:- 56426 Priority Date has been corrected as:- 31/08/2010

2040032 2040032 - (1721-0) Priority Country has been corrected as:- Jamaica Priority Trade Mark No has been corrected as:- 55494 Priority Date has been corrected as:- 19/04/2010

2040032 2040032 - (1721-0) GOODS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- FULL LINE OF ELECTRONIC AND MECHANICAL PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR HANDHELD COMPUTERS AND PORTABLE AND HANDHELD DIGITAL ELECTRONIC DEVICES FOR RECORDING, ORGANIZING, TRANSMITTING, MANIPULATING, AND REVIEWING TEXT, DATA, AUDIO AND VIDEO FILES; ELECTRONIC DOCKING STATIONS; STANDS SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR HOLDING HANDHELD COMPUTERS AND PORTABLE AND HANDHELD DIGITAL ELECTRONIC DEVICES; BATTERY CHARGERS; BATTERY PACKS; ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS, WIRES, CABLES, AND ADAPTORS: WIRED AND WIRELESS REMOTE CONTROLS FOR HANDHELD COMPUTERS AND PORTABLE AND HANDHELD DIGITAL ELECTRONIC DEVICES; HEADPHONES AND EARPHONES; TELECOMMUNICATIONS APPARATUS, NAMELY, SPEAKERS, MICROPHONES, AND HEADSETS FOR USE WITH HANDHELD COMPUTERS AND PORTABLE AND HANDHELD DIGITAL ELECTRONIC DEVICES; HOME THEATER SYSTEMS; STEREO AMPLIFIER AND SPEAKER BASE STATIONS: AUTOMOBILE STEREO ADAPTERS; AUDIO AND VIDEO RECORDERS; AUDIO, VIDEO, AND RADIO RECEIVERS; AUDIO, VIDEO, AND RADIO TRANSMITTERS; VIDEO VIEWERS, NAMELY, VIDEO MONITORS FOR TABLET COMPUTERS AND PORTABLE AND HANDHELD DIGITAL ELECTRONIC DEVICES; ELECTRONIC MEMORY CARD READERS; AND PROTECTIVE CASES, ALL FOR USE WITH TABLET COMPUTERS AND PORTABLE AND HANDHELD DIGITAL ELECTRONIC DEVICES FOR RECORDING, ORGANIZING, TRANSMITTING, MANIPULATING, AND REVIEWING TEXT, DATA, AUDIO, IMAGE, AND VIDEO FILES; FURNITURE SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED WITH INTERCONNECTIVITY FOR TABLET COMPUTERS AND OTHER PORTABLE AND HANDHELD DIGITAL ELECTRONIC DEVICES FOR RECORDING, ORGANIZING, TRANSMITTING, MANIPULATING, AND REVIEWING TEXT, DATA, AUDIO, IMAGE, AND VIDEO FILES;
DEVICES.

2056041 2056041 - (1721-0) Priority Country has been corrected as:- Jamaica
Priority Trade Mark No has been corrected as:- 55693
Priority Date has been corrected as:- 19/05/2010

2058463 2058463 - (1654-0) Spelling of goods has been corrected to read as Class 9, SCIENTIFIC
APPARATUS FOR USE IN WATER TREATMENT; SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS FOR USE IN
WATER TREATMENT; PURIFICATION; SOFTENING; STERILISATION; SANITATION;
SANITISATION; DESALINATION; DE-MINERALISATION; DEIONISATION;
ELECTRODEIONISATION; OXIDATION AND CLARIFICATION; PARTS AND FITTINGS
FOR THE AFORESAID GOODS, Class 10, APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR
SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY USE FOR THE FILTRATION,
PURIFICATION, SOFTENING, STERILISATION, SANITATION, SANITISATION,
DE-MINERALISATION; DEIONISATION; ELECTRODEIONISATION, OXIDATION AND CLARIFICATION OF WATER; PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR THE
AFORESAID GOODS, Class 11, WATER TREATMENT APPARATUS; WATER
TREATMENT UNITS; WATER TREATMENT FILTERS; WATER TREATMENT
CARTRIDGES; APPARATUS, INSTRUMENTS AND INSTALLATIONS FOR FILTRATION,
PURIFICATION, SOFTENING, STERILISATION, SANITATION, SANITISATION,
DE-MINERALISATION, DEIONISATION, ELECTRODEIONISATION,
OXIDATION AND CLARIFICATION OF WATER; WATER TREATMENT CARTRIDGES
FOR THE FILTRATION, PURIFICATION, SOFTENING, STERILISATION, SANITATION,
SANITISATION, DESALINATION, DE-MINERALISATION, DEIONISATION,
ELECTRODEIONISATION, OXIDATION AND CLARIFICATION OF WATER; PARTS AND
FITTINGS FOR THE AFORESAID GOODS

2071901 2071901 - (1721-0) Priority Country has been corrected as:- Trinidad and Tobago
Priority Trade Mark No has been corrected as:- 42396.
Priority Date has been corrected as:- 28/06/2010

2090524 2090524 - (1530-0) GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS:- AGRICULTURAL SEED,
NAMELY CORN, CONTAINING HERBICIDE RESISTANT GENES.

2126345 2126345 - (1544-0) Proprietor name has been corrected as:- S.A. LHOIST RECHERCHE
ET DEVELOPEMENT EN ABREGE L.R.D.

2215901 2215901 - (1612-0) Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- B-61, FLATTED
FACTORIES COMPLEX, JHANDEWALAN, NEW DELHI-110055, INDIA
Legal Status has been corrected as:- A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA
Trade Description has been corrected as:- SERVICE PROVIDERS

2309076 2309076 - (1614-0) Proprietor name has been corrected as:- GENERAL MILLS
SPECIALTY PRODUCTS, LLC.
Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- NUMBER ONE GENERAL MILLS
BOULEVARD, MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55426, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

2309415 2309415 - (1667-0) - TYPOGRAPHICAL ERROR IN THE SPECIFICATION OF GOODS IS
CORRECTED TO READ AS "FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; GOODS NOT
INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES MADE OF WOOD, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER,
HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL,
MEERSCHAUM AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS;
OFFICE FURNITURE; PILLOWS; CURTAIN RINGS; CRATES (NON-METALLIC CHESTS)
CUPBOARDS; BENCHES (FURNITURE); TABLE TOPS; SCREENS; FRAMES WOODEN
OR PLASTIC BOXES; BEDS; BEDSIDE TABLES; HEADBOARDS TROLLEYS; BOTTLE
RACKS; BASKETS; CUSHIONS MATTRESSES; COMMODES; CHESTS OF
DRAWERS; BAMBOO CURTAINS CRADLES; DIVANS; BOOKSHELVES;
SHOWCASES; CARD INDEX CABINETS GARMENT COVERS (STORAGE AND
WARDROBE); BED AND FURNITURE TRIMMINGS; LOUNGE CHAIRS; OFFICE CHAIRS;
FLOWER-STANDS; DUMMIES; TABLES; DESKS; WRITING TABLES; WORKS OF ART
OF WOOD, WAX, PLASTER OR PLASTIC; UMBRELLA STANDS; PLAYPENS FOR
BABIES; HANGERS FOR COATS AND HATS; COATSTANDS; CHAIRS; ARMCHAIRS;
FOOTSTOOLS; INFANT WALKERS; HIGH CHAIRS FOR BABIES".

2386232 2386232 - (1602-0) Proprietor name has been corrected as:- BEATS ELECTRONICS,
LLC
Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- 1601 CLOVERFIELD BLVD, SUITE 5000N,
SANTA MONICA, CA 90404, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Trade Description has been corrected as:- MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

2402329 2402329 - (1673-0) - TYPOGRAPHICAL ERROR IN THE NAME OF THE CONVENTION
PRIORITY COUNTRY IS CORRECTED TO READ AS "EUROPEAN COMMUNITY (CTM)"
AND ASLO, ADDRESS OF THE APPLICANT IS CORRECTED TO READ AS "2 MAPLE
PARK, ESSEX ROAD, HODDESDON, HERTFORDSHIRE EN11 0EX, UNITED KINGDOM".

2419787 2419787 - (1617-0) Proprietor name has been corrected as:- QUALICAPS CO., LTD.
Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- 321-5, IKEZAWA-CHO,
YAMATOKORIYAMA-SHI, NARA-KEN, JAPAN.
GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS IN CLASS 07:- MACHINES AND APPARATUS
FOR MANUFACTURING PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS; MACHINES AND
APPARATUS FOR PROCESSING PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS; MACHINES
FOR FILLING PHARMACEUTICAL CAPSULES; FILLING MACHINES FOR
MANUFACTURING PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS; SEALING MACHINES FOR
PHARMACEUTICAL CAPSULES; CHEMICAL PROCESSING MACHINES AND
APPARATUS; PRINTING OR BOOKBINDING MACHINES AND APPARATUS;
CORRIGENDA

APPL NO CORRIGENDA DESCRIPTION
2427786 2427786 - (1618-0) GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS:- FINANCIAL, INSURANCE, AND MONETARY SERVICES; SERVICES OF A BANKING COMPANY INCLUDING MORTGAGE SERVICES. FINANCIAL ANALYSIS SERVICES, FINANCIAL FORECAST AND BUDGET SERVICES; FINANCIAL SERVICES AND FINANCIAL ADVISING SERVICES; FINANCING SERVICES; FISCAL VALUATIONS AND APPRAISALS; FINANCIAL SERVICES IN RELATION TO TAX ISSUES; MEDIATION AND ADVICE ON SHARES, SECURITIES AND BOND TRANSACTIONS; EMISSION OF SECURITIES; ASSET MANAGEMENT; OBSERVING AND HEEDING THIRD PARTIES' FINANCIAL INTERESTS; LEASING (PROVIDING CREDIT WHEN USING) DATA COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT, SPECIFICALLY IN THE FIELD OF FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS; FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT OF AN FINANCE COMPANY; FINANCIAL PARTICIPATION IN COMPANIES, ENTERPRISES, INSTITUTIONS AND ORGANIZATIONS; FINANCIAL AFFAIRS ON BEHALF OF SUBSIDIARIES AND ASSOCIATES; INVESTMENT SERVICES

2457922 2457922 - (1719-0) Address of the Proprietor to be read as 208, Okhla Industrial Estate, Phase-III, New Delhi – 110020, INDIA
2500255 2500255 - (1681-0) Goods restrict for sale in the state of Gujarat only.
2527322 2527322 - (1724-0) Address of the Proprietor to be read as 208, Okhla Industrial Estate, Phase-III, New Delhi – 110020, INDIA
2605567 2605567 - (1719-0) Address of the Proprietor to be read as 208, Okhla Industrial Estate, Phase-III, New Delhi – 110020, INDIA
2617592 2617592 - (1724-0) Address of the Proprietor to be read as 208, Okhla Industrial Estate, Phase-III, New Delhi – 110020, INDIA
2647829 2647829 - (1719-0) Address of the Proprietor to be read as 208, Okhla Industrial Estate, Phase-III, New Delhi – 110020, INDIA
2647832 2647832 - (1724-0) Address of the Proprietor to be read as 208, Okhla Industrial Estate, Phase-III, New Delhi – 110020, INDIA
2647841 2647841 - (1719-0) Address of the Proprietor to be read as 208, Okhla Industrial Estate, Phase-III, New Delhi – 110020, INDIA
2647842 2647842 - (1719-0) Address of the Proprietor to be read as 208, Okhla Industrial Estate, Phase-III, New Delhi – 110020, INDIA
2732943 2732943 - (1714-0) Name of the Proprietor (Partner) to be read as LALIT GUPTA
2798368 2798368 - (1724-0) Address of the Proprietor to be read as 208, Okhla Industrial Estate, Phase-III, New Delhi – 110020, INDIA
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>437</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>03/06/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136695</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>07/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>177866</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>03/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>178245</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>30/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>178671</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>27/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>219252</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>04/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220317</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>31/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220530</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220610</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>221512</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>31/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>268484</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>04/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>268631</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>268642</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>268643</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>268788</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>19/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>268943</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>24/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>269335</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>270138</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>270782</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>23/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>273375</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>09/07/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>281536</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>18/07/2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>281537</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>18/07/2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>329655</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>10/10/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>331153</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>01/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>331388</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>09/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>331582</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>331796</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>22/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>331797</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>22/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>331798</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>22/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>331799</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>22/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>331801</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>22/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>332153</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>02/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>332155</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>02/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>332404</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>332405</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10/01/2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>332783</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>25/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>335811</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>20/04/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>337109</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>02/06/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>337110</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>02/06/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>337111</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>02/06/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>412337</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>24/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>414113</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>06/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>425219</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>02/08/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>425220</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>02/08/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>430820</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>431588</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>28/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>431748</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>02/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>432034</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>09/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>432107</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>10/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>432108</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>10/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>432553</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>432565</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>19/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>432831</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>25/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>432884</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>25/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>434732</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>29/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>434733</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>29/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>435486</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>22/03/2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>435514</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>22/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>436496</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15/04/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>438952</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12/06/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>508655</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>09/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>544781</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>05/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>563480</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>09/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>563980</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>18/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>564023</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>19/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>564034</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>19/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>564240</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>23/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>564427</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>26/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>564643</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>30/12/2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>564779</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>01/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>564882</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>02/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>566318</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>27/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>566433</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>29/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>566786</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>03/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>567516</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>568475</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>27/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>569257</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>569654</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>569684</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>569820</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>20/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>569988</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>25/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>570215</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>27/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>572529</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>04/05/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>572654</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>06/05/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>574908</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10/06/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>574909</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10/06/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>575248</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16/06/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>582848</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13/10/2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>647188</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>29/11/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>652482</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>673410</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>17/07/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>682290</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>04/10/2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>689329</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>05/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>690413</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>12/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>690589</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>13/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>690707</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>690810</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>691044</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>18/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>691687</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>22/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>691832</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>22/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>691860</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>22/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>691861</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>22/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>692307</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>27/12/2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>692593</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>28/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>692939</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>29/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>692940</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>29/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>693301</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>03/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>693302</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>03/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>693778</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>08/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>694007</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>694142</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>694522</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>694523</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>695163</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>22/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>695201</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>22/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>695272</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>22/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>695985</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>29/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>696538</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>31/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>696900</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>02/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>696901</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>02/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>696902</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>02/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>696903</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>02/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>696993</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>05/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>697061</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>05/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>697097</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>05/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>697737</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>08/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>698286</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>698367</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>14/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>698503</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>698973</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700370</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>01/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700868</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>06/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700869</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>06/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700870</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>06/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>701190</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>11/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>701226</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>701227</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11/03/2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>701228</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>701229</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>702544</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>702936</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>702937</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>703246</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>26/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>703362</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>27/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>704446</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11/04/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>709312</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>03/04/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>709819</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>08/04/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>709821</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>08/04/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>709822</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>08/04/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>709823</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>08/04/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>712082</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>26/04/2016 11:25:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>712082</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>26/04/2016 11:25:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>712846</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>19/04/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>731385</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>21/05/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>774069</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>04/09/2007 11:50:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>798435</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>821856</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>06/10/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>833565</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>22/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>838280</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>25/01/2009 15:15:27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>839213</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>01/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>845987</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>948549</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17/08/2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>948550</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>17/08/2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1007987</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>08/05/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1062173</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>22/11/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1133829</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16/09/2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1141517</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>07/10/2012 16:57:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1142836</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11/10/2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1143648</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>16/10/2012 16:01:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1160960</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>23/12/2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1171840</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>04/02/2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1226217</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>26/08/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1255650</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>16/12/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1316912</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1316916</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1328260</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>27/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1329909</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>04/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335558</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>01/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1337430</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>09/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1338781</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1347283</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>28/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1348734</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>04/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1362693</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>09/06/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1368935</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>05/07/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1375120</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>03/08/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1375898</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>05/08/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1383437</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>09/09/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1384645</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14/09/2015 14:43:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1386613</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>22/09/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1386614</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>22/09/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1389949</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>06/10/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1391427</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>07/10/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1399263</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16/11/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1401209</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>24/11/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1402170</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>28/11/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1403660</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>05/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1404213</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>07/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1404417</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>07/12/2015 15:15:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1404719</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>08/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1404757</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>08/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1404766</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>08/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1404769</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>08/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1404770</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>08/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1404779</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>08/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1404782</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>08/12/2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1404783</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>08/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1404785</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>08/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1404786</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>08/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1404788</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>08/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1404789</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>08/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1404861</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>09/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1404991</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>09/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1405033</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>09/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1405036</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>09/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1405050</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>09/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1405056</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>09/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1405093</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>09/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1405094</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>09/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1405208</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>12/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1405336</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1405337</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1405338</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1405349</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>12/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1405352</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>12/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1405385</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>08/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1405428</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1405536</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>09/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1405600</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>09/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1405603</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>09/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1405629</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>09/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1405701</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>09/12/2015 11:53:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1405754</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1405755</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1405768</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>13/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1405769</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>13/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1405772</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>13/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1405787</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>13/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1405810</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>13/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1405816</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13/12/2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1405817</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1405818</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1405929</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>13/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1405932</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>13/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1405980</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1405983</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1406134</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>14/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1406172</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1406178</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>14/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1406184</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>14/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1406238</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>14/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1406247</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>14/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1406250</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>14/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1406263</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>14/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1406267</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>14/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1406308</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1406309</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1406310</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14/12/2015 16:33:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1406390</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1406458</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1406459</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1406738</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1406739</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1406740</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1406741</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1406742</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1406791</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>16/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1406933</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1407148</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>19/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1407149</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>19/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1407181</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>19/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1407182</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>19/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1407270</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>19/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1407275</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>20/12/2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1407282</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>19/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1407293</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>19/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1407301</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1407302</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>19/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1407303</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>19/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1407304</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>19/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1407305</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>19/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1407380</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>20/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1407570</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1407580</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20/12/2015 11:54:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1407593</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>20/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1407600</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>21/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1407707</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>21/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1407992</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>21/12/2015 14:14:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1408048</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>21/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1408255</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>22/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1408257</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>22/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1408260</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>22/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1408284</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>22/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1408386</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>22/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1408422</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>22/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1408427</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>22/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1408428</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>22/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1408496</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>23/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1408734</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>23/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1408745</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>23/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1408939</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>26/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1409067</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>26/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1409068</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>26/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1409069</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>26/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1409103</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>26/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1409132</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>26/12/2015 16:51:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1409311</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>27/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1409319</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>27/12/2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1409408</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>27/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1409409</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>27/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1409478</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>27/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1409479</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>27/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1409511</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>27/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1409519</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>27/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1409638</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>28/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1409705</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>28/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1409891</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>29/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1410159</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>30/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1410222</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1410223</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>30/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1410224</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1410241</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>30/12/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1410448</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>02/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1410569</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>02/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1410613</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>02/01/2016 14:45:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1410913</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>03/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1410914</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>03/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1410915</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>03/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1410916</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>03/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1410967</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>03/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1411052</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>03/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1411083</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>03/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1411111</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>03/01/2016 14:57:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1411344</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>04/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1411345</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>04/01/2016 15:08:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1411348</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>04/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1411417</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>05/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1411430</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>05/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1411486</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>05/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1411508</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>05/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1411524</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>05/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1411557</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>05/01/2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1411566</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>05/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1411568</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>05/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1411570</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>05/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1411591</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>05/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1411594</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>05/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1411796</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>06/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1411798</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>06/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1411800</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>06/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1411812</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>06/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1411815</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>06/01/2016 11:47:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1411862</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>06/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1411863</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>06/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1411864</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>06/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1411865</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>06/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1411866</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>06/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1411867</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>06/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1411869</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>06/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1411916</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>06/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1411998</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>06/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1412160</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>09/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1412179</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>09/01/2016 12:45:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1412180</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>09/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1412181</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>09/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1412187</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>09/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1412188</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>09/01/2016 12:45:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1412189</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>09/01/2016 12:45:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1412369</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>09/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1412501</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>09/01/2016 15:50:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1412678</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1412692</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10/01/2016 12:34:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1412697</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>09/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1412810</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>09/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1412815</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>09/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1412816</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>09/01/2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1412818</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>09/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1412819</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>09/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1412820</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>09/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1412822</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>09/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1412823</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>09/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1412824</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>09/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1412825</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>09/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1412827</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>09/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1412828</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>09/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1412829</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>09/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1412830</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>09/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1412831</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>09/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1412832</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>09/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1412833</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>09/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1412834</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>09/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1412835</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>09/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1412836</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>09/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1412837</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>09/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1412838</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>09/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1412839</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>09/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1412840</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>09/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1412841</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>09/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1412842</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>09/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1412843</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>09/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1412844</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>09/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1412892</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1413223</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>12/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1413253</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>12/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1413254</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1413255</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>12/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1413415</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1413454</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1413528</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>13/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1413574</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>12/01/2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1413638</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>13/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1413718</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>16/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1413740</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>16/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1413829</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1413991</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>16/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1414024</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>16/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1414224</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>16/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1414320</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16/01/2016 15:03:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1414326</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>17/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1414335</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>17/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1414342</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>17/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1414343</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>17/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1414344</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>17/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1414426</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>17/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1414445</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>17/01/2016 15:26:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1414468</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17/01/2016 15:37:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1414493</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>17/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1414688</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1414689</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>18/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1414712</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>18/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1414729</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>17/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1414922</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1414965</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>18/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1414966</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>18/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1415090</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>19/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1415165</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>19/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1415166</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>19/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1415245</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>19/01/2016 14:10:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1415247</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>19/01/2016 14:10:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1415323</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>19/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1415608</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20/01/2016 12:50:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1415678</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>20/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1415681</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1415682</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20/01/2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1415683</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1415684</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1416087</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>23/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1416088</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>23/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1416148</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>23/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1416201</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>24/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1416264</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>24/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1416305</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>24/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1416377</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>24/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1416378</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>25/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1416410</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>24/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1416417</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>24/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1416505</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1416616</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>25/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1416653</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>25/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1416654</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1416687</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1416848</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1416989</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>27/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1417005</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>27/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1417047</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>27/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1417048</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1417190</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>30/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1417195</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>30/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1417196</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>30/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1417197</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>30/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1417274</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>27/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1417283</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>27/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1417392</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1417454</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30/01/2016 15:35:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1417455</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>30/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1417553</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>30/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1417582</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>30/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1417619</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>30/01/2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1417694</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>31/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1417695</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>31/01/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1417889</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>31/01/2016 16:02:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1418712</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>03/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1418713</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>03/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1418714</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>03/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1418764</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>03/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1418772</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>03/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1418774</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>03/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1418775</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>03/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1418777</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>03/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1418780</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>03/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1418782</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>03/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1418784</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>03/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1418785</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>03/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1418796</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>03/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1418797</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>03/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1418799</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>03/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1418803</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>03/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1418809</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>03/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1418961</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>03/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1419173</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>06/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1419174</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>06/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1419175</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>06/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1419391</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>06/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1419425</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>07/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1419426</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>07/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1419427</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>07/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1419479</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>07/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1419673</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>03/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1419676</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>03/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1419774</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>08/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1419908</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>07/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1420074</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>08/02/2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1420176</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1420178</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1420180</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1420182</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1420185</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1420186</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1420187</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1420471</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10/02/2016 15:13:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1420473</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10/02/2016 15:13:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1420508</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1420734</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>13/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1420744</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>13/02/2016 12:01:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1421040</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1421437</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1421814</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>15/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1421890</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>16/02/2016 12:46:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1422069</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>16/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1422151</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1422208</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>17/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1422258</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>17/02/2016 14:17:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1422488</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>17/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1422614</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>20/02/2016 14:03:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1422719</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>20/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1422907</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1422908</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1422976</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20/02/2016 17:03:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1422989</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>21/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1423080</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>21/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1423370</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>21/02/2016 14:56:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1423377</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>22/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1423403</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>21/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1423446</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>22/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1423522</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>22/02/2016 14:44:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1423750</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>23/02/2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1423908</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>23/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1423909</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>23/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1423910</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>23/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1423911</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>23/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1423912</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>23/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1423913</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>23/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1423914</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>23/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1423915</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>23/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1423916</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>23/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1423922</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>23/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1423923</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>23/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1423924</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>23/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1424078</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>23/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1424091</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>23/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1424106</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>23/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1424183</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1424235</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>24/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1424270</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>24/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1424349</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>24/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1424420</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>24/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1424424</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>24/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1424657</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1424672</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>27/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1424676</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>27/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1424689</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1424702</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>28/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1424775</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>24/02/2016 14:05:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1424776</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>24/02/2016 14:05:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1424857</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>24/02/2016 14:57:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1424860</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>24/02/2016 14:57:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1424861</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>24/02/2016 14:57:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1424862</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>24/02/2016 14:57:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1424863</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>24/02/2016 14:57:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1424923</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>28/02/2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1424924</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>29/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1425085</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>27/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1425579</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>01/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1425714</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>01/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1425770</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>01/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1426019</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>28/02/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1426194</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>02/03/2016 16:08:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1426468</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>03/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1427460</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>13/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1427514</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>08/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1427515</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>08/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1427523</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>08/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1427524</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>08/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1428068</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1428460</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1428612</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1431402</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>20/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1431412</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1431915</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>10/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1433046</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>13/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1433202</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13/03/2016 11:57:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1433205</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>13/03/2016 11:47:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1433255</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>22/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1433256</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>22/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1433257</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>22/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1433351</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>22/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1433352</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>22/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1433353</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>22/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1433406</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1433441</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>14/03/2016 12:46:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1434154</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>13/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1434258</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>16/03/2016 15:31:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1435512</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20/03/2016 15:12:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1435608</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16/03/2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1436076</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>20/03/2016 16:54:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1436078</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>20/03/2016 16:57:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1436079</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>20/03/2016 16:57:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1436080</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>20/03/2016 16:57:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1436334</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>21/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1436425</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>24/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1436867</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>24/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1436936</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>23/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1436950</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>24/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1436969</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>23/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1437415</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>24/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1437625</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>24/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1437744</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>24/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1437852</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>24/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1438167</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>22/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1438169</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>22/03/2016 14:24:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1439220</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>28/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1439228</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>28/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1439231</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>28/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1439232</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>28/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1439233</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>28/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1439667</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>27/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1439669</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>27/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1440194</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>27/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1440673</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>29/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1440812</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>29/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1440819</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>29/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1441754</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>31/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1441759</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>31/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1441760</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>31/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1441761</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>31/03/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1442212</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>03/04/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1442874</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>05/04/2016 14:41:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1443030</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>07/04/2016 12:05:00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1443031</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>07/04/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1443034</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>07/04/2016 12:05:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1443035</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>07/04/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1445443</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12/04/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1445444</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>12/04/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1445609</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12/04/2016 12:22:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1445611</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12/04/2016 12:22:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1445612</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12/04/2016 12:22:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1445613</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12/04/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1445614</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12/04/2016 12:22:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1445845</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13/04/2016 14:10:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1446182</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>13/04/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1446786</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>19/04/2016 14:25:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1446898</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>19/04/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1446931</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>19/04/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1447138</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20/04/2016 14:31:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1447222</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21/04/2016 17:00:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1447225</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21/04/2016 17:00:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1448058</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>25/04/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1448097</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>25/04/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1448098</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>25/04/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1448102</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>25/04/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1448103</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25/04/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1448104</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25/04/2016 15:30:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1448411</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>27/04/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1448412</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>27/04/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1448727</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>28/04/2016 14:49:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1448869</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>28/04/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1449398</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>01/05/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1453971</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12/05/2016 16:00:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1454423</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>15/05/2016 16:11:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1454715</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17/05/2016 14:47:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1455237</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>18/05/2016 15:29:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1459431</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>30/05/2016 11:03:00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1459432</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>30/05/2016 11:03:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1459440</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>30/05/2016 11:10:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1459604</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>31/05/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1459969</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>01/06/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1460530</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>05/06/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1460532</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>05/06/2016 10:11:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1460944</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>06/06/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1460945</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>06/06/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1460946</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>06/06/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1460947</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>06/06/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1460948</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>06/06/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1460949</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>06/06/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1460950</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>06/06/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1460951</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>06/06/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1460952</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>06/06/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1460953</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>06/06/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1461042</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>07/06/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1461210</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>08/06/2016 16:01:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1461313</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>07/06/2016 17:24:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1461314</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>07/06/2016 17:24:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1461315</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>07/06/2016 17:24:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1461705</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>12/06/2016 13:12:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1462281</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16/06/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1462627</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19/06/2016 17:00:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1462900</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20/06/2016 15:52:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1463555</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>22/06/2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NAME, ADDRESS AND DESCRIPTION ALTERED IN THE REGISTER ARE SHOWN HERE IN ITALICS


473869 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to GLAXOSMITHKLINE PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED GLINDIA LIMITED,
529037 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to SYNGENTA LIMITED ZENECA LIMITED
738840 - 3: Proprietor Name Altered to MESO PRIVATE LIMITED MERCANTILE ESSENTIAL OIL CO. (INDIA) Pvt. Ltd.
2091164 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to EMCURE UTH HEALTHCARE LTD. UTH HEALTHCARE LTD.
655923 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to HAW PAR CORPORATION LIMITED HAW PAR BROTHERS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
1366591 - 6, 1945731 - 6, 1945732 - 9, 943476 - 6: Proprietor Address Altered to 904, 9TH FLOOR, LODHA SUPREME, DR. E. MOSES ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI - 400018.
1395953 - 5: Address for Service is altered to Indiabulls Finance Centre, Tower-2, 11th Floor, 1103, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai - 400013, India
850719 - 25: Address for Service is altered to F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.
1507220 - 7: Address for Service is altered to PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
1191578 - 34: Address for Service is altered to 236, CHANDNI CHOWK, FATEHPURI, POST BOX 1732
NO. 1237, DELHI - 110 006, INDIA.

828763 - 5: Address for Service is altered to F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.

797891 - 16: Address for Service is altered to F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.

473869 - 5: Address for Service is altered to HUBTOWN SOLARIS 121 1ST FLOOR N.S PHADKE MARG OPP. TELI GALI ANDHERI E MUMBAI 400 069
828764 - 5: Address for Service is altered to F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.
The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act, 1999.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>REMOVAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>895999</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>29/12/2015 11:44:01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896000</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>29/12/2015 11:45:37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896003</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>29/12/2015 11:56:51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896006</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>29/12/2015 11:58:59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896008</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>29/12/2015 12:01:11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896014</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29/12/2015 12:02:42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896019</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>29/12/2015 12:03:50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896020</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>29/12/2015 12:06:02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896033</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>29/12/2015 12:07:23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896034</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>29/12/2015 12:08:21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896046</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>29/12/2015 12:09:46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896052</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>29/12/2015 12:10:45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896065</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>29/12/2015 12:12:12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896068</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>29/12/2015 12:14:36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896096</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>29/12/2015 12:15:28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896097</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>29/12/2015 12:16:42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896099</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>29/12/2015 12:17:52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896101</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>29/12/2015 12:19:50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896119</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>29/12/2015 12:21:08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896153</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>29/12/2015 12:22:55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896158</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>29/12/2015 12:24:14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896159</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>29/12/2015 12:25:46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896173</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>29/12/2015 12:27:14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896176</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>29/12/2015 12:28:54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896177</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>29/12/2015 12:30:28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act, 1999.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>REMOVAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>896178</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>29/12/2015 12:31:51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896180</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>29/12/2015 12:33:20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896181</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>29/12/2015 12:34:56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896182</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>29/12/2015 12:36:20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896183</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>29/12/2015 12:37:38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896184</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>29/12/2015 12:39:42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896190</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>29/12/2015 12:41:27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896193</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>29/12/2015 12:42:56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896202</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>29/12/2015 12:44:02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896207</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>29/12/2015 12:45:50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896208</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>29/12/2015 12:47:05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896210</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>29/12/2015 12:48:37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896219</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>29/12/2015 12:50:52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896286</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>31/12/2015 11:58:42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896295</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>31/12/2015 11:59:34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896296</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>31/12/2015 12:00:55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896308</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>31/12/2015 12:05:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896336</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>31/12/2015 12:06:40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896337</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>31/12/2015 12:09:37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896338</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>31/12/2015 12:12:18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896366</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>31/12/2015 12:13:08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896384</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>31/12/2015 12:14:45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896385</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>31/12/2015 12:15:35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896386</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>31/12/2015 12:16:24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act, 1999.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>REMOVAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>896414</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>31/12/2015 12:17:24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896416</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>31/12/2015 12:18:15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896437</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>31/12/2015 12:19:13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896439</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>31/12/2015 12:20:04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896443</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>31/12/2015 12:21:22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896447</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>31/12/2015 12:22:03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896525</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>31/12/2015 12:22:52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896526</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>31/12/2015 12:23:39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896527</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>31/12/2015 12:24:43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896528</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>31/12/2015 12:29:31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896534</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>31/12/2015 12:30:24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896537</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>31/12/2015 12:32:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896596</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>31/12/2015 12:34:55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896599</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>31/12/2015 12:35:40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896600</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>31/12/2015 12:36:27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896602</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>31/12/2015 12:37:14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896607</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>31/12/2015 12:39:19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896613</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>31/12/2015 12:43:48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896615</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>31/12/2015 12:44:48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896616</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>31/12/2015 12:46:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896617</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>31/12/2015 12:47:08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896618</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>31/12/2015 12:48:01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896619</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>31/12/2015 12:48:50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896625</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>31/12/2015 12:49:54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act, 1999.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>REMOVAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>896627</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>31/12/2015 12:50:49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896629</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>31/12/2015 12:51:37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896630</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>31/12/2015 12:54:24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896631</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>31/12/2015 12:55:26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968181</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>01/01/2016 11:17:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968182</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>01/01/2016 11:21:47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968807</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>29/12/2015 12:53:46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968808</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>29/12/2015 12:56:28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968809</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>29/12/2015 12:59:02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968810</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>29/12/2015 13:00:13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968811</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>29/12/2015 13:01:46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968812</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>29/12/2015 13:03:23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968814</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>29/12/2015 13:05:36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968816</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>30/12/2015 11:50:06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968817</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>30/12/2015 11:52:29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968818</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>30/12/2015 11:56:11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968819</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>30/12/2015 11:57:16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968820</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>30/12/2015 11:58:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968821</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30/12/2015 12:00:12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968822</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>30/12/2015 12:01:41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968823</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>30/12/2015 12:03:04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968824</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30/12/2015 12:04:20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968825</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>30/12/2015 12:05:43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968826</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>30/12/2015 12:07:47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act, 1999.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>REMOVAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>968827</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>30/12/2015 12:09:04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968828</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>30/12/2015 12:10:21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968829</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>30/12/2015 12:12:13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968830</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>30/12/2015 12:13:45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968831</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30/12/2015 12:14:52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968832</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>30/12/2015 12:15:58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968833</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>30/12/2015 12:17:06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968834</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>30/12/2015 12:18:57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968842</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>30/12/2015 12:20:19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968843</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>30/12/2015 12:21:13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968844</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>30/12/2015 12:29:57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968846</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>31/12/2015 11:43:46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968849</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>31/12/2015 11:44:40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968851</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>31/12/2015 11:45:22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968852</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>31/12/2015 11:46:03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968853</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>31/12/2015 11:46:42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968854</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>31/12/2015 11:47:32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968856</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>31/12/2015 11:49:56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968865</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>31/12/2015 11:53:56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968868</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>31/12/2015 11:56:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968925</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>31/12/2015 11:57:23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NOTICE

Applicants for registration of Trade Marks and their agents are particularly requested to quote in their replies full and complete Reference Letter No. and date, application number and the class to which it relates and send to the concerned office of Trade Marks Registry. This would facilitate quick disposal of letters.
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